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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION: THE KHARIA LANGUAGE 

1. 1 GENERAL INrn.ooucnoN 

Kharia is a South Munda language spoken primarily in eastern central 
India in the southwestern areas of the state of Jharkhand (mainly in the 
districts Simdega and Gumla) and adjoining areas of the states of Chat
tisgarh (primarily in the districts Surguja, Jashpur and Raigarh) and Orissa 
(especially in Sundargarh District). It is also spoken by large numbers of 
speakers in regions further to the east and south, as well as by smaller 
numbers further afield (cf. the discussions and map in Ishtiaq, 1999: 
41:ff.). The largerst number of speakers probably reside in the Simdega 
and Gumla districts of Jharkhand. Map 1 shows the location of the states 
of Jharkhand, Chattisgarh and Orissa (shaded) within India while Map 2 
shows the districts where Kharia is predominantly spoken in these states. 
According to Lewis (2009), 1 there is also a considerable number of speakers 
in Assam and smaller communities elsewhere, including West Bengal and 
the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The language described in the present 
study is that spoken in Simdega and Gumla Districts, Jharkhand, as well 
as in Birmitrapur, on the Orissa side of the Jharkhand-Orissa border. 

Kharia is a predominantly agglutinating language, and virtually all 
grammatical marking is expressed through enclitics, although there is also 
a limited number of derivational suffixes, one prefix and two infixes, one 
of which appears either as a prefix or infix. The language is generally 
predicate-final, although not rigidly so, and the order of the Case-syntag
mas ("NPs") is determined primarily through their pragmatic status, with 
topical elements appearing first, followed by focal elements. There are 
only two overtly expressed cases, the genitive and the oblique, the latter 
being used to mark a variety of argument-types, including (specific 
and definite) direct objects, "indirect objects", as well as adjuncts of 
various types. 

Perhaps the most striking characteristic of the language is the virtually 
total lack of evidence for lexical categories such as noun, verb and adjective, 

1 http: //www.ethnologu.e.com/show _language.asp?code=khr 
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Map 1: The States of Jharlchand, Chatlisgarh and Orissa in eastern central India. 
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Map 2: The districts where Kharia is predominantly spoken. 
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at least in the Simdega dialect, and predicates (~ Vs) and their comple
ments(~ NPs) are in fact based on syntactic structures, not lexical units. 

Typologically speaking, Kharia resembles a large number of other 
South Asian languages in many respects and can probably be considered 
as belonging to what is often termed the South Asian linguistic area or 
Sprachbund, although a precise characterization of this area has so far 
eluded researchers. For example, Kharia possesses all five of the criteria 
discussed at length in Masica (1976) as typical of the South Asian lin
guistic area, namely head-final order, morphologically marked causatives 
(and double causatives), the presence of sequential converbs (or "con
junctive participles"), explicator verbal auxiliaries, referred to here as 
''v2s", i.e., markers of Aktionsart which derive from earlier contentive 
morphemes (usually verbs in languages for which this class may be 
assumed to exist), and "dative subjects", i.e., constructions in which the 
experiencer appears in a case other than the nominative (or the direct 
case, as it is termed here) and in which the stimulus is the grammatical 
subject of the construction. 

However, as Masica himself notes, these five criteria are to a certain 
extent rather arbitrary, and it could well be argued that at least most of 
them are nothing out of the ordinary for a predicate-final language. In 
fact, a number of other researchers have proposed numerous possible cri
teria over the past several decades, many of which are summarized in 
Masica (1976, Appendix A), going back at least to Emeneau's (1956) 
seminal study. 

More recent studies are increasingly taking data on languages into 
account which have only become available in the past few decades, espe
cially on languages of the east and northeast. Some of the more recent 
studies in this area include Ebert, 1993; 1998; 1999; Ebert & Neukam, 
2000; Moral, 1997; Neukam, 1999. Another innovative study in the field 
of contact linguistics is Donegan & Stampe (2004 ), in which the authors 
argue that much of the common structure of the Munda and Indo-Aryan 
languages can be traced back to prosodic features. It is hoped that the 
present study will, among other things, prove useful in future studies in 
this field, especially since detailed descriptions of the Munda languages 
from a typological perspective are often lacking. 

Kharia is often spoken in multi-lingual communities, where its speak
ers are in daily contact with speakers of Sadri, 2 the traditional lingua 

2 Or "Sadani", as it is referred to in most western s1ndies. As the term "Sadri" is pre
ferred in the region, and as "Sadani" is actually a cover term for a nwnber of closely 
related linguistic varieties, this particular variety will be referred to as Sadri in this study. 
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franca of the region, and Hindi (both Indo-Aryan), Mundari (North
Munda) and Kurukh3 (North Dravidian). In Orissa speakers of Kharia are 
also in close contact with speakers of Oriya (Indo-Aryan). All speakers 
of Kharia whom this author has met are multilingual and speak Kharia, 
Sadri and Hindi fluently. Occasionally, Kharia speakers will also have 
some fluency in other languages of the region, such as Mundari, if they 
have close contact with these other groups. Conversely, speakers of other 
languages in the region occasionally have some degree of fluency in Kha
ria if they live in predominantly Kharia-speaking areas. Many Kharia also 
have some degree of fluency in English. 

The standard name of the language and people is kha[iya [k~.tija], 
written <Kharia> in English, but many speakers feel that the form khe[iya 
[klle. ti .j a] is more correct. The etymology of this term is unclear. Konow 
(Grierson, 1906 [1994]: 190) notes a suggestion which connects the term 
to the Proto-Munda word for 'person' Although this is uncontroversial 
in the case of the North Munda languages and peoples, who refer to 
themselves and their languages as either Joe or ho (both of which mean 
'man, person' in the respective languages), the cognate form in Kharia is 
kar, and there remain a number of problems with such a derivation, espe
cially the aspiration in the name kha[iyalkhe[iya. A number of other 
popular or "folk" etymologies have also been proposed (see Kullii, 2000: 
3-7 for an overview), perhaps the two most interesting of which are the 
following: In one suggestion, the name is claimed to derive from the 
Kharia word kho[i 'village section', as the Kharia-speaking population 
often lives together in individual sections of multi-lingual villages. Another 
derives the name from an Indo-Atyan word for 'white clay, chalk', cf. 
Hindi kha[iya. The etymology of this term awaits further study. 

There are three groups which are generally classified together as 
Kharia-the dudh Kharia ( cf. Hindi dildh, Sadri dudh 'milk'), the Q.elki 
or Q.helki Kharia, and the Hill Kharia. Of these three groups, apparently 
only the Dudh and D(h)elki Kharia speak Kharia, whereas the Hill Kharia 
speak Indo-Atyan languages closely related to Bengali and Oriya. 4 

3 Kurukh is also often referred to as "Oraon". The language is also spoken in some areas 
in southern Nepal, where it is known as "Dhangar". 

4 Malhotra (1982: 1) mentions a group known as Sabbars, in Norfu Orissa, who speak 
Kh.aria, al1hough she gives no further data It is possible that 1his is in fact a group of Hill 
Kharia who s1ill speak Kh.aria, as 1here is some confusion with respect to the name "Sab
bar" and whe1her or not 1his is a group ofKharia (cf. e.g. Roy & Roy, 1937: 30f.). Interest
ingly, Roy & Roy (1937: 31) note that "The Hill Kh.aP.as [sic!), like 1he present Savara 
tribe of Orissa, have at the present day no language of 1heir own but have adopted the 
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It is generally asswned that there are two main dialects of Kharia cor
responding to the division between the Dudh and D(h)elki Kharia, but 
this has yet to be confirmed. With the exception of one speaker from 
northern Orissa, all other speakers of Kharia with whom this author has 
worked are from the Gwnla and Simdega districts of southwestern 
Jharkhand, all of whom are speakers of the "Dudh" dialect. The present 
study therefore deals only with Dudh Kharia as it is spoken in southwest 
Jharkhand and northwest Orissa. 

According to the 1971 census, 191,421 people spoke Kharia as their 
native language at that time, out of a total Kharia population of 321,190 
(data from Abbi, 1993: 543), whereas Grimes (1988: 4 71 ), quoting another 
work, gives 111,000-160,000 speakers for roughly the same period. The 
present Kharia-speaking population has undoubtedly increased since then, 
although it is not clear how many speakers there are. The internet 
versions of the Ethnologue5 give a total of 278,500 speakers for 1994 
(14th edition, 2000) and 292,000 in India for 1997 (15th edition, 2005).6 

The question of whether Kharia is endangered is difficult to answer. In 
the short term, it cannot be considered endangered, although the long
term chances of survival are more difficult to assess. As early as Grierson 
(1906 [1994]: 190) Kharia was declared to be a dying language, a view 
which also found support in Pinnow (1965a: ix, 4ff.). Nevertheless, the 
language probably has more speakers now than at any other point in its 
history due to the size of the ethnic Kharia population, although it seems 
that an ever-increasing percentage of this population is choosing to rear 
their children in either Hindi or Sadri, so that many ethnic Kharia have 
neither an active nor a passive command of the language. 

language of1heir neighbours-namely, OriyQ in Mayurbha.ftj and o1her Orissa States, and 
Benf!Pli in Singhbhiirn (Dhalbhiirn), Bankurii and Manbh:iim." For a more recent account 
of the Savar (siivar, in Hindi), see Bhagat (2001a), who also notes (Bhagat, 2001a: 18) that 
1hey may be connected in some way to 1he Hill Kharia. 

Note also that Risley (1891 [1998], II: 241:ff.) writes of a tribe named "Savar, Sabar, 
Saur, Sar, Sayar, Suir, Swirl" and considers 1hern a Dravidian tribe, noting however that 
o1her authors consider 1hern "Kolarian", i.e. Munda, a view which he rejects as he consid
ers the linguistic evidence to be "meagre and inconclusive" (Risley, 1891 [1998]: 242). 

The confusion in 1he literature Wldoubtedly derives from 1he fact that there are two 
languages, Sora I Savara (Munda) and Savar (Dravidian), both spoken in Andhra Pradesh 
(cf. Lewis, 2009, under "Sora" and "Savara", respectively), in addition to 1he presumably 
Kharia Sabbar of Orissa. Further research on this topic is necessary. 

5 See note 1 above. 
6 Note also that 1he number of speakers given in the 151h edition of 1he Ethnologue for 

all speakers in bo1h India and Nepal is only slightly higher 1han the number of speakers in 
India: 293,575. The number of speakers for India is given as the same in 1he 16th edition 
(Lewis, 2009), al1hough the figure for all countries is slightly higher: 293,580. 
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There is a growing movement to promote Kharia, both through various 
organizations as well as in the schools. On the other hand, the increas
ingly high level of education is bringing the Kharia in their daily lives 
more and more into contact with Hindi and other languages, while oppor
tunities for speaking Kharia are becoming fewer. Only time will tell to 
what extent present attempts at preserving the language are successful. 
Although the language has certainly taken on a large number of traits 
from Indo-Aryan (cf. Malhotra, 1982 and Abbi, 1993; 1997), it has sur
vived up to the present and the number of people speaking it has even 
increased substantially in the past 30 years, despite all earlier forecasts. 

1.2 GENETIC AFFILIATIONS 

The Munda languages together form the western branch of the Austro
Asiatic phylum, which extends from Central India to Vietnam. The phy
lum, whose genetic relationship was demonstrated beyond any doubt in 
Pinnow's (1959) excellent overview of the family,? can be divided into 
two major groups, Munda and Man-Khmer. 

The Munda languages strectch from central India to eastern central 
India, with a few pockets further to the northeast and elsewhere, due 
mainly to migration which began in the 19th century. The Man-Khmer 
languages stretch from Khasi-War in northeastern India in the northwest, 
to Vietnam in the east, Malaysia in the southeast and the Nicobar Islands 
in the southwest. 

In the genetic scheme of Munda given in Zide (1969), Kharia and 
Juang make up the (South-) Central branch of Munda.8 This scheme, 
which has probably been the most influential genetic model of the Munda 
languages, is illustrated in Diagram 1. 1. This model has been questioned 
by a number of authors, however. Although we will not deal here in any 
detail with the genetic affiliations of the various Munda languages, it 
should be noted that in Anderson's (2001) scheme, Proto-Juang and 
Proto-Kharia(-Gutob-Remo) went separate ways at an early date, although 
Anderson does note that Kharia and Juang share many common traits. As 
Anderson (2001: 32) himself notes, the question of internal relationships 
within South Munda is still very much an unsettled issue. 

7 In addition to other studies of his on this topic, e.g. Pinnow (1960; 1963). 
8 For a brief description of Juang, see Matson (1964) and Patnaik (2008). 
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Proto-Munda 

Proto-South Munda 

Proto-Koraput Munda 

~ 
Proto
Sora-Gorum 

Proto-Gutob- Proto-
Remo-Gata1 Central Munda 

1\ ~I\ 

Proto-NorthMunda 

Sora Gorum Gutob Remo Gata1 Kharia Juang 

Korwa 
etc. 

Diagram 1.1: A genetic scheme of the Munda languages (Zide, 1969: 412) 

1.3 PREVIous Srooms ON nm KHAluA AND WHAT nns STUDY ADos 

1.3 .1 Previous works 

The Kharia are one of the best studied Munda groups and studies on their 
language and culture date back to the 19th century. However, the first 
major work dealing with the Kharia language is Pinnow (1959), a 
German-language work on Kharia phonology, predominantly from a his
torical perspective. Despite the fact that it is now somewhat dated, it is 
nevertheless still standard reading for anyone interested in historical 
Munda and Austro-Asiatic linguistics. 

A number of other works by Pinnow should also be mentioned here, 
as they are also basically compulsory reading for anyone interested in 
Kharia or Munda linguistics: Pinnow (1965a) is a large collection of texts 
in Kharia, accompanied by a word-for-word translation, a free translation 
in German and detailed notes. Pinnow (1965b) is a shorter collection of 
the same type, also in German, but without the word-for-word translation. 
These last two works provide a valuable resource for anyone wishing to 
study almost any aspect of Kharia, including to a certain extent language 
change, as these texts were collected ca. fifty years ago. 

Unfortunately, these two works have never received the attention which 
they deserve: Despite the high quality of the texts, the translations, and 
the copious notes, for those who do not read German these texts are vir-
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tually inaccessible. But even for those who do know German, these texts 
will be difficult to interpret if the reader does not already know Kharia or 
is not at least familiar with one other South Munda language. For exam
ple, in Pinnow (1965a) each line is accompanied by a word-for-word 
German translation but unfortunately, this is not a gloss in the usual sense 
of the term. Rather it is a German translation of the respective (seg
mented) word, e.g. po'lda-'l 'des Dorfes' (English: 'of the village') and 
the reader who is not familiar with Kharia grammar will often have 
to guess as to the proper analysis. Although in this particular case the 
difficulties are perhaps minimal (po'lda 'village', -'l 'GENitive'), in many 
cases the non-initiated reader will face the almost insurmountable task of 
determining which part of the German translation refers to which part 
of the Kharia word(s). Pinnow (1965b), on the other hand, although of 
equally high quality and carefully commented, contains no word-for-word 
translation of the text but only the colloquial German translation and 
notes. This will clearly hinder all who do not already know both Kharia 
and German from gaining access to these texts. 

Roy & Roy (1937), an ethnological study, is a further standard work 
on the Kharia. It is based on twelve years of research among all three 
Kharia groups (Dudh, Dhelki and Hill Kharia) by S.C. Roy, often referred 
to as the "father of Indian ethnography", and his son. This work (two 
volumes) contains information on virtually all aspects of Kharia life in 
the early twentieth century, with the exception of the language. It stands 
alone in its scope in Munda ethnography and is so detailed that it has even 
led one modem scholar to write of it that "Later ethnographic accounts 
have nothing significant to add" (Pfeffer, 1993: 222). Other, more recent 
ethnological studies in English include Pfeffer (1993) on Kharia totemism, 
Sinha (1984) on the Hill Kharia, and Vidyarthi & Upadhyay (1980) on 
all three Kharia groups. 

A relatively large number of linguistic studies have also appeared on 
Kharia, most of which are now primarily of interest from a historical 
perspective, such as Banerjee (1894 [1982]), the first attempt to describe 
the language systematically, Tea Districts Labour Association (1929), a 
short but remarkably precise description of the language, and Floor et al. 
(1934), also from the Tea Districts Labour Association, a compact Eng
lish-Kharia, Kharia-English dictionary. While none of these is up-to-date, 
they have played an important role in the history of Kharia linguistics. 

Two further studies on Kharia deserve special mention here: Biligiri 
(1965) and Malhotra (1982). Biligiri (1965) is the first full-length study 
of the language, including a Kharia-English lexicon, while Malhotra (1982), 
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the author's unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, is a comprehensive grammar 
of Kharia, dealing extensively with all aspects of the language, except 
phonology, and including a chapter on language change. These two 
studies, although now also somewhat dated, represent the first detailed 
descriptions of the structure of Kharia using the methodology of modern 
linguistics, and the present study owes much to their insights (see the 
next section for details of the relation of the present study to these 
two studies). 

There are also a number of more recent works on Kharia in English 
and German, such as Abbi (1993; 1997), dealing primarily with language 
contact and change, Mahapatra (1976) on Juang and Kharia ''verbs", 
Rehberg (2003), a German-language Magister-thesis on Kharia phonol
ogy, and Zide & Stampe (1968) on the place of Kharia-Juang within 
Munda. A number of works by the present author have also recently 
appeared or are now in press: Peterson (2002a) on finiteness in Kharia; 
(2005, 2007, in press, a) on parts of speech in Kharia; (2006), this 
author's Habilitation-thesis or "professorial dissertation", consisting of 
three volumes (altogether over 850 pages}--a grammatical analysis (Vol
ume I), a Kharia-English lexicon (Volume II), and a collection ofKharia 
texts (Volume III), the first volume being a thoroughly revised and 
expanded version of an earlier shorter grammar, (2008), which appeared 
in the multi-contributor work The Munda Languages (Anderson (ed.), 
2008); (2009), an online Kharia-English dictionary; (in press, b) on the 
totality marker (''v2") may; (forthcoming, a), discussing Kharia's place 
within the "Jharkhand Sprachbund"; (forthcoming, b), a prototypical 
study of the middle voice in Kharia from a typological perspective, and 
Peterson & Maas (2009), dealing with reduplication in Kharia. 

Finally, although not dealing primarily with Kharia, Anderson (2007) 
should also be mentioned in this respect, which deals with predicating 
structures throughout Munda, including Kharia, primarily from a typo
logical perspective. As such, it provides a number of valuable insights 
into the structure of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma c~ ''verb") in Kharia and 
Munda languages in general. As the present study is primarily descriptive 
in nature and is of course primarily restricted to Kharia, we cannot deal 
with this study further in the present volume, although those interested in 
Kharia and Munda from a larger typological perspective will find much 
of interest to them there. 

The number of works in Hindi on the Kharia and their language is also 
significant: Ba'l (1983; 2001) deal with Kharia phonology; Bhagat (200 1 b) 
is a brief, six-page overview of the Hill Kharia; Ow:J<t.UIJ (1986) contains 
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a brief grammar, a large number of Kharia stories and songs, all accom
panied by a Hindi translation, as well as a Hindi-Kharia and Kharia-Hindi 
glossary; OwJ<t.UIJ (1999), based on that author's own interviews with the 
Dudh and Dhelki Kharia, contains a large amount of information on all 
aspects ofKharia life; Sahu (1979/80) and Kullii (1981) are concise gram
mars of Kharia, the latter also with a glossary, and finally Kullii (2000) 
deals extensively with Kharia religion and culture. Most of these authors 
who have written in Hindi are themselves Kharia, so that it is also pos
sible now to speak of an indigenous scholarly tradition among the Kharia. 
In fact, Kharia (culture, language, literature and history) can even be stud
ied at the Department of Tribal and Regional Languages at Ranchi Uni
versity, where many of the courses are taught by Kharia. 

There is also a growing amount of literature in Kharia, beginning with 
Archer (1942), a collection of songs and riddles in Kharia, although 
unfortunately only some of these have been translated (see the indices in 
Pinnow, 1965a: 284, 286). There are also a number of partial Bible trans
lations, song-books for the church service and other religious texts, as 
well as a translation of some of Premchand's works. Original work in 
Kharia is also on the increase, ranging from poetry and short stories to 
drama (e.g. Kerketta, 1990, from which many examples in this work were 
taken), and most recently a novel, the first in Kharia (Kullii, 2007).9 

1.3.2 The present study 

The present study is the result of research conducted by the author during 
five research trips to the state of Jharkhand over the course of nine years, 
amounting to approximately eight months altogether. 10 It benefits from 
being able to draw upon earlier works on Kharia, most notably Biligiri 
(1965) and Malhotra (1982), as well as the extensive corpus of texts in 
Pinnow (1965a, b), which appeared too early for Biligiri's study, although 
Malhotra (1982) was able to make use of them. However, the present 
study also goes beyond the treatment of the language presented in these 
two studies in a number of respects. In addition to a number of minor 
issues concerning, e.g., compounds (cf Section 4.6), animacy as a gram
matical category (5.1), the anaphoric proform acf.i (5.6), the ''v2s" or 

9 For a more complete list, see: http://www.SouthAsiaBibliography.de/Bibliography/ 
Austroasiatic!M1Dlda!Kharialkharia.h1rnl 

10 I wish to 1hank the Gernan Research FolDldation (Deutsche Forschungrgemeinschaft, 
DFG) for two generous grants (PE 872/1-1, 2) which greatly aided me in my research. 
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markers of Aktionsart (6.5), finiteness (6.6), the "copula" (7.3), "relative 
clauses" (7.6) and many other more-or-less minor points, the major dif
ferences between the present study and these two earlier studies are the 
following: 

- Parts of speech-The major difference between the present study and 
these two earlier studies lies in its approach to parts of speech. Both of 
these earlier studies recognize (in addition to a number of other classes) 
verbs, nouns, and pronouns, while Malhotra also assumes an adjectival 
class. On the other hand, the present study assumes that there is 
one oPEN class in the lexicon, consisting of all contentive morphemes, 
which may all be used in referential, predicative and attributive func
tion (as indeed more complex units or "phrases" may as well), and a 
cLOsED class, which divides into two further sub-classes: FUNCTIONAL 

MORPHEMES (case marking, TAM marking, markers for person. number 
and honorific status, etc.), which may never be used in referential, 
attributive or predicative function. and a small class of PROFORMS AND 

DEICTics, which may be used referentially and predicatively but which 
require the genitive to be used attributively ( cf. Chapter 4). As such, 
the present study does not make use of terminology such as "noun", 
''verb", "adjective", or "noun phrase" Also, and most importantly, the 
present study differs in that it shows that virtually all grammatical 
marking in Kharia is enclitic ( cf. Chapter 3 ), and not suffixal, and that 
this marking attaches to complex syntactic units or "(non-endocentric) 
phrases", hence what is at issue in Kharia are less LEXICAL CLASSES such 
as "noun" and ''verb" than SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES, termed TAMfPER.SON

and Case-syntagmas in this study. 
- Basic voice: the active and the middle-The second major difference 

between the present study and these two earlier studies lies in the area 
of what Klaiman (1991) refers to as "basic voice", i.e., active and mid
dle. Biligiri (1965) refers to these two classes as "set 1" and "set 2" 
suffixes which take "active" and "neutral" bases, respectively, while for 
Malhotra (1982) these two classes are basically "transitive" and "intran
sitive" Section 6.4.2 in the present study is an in-depth investigation 
of these two categories in Kharia which goes into considerably more 
detail than either of these two previous studies. In addition, this study 
benefits from recent developments in the field of basic voice and related 
topics which have appeared since Malhotra's study. 
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Scope-Finally, without wishing to belittle the important contribution 
made by the authors of these two previous studies, the present volume 
contains considerably more data on the grammar of Kharia, especially 
on morphology and syntax, than these two previous studies. Further
more, as an uncorrected, unpublished manuscript, Malhotra's study can 
be quite difficult to obtain and contains a rather large number of mis
prints and other errors, especially with respect to the presence or 
absence of the glottal stop. The present study is thus more exhaustive 
in its treatment of morphosyntax, however it does not deal with pho
notactics in quite as much detail as Biligiri (1965) nor with language 
contact I change to the extent that Malhotra (1982) does. 

1.3 .3 Methodology 

The data discussed in the following chapters were obtained primarily 
though a) the analysis of narratives, written short stories and songs, and 
b) interviews. Data from informal conversations also occasionally find 
their way into this discussion, although to a much less extent. Also, 
although the author made every attempt to spend as much time in the 
countryside as possible, where Kharia is spoken by a large percentage of 
the population, for reasons of personal safety, 11 this was only possible to 
a very small extent, so that most data had to be obtained working with 
Kharia speakers in Ranchi, the capitol of Jharkhand. However, as there is 
a large Kharia-speaking community here, this did not greatly hamper his 
work, although the data produced in such surroundings, where Hindi 
clearly dominates, may of course differ to some extent from that used in 
the countryside. 

11 Throughout much of 1he state of .Jharldumd (and o1her regions of eastern and eastern 
central India) there is a militant insurgency in the cowltryside, referred to by various names 
(Maoists, MCC, Naxalites, etc.). In Jharkhand, these groups are collectively referred to as 
the MCC (Maoist Communist, Centre), whose official goal is 1he installation of a Maoist 
state. During this au1hor's first two 1rips to Jharkhand, the center of activities of 1hese 
groups shifted from eastern Jharkhand to western Jharkhand, where Kharia is spoken, 
gradually making it too dangerous to conduct research in 1he colDltryside or to be in the 
cowttryside after dark, as kidnappings have become quite common. For this reason, as of 
the author's 1hird visit, almost all wmk on Kharia had to be conducted in Ranchi due to 
its relative safecy. 
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a. Narratives, written short stories and songs 
Most of the data used in this study are from narratives from various 
speakers on topics ranging from the history of the Kharia to their every
day lives. Unfortunately, speakers were often reluctant to allow their nar
ratives to be taped without time to prepare them at least mentally (usually 
one day). There seem to have been many reasons for this, first and fore
most that most of the Kharia speakers who this author worked with were 
also students ofKharia, who were interested in speaking as "pure" Kharia 
as possible. e.g., using the now virtually defunct Kharia numerals and 
other words no longer in general use. Also, they often wanted to be sure 
of details on the histoty of the Kharia, as these stories are no longer 
handed down from one generation to the next, so that many students were 
only familiar with them through their studies at Ranchi University. 

There are also a number of written texts in the corpus, which with one 
exception were all written especially for this author: Although none of the 
speakers had been asked to write stories, at one point a speaker approached 
this author with a children's story which he had composed and which he 
thought might be of interest. When he found my reaction to be positive, 
he began writing more stories, and word of this spread to other speakers 
I had been working with, with the result that I soon had a whole collec
tion of stories to type, gloss and translate, with offers for more. With the 
exception of the stories written by the person who first presented a story 
to me (Mr. Basil Baa, who plans to publish these stories), all of these 
texts were composed by students of the Department of Tribal and 
Regional Languages at Ranchi University who are studying or have 
completed their studies in Kharia. With one exception, the texts which 
were written especially for me are perhaps best considered "fairy tales" 
or children's stories, in which bread grows on trees and animals speak 
and behave as humans. The remaining text, on the other hand, deals 
with the case of a young man with a drinking problem and his conten
tious wife, and the problems this causes. 

The one written text which had not been written especially for this 
author is very different from these other texts. It is an account of the 
mythological wanderings of the Kharia throughout the Middle East and 
Rome [sic!], and finally through India to their present home in eastern
central India. The story had been handed down orally in the speaker's 
family but had been put down in writing at some time. 

A number of songs were also included in the corpus. In fact, once I had 
asked for a few songs, I was virtually inundated with a large selection to 
choose from, two of which were also composed by the persons who sang 
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them for me. The corpus contains altogether 30 songs of two types, both 
the traditional and very common alorJ, in which one person sings a verse 
which is then echoed by others, as well as the durarJ, which is more cer
emonial and which is sung either by one person or by a group together. 12 

Finally, a number of examples from the dramas contained in Kerketta 
(1990) are included here, as these dramas deal with life in the rural areas 
of the Kharia heartland and hence provide valuable insights into a register 
of Kharia which could not be obtained in narratives, interviews and 
conversations. 

b. Interviews 
Several hundred hours of interviews were conducted during the course of 
the five field trips to Jharkhand, primarily with speakers between the ages 
of 20 and 35, for practical reasons, although both younger and older 
speakers were also consulted whenever possible. The language consul
tants were both male and female, and most were also students or previous 
students of Kharia at the Department of Tribal and Regional Languages 
at Ranchi University. Furthermore, for the most part, speakers had come 
to Ranchi only a few weeks before beginning work with this author from 
either the district of Gumla or the district of Simdega in southwestern 
Jharkhand. All were "Dudh" Kharia. 

Interviews lasted for ca. 45 minutes and were generally conducted 
alone with male consultants but generally in groups of two female con
sultants, who often initially felt uneasy working alone with a foreign man. 
During my first two visits to Jharkhand in 2001 and 2002, Hindi was the 
language of consultation, except with Mr. Anil Kullu, with whom English 
was used. However, beginning with the third trip to Jharkhand in 2003, 
all interviews were conducted monolingually in Kharia. 

As the group of consultants who I worked with on a regular basis 
became smaller over the course of the years, and as the discussions 
between myself and this group of speakers became more routine-like, 
interviews were also often conducted in groups of up to six speakers, 
especially when dealing with topics such as parts of speech or the mean
ing of contentive morphemes in the active and middle, topics on which 
there were often considerable differences of opinion which, as it turned 
out, were generally due to geographic factors, with speakers from 

12 The entire COl]lUS can be downloaded under: http://www.sou1hasiabibliography.de/ 
Bibliography/Aus1roasia1i.c/Munda!Kh.aria/kh.ariah1rnl 
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southern and western Simdega district in one group and those from other 
regions in the other. Where such differences of opinion were noted, the 
variety of the "Simdega" group is discussed in this grammar in detail, and 
the other variety, referred to here for ease of reference as the "Gumla" 
variety, is mentioned in passing. 

My main consultants for Simdega Kharia, and with that, for the present 
grammar, were Mr. Basil Baa, Mrs. Rayern Olern Baa (formerly Dung
dung), and Mr. Anil Kullu, and the present grammar owes considerable 
debt to the unfailing intuitions of these three speakers. Other speakers 
with whom I also worked extensively include Ms. Tarkeleng Kullu, Mr. 
Anugrah Kullu, Ms. Rose Dungdung, Ms. Saroj Kerketta, Mr. Silvester 
Kerketta, Ms. Anita Soreng, Mr. Dilip Soreng, Mr. Pratap Soreng, and 
Mr. Marianus Tete. All of these speakers were between 20 and 35 during 
the eight years during which most interviews were conducted. Further
more, a number of narratives were collected from Mr. Marcus Soreng 
from Birmitrapur, Orissa, who at the time we met was around 70 years 
of age. These were then analyzed with the above-mentioned speakers. 

I also had a few opportunities to work with a group of young men, aged 
17-18, referred to collectively as the "Kharia Boys" of St. Alois Minor 
Seminary in Ranchi: San jay Dung Dung, Edwin R. Dung Dung, Ajit Ker
ketta, Alexzendar Kerketta, Pavan Prakash Kerketta, Ravi Kujur, Ranjit 
Kullu, Samir Kullu, Vinay Kullu, Alok Soreng, Anil Soreng, and Shi
lanan Tete. Through these speakers I gained some insight into Kharia as 
younger speakers-at the time still in school-speak Kharia. 

I also greatly profited from conversations on Kharia, both grammar and 
lexicon, with the late Mr. Stanislas Kullu, father of Mr. Anil Kullu, and 
at that time president of the All-India Kharia Society, who also worked 
with Heinz-Jiirgen Pinnow. Mr. Kullu welcomed me into his family and 
his home in Saldega (salcf.a?) in the vicinity of Simdega for as long as 
was possible, during which time I was in a largely Kharia-speaking envi
ronment and was able to record a number of traditional songs and learn 
a number of facts about Kharia as it is spoken in the countryside, before 
having to return to Ranchi for reasons of safety. 

1.4 SoME TERMINOLOGICAL IssuES 

There are a number of terminological issues which arise in a description 
of Kharia which do not arise for many other languages. Although the 
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terms used throughout this study may seem somewhat irritating to the 
reader at first sight, they are necessary for a number of reasons which will 
be dealt with in the following chapters. The reader should have little 
trouble in adjusting to them quickly, as they introduce few concepts with 
which most linguists are not already familiar, although their use in a 
grammatical description is perhaps somewhat unusual. The present chap
ter introduces these terms only very briefly, serving as a general point of 
reference for the reader. For further discussion, the reader should consult 
the relevant chapters mentioned in the text below. 

1.4.1 "Contentive morphemes and semantic bases" vs. 
"roots and stems" 

As will be shown in chapters 2 and 3, virtually all functional or gram
matical markers in Kharia are enclitic, not a:ffixal, although there are a 
few derivational affixes. These enclitic markers include markers for case, 
TAM, person/number/honorific status, etc. As such, units which correspond 
to "roots" and "stems" in other languages often have a different status in 
Kharia: The supposed "root" in Kharia is a syntactically relevant unit, to 
which such enclitic grammatical markers may attach in the SYNTAX, hence 
the term "root" does not seem appropriate, as it implies a unit at a level 
below that of the "word" which is transformed into a word through deri
vational and inflectional processes. 

Similar comments also hold for supposed "stems" in Kharia, derived 
from the "roots" via any one of a number of different processes (redupli
cation, infixation, etc.): These too are syntactically relevant ''words" to 
which enclitics attach in the syntax and as such are not "stems" in the 
usual sense. 

To avoid these terminological problems, the current grammar uses the 
term "(underived) contentive morphemes" to refer to these most basic, 
underived units c~ "roots"), and "derived forms" to refer to contentive 
morphemes which have undergone some form of derivation (reduplica
tion, reciprocal or causative marking, etc.) (~ "stems"). Furthermore, as 
both an (underived) contentive morpheme as well as a derived form can 
serve as the semantic base of a referential, predicative or attributive unit, 
the terms "semantic base" or "semantic head" will often be used in this 
study as a cover term for both contentive morphemes and derived 
forms. 
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1.4.2 "Case- and TAMIPERSoN-syntagmas" vs. "nouns, 
verbs and adjectives" 

It will be argued in Chapter 4 that, while it may not be impossible to 
speak of lexical parts of speech in Kharia such as nouns, verbs and adjec
tives, the simplest description of this language makes no reference to 
these units, as all contentive morphemes-indeed all syntactically rele
vant "phrases"-can appear in predicative, referential or attributive func
tion. As such, the present grammar makes no use of these categories. It 
should be remembered here that-at least from the perspective of the 
structuralist tradition, to which this author feels bound-the universality 
of lexical parts of speech is an EMPIRICAL QUESTION, not a self-evident fact 
of life. As such, those who wish to argue that Kharia can be shown to 
have nouns and verbs, e.g., with rampant conversion at the level of syntax 
or with zero verbs which are unique among all morphemes in their syn
tactic distribution. are free to do so, but the present grammar aims only 
to present as simple an account as possible for the structures encountered 
and to make as few theoretical assumptions as necessary in the process. 

Viewed from this perspective, if the presence of nouns, verbs, adjec
tives, etc. is not a necessity for an adequate description of Kharia, it will 
not do to speak here of"nouns", "verbs" and "adjectives"-and certainly 
not of "nouns used as verbs" and "verbs used as nouns"-nor of "noun 
phrases", "adjective phrases", etc. In many ways this is highly unfortu
nate, as it also entails not being able to employ terms which most readers 
expect to find. 

However, the structure ofKharia presents a simple alternative to these 
categories. As will be argued in Chapter 4, there are two structurally 
definable, clause-level units in Kharia which will be referred to as the 
"Case-syntagma", as case is its only defining structure, and the "TAM! 
PERBON-syntagma", as this unit is defined solely by these categories. Oth
erwise, the semantic base of these two units has the same structural poten
tial.13 Although we cannot go into the functions of these two units at this 
point in any detail, it should be noted that this is a PURELY STRUCTURAL 
definition and nothing is implied here with respect to the functions of 
these two units: Although there is a strong TENDENCY for the TAMIPERsoN-

13 These terms are motivated by the labels ''rAM syntagrn" and ''article syntagm" for 
Tongan in Broschart (1997), although there are also considerable differences between the 
s1ructures in the two languages. I prefer the form syntagma, but will use an English-style 
plural form: syntagmas. 
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syntagma to be used in predicative function and the Case-syntagma to be 
found in referential function, both units can be found in both functions, 
and both are also quite common in attributive function. Hence, while the 
present study does not employ notions such as "noun", "adjective" and 
''verb", no problems should arise for the reader in adapting to the termi
nology in the present study, as the two syntagmas are referred to purely 
by their structure. 14 

1.4.3 "Marker of qualitative predication" vs. "copula" 

In Kharia, as in perhaps most other languages, there are two major types 
of predication, based on the structure of the predicate: narrative and qual
itative predication, corresponding roughly to verbal and nominal predica
tion in English. This is discussed in some detail in section 6.1. While 
the remainder of Chapter 6 is then dedicated to the structure of thenar
rative predicate (or rather, the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma), qualitative predi
cation is dealt with in detail in Section 7.3 where among other things it 
is argued that there is no copula in Kharia in the usual sense of the term 
but rather, what translates as some form of the copula ("be") in English 
and many other languages is best viewed as a marker of qualitative 
predication. Hence, these forms will consistently be glossed as "QuAL" in 
this study to refer to "marker of qualitative predication" 

1.5 KHAluA OR.moGRAPHY AND nm SYsTEM oF TRANSLITERATION USED HERE 

Kharia has traditionally only rarely been used in its written form: Although 
most Dudh Kharia are literate, with some estimates running as high as 
over 90%, since education is generally in English or Hindi medium and 
since Hindi is spoken by virtually all Kharia, when the need arises to put 
something down in writing, this has traditionally been done in Hindi. 

When Kharia is written, the Devanagari script is almost always used, 
which is also used for Hindi, Sadri and a large number of other Indo
Aryan languages. There is also a small movement which aims at introducing 
an orthography based on the Roman alphabet. This movement, however, 
is currently very limited in terms of the number of its supporters. 

14 Units may of course also be referred to in a particular context according to whether 
they appear in predi.cative, referential or attributive function, where appropriate. 
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Although almost all Kharia would thus probably agree that Devanagari 
is the proper medium for writing their language, there is as yet no gener
ally accepted standard orthography, neither 1. for the representation of 
certain sounds, particularly the glottal stop and the pre-glottalized conso
nants, nor 2. for the question of when to write "words" together or sepa
rately. The following presents a brief overview of the script and the issues 
involved. 

1.5.1 The script 

The Devanagari writing systems in common use for Kharia differ from 
one another only minimally. All have in common that each segmental 
phoneme is generally represented by a single symbol, the one which 
comes closest to it in the Devanagari script. There are only four regular 
deviations from this phonemic practice: 

1. l<tf and lqh/, which are generally realized intervocalically as [r] and 
[('], respectively, are written as <r> (~) and <rh> (~) if they are spo
ken as such. 

2. lgl in the coda, which is realized as [1] and generally followed by an 
"echo-vowel" in slow speech, is written as a glottal stop in the fashion 
that the respective writer chooses to represent this symbol (see below). 
The glottal stop is also often not written at all, as it is commonly omit
ted in normal or fast speech. 

3. Plosives in the coda are frequently realized as pre-glottalized stops 
(2.2.2). Here the oppositions [±voiced] and [±aspirated] are neutral
ized as well as the opposition between dental and retroflex. There are 
only three pre-glottalized stops: <"lb> (lb 'm], <1q> P<t''~] and <1j> (lfP]. 
Although the pre-glottalized consonants are not phonemes but merely 
allophones of the corresponding, non-pre-glottalized plosives, writers 
generally prefer to represent these symbols distinctly by one of the 
means discussed below. 

4. Vowel length, which is specified in Devanagari but which is not pho
nemic in Kharia, is generally written as it is pronounced, although this 
is seldomly consistently applied, and writers tend to oscillate between 
long and short vowels for the same words even in shorter texts. Vowel 
length is indicated in Devanagari for lui and Iii; [~]-[A] is represented 
by a "short a", whereas [a] is written as a "long a", again although 
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this distinction is not distinctive in Kharia. Vowel length is not indi
cated in Devanagari for /o/ and /e/. 15 

The various systems in current use only differ from one another in one 
respect: The means of representing the glottal stop and pre-glottalized 
consonsants, for which there are no symbols in the Devanagari script. 
There are four strategies that this author is aware of for dealing with these 
sounds, which while not phonemic (except for the glottal stop, which is 
marginally phonemic), are nevertheless very prominent features of the 
spoken language. 

1. Glottalization is not indicated at all. Although this is relatively com
mon practice, this strategy does not seem to have not been adopted 
by any organization striving for a standardized orthography. 

2. The glottal stop is symbolized by writing the short vowel twice to 
indicate the "echo-vowel", which often follows the glottal stop in slow 
speech (e.g. <oo> (ai'tail), [o1"] 'house'). While this strategy is consis
tently used to indicate glottalized vowels, it cannot be used 
to indicate the pre-glottalized consonsants. In this system, if pre
glottalized consonants are to be indicated, they are symbolized by 
writing the corresponding plosive followed by its homorganic nasal, 
joined together by the symbol" ... :: E.g., while [a1"] is written as <aa> 
(arar), Ph 'm] is written as <bm.> ~). This seems to be the oldest strat
egy for representing glottalization and is generally found in literature 
on or in Kharia which was printed before the year 2000. Since then, it 
would seem that the following strategy has gained ground in published 
materials. 

3. The glottal stop is consistently realized by the anugrah ( s ), if this 
symbol is available on the keyboard being used, otherwise the visarg 
(:) is used. 16 This strategy has been adopted by the All-India Kharia 

15 The reasons [a]-[A] is treated as ''short d' and [a] as ''long a" lie in the Sanskrit 
grammatical tradition, in which ''short a" becomes "long a" in certain grammatical opera
tions. Similarly, /o/ and /e/ in Sanskrit are treated as diphthongs, not monophthongs, and 
are grammatically related to !u/-/iil and /il-tJ./, respectively. Hence <o> and <e> aie inher
ently long in Devanagari, but are used in Kharia to represent all allophones of /e/ and /o/, 
regardless ofleng1h or quality. 

16 Neither the anugrah nor the visarg has any phonetic value in Hindi or Sadri, except 
in Sanskrit (Old Indo-Aryan) loan words. In Sanskrit, both symbols fulfill very different 
fimc1ions. 
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Society and has recently been propagated by this organization as the 
correct means of writing the glottal stop. As yet, however, it has not 
gained general acceptance in every-day use, although it seems to be 
becoming the accepted norm in printed materials (but see point 4 
below). This strategy is consistently used both with glottalized vowels 
and pre-glottalized stops. Thus [a?"]= <a?> (ars), Pb'm] = <"lb> (sil"). 

4. It has been brought to the attention of this author that a fourth system 
has not only been proposed for representing glottalization but that this 
has also been accepted by "the government" as the official orthograph
ical symbol for representing glottalization in Kharia, although it 
has not yet been possible to confirm this. In this system, the apostro
phe " ' " from Roman script is used, whether to represent a glottalized 
vowel or a pre-glottalized stop. Thus <o'> for [~1'] 'house', and <'b> 
for (lb'm]. 

In the present study, Kharia is represented through a transliteration of the 
written language, using the symbol <1> for the glottal stop in the coda 
(or preceding the "echo-vowel"), e.g. <o1> for [~1'], and representing 
pre-glottalized consonants with the symbol <1>, e.g. <"lb> for pb 'm]. 
Although strategy (4) above would have been a much simpler means for 
representing the glottal stop, at least from a technical point of view, the 
vast majority of our texts had already been collected before this recent 
development had been brought to our attention. Also, following Pinnow 
and other authors, we do not differentiate between [a]~[A] and [a], which 
are transliterated here simply as <a>, nor is vowel length indicated, which 
is non-phonemic. 

This same system of transliteration will also be applied here when 
quoting examples from other authors and will not be commented on fur
ther. Similarly, we also occasionally take the liberty of adapting other 
authors' glossing to fit the system used in this study, again generally 
without further comment. 

Table 1.1 presents in three columns the various symbols of the system 
of transliteration used here and its Devanagari equivalents. 17 The order 
here follows that used in Peterson (2009) and is based primarily on the 
order of the English alphabet, with some modifications. Note that this is 
not the order in which Devanagari is presented in dictionaries, which 
begin with the vowels, followed by the consonants. 

17 The consonants are given here in Devanagari in their fonn with the so-called ''inher
ent a" or ''short a". 
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Table 1.1: The system of transliteration used here and its Devanagari 
equivalents 

Row 1 Row2 Row3 
Transliteration Devanagari Transliteration Devanagari Transliteration Devanagari 

1 :, 5,' h l1 p t[ 

a ar, 3fT i ~. f ph (= [f], [Iif]) q; 

b ... j (= [J], [~]) ;;r ( ~ 

bh 'J jh (= [Jh], [~h] if (h c;; 
c (= [c], [!f]) 'if k ifi r ' ch (=[ch],[t]) "9" kh u s fl 

<l <I 1 or t c: 
<lh "i m l'f th 0 

d q IJ & t q 

dh !J J1 ~ th 'l' 

e ~ IL "' u <f,<l> 

g tT n if w if 

gh 'I![ 0 it y (= U]) If 

Aspiration is represented in this system by <h>, not <h>. Where the sys
tem used here and IPA differ considerably, the corresponding IPA value 
is given in parentheses in the table. 18 

The Devanagari system is in fact much more complex than this simple 
table suggests, as the vowels have different representations, depending on 
whether or not they are preceeded by a consonant in a written word. The 
following presents a few examples to demonstrate this. 

1. No preceding consonant in the written word: <a> or <i> ~ <u> ;o 

Preceding consonant in the written word: <ta> cr <ti> f<r <tu> ~ 

Also, a number of consonants and vowels have different forms when they 
combine with certain other segments, especially <r>. For details, the 
reader is referred to the discussion of the writing system in any introduc
tory Hindi course, as the principles involved are essentially the same in 
Kharia as those used in Hindi orthography. 

18 I use 1he IPA symbols to represent 1he retrofiex/postalveolars, not the Indological 
system, which is found in many grammars of South Asian languages. Thus I write <q>, 
<cth>, <t>. <tj:l>, <p, <th> and <q_> instead of <4>, <Qh>, <t>, <th>, <p, <rh> and <r.t>, 
respectively. I also represent 1he velar nasal as <I]> instead of the Indological sign <il> and 
the palatal nasal as <.J1> instead of <ft.>. 
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1.5.2 The written word in Kharia 

There is also the issue of the written word in Kharia, i.e., when to write 
two linguistic units separately or together, which to our knowledge has 
not yet been standardized for Kharia. The following principles will be 
adhered to here. Details on the status of affixes, enclitics, pre- and post
positions as well as the phonological word are discussed in detail in 
Chapters 2 and 3. 

Phonological words are written here as separate words. Phonological 
words are those units which have the typical low-high pitch pattern, 
including all lexical elements and pre- and postpositions (cf. Section 
2.5). Clitics will be considered here to be part of the written word and 
are adjoined to their hosts here by the sign"=" 
Elements in compounds (4.6) as well as (derivational) affixes (3.3) are 
adjoined to the preceding or following element by the hyphen"-" 
Demonstratives and interrogatives are generally written as separate 
words, e.g. ho o'l 'that house', i o'l 'what house?', except when they 
have proclitic status, in which case they are joined to their hosts by the 
sign"=", e.g., u=ghay [that=way] 'thus', i=te [what=oBL] 'where?' 

1.6 THE STRUCTURE OF TinS STUDY 

The remainder of this volume is structured as follows: Chapter 2 deals 
with phonological issues, beginning with vowels (2.1) and consonants 
(2.2), syllable structure (2.3) and morphophonology (2.4). 2.5 then deals 
in some detail with the issue of phonological words in Kharia while 
Section 2. 6 briefly deals with sentence prosody. 

Chapter 3 begins with a discussion in 3.1 of the distributional charac
teristics of the morphosyntactic enclitics, arguing that these units not only 
behave phonologically as enclitics, as shown in 2.5, but also syntactically 
as well. These are then classified in 3.2 according to various criteria, while 
3.3 presents a brief discussion of the few derivational affixes of the language. 

Chapter 4 deals with the lexicon, predominantly with the issue of lexi
cal classes or parts of speech. After a brief introduction ( 4.1 ), the "pre
categoriality" of both simple contentive morphemes (4.2) and derived 
forms (4.3) is discussed in detail. 4.4 then shows that the issue is in fact 
much more complex in Kharia, as what is involved here are not lexical 
roots or stems but rather syntactic structures. This information is then 
briefly summarized in 4.5. 4.6 deals with what are often considered com-
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pounds in Kharia, where it is argued that most of the structures presumed 
to be compounds in previous literature are in fact merely juxtaposed con
tentive morphemes which do not form a tighter unit, although there are a 
few genuine compounds in the language, at least from a historical per
spective. Finally, 4.7 deals with a number of constructions which can be 
subsumed under the term "echo-words" This term, as it is generally used 
in South Asian linguistics, refers to what is perhaps more commonly 
known under the name of "melodic overwriting" in general linguistics. 
However, this section will go beyond melodic overwriting in the usual 
sense to include a number of patterns of synonym and antonym repeti
tions as well as other related patterns, hence the more general heading. 

Chapters 5 is a discussion of the structure of the Case-syntagma 
(~ "NP") organized for ease of reference more-or-less along the lines of 
a discussion of the NP in traditional grammars, dealing with grammatical 
categories such as case, number, inalienable possession, modification, 
simple, interrogative and indefinite proforms, quantifiers, etc. 

Chapter 6 deals with the structure of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma 
c~ "verb"). It presents a discussion of the possible structures of the seman
tic base of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma and the basic person I number I 
honorfic and TAM categories (6.1--6.4.1). This is followed by a detailed 
discussion of the active and middle in 6.4.2, two categories which per
vade almost the entire TAM-system. 6.5 then provides an exhaustive list
ing of the so-called v2s, i.e., grammatical markers denoting the passive I 
reflexive and a variety of Aktionsart categories, markers which often 
derive from contentive morphemes. The remainder of this chapter then 
deals with partially finite and non-finite forms (6.6), negation (6.7), peri
phrastic TAMIPERBON-syntagmas (6.8) and inference (6.9). 

In Chapter 7, the major syntactic operations and categories are dis
cussed in detail, such as grammatical relations (7.1 ), interrogatives (7. 2), 
qualitative predication ("nominal" or "copular" sentences) (7.3), clause 
coordination and subordination (7.4-7.5), a detailed look at the numerous 
strategies for expressing propositional attribution or "relative clauses" in 
Kharia (7.6) and closing with a discussion of information structure (7. 7). 

Finally, a short narrative text on Kharia mythology is presented in the 
Appendix, dealing with the origin of the nine major Kharia clans. 





CHAPTER TWO 

PHONOLOGY 

2.1 VoWEL INvENTORY 

2.1.1 Monophthongs 

Kharia has the following five distinctive monophthongal vowel pho
nemes, given here along with their most common allophones. It is not 
(yet) possible to provide exact rules with respect to their distribution, 
except that long vowels are often found in word-final position in open 
syllables. There is also a good deal of speaker-specific variation in our 
data, as we worked with speakers from a number of different regions. 

1. i [1, i. i(:)] 
e[e, ~. e(:)] 

u [u, lJ, u(:)] 
0 [:1(:), 9] 
a [a(:), a, a, A] 

Biligiri (1965: 18) and Pinnow (1959: 29) consider nasalization (margin
ally) phonemic, while it is considered non-phonemic here, as we know of 
no genuine minimal pairs which are distinguished by nasalization alone. 
Pre-nasal vowels tend to be nasalized, but not consistently so. In (2) a few 
minimal and pseudo-minimal pairs are given to demonstrate the status of 
these vowels as phonemes. 

2. Ia! vs. /i/: anarJ 'we (dual, inclusive)' I anirJ 'we (plural, inclusive)' 
jayclam 'become eager' I jaycJjm 'wake up' 
bujUl11'l 'snake' I bu]lim 'the person one is named after' 

/a/ vs. /o/: ja'l 'pull out of the ground' I jo'l 'sweep' 
=a'l 'genitive-case marker' I =o'l 'past active marker' 
alorJ 'sing; song' I olorJ 'straw for thatching rooves' 

/a/ vs. /u/: ula'l 'leaf' I ulu'l 'boil' 

/e/ vs. /a/: =te 'present active marker' I =ta 'present middle marker' 
ter 'give' I tar 'kill' 
Q.ej· 'chop' I Q.dj 'feel cold (of water, etc.)' 
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Iii vs. /e/: ]rim 'thatch' I Jl.em 'warm' 
cl.ift 'draw, pull' I cl.eft 'cook (pulse, vegetables)' 
ciil 'be covered' I cl.el 'come' 

/of vs. /e/: kolo1J 'bread' I kole1J 'king' 
go~· 'die' I ge~· 'pluck (fruit)' 

/of vs. /u/: kayo 'wind' I kuyu 'pot' 
mo'l 'smoke' I mu'l 'emerge' 
ro'l 'spill' I ru'l 'open' 
go~· 'die' I gu~· 'puff (of grain)' 
po1ci 'sprout, grow' I pu1ci 'jump, spring' 
oso1J 'bitter' I OSU1J 'bewitch' 

Iii vs /o/: tomsi1J 'wasp, hornet' I timso1J 'fire' 

Iii vs. /u/: gil 'beat' I gul 'cry out' 

2.1.2 Diphthongs 

Rehberg (2003: 6) lists the following five units as diphthongs. The pho
netic values given here are their most common realizations. The rules 
governing the distribution of the various allophones of /ae/ are as yet 
unclear, other than that [ ej] appears to be restricted to loan words from 
Sadri. 

3. /ae/ [~. ~t(. ej], /ao/ [<Q], lou! [:J~]. /oil [:Jt(] and /ui/ [tti] 

As a transliteration of the written language is used here, which is some
what idiosyntractic in this regard, these will be written as ay, aw, ou, oy 
and ui, respectively, unless they occur in closed syllables, where the first 
two are transliterated as ai and au. 

The status of these units as diphthongs is doubtful: It seems more 
appropriate to treat them simply as a vowel in the nucleus and a glide 
in the coda rather than as diphthongs, at least in the native vocabulary. 
This is primarily due to the incompatability of these combinations with a 
consonant in the coda ( cf Rehberg, 2003: 17f.). Although such examples 
are found, all of these are either loan words from Indo-Aryan (generally 
Sadri) or place names of uncertain origin: cair 'four', j(h}ailt 'animal', 
sou1b 'all', bhoir 'entire', buidh 'intelligence' (all of Indo-Aryan origin) 
and digduin 'Digduin (name of a town)' 
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2.2 CoNSONANTS 

Table 2.1 presents the consonant phonemes of Kharia, given in what is 
now more or less the standard transliteration. The status of forms given 
in parentheses "( )" as phonemes is uncertain. Where generally accepted 
transliteration and IPA values differ, the IPA value is given in brackets 
"[ ]" For example, the phoneme /f/ is regularly written in Devanagari as 
"q;", which is transliterated as <ph> (1.5.1). Hence, although this graph
eme may represent either of the two allophones of /f/, i.e., [f] or (E!"], it 
is transliterated here as <ph>, following general practice. Aspiration is 
indicated in the transliteration by an "h", e.g. th is pronounced [th], bh 
as [bfi], etc. 

Comments on Table 2. 1: 

- What are generally referred to as retroflex plosives in studies on Kharia 
are most often realized as postalveolars. Following general practice, 

however, they will be represented and referred to here as retroflexes. 
Their exact status awaits further study. 

- [r] is only marginally phonemic. It is normally an intervocalic allophone 
of /<tf: cjp2ci=na [take=JNF] 'to take' vs. cl.or=e [take=AcT.IRR] 'take!' 
There is, however, at least one minimal pair: ocl.o"l 'become more; 
more; and' vs. oro? 'get stuck' [(],on the other hand, is restricted to 
Indo-Aryan loan words and is an intervocalic allophone of /«t_hl. 

- /f/ (written as <ph>) is generally realized as [f] but is pronounced by 
some speakers as the affricate [E!J. 

- /c(h)/ and /j(h)/ are often realized as the affricates [~)] and [«8<11)], 

especially in loan words. 
- [1] is generally an allophone of /g/: [g] appears in the onset, [1] in 

the coda. For example, a morpheme-final [1] often alternates with [g] 

Table 2.1: The consonants 

Labial Dental Retroflex I Palatal Velar Glottal 
Postalveolar 

Plosives p t th t th c ch k kh (?) 
b bh d dh q qh Htl jh fl'l g gh 

Nasals m n (It) Jl lJ 
F1aps r [r] (r) Crh) 
Approximants w 1 yU] 
Fricatives ph [f] s h 
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when an enclitic with an initial vowel follows, e.g. o'l 'house', og=a'l 
[house=GEN] 'of the house' 

However [1] is not always an allophone of /g/. For example, for 
some speakers [1] can also serve as an infix which marks the caus
ative with polysyllabic contentive morphemes and which usually has 
the form [lb], an allophone of fbi (see below). For example, boto1) 
'fear', bo<l>to1) or bo<lb>to1) 'scare' This suggests that [1] is either 
a (somewhat marginal) phoneme in its own right or perhaps an allo
phone of fbi. 

The glottal stop is typically followed by an "echo-vowel" in slow, 
careful speech, i.e., the vowel preceding the glottal stop is repeated 
as an extra-short vowel after the glottal stop: /ga1/ 'rip' is then pro
nounced [ga.1a], which which will represented in the following as 
[ga.1°] to stress that this "echo-vowel" is not a phonological syllable: 
Although the "echo-vowel" produces a second syllable, phonetically 
speaking, this is not a syllable from a phonological point of view and 
operations which are sensitive to the number of syllables of the conten
tive morpheme treat forms such as [ga.1°] as a single syllable. 1 In fast 
speech the "echo-vowel" (and, less often, the glottal stop) is generally 
omitted. 

The following presents minimal pairs for a number of the phonemes pre
sented in Table 2.1. 

4. /g/ vs. /k/: go1J 'cook' I ko1J 'know', gone 'tooth' I kone 'mouse' 
fbi vs. fbh/: bu'l 'beat a drum' I bhu'l 'bark' (v.) 
It! vs. /th/: tomsi1J 'wasp' I thomsi1J '9' 
/p/ vs /ph/: (near minimal pair) pampla 'leaves which have fallen to 

the ground' phamphla'l'butterfl.y' 
/d/ vs. /«tf: bida 'farewell' I bicf.a 'rice seed', kuda 'millet' I kucf.a 'a 

It! vs. /«tf: 
/pi vs. /Ij/: 
/m/vs. /n/: 

kind of black berry' 
Near minimal pair: daru 'tree' I cf.aru 'fool' 
tuta 'bottom' I tucf.a 'tomorrow' 
eft 'open (of clouds), clear' I e1J 'return' (rm) 
JlOm 'bask in the sun' I JlOn 'drive (an ox-cart)' 

Ill vs. /r/: gul 'cry out' I gur 'fall' 

1 See the discussion of 1he rnasdar in Section 6.6.2.1. 
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lrl vs. Is/: irin 'plum' I isin 'cook (rice)' 
lrl vs. l<tf: irilb 'forget' I icf.ilb 'night' 
l<tf vs lj/: go1cf. 'culminatory telic marker' I gdj 'die' 
It/ vs lsi: tolo'l 'threshing floor' I solo'/ 'dog' 
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lml vs /bh/: lei min 'daughter-in-law' I kibhin 'thick, dense (of forest) 
lrf vs lrl: thuray 'tap s.o. on the shoulder' I thuray 'collect, gather'; 

kori 'waist' I kori '20' 
0 vs /1/: kuncf.a 'pot for rice-beer' I kuncf.a'l 'husk' 
lml vs. lrjl: OJ1em 'warm oneself' I OJ1e1J 'give back', cf.am 'arrive' I 

cf.aiJ 'send' 

The distinction between lml and lrjl is often neutralized in word-final 
position, thom I tho1J 'for; PURP' and, less seldomly, in intervocalic posi
tion as well, tomon I tol}on 'stand' 

2.2.1 Gemination 

Geminates of most consonants are allowed but only at morpheme bound
aries: loton=nal [:Jt>n:a] [press=INF] 'press' Pairs such as the following 
show that consonant length, unlike vowel length, can be phonemic: 

5. u=na'l 
this=GEN 

6. kole] 

'of this' un=na='l 'to place' (GEN) 
place=nw==GEN 

'quarrel, fight' kol lej· 'curse one another' 
REC curse 

There are also various cases in which gemination may be assumed to have 
been lost, such as kolelj from kol le] above, and umay 'NEG.3PL', from 
*um=may 'NEG=3PL' 

111, Is/ and /hi may not be geminated. 

2.2.2 Pre-glottalized stops 

Plosives in the coda are often realized as pre-glottalized stops, especially 
in slow, careful speech. In this position the oppositions [±voiced] and 
[±aspirated] are neutralized as well as the opposition between dental and 
retroflex plosives. There are three pre-glottalized stops: flbl pb"Jil], fl<t/ 
p«t_-...] and flj/ Pf1P]. There is no flgl: When lgl occurs in the coda, it is real
ized as ['l], except in recent loan words, where it is pronounced as [g]. 
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The pre-glottalized stops are pronounced as follows: As the flow of 
air is suppressed for the production of the plosive, the glottis contracts, 
producing a glottal stop. Before the plosive is (non-audibly) released, the 
glottal stop is released, and air flows through the nasal cavity, producing a 
homorganic nasal. Often, however, no nasal component nor glottalization 
is audible, resulting in the forms [b,], [ (n and [J,], respectively. 

In order to differentiate between the (marginally phonemic) 11.1 and 
the (non-phonemic) pre-glottalized stops, the former will be consistently 
written as <?.> while the latter will be represented as <1b>, <14_> and 
<1j>. For example, what is written <po?.da> 'village' has the phonemic 
structure /po?.da/ or, perhaps, /pogda/. On the other hand, what is written 
<qo1qna> 'to cany' has the phonemic structure /qoqna/. 

Although the glottal stop is not - or at best is only marginally - pho
nemic, its presence in the text will consistently be indicated, as well as 
that of the pre-glottalized stops. Although from a linguistic point ofview 
this may seem unnecessary, there is one very strong argument against 
not indicating it and we feel that this argument is important enough to 
override all other considerations: Glottalization is highly characteristic of 
spoken Kharia and when Kharia is written, authors will generally indicate 
in some manner that a consonant in the coda is pre-glottalized and will 
virtually always use an unambiguous marker for the glottal stop - <g> 
is never used to represent [?.]2 and we do not believe that a transcrip
tion which does not take this into account would be accepted by speak
ers of the language. For this reason, glottalization will consistently be 
indicated. 

2.3 SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 

Kharia words of native origin all have the syllable structure (C)V(C), 
where "C" is a consonant and "V" a vowel or nasal. 3 In addition, there 
are the following general constraints: 

- Words may begin with any consonant other than lrl, lrhl or /rj/ (Reh
berg, 2003: 15). /w/ is only found word-initially in Indo-Aryan loans. 

J AB a matter of fact, speakers who 1his author suggested this to were adamantly opposed 
to writing <g> for [2]. 

3 Loan words from Indo-Aryan generally re1ain their syllable s1ru.cture, resulting in con
sonant clusters in both the onset and the coda as well as diphthongs in closed syllables. 
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[1] occasionally occurs in the onset in the spontaneous speech of some 
speakers (Rehberg, 2003: 23) but is never phonemic in this position 
and is in free alternation with an empty onset. 
The oppositions [±voiced], [±aspirated] and dental/retroflex are neu
tralized in the coda (2.2.2). 
There are no native words with an /s/ or /hi in the coda. Where these 
are found, the contentive morpheme is invariably of Indo-Aryan (usu
ally Sadri) origin, such as bes 'good', jinis 'animal, thing', sandeh 
'doubt', etc. 
The nucleus may consist of a vowel or nasal. /rj/ is attested in this 
function in our data: laphrJga 'cave' [l:;).EfiJ.ga]. Similarly, dhol1Jge 
'lean back and relax' and lon:Jgob, an alternative pronunciation of lore1J 
'clean, pure' Rehberg (2003: 14) also cites the form /phophmt_a/ 'fun
gus' from Biligiri (1965: 11), presumably with [q] in the nucleus. 

2.4 MoRPHOPHONOLOGY 

Morphophonological phenomena can conveniently be divided into two 
groups. 

1. In the first group, these are restricted to a particular morpheme or 
morphemes. 

The past, active marker =o1 
Before this marker a morpheme-final plosive is devoiced and aspirated, 
olj'drive', och=o'l'slhe drove' Morpheme-final [1] (< /g/) is realized as 
[kh]:JW'l'eat',]Wkh=o'l'slhe ate' (6.4.1.1). 

After vowels, the glide -y- [j] obligatorily appears before the past active 
marker to avoid a hiatus and, for some speakers, optionally after conso
nants as well. The past, active morpheme in these environments is con
sidered here to have the form =yo'l and is segmented as such: thisa=yo'l 
's/he called out', yo=yo'l 'slhe saw' 4 

The first and second persons in the past active have slightly irreg
ular forms: =olj ([:>1j1Jl] < *=o'l=.Jl.) and =o?b ([;,1b"JD] < *=o'l=m), 
respectively. 

4 Similarly, where the glide -y- appears before other enclitics beginning wi1h a vowel, 
such as =e '=Acr.IRR' (see below), it is also considered to belong to 1he enclitic. 
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qel 'come' and col 'go' 
The final Ill in cf.el 'come' and col 'go' (< Sadri CAl- 'go') is dropped 
before all enclitics beginning with In!, e.g. co=na 'to go' (infinitive), 
cf.e=na=ki [come=MID.JRR=pL] 'they will come' vs. col=ki [go=MID.PST] 
's/he went' and cf.el=ki [come=MID.PST] 's/he came' This does not hold 
for other contentive morphemes ending in 11/: ol'bring', ol=na 'to bring' 
(infinitive). 

The perfect 
As noted already in Biligiri (1965: 59), the perfect marker =si?(cf} can 
be realized as [cln.'l'] after a morpheme-final /j/, /goj=si'l/ :::::> ['g:Jyc'1:. 
'l'] 's/he has died' However, this is not obligatory, and the pronunciation 
['g:J1j,. s1. 'l'] is also acceptable. 

2. The second group is more phonologically conditioned, i.e., the changes 
here are due only to the phonotactic rules of the language and are not 
restricted to particular morphemes. 

/g/ >[g) I ['l] 
When a morpheme ending in ['l] ( < /g/) is followed by an enclitic begin
ning with a vowel (except for the past active marker =o'l, see above), 
['l] may be realized as [g], e.g. o'l 'house', og=a'l' 'house=oEN', Jl.o'l=te 
[eat=Acr.PRS] 's/he eats' vs.Jl.Og=e [eat=AcT.IRR] 's/he will eat' However, 
this is not obligatory for the genitive, and most speakers tend to insert 
the glide -y- [j] after the glottal stop (and other plosives) and before the 
genitive marker =a'l, e.g. cf.a'l-y-a'l 'of the water' This process has spread 
to most environments, so that it is now probably more appropriate to 
consider the underlying form of the genitive marker to be =ya'l instead 
of the etymologically expected form =a'l. 

No complex onsets or codas 
The progressive markers =te~·cf. (active voice) and =taljcf. (middle voice) 
(6.4.1.3) are realized as such only before the markers ofthe first and sec
ond persons, singular, the only two personal markers which begin with a 
vowel. Otherwise the final cf. is dropped: likha=teljcf.=ijt 'I am writing' vs. 
likha=te~·=ki 'they are writing' This is due to the strict (C)V(C) structure 
of the native elements of the language, i.e., complex onsets and codas are 
not allowed. The same distribution holds for the present-tense qualitative 
predicative markers c~ copulas) ayilj(cf} (non-negative) and umbO[i~"(cf} 
(negative) (7.3). 
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Similarly, the perfect marker =si"lcJ. is realized as =si"lcJ. in the first and 
second persons, singular, and elsewhere as =si"l: col=si"lcJ.=ijt 'I have 
gone', col=si"l 's/he has gone' (6.4.1.5). 

No hiatus within words 
Kharia does not allow word-internal hiatus. When an enclitic beginning 
with a vowel attaches to a unit ending in a vowel, either -w- (between 
two vowels both belonging to the group /o/, /a/ and lui) or -y- (otherwise) 
is inserted. 

7. u 'this' u-w-a"l 'ofthis' 5 yo 'see' yo-y-e 's/he will see' 
this-w-GEN see-y-ACT .IRR 

Merger of lei with similar vowels and palatal glides 
The marker of the irrealis active, =e, is elided after morphemes ending in 
=e, after the "diphthongs" -ay-, -ui-, -oy- and before person markers begin
ning with a vowel (i.e. /=ip/ 'lso' and /=em/ '2so'), e.g. /karay=e=em/ :::::> 
karayem 'you will do', /ter=e=ip/ :::::> teriJ1 'I will give' 

2.5 THE PHoNOLOGICAL WoRD6 

Kharia has no distinctive tones or accent. Nevertheless, as will be shown 
in the following pages, the pitch pattern plays an important role in defining 
the phonological word in Kharia. Although there is still much work to be 
done on prosody, the data presented here should suffice to demonstrate 
two important aspects of prosody in Kharia: 

- All contentive morphemes in the language, as well as adpositions and 
a few other elements such as the reciprocal marker kol (6.3.5), show 
a "low~high" (LH) pitch pattern. This fits in well with the fact that 
almost all contentive morphemes in the language are (at least) bisyl
labic (4.3.1, 4.3.2). In polysyllabic morphemes the final syllable has a 
high tone and the first sy Hable either has a low tone or drops to a low 
point before rising again. In monosyllabic morphemes we find a rising 
pitch. 

5 Alternative (and more common) fonn ofu=ndl given in (5). 
6 The data in this section have all been analyzed with 1he program ''Pmat", developed by 

Paul Boersma and David Weenink and freely available under http://www.praatorg. 
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- A rather large but limited number of elements, the phonological and 
syntactic clitics, do not show this pattern. They may have a falling or 
rising pitch in a particular utterance, but they do not have the obliga
tory LH pitch pattern of the elements just mentioned. 

In our analysis, a phonological word in Kharia minimally consists of 
one unit with an LH-pitch pattern and often one or more functional ele
ments, the enclitics. 7 We can therefore define the phonological word in 
Kharia as that unit beginning with an LH-pattern which continues until 
either the next unit showing this LH-pattern or until a pause (cf. Peterson 
& Maas, 2009: 221). Diagrams 2.1-2.3 illustrate this basic LH-pattem.8 

In addition, Diagram 2.1 also shows that the pitch may drop off in the 
last syllable of the contentive morpheme, which is quite common when 
words are pronounced in isolation, as in this case, but only after having 
peaked. 

There is no expiratory accent in Kharia and any syllable of the conten
tive morpheme may be more "prominent" with respect to intensity (cf. 
Rehberg, 2003: 24:ff. and 53ff. (tables)). Although the intensity does tend 
to be highest in bisy llabic contentive morphemes on the last sy Hable, 
where the high tone is found, it is quite often the case that the first syl
lable is pronounced with a higher intensity than the last syllable, and 
often the two syllables are approximately equal in terms of intensity. On 
the other hand, the pitch pattern described above is ALWAYS found in the 
contentive morpheme. 

As Diagrams 2.4 and 2.5 show, even when the tone begins somewhat 
higher at the beginning of a contentive morpheme, it immediately drops 
down before rising again on the second syllable. This is especially typi
cal of words beginning with Is/ as well as words beginning with some 
vowels, such as /o/. 

7 In Rehberg's (2003: 23:ff.) analysis, Kharia has a non-distinctive pitch accent, marked 
by a low-tone pitch on the first syllable of1he word. After this syllable, the pitch 1hen rises 
on 1he following syllable. Thus, in her analysis, in 1he word rocho'b 'side' [rJ.ci'Jlb""'] the 
first syllable would cany the low-tone pitch accent, and the second syllable would 1hen 
be unaccented. In contrast, I do not assmne a low-tone pitch accent for Kharia, among 
other reasons due to the fact that monosyllabic words, such as 1aJ:J in Diagram 2.3 with 
a rising pitch but no low tone, would then have no accent. Rather, I propose that the LH 
pitch pattern identified by Rehberg defines the beginning of a prosodic word, usually the 
semantic base. 

8 To keep the following diagrams simple, intensity is not indicated in the lower half of 
these diagrams, only pitch. See 1he comments in 1he following text on intensity. Diagrams 
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.7 and 2.12 have been taken from Peterson & Maas (2009: 222). With kind 
permission ofSpringer Sciences and Business Media, which is gratefully acknowledged here. 
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Unlike kol 'REc' (6.3.5) and contentive morphemes, which all have an 
inherent LH-pattcrn, the enclitics, which denote categories such as inalien
able possession, number, case, TAM/basic voice or PERSINuMIHoN-marking,9 
have no inherent pitch pattern. Cf. Diagrams 2.6 and 2.7. 

b u 

9 Cf. Chapter 3. 

a: 

::> r e J, 

Diagram 2.1: ore'lj 'ox' 

w a g 

Diagram 2.2: buW<liJ 'make' 

g 

Diagram 2.3: 1aJ:J 'tongue; language' 
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Diagram 2.4: solo1'dog' 

Diagram 2.5: sebol 'sweet; tasty' 

e b u: 

Diagram 2.6: Jehu 'mao; person' 

In Diagram 2.6 we find the usual LH-pattem of the contentive morpheme. 
In Diagram 2.7, we again find the LH-pattem with lebu. However, num
ber and case markers behave markedly differently: =ki has a clear falling 
pattern here, unlike lebu. On the other hand, =te rises slightly, due to the 
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fact that when words are spoken in isolation (as here), the last part of the 
word is pronounced either with a falling or a rising pattern. However, the 
contentive morpheme MUST be pronounced with a rising pitch.10 

Consider now Diagram 2.8, which shows the pitch pattern in a monosyl
labic contentive morpheme. The pitch in o? rises, as expected, although it 
drops before [1]. The "echo-vowel'' [~] is pronounced with a lower pitch, 
which is quite common following the glottal stop but is not of importance 
here, since the pitch reaches its peak before the glottal stop. Recall also 
that, phonologically speaking, the "echo-vowel'', here [~]. does not count 
as a second syllable (and is often not pronounced, cf. 2.2). 

e b u e 

Diagnm 2.7: lebu=ld=te [person=PL=oBL] 'people (OBJECT)' 

Diagram 2.8: o'l 'house' 

10 Most examples were read twice by speakers. Ocncrally, the first reading contained 
a rising pitch at the end of the utterance, whereas the second reading had a falling pitch 
after the contcntive morpheme. Crucially, however, this never affects the pitch pattern in 
the contcntive morpheme itself, which is always lH. Cf. also =te in Diagrams 29, 2.11 
and2.12. 
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As Diagrams 2.9-2.12 show, enclitics behave similarly with most mono
syllabic mocphemes (at least those ending in /1/) as with bisyllabic 
morphemes. 

Often, however, enclitics may combine with a monosyllabic host which 
does not end in /1/ to form an LH-pattem. Consider Diagram 2.13: Here, 

3 1 t e 

Diagram 2.9: o?=te [house=oBL] 'in the house; the house (OBJECT)' 

3 1 k i 

Diagram 2.10: o?=ld [house=PL] 'houses' 

3 1'ti te 

Diagram 2.11: o?=ld=te [house=PL=oBL] 'in the houses; the houses (OBJ)' 
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---- \__ 

1 k t e g Q 

Diagram 2.12: o'l=ld=te=ga [house=PL=OBL==Foc] 

Diagram 2.13: aw=na [remain=INF] 

3 j e g n a 

Diagram 2.14: o-y-erj=na [CAUS-y-retum=JNF] 'return (1R)' 
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Q m Q m 

Diagram 2.15 : Jam-Jam [seek-RDP] 'sought for, hunt' 11 

the infinitival marker =na combines with the monosyllabic aw 'remain' 
in an LH-pitch pattern, which falls slightly towards the end, but only after 
having peaked in [na]. 

As Diagram 2.14 shows, this is not due to any inherent properties of 
=na 'INF', as this element does not incorporate into the LH-pattem if the 
lexical morpheme is bisyllabic. Diagram 2.14 also !:bows that derivational 
affixes, in this case the causative marker o-, are integrated into the LH 
pattern. 

Just as Diagram 2.14 shows that derivational marking in Kharia is 
affixal and a part of the prosodic word, we should expect this to be true of 
other derivational processes as well, including reduplication in the mas
dar (6.6.2.1). As Diagrams 2.15 and 2.16 !:bow, this is clearly the case. 
Diagram 2.16 incidentally also shows that the reciprocal marker kol is a 
separate phonological word. 

It is not always the case that enclitics have a falling pitch. For example, 
in Diagram 2.17 we see that the pitch continues to rise gradually through
out both the contentive morpheme as well as the enclitics. 

It may even be the case that we find an LH pattern among enclitic 
elements when more than two combine. This is demonstrated in Diagram 
2.18. 

At the moment, the data are not sufficient to determine the exact distri
butional patterns of pitch with multiple enclitics, and it may well be that 
with two or more enclitic elements, these may combine to form "clitic 
words" (cf. Aikhenvald, 2002). Although this is rather speculative at pres
ent, examples such as Diagram 2.18 at least suggest this possibility. 

11 The fact that each lam in Diagram 2.1S and each ol in Diagram 2.16 retain their own 
LH-pattem, although they are incorporated into the larger, overall IH-pattan, suggests that 
these are (phonological) compounds. This topic reqwes further study. 
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k 3 I k m a e 

Diagram 2.16: Jrol ol-ol=ld=may [REc take-RDFMID.PST=3PL) 'they kept oo 
taking each other' 

I e b u Is i t e 

Diagram 2.17: lebu=ld=te [man~=oBL] 'the men (OBJECT)' 

I e b u k i t e g a 

43 

Diagram 2.18: Jebu=Jd=te=ga [man=PL=QBL=FOC) 'the men (FOCUSED OBJECT)' 

m a n u s j a 

Diagram 2.19: manusjati [man caste] 'humanity' 
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h:~ I e bu kiyo? 0 bU g 

Diagram 2.20: ho lebu=ki=ya? bWJ [that mao=pL=QEN with] 'with those men' 

Consider now Diagram 2.19, which in most previous analyses of Kharia 
would be considered a compound. 

Phonologically speaking, there is no reason to consider manus jati a 
compound, as both contentive morphemes are phonological words, unlike 
lam-lam in Diagram 2.15 above. Compounds will be dealt with in further 
detail in Section 4.6.12 

Finally, postpositions also seem to qualify as phonological words, since 
they also show the typical LH-pattem; cf. bWJ 'INST' in Diagram 2.20. 

The status of the demonstratives, on the other hand, is uncertain: Some 
examples, such as ho in Diagram 2.20, allow no conclusions whereas 
others, at least when preceding a bisyllabic unit with its own LH-pitch 
pattern, also show an LH-pitch pattern and would seem to constitute a 
separate word. 

Their status is further complicated by the fact that the floating prag
matic enclitics (cf. 3.1.1) can never intervene between a demonstrative 
and a following unit. This clearly suggests that the demonstratives are 
proclitic. Furthermore, if a demonstrative precedes a monosyllabic unit 
such as kar 'person; so.HuM', ghay 'way', tPj 'side' or je? 'so.NHUM', it 
can form a phonological word with this second unit, i.e., ho=kar [that=so. 
HUM] 's!he', ho=ghay [that=way] 'thus, like that', ho=tPj [that=side] 'to 
there' and ho=je? [that=so.NHUM] 'it' are all pronounced with an LH-pitch 
pattem!3 Again, this suggests that the demonstratives are proclitic. 

12 Rehberg (2003: Jlf.) also comes to a similar conclusion with respect to such units, 
although her argumentation is one of primary and secondary accents, i.e., in her terms 
there is apparendy neither a primary nor a secondary accent (= low-tone pitch) here, which 
one might expect in a compomd. In my terms, both mits show the usual LH-pitch pat
tern within the same pitch range, with no reason to assume that the two form a tighter 
phonological unit 

13 Alternatively, it could be argued that kar, ghay and tf'J are enclitic. This issue requires 
further study. 
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\1 e I 3 m J 3 m k 

Diagram 2.21 : belom jom=ki [ripen AUTOPOES=MID.PST] ' it just ripened' 

There is, however, evidence suggesting that the demonstratives can, under 
certain circumstances at least, have the status of independent phonological 
words, although this is a highly marked construction. Cf. e.g. examples 
(165) and (166) in Section 5.8. 

The status of these elements requires further research. Following Kha
ria convention, the demonstratives will not be conjoined to the following 
unit by the sign "=" in this work unless this is a unit which always shows 
the typical LH-pitch pattern. 

There is one further area in which the prosodic status of the respective 
elements is unclear: the "v2s' These are grammatical units which have 
evolved from contentive morphemes, some of which are still homopho
nous with these morphemes (cf. 6.5). These markers express categories 
such as the passive voice, reflexivity and Aktionsart. 

Often, this unit appears to have its own LH-pitch pattern, suggesting 
that it is a phonological word, as withjom in Diagram 2.21.1 4 

If such a marker follows a monosyllabic contentive morpheme which 
does not end in 111, this marker can be incorporated into the LH-pitch 
pattern, cf. Diagragm 2.22. 

However, as Diagram 2.23 shows, the v2 can also have a falling pitch, 
suggesting that it is not a phonological word, although it is also not a part 
of the same phonological word as yo=ga in this example. 

The pitch on the element qpm does not rise at all in Diagram 2.23, and 
this element would thus seem to be an enclitic. However, this analysis 
is problematic, as the v2 qpm here is separated from the semantic base 
of the predicate by the floating pragmatic eli tic =ga, which is otherwise 
always the last unit of the phonological word. More research is necessary 
on this topic. 

14 Assuming in Ibis case that the pitch on jom here falls after rising due to the continu
ally decreasing pitch typically found in predicates after the semarDc base. 
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ct. 3 m k i k jac 

Diagram 2.22: yo tJ?m=ki=ldyar [see PASSFMID.PSr=3ou] 'they (ou) were seen' 

g Q k i j Q f 

Diagram 2.23: yo=ga qpm=ld=ldyar [see=Foc PASSFMID.PSr=3ou] 'they (ou) 
were SEEN' 

2.6 SENTENCE PROSODY 

Little work has been done to date on sentential prosody in Kharia. Reh
berg (2003: 3711'.) has a few preliminary remarks on the topic, although 
she cautiously refers to these as speculative. 

With respect to declaratives, Rehberg notes that the utterance is rel
atively monotonous and decreases gradually both in intensity and fre
quency towards the end of the sentence. Diagram 2.24 presents a typical 
example of this from our data, with pitdl indicated in the lower half of 
the diagram. 

8. kahani lebu=ki kJJori=ki=te kayom=ta=ki. 
story person=PL viUage=PL=oBL speak=MID.PRSFPL 

'The people tell [this] story in the villages.' 

With regard to pitch, note that pitdllevel gradually decreases throughout 
the utterance. and towards the end of the sentence overrides the LH-
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k ah ani ebu tsi JchJ (ikiJ ekajJmta ki 

Diagram 2.24 

pattern we would expect from kayom in the predicate if this were spo
ken in isolation. Similarly, the intensity (not shown here) also gradually 
decreases. It is highest on the syllable [bu] in lebu, only slightly more 
intense than on [ha] in kalwni. After lebu, however, it continues to gradu
ally decrease, along with pitch. 

A similar intonation pattern is found in the next line from the same 
story, given here as Diagram 2.25. Here, the speaker is beginning his 
narrative. 

9. moJl. raja rani aw=ki=kiyar. 
one king queen QUAL=MID.PST=ou 

'There were a king and queen.' 

In the next line of the story, we observe that the speaker signals at the 
end of the first clause that his utterance is not yet finished by raising his 
voice somewhat. For reasons of space, this utterance must be divided into 
two diagrams. In Diagram 2.26, we see the non-final clause, which rises 
towards the end, followed by a pause (0.565sec). 

This is then followed by the second half of the utterance, shown in Dia
gram 2.27, with falling intonation towards the end and relatively monoto
nous otherwise. 

10. raja=ya? )limi aw=ki sembho, otJ.o? rani=ya? )limi 
king=GEN name QUAL=MID.PST Sembho and queen=oEN name 

aw=ki tJ.akay. 
QUAL=MID.PST Dakay 

' The king's name was Sembho, and the queen 's name was Dakay.' 
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m 3 Jl r a J a ( a n i a;~ ki kijer 

Diagram 2.25 

r a J a j a 1 Jl i m i a;~ k i s e m \t' 3 

Diagram 2.26 

3 ct 3 r a n i jo? Jl i m a;~ k ct~ ke i 

Diagram 2.27 

In interrogatives, on the other hand, Rehberg notes that the pitch rises 
and falls considerably in the utterance, and each low-tone pitch (marking 
the beginning of a phonological word) is clearly articulated. Sentence
pitch only falls towards the end of the utterance. Unfortunately, due to 
the nature of the corpus, there are only very few interrogatives found in 
our corpus, as most texts were either written texts or narratives, and most 
of these are constituent questions, i.e., there are few polar questions, and 
the few that are found are to a certain extent "artificial", as the speaker 
is playing the part of the person posing the question. Nevertheless, Reh
berg's observation seems to be confirmed to some degree by these data, 
although it is difficult to consider the low-tone pitch here to be especially 
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Diagram 2.28 

j he k e h vi 

Diagram 2.29 

clearly marked, although this may also be due to the quality of our record
ing. Consider first Diagram 2.28, one of the rare polar <J.lestions in our 
corpus. 

11. am qa[?] uth=ob? 
2SG water drink=ACT.PST 

'Did you drink water?' 

A similar pattern is found in constituent questions, as shown in Diagram 
2.29, although the final drop in intonation seems to be less sudden. 

12. i jaflt heke hoy? 
what animal QUAL INFER 

'What animal could it be? 

Much research is still needed in this area, especially with more data from 
spontaneous spoken language, before any further conclusions can be 
drawn on sentential Jrosody. 





CHAPTER THREE 

SYNTACTIC ATOMS 

As Dixon & Aikhenvald (2002a: 2) note, not all languages have a con
cept with (more or less) the same meaning as the English concept word. 
In a certain sense this is also true of Kharia: While there is the concept 
sabda with (roughly) the same meaning as English word, this term has 
been borrowed from Indo-Aryan, cf. Sadri sabad and Hindi sabda, both 
of which mean approximately the same thing as English word. The clos
est native term in Kharia is kayom, which is perhaps best translated as 
'speech; matter; (to) speak; spoken' Thus what this element primarily 
refers to is the act of speaking in general and it can refer to entire utter
ances or, for that matter, "matters" in general. It does not, however, refer 
to the same unit as word, regardless of how this is defined. 

It was shown in Chapter 2 that a phonological word in Kharia typically 
consists of a (generally bisyllabic) contentive morpheme and potentially 
one or more enclitics. If there are two or more enclitics appearing together, 
there is preliminary evidence that these may combine to form a phono
logical word, although this is still somewhat tentative. 

The following section presents syntactic evidence which demonstrates 
that those elements which were shown to behave as clitics phonologi
cally in Section 2.5, in that they do not show the LH pitch pattern, also 
behave syntactically as enclitics in that they attach to entire syntactic 
units, not lexical roots or stems. As such, these units-and their hosts
both qualify as "syntactic atoms" (Di Sciullo & Williams, 1987) or 
"grammatical words" (Dixon & Aikhenvald, 2002a) in Kharia. Thus, 
phonological words in Kharia often consist of more than one "grammati
cal word" or "syntactic atom" 

3.1 CLmCS AS "PHRASAL AFFIXES" 

There seems to be almost unanimous agreement in studies on clitics that, 
from a morphosyntactic point of view, these are "words" or syntactic
level units. For example, Sadock (1991: 52) includes this as one of the 
typical characteristics of clitics: "Clitics are independent elements of syn
tax." A similar view is found in Aikhenvald (2002: 54): "The mismatches 
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between grammatical and phonological words . are most often account
able for by clitics which form a phonological word with their host, but 
can be considered a grammatical word in their own right." Similarly, 
Dixon & Aikhenvald (2002a: 25) write "The term clitic is often used to 
refer to something that is a grammatical word but not a complete phono
logical word (for example, it does not take stress)." Anderson (2005), on 
the other hand, differentiates clearly between phonology and syntax; he 
speaks of ''phonological clitics", units "whose phonological form is defi
cient in that it lacks prosodic structure at the level of the (Prosodic) Word" 
(Anderson, 2005: 23), but also "morphosyntactic clitics", "whose position 
with respect to the other elements of the phrase or clause follows a dis
tinct set of principles, separate from those of the independently motivated 
syntax of free elements in the language." (Anderson, 2005: 31). It is this 
view of "clitics" which will be taken here, i.e., an element may be clitic 
in a phonological sense, in a morphosyntactic sense, or in both senses. 

As we saw in Section 2.5, there are a number of morphemes in Kharia 
which may be termed phonological clitics, as they do not have the typical 
LH pitch pattern found in phonological words. In this section, we are 
concerned with whether these elements may also be considered morpho
syntactic clitics, often referred to as "phrasal affixes", i.e., grammatical 
words or syntactic atoms which attach to a possibly complex unit in the 
syntax (i.e., a "phrase"). We will assume here that any element which is 
considered a (morphosyntactic) clitic, as opposed to an affix, will neces
sarily attach to a host which is itself a syntactic atom. Although this does 
not rule out cases in which a host consists of a simple contentive mor
pheme, the crux of the matter is whether or not the marker in question 
cAN take a "phrasal" host or whether it is restricted to hosts which are 
lexical "roots" or "stems" 

We begin with a discussion of the markers of functional categories 
such as pragmatic marking, inalienable possession, number, TAM, case and 
person, where the clause-level relevance of the information marked by 
these forms is obvious. The case is somewhat different with the genitive, 
which is not relevant at the clause level in the sense that it does not serve 
to mark the function of a TAMIPERSoN-syntagma ("verb") or a Case-syn
tagma ("NP") in the clause as, e.g., subject, object, etc. Nonetheless, as 
we shall see, the genitive attaches to syntactically relevant units, such as 
"phrasal" semantic bases, which may consist of a demonstrative, quanti
fier and possibly one or more contentive morphemes (cf. Chapter 4), inte
grating what could serve as a (possibly complex) semantic base of a TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma or Case-syntagma into a larger unit. As such, it must be 
considered a syntactically relevant unit. 
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3.1.1 The pragmatic markers 

There are three primary pragmatic markers in Kharia, the general focus 
marker =ga, the contrastive focus marker =ko and the additive focus 
marker =jo. 1 These markers may be termed "floating clitics" as they may 
attach to any element of the clause provided that this unit is a phono
logical word, with the sole exception of the demonstratives (whose status 
as proclitics I phonological words is uncertain), although they are usually 
found at the end of a phrase. The only restriction is that they appear at 
the end of some unit that can stand alone as a phonological word. The 
following provides a few examples: 

1. ho rusu1J o?=te=ga 'in that red house'; 'that red house (oBJECT)' 
that red house=oBL=roc 

Here, the scope of the focus is indeterminant: The focus domain may 
either be the entire Case-syntagma (e.g., that red hause and not the blue 
hut) or simply the last element (e.g., house as opposed to hut). In the fol
lowing example, this indeterminancy is not found. SMALL cAPs indicate 
the intended focus: 

2. ho rusUIJ=ga o'l=te 'in that RED house'; 'that RED house (oBJEcT)' 
that red,.oc house 

However, as noted above, the demonstrative may not be separated from 
a following lexical unit in the same phrase: 

3. >lho=ga rusu1J o'l=te 'in THAT red house'; 'THAT red house (oBJECT)' 
that=roc red house 

The following examples further demonstrate the possible distribution of 
these pragmatic markers in various complex units: 

4. karay go1q=te=ga I karay=ga go2ci=te 's/he does the job' 
do c: TEL=AcT.PRS=roC do =roc c: TEL=AcT.PRS 

5. ek tho=ga 'one' I ek=ga tho(=ga) 'one' 
one CLASS::POC on~oc CLASS::POC 

1 For a discussion of1heir respective pragmatic functions, see Section 7.7.4. 
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6. u=je['l]=ko ho=ki=ya'l=ga heke. 
this=so.NHUM=CNTR that=pL=<JEN=FOc QUAL.PRS 

um=i]t ter=e. 
NE<FlSG give=ACT.IRR 

'BUT nns is nmms. I will not give [it to you].' [TK, 2:43] 

7. kulam=ki alo1J=na=pe musa=ko yesu jorme=ki. 
brother=PL sing=MJD.IRR=2PL today=cNTR Jesus be.bom=MJD.PST 
'Sing, brothers, FOR TODAY Jesus is born.' [RK, 8:2] 

8. ho=kac 
that=so.HUM 

la'l=kho'l. 
IPFV=PST.ll 

«t_isa'l «t_isa'l 
far REP 

kho'ltay=jo merom 
up.to=AnD goat 

gupa=na 
guard=JNF 

'He used to tend the goats, EVEN GOING (= ALSO UP TO) VFRY FAR.' [RD, 1 :4] 

9. tay a«t_i=te=jo batay=o'l no "dhay[=e] am, han 
then ANAPIFOBL=ADD tell=AcT.PST CMPL huny=ACT.IRR 2so that 

maca bo'l=te Q..a['l] [ a]yi~·. uQ.. Q..e=na=m. " 
cave place=oBL water QUAL.PRS drink come=MJD.IRR=2so 

'Then he said TO HIM, TOO, "Hurry, at the cave there is water. Drink and 
come back"' [AK, 1 :38] 

Two or all three of these floating enclitics may also appear together, 
apparently in any order, although there are slight differences in meaning, 
depending on the particular scopal relations. Unfortunately, it was not 
possible to get at these semantic differences during interviews, although 
most speakers felt there were slight differences in emphasis. Thus, the 
following all have approximately the same meaning: 

10. am=te=jo=ko I am=te=ko =ga I am=te=ga=ko I am=te=ga=jo 
2so=OBL=ADn=CNTR ~OC 

yo=yolj. 
see=AcT.PST.lso 

'I saw You (as well).' 

These three units may thus safely be classified as enclitics according to 
their distribution, which fits in well with their prosodic properties, i.e., 
no inherent LH pitch pattern. 
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3.1.2 Case and number marking 

The most obvious case-marking candidate for enclitic status as opposed 
to suffixal status in Kharia is the genitive marker /IYA111. As the follow
ing shows, similar to 's in English the genitive marker in Kharia attaches 
to its host at the syntactic level. 

11. ldl u sembho ro «t_akay rani=kiyar=a1 naw jan 
then this Sembho and Da.kay queen=nu=oEN nine CLAss 

be2t=tf.om=kiyar2 aw=ki=kiyar. 
son=3poss==aoN QUAL==MID.PSr-=HON 
'And this Sembho and queen Dakay had nine sons (HoN) (= This 
Sembho and Queen Dakay's nine sons were).' 

12. ayo apa=ya1 jiyom=te=ko kun$'1=/ci=ya'l tho1J soub 
mother father=oEN soul=oBL=CNTR child==J>L=oEN for all 

bhere=ga dular aw=ta. 
time,.oc love QUAL==MID.PRS 
'In a mother or father's soul there is always love for their children.' 

[RD, 2:110] 

The unit to which the genitive marker attaches may of course consist of 
a single contentive morpheme, e.g.lebu=ya'l [person=oEN] 'ofthe person; 
the person's', but this is merely a special case in which the syntactic unit 
simply happens to consist of only a single morpheme. 

Similarly, the oblique marker =te and the plural marker =ki are enclitic 
forms which attach to the last element of a syntactic construction, regard
less of the status of this element. Consider first =ki 'PL' in following 
example: 

13. munu'lsi1J rochob=a'l lebu=ki=ko 
east side=aEN person==J>L=CNTR 

'the people of the east; the easterners' 

2 Although the foDII be14_=4_om=kiyar would be expected due to the phonological system 
of the language (cf. Section 2.2.2), the rnmpheme for 'son' is consistently written as be"t 
or bet as it derives from Sadri beta. 
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At first sight it might seem reasonable to asswne that =lei is a suffix 
denoting nwnber, which combines with the lexical root/stem lebu to form 
a syntactic atom. 

There is, however, convincing evidence that this is not the case. Note 
that in Kharia it is possible to omit virtually any lexical information which 
is considered obvious from the context. Generally this affects entire syn
tactic units, as for example when nwnber and case-marked argwnents are 
not explicitly stated as their identity is obvious (see 7.1.1). However, this 
same principle may also apply only to the semantic head of an argwnent, 
while the final case/nwnber marking is retained. Here the lack of an 
explicitly mentioned semantic head fills a function similar to the use of 
one in the English Which hat did you buy? The green one. In Kharia, no 
proform need be used and the contentive morpheme is simply not explic
itly mentioned. 

In cases such as these, the grammatical markers which would otherwise 
directly follow the semantic head (e.g., possessive, nwnber or case mark
ing) now attach to the last element of the syntactic construction without 
the lexical head, regardless ofthe status of this element. Thus, (13) above 
can also be realized as in the following, attested form, whose grammati
cality was also confirmed by other speakers. 

14. munu?si1J rochob=a?=ki=ko 
east side=o:IDFPL=CNTR 
'the easterners; the ones of the east' [HJPa:120, line 29] 

Similar data are found for the oblique marker =te. In the following two 
examples, =te attaches to the otherwise final element of the semantic 
base, regardless of its status, when the semantic head, lebu in the first 
example and bo? in the second, is not explicitly mentioned: 

15. ho lebu=ki=te 'those people (oBJ) or simply 
that person=n=oBL 

ho=ki=te 'them, those ones' (oBJ) 
that=n=oBL 

16. i]t=a? bo?=te or simply 
lso=GEN place=oBL 

i]t=a?=te 
lso=GEN=oBL 

'at my place' 
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One final example from our corpus is presented below, in which =te 
also has scope over the entire (non-italic) phrase. 

17. pheinga, am=ko 
grasshopper 2so=CNTR 

ku1j=na ro 
dance=INF and 

ebo1=na=te=ga samay 
play=nw=oBL==roc time 

bitay=ob. hawa JWg=e! 
spend.time=AcT.PST.2so now air eat=AcT.IRR 
'Grasshopper, you spent your time in dancing and singing. Now eat 
air!' [TK, 2:45] 

On the basis of data such as these, we conclude that case and number 
markers are "phrasal affixes" This is compatible with the phonological 
data presented in Chapter 2, where it was shown that these markers are 
phonologically not integrated into the LH pitch pattern of the word, 

except under very special conditions. They may thus be considered enclit
ics from a syntactic perspective as well. 

3.1.3 Markers for inalienable possession 

Similar to the data above, markers for inalienable possession can be 
shown to attach to syntactic units, even if these generally consist of a 
single word. In the following example, the possessive marker =qpm has 
scope only over the word to which it is directly attached and both entities 
are marked individually: 

18. kole'l=ya'l ma=«t_om ro apa=«t_om ho=kiyar=te jal tay 
parrot=GEN mother=3POSS and fat:her=3POSS that=nu=oBL net ABL 

oj=na tho1) han=te u=te pulcJ.-pulcJ. 
take.out=JNF PURP that(DIST)=oBL this=oBL jump-RDP 

khor=talj=kiyar ro sob=ga "tay tay" tordcJ.=taj=ki. 
ITER=wD.PROo=3nu and all=f'OC ''tay, tay!" Cry=MID.PROG=pL 
'The [two] parrots' mother and father kept jumping around here and 
there to free them from the net and all [the birds] are crying "Tay! 
Tay!"' [BB, 2:34] 

Nevertheless, as the following two examples show, markers for inalien
able possession in fact attach to entire "phrases" and have scope over 
these: 
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19. bhala ayo aba=qom=ko sadhu je'l kumJ..u'l ho=ghay. 
well mother father=3POss=CNTR simple Foe child that=way 
'WelL his mother and father were simple, like children.' [RD, 2:6] 

20. modi ro saw-ray=qpm ayo aha ro boker 
Modi and spouse-woman=3poss mother father and brother.in.law 

kulam=qom=ki=ya? kat a sumbo'l=te gur=kon iyam ijlam 
brother=3Poss=pL=aEN foot base=oBL fall=sEQ cry REP 

maph bor=o'l=kiyar. 
forgiveness ask=AcT.PSr-nu 
'Modi and his wife fell down at the feet of his mother, father, brothers
in-law and brothers and, crying, asked for forgiveness.' [RD, 2:113] 

3 .1.4 Markers for TAM and person I number I honorific status 

Turning our attention now to the functional markers found in TAMIPER
soN-syntagmas ("verbs"), the most clearly enclitic markers are those of 
person/number/honorific status: Generally speaking, this marking in non
negated TAMIPERSON-syntagmas attaches to the last element of this unit 
whereas with negated TAMIPERSON-syntagmas, the negative marker um 
appears directly before the semantic base and person marking attaches to 
this marker ( cf. 6. 7. 1): 

21. kayom=ta==p. 
speak=MJD.PRS=l SG 
'I speak' 

um==tp kayom=ta 
NEo=lso speak=Mm.PRS 
'I do not speak' 

However, in the second person singular, person marking with negated 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas can attach either to the negative marker um or to 
the last element of this unit. Cf. (from Malhotra, 1982: 285): 

22. ubhro1J um=em cf.e=na or 
these.days mo=2so come==wn.IRR 

ubhro1J um cf.e=na=m. 
these.days NEG come==wD.IRR=2so 
'These days you do not come.' 

Furthermore, with cosubordination (6.6.1), the subject marking has scope 
over more than one predicate base marked for TAM: 
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23. JWkh=o'l uth=o'l=ki 
eat=ACT.PST drink=ACT.PSr-PL 
'They ate and drank.' 

The analysis of person marking as a morphosyntactic enclitic is thus the 
most natural analysis: Although this marking is subject to (relatively) strict 
rules regarding its position with respect to the TAMIPERBON-syntagma, the 
fact that it does not form a very tight unit with the remaining TAMIPER.soN
syntagma shows that it is not a suffix. Note that this analysis will also 
force us to analyze this marker as the subject itself and not merely an 
"agreement marker", as it is a syntactic unit. This will be of importance 
in the discussion in Section 7. 1. 2. 

The TAMibasic voice markers can also be shown to be "phrasal affixes" 
For example, the marker of the past tense, middle voice, =lei and its active 
counterpart, =o'l, would at first sight appear to be suffixes which attach 
in the morphology to a lexical morpheme, e.g. col-ki=may [go-MID. 
PsT=3PL] 'they went' or karay-o'l=may [do-Acr.Psr-3PL] 'they did' How
ever, consider the following examples: 

24. ho rocho"lb=leiJL 
that side==wD.PST=lSG 
'I moved to that side.' 

25. a. ho=kac ip=a1 natgot=lei. 
that=so.HUM lso=oEN family.relationship==wn.PsT 
'Slhe became a member af my family.' 

b. ho=kac=te ip=a1 natgoth =dj. 
that=so.HUM=oBL lso=GEN familyrelationship=AcT.PST.lso 
'I accepted him/her as a member af my family.' 

The decisive issue in these examples is that if these grammatical markers 
attach to lexical stems as suffixes, the structure of these T AMIPER.soN
syntagmas becomes exceedingly difficult to interpret. For example if we 
analyze =lei in (24) as a tense suffix (ignoring here the person marker =Jl, 
which as we have seen is enclitic), this would presumably make rochdb 
a verb, as this is the "root" or "stem" it attaches to. The question then 
arises as to the status of ho 'that', which is clearly a modifier of rochdb 
'side' Similar comments hold in (25) for i]t=a'l and its relation to natgot 
if =lei and =o'l are analyzed as suffixes. 
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It will also not be feasible to analyze these structures as "compounds" 
or what Di Sciullo & Williams (1987) refer to as "syntactic objects" 
These latter units are .XOs or "leaves" in the constituent structure, but of 
a different nature than most syntactic atoms, as they are formed in the 
syntax and then reinterpreted as syntactic atoms, such as essui-glace 
'windshield wiper' in French (see the discussion in Di Sciullo & Williams, 
1987, chapter 4). However, unlike the syntactic objects of French, these 
units in Kharia are not opaque-e.g. they can contain deictic and ana
phone reference as in (24) and (25)-and they are fully productive. 

Rather, their structure can most easily be accounted for if one considers 
the grammatical markers, here TAM/basic voice markers, as attaching to 
the entire phrase and not to roots/stems. In other words, only an analysis 
of these markers as morphosyntactic enclitics is able to account for their 
distribution. As with the enclitics discussed above, this is once again in 
line with their prosodic properties, as these units do not show an LH -pitch 
pattern. 

3.1.5 The perfect marker =si1(d) and the irifinitive marker =na 

Most examples of the markers for the perfect and infinitive in the data are 
of the type in the following example, in which they follow-and have 
scope over -a single contentive morpheme functioning as the semantic 
base of the predicate: 

26. sou?fJ apan apan mu1=si1=may, cf.a1 lam=na. 
all REFL REP emerge=nRF=3PL water search=JNF 

'All have set out on their own, to look for water.' 

There are, however, a number of examples which confirm the status of 
theses markers as "phrasal affixes": 

Perfect 

21.ja1}koy puja dinu «l_am «l_el=sikh=o1. 
spring.festival worship day arrive come=FERFACT.PST 

'The day [for doing] J angkoy puja [ = a type of religious ceremony] 
had arrived.' [MT, 1:126] 

28. muda musa boiri=ki «l_el «l_am=si1=may ... 
but today enemy=pr, come arrive==mRF3PL 

'But today the enemies have arrived [Kerketta, 1990: 4] 
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29 .... sosreir=ga? rema1 qaJJ=si1=may, ... 
husband's.parents' .home==Foc call send=pERF=3PL 

the grandparents have called [him] and sent [him] back, 

Irifinitive 

30. u=kac=a? tho1J burha=ki=te iku1cf. iku1cf. dhain 
this=so.mJM=GEN for old.man=pr,=oBL very REP thank 

mane=na ayi~·. 

honor=JNF QUAL.PRS 

'For this [=for what they did], the elders should be thanked and hon
ored ( = it is to thank [and] honour the elders for this).' [MT, 1 : 183] 

31. ho=ki=te u 
3=pr,=oBL this 

ayilj. 
QUAL.PRS 

raij tay 
kingdom ABL 

JlOn qaJJ=na 
drive send==JNF 

'[We] have to drive them out of this country.' [Kerketta, 1990: 11] 

We conclude that the both the perfect and the infinitival markers are 
"phrasal affixes" and that they are therefore syntactic atoms, despite the 
fact that they are not phonological words. Both attach to their host at the 
"phrasal" level-although this "phrase" often consists of a single conten
tive morpheme. This fits in well with their phonological characteristics, 
in that these two markers do not integrate into the LH pitch pattern of 
the prosodic word, except under very special conditions. 

3.2 CLmcs IN KHARIA-AN OVERVIEW oF 1HEIR CHARACTERISTics 

Having shown in Sections 2.5 and 3.1 that the grammatical markers dis
cussed in those sections are both phonologically and morphosyntactically 
enclitic, in this section these clitics are classified primarily according to 
the criteria given in Aikhenvald (2002). 

3.2.1 Position with respect to host 

With the exception of units such as the demonstratives, whose clitic status 
is somewhat uncertain, all other clitics in Kharia attach to the end of their 
respective hosts. Where more than one clitic attaches to a particular unit, 
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the enclitics appear in a fixed order, with the exception of the floating 
clitics, which may appear in any order with respect to one another. 

Person marking on the T AMIPERsoN-syntagma is a further slight excep
tion to this rule. As shown Section 3.1.4, in non-negated TAMIPERsoN
syntagmas, person marking is always the final marker on the T AMI 
PERBON-syntagma (unless one of the floating clitics also marks this unit). 
However, if the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is negated, these markers appear 
before the remaining unit, following the negative marker um, which pre
cedes the semantic base. These are then what are commonly referred to 
as anticipatory clitics. 3 Thus, person markers in Kharia are either enclitic 
or anticipatory clitic. 

3.2.2 Segmental properties af clitics and their respective 
degree af cohesion 

3.2.2.1 Segmental properties 
With respect to the segmental and phonotactic properties of clitics com
pared with other morpheme types, we find tendentially different structures 
for the two categories but no hard-and-fast rules. Contentive morphemes 
tend to be either bisyllabic with the structure (C)VC(C)V(C) or, if mono
syllabic, to have the segmental structure (C)VC. The following provides 
a few examples: 

32. Bisyllabic: kayom 'speech; matter; speak', encf.u"l 'look at, stare' 
Monosyllabic: mo1cf. 'eye', ro"l 'spill', o"l 'house' 

Similarly, grammatical morphemes which derive from contentive mor
hemes, such as "v2s" (6.5) tend to have the same structure-in general 
they are monosyllabic and have the form CVC: 

3 Anticipatory clitics are much more common in 1he North Mllllda languages such as 
Sarrtali and Mlllldari, as person marking there generally appears on 1he last element preced
ing the predicate-whe1her negated or not-unless the predicate is 1he only element in 1he 
clause, in which case it is enclitic to 1he predicate. 
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Clitics, on the other hand, are almost always monosyllabic and have the 
form (C)V: 

34. =ki 'MID.PST', =te 'oBL', =e 'ACT.IRR' 

Nevertheless, this is only tendentially so. For example, there are a number 
of clitics with the structure (C)VC and one bisyllabic morphosyntactic 
clitic. 

35. =si'l I si'lcJ. 'PERF', =kho'l 'PsT.n', =nom '2so.Poss', =nil} 'lPL.INCL', 
=kiyar 'nu' 

We also find a few monosyllabic contentive morphemes and "v2s" with 
the structure (C)V, otherwise typical of clitics: 

36. yo 'see', i 'what?', tu 'nPT' 

Thus, the segmental structure of enclitics differs only tendentially from 
that of other morphemes and their segmental structure is not a definitional 
criterion for their enclitic status. 

3.2.2.2 Degree of cohesion with host 
Although clitics generally attach to their hosts without further phonotactic 
changes, a number of clitics do either induce a change in the form of their 
host or are themselves subject to phonotactic changes due to either pre
ceding or following segments: 

- =o'l 'ACT.PsT' is the only clitic which causes a change in the form of 
its host. A consonant preceding =o'l must be voiceless and aspirated. 
111, from underlying /g/ (2.2), is realized as /kh/: JlO'l 'eat', .]Wkh=o'l 
's/he ate', Sal}gdcJ. 'close' sa1Jgoth=o'l 'slhe closed' After vowels, the 
form /yo?./ is found: yo 'see', yo=yo'l 'slhe saw' Some younger speak
ers, however, tend to use /yo?./ in all environments, including after 
consonants, e.g., rema'l 'call', rema'l=yo'l 'slhe called', although its 
use after consonants is rather seldom and the form remakh=o'l 'slhe 
called' is more common. 
=o'l also affects some following units: In combination with the person 
markers of the first and second persons, singular, /ip/ and /em/, respec
tively, the resultant forms are =(y)dj and =(y)db. 
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- =si'l I si'lcl. can optionally be realized as =chi'l I =chi'lci following a 
morpheme-final /j/: ga2j=chi'lci=iJ1. or gdj=si'lci=i]t 'I have cut' from 
galj 'cut' 

- The form of the genitive marker IIYA1// depends largely on the final 
segment of the preceding syllable. Although younger speakers tend to 
use the form =ya'l rather consistently regardless of the final segment 
of the preceding syllable, the general form of this marker is /a?/ fol
lowing a consonant, /ya?/ after /e/ and /if, 111 following a syllable end
ing in /a/, /wa?/ after /o/ and /u/, /na?/ occasionally in demonstratives, 
and /ga?/ in a number of deictic expressions. Whereas these last two 
forms are lexically conditioned, the remaining forms are strictly pho
nologically determined. The following presents a few examples: 

37. ani1J '1PL.INCL', genitive: ani1J=a'l 
kho[i 'village section', genitive: kho[i=ya'l 
khcqjya 'Kharia', genitive: khcqjya='l I khcqjya=ya'l 
lebu 'man; person', genitive: lebu=wa'l I lebu=ya'l 
u 'this', genitive: u=na'l I u=wa'l 
musa 'today', genitive: mus=ga'l 

- Clitics beginning with or ending in /e/ or Iii (often written <y> in 
syllable-final position) often lose this vowel when the preceding or 
following elements end in or begin with a vowel. The following 
presents a few examples: 

38. am=pe '2=2PL', genitive: am=p=a'l 
kol}=te=jar [know=Acr.PRS=1ou.EXCL] 'we know' vs. ko1J=t=iJl [know= 
ACT.PRS=1so] 'I know' 
ter=e [give=AcT.IRR] 's/he will give' vs. batay (< /batay=e/) 's/he 
will narrate' 

- With the middle irrealis marker =na, the vowel in the marker of the 
first person, singular, =ijl. may also be deleted, although this is 
optional, even for one and the same speaker/writer, as in the follow
ing two examples: 

39. am=bar le1J=na=bar la'l ijt=jo latke=ga 
2=2nu fly=MID .IRR=2Du then lso=ADD swing==roc 

co=na=1JL 
go==MII).IRR=lso 
'You (ou) fly and I will also go swinging.' [TK, 1:19] 



40. kulu 
turtle 

cilay=ki, 
shout==MID .PST 

kayom=na=p!" 
spea.k=Mm .IRR= 1 so 
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"ijt 
1so 

um=ijt 
NEo=1so 

kayom=na? 
speak=Mm.IRR 

jarur 
certainly 

65 

'The turtle shouted, "I shouldn't speak? Of course I will speak!"' 
[TK, 1 :36] 

- Following vowels, /e/ is generally realized as =ye: i=ye=ni1J? 
[what=AcT.IRR=lPL.INCL] 'What shall we do?' 

3.2.3 Clitics as "reduced" phonological words 

With the exception of the personal markers of the first and second per
sons, no other clitics can be considered reduced forms of free-standing 
morphemes. Table 3.1 presents the correspondence between the clitic per
sonal markers and their respective free-standing forms: 

Table 3.1: Free-standing and clitic personal markers 

Free-standing Clitic 

Singular 
1 i]l =(i)Jl 
2 am =(e)m 
Dual 
1 Inclusive anal} =naiJ 
1 Exclusive ift.jar =jar 
2 ambar =bar 
Plural 
1 Inclusive a nil} =nil} 
1 Exclusive ele =le 
2 ampe =pe 

3.2.4 The relative ordering of clitics 

Class !-The innermost layer 
Clitics belonging to this class are found in the semantic base of both TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagmas and Case-syntagmas. The following shows their order 
with respect to one another ("X'' refers to the final element of the seman
tic base, regardless of its status): 
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Class li-The medial layer 
Clitics belonging to this class are found either only in Case-syntagmas 
("NPs") or only in TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas. Members of one group may 
not be combined with members of the other group: 

Class II a: Clitics of a Case-syntagma ("NP'') 
"X'' here refers to the entire structure given in (41). which may be 
marked for any or all of the clitics shown there. Note that this "class" 
consists only of the oblique marker =te. 

42. X=oBL 

Class Jib: Clitics ofthe TAMIPERSoN-syntagma ("verb'') 
(Here "X'' is as in Class Ila but may also be followed by the telic v2s 
(Section 6.5): 

X=pERFTAMIBASIC vmcE=PERsoN MARKING or X=PERFINF5 

Class III: Floating clitics 
Finally, as noted above, the floating pragmatic clitics =ga 'Foe', =ko 
'CNTR' and =jo 'ADo' may attach to any phonological word or to an entire 
complex syntactic unit. They may not, however, appear between two clit
ics or between a clitic and its host. 

43. *hoqpm=ga=ki=te, *hoqpm=ki=ga=te, 
other=FOC==J>L=oBL ofuer=PL==poc=oBL 

hoqpm=ki=te=ga 'the others' (focused object) 
otheJ=PL=OBL==pQC 

44. *gelb go1cf.=ga=ki, gelb=ga gdcf.=ki, 
burn C:TEL==pQC==wD.PST burn==poc C:TEL==wD.PST 

gelb go1cf.=ki=ga 'It burned.' 
burn C:TEL==wD.PST==pQC 

4 Recall from Section 2.5 1hat the status of 1he demonstratives as clitics is s1ill rather 
tentative. 

5 The infinitive marker is actually an "intermediate" fornt between Classes II a and b in 
1hat it may also be marked for case. 
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3.2.5 The varying mobility of clitics 

The above classification of clitics according to position is closely related 
to their classification according to mobility. To keep the two separate, the 
groupings will be referred to with respect to mobility as "groups" so as 
not to confuse these with the "classes" according to position. 

Group I: No mobility 
In this group we find all of the clitics given above under Classes I and II 
(a and b), with the exception of person marking. Common to all elements 
of this group is the fact that their position is fixed, both with respect to 
other clitics as well as with respect to their host. Summarizing the infor
mation above, this group includes the following clitics: 

45. (Demonstratives: u 'this', ho 'that (MED)', han I hin 'that (msT)') 
Genitive: a'l 
Case: te 'oBL' 
Inalienable possession: na 'l(so)', nom '2(so)', cl.om '3(so)' 
Number: kiyar 'nu', ki 'PL' 

Perfect: si'l I si'lcl.. infinitive: na 
TAMfbasic voice: ki 'MID.PST', o'J 'ACT.PST' 

Group II: Low mobility 
The only members of this group are the personal markers in the T AMI 
PERsoN-syntagma. Recall from the discussion above that these markers 
are either enclitic to the non-negated TAMIPERsoN-syntagma or are antici
patmy clitics (obligatorily, except in the second person, singular) with a 
negated TAMIPERsoN-syntagma: 

46. kol}=t[e]=ijt 'I know' um=ijt 'I don't know' 
know=ACT.PRS=l SG NECJ=lsa know=ACT.PRS 

Otherwise, the position of the members of this group is fixed. See Table 
3.1 above for a list of all the members of this category except for the 
markers =kiyar 'nu' and =ki 'PL' 

Group Ill: High mobility 
Once again, the floating clitics form a separate group and, as their name 
suggests, are entirely free in their distribution as long as they do not 
directly procede another enclitic or follow a demonstrative. For exam
ples, see 3.1.1. 
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3.2.6 Lexicalization 

Lexicalization of units marked by a clitic is highly marginal in Kharia. 
The only likely candidates in the data are the following three units: 

47. diyoga 'daily' from diyo 'daily' and =ga 'Foe' 

48. la'lko 'but' from la'l 'then' and =ko 'CNTR' 

49. caheko 'instead' from cahe 'or' and =ko 'CNTR' 

The form diyo is possible without =ga with the same meaning, although 
its use without the focal marker is rather uncommon. la'l and cahe, on the 
other hand, are found without =ko, but only with different meanings, as 
shown above. 

3.3 AFFIXES 

In the lack of any information to the contrary, it is assumed here that all 
lexical items and postpositions which show the typical LH pitch pattern 
are also grammatical words (or "syntactic atoms"). This is in line with the 
fact that enclitics may attach to these elements. 

It is further assumed here that ANY units that clitics can attach to are 
grammatical words. This will allow us to consider the v2s, whose status 
as phonological words is uncertain (2.5), to be grammatical words as 
well, since in the presence of more than one v2, non-final v2s may also 
be marked by a floating clitic: 

50. kdbto satjgo1cf. cf.om=ga may=ki. 
door close v2:PASS==f'OC v2:TOTAL==wD.PST 

'The door was shut entirely.' 

This is in contrast to those units which are neither potential phonological 
words nor enclitics, i.e., those elements which can uncontroversially be 
considered affixes. These units must always combine with some other unit 
and are always integrated into the LH-pattern. 

There are relatively few affixes in Kharia. The following presents a 
brief but largely exhaustive list of all elements in Kharia which may be 
considered derivational affixes. 
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51. Causative markers: 
db- (prefix), <?> I <b> I <?fJ> (infix)-The distribution of these 
allomorphs is primarily determined according to the number of syl
lables of the underlying contentive morpheme but is partially idio
syncratic (cf. 6.3.5). Cf. also Diagram 2.14 in Chapter 2. 
<a>, <(u)w> (infixes, found only in contentive morphemes of Sadri 
origin ending in /e/) (cf. 6.3.3; 6.3.5). 

Intensive markers: -bo'l, -<J.al, -son (all suffixes, lexically determined, 
cf. 5.10.2) 

Participial marker: -1 (suffix, found only in contentive morphemes of 
Sadri origin ending in -ay, cf. 6.6.2.5) 

-<J.u"l: meaning unclear; found in "participial" usage (cf. 
6.6.2.5) but also with a number of lexical mor
phemes to denote an inherently durative action ( cf. 
yo 'see', yo-ciu"l 'stare at'), as well as in a few 
other forms (konsel 'girl', konsel-$"1 'woman'). 6 

With contentive morphemes which can denote a 
property, -ciu"l often has an approximative mean
ing, "-ish", and will be glossed as such: maha-ciu"l 
[big-APPRox] 'biggish' Its exact status requires 
further research. 

-nV- traditionally considered a "nominalizing" infix, in 
which -V- has the same quality as the vowel of the 
underived contentive morpheme. Not productive: 
jo"l 'sweep', jo<no>"l 'broom' Cf. 4.3.3. 

There do not seem to be any other derivational affixes in Kharia, with all 
other grammatical marking being expressed by grammatical units which 
are either phonological words (i.e., the reciprocal marker kol, discussed 
in 6.3.5), through the enclitics discussed in 2.5 and this chapter, or units 
whose status is at present indeterminate between these two groups (the 
so-called "v2s", discussed in 6.5). 

6 It is possible that -cJJ,t? is related to 1he Juang ''article" -(ie (Matson, 1964: 44), e.g., 
*kon 'small' I koncJJ,t? 'child' ("" '1he small one'), although if so the Kharia-intemal devel
opment of some contrasting pairs remains uncertain: konsel 'girl' vs. konselcJJ,t? 'woman', 
yo 'see' vs. yocJJ,t? 'stare at' or TUSUIJ 'red' vs. TUSUIJ4Jl? 'reddish'. 





CHAPTER FOUR 

PARTS OF SPEECH AND 1HE LEXICON 

4.1 INmonuCTioN AND MEmonoLoGY 

In Kharia, or rather, in the Simdega dialect of Kharia (cf. 4.2 below), 
what correspond to noun phrases and verbs in English have the same 
underlying structure. For reasons which will become clearer in the fol
lowing, these will be referred to here according to their structure as the 
"Case-syntagma" and the "TAMIPERsoN-syntagma" 

As will be shown in the following pages, TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas and 
Case-syntagmas in the dialect of Kharia spoken in and around the city of 
Simdega have the same underlying structure, a structure which is formed 
at the syntactic (i.e., "phrasal") level, not in the lexicon. It is the func
tional head of this unit which signals the status of this constituent: With 
Case-syntagmas this is "case", taken here to include adpositions, 1 with 
TAMIPERsON-syntagmas it is TAMihasic voice (active I middle) and person I 
number I honorific marking, all of which are enclitic. The only restriction 
which has come to our attention is that CASE may not combine with TAMI 
BASIC VOICE and PERSINuMIHoN-marking. Otherwise, semantic heads (or 
"bases")Z which can denote physical objects or properties may appear in 
predicative function as well as attributive and referential function, while 
semantic heads which can refer to actions may appear in referential and 
attributive function, in addition to predicative function. 

CoMMoN STRUCTURE oF CAsE- AND TAMIPERsoN-SYNTAGMAS 

SEMANTIC HEAD FUNCTIONAL HEAD 

Diagram 4.1: Common structure of TAMIPERSoN- and Case-syntagmas in Kharia 

1 Although exclru:ling the genitive, see Section 4.4 for further discussion. 
2 The terms "semantic head" and "semantic base" will be used interchangeably 1hrough

out this study, with no difference between the two being implied. 
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The situation in the Gwnla dialect, as we shall see below, is different 
in this respect. Although the general structure of TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas 
and Case-syntagmas is the same as given above, speakers of this dialect 
in interviews did not accept "phrasal" semantic heads in TAMIPERsoN
syntagmas but rather only semantic heads consisting of one or two con
tentive morphemes, neither of which may refer to a physical object. 

In the remainder of this section, the methodology used in this study to 
determine parts of speech such as noun, verb and adjective will be dis
cussed, focusing almost entirely on structural properties, before proceding 
in the remaining sections of this chapter to discuss the data in detail. 

The individual parts of speech are defined here as follows, based largely 
on the definition found in Hengeveld (1992: 37) and Hengeveld & Rijk
ho:ff (2005: 406f. ), although differing slightly from this. 

- VERB: a lexeme that without further measures being taken can be used 
as the head of a predicate phrase oNLY 

- NoUN: a lexeme that without further measures being taken can be used 
as the head of a referential phrase oNLY 

- AomcriVE: a lexeme that without further measures being taken can be 
used as a modifier of the head of a referential phrase ONLY 

- (MANNER) ADVERB: a lexeme that without further measures being taken 
can be used as a modifier of a non-nominal head ONLY 

To begin with, note that all four categories refer to LEXEMES. As parts of 
speech in the traditional sense are lexical classes, this seems to be unprob
lematic, although it will turn out to be of importance in Section 4.4. 

Following Hengeveld (1992) and Hengeveld & Rijkho:ff (2005), a verb 
is defined here as a lexeme which is restricted to the head of a predicate 
phrase. If a verbal lexeme appears in any other function, then "further 
measures" such as derivational marking must be taken. Unlike Hengeveld 
(1992) and Hengeveld & Rijkho:ff (2005), however, this same criterion is 
applied here to nouns, adjectives and adverbs. That is, these categories 
are restricted to the uses given above IF NO FURTIIER MEASURES ARE TAKEN, 

whereas in both of the studies just mentioned, it is asswned that alllex
emes may function as ''verbs" The reason we differentiate here somewhat 
more stringently is that "non-verbs", when functioning as the predicate, 
typically require some type of overt ''verbalizing" marking, whether der
ivational, as with diverse ~ diversify, or morphosyntactic, e.g., a copula 
verb, as in be happy. Hence, in the present study non-verbs are restricted 
to the respective functions given above if no further measures are taken. 
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Following Sasse (1993: 96:ff.), it is also asswned here that parts of 
speech in general must be analyzed from at least the following four per
spectives: 

- Formal parameters-this includes inflection, derivation and the pos
sible distribution ofthe elements of the lexicon (i.e., can they co-occur 
with demonstratives, with predicative marking, with case marking, 
etc.); 

- Syntactic parameters-These may be of two types: 
Phrasally defined configurational categories-NP, VP, AP, etc. 
Functionally defined-predicate, argwnent. 

Ontological-semantic parameters-membership in ontological catego
ries or semantic classes 

- Discourse-pragmatic parameters-these refer to the basic discourse 
operations such as reference, predication and modification. 

In order to show that a language has a noun I verb I adjective distinction 
in this perspective, we must be able to demonstrate the following: 

- The lexicon can be divided into lexical classes according to structural 
(= formal) properties (e.g., do certain lexemes require derivational 
marking to appear in certain functions?); 
If lexical classes of some type can be found, do these classes corre
spond directly to a syntactic categoty? 
If so, do these syntactic classes correspond at least primarily to dis
course-pragmatic parameters, such as reference vs. predication? 
Only if we have been able to show that the above three criteria hold 
should we consider the ontological properties of the individual lexical 
items. If it can be shown that the lexical classes correspond directly to 
syntactic functions which correspond to reference-discourse functions, 
and that this correspondence depends at least "prototypically" on cer
tain ontological classes (such as physical objects, events/actions, etc.) 
will we be justified in asswning that the language in question has 
nouns, verbs, and adjectives as lexical classes. 

This of course preswnes that predicates and (potentially) referential units 
have LEXICAL heads. As we shall see in the following, however, this 
asswnption is not borne out in Kharia. Thus whether or not we find all 
"lexemes"---or in our terminology, contentive morphemes-in Kharia to 
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be "precategorial'', the importance of this criterion for Simdega Kharia 
will be seriously called into question. 

"TAMIPER.soN-syntagma" and "Case-syntagma" are purely STRUCTURAL 

categories: Although they are intimately linked with predication and ref
erence, respectively, they cannot be equated entirely with these. First, 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas may also contain referential morphemes. Further
more, both T AMIPERsoN-syntagmas and Case-syntagmas in Kharia may 
also be used as modifiers, as in the following examples: 

1. u go[a duniya=te lebu=ki=ya1 kahani 
this entire world=oBL person=pr,=GEN story 

'the story of the people on this entire world' 

2. yo=yo?j lebu col=ki. 
see=AcT.PST.lso man go~.PST 

'The man I saw left' (=literally: 'I=saw man left'.) 

TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas may also be used referentially, (3) and Case
syntagmas predicatively ( 4). 

3. kumt.ab aw=ki tomli1J kharjya gam cl.om=na la?=ki=may 

4. 

behind QUAL~.PST milk Kharia say PASS==mF IPFV~.PST=3PL 

ina no u=ki tomli1J u2ci=ga cl.el=ki=may. 
because this=pr, milk drink==Foc com~.PST=3PL 

'[Those who] were in the rear were called "Milk Kharia" because they 
came drinking milk.' [MT, 1: 180] 

ro u=ga ho jinis=a? komaiJ." 
and this=roc that animal=GEN meat 

and this [is] that animal's meat."' [AK 1:57] 

One last aspect of the determination of parts of speech that must be dis
cussed here is that of semantics. Unlike other authors such as Evans & 
Osada (2005a) or Croft (1991; 2000; 2005), no great emphasis is placed 
here on the semantic predictability of the lexical items in various func
tions, although as will be seen in the following pages, semantic predict
ability in Kharia is certainly very close to 100%. The reason for this is 
that even in languages with well-defined word classes such as English, 
one and the same lexical item can have quite different meanings in different 
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contexts even though it appears in these different contexts in the same 
part of speech. Cf. e.g., bank in English, which as Pustejovsky (1998: 28) 
notes can have the meaning of a financial institution (The bank raised its 
interest rates yesterday) or the construction in which this financial institu
tion operates (The store is next to the newly constructed bank). Similarly, 
newspaper (the physical object or the producers of this physical object), 
etc. Clearly, if we find this type of variation for a single lexical item 
within a single word-class categoty, it would be unreasonable to expect 
that it should be ENTIRELY absent when the same contentive morpheme is 
used predicatively or attributively in languages where this type of use is 
possible. The only requirement is that the various meanings of this lexical 
item are related to one another in a systematic way.3 

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. We begin in 4.2 
with a traditional discussion of ''precategorialty" in Kharia where all con
tentive morphemes may appear in predicative, referential or attributive 
function, given the appropriate context. Although this section is not pri
marily concerned with semantics, the various lexical morphemes are 
divided loosely into "ontological classes" as a convenient means of pre
senting these. 

After having dealt with underived contentive morphemes in some 
detail, 4.3 then examines three derivational morphemes/processes involv
ing infixation and reduplication which are often considered nominalizers 
in Munda languages and which require some discussion. 

In 4.4 it will be shown that what at first glance appear to be ''nouns" 
and "verbs" in Kharia are in fact not lexical categories at all but rather 
syntactic constructions, neither of which can be equated with the endo
centric categories NP/DP or VPIIP. Section 4.5 then presents a summaty 
of the discussion of parts of speech in Kharia. 

Finally, Section 4.6 deals with other issues related to the lexicon, pri
marily the so-called "compounds" and "nominal incorporation", while 
Section 4.7 deals with the "echo-word" formation. 

4. 2 THE "PREcATEGORIALITY" oF SIMPLE CoNTENTIVE MoRPHEMES 

In the present study the term "precategoriality" is used to mean that any 
contentive morpheme can be used referentially, predicatively, and in 

3 See also Hengeveld & Rijkhoff (2005: 415f) for a si.rni1ar view on this issue. 
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attributive function without overt derivation, a copula or other "light 
verb" As we shall see, any contentive morpheme in Kharia can indeed 
be used in these three functions, although there are a few restrictions on 
proforms and deictics. 

To begin our discussion of the data, consider the two sentences in (5) which 
at least for some speakers of Kharia are both perfectly grammatical: 

5. a. lebu Q.el=ki. 
man come=MID.PST 

'The I a man came.' 

b. bhagwan lebu=ki ro Q.el=ki. 
God man=wn.PsT and come=wn.PST 

'God became man [= Jesus] and came [to 
earth].' 
[(5)b adapted from Malhotra, 1982: 136] 

Example ( 5)b is typical of contentive morphemes which can refer to phys
ical entities in predicative function. In the middle voice, such morphemes 
have the meaning 'become X', where "X'' refers to the physical entity 
denoted by the contentive morpheme. In the active the meaning is 'turn 

[something/someone] into X' Thus, the meaning is entirely predictable 
and always involves inchoativity, never stativity. In fact, there is only one 
type of stative predicate in Kharia, consisting of the masdar, to be dis
cussed in Section 4.3.2, and the qualitative predicate marker, to be dis
cussed in 7.3. All other predicates are at least potentially dynamic, even 
"typical" statives (from an English-speaking perspective) such as korJ 
'know; find out', Q.oko 'sit (down)', tomon 'stand (up)', etc. 

This use of a contentive morpheme denoting a physical entity as a 
predicate is not acceptable to all speakers, however. Although it is not 
possible at present to draw a strict line between two (or more) dialects, 
the general tendency is that speakers from the direct vicinity of Simdega 
(city) in the southwestern part of Simdega District were most likely to 
accept examples such as these--especially if they were younger speakers 
(and men somewhat more readily than woman}--than speakers from 
Gumla District or from Simdega District but to the north and east of 
Simdega (city). These will be referred to here as the Simdega and Gumla 
dialects, respectively. 4 As we shall see in 4.3.2 and 4.4.1, this distinction 
will turn up again elsewhere and seems to indicate that we cannot simply 
speak of parts of speech in "Kharia" but must differentiate somewhat. The 

4 "Dialect" should not be taken too literally here, as these two varieties are much more 
similar to one ano1her, both morphosyntac1i.cally and phonologically, 1han ei1her is with 1he 
more southerly dialect, spoken in sou1hem Jharkhand and in Orissa. The term is used here 
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following discussion. as in the rest of this grammar, concentrates on the 
Simdega dialect, as these are the speakers we worked with the most. 
Where dialectal differences became apparent, however, these will be 
referred to in the text itself and this information will be summarized in 
4.4.1 and 4.5. When no reference is made to the dialect being referred to, 
the Simdega dialect is meant. 

The (Simdega) Kharia lexicon may be divided into two broad groups
one open group and a much smaller, closed group, which sub-divides into 
two further closed groups. The large open class consists of the contentive 
morphemes, all of which can be used predicatively, referentially or in 
attributive function. This class includes all morphemes which are poten
tially referential, such as table, notebook, or dog, as well as events and 
states such as run, eat and beautiful. This holds true of all contentive 
morphemes, whether of Kharia origin or loan words. 

The other group, the closed group, is much smaller and consists of two 
further sub-classes. The first sub-class are the functional or "grammatical" 
morphemes, which can never be used as a predicate, as an attribute, nor 
in referential function. This group includes markers for tense, aspect, 
mood, person marking, case (including postpositions), etc., i.e., those ele
ments which provide the framework or grounding of the clause within a 
particular setting (e.g., TAM) or which integrate the various constituents 
into the clause by indicating the function of a constituent, e.g., case. 

The second sub-class consists of proforms and temporal and locative 
deictic elements. These may freely appear in referential or predicative 
function with no derivational marlcing, "light verbs", etc., but appear to require 
the genitive when used attributively. This is illustrated in Diagram 4.2. 

The following demonstrates the functional flexibility for a number of 
lexical items from the open class and the small class of proforms I deic
tics, divided here for convenience into various ontological classes. No 
attempt at exhaustivity is made here. For numerous further examples, 
consider the entries in Peterson (2009). 

Interrogatives 

Interrogatives, which generally appear in referential function, can also 
appear in attributive function or as the semantic head of a predicate with 
no derivational marking. In the latter case, the middle voice denotes a 
change of state, i=na? [what=MID.IRR] 'what will happen I become?', 

as a convenient way of referring to 1hese two varieties, which otherwise are highly similar 
to one another. 
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Lexicon 

Open class Closed class 
( contentive morphemes, 
may be used in all functions) 

Proforms I 
Deictics 

(referential and predicative 
function, used attributively 

only if marked by the 
genitive) 

Diagram 4.2: The Kharia lexicon 

Grammatical 
Morphemes 
(never used 
referentially, 

predicatively ,or 
attributively) 

whereas the active denotes an activity, i=ye=m? [what=AcT.IRR=2so] 
'What will you do?' The following presents a few examples. 

Referential function 

6. i karay=o?fJ? 
what do=AcT.PST.2so 
'What did you do?' 

Predicative function 

7. gam=e=pe i=ye=nit]? 
say=ACT.IRR=2PL what=ACT.IRR=lPL.INCL 
'Tell [me], what shall we do?' [Kerketta, 1990: 6] 

Attributive function 

8. aba=qpm=kiyar um=kiyar batay=o'l no 1 jinis 
father=3POSS::UON NEG=fiON tell=AcT.PST CMPL what animal 

heke, 1 jhiiut heke lekin, mud a, cf.aiJ goth=o'l 
QUAL.PRS what animal QUAL.PRS but but send C:TEL=AcT.PST 



sou?fJ =te=ga. 
all=oBL==J10C 
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'Their father didn't tell them which animal it is, which animal it is, but 
he sent them all off.' [ AK, 1: 1 0] 

I nde.finites 

Similarly, indefinites can appear in any function without any overt deri
vational morphology: 

Attributive function 

9. babu, kimin=ki jaha Jl.o'l=na 
child daughter.in.law=PL INDEF.NHUM eat=nw 

gur=na, 
fall =Mil) .IRR 

cij 
thing 

dho'l=si'l=pe 
grab==mRF=2PL 

'Child, some of the food(= some to=eat things) which you daughters
in-law have taken will fall, [MS, 1 :44] 

"Referential" function 

10. la'l am na cori karay=na, na jahliy=a'l jan 
then 2so NEG theft do=nw NEG INDEF.HlJM=GEN life 

tar=na, na jahliy=a'l jaha karay=na. 
kill=mF NEG INDEF.HlJM=GEN INDEF.NHUM do==JNF 
'So do not steal, do not kill anyone, do not harm anyone (= do not 
do anyone's anything).' [MS, 1:309] 

Predicative function 

11. jaha guru1=may, 5 ani7J=te sa'ldhe=si'l=may, 
INDEF OPT=3PL 1PL.INCL=OBL torment=pERF=3PL 

bhagwan=jo=ko yo=te~·. 

God=ADn=CNm see=AcT.PROG 

ho=je'l 
that=sG.NHUM 

5 ~ 'oPr' is not a verbalizer and is compatible with any predicate which can be 
agen1i.ve. Cf, e.g., col guru? 'slhe should go' 
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'Let them do as they like(= let them [do] whatever), they have tor
mented us, and God is watching that as well.' [Kerketta, 1990: 7] 

Quantifiers 

In addition to their usual modifying function, quantifiers may also serve 
as predicates and be used referentially. The meaning of the quantifier 
in predicative function is that of 'become X' (MIDDLE) and 'turn into X' 
(ACTIVE). 

Attributive function 

12. la'l bet=cJ.om=ki raji=ki=may ro kinir col gocJ.=ki. 
then son=3ross==J>L accep1:=Mm.PST=3PL and forest go c:TEL=wn.PsT 

la'l mop harin tar=o'l=ki. 
then one deer kill=AcT.PST==J>L 
'Then his sons agreed and they went off to the forest. Then they killed 
a (= one) deer.' [MS, 2:10] 

Referential function 

13. ho=kac mucl.u=te ju1J=o'l: 
that=so.HUM one.HUM=oBL ask=ACT.PST 

'He asked one [person]: [HJPa:67] 

Predicative function 

14. jha[i daru biru ocJ.o'l mop goq=ki=may.7 

all tree mountain other one c:TEL=wn.PST==J>L 
'All trees and mountains and everything else(= other) became one.' 

[HJPa:118] 

Similarly: thorek 'few, a little; decrease (ITRIMIDDLE; TRIAcnvE)' 

6 Note 1hat muclJ.l refers only to humans whereas moJl refers only to non-humans. other
wise, 1heir meaning is identical, i.e., 'one' 

7 Note 1hat gd!f. 'c: TEL' is a so-called ''v2" (6.5.3), not a verbalizer. It is e.g. also 
folDld wi1h actional predicates, cf., e.g., col go!f.=ki{=may] [go c:TEL=MID.PST=3PL] 'they 
went' in 12. above. 
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ubar 'two; become two (MIDDLE); make two (AcnvE)' and 
many, many others. 

Properties 

Any typically attributive contentive morpheme can also be found in pred
icative function. 

Attributive function 

15. ho rusWJ o'l 'that red house' 
that red house 

Predicative function 

16. am=bar rusWJ go'lq=ki=bar/ 
2=2HON red C:TEL~.Psr-=2HON 

'You've gotten all red(= i.e., you have a sunburn)!' 

In referential function these may denote either the abstract notion, such 
as 'redness', or reference to an object, i.e., 'red one' Unfortunately, the 
data are not sufficient to demonstrate this for each entry in this group, 
however, the following examples for the contentive morpheme rarJga 
'cold (adj./n.)' demonstrate the underlying principles: 

17 .... i]l.=te raiJga bhere=ya'l gha1cf. 
1 SCFOBL cold time=GEN for 

ayi~·. 

QUAL.PRS 

terom 
honey 

'I have to gather honey for the cold season(= time).' 

18. raiJga=ya'l dino cf.am=ki. 
cold=CJEN day anive~.PST 

'A cold day ( = day of coldness) arrived.' 

19. kosu raiJga burJ bhiren=ta~'cf.=iJL 
sickness coldness INST fl.oun~.PRoa==lsa 

thuray=na 
gather=INF 

[TK, 2:20] 

[TK, 2:28] 

'I am plagued by (= floundering with) sickness and illness (= cold
ness).' [AT, 4:2] 
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In predicative function raJ]ga has the meaning 'feel cold (MIDDLE); make 
cold (ACTIVE)' 

Similarly, in reference to an object (cf. English 'the big one') consider 
maha=ki in (20). Note also the predicative use of konon '(become) small' 
here with the slightly different meaning 'become impure' This also shows 
that such semantic shifts do not require us to posit a new contentive mor
pheme or word category, especially since in this case konon is attested 
elsewhere in the data with the expected meaning 'become small', as in (21). 

20. maha=ki 
big=pr, 

go'ljhu1J hinte 
path LOC 

i 
what 

no 
or 

i 
what 

jait=ydl 
etlmic.group=GEN 

lebu=ki=ydl pe'l J1.0kh=o'l=ki ro konon go?«t_=ki=may. 
person=pL=CJEN rice eat=AcT.PS"FPL and small c:TEL==MfD.Psr-3PL 
'The elder ones (= big [ones]) ate the food (= rice) of people of 
various tribes along the way and [thus] became small [i.e., impure].' 

[MT, 1:27] 

The following example was said to this author jokingly by a friend before 
entering a person's home after this author had repeatedly hit his head in 
Simdega on low doors while entering cars, buses or people's homes: 

21. konon=na=bar! 
sntall==MfD.IRR =2HON 
'Become small! I Make yourself small!' 

The following presents a few of the many contentive morphemes belong
ing to this class: 

eblo1J 'alone; being alone; become alone (MIDDLE); cause s.o. to be 
alone (ACTIVE)' 
hdlbne 'enough (n./adj.); become enough (MIDDLE); make s.th. enough 
(ACTIVE)' 

maha 'big (one); very; grow, become big (MIDDLE); enlarge (ACTIVE)' 

ra1Jga 'cold; coldness; feel cold (MIDDLE); make cold (ACTIVE)' 
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Proper names 

Proper names may also function as the semantic head of both T AMI 
PERsoN-syntagmas and Case-syntagmas, with the by now familiar seman
tic interpretations. 

22. dlghrom 
'Aghrom' (name of a town)' [e.g., as a subject, object, goal (adjunct), 
etc.] 

23. dlghrom=ki. 
Aghrom=MJD.PST 
'It came to be called(= became) Aghrom.' 

24. dlghrom=o'l. 
Aghrom=AcT.PST 
' [ S/he] named [it] ( = turned [the city] into) Aghrom.' 

We have no example of dlghrom in attributive function in our data, but 
consider the following example of raci 'Ranchi' (capitol of Jharkhand 
state) in attributive and referential function: 

25. "ani yar=te=ni7]!" gam=o'l=ki ro ho=ki 
come.on! fl.ee=AcT.PRs=lPL.INCL say=AcT.PS~ and that=PL 

cJ.el=ki=may u=tij· chotanagpur paha[i prades ti] 
come=MJD.PSr-3PL this=side Chotanagpur mountain region side 

u=tij. cJ.el=ki=may raci 
this=side come=MJD.PST=3PL Ranchi 

cJ.el=ki=may. 
come=MJD.PSr-3PL 

eriya=te 
area=oBL 

raci mane 
Ranchi umh 

'They said "Come on, let's go!" and they came this way, towards the 
mountainous Chotanagpur region, they came this way, to the Ranchi 
area, to Ranchi, umh, they came.' [MS, 1:211] 

Status and Role 

Terms referring to the status of people or their role can also occur in the 
different functions: 
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Referential function 

26. u kayom omJpr=kon rata=ya'l ayo=qom. darhi=ya? 
this matter hear-SEQ Rata=oEN mother=3POss Darhi=oEN 

saw-ray=cJpm, gam=te: 
spouse-woman=3POss say=AcT.PRS 
'Hearing this matter, Rata's mother, [i.e.,] Darhi's wife, said: 

Predicative function 

27. ho=kar ayo=ki 
that=so.HUM mother=MID.PST 
'She became a mother.' 

28. ho=kar=te 
that=so.HUM=oBL mother=ACT.PST.lSG 
'I accepted her as [my] mother.' 

[BB, 2:66] 

Note that the use of ayo in the active differs only very slightly from the 
expected meaning 'turn [s.o.] into a mother' We consider this entirely 
predictable since 'turning someone into a [i.e., one's own!] mother' 
involves a change in attitude on the part of the subject as well as in his 
or her behaviour towards the new mother, i.e., ACCEPTING someone as a 
mother. 

Similarly: apa 'father; become a father (MIDDLE); accept s.o. as a father 
(ACTIVE)' 

jait 'ethnic group; become a Kharia (MIDDLE); accept s.o. as a 
Kharia (ACTIVE)'8 

On the use of these morphemes in attributive function, see the comments 
on "compounds" in the following. 

8 Obviously, 'ethnic group' in the predicative function is at least primarily taken as 
referring to one's own ethnic group, i.e., the Kharia, although I have no doubt that it could 
also refer to o1her ethnic groups in a complex predicate of the type discussed in 4.4 
below. 
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Physical objects and animate entities 

A few examples of contentive morphemes are merely presented here for 
this category, as the semantics of this group are entirely predictable: 

29. cakhna'l 'curry; become a curry (MIDDLE); make s.th. into a curry 
(ACTIVE)' 

kat/p7J 'fish (n.); become a fish (MIDDLE); make s.th. a fish 
(ACTIVE)' 

lebu 'man; person; become man (MIDDLE)' (cf example (5)) 
lutur 'ear; become an ear (MIDDLE); make s.th. an ear (ACTIVE)' 

Contentive morphemes such as these are also commonly found in attribu
tive function, where they are traditionally assumed to form compounds 
with the following contentive morpheme. However, in Section 4.6 it is 
argued that these are in fact not compounds at all but merely two (or 
more) juxtaposed contentive morphemes which do not form a tighter syn
tactic or phonological unit. 

It is worth noting in this respect that this flexibility also holds for loan 
words, including recent loan words, cf tebul I tebal 'table (n.); table-; 
become a table (MIDDLE); tum s.th. into a table (ACTIVE), from English 
table. This is an entirely productive pattern. 

Locatives 

Lexical items denoting a location can also appear in the various functions. 
In predicative function, these contentive morphemes generally appear in 
both the middle (ITR) and active (TR) voices. 

30. toblu7J 
tuta 

'top; on; go up, rise (MIDDLE); take up, raise (ACTIVE)' 

'down; bottom; below; go down (MIDDLE); put down, 
lower (ACTIVE)' 

Activities 

Contentive morphemes denoting activities can also occur in predicative, 
referential or attributive function. It should be noted that the infinitive is 
preferred in referring to an action, nonetheless the following examples 
were all accepted as grammatical. 
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karay 'do' 

Predicative function 

31. lekin am pujapath karay=te1j«t_ =em. ... 
but 2sa sacrifice do=AcT.PRoa=2sa 

'But you are doing the sacrifice, [AK, 2:32] 

Attributive function 

32. biha karay lebu go~· 

maniage do man die c:TEL=MJD.PST 

'The man who married(= did marriage man) died.' 

Referential function 

33. u=ghay karay um=i]t balj=ta. 
this=way do NE<Flsa like=wn.PRS 

'I don't like doing [it] like this.' 

silo? 'plow' 

Predicative function 

34. modi na silo?=na la?=ki no ocfp?=ga hocfpm kamu 
Modi neither plow=INF IPFV=MJD.PST or more=roc other work 

karay=na la?=ki. 
do==mF IPFV=MJD.PST 

'Modi neither plowed nor did any other work.' [RD, 2:39] 

Referential function 

35. ho=kar=a? silo? yo=ydj. 
that=sa.HUM=CJEN plow see=AcT.PST.lsa 

'I saw his plowing.' 
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kayom 'talk' 

Predicative function 

36. kahani lebu=ki kho[i=ki=te kayom=ta=ki u=ghay 
story person=n village.section=n=oBL speak=Mm.PRS=n this=way 

ayi]. 
QUAL.PRS 

'The people tell [this] story in the villages. It goes like this.' [ AK, 1 :2] 

Referential function 

37. u kayom omJpr=kon rat_a=ydl ayo=qpm, darhi=ya'l 
this speak hear=sEQ Rata=GEN mother=3ross Darhi=aEN 

saw-ray=qpm, gam=te: 
spouse-woman=3ross say=AcT.PRS 

'Hearing this matter(= talk), Rata's mother, Darhi's wife, says: "[ .. ]" 
[BB, 2:66] 

There is a slight complication to the distribution given above in that when 
non-borrowed contentive morphemes are found anywhere within a Case
syntagma, the form must be polysyllabic. If the lexical item is monosyl
labic, it is obligatorily reduplicated, as the following examples show.9 

Predicative function 

38. iQjb=te 
night=OBL 

ter=na 

mo'Jtho mo'Jtho 
fat REP 

la?=ki=may. 
give==JNF IPFV==wD.PSr-3PL 

moloy (jbru 
five six 

kuda 
millet 

kolo1J 
bread 

'At night, they used to give them five or six big fat millet breads.' 

[BB, 1:11] 

9 This differs from what I refer to as "repetition", as with mo"lf.ho mo"lf.ho in 38., which 
is facultative and can be used to denote intensity, plurality or extended temporal duration. 
"Reduplication" on 1he o1her hand is an obligatcny, phonologically motivated process (cf 
4.3). 
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Attributive function 

39. burhikutain=jo u=ki=ya'l ter-ter jlimi=ga heke. 
Burhikutain=ADn 3==J>L=oEN give-RDP name=poc QUAL.PRS 

'Burhikutain is also the name they have given it' [Kerketta, 1990: ii] 

Referential function 

40. ho=kar=a'l ter-ter yo =yo~·. 
that=so.HUM=GEN give-RDP see=AcT.PST.lso 

'I saw his giving [it].' 

This issue will be discussed in Section 4.3.2 in more detail. For the 
moment it will suffice to note that Kharia has a strong bisyllabic con
straint which requires phonological words to be at least bisyllabic. As the 
direct case is not overtly marked, or "zero marked" (5.2), this means 
that any element appearing in a Case-syntagma could potentially appear 
without case marking and would then be monosyllabic if the contentive 
morpheme is monosyllabic. In these cases, the contentive morpheme 
is obligatorily reduplicated. This does not hold, however, for the TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma, as person marking and/or TAM/basic voice marking 
(active/middle) is always present Thus, the lexical head of a Case-syntagma 
must be at least bisyllabic, whereas that of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma 
need not. 

Deictic "adverbials" and praforms 

Temporal and locative deictics corresponding to English here, there, 
today, tomorrow, etc., normally appear in Kharia as adjuncts to the 
clause: 

41. i«l_a'l col=ki. 
yesterday go==MJD.PST 

'He went yesterday.' [Kerketta, 1990: 15] 

When used as adjuncts, deictics are analyzed here as Case-syntagmas and 
not as a separate class of "adverbials" since they may also be followed 
by a marker of the Case-syntagma, such as, e.g., a postposition, musa tay 
[today ABL] 'as of I beginning with today' Also, it should be noted here 
that deictics, although a small, closed class, behave like the contentive 
morphemes in that they may combine with the genitive (42) and with 
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number marking, 10 such as the "approximative" function of the plural in 
(43) (cf. 5.4). 

42. icjg=a? 'yesterday's' (e.g., yesterday's newspaper, special genitive 
base; cf. comments below) 

43. i«t_a?=ki cf.el=ki hoy. 
yesterday=PL come=wn .PST INFER 
'He came yesterday or so, I guess.' 

With respect to predicative function: Although it is rather difficult to con
struct a situation where icf.a? can occur as a predicate, speakers did accept 
examples such as the following, provided that God is responsible for 
today's becoming yesterday. 

44. a. musa i«t_a?=ki. b. ponomosor musa=te i«t_a1=yo1. 
today yesterday=wn.PST God today=oBL yesterday=AcT.PST 
'Today became yesterday.' 'God made today yesterday.' 

What translate into English as pronouns may also appear in both referen
tial and predicative function, as the following ellicited example shows. 

(in a play about me and you, in which both of us will be taking part): 

45. "natak=te ijt=ga ho=kat:=na=ip ro 
play=oBL lso=FOc that=so.HlJM=MID.IRR=lso and 

am=ga 
2so=FOc 

ip=na=m. " "umbo?. am=na um=tp pal=te. 
lsG=wD.IRR=2so no 2s<FINF NEG=lso be.able=AcT.PRS 

Qjrelqar sel}=ga? i.Jt=te ho=kat:=o?. 
director early=FOC lso=oBL that=SG.IRJM=ACT.PST 

am=ga 
2so=FOc 

10 It will be shown in 4.4 that 1he genitive and number and possessive markers are not 
"nominal" or restricted to the Case-syntagrna but may surface in both Case- and TJ>M/ 
PERsoN-syntagrnas. Cf. Section 4.4 for furlher discussion. The purpose of these examples 
here is simply to show that deictics and proforrns behave exactly like 1he contentive mor
phemes, with the exception of 1he obligatoey genitive marking in attributive function. 
Although few would be surprised to find profoDils marked for the genitive or number (cf. 
5.6), deictics such as 'today' and 'tomorrow' might not be expected wi1h tlris marking, 
hence these examples. 
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am=na=m." 
2so=MID.IRR=2so 
' "In the play I will be him and you will be me." "No. I can't be you. 
The director already made me him. You will be you."' 

The reason for grouping deictics and proforms in the same category is 
purely structural: What these two categories appear to share-although 
this may be due to lack of data at the moment-is that they must appear 
in the genitive in attributive function. Or, put differently, the only data 
currently available for proforms or temporal I locative deictics appearing 
in attributive function is in the genitive, e.g. icJg=a1 khabar [yesterday=GEN 
news] 'yesterday's news' and ijt=a1 gotar [lso=oEN clan] 'my clan' 
Thus, this group appears to form a subclass of the closed class and is 
restricted to only a few morphemes. This is also in line with the fact that 
many of these forms, especially the deictic morphemes, have special gen
itive forms, suggesting that they do in fact constitute a separate class in 
the lexicon, although this class does not seem to fit in well with an anal
ysis of "nouns", "adjectives" or "verbs" 11 

This analysis is, however, somewhat uncertain: Note that the use of the 
genitive is more or less obligatory in Kharia when the "possessor" is 
[+definite], which is certainly the case with these forms (cf. Section 5.2). 
As such, the use of the genitive here may be less due to "lexical classes" 
than to definiteness. This issue requires further research. We will consider 
them a separate lexical class. 

Summarizing, the few examples in the preceding sections are typical 
for hundreds of other contentive morphemes in that they may be used in 
referential, attributive and predicative function, and that the different 
meanings of the individual lexical items in different functions are highly 
predictable. There is also a small, closed class of proforms and deictics. 
These differ from the open class in that they may not appear in attributive 
function without genitive marking, although there are no restrictions on 
their use in referential and predicative function. Their meanings in differ
ent functions are as equally predictable as those of the open class. 

Finally, there are a few contentive morphemes which would seem to 
deviate slightly from the expected meanings in predicative or referential 
function, although these deviations are so slight that it would seem unrea
sonable to consider them different lexical items. The following list is 
fairly exhaustive for such shifts in our data. 

11 Furthennore, 1he fact that monosyllabic members of this class never reduplicate, such 
as ip. 'lsa' and am '2sa', also sets 1hern off from 1he large, open class. Cf 1he discussion 
in Section 4.3.2. 



46. cl.eort.a 
hacia 
i~"thar.J 
ju1ci 

kaluwa 
kiriya 
khabar 
kharom 

lo1Joy 

nasta 
ongher 

su'ltrom 
updes 
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'shaman; practice shaman rites (ACTIVE)' 

'urine; urinate (ACTIVE)' 

'cow dung; defecate (of cows) (ACTIVE)' 
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'root (of a plant); sprout roots (MIDDLE); take root firmly 
(ACTIVE)' 
'dinner; eat dinner (ACTIVE)' 

'oath; make an oath (ACTIVE)' 

'news; inform (ACTIVE)' 
'ashes; pour ashes into something (ACTIVE)' (~ 'turn into 
ashes'? 'make ashy'?) 
'shade; take shelter in the shade (MIDDLE); make shade 
(ACTIVE)' 
'breakfast; eat breakfast (ACTIVE)' 
'male servant; work as a male servant (MIDDLE); keep a male 
servant (ACTIVE)' 

'friend; become friends (MIDDLE); accompany someone 
(ACTIVE)' 
'thread (n.); thread (a needle) (ACTIVE)' 

'sermon; give a sermon (ACTIVE)' 

It should first be noted that most of these morphemes and their meaning 
were obtained in interviews and most stem from one and the same speaker, 
hence it is not unreasonable to assume that at least some of them will turn 
out to have the "expected" meanings upon closer examination. However, 
it should also be noted that virtually all of these contentive morphemes 
in predicative function refer to the FUNCTION that the entity denoted by this 
contentive morpheme performs: a shaman (cieort.a) is someone who prac
tices shaman rites, a male servant (ongher) is someone who does the work 
of a male servant, shade (lo1Joy) is something to take shelter in during the 
midday heat, etc. Hence, there is a clear semantic relation between the 
two and hence no need to assume that we are dealing with two separate 
contentive morphemes. 

On the other hand, a number of others pick up on the manner in which 
something comes into existence, e.g., hacia 'urine' and i~"tha1) 'cow dung' 
are of course produced in the two actions that these contentive morphemes 
denote when used predicatively .12 Again, there is no need assume that 
these are two separate contentive morphemes, as this is in fact the usual 
meaning of contentive morphemes denoting physical entities in predicative 

tJ In the tenns of Pustejovsky (1998), the two fimctions of the forms listed in 46. when 
used predi.ca1i.vely correspond to the TELIC and AGENTIVE quale, respectively. 
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function. The "problem" in this case is simply the English translation. not 
the Kharia semantics. 

On the basis of this data, we conclude that (Simdega) Kharia does not 
possess lexical classes in the sense of nouns, verbs and adjectives. The 
only lexical classes it does possess, structurally speaking, are the open 
class, consisting of contentive morphemes, and a closed class, which sub
divides into two groups: "functional" or "grammatical" morphemes (case, 
TAM, etc.) and proforms and locative and temporal deictics. Although 
there are thus three "classes" in this sense, they do not correspond in any 

neat fashion to "nouns", ''verbs", and "adjectives" 
Having dealt with underived lexical morphemes and their semantics in 

some detail, we now turn our attention to derived forms, including the 
reduplication mentioned above. 

4.3 DERIVED FoRMs 

There are three derivational categories in Kharia which pertain directly to 
the discussion of parts of speech. The first category, which is referred to 
here as the masdar, involves the reduplication of monosyllabic native 
(i.e., non-borrowed) morphemes in certain environments. The remaining 
two categories both involve infixation: The first involves the infix -NV
only, while the second combines the -NV- infix with reduplication. These 
will now be dealt with briefly. Before beginning our discussion however, 
we must first discuss a basic principle which plays an important role in 
Kharia: the polysyllabicity of phonological words. 

Anderson & Zide (2002) present evidence from a large number of 
Austro-Asiatic languages which strongly suggest that Proto-Munda had 
what they term the "Bimoraic Constraint", which required nouns to con
tain at least two morae. They write: "A minimally bimoraic shape appears 
to have been obligatory for free-forms of nouns [as opposed to their com
pound forms, cf. Section 4.6, JP] in Proto-Munda and many of its daugh
ter languages, which necessitated (and in Gta? continues to necessitate) 
the combining of the root element with some derivational process (in 
particular, prefixation. infixation, reduplication, compounding, or suffix
ation." (Anderson & Zide, 2002: 55). In their definition. a mora is linked 
to any one of the following: 1. any vocalic nucleus, 2. a consonant in 
word-initial position before another consonant, resulting in a "sesquisyl
labic" structure of the type "minor syllable-major syllable", and 3. a 
post-vocalic [1] in final position (in some languages). 

The data they list in tables (3) and (4) oftheir study (Anderson & Zide, 
2002: 57-59) clearly indicate that Kharia also once had this bimoraic 
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constraint for phonological words and that at least the following three 
means were employed to make a monomoraic form bimoraic: 1. The glot
tal stop, cf. Kharia ti? 'hand' with Juang iti, Gta1 titi, etc. (but Santali ti); 
2. reduplication, cf. Kharia Sar.JSCUJ 'turmeric' vs. Gutob sasar.J, Gta1 ssia, 
and 3. the infix -n- (here referred to as -NV-, see below). 13 Thus, assuming 
a sy Hable with the structure CV by way of example, deriving a bimoraic 
structure in Kharia would have resulted in one of the following structures: 
1. CV1, 2. CV-CV, 3. CV-n-V 

Finally, the authors note that each language subject to the bimoraic 
constraint seems to have favored one strategy over the others to fulfill this 
constraint (e.g., Anderson & Zide, 2002: 56). As we shall see in the fol
lowing discussion, in Kharia reduplication has become virtually the only 
means of deriving bisyllabic phonological words, although there are rem
nants of other strategies, most notably the -NV- infix. 

4.3.1 Bisyllabicity in Kharia 

While it is assumed here that Anderson & Zide's hypothesis is correct 
that a bimoraic constraint held in Proto-Munda, a subtle change has taken 
place in Kharia: The BIMORAIC constraint on free-forms in Proto-Munda 
has given way to a BISYLLABIC constraint on these forms in modern Kharia. 
The difference between the two in Kharia is only noticeable in one type 
of syllable: Syllables with the form CV1 are monosyllabic but bimoraic 
according to the definition in Anderson & Zide (2002). Thus, in earlier 
stages of Kharia a bimoraic syllable like ru? 'open' would have counted 
as a free-form but in the modern language it must be made bisyllabic 
through reduplication, e.g., ru?-ru?. 

Due to the structure of the language, this constraint has come to apply 
only to Case-syntagmas in Kharia: As the markers which signal a Case
syntagma, i.e., case, may be lacking (or a "zero morpheme", cf. 5.2), a 
monosyllabic word could result, which should be avoided. This is differ
ent with a finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, which is ALWAYS overtly marked 
for at least one grammatical category (TAM and/or person marking, cf. 6.1) 
and, with that, is always at least bisy llabic. 

13 Another means referred to by the authors is the "potentially non-random patterning 
in Kharia of 1he prefix kon- in words referring to small animals or words roughly falling 
into a categOiy of 'diminutive' or 'affectionate'; ... " (Anderson & Zide, 2002: 56). I 
believe that-as 1he au1hors' quote implies-the use of kon- was restricted to cases refer
ring to small entities. Ail such, al1hough it could fulfill the birnoraic constraint, as it cre
ates a second syllable and thereby adds one mora to the base, it was not primarily 
motivated by 1his constraint but ra1her simply compatible with it 
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This principle has grarnmaticalized further in Kharia, so that in the 
modern language an underived, monosyllabic native contentive morpheme 
in the semantic base of a TAMIPERsoN-syntagma need never be redupli
cated. On the other hand, such forms in the semantic base of a Case
syntagma must always be reduplicated (with very few exceptions, to be 
discussed below), whether or not they carry further marking. This is thus 
a requirement of the syntactic construction as a whole, not of the mor
pheme itself 

We will now deal individually with the three derivational processes 
which serve to derive polysyllabic forms from underlying monosyllabic 
morphemes: reduplication, the -nV- infix and the combination of these 
two processes. 

4.3.2 Reduplication-The masdar14 

When appearing within a Case-syntagma, the semantic base is not an 
underived contentive morpheme but rather a masdar. This form may gov
ern an object and adjuncts, which then take the same marking they would 
have with a finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. What corresponds to the subject 
of the finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma appears in the genitive with the mas
dar. The masdar may also mark for case. Its functions will be dealt with 
in more detail in 6.6.2.1. Here it will only be dealt with in respect to its 
importance for a discussion of parts of speech in Kharia. 

Note that the form of the masdar depends on the number of syllables 
AFIER any derivational processes, not of the underived contentive mor
pheme: Polysyllabic derived forms (e.g., underived contentive morpheme 
+ causative or passive marker, if present) undergo no changes, while 
monosyllabic forms are reduplicated. This is thus a PURELY PHONOLOGICAL 
process. 

47. Underived contentive morpheme 
bay 'make' 

Cf o7b-bay [cAus-make] 

Mas dar 
bay-bay 
o7b-bay 

14 In earlier studies on Kharia (e.g., Peterson 2007), the masdar is referred to as the 
''free-standing form", as its form is ultimately due to the purely phonological cons1raint 
that free-forms be bisyllabic. However, as will be shown below, this form has grammatical
ized further to become a grammatical categocy of its own. A11hough it is specialized for 
secondazy predication, it is nevertheless also found in primary predication (Peterson & 
Maas, 2009). As it is not a ''free-standing form" in primary predication, this term is inap
propriate for this grammatical category and 1he more general term "masdar" will be used. 
See 6.6.2.1 for further de1ails. 
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borol 'live' 
kerso1J 'marry' 
osel 'become white' 
ru'l 'open' 

Cf. ob-ru'l [ CAUS-open] 
rusu1J 'become red' 
S01J 'buy' 

Cf. ob-S01J [cAus-buy] 'sell' 
yo 'see' 

Cf. db-yo [ CAUS-see] 

borol 
kerso1J 
osel 
ru'l-ru'l 
ob-ru'l 
7USU1J 
S01J-S01J 
ob-so1J 
yo-yo 
o?b-yo 
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The masdar is perhaps most commonly found in what translates as a 
relative clause ( 48), but it may also be the semantic head of the Case
syntagma (49). 

48. ijl=a1 dura=te ru1-ru1 ku,Pji 
lso=oEN door=oBL open-RDP key 
'the key I opened I open I will open I should open . .. the door with' 

49. ho=kar=a1 ter-ter 
that=so.IDJM=oEN give-RDP see=AcT.PST.lso 
'I saw him give I his (act of) giving [something to someone].' 

However the masdar can also be the semantic base of a primary predicate, 
which must then appear in the middle voice (6.4.2.2). Consider the fol
lowing pair of examples demonstrating this use. 

50. iJt cJ.a'l bith=o1j. Simple contentive morpheme as semantic base 
lso water pour.out=AcT.PST.lso 
'I poured water out.' 

Masdar as semantic base 
lso water pour.out-RDJ>=MID.PSr-lso 
'I used to pour water out (e.g., that was my job, so I did it all the time)' 

The morpheme bi1cJ. 'pour out' in unmarked usage is restricted to the 
active voice, as in (50), and is underspecified with respect to habituality: 
'I poured out (once/twice/over and over/for years and years).' The use of 
the reduplicated masdar as the semantic base, on the other hand, is only 
compatible with the middle voice and is explicitly marked for habituality, 
i.e., (51) cannot be interpreted as referring to a single event. 
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The use of the reduplicated masdar in TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas in con
junction with the middle voice is thus morphologically and semantically 
marked and denotes habituality. With non-reduplicated polysyllabic mor
phemes, however, the use of this construction is not one of habituality but 
rather to express either a remote past tense or an indefinite, uncertain 
future event or situation: 15 

52. gorej· hakt:e=yo?. 'The ox grunted.' (unmarked) 
OX grunt=ACT.PST 

53. gorej· hakt:e=ki 'The ox grunted.' (a long time back) 
OX grun1:=MID.PST 

The use of non-reduplicated polysyllabic morphemes in this construction 
also serves as a further shibboleth for the two dialects discussed above in 
Section 4.2: Its use is restricted to the Simdega dialect, whereas speakers 
of the Gumla dialect consistently rejected its use in this construction. 
These facts, taken together, also show that the reduplicated masdar with 
its habitual interpretation is iconic to a certain extent,16 whereas the non
reduplicated masdar does not primarily have this habitual interpretation 
and is restricted to the Simdega dialect. 

Although there is a semantic difference between a TAMIPERsON-syntagma 
with an underived contentive morpheme as its semantic base and one with 
a masdar as the semantic base (in conjunction with the middle voice), the 
fact remains that 1HE MASDAR IS NOT INHERENTLY "NOMINAL" NOR "ADJECTIVAL" 
BUT RA1HER A "PRE-CATGORIAL" DERIVED FORM AND MAY BE USED REFEREN

TIALLY, ATTRIBUTIVELY OR PREDICATIVELY. It is for this reason that this unit 
is referred to here as the masdar, a term borrowed from Arabic linguistics, 
where the form this term refers to is not a verbal noun, as it is usually 
translated, but rather "a form which is underspecified with respect to its 
syntactic potential, one which can be both a complement to the predicate, 
i.e., it can assume nominal functions, and can be a predicate. One trait 

15 Cmcially, if the non-reduplicated foDII is polysyllabic, then the only foDilal difference 
between the two const:ruc1i.ons illustrated by examples 52. and 53. is between active and 
middle voice. Polysyllabic fonns can also have a habitual interpretation, however this is 
not their prirnazy interpretation 

16 In fact, one speaker of the Sirndega dialect even accepted the repetition of polysyl
labic contentive morphemes in this const:ruc1i.on with a habitual interpretation, a use which 
was however rejected by other speakers of this dialect 
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which it shares with the verbal noun in Indo-European languages is that 
it can mark for case." (Maas, 2007: 134, author's translation). 

Consider now the following example, where the masdar aw-aw=te is 
marked for the oblique case, as it appears in adverbial function as a sec
ondary (i.e., "non-finite") predicate. 

54. enem raJa ro rani=kiyar=a? aw-aw=te 
without king and queen=nu=GEN QUAL-RDFOBL 

kha[iya=ki ka(jlj=ko cf.her=ga akbakay=ki=may. 
Kharia=PL somewhat=cNTR very=roc be.in.a.flurry=MID.Ps-r=3PL 

'Without there being a king and queen, the Kharia panicked some
what.' [MT, 1 :104] 

As this example shows, the masdar is also not restricted to morphemes 
expressing an activity, as the morpheme aw is the purely stative qualita
tive predicative marker c~ "copula", cf. 7.3) in this example, which oth
erwise has the meaning 'live; stay, remain' In fact, masdars can be 
formed from any contentive morpheme, including those which can have 
both an activity and a stative interpretation. such as ko1}-k01J, from ko1J 
'find out; know', tomon 'stand (up)', cf.oko 'sit (down)', rusu1J '(be/ 
become) red', etc. 

In sum, the masdar is a form whose primary function is to express 
secondary (or "non-finite") predication, although it is not restricted to this 
function. It is neither a noun nor a participle, as it can also be used in 
primary predicative function (i.e., as a matrix predicate) without any fur
ther derivational marking. The masdar is thus a "precategorial" form in 
its own right which in combination with the middle voice differs in mean
ing from the non-derived form, but which may appear in referential, 
attributive and predicative function. 

The exceptions to bisyllabicity 
Non-borrowed monosyllabic contentive morphemes belonging to the 
open lexical class obligatorily reduplicate to form the masdar. Borrowed 
morphemes, however, do not, except for col 'go', which is unique in other 
ways as well, being, e.g., together with cf.el 'go' one of the two mor
phemes in the language in which a morpheme-final Ill is deleted before a 
morpheme-initial /n/ in an enclitic (cf. Section 2.4). The fact that it is the 
only borrowed morpheme in the language which reduplicates strongly 
suggests that this is due to influence from cf.el 'come' here as well. 
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Now consider now the following six forms, some of the very few 
monosyllabic contentive morphemes which do not reduplicate in a Case
syntagma: 

55. la1J 'tongue; language' mo'l 'smoke' mdci 'eye' se'l 'louse' 
ti'l 'hand' o'l 'house' 

At first glance, it might seem that these morphemes are not reduplicated 
for the simple reason that they are already "nouns", whereas monosyl
labic "verbs" need to be reduplicated to function as "nouns" However, 
as will now be shown, examples such as those in (55) are rare excep
tions-and generally also highly common forms. 

In order to determine the extent to which such monosyllabic forms 
occur in Kharia, a survey was conducted of the contentive morphemes 
from a Kharia-English lexicon (Peterson, 2006, vol. 3 ), comprising all 
non-derived contentive morphemes belonging to the open class under the 
entries *a*-*e* which do not appear to have been borrowed from Indo
Aryan or other sources or, if borrowed, show signs of having been bor
rowed at a very early date17 (comprising altogether 84.5 pages or 
considerably more than 25% of the entire lexicon at that time). The results 
of this survey are shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Statistics for inherently polysyllabic, reduplicating and inherently 
monosyllabic contentive mmphemes of the open class 

Polysyllabic contentive morphemes (always): 
Monosyllabic contentive morphemes which 

reduplicate in a Case-syntagma: 
Monosyllabic contentive morphemes which 

do not reduplicate in a Case-syntagma: 

Total number 

229 
35 

12 

276 

%of Total 

83% 
12.7% 

4.3% 

100% 

17 In fact, if loan items had also been considered, this would probably have decreased 
the percentage of the inherently monosyllabic contentive morphemes even further, since 
there is an abundance ofbi- and 1risyllabic loan morphemes which do not reduplictate in 
a Case-syn1llgma. These were not 1aken into consideration in this survey. Causative-marked 
semantic bases were also not 1aken into account, which never reduplicate, as they are 
always at least bisyllabic. Had these been included, the percentage of exceptions would 
have been exceedingly small. 
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Note that the class of inherently monosyllabic contentive morphemes is 
small (under 5%) and can therefore be viewed as an exception to the 
general rule. It is true that this class includes many forms which denote 
physical objects, as in the following, where "*" denotes a possible loan 
word: 18 

56. ba'l 'rice paddy' 
bo'l 'place' (n.) 

*ban 'spell, charm' 
bi2cJ. 'basket' 

*chili 'female pig' 
cJ.a'l 'water; culture; waist' 

First note that there is also one item contained in this figure of 4.3% 
which does not refer to a physical object and which, incidentally, may 
also translate as an adjective: bay 'craziness; crazy' Others, such as ban 
'spell, charm', also do not refer to a physical entity. One further item is 
merely an alternative form of a bisyllabic contentive morpheme with the 
same meaning: ber I behar 'who?' Another form included in this figure 
is actually no longer used as an independent morpheme by speakers of 
these two dialects but is only found in "compounds" (cf. Section 4.6): 19 

57. cJ.ay 'woman', cf. ol-cJ.ay [take-woman] 'marry', 
kulam-cJ.ay [sibling-woman] 'sister' 

Taking these facts into account, the number of monosyllabic free-forms 
which do not reduplicate in a Case-syntagma and which denote a physical 
entity now drops to 8 out of 276 forms, or approximately 2.9%, a very 
small minority of forms which can safely be considered exceptions to the 
general rule, i.e., the large majority of contentive morphemes, whether 
referring to physical objects, humans, animals or events/situations, are 
either polysyllabic or reduplicate in the case-syntagma. 

We occasionally also find reduplication with "typical nouns": Cf. the 
forms QJJIJcJ.UIJ 'eel' and saiJSaiJ 'turmeric' Although neither of these 
appears to still be used in its monosyllabic form, SQI] is given in Floor et 
al. (1934: 111)20 in its monosyllabic form and it would seem that until 
recently it was used with the meaning 'become yellow' and as a reduplicated 

18 Ail I have not been able to locate a Sadri-English dictioruuy (only English-Sadri and 
Hindi-English), I cannot rule out 1hat some of these foDils are in fuct loan words. "*''is 
only used here where there is some reason for doubt. 

19 In the more southerly dialects, spoken in and near Orissa, cf.ay appears to be used as 
a free-form but not in other dialects. 

20 This form is given there as sang and is said to derive from sarsang, sarson (?) "=which 
has a yellow :flower. yellow." I am not furniliar with either of these forms, neither of which 
is listed separately in Floor et al. (1934). 
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form with the meaning '1. yellow; 2. turmeric' 'yellow' is now expressed 
by the Sadri loan word piyar. Similarly, ciJtrJtiUrJ 'eel' no longer appears to 
be used productively in its non-reduplicated form, *Q.urJ, although this form 
is found in old compounds, such as kaqprJ 'fish' (Pinnow, 1959: 77, §64). 

There is furthermore no reason to assume that these exceptions are 
inherently nouns, as at least those which have been tested from this group 
can also be used predicatively. For example, mo'l 'smoke' used predica
tively means '(of smoke) to emerge' in the middle voice (mo'l=ki 
[smoke==MID.PST] 'smoke came out [of X]') while the active has the mean
ing 'cause smoke to emerge (from something)' (mokh=o'l [smoke=AcT. 
PST] 's/he caused smoke to come out [of X]'). 21 

There is also a possible diachronic explanation for some of these forms: 
Consider for example the monosyllabic forms be1Q. 'son' and bilj 'daugh
ter' (neither included in this figure, as they derive from Indo-Atyan), 
which are only found when followed by a marker of inalienable posses
sion, e.g. be1Q.=nom [son=2poss] 'your son', bi"1j=nom [daughter=2poss] 
'your daughter' Otherwise, these contentive morphemes have the forms 
beta and betj, respectively. This may provide a diachronic explanation for 
why three of the forms given in the list above, lQ7] 'tongue', mo1Q. 'eye' 
and ti'l 'hand', are monosyllabic, assuming that body parts were once 
generally (perhaps obligatorily) marked for inalienable possession, which 
would appear to be declining in use (cf e.g., Abbi, 1993: 551), although 
this is uncertain. 

Summary-the masdar 
In sum, the data indicate that reduplication in the masdar, while deriva
tional, does not derive "nouns" or "participles" from "verbs" Rather, 
although its primary function is to derive a bisyllabic phonological word 
from a monosyllabic form which can then be used in attributive or refer
ential function, it is not restricted to this use and is also found in primary 
predication. It is thus best considered a process which derives "precatego
rial" bisyllabic forms from "precategorial" monosyllabic forms so that 
these can stand alone as phonological words. Also, while there are a 
number of monosyllabic native morphemes which do not reduplicate in 
these environments, these make up only ca. 4.3% of the native lexicon 
and are exceptions to the general rule, most likely due to a combination 
of diachronic developments and their relatively high frequency. Also, not 

Jl 'to smoke', with the English meaning of 'smoke [e.g., a cigarette]', is expressed with 
u'4. 'drink', the general means of expressing this in South Asia. I.e., in most South Asian 
languages, one does not 'smoke' a cigarette but rather 'drinks' it. 
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all of them refer to physical entities, and all would appear to be compat
ible with any discourse function. 

4.3.3 The -NV- ir(ix 

The infix -NV- derives contentive morphemes from other contentive mor
phemes; the meaning of these derived forms differs from that of the 
underived forms, although unlike the reduplication discussed above, the 
semantic connotations here are unpredictable and idiosyncratic. 

In this infix -V- has the same quality as the vowel preceding -N- in all 
cases other than the slightly irregular mo<ne>J1 'one each' from moJ1 
'one' Otherwise, the only irregularity in the formation of this category is 
in the pair mui 'dream (v.)' I mu<nu> 'dream (n.)' -N- is a nasal of inde
terminate quality. It is usually realized as /n/, but /m/ is also occasionally 
found. 22 Table 4.2 presents a few examples. A more exhaustive list is 
given as the first entry under *n* in Peterson (2009). 

Table 4.2: The ''nominalizing" infix -NV-

bel 'spread out (a mat or bedspread)' 
b ir;ay 'test' (v.) 
bui 'keep, raise (an animal)' 
rf.e"J'chop' 

gil'beat' 
jib 'touch' (v.) 
jo1'sweep' 
kol'count' 

kuj 'dance' (v.) 
lebui 'love' 
mop 'one' 
mui 'dream' 
mu1si1j 'rise (of the sun)' 

rab 'bury' 

ro1 'drop, spill' 

to/ 'tie' 
u1phe 'three' 

be<ne>l 'bedding' 
bi<ni>ray 'test' (n.) 
bu<nu>i 'pig' 
rf.e<ne>"J '(medium-sized or large) 
hatchet' 
gi<ni>l 'beating' 
ji<ni>b 'touch' (n.) 
jo<no>1'broom' 
ko<no>ol in Jehu ko<no>l 'census' 
( cf. Jehu 'man, person') 
ku<nu>j 'dance (event)' (n.) 
le<ne>bui 'love' (HJPa:92) 
mo<ne>p 'one each' (HJPa: 146) 
mu<nu> 'dream' 
mu<nu>1si1j 'east (i.e., where the sun 
rises)' 
ra<na>b 'burial ground' (HJPa:161, 
notes) 
ro<no>1 'dropping or spilling' 
(HJPa:160) 
to<no>l 'string, shoe-lace' 
u<nu>1phe 'three each' (HJPa: 146) 

22 This infix can be 1mced back to Proto-Austro-Asiatic, as it is also found in languages 
of the Mon-Kluner group, e.g., (rnmginall.y) in 1he Southern Astian (Mon-Kluner) language 
Sernelai, spoken in Malaysia (Kruspe, 2004: 86). For a discussion of1his marker from a 
broader Munda perspective, see Zide (1968). 
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In some cases the simple, non-derived form no longer exists but can be 
assumed for some earlier stage: 

58. *ga1cf. 'reap' 
*kon 'small' 
(*)sel 'pray' 
(*)si 'plow'(v.) 

ga<na>1cf. 'sickle' 
ko<no>n '(become) small' 
se<ne>l 'prayer' 
si<ni> 'plow' (n.) 

There is no contentive morpheme *ga1cf. in Kharia, but such a contentive 
morpheme is found in the South Munda language Sora with the meaning 
'cut' Also, although *kon is not a contentive morpheme in the modern 
language, there are numerous cases in which it is found in erstwhile com
pounds: konsel 'young woman', koncf.u1 'child' 

The case with sel and si is somewhat different: sel, with the meaning 
'pray', is still found in the texts in Pinnow (1965a), while speakers who 
we questioned all rejected the form and use senel both predicatively 
('pray') and referentially ('prayer'). Similarly, si is given in Biligiri (1965: 
194) with the meaning 'plow' (v.), whereas nowadays this is realized as 
silo?, where -lo1 is a compound form (cf uslo1 'land', lo1kha 'earth, soil'; 
see Section 4.6.2). 

With the exception of numerals, from which this derivational strategy 
apparently once derived distributives (cf mo<ne>Jl 'one each' and 
u<nu>?phe 'three each' in Table 4.2), the derived forms all translate as 
nouns in English which are related to the underived contentive morpheme 
in a rather idiosyncratic way: The derived forms of bel 'spread out' and 
bui 'raise (an animal)' denote patients of the respective action, the thing 
spread out (benel 'bedding') and the animal raised (bunui 'pig'). On the 
other hand, the derived form is the instrument of the event denoted by 
other contentive morphemes, such as cf.e~· 'chop' or jo1 'sweep' (cf.ene~· 

'hatchet' andjono1 'broom') or an abstract concept, as with gil 'beat', 
jib 'touch' and ro1 'spill' (ginil 'the act of beating', jinib 'touch (n.)', 
rono1 'the act of spilling'). 

This infix was undoubtedly originally used to derive bisy llabic forms 
from monosyllabic morphemes, similar to the reduplication discussed in 
the previous section, so that these forms could stand alone as a phono
logical word. Whereas in the modern language monosyllabic forms are 
consistently reduplicated in these environments, the older language seems 
to have preferred the -NV- infix. However, forms marked by this infix in 
the modern language are best considered contentive morphemes in their 
own right. 
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With respect to bisyllabicity: Note that only three of the examples 
given in the list above, bi<ni>ray 'test', le<ne>bui 'love' and u<nu>'lphe 
'three each', derive from bisyllabic morphemes. 23 The first of these exam
ples is somewhat dubious, as in the same story from which this example 
derives, the form biray is also found used as the base of a genitive attri
bute: biray=dl samay [test=GEN time] 'time of testing' (Pinnow, 1965a: 
57). The second form is at least equally dubious, as Pinnow (1965a: 93, 
note 47) notes that the speakers he asked to read this text aloud all read 
the form <lenebui> in the manuscript simply as lebui 'love', which is its 
usual form. Speakers we consulted rejected both bi<ni>ray and le<ne>bui. 
These two forms are therefore considered here to be either dialectal or 
perhaps idiolectal variants. Only the form u<nu>'lphe 'three each' remains 
to be accounted for, and it would seem that we are dealing here with a 
secondary function of this infix, that of deriving distributives from cardi
nal numbers, a construction which is no longer productive (both these 
forms are from older texts (Pinnow, 1965a: 146)). We therefore conclude 
that -NV- was used to derive bisyllabic phonological words from mono
syllabic contentive morphemes. 

With respect to parts of speech: As noted above, in the modern lan
guage this infix simply derives different contentive morphemes from an 
underlying contentive morpheme and we cannot assign any one function 
to it. This process is also opaque to speakers who we consulted, who saw 
no connection between the underived and derived forms and even rejected 
our interpretations of them. 

Like any other contentive morpheme, we should expect that these mor
phemes can also be used predicatively. Although it has not yet been pos
sible to check this interpretation with native speakers for all of these 
morphemes, those which could be checked were indeed all perfectly com
patible with a predicative function, cf ginil 'beat (HABITUALLY)', tonol 
'tie', etc., and gandci benel and Q.enelj may all also be used attributively. 
Although it was not possible to go into the semantics of these morphemes 
in predicative function for reasons of time, for a few this was possible, 
and the picture which emerges is not entirely clear: E.g., while ginil was 

23 Although mu<nu>'lsit] 'east' in Table 4.2 derives from the bisyllabic mu'lsit], mu'lsit] 
is itself originally a compound, consisting of mu'l 'ernmge' and the compound form of 
sit)kom 's1ar', which seems to have originally meant 'sun' (cf e.g. sit}i 'sun' in the South 
Mllllda language Rerno (Bhattachary, 1968: 127; Fernandez, 1967: 154) or sit}i 'the Slll1; 

daylight' in the North Mllllda language Ho (Deeney, 1978: 319)). Thus, from a historical 
perspective at least, we have here a cornpolllld foDiled by *mu<nu>'l 'ernmgence' (?), 
from the monosyllabic contentive morpheme mu'l 'ernmge', and *-sit) 'sun' 
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interpreted as a habitual, together with the middle voice, which would 
make it a kind of alternative to the mas dar (despite the fact that speakers 
generally claim not to be aware of any relation between the infixed and 
non-infixed forms), the speaker consulted on tonol was unsure as to how 
tonol differs from tol, suggesting that tonol might mean 're-tie' (<HABITUAL?). 
Similarly, benel was given with the same meaning as bel, although upon 
being asked, the speaker agreed that it could also mean 'become a bed
spread' Further work is necessary here, nevertheless even these prelimi
nary data make it clear that the infixed form, whatever its exact semantics, 
is not an "inherent noun" but rather a kind of (derived) contentive mor
pheme which, like all other contentive morphemes, may be used in all 
functions. 

In summary, although these are clearly derived forms, and although 
this category is neither productive nor predictable in its semantic relation 
to the underived form, this infix is not a nominalizer: It derives one lexi
cal concept from another in a highly unpredictable way, but not "nouns" 
from "verbs" The only predictable component here is that the resultant 
form is in some way connected to that of the underived form, such as jo'l 
'sweep' andjono'l 'broom' Otherwise, the two are merely different con
tentive morphemes. 

4.3.4 -NV- +Reduplication 

This construction, discussed in Pinnow (1965a: 161, note), combines the 
infix -NV- just discussed with the reduplication of the (underived) conten
tive morpheme, typical of masdars. Instead of the infix -NV-, -NVm- is 
also found, in which case the consonant in the coda of the underlying 
contentive morpheme is deleted. In one case, it has the form -Vm- ( cf 
cf.elem-tJ.ol). Consider the following forms. The first three, with the excep
tion of the (dialectal) form cf.elem-tJ.ol, are from Pinnow, the remainder 
from this author's own fieldwork: 

59. Underived morpheme 
cf.el 'come' 

gdj 'die' 
ra?fJ 'bury' 
col 'go' 
kol 'count' 

Derived form 
cf.e<nem>-cf.el 
cf.el<em>-cf.ol' 
go<nom>-golj 
ra<na>?fJ-ra?fJ 
co<nom>-col 
ko<no> l-kol 

'arriving 

'deceased (person)' 
'burial ground; grave' 
'about to go' 
'population' 
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It is extremely difficult to determine the status of this form. It does not 
appear to have ever been very productive and the five forms given here 
are the only attested forms to date, as compared with at least 45 occur
rences of the -NV- infix alone. Also, there seems to be no clear function 
assignable to these forms. For example, cf.e<nem>-cf.el, in its dialectal 
form cf.elem-cf.ol, is a variant of the regular imperfective "converbal" form 
cf.el=ga cf.el=ga 'arriving' in the dialect of one southern speaker we worked 
with: 

60. ldl ani1J=a1 kha[iya bulbu~ yane babilon, po?da tay 
then lPL.JNCL=CJEN Kharia Babylon i.e. Babylon village ABL 

mu?=kon «t,el<em>-«t,ol arlo?, serlo1si1J ghay hoy=kon 
emerge=sEQ come-? north south way become=sEQ 

u=ti'1j cf.el=ki=may. 
this=side come~.PSr-=3PL 

'Then our Kharia [ancestors], having left Bulbul, i.e., Babylon, coming 
along, via the north and south, came to this side [i.e., here].' [MT, 1 :20] 

cf.e<nem>-cf.el was also cited by this same speaker in the following use: 

61. (ho=kar:) cf.e<nem>-cf.el ayi~·. 'S/he will come.' 
that=so.HUM come-? QUAL.PRS 

This is not a productive means of referring to future events and seems 
to be a feature of the southern dialect of this speaker. Further research 
is necessary. The same speaker also cited the form co<nom>-col, with 
a similar function, which however was not accepted by other speakers 
consul ted. 24 

It is worth noting in this respect that, with the exception of ko<no>l
kol and the forms cf.e<ne>m-cf.el and co<no>m-col for this one speaker, 
none of the forms given in the list above are in common use and none of 
the younger speakers consulted were familiar with any of them. 

24 I worked wi1h this speaker on my first visit to Jharkhand in 2001. Unfortunately, I 
could not locate him during my subsequent four visits to investigate this issue further. 
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4.3.5 Derivation and parts of speech-A summary 

In sum, we have seen that, with the exception of the small, closed class 
ofproforms and deictics oftime and place, virtually all underived conten
tive morphemes in Kharia may be considered "precategorial" in the sense 
that they may appear in referential, attributive and predicative function, 
and the present section has shown that there is no reason to assume that 
this is any different for derived forms, i.e., there do not appear to be any 
"nominalizers", "adjectivizers" or ''verbalizers" in Kharia. 

Although precategoriality in this sense is perhaps a necessary condition 
for a language which does not have a noun/verb distinction, it is for many 
researchers still not a sufficient criterion: Even if it could be shown that 
ALL contentive morphemes in Kharia are precategorial, it could still be 
argued that this merely means that any contentive morpheme can appear 
as a noun or a verb (etc.). not that these classes do not exist. As we shall 
see in the following section, Kharia provides still further evidence against 
assuming the presence of nouns and verbs as lexical classes: In addition 
to the precategoriality of contentive morphemes, the units on which pred
icates, referential units and attributes are based are in fact not lexical 
categories at all but rather syntactic structures. In other words, lexical 
classes in Kharia play at best a marginal role in the morphosyntax. 

4.4 "NPs" AS VERBs? SYNTACTIC CAlEGORIES, NOT LEXICAL CAlEGORIES 

To begin with a simple example, note that there are many predicates in 
Kharia (and Munda languages in general) which appear to be typical 
''verbs" but whose "lexical head" consists not of one but of two conten
tive morphemes: 

62. musni7J jha[i kopuru'l=ki Jume kati1b=kon socay=o'l=ki 
one.day all man==pr, assemble gatheFSEQ think=AcT.PST==pi, 

no 
CMPL 

"ho 
that 

dano=te i=gucf.=ga tar 
demon=oBL what=lik:e=roc kill 

o1-gUFe=nii:J?" 
CAUS-fall=AcT.IRR=lPL.INCL 
'One day, all the men gathered (= assembled [and] gathered) and 
thought "How will we kill(= kill [and] cause to fall) that demon?"' 

[MT, 1:66] 
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Example (62) is typical of a large class of complex finite predicates. 
These are usually considered to be verbs whose lexical head consists of 
a compound. However, as will be shown in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.6.1, these 
are in fact not compounds as the two (or more) contentive morphemes 
can be separated by conjunctions such as ro 'and' and as the non-final 
semantic bases can also be partially finite. 

If these complex heads are not compounds but simply juxtaposed con
tentive morphemes, the question then arises as to whether other types of 
complex semantic heads are possible, which is clearly the case. To begin 
with, consider the following example, where what would appear to be 
"nouns" and "pronouns" marked for the genitive case can also serve as 
the "lexical" head of a predicate, with no derivational morphology. This 
is an entirely productive process. 

63. a. ayo=ya1 keciya 
mother=GEN money 

'mother's money' 

c. ayo=ya1=ki. 
mother=amFMID.PST 

'It became mother's.' 

64. a. i]l. ho=kac=te 

b. ayo=ya1=yo"'j. 
mother=GEN=AcT.PST.lso 

'I made [it] mother's.' 

lso that=SG.HlJM=OBL lso=o:IDFACT.PST.lSG 

'I adopted him/her (i.e., I made him/her mine).' 

b. am ho=kac=te 
2so 3=so.mJM=OBL 2so=G:IDFACT.PST.2SG 

'You adopted him/her.' 

Examples (63) and (64) strongly suggest that any analysis of these pred
icates as "verbs", i.e., as a lexical category, must be viewed with consid
erable scepticism, as we would then have a "verb" consisting of a 
case-marked "noun" As we shall presently see, however, this is by no 
means the only problem with such an analysis. 

In fact, what appear to be entire "NPs" can serve as the "lexical" head 
of a predicate in Kharia. As the term "lexical" is clearly not appropriate 
for such structures, this unit will henceforth be referred to exclusively by 
the more neutral terms "semantic head" or "semantic base" For example, 
a "noun" with a quantifier, as in (65), or a demonstrative, as in (66), can 
also serve as the semantic head of a predicate. If we claim these are (zero 
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derived?) verbs, it is not immediately obvious how to describe the struc
ture of these verbs. 

65. ubar rocho1b=ki=JL 
two side==wD.Ps-r=lso 
'I moved to both sides (i.e., this way and then that).' 

66. ho rocho1b=ki=p. 
that side==wD.Ps-r=lso 
'I moved to that side.' 

"NPs" containing a genitive attribute can also be used predicatively, as in 
(67) and (68), which would also seem to indicate that the head of the ''verb" 
is actually the head of a noun phrase. Working with "nouns" and ''verbs" 
thus creates a number of problems which cannot easily be accounted for, 
at least not without "hidden verbs" or other non-overt categories.25 

67. hoqom dinu=jo kongher=te dho'l=na=ya'l 
other day=ADD boy=oBL grab==JNFGEN 

muda um pal=o'l. 
but NEG be.able=AcT.PST 

kornis=o'l 
attempt=ACT.PST 

'The next day as well [the witch] tried to grab the boy but could 
not.' [BB, 1 :52] 

68. bharat=ya'l lebu=ki bides=a'l lebu=ki=ya'l 
India=oEN person=pr, abroad=GEN person=pr,=oEN 

rupraiJ =ki=may. 
appearance==wD.PS-r=3PL 
'The Indians took on the appearance of foreigners (e.g. by living 
abroad so long).' 

These examples show that we cannot simply speak of nouns and verbs in 
(Simdega) Kharia in the usual sense because TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas and 
Case-syntagmas in Kharia are not formed in the lexicon but rather in the 

25 However, even if we do assume here a '1ridden verb", 1he analysis remains problem
atic in some cases. See below, beginning with example 75 .. 
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syntax. This analysis fits in well with the enclitic nature of TAM, person/ 
number/honorific status, and case marking (cf. Chapter 3). Thus, both the 
components of the semantic base of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma or the 
Case-syntagma as well as these functional markers are syntactic atoms, 
not affixes, and the enclitic functional markers merely attach to the last 
element of this syntactic "phrase", regardless of its status. 

Considering again the structure of examples (63)--{68). we see that the 
structures in (63) and (64), in which a genitive-marked "noun" serves as 
the semantic base of a TAMIPERBON-syntagma, are in fact also syntactic: 
Here, the lexical heads (e.g., keciya 'money' in (63) and beta 'son' or be(j 
'daughter' in (64)) have simply been omitted as their identity is clear 
from the context, a very common strategy in Kharia. In other words, if 
the lexical head of a syntactic construction is recoverable from context, it 
may be omitted. We will return to this topic in Chapter 5. 

With some "nominal" predicates with a genitive-case modifier of the 
type described above it is possible to analyze these as omitting a postpo
sition which takes (or can take) the genitive, as in (69). This could then 
be considered a kind of obligatory but oblique "object" which is usually 
marked by a postposition: 

69. ho=kac ip=a1 (thoiJ /gha1«t.) madet=yo?. 'S/he helped me.' 
that=so.HUM lso=GEN for for help=AcT.PST 

However, this is not always possible, and the inclusion of a postposition 
governing the genitive is in fact often ungrammatical, as (70) shows: 

70. iJt ho=kar=a1 (*tho1J I *ghdc[) main=dj. 'I honored him/her.' 
lso that=so.mJM=GEN for for honor=ACT.PST.lSG 

As the fact that a postposition cannot always be used in these expressions, 
as in (70), clearly rules out deriving these genitive-marked phrases from 
"underlying" postpositional phrases in general, the only viable alternative 
is to consider the genitive-case marked element to be a modifier of the 
final element of the semantic base: If two elements are in a possessive 
relationship to one another in Kharia, then the possessor may appear as a 
genitive-marked modifier to the possessee, regardless of whether the 
resultant syntactic construction appears in predicative or referential func
tion. This structure RESEMBLES an NP in English and most other languages, 
however it would make little sense to consider it an NP in Kharia, as this 
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would require that the head of the ( endocentric) NP construction be a 
noun and that the entire NP would then have to be (zero) converted-in 
the syntax! -into a verb in order to function as a predicate. 

Not only do we find TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas whose semantic heads are 
marked for referentiality, as in (66), they may also be marked for inalien
able possession and number: Although these markers are typically found 
with Case-syntagmas, the following examples show that they may also 
form part of the semantic head of a TAMIPERsoN-syntagma: 26 

71. boksel=nom gdQ.=ki. 'She became your sister-in-law.' 
sister.in.law=2ross c: TEL==MID.PST 

72. ho=je'l u=je'l=ki 
that=so.NHUM this=so.NHUM==J>L 

'That became these (=that "these-d").' 

"Case" marking other than the genitive, however, is not compatible with 
TAMIPERSON marking. Thus, with the exception of the genitive, which does 
not play a role at the clause level, case marking (including adpositions) 
is the functional head of a Case-syntagma. 

73. *sahar=te=ki7L 
city=oBL==MID.PST=lso 

Furthermore, just as both TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas and Case-syntagmas are 
formed in the syntax in Kharia, "modifiers" are also formed in the syntax, 
being in fact either TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas or Case-syntagmas. The fol
lowing presents one simple example. For further, more complex exam
ples, see Section 7.6 ("relative clauses"). 

74. col=ki memon 
go==MID.PST year 

'last year (= it=went year)' 

l6 go'4. is a v2 and simply denotes telicity (6.5.3). It is not a verbalizer and is also com
patible e.g. with typical action-denoting contentive morphemes, cf col go'tf.=ki [go 
c:TEL=MID.PST] 'slhe left'. 
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Finally, examples such as the following show that assuming a "zero" or 
"ellipsed verb" is not only uneconomical and forces a pre-conceived 
notion onto Kharia, it is also questionable as to whether such an analysis 
is really feasible. Consider the following Case-syntagma: 

75. iku2cJ. jughay du'lkho buiJ 
very much sorrow INST 
'with great sorrow' 

Note that it is possible to insert some element with the meaning 'become' 
after the instrumental postposition bu1J: 

76. iku2cJ. jughay du'lkho buiJ hoy gdcJ.=ki 
very much sorrow INST become c:TEL==MID.PST 
'S/he became very sad(= with much sorrow).' 

However, this cannot serve as a general explanation for such complex 
predicates in Kharia, as it is not possible to "ellipse" hoy in (76): 

77. *iku2cJ. jughay du'lkho buiJ gdcJ.=ki 

The reason this is so is that, as stated in Section 4.1 , markers of a Case
syntagma (i.e., case and adpositions) may not combine with markers of 
the TAMIPERBON-syntagma, as a constituent may not simultaneously be a 
T AMIPERsoN-syntagma and a Case-syntagma. Instead, we find structures 
such as the following, with a "mandatory reordering" of the respective 
elements: 

78. gupa Zebu du?kho bUIJ iku14_ jughay go14_=ki 
guard person sorrow INST very much c:TEL=wn.PsT 
'The shepherd became very depressed.' [RD, 1: 18] 

However the structure in (78) is best analyzed from a theoretical perspec
tive, it clearly shows that assuming the presence of "hidden verbs" to 
account for these structures in Kharia is at best problematic, unless this 
non-overt unit is allowed to have a unique distribution among all mor
phemes in the language. 

In view of these facts, it is most "economical" in the Simdega dialect 
of Kharia to view TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas and Case-syntagmas as consisting 
of a semantic head, potentially containing deictic, anaphoric and lexical 
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information, and a functional head, containing either case marking(= Case
syntagma) or TAM and PERsiNuMIHoN-marking (=TAMIPERSON-syntagma). 
IT IS TIIE STATUS OF TIIE FUNCTIONAL HEAD ALONE WIDCH DETERMINES TIIE 

INTERPRETATION OF A CONSTITUENT IN A CLAUSE AS ETIHER A TAMIPERSON

SYNTAGMA OR A CASE-SYNTAGMA, AND BOTH TYPES OF SYNTACTIC CONSTRUC

TIONS CAN TAKE TIIE SAME TYPES OF SEMANTIC HEAD. 

The only requirement is that a TAMIPERsoN-syntagma and a Case
syntagma have 1. a functional head and 2. some kind of semantic head. 
The semantic head may be a simple contentive morpheme, a genitive
marked element, a demonstrative, a quantifier, or any combination of 
these elements, and may be marked for inalienable possession and number. 

On the other hand, for the Gumla dialect an analysis in terms of nouns 
and verbs in the traditional sense seems preferable, although a large por
tion of the lexicon is nevertheless underspecified for lexical class (see 
next section). 

4.4.1 The question of acceptability 

At this point, the reader may justifiably be wondering whether the exam
ples given above, in what appears to be an NP functioning as a verb, are 
at all "natural" in spoken or written Kharia or even whether they truly are 
grammatical, given the fact that most of the examples cited are from 
interviews. And in fact, not all speakers accepted all examples. 

In general, the same comments apply here as with respect to the accep
tance by speakers of contentive morphemes denoting physical and ani
mate entities in predicative function (4.2) or the use of polysyllabic 
contentive morphemes in the marked function of the middle voice (4.3.2): 
Younger speakers of the Simdega dialect generally accepted such com
plex TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas-here the rate of acceptance was virtually 
1 00%-while speakers of the same age of the Gumla dialect tended to 
reject these. Furthermore, younger speakers were generally more accept
ing of such structures than older speakers, and men in general somewhat 
more than women. 

With respect to the age difference and the degree to which examples of 
these types were considered grammatical or not, this appears to be due to 
non-linguistic factors: All elder speakers consulted, with one exception, 
taught Kharia grammar and literature and were immensely interested in 
using only "proper" or "pure" (sudh) Kharia. 27 It would seem that this 
"pure" version of the language is not that which is actually spoken but 

11 The one elder speaker who did not teach Kharia had nevertheless taught most of his 
life at a local (English-mediwn) school. Tirus, many of the following comments would 
appear to apply to him as well. 
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rather a literary variety which is highly influenced by Hindi and Sadri, 
languages which have clearly definable lexical classes, 28 and construc
tions of the type given in the previous section are not possible in these 
languages. We assume that it is precisely this Indo-Aryan influence, 
which is evident in virtually all aspects of Kharia grammar ( cf Abbi, 
1993; 1997; Malhotra, 1982, Chapter 7), which led these elder speakers 
to reject such examples. 

This hypothesis is also supported by comments many of the younger 
speakers themselves made. For example, younger speakers often stated 
that although a certain construction (such as the ones in question here) 
are not "pure Kharia", they are used, especially by younger speakers, 
although their use should be avoided. 29 

This attitude towards "pure" Kharia may explain why women under 40 
were slightly less likely to accept such examples as grammatical, as 
almost all women in this age group who this author worked with were 
planning on becoming teachers after graduation, generally Kharia teach
ers in elementary schools. In contrast, only one of the men who this 
author consulted was planning on such a career. This is of course highly 
speculative and the topic awaits further study but at present it seems to 
be the most plausible explanation for the distribution of the data. 

Further research on the factors determining the acceptability of these 
constructions for individual speakers is necessary. But whatever the rea
sons for these differing views may be, the following attested examples 
from the literature would seem to imply that negative replies in interviews 
may partly be due to the interview situation itself, as they show that these 
constructions do in fact occur in "natural" speech and writing. In addition, 
they also show that these constructions cannot be new to the language nor 
are they restricted to younger speakers, as most of these are either from 
Pinnow's texts (1965a) or from plays written by the highly respected, 
now deceased Khrist Pyari Kerketta (Kerketta. 1990): 

Genitive attribute or other attribute in the semantic head of the T AMI 
PERSoN-syntagma: 

79. ijl. lere'l=ta=iJI. no ponomosor tunbog=a'l ghaci 
lso joy=MID.PRS=lso CMPL God daytime=cmN for 

28 Cf e.g. Montant (2004) for a discussion of lexical classes in Hindi. 
29 Interestingly, similar comments were also made on 1he use of 1he Past II in =kho? 

which derives from 1he past perfect (6.4.1.1). This construction is especially common with 
younger speakers but is highly frowned upon by most elder, educated speakers. 
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patar=a? upay=o?. 
light=oEN means=AcT.PST 

CHAPTER FOUR 

'I am happy that God managed to make light for the day.' [HJPa:96] 

80. i ponomosor jhari cij=a? bolan=o? ? 
Q God all thing=oEN thought=AcT.PST 

'Did God think af everything?' [HJPa:96] 

81. ponomosor bdj=ta no mqJJ. ubar katib katib 
God like=wo.PRs CMPL one two assemble REP 

aw=ta=ki ho=ki hodom=ki=ydl thom jaha 
QUAL=wD.PRS~ tha~ oth~=GEN for INDEF 

lekhe=ya? SaiJghar=e=ki 
kind=GEN help=AcT.IRR~ 

'God likes it when one or two people who are together help others 
somehow(= some kind of help).' [HJPa:l03] 

82. jati=ya? sewa[=e]=iJl, cahe ba'l rumkub 
etlmic.group=GEN seiVe=AcT.IRR=lso whether paddy rice 

co=na, main co=na, 
go=wo.IRR honour go=wo.IRR 

'I will serve the Kharia (=[our] ethnic group), whether I run out of 
food, lose my honour, [or] [Kerketta, 1990: 10] 

83. ele gorho=wa'l boiri=ki=te at/.=ki =ya'l 
lPL.EXCL fort=GEN enem~=oBL 

gorho tay Q..heir Q..isa'l «t_o«t_=na=? kornis=e= le. 
fort ABL much far take=JNF=GEN attempt=ACT.IRR=lPL.EXCL 

'We will attempt to take the enemy of the fort very far away from 
their fort.' 30 [Kerketta, 1990: 17] 

The following example, while not from a narrative or written text, was 
cited as an example for the use of the morpheme lo'l 's:ITER' The speaker 

:~~ For a finther, similar, non-elicited example, cf 67. above. 
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here wanted to give an example for a situation where kosor 'dry (up)' and 
lo'l 's:ITER' could appear in combination. 

84. ijl. ho«t_om kamu=na la'l=kho~·. jur-jur ba'l 
1so other work=INF IPFV==J>Srn.1so spread.out-RDP rice 

kosor lo'l=ki. 
dry S :ITER==wD.PST 
'I was doing some other work. The rice which had been spread out 
[to dry] was slowly drying.' 

T AMIPERSoN-syntagmas with complex semantic heads which generally 
appear in referential jUnction: 

85. botol}=ta=pe ho=ki lutui su=kon pe1 
fear=MID.PRs=2PL that=PL clothes put.on=sEQ rice 

cakhna? 
cuny 

PjthaiJ kinbhar=na=pe, ijl.=ko lare=na=ijl. 
cowdung courtyard==wn.IRR=2PL 1 so=CNTR fight==wn.IRR= 1 so 
'Those of you who are afraid, you put on your [house] clothes and 
see to your house work like cooking and cleaning (=rice {and] curry 
{and cleaning the] courtyard [with] cowdung), but I will fight.' 

[Kerketta, 1990: 7] 

86. yo=na yona ethe2cJ. gocJ.=ki bhere modi=ya'l 
see=JNF REP armoy c:TEL==wn.PST time Modi=oEN 

ma=cJ.om timsOIJ SOIJOl goiJrliJ=na col=ki. 
mother=3Poss fire firewood cook.rice==JNF go==wn.PST 
'When she got annoyed at watching [them fight], Modi's mother went to 
gather firewood for cooking(= she went to fire .firewood cook.rice).' 

[RD, 2:55] 

T AMIPERSoN-syntagmas with a complex semantic head containing two 
"nouns", both of which are modified by a demonstrative: 

87. magta tamaku 
Mangta tobacco 

ragday=talj, biidhna katjlj 
rub==wn.PRoo Bandhna little 

sacrakhi 
stubborn 

lekhe 
like 
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han=tPj 
that=side 

u=tPj 
this=side 

bul=si?. 
become.drunk=PERF 

CHAPTER FOUR 

khor=ta, ka(j2j 
ITER31 =wr>.PRS little 

jors{fy 
strongly 

'Mangta is rubbing tobacco, Bandhna keeps [walking] here and there 
as if he is being somewhat stubborn, and is quite strongly drunk.' 

[Kerketta, 1990: 24] 

In fact, examples can even be found in the literature of entire sentences 
functioning as the semantic head of a TAMIPERsoN-syntagma in quotations: 

88. u bu[ha=kiyar=te=ko bay ja7b=si?. iQ.ib 
this old.man=nu=oBL=CNm madness grab==mRF night 

tunbo? "kersoiJ=e la! kersoiJe la!" lo1=na=kiyar. 
daytime many=ACT.IRR VOC REP CNT2=wr>.IRR=nU 

'My parents have gone mad(= madness has grabbed the old man [and 
his wife = ou]. Day and night they'll keep on {saying] "Marry! 
Many!"' [Kerketta, 1990: 31] 

Perhaps such constructions in Kharia are considered "inelegant" and thus 
to be avoided because it is impossible to construct such forms in the 
culturally dominant languages of the region such as Hindi and Sadri, 
although this topic requires more study. At any rate, such non-elicited 
examples from the literature make it clear that factors other than mere 
grammaticality also play a role in speakers' acceptability judgements of 
the structures in question during interviews. 

4.5 PARTS OF SPEECH IN KHARIA: A SUMMARY 

In summary, with the possible exception ofproforms and deictics of time 
and place, all non-deictic contentive morphemes in Kharia can function 

31 khor is not a ''verbalizer" but a v2 (6.5.2) which can attach to any semantic head 
compatible wi1h its semantics of ''keep on", such as, e.g., buli 'wander' As such, it does 
not derive ''verbs" from "nouns". 

32 lo'l is not a ''verbalizer" but, like khor, also a v2 (6.5.2) and can also attach to any 
semantic head which is compatible wi1h its semantics of "over and over", such as, e.g., 
ch'fkay 'sneeze'. As such, it also does not derive ''verbs" from "nouns". 
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as the semantic head of a predicate, a referential unit, or in attributive 
function. More important, however, is the recognition of the fact that 
these units in Kharia are formed in the syntax, not in the lexicon: As all 
grammatical marking on these categories is enclitic, and as the semantic 
head may be quite complex, we must recognize the fact that these units 
are formed in the syntax, not in the lexicon. There are thus two structures, 
T AMIPERsoN-syntagmas and Case-syntagmas, which may freely fill any of 
the three main functions of reference, predication and attribution. 

The data also show that we cannot merely speak of parts of speech in 
"Kharia" but must differentiate between at least two dialects with subtle 
but important differences in this regard: 

- The Simdega dialect: Here we find no conclusive evidence for assum
ing the presence of lexical categories other than "open" (contentive) 
and "closed", which has the two sub-classes "proforms/deictics" and 
"grammatical morphemes" Instead, this dialect has "syntactic parts of 
speech" In addition, the data suggest that any contentive morpheme 
may appear in both Case-syntagmas and TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas when 
the semantic head consists of a single contentive morpheme. This holds 
for the reduplicated masdars as well, which are not "nouns" or "adjec
tives" but which can also appear in attributive, referential and even 
predicative function. 

- The Gumla dialect: Here we do find evidence for a noun-verb distinc
tion, as this has been defined here, although the data on this dialect are 
still rather scant. For these speakers, such complex predicates, i.e., 
"NPs as verbs", were generally not accepted and lexical items denoting 
physical or animate entities were also generally not accepted in pred
icative function without a light verb. A very large portion of the lexi
con, however, appears to be underspecified with respect to lexical 
classes (cf. e.g. biha 'wedding; many; married'). 

Nevertheless, here as well it is not inappropriate to speak of TAM! 
PERSON-syntagmas and Case-syntagmas-this dialect has these struc
tural units as well. What differs is merely the acceptability of certain 
contentive morphemes in one class or the other as well as the potential 
complexity of the semantic base. Hence, as these two categories are 
found in both dialects, these terms will be retained throughout the 
remainder of this study. 
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4.6 "CoMPOUNDs" AND "NoUN INcoRPORATioN" 

It is general practice in Munda studies to treat two or more contentive 
morphemes which appear together-both of which translate as nouns in 
English-as a compound. although the reasons for this are seldom explic
itly mentioned. However, as the large majority of the forms generally 
considered compounds are best considered merely juxtaposed phonologi
cal and grammatical words, at least in Kharia, we will begin in Section 
4.6.1 with a discussion of what in Kharia may NOT be considered com
pounds but rather merely TRANSLA1E as compounds into English, before 
discussing in Section 4.6.2 those units in Kharia which can be considered 
compounds, as well as a number of borderline cases in Sections 4.6.3 and 
4.6.4. The chapter ends with a discussion of further "compound-like" 
structures in 4.7, the so-called "echo-word" constructions. 

4.6.1 Lexical juxtapositions as "compounds" 

Let us begin by briefly discussing what are NOT compounds in Kharia 
although they are generally considered such, presumably due to the fact 
that they translate into English and other languages as compounds con
sisting of two nominal elements. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present a number of 
what Malhotra (1982: 72£) considers to be equational and associative 
compounds, respectively. 33 

Table 4.3: "Equational compounds" 

ompay kirom 'rivers' go'Jlofl] a1Jkel 'cultivated land' 
big.river river field land 

kheti bafi 'farms' ba1 rumbku1b 'grain' 
field farm paddy rice 

kinir jha1Jkoy 'forest, wilderness' paisa q,hebuwa 'wealth' 
forest scrubland money(IA) money(Kh.) 

33 I must admit that I am somewhat sceptical of a nwnber of the interpretations of the 
''associative compounds" from Malhotra (1981: 73f.). For example, she translates o? dura 
as 'households', although in my C01p11S it appears only with reference to the physical 
structure of the houses, or her interpretation of kurq:u{?} hakon 'child blood'= 'kith and 
kin' According to Pinnow (1965a: 93, note 36) hakon has the meaning 'grandchildren' 
(Enkelkirder) although it is no longer used as an independent morpheme by speakers I 
questioned. Pinnow's analysis would seem preferable considering that kon- is found else
where in Kharia with the meaning 'small' and its cognate forms are found in other Austro
Asiatic languages with the meaning 'child' 
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Table 4.4: "Associative compounds" 

uslo1 tirib 'universe' iclib meya£11 'the whole day' 
earth cloud night morning 
ti1 kat a 'body parts' konselclu1 kopru£11 'people' 
hand leg woman man 
kulam kulamclay 'people' cla1 pe1 'food and drink; 
brother sister water rice nutrition' 

ore] ko1)ta1) 'cattle' kir;o[11 ban[ay1 'wild animals' 
bull cow tiger bear 
lutui ara] 'everything necessary hera gorcla1 'plains' 
cloth flame to keep one warm' valley stream 
o1 dura 'household' kunru£11 hakon 'kith and kin' 
house door child blood 

The status of these units as compounds is questionable: In fact, there is 
little reason to consider them compounds, while there is good reason to 
consider them simply juxtaposed elements which are closely related to 
one another semantically. For example, there is morphosyntactic evidence 
showing that possessive marking can appear either on the unit as a whole 
or on both of its parts individually. By way of example, let us consider 
the form ayo aba 'mother father' or simply 'parents', which would count 
as an "associative compound" in Malhotra's terms. The following forms 
of this "compound" are found in our corpus: 

89. ayo 
mother 

aba=ko 
father=CNTR 

ayo aba=cfpm=kiyar 
mother father=3ross=nu 
'(his/her) mother and father' 

ayo 
mother 

ayo 
mother 

aba=cfpm 
father=3POSS 

ro 
and 

aba 
father 

Although the possessive marker in these examples is found only attached 
to the final element, aba 'father', the fact that the two can be conjoined 
by ro 'and' is a first indication that an analysis of this unit as a compound 
may not be correct. Now consider the following forms, again from our 
corpus. Although these are different contentive morphemes, the meanings 
are the same and the two are merely free variants of the forms ayo and 
aba, respectively. 
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90. ma(y) bap 'mother and father; parents' 
ma=qpm ap=qpm 
ap=qpm ma=qpm 
ma=qpm ro ap=qpm 

If these were indeed compounds, one would not expect the enclitic pos
sessive marker to be able to appear between the two elements. Problem
atic is also the fact that the order of the elements is reversible: cf. ap=qpm 
ma=qpm. And again, the fact that the two members of the presumed 
compound can be conjoined by the conjunction ro 'and' seriously calls 
their status as a single unit into question. Of course, one could always 
argue that in such cases, e.g. ayo ro aba 'mother and father', the intended 
interpretation is not 'parents' but merely 'mother and father', but this is 
simply begging the question of what is meant by the term (associative) 
compound in the first place. 

Recall also from Section 4.1 that any contentive morpheme in Kharia 
may be used attributively, in addition to referentially and predicatively: 

91. kuda kolo1J daru 
millet bread tree 

'a millet bread tree' (from a children's story) 

As we shall see in Section 5.2, in cases such as these, the genitive may 
also freely appear, apparently with no semantic differences, instead of the 
mere juxtaposition: 

92. kuda 
millet 

kolo1J =ya1 
bread=oEN 

daru 
tree 

'a millet bread tree' 

This clearly favors the interpretation of kuda kolo1J and daru as separate 
syntactic units in juxtaposition to one another, and the same relationship 
then also holds between kuda and kolo1J as well. 

Finally, as Rehberg (2003: 31£) notes with respect to two units which 
would have to be classified as "attributive compounds" in Malhotra's 
terminology, such as Q.u1JQ.U1J kaQ_o1J [eel fish] 'eel' and Q_akay rani 
[Dakay queen] 'Queen Dakay', there is no positive evidence for consid
ering two units such as these to form a single phonological unit. Recall 
in this respect also manusjati [human caste] 'humanity' in Diagram 2.19 
in Chapter 2, which shows that both units have the same underlying LH 
pitch pattern within the same frequency range. Thus, there is no phono
logical evidence for assuming that these two elements form a tightly 
knit unit. 
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Thus, in the lack of any positive evidence for considering these units 
compounds, and since there is considerable evidence against doing so, all 
examples of this type are considered here to be merely juxtapositions, not 
compounds. 

4.6.2 Genuine compounds 

There are two types of units in Kharia for which the status "compound" 
appears appropriate: 

- Structural considerations: Units in which one of the components 
appears in the so-called "compound form", or units in which one com
ponent should appear in its reduplicated form (the masdar, 4.3.2) as an 
independent phonological word but does not; 

- Semantic considerations: Units which together have a meaning which 
is not equal to the sum of the individual meanings. 

Structural considerations: the compoundform and reduplication 
Recall from Section 4.3.1 that Kharia requires phonological words to be 
bisyllabic, with very few exceptions. Thus, virtually all contentive mor
phemes which can stand alone as a phonological word contain at least two 
syllables, such as uslo'l 'land', lo'lkha 'earth, soil', si1Jkoy 'chicken' and 
sore1J 'stone' On the other hand, there is the so-called compound form, 
where this same element-semantically speaking-contains only one syl
lable, compare -lo'l, -si1J and -sor with the forms just mentioned. This 
form is never found as a syntactic atom of the clause but only in conjunc
tion with another contentive morpheme. These units may thus safely be 
considered compounds. Table 4.5 gives a few examples. 

Table 4.5: Compounds in Kharia (adapted from the examples 
in Malhotra, 1982:74f.) 

ba1-lo1 'paddy land' ja1-lo1 'meadow' 
paddy-land grass-land 

dhur;-lo1 'desert' kunru[1 ]-sir] 'chicken'34 

dust-land child-fowl 

si-lo1 'plow (v.)' pa1-sor 'grinding slab' 
plow-land break-stone 

34 Most likely a chick is meant here, i.e. a 'baby chicken' 
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Another type of compound can be identified by the fact that an underlying 
monosyllabic morpheme, which as a phonological word would obligato
rily reduplicate, is found in its non-reduplicated form. This may also be 
taken as conclusive evidence for analyzing such forms as compounds. Cf. 
again pa'l-sor 'grinding slab' (vs. pa'l-pa'l sorerJ 'broken stone') as well 
as the following forms: 

93. ij' 'defecate' i]-tharJ 'defecate (< *tarJ 'cow'Y5 

(of cows)' 
mu'l 'emerge, mu'l-t/.a'l 'source; (cf. cJ.a'l 'water')l6 

come out' origin( ate)' 
mu'l 'emerge, mu'l-rel 'rise ( < *ler < lerarJ 

come out' (of the moon, stars)' 'moon, month' )37 
mu'l 'emerge, mu'l-sirJ 'rise (< sirJkom 'star')38 

come out' (of the sun)' 
so'l 'fasten, so'l-lui 'tie up a (< ului 'hair') 

tie (hair)' girl's hair; girl's hair' 
ur 'get released; ur-bo'l 'shake the head' ( < *bok < bokd'b 

shake oneself free' 'head'Y9 

It is important to note here that this is not a productive process in mod
ern Kharia, i.e., these forms may only be considered compounds from a 
historical perspective. From a synchronic perspective they are best con
sidered contentive morphemes in their own right. 

35 While not a free m01pheme nor productive, -t(h)OIJ appears in a number of words 
related to cows: kot:JtatJ 'cow', dim!otJ 'sllll.J.', ginitrlotJ 'bride price' (fonne:dy paid in catde). 

36 As opposed to 1111D-mu1 eta?, with the redpulicated masdar and meaning 'water which 
has emexged'. Note, however, 1hat one of1he two southern speakers I worked wi1h uses 
1he form mu?-mu? lfp? wi1h the meaning 'origin', which however was rejected by other 
speakers and is clearly a dialectal fonn. 

11 Cf Pinnow (1959: 77, §58). -rel is also a common formative in the Kharia names of 
1he months of 1he year, such as magh-rel 'Januazy' from 1he Indo-Alyan loan miigh '1he 
mon1h of Magh'. 

38 The contentive morpheme sifjcom in Kharia seems to have lDldexgone a semantic shift 
since this type of incorporation was productive. However, cognate contentive morphemes 
in related languages s1i.ll retain 1his meaning. Cf sitji wi1h 1he meaning 'SlDl' in 1he related 
Sou1h Munda language Remo/Bonda (Bhattachazya, 1968: 127; Fernandez, 1967: 154), as 
well si7]i in 1he Nor1h MlDlda language Ho (Deeney, 1975: 319, wi1h 1he additional mean
ing 'daylight'). 

311 Underlying /k/ and /g/ in the coda are realized as [2). From Biligiri (1965: 205). 
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Semantic considerations 
Only a few forms have been noted in which the semantics of a particular 
unit do not equal the sum of its parts but must be learned as a whole, 
although its individual members consitute full words, generally one of the 
small number of monosyllabic contentive morphemes which do not redu
plicate as masdars.4° Consider the forms shown in Table 4.6. This is a 
highly problematic criterion when it is not also supported by structural 
criteria, however, as it is not always clear where to draw the line between 
predictable and non-predictable semantics. 

Table 4.6: Semantically unpredictable compounds 
(examples from Malhotra, 1982: 74ff.) 

diyom-ja1J 
lamp-bone 

go1Jri1j-o'l 
cook-house 

'knee bone', lit. 
'lamp-shaped 
bone' 

'kitchen' 

kaq_o1J-mo1q_ 
fish-eye41 

horol-q_a'l 
live-water 

4.6.2.1 {Semi-}Productive compounding 

'name of tree (whose 
leaves are shaped like fish 
eyes)' 

'fresh water' 

There are also a few more-or-less productive types of genuine compound
ing in Kharia. Their status as compounds is shown by the fact that (under
lying) monosyllabic contentive morphemes appearing within them do not 
reduplicate, hence the two units must form a phonological word together. 
The only three types which have so far been noted are the following. 

- jaw-: 'until', combines with the contentive morpheme. E.g., jaw-<f.el 
'until [someone] comes', e.g., ho=kac=a'l jaw-cf.el [that=so.HUM=oEN 
until-come] 'until s/he comes' 

Note that these two units must form a compound, as the contentive 
morpheme is not reduplicated if it is monosyllabic, i.e., it is not a 
masdar. This is an entirely productive compounding process. It is cer
tainly related to the adposition jou I jaw 'up to', which however is 
postposed (5.3). 

4° For reasons of space, I will not repeat here those fonns which have sligh1ly irregular 
semantics but which can a1ready be considered compounds for purely structural reasons, 
such as pdl-sor [break-stone] 'grinding slab', discussed above. 

41 My gloss, as Malhotra gives none here. 
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- -mon 'mind; wanting to', similar to the jaw-construction in that the 
lexical unit is not reduplicated. Only marginally productive. E.g., aw
mon [stay-mind] 'wanting to stay' 

- -cf.ay, with the intervocalic allomorph -ray, may be considered the com
pound form of kancf.ay 'woman' This construction is productively used 
to denote females: kulam 'brother' (more properly: 'sibling') vs. kulam
cf.ay 'sister', sou 'husband' (more properly: 'spouse') vs. sou-ray 'wife' 
However, for some speakers, especially of the southern dialects, cf.ay is 
an independent contentive morpheme. 

94. khcqjya cf.ay=ki=ko bu'ljhi gucf.=si'l=ki. 
Kharia woman=FL=cNIR unden~tand c:TEL==mtu=PL 
'The Kharia women understood [the situation].' [MT, 1:202] 

At present, we know of no other types of genuine compounds from a 
purely synchronic perspective in Kharia. 

4.6.3 Pseudo-compounds and "noun incorporation" 

Compounds (from a historical viewpoint) of the type discussed in Section 
4.6.2 above are in fact quite common, although this is no longer a produc
tive process. These are generally found in predicative function and are 
then referred to as "noun incorporation" in Munda studies, a process 
which is still productive in some South Munda languages. 

The "incorporated nominal'' often appears to be the subject or object 
of the predicate, as in the following example: 

95. si 'plow' (somewhat archaic) si-lo'l 'plow (v.)' (cf. lo'lkha 'earth') 

Nevertheless, compounds such as si-lo'l are fully opaque to syntax: Even 
though it would appear that the object has been incorporated into the 
predicate in (95), as the following example shows, the "incorporated 
object" is not the object of the clause but rather goljlo'l=te 'the field': 

96. hocf.om=ki=ya'l gdjlo'l=te si-lo'l=na 
other=pr,=oEN rice.field=oBL plow-earth==JNF QUAL.PRS 

la'l madet rema'l=te=ki. 
then help call.for=AcT.PRS=FL 

the rice field of the others must be plowed (= is to plow), then 
they call for help.' [AK 5,13-14] 
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Similarly, with respect to what would appear to be a "locative argwnent": 

97. tomle1}=te su1b 
milk=oBL reach.hand.into 

«1_a1=yo1 'He reached his hand into the [bucket of] milk.' 
water=ACT.PST 

As has long been noted (e.g., Pinnow, 1960: 97), the apparent "Verb
Object" order of these compounds would seem to be a sign of their high 
antiquity, deriving from an earlier stage in which the Munda languages, 
like the Man-Khmer languages of Southeast Asia today, had the underly
ing constituent order S-V -0. Nontheless, from a purely synchronic view
point, these forms are merely contentive morphemes in their own right in 
Kharia, not compounds. 

There is another, highly similar construction in Kharia with this same 
"Verb-Object" order, which would also seem to indicate that these forms 
are quite old: 

98. ajo1cf. 'dry up' (ITR) ajdcf. cf.a? 'dry up (cf. cf.a? 'water') 
(of waterXITR)' 

u1cf. 'drink' u1cf. cf.a? 'drink (not only water!)' 
su?fJ 'reach the hand into' su?fJ cf.a? 'reach the hand into a fluid' 

Similar to the (historical) compounds discussed in Section 4.6.2 above, 
this is not a productive process and new forms cannot freely be con
structed: 

99. suluy 'warm up' (ITR) *suluy cf.a? 

Also similar to the compounds discussed above, these forms are most 
commonly found in predicative function: 

100. cf.a? ajo1«1_ «t_a1=ki. 
water chy.up water=MID.PST 

'The water dried up.' 

101. caha u1«1_ «1_a1=yo1. 
tea drink water=AcT.PST 

'S/he drank tea.' 
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Nonetheless, despite all similarities with compounds, these forms are nei
ther compounds nor derived forms but merely juxtaposed contentive mor
phemes, where the final morpheme is one of the few forms in the language 
which, although monosyllabic, are nevertheless free-forms. As the fol
lowing example shows, the two elements of this apparent compound may 
be separated from one another, e.g., by enclitic pragmatic markers, which 
strongly calls their status as compounds or lexemes into question: 

102. cf.a"l qjo2cf.=ga cf.a"l=ki. 'The water dried up.' 
water dry.up=roc water=MID.PST 

While some speakers found this last example to be somewhat odd, 
although not ungrammatical, they had no problems with the following 
prur: 

1 03. urum cf.a"l=ki. ' S/he sweat.' 
wann water=MID.PST 

1 04. urum=ga cf.a"l=ki. 'S/he sweat.' 
wann=roc water=MID.PST 

This was different for the (historical) compounds discussed in the last 
section, where the insertion of an enclitic marker was consistently 
rejected: 

1 05. ol-cf.ay=o"l. 
take-woman=AcT.PST 

'He married.' 

106. bOIJ-SOr=Jci. 
finish-stone==MfD.PST 

'It petrified.' 

*ol=ga cf.ay=o"l. 

*boiJ=ga sor=ki. 

The group of complex forms in (98) will be referred to here as "pseudo
compounds": Although the elements do not form a tight syntactic bond 
and can be separated from one another at least by enclitic pragmatic 
markers, their semantics are nevertheless somewhat idiosyncratic. For 
example, cf.a"l, which otherwise translates as 'water', refers in these units 
merely to any fluid, whereas with urum cf.a"l 'sweat', the resultant mean
ing is not equal to the sum of its components, i.e., 'sweat' :f. 'become 
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warm' + 'water' Rather, these units are more akin to idiomatic expres
sions with a fixed, somewhat unpredictable meaning. 

Below is a list of all cases of such non-productive "incorporation", 
both compounds and pseudo-compounds, that have been identified so far. 
In these examples, "*" denotes a reconstructed form. Many of these units 
were already discussed with respect to their status as (historical) com
pounds in Section 4.6.2 above but are repeated here for convenience. 

The speakers we worked with could often not further analyze the forms 
presented here as historical compounds, although they had no problems 
analyzing the pseudo-compounds. The historical compounds are thus sim
ply (derived) contentive morphemes for these speakers. In these cases, the 
analysis here is our own or, in the case of ur-bo'l, from Biligiri (1965).42 

107. Final element as "subject"-Historical compounds: 
i] 'defecate' i]-thaJ} 'defecate (< *taJ} 'cow') 

mu'l 'emerge, 
come out' 

mu'l 'emerge, 
come out' 

mu'l 'emerge, 
come out' 

tu 'nEPartive', 
apparently once 
used as a lexical 
morpheme (6.5.7) 

ur 'get released; 
shake oneself free' 

Pseudo-compounds: 
ajdcf. 'dry up' (ITR) 

borJ 'come to an end' 

ulu'l 'boil' (ITR) 

(of cows)' 
mu'l-cf.a'l 'originate; 

source'43 

mu'l-rel 'rise ( < *ler < leraJ] 
(of the moon, stars)' 'moon, month') 

mu'l-sirJ 'rise ( < si7Jkom 'star') 
(of the sun)' 

tu-4.a'l 'carry off 
(of a river)' 

ur-bo'l 'shake ( < *bok < boko7b 
the head' 'head') 

ajdcf. cf.a'l 'dry up (cf. cf.a'l 'water') 
(of water)(ITR)' 

borJ cf.a'l 'come to an end, 
be depleted (of water)' 

ulu'l cf.a'l 'boil (of water)' (ITR) 

4J In fact, they occasionally outrightly rejected my own and Biligiri's analyses. Inter
estingly, however, they had no problems in analyzing 1he -sor in bo7]-sor as related to 
sorl!IJ 'stone', undoubtedly due to 1he semantics. 

43 See note 74 above. 
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108. Final element as "object"-Historical compounds: 
gzlj 'wash' guju7J 'wash the feet' (< *j(h)u7J 'foot')44 

gulj 'wash' gu?the, gu?(he (< ti? 'hand':f5 
'wash the hands' 

ol 'take' ol-cf.ay 'marry' (< cf.ay 'woman') 
si 'plow' si-lo? 'plow (v.)' (< lo?kha 'earth') 
so? 'fasten, tie (hair)' so?-lui'tie up a girl's (< ului 'hair') 

hair; girl's hair' 

109. Pseudo-compound: 
u1cf. 'drink' u1cf. cf.a? 'drink Qiquid)' 

110. Other functions-Historical compound: 
bo7J 'come to an bo7J-sor 'petrifY' (< sore7J 'stone, rock') 

end, finish' (ITR) 

Pseudo-compounds: 
betdcf. 'become hungry' betdcf. cf.a? 'become thirsty' 
gulj 'wash (clothes, etc.)' gu~· cf.a? 'soak in water; washing water' 
sulb 'reach the hand sulb cf.a? 'reach the hand into a fluid' 

into s.th.' 
urum 'become warm' urum cf.a? 'sweat'(n./v.:f6 

Finally, there are a few expressions which appear to have derived from 
this construction but whose ''verbal" component is no longer found as a 
contentive morpheme: 

111. kul-cf.a? 'get/have a fever' *kul cf.a? 'water' 

4.6.4 Semi-productive incorporation 

Some speakers will accept the incorporation of non-specific and non
referential objects into the predicate. The incorporated element in this 
construction appears directly after the reciprocal marker kol, if present, 

44 Ail Pinnow (1959: 169, §365; 202, §61) notes, 1his is undoubtedly from an old corn
pound, consisting of gzij 'wash' and *jwJ 'foot' Cf. also go14jhn:J 'path' and to?jhn:J 'stub 
1he toe', both of which conmin.j(h)Ul) and are related to the feet 

45 Cf. Pinnow (1965b: 66, note 52). 
46 Biligiri (1965: 295) also analyzes this as I have, but only gives UI'UI1Ujp? as a "noun". 
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and before the remaining semantic base. All speakers who accepted these 
forms, however, preferred forms in which the object was not incorpo
rated. All forms given here were ellicited in interviews. Only minor, 
optional phonetic changes, such as the loss of 111 in the coda, occur. 

112. Acceptable (to some) 
kol uldl likha=ki=kiyar 
REC letter write==MID.PST=nu 
'they wrote each other letters' 

113. kol cf.a ucf.=ki=kiyar 
REC water drink==MID.PST=nu 
'they gave each other water to drink' 

Preferred 
uldl kollikha=ki=kiyar 

cf.dl kol ucf.=ki=kiyar 

This type of incorporation is limited to certain commonly occurring com
binations, such as letters and writing, water and drinking, etc., but is not 
possible in other combinations: 

114. *kol tomli7J ucf.=ki=kiyar 
REC milk drink==MID.PST=nU 

'they gave each other milk to drink' 

It is as yet unclear to what extent this involves compounding, as the data 
for this (very rare) construction are still rather scant. What is clear, at any 
rate, is that kol and the following, incorporated element do not form a 
tighter bond, as at least enclitic pragmatic markers can intervene between 
the two. 

115. kol=ga ula'l likha=ki=kiyar. 'They wrote each other letters.' 
REC==f'OC letter write==MID.PST=nU 

To what extent the incorporated element forms a compound with the fol
lowing unit is unclear. 

4. 7 "EcHO-WORDS" 

Kharia has a construction which is quite similar semantically to what is 
often termed the "echo-word" formation in South Asian linguistics, in 
which a lexical stem is followed by an element which has no independent 
meaning but which modifies the meaning of the first element, generally 
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indicating something akin to the English "etc." The "echo-word" con
struction in Kharia is actually a collection of forms from at least three 
different sources, which will now be discussed separately. 

The first consists of forms in which the second element seems to have 
once had an independent meaning which is no longer commonly known. 
In all cases it appears that the original meaning of this element was very 
close to that of the first element as in forms such as the following, of 
which both of the respective elements are still in common use: ompay 
khirom 'big.river river' = 'rivers', ba'l rum:ku7b 'unhusked.rice husked. 
rice' = 'rice' or paisa Q.hebua 'money money' = 'wealth' (adapted from 
Malhotra, 1982: 72£ and discussed above in Section 4.6.1). 

Consider now kinir jhaJ}koy I kinir jha1Jkor, which Malhotra (1982: 73) 
translates as 'forest, wilderness' and analyzes as a compound consisting 
of kinir 'forest' and jhaJ}koy (also realized as jha1Jkor, JP) 'scrubland' 
Some speakers were not familiar with this second term in isolation, 
although it would seem to have lost its independent meaning only recently. 
It is also attested in Roy & Roy (1937: 165) with the formjhankor and 
the meaning 'forest' or 'sarna (holy forest)' and is perhaps related to 
ja1Jkor I jaJ)koy 'spring (festival) or 'festival of flowers' 

We can probably also add other expressions to this category, such as 
khe2Q.jol 'bite etc.' from khe2Q. and the echo-wordjol (?). This analysis is 
supported by the fact that when these forms are used predicatively, the 
first element may also be partially finite, as in the following example, 
suggesting that both elements once had independent meanings and that 
this is not a compound form: 

116. kha[iya dhirom dhirom buli=ga acnul[ay=ga kico'l, buwa1J, 
Kharia slowly REP wand.er=FOc hesitate=Foc tiger snake 

bichi bu1J khe1q qUIJ =ga jol qUIJ=ga Q.el=ki=may. 
scorpion INST bite PASS==f'OC ECHO PASS==f'OC COffie=MID.PST=3PL 
'The Kharia came, wandering slowly, stopping, being bitten, etc., 
by tigers, snakes and scorpions.' [MT, 1 :13] 

Similarly we find from the same speaker the expression til=o'l 
raph=o'J{=kij [bury=ACT.PST ECHO=ACT.PS!-PL] 'they buried', where the 
second contentive morpheme, rab (> raph before =o'l) with the meaning 
'bury', is found in Roy & Roy (1937) and Pinnow (1965a) but is now 
unknown to most speakers. 
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The second group is quite large and consists of loan words from 
Sadri. Here we present just a few examples: lace bhire I larai bhirai 
'fighting, etc.', kado walo 'mud, etc.', culha cawka 'stove, etc.' Often, 
the second component is still in current use with approximately the same 
m e a n 1 n g 
as the first element: main marjad 'honour, etc.', khoj puchar 'investiga
tion, etc.' 

Finally, there is a productive construction in Kharia with a type of 
repetition in which one element, usually the second, is a repetition of the 
first, but phonologically somewhat different. The resultant meaning is 
usually that of a durative or gradual telic action, although not always. 
Also, there is some variation from one speaker to another with respect 
to the form of the repeated element, so that no general rules can be 
given with respect to the structure of the repeated unit other than that 
the repeated unit usually substitutes Iii for at least one of the vowels 
of the underlying form, often adding a final -a. Consider the forms shown 
in (117). 

117. bi1cf. 'pour out; sow' 

cipa 'squeeze out' 

col 'go' 
cf.el 'come' 
cf.ubay 'press down, 

deplete' 
dho'l 'grab, take' 

gam 'say' 

gupa 'watch over 
(cattle, etc.)' 

kayom 'talk' 
kuda 'hurry' 
le~· 'curse' 

leme1cf. 'lie down; sleep' 
likha 'write' 

bi1cf. bicf.a 'pour out completely; 
sow everything' 

cipa cipi squeeze out 
(HJPa, 154, d:l4; 157, fn. d:l4) 

col cila I col ciya 'go away' 
cf.el cf.ila 'arrive, come all the way' 
cf.ubi cf.ubay, cf.ubay cf.ubi 

'completely deplete' 
dho'l dhiga 'take, grab 

(e.g., an electric wire which one is 
not supposed to touch; steal s. th. )' 

gam gim 'talk s.th. out, say all there is 
to say; speak when one should not; 
use improper speech' 

gupa gupi 'finish tending' 

kayom kiyim 'talk s.th. out' 
kuda kudi 'hurry, scramble' 
le~· lija I le~· liya 'curse s.o. badly, 

entirely' 
leme1cf.limi1cf. 'fall asleep' 
likha likhi 'write out' 
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melay 'leave' 
JIO'l 'eat' 
pache 'read' 
SaJ}gdQ_ 'walk; close' 

S01J 'buy' 
u1Q_ 'drink' 
uwa'l 'wash; bathe' 

CHAPTER FOUR 

meli melay 'leave behind' 
JIO'l ]liga I JIO'l ]liya'l 'eat up' 
pache pirhi 'read completely' 
SaJ}gdQ_ si1Jgi1Q. 'walk all the way; close 

completely' 
S01J si1Ja 'sell off' 
uQ. iQ_a'l 'drink up' 
uwa'l uwi'l 'finish washing up I 

bathing' 

There are also a few forms in the data which appear to belong to this 
construction although the corresponding simplex is not attested, such as 
ce1)ga ce1Jgi 'constantly change one's mind' 

Note also that with bisyllabic contentive morphemes the repeated ele
ment can appear before the underlying form itself, as with e.g. Q_ubi Q_ubay 
and meli melay. The following presents two examples of this construction 
from the corpus. 

118. o'l=te ap=Q.om teinko ark hi un=sig=e 
house=oBL father=3POSS a little liquor place==pER]'=AcT.IRR 

ho=je'l=ko ho=kar capu karba1Q.=kon 
that=so.NHUM=CNTR that=so.HUM rwnmage ECao=sEQ 

u14_ i«l_a?=na la?=ki 
drink ECHO==JNF IPFV=MID .PST 

'If his father has placed some liquor in the house, then he would 
rummage through everything [until he found it] and then drink it all 
up.' [RD, 2:25] 

119. puJiji=te «l_ubi «l_ubay=kon ap=Q.om=te oQ_o'l=ga 
funds=oBL ECHO deplete=SEQ father=3POss=oBL more==poc 

keciya bor=na la'l=ki. 
money ask.for==JNF IPFV=MID.PST 

'When he had depleted his funds he would ask his father for more 
money.' [RD, 2:37] 

As the following example shows, the "echo-word" may also be sepa
rated from the primary lexical morpheme by no 'and; or; cMPL' when 
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used as an "imperfective converb" (6.6.2.4), again showing that this 
complex unit is not a compound: 

120. musni1J ho=ki jha[i kuru? hakon=ki=te somtay=o?=ki 
one.day that==PL all child ECHO=pL=oBL collect=ACT.PST~ 

ro kuda no kudi raylogarh tay yar kan=o?=ki. 
and hurry CMPL ECHO Railogarh ABL flee CONl-ACT.PSl-PL 

'One day they gathered up all the children and fled quickly(= hur
rying) from Railogarh.' [MT, 1 :105] 





CHAPTER FIVE 

THE CASE-SYNTAGMA ("NPs") 

5.1 GENERAL INmooucnoN 

Although it was shown in Chapter 4 that any syntactically well-formed 
semantic base-whether simple or complex-may function as the seman
tic base of both a TAMIPERsoN-syntagma or a Case-syntagma, for ease of 
presentation and reference those categories which are generally found in 
the semantic base of a Case-syntagma, such as number marking, demon
stratives, etc., will be discussed in this chapter, although it should be 
stressed here once again that it is only case marking which defines a 
Case-syntagma as such. That is, the general structure of a Case-syntagma 
is as in Table 5.1, where "X'' is the possibly complex semantic base of 
the Case-syntagma: 

Table 5 .1: The structure of a Case-syntagma in Kharia 
X=CASE 

"Case" in this sense refers to the direct case (unmarked), the oblique case 
( =te ), and adpositions but not to the genitive, since as we saw in Section 4.4, 
the genitive can appear in the semantic base of both TAMIPERsoN- and 
Case-syntagmas. 1 

The maximal structure of a Case-syntagma can be summarized sche
matically as in Table 5.2, where the maximal possible structure of the 
semantic base ("X'' in Table 5.1) has been expanded. 

Table 5.2: A schematic overview of a Case-syntagma 

ClENITIVE DETERMINER DEM QUANT CLASS GENTilVE DETERMINER LEXEME(s)==ross=mJM/ 

HON=CAsE 

1 Note that this is slightly different from 1he use of 1he 1:eirn "case" in Section 5.2, 
where "case" is distinguished from ''adposition" and includes 1he genitive. AB unfortunate 
as tbis double usage of 1he 1:eirn "case" is, it seemed preferable to coining a new 1:eirn for 
either use. 
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1. naw jan be2t=tfpm=kiyar 'their nine sons (HoN)' 
nine CLASS son=3POSS=HON 

2. ho=kiyar=ya'l carpat 'their cleverness' 
that=nu=GEN 

3. ho 
that 

pac 
five 

cleverness 

lebu=ki 'those five persons' 
person==pr, 

[Biligiri, 1965 : 77] 

In addition, there may be a relative-clause-like modifier which generally 
precedes the entire structure shown in Table 5.2 but which may also fol
low the demonstrative. These structures will be dealt with in more detail 
in Sections 5.8 and 7.6. 

There is no compelling evidence for the presence of "nouns" and 
"adjectives" in (Simdega) Kharia. Instead, contentive morphemes can 
simply be regarded as juxtaposed units, each comprising a phonological 
word, with the semantically "most central" unit appearing to the far-right. 
This is denoted in Table 5.2 by the term "Lexeme(s)", denoting one or 
more contentive morphemes in juxtaposition. 

4. ho rusu1J o'l 'that red house' 
that red house 

5. moJl maha daru=ya'l tuta=te 'at the bottom of a big tree' 
one big tree=GEN bottom=oBL 

The same is also true for what would appear to be compounds, at least 
from an English-speaking perspective. As there is no evidence that these 
two or more units should be considered compounds (cf. §4.6), they are 
simply considered juxtaposed contentive morphemes. 

6. betj 
girl 

'girl' 

kontf.u'l' 
child 

7. kinir konthecf. 
forest bird 

'birds of the forest' 

ho laro'l 
that date.palm 

'that date-palm tree' 

8. raksin klfcaybo'l 
witch old. woman 

'the old witch' 

daru 
tree 

[Biligiri, 1965: 77] 
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From a children's story: 

9. kuda kolo1J daru bo'l=te 'attheplacewherethemilletbreadtreewas' 
millet bread tree place=oBL 

All of the "lexical" morphemes given in Table 5.2 above are actually 
masdars (6.6.2.1). With few exceptions, monosyllabic morphemes which 
appear anywhere in the semantic base of a Case-syntagma generally 
reduplicate, as with su-su in the following example, whereas polysyllabic 
morphemes do not: 

10. be(j=ya'l su-su lutui=te 
girl=cmN put.on-RDP clothes=oBL 

'the clothes (oBJ) that the girl had been wearing' 

Enclitic focal markers (restrictive ( =ga ), contrastive ( =ko) and additive 
(=jo) focus) generally attach to the last element of a Case-syntagma: 

11. am=a'l hac=no=m=te=jo 'your bones (oBJ) as well' 
2sa==GEN bone=2Poss=2so=oBL=AnD 

They can, however, mark any constituent of the semantic head, with the 
exception of the demonstratives. 2 

12. ho rusu1J=ga o'l 'that RED house' 
that red==roc house 

13. ek=ga tho{=ga) 'one (and only one)' 
one~oc CLAss==roc 

14. *ho=ga rusu1J o'l 
that==roc red house 

Although not a hard-and-fast rule, there is a clear preference for posses
sive genitive determiners to appear to the far left in the semantic base 

2 However, in 1he presence of1he "classifier" mene (5.9.2) the clitics may directly fol
low 1he demonst:rati.ve. 
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with the second genitive determiner position reserved for the material 
something is made of or where it is from: 

15. a«t_i=ya'l moJl dhClT)gar=q_om=te gam=o'l . .. 
ANAPH=oEN one servant=3ross=oBL 

'He said to one of his servants ... 
say=ACT.PST 

[Malhotra, 1982: 127] 

16. moJl kinir=a'l jantu 
one jungle=CJEN animal 
'an animal ofthejungle (i.e., a wild animal)' 

The markers for inalienable possession, number and case to the right in 
Table 5.2 are all enclitic. For example, if the lexical base is not explicitly 
mentioned (e.g., if it is known), these markers simply attach to the right
most element of the semantic head, regardless of its status, whether this is 
a contentive morpheme or a genitive-marked unit. Thus, in the following 
example, the contentive morpheme Zebu 'person' may be omitted when 
it is clear from context. 

17. munu'lsi1J rochob=a'l=ki=ko (cf. munu'lsi1J rochob=a'llebu=ki=ko) 
east side=CJEN=PL=CNTR east side=CJEN person==pr,==cNIR 
'the easterners' (FocusED) 'the people of the east' (FocusED) 

In fact, if there is no further information within the semantic head, as 
this is all known from context, these markers then attach directly to the 
demonstratives, which then serve as "pronominals" of the 3rd person, e.g. 
ho=ki=te 'them' from ho 'that' 

In the following, the status of gender I size and animacy (5.1.1) and 
definiteness (5.1.2) as grammatical categories in Kharia is discussed. The 
categories represented in Table 5.2 are then discussed individually. As 
case marking and adpositions define a Case-syntagma as such, these two 
categories are dealt with in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Strictly speaking, the 
remaining categories can belong to the semantic base of either a TAM! 
PERsoN- or a Case-syntagma, however, for ease of presentation and ref
erence, they too will be discussed in this chapter, beginning with the 
enclitic markers of number (5.4) and inalienable possession (5.5). Follow
ing this the remaining sections deal with proforms (5.6), interrogatives 
and indefinites (5.7), the demonstratives (5.8), quantifiers and classifiers 
(5.9) and modification (5.10), which includes both morphologically sim-
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ple attribution or "adjectives" (5.10.1) and clausal adjuncts or "adverbi
als" (5.10.2). 

5.1.1 Gender I size and animacy as grammatical categories 

There is no grammatical gender in Kharia. There are, however, several 
means of expressing whether a male or female person or animal is being 
referred to. One means is by indicating sex lexically: kopuru'l 'man', 
konselcf.u'l 'woman', kongher 'boy', konsel 'girl', kokro si1]koy 'cock', 
kitur si1]koy 'hen' (the last two from Malhotra, 1982: 66). 

Another common means is through the morpheme -cf.ay 'woman', 
with the intervocalic allomorph -ray, e.g. saw/sou 'husband', saw-ray! 
sou-ray 'wife', kulam 'brother', kulam-cf.ay 'sister', etc. (Malhotra, 1982: 
67, cf also 4.6). For some speakers, cf.ay 'woman' is a free contentive 
morpheme, for others it is restricted to compounds of this type. When 
there is no direct evidence for considering it a free contentive morpheme 
for a particular speaker, such as the ability to take a genitive attribute, it 
will considered a bound morpheme and attached to the preceding element 
graphically through the symbol "-" 3 

A number of lexical morphemes which are specified for gender have 
been borrowed from Indo-Aryan, such as korhi 'lazy' (m.), kor:hni 'lazy' 
(f.). In the large majority of these forms, however, the masculine form 
ends in /a/ and the feminine in /il, e.g. beta 'son', beti 'daughter', bucf.ha 
'old man', bucf.hi 'old woman' These same two endings can also denote 
large/neutral vs. small entities. Again, this use has been borrowed from 
Indo-Aryan, such as cf.o1Jga 'boat' vs. cf.o1Jgi 'small boat' (cf Biligiri, 
1965: 144f), ce1Jna 'chicken, chick Qarger)', ce1Jni 'small chick', ghanta 
'bell', ghanti 'small bell', etc. 

This use is not productive and is restricted to Indo-Aryan borrowings. 
It also has no further morphosyntactic ramifications, especially since the 
"pronominal" system distinguishes neither natural gender nor size (5.6). 

With respect to animacy as a grammatical category: Biligiri (1965) 
assumes a [±animate] distinction in the lexicon, based primarily on the 
fact that animate "nouns" can occur in all three numbers while inanimates 
do not mark for number (Biligiri, 1965: 36). There are, however, numerous 

3 11B use as a free morpheme appears to be restricted to 1he more southerly Kharia
speaking areas. 
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counter-examples in our corpus. Here two examples from the first story 
m our corpus: 

18. kahani lebu=ki khori=ki=te kayom=ta=ki. 
story person==pr, village. section==pr,=oBL speak:==wn.PRs==pr, 

u=ghay 
this=way QUAL.PRS 
'The people tell [this] stocy in the villages. It goes like this.' 

[AK, 1:2] 

19. ro be1t=cJ..om=ki=jo umay ju1J=o'l no i jhliut heke 
and son=3POss==pr,=ADD NEG.3PL ask=ACT.PSTCMPL what animal QUAL.PRS 

lekin ka? kom=ki dho'l=ke mu'l gdQ.=ki=may. 
but bow arrow==pr, grab=SEQ emerge c:TEL==wn.PST=3PL 
'And his sons also didn't ask which animal it is, but, having taken 
their bows and arrows, they went off.' [ AK, 1 :11] 

As the following example from Pinnow (1965a: 40) shows, this does not 
appear to be a recent innovation. although the use of plural marking with 
inanimates may be increasing, considering typical paths of grammatical
ization (e.g. Lehmann, 1995): 

20. jil}ray ho=kac=a'l Jl.o'l=na='l ghaQ. diyo=ga porob=ki 
porcupine that=so.mJM=GEN eat=JNF=GEN PURP daily=roc yam=pL 

ol=na la'l=ki. 
bring==JNF IPFV==wD.PST 
'The porcupine daily brought her yams to eat(= for her eating).' 

Contentive morphemes with inanimate reference do show a stronger ten
dency to remain unmarked for number even when referring to plural enti
ties than do those referring to animates: 

21. tay moJl. moJl. bhai=ki=ya'l Jllinl Q.ho1Q.=ta Q.hdQ.ta ho=kac 
then one REP brother=PL=GEN name tak:e=cvB REP 

thisa=na mQz"e=yo'l. 
call.out==JNF start=AcT.PST 

that=so.HUM 

'Then, taking the names of the brothers one by one, he began to call 
out [to them].' [AK, 1:28] 
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Nevertheless, at least in the spoken language, we also find numerous 
examples in which this holds for animates as well. In some cases, plural
ity is indicated by some other means, such as a quantifier: 

22. ro sou1b bhai=ga ho=ghay=ga enem tJ.a['l} 
and all brother=FOc that=way=roc without water 

utJ.=ga eiJ tJ.el=ki=may. 
drink=Foc return come==MfD.Psr-=3PL 

'And all brothers thus returned, without drinking water.' [AK, 1:51] 

In other cases only context can determine the correct interpretation, espe
cially when the TAMIPER.soN-syntagma is also not explicitly marked for 
plurality:4 

23. la'l anil}=te anirj=a'l purkha olso'lol=o'l. la'l 
then lPL.INCL=OBL lPL.INCL=GEN ancestor bring=AcT.PST then 

ho=ki=ya'l tho1J=jo yad 
that=PL=oEN for=ADD memwy 

bahut jaruri he lee. 
great necessity QUAL.PRS 

karay=na 
do==JNF 

ani1J=a'l 
lPL.INCL=GEN 

'Then our ancestors brought us [here]. Thus, it is very important that 
we remember them.' [MS, 1:159] 

We also find cases in which a Case-syntagma is marked for plurality, 
whereas the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is not: 

24. ho=ki bohut dinu aw=ki ro moJl =ga 
that=PL many day StaY==MfD.PST and one==Foc 

be1t=tJ.om aw=ki. 
son=3POSS QUAL==MfD.PST 

' ... they stayed many days and they had(= there was) one son.' 
[MS, 1:21] 

4 It is interesting to note in 1his example that the profonn ho=ki=ya?, which refers to 
the same group of people as purkha 'ancestor[s]', is marked for plmality. Apparently, 
profonns are more prone to overt nmn ber marking when 1hey refer to a non-singular entity 
than conten1ive morphemes. 
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In sum, although Case-syntagmas which refer to non-singular inanimate 
entities do show a greater tendency to lack overt number marking than 
those referring to animate entities, both types of Case-syntagmas can lack 
overt number marking and, pace Biligiri, both types are also compatible 
with overt number marking, at least in our corpus. 

Note that there is a classifier, j(h)an, which is restricted to human ref
erence (5.9.2), which would seem to suggest that, while there may not 
be a [±animate] distinction in the lexicon, there is perhaps a [±human] 
distinction. This argument is further strengthened by the fact that there is 
a similar distinction in the "pronominal" system (5.6). 

However, the evidence for such an analysis is not entirely convinc
ing: First, the classifier j(h)an can always be replaced by the more com
mon general classifier =o, which is compatible with human, non-human 
animate, and non-animate reference, and classifiers are never obligatory. 
In addition, the [±human] distinction in the "pronominal" system is not 
strictly observed: [+human] forms can be used in reference to non-human 
entities and [-human] forms are also occasionally found with reference to 
humans (see 5.6 for examples). 

There is thus no clear -cut division of the lexicon into [±animate] or 
for natural gender which is relevant for any morphosyntactic processes. 
While there is some evidence for a [±human] distinction, this distinction 
is not consistently observed. 

5 .1. 2 Definiteness and indefiniteness as grammatical categories 

Kharia has no definite articles. To indicate that a referential expression is 
to be interpreted as definite there are a number of strategies: 

- The use of the oblique case marker with definite direct objects, which 
is restricted to Case-syntagmas with definite reference. With "indirect" 
objects and adverbials, however, its use is more or less mandatory 
(5.2); 

- The use of demonstratives (5.8); 
- Word order, with topical, generally definite information preceding 

focused information (7. 7). 

On the other hand, to refer to an unspecified, non-definite referential 
entity, moJl or ek 'one' is used similarly to an indefinite article in Eng
lish, as in the following example, where the cave is being referred to for 
the first time. 
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25. sou?b se maha be1t==t/.om simca, mop mat:a=te cf.a"l kuy=o"l. 
all ABL big son=3poss Simra one cave=oBL water find=AcT.PST 

'His eldest son, Simra, found water in a cave.' [AK., 1:22] 

In this example, the cave is being introduced into the narrative. Although 
it is not mentioned again for several lines of text, in line [AK., 1:34] it is 
mentioned again (as well as repeatedly after that), where it is not marked 
by moJI. or ek and is marked as definite through the use of the demonstra
tive ho 'that.MEDIAL': 

26. tay beghma col=ki ro ho mat:a bo'l=te 
then Beghma go==wn.PST and that cave place=oBL 

cf.am=ki. 
arrive==wn .PST 

'Then .. Beghma went and he arrived at that cave.' [AK, 1 :34] 

5.2 CASE 

Case is denoted in Kharia by enclitics which attach directly to the right
most element of the semantic head of a Case-syntagma. There are three 
morphological cases: 

Direct (zero marking)--the case of subjects, non-definite countable 
objects, and non-countable objects; 

Oblique (marked by =te)--marks definite objects, "indirect objects" and 
some adjunct types. 

Genitive (marked by =(y)a1Y-the case in which a semantic base appears I 
can appear (see discussion below) when it functions as an attribute in 
a larger semantic base. 

Note that a number of temporal and locative deictics have special geni
tive forms: 

5 From a historical perspective. =a'i is 1he original fonn of this suffix, which is still 
found in most nor1h Mmda languages. The fonn =ya'i results from the insertion of a 
non-phonemic glide in certain phonological environments which has become more or less 
mandatory and spread to other environments (see Section 2.4). Other allomorphs are =wtD 
(after /o/ and /u!), ='i after /a!, =na'l occasionally wi1h demonstratives and =ga'l in anum
ber of deictic expressions but, with the exception of these last two. in all 1hese environ
ments as well =ya'i is the most common fonn. 
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27. icf.a"l 'yesterday' 
musa 'today' 
tucf.a 'tomorrow' 
hote 'there' 

icf.=ga"l 'yesterday's' 
mus=ga"l 'today' s' 
tucf.=ga"l 'tomorrow's' 
hote=ya"l, hot=a'l, hot=ga"l 
ute=ya'l, ut=a'l, ut=ga"l ute 'here' 

Case markers otherwise show no irregularities and simply attach to the 
rightmost element of the semantic base, regardless of its status. 

Direct vs. oblique case 
Consider the following example. Here the subject is morphologically 
unmarked(= direct case) while the oblique marker is used to signal both 
the locative adjunct (ho maca bo"l=te) as well as the definite direct object 
(cf.a"l=te): 

28. la"l porha=jo col=ki ro yo=te, ho mara 
then Porha=ADn go~.PST and see=AcT.PRS that cave 

bo'l=te cf.am=ki cf.a"l=te yo =yo"'. 
place=oBL anive~.PST water=OBL see=ACT.PST 
'Then Porha also went and looks, he arrived at the cave [and] saw 
the water.' [AK, 1:39] 

The use of the oblique marker is somewhat speaker-specific. This is espe
cially true with respect to "mass nouns" or non-countable entities. For 
example, for many speakers, cf.a"l in the last example would not be marked 
for the oblique marker =te as it is not a countable entity. 

As noted, the oblique is also used to refer to what translate as indirect 
objects (7.1) as well as certain adjuncts. Generally, if the recipient or 
goal of a trivalent predicate is mentioned and marked for the oblique, 
the direct object is not marked for the oblique case, as in the following 
example: 

29. raksin gam=te "ol=e u beta ijl=te, jughay=ga 
witch say=ACT.PRS bring=AcT.IRR this boy lso=OBL much==roc 

sa"ldhe=si"l. " 
torment=PERF 
'The witch says "Bring this boy to me, he has tormented me so very 
much." ' [BB, 1: 81 ] 
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However, the recipient I goal as well as the direct object may both be 
marked for the oblique case: 

30. rata saiJgo=qom=te sob kayom=te utun=o?. 
Rata friend=3POss=oBL all matter=oBL relate=AcT.PST 

'Rata related the entire matter to his friend.' [BB, 2:55] 

Also, although locative adjuncts are generally marked for the oblique 
case, as in (28) above, as the following shows, this is not obligatory. 
Also, temporals are rarely marked for the oblique case: 

31. ho=kac din bheir u qair han qair ebo? 
that=so.HUM day entire this branch that branch play 

lo?=na la?=ki. 
ITER==JNF 1PFV~.PST 

'All day he continually played on this branch and that.' [TK, 2:4] 

Thus, the direct case is underspecified with respect to function, whereas 
the oblique case is positively marked in this respect. 

In addition to the functions of the oblique case mentioned above, this 
case is often found with an instrumental interpretation in place of the 
more common postposition tay 'ABL; INST', which is specialized for this 
function and ablativity. 

32. iskul melay=kon arkhi golaiJ=te=ga Zero aw=na 
school stop=sEQ liquor rice.beeFOBL==roc very.drunk QUAL==JNF 

la?=ki. 
1PFV~.PST 

'After quitting school he was usually heavily drunk with liquor and 
rice beer.' [RD, 2:32] 

Finally, there are a number of examples in the corpus where the oblique 
case marks the subject of the clause. Some of these, such as the following 
example, can perhaps be considered production errors: 

33. rata=te konthecf. bajhay=na=ya? mon um karay=na 
Rata=oBL bird trap==JNF=GEN mind NEG do==JNF 
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la'l=ki. 
IPFV==MID.PST 
'Rata did not enjoy(= do the mind of) trapping birds.' [BB, 2:17] 

Here we can probably assume that the author originally intended to use 
the predicate mon aw 'mind QUAL', with approximately the same meaning 
as mon karay 'enjoy' but which requires an experiencer in the oblique 
case (6.3.4.2), but then used the predicate mon karay, which takes a 
direct-case subject. 

There are, however, a number of cases in which this analysis is less 
certain, as in the following: 

34. mudui=ki=te=ko daw kuy=o'l=ki. 
enemy=pL=oBL=cNTR chance find=AcT.PS19'L 
'The enemy found an opportunity.' [MT, 1:93] 

Although seldom, such examples do occur and, since they are generally 
restricted to the two southern-most speakers, it may well be that there is 
a certain regularity behind the use of the oblique case with subjects which 
is not yet clear and requires further study. 6 

Direct case vs. genitive 
As noted above, the genitive is used to incorporate a semantic base as 
a modifier into another, larger semantic base. Consider the following 
example: 

35. ho ra'l-ra'l gharj juJUlY=kon lebu=ki korJ=o'l=may 
that blossom-RDP smell smell=sEQ person==}'~, know=AcT.Psr-3PL 

no u daru kuda koloiJ=ya1 daru heke. 
CMPL this tree millet bread=cmN tree PRS.coP 
'When they smelled the smell of the flowers, the people knew that 
this tree is a millet bread tree.' [BB, 1 :20] 

Here, kuda kolorJ is marked for the genitive as part of the larger semantic 
base. The fact that ra'l-ra'l is not marked for the genitive could perhaps 

6 Note e.g. that 1he use of the cognate fonn te in Santali, which Neukorn (2001) tenns 
1he ins1rumental I alla1i.ve. is in fact productively used for "emphasis of the subjecf' (Neu
korn, 2001: 27f). 
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be considered a kind of "haplology" for the expected-and fully gram
matical-form rdl-rdl=ya'l 'blossom-RDP=oEN', although this is purely 
speculative. 

Similar to the discussion above in which the direct case is found in a 
number of environments in which we would normally expect the oblique 
marker =te, the genitive is also often not found in environments where 
it might be expected, although the reasons for this are not entirely clear. 
Consider the following example: 

36. kongher merom gupa=na melay=kon, kuda koloiJ daru=te=ga 
boy goat shepherd==JNF leave=sEQ millet bread tree=oBL::Poc 

i[ib tunbo'l aw=na ldl=ki. 
night midday live==JNF IPFV==wD.PST 

'The boy gave up shepherding the goats and lived day and night only 
in the millet bread tree.' [BB, 1:25] 

In (36) we find the exact same entity being referred to by the same author 
as in (35), but this time the semantic base is not marked for the genitive 
but rather appears unmarked for case, i.e., in the "direct case" In fact, it 
is quite common for semantic bases to appear without genitive marking 
when incorporated into a larger semantic base. Thus, here once again the 
direct case is not only morphologically unmarked, it is also unmarked 
with respect to function: While the function of the genitive is unambigu
ous when it is found, speakers obviously have a certain degree of freedom 
as to when to use it. When "possession" (in the sense of ownership) is 
intended, the genitive always appears to be used.7 However, when the 
relationship between the incorporated semantic base and the superordi
nate semantic base is not one of possession in the usual sense, the use of 
the genitive is apparently not obligatory. 

As noted above, case markers attach directly to the last element of 
the semantic base. This differs from the adpositions (5.3), which either 
always take the genitive or which take the genitive with personal pro
forms and proper names: 

37. o'l=te 'the house (oBJ); in the house' 
house=oBL 

CASE MARKER 

7 Or one of the markers of inalienable possession, see Section 5.5. 
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38. og=dl bahare 'outside the house' POSTPosmoN 
house=oEN outside 

There is only one construction in which the oblique marker =te can co
occur with the genitive: If the lexical head of a Case-syntagma phrase is 
not overtly expressed. as its identity is already known or is considered 
unimportant, the oblique marker =te attaches to the right-most element 
of the remaining semantic base, regardless of its status. If this element is 
a genitive determiner, this results in apparent "double case" marking. It 
is especially common with predicative alienable possession and with the 
meaning 'at the home I place of: 

39. ip=a1=te saykal ayi~·. 

lso=GEN=oBL bicycle QUAL.PRS 

'I have a bicycle.' 

This may be considered a "reduced" form of the following construction, 
in which the lexical head is overtly mentioned: 

40. ip=a1 bo1=te saykal ayi~·. 

lso=GEN place=oBL bicycle QUAL.PRS 

'I have a bicycle.' Oiterally: 'There is a bicycle at my place.') 

The same is also true of the meaning 'at the home I place of: 

41. am=a?=te 
2so=GEN=oBL 

am=dl bo?=te 
2so=oEN place=oBL 

'at your place' 

As the lexical head, bo? 'place', is omitted in (39) and (41), the case 
marker =te simply attaches to the right-most element of the remaining 
semantic base, as was the case in (17) with respect to number marking.8 

8 Malhotra (1982: 110) provides an example in which 1he oblique marker =te attaches 
to 1he genitive in a so-called "dative-subject" environment: iJt=a'l=te /eme4_ /a'l=ta 
[lsa=GEI.'FOBL sleep EMOT9.fiD.PRS] 'I feel sleepy.' Fonns such as 1hese are exceedingly rare 
and I have no such forms in my own corpus. Most important for the dialect I am describing 
here however is 1he fact 1hat these exrnples were rejected by speakers I consulted Hence 
I will consider 1hern dialectal or perhaps idiolectal fonns. Examples such as these may, 
however, be remnants of a postpositional origin of =te. 
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5.3 AnPosmoNs 

Adpositional phrases in Kharia consist of adpositions, generally postposi
tions, and a semantic base, often marked for the genitive, as in the fol
lowing example: 

42. ro gam=o1 no "ijt=te konon konon daru=ya1 konon 
and say=ACT.PST CMPL lSCFOBL small REP wood=GEN small 

kumt,u?=ki=ya? tholJ khelawna bay=na sikhay[=e]." 
child==J>L=oEN PURP doll make==JNF teach=AcT.IRR 
'And he said "Teach me how to make small wooden dolls for young 
(=small) children."' [BB, 2:56] 

Kharia has a large number of postpositions and one preposition. There are 
also a number of elements which show many similarities to postpositions 
but which have only partially grammaticalized. 

Adpositions in Kharia differ from case markers in that adpositions gen
erally require the genitive case when the semantic head is a proform or 
proper name, otherwise the direct case. Case markers, on the other hand, 
attach directly to the last element of the semantic base and never take the 
genitive. 9 In the following the most common adpositions are discussed 
as well as a number of forms which have not fully grammaticalized into 
adpositions. 

enem 'without' 
This is the only preposition in the language. Except in its depictive use 
(7.5.1.6) and when used to negate the masdar (see below) or a sequential 
converb (6.6.2.3), a semantic base always appears in the genitive, at least 
in our texts and in the first half of those in Pinnow (1965 a): 

43. ani jahli tflj col=ta=ni1J. u=te=ko 
come.on INDEF side go==MfD.PRS=lPL.INCL this=oBL(='here')=cN"IR 

enem qa1=ya1 gdj go2Q.=na=ni1J. 
without water=GEN die c:TEL==MfD.IRR=lPL.INCL 
'Come on! Let's go somewhere. Here we will die without water.' 

[TK, 1:7] 

9 Unless of course this element itself is already marked for 1he genitive for o1her rea
sons. See 5.2, (39)-(41). 
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enem is also used to negate a secondary (or "non-finite") predicate whose 
semantic head is a masdar (here: aw-aw). 10 The entire Case-syntagma 
here appears in the oblique case to denote its adjunct status. The use of 
the oblique marker =te here is thus not connected to enem but to the 
adjunct status of this secondary predicate. 

44. enem 
without 

ro 
and 

rani=kiyar=a'l 
queen=nu=cmN 

aw-aw=te 
QUAL-RDFOBL 

khcqjya=ki ka{jlj=ko Q..her=ga akbakay=ki=may. 
Kharia==J>L somewhat=CNTR very=roc be.in.a.fluny=MID.Ps-r=3PL 
'Without there being a king and queen, the Kharia panicked some
what.' [MT, 1 :104] 

The postpositions 
There are simple and complex postpositions in Kharia. Most simple post
positions are not further analyzable from a synchronic perspective. A few 
of these, such as lekhe and motabik in the following list, have been bor
rowed from Indo-Aryan. 

45. bU1J 'with; INST; COMMITATIVE' 

gha2Q.. 'for; PURP' 

lekhe 'like, similar to' 
lo'IQ..ho 'after' 

motabik 'according to' 
tay 'ABL' 

se1J 'before' (TEMP) 
thorn, tho1) 'for; PURP' 

To this jou (seldom: jaw) 'up to, as far as, until' can tentatively be added. 
However, in all examples in our corpus, jou never takes the genitive case 
as do other postpositions, suggesting that it may in fact be a case marker, 
although this could also be due to the fact that it does not occur anywhere 
in our corpus with proforms. Its status as a postposition is thus somewhat 
questionable and requires further study. 

As already noted, these postpositions generally take the genitive with 
proforms and proper names and the direct case with other semantic bases. 
This suggests that the relevant criterion is definiteness. 

46. i.Jt =a'l bu1J 'with me' ho=kar=a'l tay 'from him/her' 
lsa=GEN INST that=sa.HUM=GEN ABL 

10 See 6.6.2.1. Note the use of the genitive here (rani=kiyar=a'l) is not related to the 
preposition enem but marks the "subjecf' of the rnasdar. 
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kinir tay 'from a/the forest' 
forest ABL 

However, this is not a hard-and-fast rule, as the following example shows, 
although it is still compatible with an analysis in terms of definiteness 
(due to the presence of marking for inalienable possession): 

47. janam=no=m=a? 
bllth=2poss=2so=GEN 

am=te. 
2so=OBL 

setJ=ga 
before=FOc 

oh rei ray=si''lcJ.=ijt 
INTERJ choose==J>ER.F=lsa 

'Ah! Even before your birth I chose you.' [RK, 12:4] 

Cf. also examples (223) and (224) on pages 204-205 for a contrast of 
the presence and absence of the genitive case with the same postposition 
(lekhe), corresponding to a definite/indefinite interpretation. 

Complex postpositions generally derive from oblique-case relational 
semantic heads, whereby the oblique marker is generally no longer oblig
atory. Many of these forms derive from Indo-Aryan: 

48. badte 'after' (lA) 
bahar{=te) 'outside of' (lA) 
bhitare(=te) 'within' (lA) 
kuncJ.a?fJ(=te) 'behind' 

mo'ljhi(=te) 'amidst, among' (lA) 
mugam(=te) 'in front of' 
toblu7J(=te) 'on top of, above' 
tuta(=te) 'under, below' 

As with the simple postpositions, complex postpositions generally take 
the genitive with proforms and proper names, but show a higher tendency 
to take the genitive with other semantic bases as well. 

49. sadhu=ki=ya'l mo'ljhite 'amongst the holy men' 
holy.man==J>L=GEN amongst 

They do not require the genitive, however: tunbo'l mo'ljhite 'in the mid
dle of the day' Consider also the following example: 

50. tama u eriya=te urjsa=te=jo samay gor:=ki=may 
now this area=oBL Orissa=oBL=ADn meet c:TEL==wD.PS-r=3PL 

u bhitarete samay=ki=may. 
this within meet==wD.PS-r=3PL 
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'And now, in this area, and in Orissa as well, they met up with one 
another, here (=within this they met).' [MS, 1:235] 

There are also at least two postpositions which have evolved from conten
tive morphemes denoting 'place' and the simple postposition tay 'ABL' 

The ablative meaning seems to have been lost entirely here: 

51. bo?tay, kho'ltay 'up to, until, as far as' (cf. bo'l 'place', kho'l 'place') 

52. ho=kac cJ.isa'l Qjsa'l kho1tay=jo merom gupa=na 
that=sG.HUM far REP up.to=ADD goat guard=JNF 

la'l=kho'l. 
IPFV=pgT.ll 
'He used to tend the goats, even going(= also up to) very far.' 

[RD, 1:4] 

Alternatively, the form kho?te, with the same meaning, is also found: 

53. ina no lelbcJ.om, gupa kac, diyo=ga acJ.i=ya'l merom=ki=te 
because boss guard person daily=roc ANAPIFGEN goat=pL=oBL 

ka<b>tib=na='l thorJ poga bajay=na la'l=kho'l 
gather-<cAus>=JNF=GEN PURP hom sound=JNF IPFV=pgT.n 

ro soub bherj merom=ki le2bcJ.om=ya'l kho1te cJ.el kan=na 
and all sheep goa~ boss=CJEN up. to come coNT=JNF 

la'l=kho'l=may. 
IPFV=pgT .n=3PL 
'Because the boss, the shepherd, would daily sound the horn to gather 
his goats, and all the sheep and goats would come to the boss.' 

[RD, 1:12] 

54. ab=a'l raksin acJ.i=ya'l gone ro ramacJ.=ki=te cokhay=o'l 
fiOw=FOC witch ANAPIFGEN tooth and nail=pr,=oBL sharpen=AcT.PST 

ro daru cJ.eb=na tho7J sumbo'l kho'l=te col=ki. 
and tree ascend=JNF PURP base place=oBL go~.PST 
'Now the witch sharpened her teeth and (finger )nails and went to the 
base [of the tree] to climb it.' [BB, 1:36] 
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Cases such as these last two examples are perhaps better considered 
oblique-case marked Case-syntagmas, where the lexical head of the 
semantic base is the lexical morpheme kho'l 'place', as suggested by the 
glosses.U 

There are also a number of elements which show some similarities to 
postpositions while retaining to some degree the characteristics of the 
categories from which they have developed, whether a non-finite TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma or a Case-syntagma in adjunct function: 

"Postpositions "from converbs 
Kharia has (at least) the following three forms which, while retaining 
their original meanings in most contexts, have also taken on a new, gram
maticalized meaning. Incidentally, all three examples have corresponding 
forms in a large number of other South Asian languages. 

hoy=kon 'via, by way of' 

55. ho=ki iran balucistan 
that=PL Iran Baluchistan 

Q..am=ki=may. 
anive==MIO .Psr-=3PL 

hoy=kon 
become=SEQ 

dhirom dhirom 
slowly REP 

'They arrived slowly via (= having become {in]) Iran and Bal
uchistan.' [MT, 1 :36] 

melay=kon 'other than, except for' 
Said by a dog in a children's story who had been looking for a friend 
among the animals of the forest but then realized that no animal was as 
worthy of being his friend as people. Note that lebu=te is marked for the 
oblique case, showing that this is not a true postposition. 

56. u duniyli=te lebu=te melay=kon ijt=a'l Sal} gO bone=na 
this world=oBL man=oBL leave=sEQ lsa==GEN friend become==mF 

laik ber=jo hoQ..om umborfj=may. 
worthy who=ADn other NEG.QUAL.PRS=3PL 

11 See below, "Postpositions from adjlDlcts". However, unlike bo? 'place', which is dis
cussed in that section, kho? 'place' does not occur in my data in corglDlction wi1h 1he plural 
marker and seems to have a different status 1han bo?. This issue requires further study. 
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'In this world other than (= having left) people there are no others 
worthy of becoming my friend.' [BB, 3 :67] 

dho'l=kon 'with' 
In addition to its original meaning 'having taken', dho'l=kon (or here 
the dialectal variant dho'l=kan) can have an instrumental or commitative 
meaning. Note that here, as with melay=kon above, the supposed "object 
of the postposition" is marked for the oblique case. 

51. ro ho naw beta kimin=ki=te=ga 
and that nine son daughter.in.law=PL=oBL==roc 

hindustan ... cf.el=ki=ki. 
India come~.Psr-PL 

dho'l=kan 
grab= SEQ 

'and with (= having taken) those 
law, they came to India.' 

9 sons [and 9] daughters-in
[MS, 1:58] 

"Postpositions" from adjuncts 
There are two locative markers, bo'lte 'Loc' and hinte 'Loc', and one 
allative marker, tilj 'side, direction' which, in addition to their original 
meaning, also have many of the characteristics of postpositions. 

bo'lte 
bo'l(te), literally 'at the place (of )', commonly functions as a general 
locative marker, as in the following example. In examples such as these, 
it is debatable as to how much of the original lexical meaning of this 
morpheme remains. 

58. jahay kon=ga ho daru bo'l=te 
INDEF.HUM INDEFFOC that tree place=OBL 

cf.am=na la'l=ki=may. 
anive=INF IPFV~.PS"F3PL 

'Some people began to come to that tree.' [BB, 1:26] 

As can be seen in the last example, bo'l is glossed here as 'place' This is 
primarily because it is often difficult to determine the extent to which it 
has lost its lexical meaning. For example, (58) could easily be analyzed 
as having a locative adjunct, bo'lte, the (adverbial) Case-syntagma, which 
is modified by ho daru 'that tree', i.e., 'that tree place' It could, however, 
also be analyzed as a postposition. 
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However, this latter analysis does not always seem possible, as in the 
following examples, due to the presence of plural marking on bo'l: 

59. suru=te=ko kayam=na umay lam=te 
begilnllng=oBL=CNTR speak=INF NEG.3PL seek=ACT.PRS 

lekin ab ina no iskul bo'l=ki=te=jo ab kha[iya=ya'l 
but now because school place=PI.=oBL=ADD now Kharia=GEN 

parhai suru hoy=tdj. 
teaching beginning become==MII) .PRoo 
'At first, they don't want to speak [Kharia] but now because, at 
schools, too, the teaching ofKharia is beginning.' [AK, 5:23] 

60. khoti po'lda bo'l=ki=te tam jou kha[iya=ki 
village.secti.on village place=PI.=oBL now up.to Kharia=PI. 

kaqpm cakhna['l] hinte Sa1JSa1J umay may=te. 
fish cuny LOC turmeric NEG.3PL mix=AcT.PRS 
'Up to the present day, in the villages and village sections, the Kharia 
do not mix turmeric into fish curries.' [MT, 1: 115] 

There are often almost identical contexts in the corpus in which the same 
entity is referred to once with and once without bo'l, strongly suggesting 

that the use of bo'l is entirely facultative: 

61. ihari naw=o kulam hoy=ke a pan a pan gotor 
all nine=cLASS brother become=SEQ REFL REP clan 

Jlo'l=na parej gu1cf.=ga u tha{O bo'l=ki=te 
eat==INF abstain lik:e=FOC this place place=PI.=oBL 

cf.oko=ki=may. 
sit. down==MII).PST=3PL 
'They all became nine families ( = brothers), each abstaining from 
eating [the animal of] its own family [i.e., their totem animal, and] 
settled in these places.' [MT, 1 :247] 

62. u thato=ki=te=jo purkha=ki umay sekh=o'l. 
this place=PI.=oBL=ADn ancestor=PI. NEG.3PL be.held=AcT.PST 

'In these places as well the ancestors could not be contained [i.e., 
they were too numerous].' [MT, 1 :248] 
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As (59), (60) and (61) show, bo'l can also retain all of the morphological 
marking of a semantic base. This strongly suggests that it is not a postpo
sition, despite the "semantic bleaching" which has taken place. 

hinte 
Similarly, hinte, which derives from hin 'that (msTAL)' and the oblique 
case marker =te, originally with the meaning 'there, at that [place]', has 
developed in the speech of many speakers to a (pseudo-)locative postposi
tion. Unlike bo'lte above, however, in which bo'l 'place' originally func
tioned as the semantic head of a Case-syntagma, hinte would appear to 
have originally been used in appositive function with the meaning 'there' 
(cf also hinte in (60) above). 

63. modi=ya'l konon bet=cJpm=te 
Modi=GEN small son=3poss=oBL 

ban tar=o'l=ki. 
spell beat=ACT.PST==J'L 

cl..ain=ki 
witch==J>L 

kata hinte 
foot we 

'Witches cast(= beat) a spell on Modi's youngest son's feet.' 

64. ki~"te no kiljte memon 
how.much or how.much year 

rokecl.. hinte smJgoq=ki=may. 
sand LOC waJk=Mm.PSr-3PL 

jou 
up. to 

kha[iya 
Kharia 

[RD, 2:103] 

maha 
big 

maha 
REP 

'For a couple of years the Kharia wandered in the great desert.' 
[MT, 1:6] 

65. rata jal=te theila hinte sajay=kon 
Rata net=oBL (hand)bag Loc put.into=SEQ 

la'ldhe=kon kinir col=ki. 
load=sEQ forest go==MJD.PST 

kunci..ab=te 
back=oBL 

'Rata put the net into the handbag, loaded it on his back and went to 
the forest.' [BB, 2:24] 

Note that hinte in examples such as these is glossed as 'we' and not as 
'there' This is due to the fact that, unlike bo'lte, the semantic contribu
tion of hinte is always minimal in such examples. In addition, were it not 
present, there would be a locative adjunct unmarked for case, although 
locatives are otherwise generally marked for their locative function. Thus 
hinte would seem to have grammaticalized to a greater extent that bo'lte, 
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although it is also found in its original function as a deictic locative with 
the meaning 'there, at that [place]' 

ti] 
ti] 'side; direction' has grammaticalized to some extent so that it now 
often functions as a kind of allative postposition in many contexts: 

66. gam=o1 ro raksin jheriya tij col=ki. 

67. 

say=AcT.PST and witch small.river side go==MJD.PST 
'The witch said [this] and went towards the river [to wash for dinner].' 

[BB, 1:66] 

modi gita1 icf.ib=te pe1 och=o1 ro moJI. 
Modi lie.down night=oBL cooked. rice tak:e.out=ACT.PST and one 

lot a cf.a1 a2cf.=kiyar=ya1 gita1 kothri 
cup water ANAPH=nu=c:mN lie.down room 

tPj cjj<1bh>ar=o1. 
side enter-<cAus>=AcT.PST 
'At bed-time Modi took out some cooked rice and a cup of water 
and brought them to the couple's (=their (nu)) bedroom.' 

[RD, 2:59] 

As the examples show, tij· is glossed as 'side' This is a somewhat arbi
trary decision, as it is not clear to what extent it has lost its lexical content 
in these examples. At any rate, as the following examples show, it clearly 
does not form a compound with the lexical head of the semantic base of 
the Case-syntagma, as the semantic head in the following two examples 
is separated from ti] by plural marking: 

68. kinir jhaJ]kor biru=ki 
forest ECHO mountain==pr, 

sarak tPj col=ki. 
road side go==MJD.PST 

tPj paro=ga ho=kar 
side cross==roc that=so.HUM 

rel 
train 

'[When] crossing towards the forests and mountains, he followed 
(=went [on] the side [of]) the train tracks.' [RD, 1:6] 

69. u bo?=ki tPj=ga ci1Jna=ki buli khor=na la?=ki=may. 
this place=PL side=Foc chick==pr, wander ITER==JNF IPFV==MJD.PST=3PL 
'The chicks were all running all over the place here(= towards these 
places).' 
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Finally, note that ti~· very occasionally does not refer to movement towards 
a goal but appears to have a purely stative locative interpretation: 

70. gupa cf.iic tij kongher mOJl. gah(:a Zay=sikh=o'l, 
shephard field side boy one hole dig==J>ERF=AcT.PST 

ho=te=ga koZo1}=te tiZ=na Za'l=ki. 
that=oBL(= 'there')==roc bread=oBL bwy=INF IPFV==wD.PST 
'The boy had dug a hole at the grazing field, on that very spot he 
used to bury the bread.' [BB, 1 : 15] 

5.4 NUMBER 

Kharia has three grammatical numbers, both on Case-syntagmas and 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas: Singular (unmarked), dual (marked by =kiyar) 
and plural (marked by =ki). 12 Number marking for non-singular entities 
is optional in the spoken language, especially if these are non-human. In 
written texts, number marking is generally considered obligatory, even if 
duality or plurality is indicated elsewhere in the clause. 

71. Zebu(= Zebu=@) 'man, person' Zebu=kiyar 'two men, two people' 
Zebu=ki 'men, people' 

Number is often marked only once per clause in the spoken language
either on a Case-syntagma or on the TAMIPERSON-syntagma (for subjects), 
but often not on both: 

72. ho=ki bohut dinu aw=ki ro moJI.=ga be2t=cf.om 
that==pr, many day stay==wo.PST and Olle=FOC son=3POSS 

aw=ki. 
QUAL==wD.PST 

they stayed many days and they had one son.' [MS, 1 :21] 

73. u=ghay andaj cf.om=ta no ata bhere israeli lebu=ki 
this=way guess PAss==wo.PRS CMPL Q time Israeli person==pr, 

12 On the relationship between =ki and =kiyar ( < *ki=bar 'FL=two'?) see Pinnow (1966: 
164). 
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rusu1J samudar=te paro=na la?=ki, hin bhere=jo 
red ocean=oBL cross==JNF IPFV=MID.PST then time=ADD 

kha[iya=ki ho bo'l=ki =te=ga aw=ki=may. 
Kharia=pr, that place=pr,=oBL=roC QUAL=MID.PST=3PL 

'Thus it is assumed(= guessed) that at the time that the Israelis were 
crossing the Red Sea, at that time the Kharia were at those places as 
well.' [MT, 1:22] 

Compare also the occurrence of kha[iya=ki in example (73) with the 
form kha[iya in the next example. Here, only the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma 
indicates the plurality of the subject. 

74. la'l ho=te khali kha{iya bheir aw=ki=may 
then that=oBL(= 'there') only Kharia much live=MID.PST=3PL 

oqp'l hoqpm j ait=ko ... ho=ki kuday=ga 
and other ethnic.group=CNTR that=PL chase=Foc 

ol=te~·=ki 

V2:bring=AcT.PROCFPL 
'Then only the Kharia lived there and they drive away the other eth
nic groups.' [MS, 1 :153] 

The "singular" is thus both morphologically and functionally unmarked. 
A Case-syntagma unmarked for number may thus refer either to a sin
gular or non-singular entity, whereas dual and plural marking are both 
positively marked. 

"Dual" and "Plural" 
In addition to their primary function of denoting duality and plurality, 
the markers referred to here as "dual" and "plural" also have a number 
of other functions, which we now turn to. 

"Dual" 
The "dual" in combination with a personal name refers to that person and 
a person who is related to him or her in some fashion, usually a husband 
or wife, as in the next examples. 

75. a?b etwa=kiyar modi=ya'l biha=ya'l tiha=na 
now Etwa=nu Modi=CJEN many==oEN arrange==JNF 
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absi ph=o'l=kiyar. 
begin=AcT.PSr-DU 
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'Now Etwa and his wife began to arrange for Modi's wedding.' 
[RD, 2:44] 

76. modi=kiyar=ya1 lachan yo=kon a"'b ayo aba=qpm=kiyar 
Modi=nu=GEN behaviour see=SEQ now mother father=3POss=nu 

ro kulam=qpm=ki bikhre go2ci=ki=may. 
and sibling=3POss==pr, annoy c:TEL==wo.PST=3PL 
'Seeing the behaviour ofModi and his wife, his mother and father and 
his brothers became annoyed.' [RD, 2:8 8] 

Another, more common use of the "dual" is to denote politeness or 
"honorificity" (HoN). In the first and second persons, this use is restricted 
to singular entities, where the exclusive form of the first person, dual 
(ij1,jar) is used in reference to oneself when speaking to someone to whom 
respect is to be shown and the second person, dual (ambar), to address 
someone to whom respect is due. In the third person, on the other hand, 
the use of the dual marker is found in reference to both singular and non
singular entities. Both the T AMIPER.soN-syntagma and a Case-syntagma 
are generally marked for the "dual"Jhonorific. 

77. ho=kac=a'l tay konon bahin=kiyar tama 
that=so.HUM=GEN ABL small sister=HoN now 

intermicl.iyczt=a'l paricha likha=te=kiyar. 
intermediate=GEN exam write=AcT.PRs=3.HoN 
'Her younger sister (aoN) is now writing the intermediate exams.' 

[AK, 4:12] 

78. ghaci acJj je bhere e1J=ki r[o] aba=ciom=te 
therefore ANAPH CREL time return==wo.PsT and father=3Poss=oBL 

sou2b bhai=kiyar=a1 sori'l potom=te kholay 
all brother=aoN=GEN together bundle=oBL open 

kholay ob-yo=na la'l=ki=may, se bhere acJj=ya'l 
REP CAUS-See=JNF IPFV==wD.PST=3PL that time ANAPH=GEN 

potom=te sore1J kui=ki. 
bundle=oBL stone find=wn.PsT 
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'Therefore, when he returned, and along with all his [8] brothers 
(HoN) they opened the bundles and were showing them to their father, 
at that time he [unexpectedly] found a stone in his own bundle.' 

[AK, 1:73] 

"Plural" 
In addition to denoting more than two of a particular entity, the plural is 
also often used to denote approximation: 

79. u bo1=ki ti~·=ga ci1Jna=ki buli khor=na la'l=ki=may. 
this place=pr, side=FOc chick=pr, wander ITER=JNF IPFV==MID.PST=3PL 
'The chicks were all running all over the place here ( = to these 
places).' 

80. ho=ki hepha1«t_=ki=te=ga qpko=ki=may. 
that=PI, vicinity=pr,=oBL==roc sit.down==MID.PST=3PL 
'They settled in the (general} vicinity.' 

Other common examples: icf..a'l=ki 'yesterday or so', tucf..a=ki 'tomorrow 
or so': [MT, 1:246] 

81. ho=kac i«t_a?=ki cf..el=ki hoy. 
that=so.HUM yesterday=pr, come==MID.PST INFER 

'Sihe came yesterday (or so), I guess.' 

Another common, related use is to denote "etc.", "or whatever": 

82. de 
well 

babu, amdcf.. gujuiJ=na 
boy wash.face wash.feet==MID.IRR 

ro'l 
FOC 

cf..or=e=m tay dukham sukham=na=pe. 
A:TEL=AcT.IRR=2sothen chat==MID.IRR=2PL 

«t_a?=ki 
water=pr, 

'Well then, boy, wash your face and feet. Then you will drink water 
(etc., or whatever) and then you will all have a chat.' 

[Kerketta, 1990: 26] 

The plural can also be used to designate someone and his or her family 
members as a kind of collective: 

83. gomke=ki=ya? tho1J konke'l romkub=ya'l pe'l 
slender husked.rice=oEN cooked.rice 
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dui=yo slijh isin=na la'l=ki. 
two=cLASS evening cook=JNF IPFV=MID.PST 
'For the master [and his wife and brother], [a servant] cooked fine 
(= slender) rice at two o'clock in the afternoon(= evening).' 

[BB, 1:9] 

The plural is also occasionally found when referring to a (single) group 
of people (84) or to a group of objects (85) collectively: 

84. 

85. 

mudui=ki 'the enemy' 
enemy=PL 

col=kon ka1 kom, tarvair, rmrJay ro dhoti=ki 
go=SEQ bow arrow sword weapon and dhoti==J>L 

ol=kon raja=te ter=te. 
bring=sEQ king=oBL give=AcT.PRS 
'[He] goes, brings the bow and arrows, sword, mitjai and dhoti and 
gives them to the king.' [Kerketta, 1990: 5] 

Finally, another means of denoting the non-singularity of an entity is 
through the repetition of a determiner or modifier, as in the following 
two examples. 

86. kinir=te kisim kisim=ya1 konthecf. ro hocf.om jiwjantu=ki 

87. 

forest=oBL type REFGEN bird and other animal =pL 

aw=na la'l=ki=may. 
live==mF IPFV==wD.PST=3PL 

'In the forest lived ma1¥)' different types of birds and other animals.' 
[BB, 2:5] 

acfj=ya'l rup bu1J=ga konon konon murti 
ANAPIFGEN form INSr-=FOC small REP statue 

bay=o'l. 
ma.k:e=AcT.PST 

He made small statues in(= with) his [own] form.' [AK, 3:10] 

5.5 INALIENABLE PossESSION 

Kharia distinguishes morphosyntactically between alienable and inalien
able attributive possession. With alienable possession, the possessor 
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Table 5.3: Inalienable possessive markers 

Singular 

(=na)=p, 
(=na}=i]l, 
(=na)=(i)IJ 

=nom 
=clom 

Dual 

Incl. Bxcl. 

(=na)=naiJ (=na}=jar 
(=no)=bar 

=clom=kiyar 

Plural 

Incl. Bxcl. 

(=na)=niiJ (=na)=le 
(=no}=pe 
=clom=ki 

appears in the genitive before the lexical head of the semantic base. With 
inalienable possession, instead of (or in addition to) a genitive attribute 
the lexical head itself is marked for the possessive relationship by one 
of the suffixes in Table 5.3, which refer to the possessor (adapted from 
Malhotra, 1982: 96). 13 

Malhotra (1982: 97) notes that the forms for the 3rd persons dual and 
plural are ambiguous-the number marking here may refer either to the 
possessor or to the possessed entity. Only context allows for the correct 
interpretation: kulam=qpm=ki 'their (PL) brother(s) I his/her brothers' 

There are considerable differences of opinion with respect to these 
markers: Pinnow (1966: 159) lists merely one form each for the first, sec
ond and third persons, (=na)=Jl, =nom and =qpm, respectively, regard
less of the number of the possessor. Similar data are found in Mahapatra 
(1976: 809). This was also confirmed by various speakers. Nevertheless, 
counter-examples are easy to find. Obviously, both systems are in use. 

88. gandur=na=nilJ lare=ki, lace dakha=ki 
Gandur=lross=lPL.INCL fight=MID.PST fight try=MID.PST 

halni7j. 
indeed 
'Our Gandur fought, he tried to fight, indeed.' [Kerkett:a, 1990: 8] 

The inalienable construction may also be "reinforced" by the alienable 
construction. At present it is not clear whether this "reinforcement" fulfills 
any semantic or pragmatic functions: Although the genitive attribute 
can disambiguate otherwise ambiguous cases involving a third-person 
possessor, as in (89), a genitive attribute is also compatible with a lexical 
head marked for a second-person inalienable possessor, as in (90): 

13 Note the similarity between many of these forms and 1he free-stancting profonns, 
discussed in Section 5 .6. 
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89. ho=te=ga manu purkha but:ha=? 
that=oBL(= 'there')=roc Manu ancestor old.man=oEN 

saw-{ay=qom jiyom ter=o'l. 
spouse-woman=3poss life give=AcT.PST 

'Right there, the elderly ancestor Manu's wife died.' [MT, 1:11 0] 

90. am=a? qha.IJgar=nom gil qpm=sikh=o'l. 
2so=GEN servant=2Poss beat PAss=pERF=AcT.PST 

'Your servant had been beaten.' [adapted from Abbi, 1993: 551] 

As Malhotra notes, markers for inalienable possession are most com
monly found with kinship terms, body parts and domestic animals. The 
following presents a few examples from our corpus: 

91. aba==.Jl 
father= 1 SG 

92. hac=no=m 
bone=2Poss=2so 

'my father' 93. ma=qpm 
mother=3POSS 

'his/her mother' 

'your bone(s)' 94. bokob=qpm 'his/her head' 
head=3POSS 

In fact, of the 203 occurrences of the inalienable possessive marker in 
our own corpus, 165 (ca. 81%) refer to relatives such as aba 'father', 
ma 'mother', beta I be2t 'son', bi]'daughter', etc. Other contentive mor
phemes referring to relatives can also be marked for inalienable posses
sion. This contentive morpheme can also be ellipsed, as in the following 
examples, when context permits: 

95. maha=qpm 'the elder (son)', nawa=qpm 'the ninth (son)' 14 

big=3ross nine=3ross 

In addition to kinship terms, there are also 7 cases in the corpus in which the 
possessive markers refer to body parts, such as kata 'foot' or pat(t)a 'tail': 

96. ata raji co=na=m, satjgo, kata=no=m=a'l jut a 
Q country go=wn.IRR=2so friend foot=2Poss=2so=GEN shoe 

14 There are also two unclear cases in [MS, 1: 197], where bo1h maha 'big' and konon 
'small' are marked for inalienable possession but do not appear to refer to relatives, 
although this is uncertain. 
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paJ!i=te ]Umi likha (U=ye=m. 
footstep=oBL name write DPr=ACT.IRR=2so 
'To what country will you go, friend, you will write your name with 
your footprints (=the shoe footsteps afyour feet) as you depart.' 

[BB, 5:1] 

97. solo'l lebu=ya'l hepaq patta=«t_om=te hilay=ga col=ki 
dog man=GEN vicinity tail=3ross=oBL shak:e=FOc go==wn.PST 

ro qpko gocf.=ki. 
and sit.down c:TEL==wn.PST 
'The dog went near the man, wagging his tail, and sat down.' 

[BB, 3:59] 

However, even with these content heads, inalienable possessive markers 
are by no means obligatory. While terms of kinship are almost always 
marked for inalienable possession, body parts generally are not: 

98 ba'l ru1Jku7b kay=na kayna ti1 kata loyo'l=ki. 
''rice" lift=mF REP hand foot tired==wn.PST 
'She became tired of picking up the rice(= [her] hands and feet 
become tired, lifting the rice).' [MT, 1:41] 

There are also two almost identical examples in the corpus involving live
stock marked for inalienable possession, as in the following example: 

99. bherj merom=cf.om=ki 
sheep goat=POss==J>L 
'his sheep and goats' 

In addition to kinship terms, body parts and livestock, there are 27 addi
tional occurrences of inalienable possession in the data, 15 most of which 
are compatible with the usual notion of semantic inalienability, such as 
one's village, one's master (of a servant), the meat (of an animal), birth, 
life and gods: 

15 Tiris is the total ntnnber of occurrences-many of 1he individual contentive mor
phemes occur more 1han once. 
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100. po?da=qpm=ki 
village=3Poss==pr, 

101. gomke=qpm=ki 
master=3ross==pr, 

102. komaiJ=qpm 
meat=3ross 

103. janam=no=m 
birth=2ross=2sa 

104. jiyom=na=ijt 
life=lross=lsa 

CHAP'IER FIVE 

'their villages' 

'their masters' 

'its (=the dead animal's) meat' 

'your birth' 

'my life' 

105. bhagwan=qpm=ki=te 'their gods (oBJ)' 
god=3poss=pL=oBL 

Slightly less "prototypical" cases include terms for 'friend': 

106. sal}go=qpm 
friend=3ross 

107. dular=na=ijt 
love=lross=lsa 

'his friend' 

'my "loved one"', i.e., 'my friend' 16 

There is also one case in which an article which is worn around the neck 
and over one shoulder, thejanew 'holy cord', is marked for inalienable 
possession, although articles of clothing are not otherwise marked for 
inalienability in the texts. 

108. hacf..a=na=? seiJ ho=kar aqi=ya1 
urinate==JNFGEN first that=SG.HUM ANAPH=GI!N 

janew=qom=te ho daru=te ta1Jay 
holy .cord=3ross=oBL that 1ree=OBL hang 

16 dular refers to platonic 'love' or 'friendship' or 'affection between relatives', not 
'erotic love' 
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goth=o1 ro hcuf.a=na col=ki. 
C:TEL=AcT.PST and 
'Before peeing, he. 
to pee.' 

urinate=JNF go==MID.PST 
. hung his holy thread. on that tree and went 

[AT, 2:11] 

This can perhaps be explained as the janew is an important religious 
article worn by men of the priestly class and is an essential element of a 
priest's outfitting. 

Other cases are found which may also be considered semantically 
inalienable as they necessarily involve a "possessor" of some kind, while 
not fitting into any of the categories mentioned above. For example, in 
(109) we find najeir 'glance, look (n.)' marked for inalienability, which 
can perhaps be explained since a glance cannot exist without its "pos
sessor" or, rather, experiencer. 

109. raksin han=tij· u=tij· tuta toblu1J najeir=«t_om=te 
witch that=side this=side bottom top glance=3ross=oBL 

ghumray=o1. 
tum.around=AcT.PST 
'The witch cast her glance this way and that, up and down.' 

[BB, 1:33] 

In a similar vein, lo1)goy=qpm=ki in (110) can perhaps be explained as a 
shadow necessarily requires something which produces the shadow, while 
pap=le=te in (111), taken from Pinnow (1965a), necessarily requires 
someone who commits sins: 

110. bonor 
green 

daru 
tree 

bagoyca, 
garden 

bhore khirom le1Jge=ta2j, 
full river flow=MID.PROG 

loiJgoy=«t_om=ki sundar-bo1 luhur luhur koyo=te. 
shade=3poss=pL beautiful-INTENs cool REP wind=oBL 
'The luxuriant green trees [of the] garden, the full river is flowing, 
their shade [is] very beautiful in the cool breeze.' [AT, 2:2] 

111. pap= le=te chemay=e 'forgive our sin[s]' [HJPa:256,1] 
sin=lPL.EXCL=oBL forgive=AcT.IRR 
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Nevertheless, there remain a few cases which must be seen as "language
specific", such as bacan 'rain' in the following example, from a tradi
tional song. Here, =nom 'your' refers to God: 

112. o<lb>qpr cf.or=e bacan=no=m=te. 
hear-<cAus> A:TEL=AcT.IRR rain=2Poss=2so=oBL 
'Let your rain resound.' [AT, 1:3] 

Finally, it should be noted that no contentive morpheme in Kharia requires 
the presence of an inalienable possessive marker. Even contentive mor
phemes denoting 'mother' and 'father', which virtually always appear 
marked for inalienable possession, can appear without these markers. 

113. ro mane=te=may no u 
and believe=AcT.PRS=3PL CMPL this 

lo'lcf.ho mug am col=ke soub 
after forward go=sEQ all 

ayo ro aha heke=kiyar. 
mother and father QUAL.PRS=nu 

beta ro bep=kiyar=ga 
boy and girl=nu==roc 

duniya=ya'l lebu =ki =ya'l 
world=GEN person~=GEN 

'And they believe that this boy and girl later, having gone forth, are 
the mother and father of the people of the whole world.' [ AK, 3: 18] 

5.6 PRoFoRMs 

The present section deals with proforms which correspond in function 
largely to pronouns in other languages. 

Free-standing proforms 

The free-standing proforms are presented in Table 5.4. The use of these 
proforms in Kharia is "optional" when the identity of the referent is not 
focused, i.e., Kharia is a "pro-drop" language. 17 

17 But see also the discussion of"arguments" in 7.1.1. 
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Table 5.4: The free-standing proforms 

Singular Dual I Honorific Plural 

Inclusive Exclusive Inclusive Exclusive 

1 iJI.IbJ ana1J iJ!j ar anb] ele 
2 am am =bar 

actfi)=kiyar 
ho=kiyar 
u=kiyar 
hin=kiyar 
han=kiyar 

am=pe 
acf.(i)=ki 
ho=ki 

3 acf.i 
ho=kar;, ho=je'l 
u=kar;, u=je'l 
hin=kac, hin=Je'l 
han=kac, 
han=je'l 

u=ki 
hin=ki 
han=ki 

As noted in Section 5.4, the dual is also used to denote the honorific sta
tus of singular entities in the first and second persons. When referring to 
oneself to someone to whom respect is due, the exclusive form of the first 
person, i]ljar, is used, whereas the second person, dual, ambar, is used for 
addressing a person to whom respect is due (for an example of this use 
with the second person, see ambar (115) in below). In the third persons, 
the dual may be used as an honorific marker for any number of entities: 

114. ijt=dl tay konon tin bhaya=p=kiyar 
lso=GEN ABL small [. .] three brother=lPOSS==JiON 

ayi1j = kiyar. 
QUAL.PRS==JiON 
'I have 3 younger brothers(= my three ... smaller brothers are).' 

[AK, 4:5] 

Inclusive I exclusive 

In the non-singular first persons, there is an inclusive/exclusive distinc
tion. The inclusive denotes that the speaker includes the addressee in the 
reference ('we including you'), whereas with the exclusive, the addressee 
is excluded ('we without you'). 

In the following example from a children's story, a dog who has no 
friends has just approached a hare to ask him if he will be his friend: 

115. solo'/ gam=te "am=bar bur a um=bar mane=tej· 
dog say=ACT.PRS 2=2HON bad NEo=2HON consider=ACT.PROG 

la'l anaiJ boriya Sal} gO bone=kon sori=ga 
then lDU.INCL both friend become=sEQ together=FOc 
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aw=na=naJ]." 
liVe==MfD.IRR= lDU.INCL 
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'The dog says "If you (HON) don't consider it bad then we two (= 
you and I) can become friends and live together."' [BB, 3:10] 

In contrast, in the following example part of the group-the speakers-is 
to go ahead, leaving the rest of the group behind to follow them. Those 
who go first will leave signs for the others, so that these will know which 
path to take. Thus, the speakers here are excluding the hearers. 

116. ele go'ljhu1J go'ljhu1J daru=ki=te e'l.cJi buiJ to1ba=ga 
lPL.EXCL path REP tree=pr,=oBL pole INST pound. with. stick=Foc 

thol}=ga co=na=le culha cawka=ki=te 
pound.with.rock==Foc go==wD .IRR= lPL.EXCL stove ECHO=PL=OBL 

melay=ga co=na=le hinte tho1Jli1J ro'l=ga 
leave==FOc go==MII) .IRR= lPL.EXCL LOC milk spill==FOC 

co=na=le ho=je'l=ki=ga yo=ta yota am=pe 
go==MII) .IRR= lPL.EXCL that=so.NHUM=pL==roc see=cvB REP 2=2PL 

ele=te cJ.uluj=e=pe. 
lPL.EXCL=OBL follow=ACT.IRR=2PL 
'We (ExcL) will pound sticks and rocks against trees along the way 
(to make marks), leave stoves behind and spill milk there (as signs). 
Seeing these things, follow us.' [MT, 1:161] 

The inclusive plural form is also generally used when speaking about the 
Kharia, even with non-Kharia: We recorded a number of spoken texts 

dealing with the traditional histoty of the Kharia and their legendary trav
els through South Asia to their present homeland. The form ani1J '1PL. 
INCL' was regularly used throughout, although the story was addressed to 
the author, a non-Kharia. This seems to be due to habit, as a Kharia will 
not often speak to non-Kharias in Kharia. Thus, when referring to "our 
histoty" in Kharia, it will be natural to use the inclusive form as in the 
following example: 

117. tama i]l. aniJl=a1 gotar=a'l kahni batay=na 
now lso lPL.INCL=oEN clan=GEN stoty tell==JNF 



col=tdjQ.=ijL 
go==MID.PROo= 1 SG 
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'Now I am going to tell the story of our clan.' 

Third-person forms 

171 

[AK, 1 :1] 

There are two further distinctions in the third persons: 

Anaphoric vs. unmarked 
There are two sets of forms for the third persons, one based on aQ.i, 
the other on the demonstratives (5.8). The difference between these two 
groups is as follows: Forms based on the demonstratives, such as ho 
'that', can be used in anaphoric, cataphoric and deictic function whereas 
those based on aQ.i can only be used anaphorically and refer back to the 
topic. 18 Also, forms based on aQ.i can only be used with reference to 
humans. In the dual and plural, aQ.i is usually realized as aQ.-. 

118. ho=kac lo'lkha Q.oth=o'l ro lo'lkha Q.dQ.=na lo'lQ.ho 
that=sa.HUM soil take=ACT.PST and soil take=JNF after 

i=ghay aqi=ya? rup bul}=ga konon konon murti 
what=way ANAPIFCIEN form INST=FOC small REP statue 

bay=o'l. 
make=ACT.PST 
'He [ = God] took soil and, after taking soil, He made small statues 
in(= with) His [own] form.' [AK., 3:10] 

These forms have traditionally been considered reflexive pronouns (e.g. 
Biligiri, 1965: 37; Malhotra, 1982: 63), and this would seem to fit in well 
with example (118) above. However, as the following examples show, 
although aQ.i can refer back to the subject of the clause it appears in, with 
a reflexive interpretation, this is not necessarily so. Instead, acJj merely 
refers back to the present human topic and can appear in any function in 
the clause, including that of subject. 

18 Anaphoric pronouns are also found elsewhere in Sou1h Asia, e.g. in Mundari (Osada, 
1992: 66f), in Sinhalese (Gair, 2003: 782) and in at least some Dardic languages (Bashir, 
2003: 845; 858). 
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119. sou7b se maha be1t==t/.om, simra, moJl mara=te cf.a"l 
all ABL big son=3ross Simra one cave=OBL water 

kuy=o"l. a«t_i uth=o"l. 
find=AcT.PST ANAPH drink=AcT.PST 

'His eldest son. Simra, found water in a cave. He drank [it].' 
[AK, 1:22] 

120. beta ho 
boy that 

bep=ya"l su-su 
girl=cmN put.on-RDP 

lutui=te kach=o"l 
clothing=oBL untie=AcT.PST 

ro a«t_i su=yo"l. 
and ANAPH put.on=AcT.PST 
'The boy took off(= untied) the clothing that the girl was wearing 
and he put it on [himself].' [BB, 1 :76] 

In fact, even if acJj is not the subject of the clause, it can also refer back 
to a topical individual which is not the subject of the clause it appears in, 
as in the following two examples, where acJjya"l refers back to the topic 
(not given here): 

121. hin=a"l gha1cf. mucf.u beriya dada=cf.om=kiyar=te 
that=GEN PURP one.HUM two. people elder.brother=3ross=nu=oBL 

a«t_i=ya1 sori sori pa'l(ppur=te=ga ho=ki me lay 
ANAm=GEN with REP Patna=oBL=poc that=PL leave 

(u=yo"l=ki. 
DPT=ACT.PST==J'L 
'Therefore they left one or two elder brothers behind with him in 
Patna.' [MT, 1 : 15 8] 

122. la"l a«t_i=ya1 tay konon bhai, beghma, ho=kar 
then ANAm=oEN ABL small brother Beghma that=so.HUM 

oncf.or=o"l. ro cf.el=ki ho daru bo"l=te. 
hear=ACT.PST and come==wD.PST that tree place=OBL 
'Then hisi younger brother, Beghm.a1, he1 heard [himi). And [he1] 

came to the tree.' [AK, 1 :30] 

The unmarked proforms (hokac, hoje?) are literally "unmarked" in this 
respect: In addition to their deictic and cataphoric functions, they can also 
be used anaphorically. In fact, they often refer anaphorically to the same 
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entity as cuf.i within the space of a single sentence, as in the following 
example. 

123. ghacf. aqi=te bara kharab ldl=ki. tay moJl moJl 
therefore ANAPIFOBL big bad EMOr-=MID.PST then one REP 

bhai=ki=ya? jlimi cf.hdcf.=ta cf.ho2cf.ta ho=kar thisa=na 
brother=PL=GEN name take=cVB REP that=so.HUM call.out==mF 

mQz"e=yo?. 
start=AcT.PST 

'Therefore, he became very sad. Then, taking the names of the 
brothers one by one, he began to call out.' [AK, 1:27£] 

In the following example, the unmarked status of these proforms is espe
cially clear. Here, the two instances of ho=kar refer to different individu
als. Note that the first occurrence of ho=kar in fact refers back to the 
brahman who has just been mentioned: 

124. muda mOJl brahman;, ho=ka(i ho=kar=a? i daru=te 
but one Brahman that=so.HUM that=so.HUM=GEN tree=oBL 

tal}a-1 janew=te yo=yo?. 
hang-PTCP holy.thread=oBL see=AcT.PST 

'But a Brahman;, hei saw the holy cord which he1 had hung on the 
tree.' [AK, 2:14] 

Human I Non-human 
The unmarked proforms of the third-person generally distinguish between 
human and non-human reference in the singular, and occasionally in the 
dual and plural as well. These proforms derive from a demonstrative such 
as u 'this', ho 'that' (medial) or han I hin 'that' (distal) plus a second ele
ment: The proforms for human reference make use of kar 'person', which 
is quite common in compounds but whose use as a free morpheme is now 
largely obsolete, except in the more southerly Kharia-speaking regions. 
Proforms for non-human reference make use ofje?. je? is also often found 
alone in this function, but does not appear to have any lexical meaning. 

125. u=je?=ga heke manus jati=ya? 
this=so.NHUM==poc QUAL.PRS man ethnic.group=oEN 
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kahani. 
story 
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'This is the story of humanity.' [AK, 3:17] 

For an example of ho=kar with human reference, see (123) and (124) 
above. 

The [±human] distinction is occasionally extended to the non-singular, 
and forms such as ho=je'l=ki 'they' (NHUM) are encountered, as in the 
fourth line in (116) above and in the following two examples. In forms 
such as these, the gloss ofje'l as 'so.NHUM' for 'non-human, singular' is of 
course inappropriate but since these occurrences are rather rare, the most 
common function was chosen for the sake of providing a uniform gloss. 

126. akhir ho=ki[=te] pata la'l gucf.=ki no ho=je?=ki 
finally that==}'L=OBL known EMOT C:TEL=wr>.PST CMPL that=SG.NHUM==}'L 

mudui=ki=ya'l kamu=ga aw=ki. 
enem~=oEN work=Foc QUAL=wr>.PST 

'In the end, they found out that these [deeds] were the work of the 
enemy.' [MT, 1:103] 

127. hin=a'l tho7J=ga je bajhe=sikh=o'l=may 
that=GEN for=FOC CREL get.trapped=pERF=AcT.PS!-3PL 

ho=je?=ki=jo jal tay dj=kon ob-le7J goth=oj~ 
that=so.NHUM==}'L=ADn net ABL tak:e.out=SEQ cAus-fly c:TEL=AcT.PST.lso 

melay goth=oj·. 
leave c:TEL=AcT.PST.lso 

'Therefore, I also took from the net those (i.e., the birds) which had 
been trapped and released them (= let them fly, left them).' 

[BB, 2:44] 

je'l need not appear together with a demonstrative. Consider the follow
ing example, where it appears with the quantifiers sob 'all' and ha'ldo 
'half': 

128. mud a mqJJ. dhagar kong her, ber merom gupa=na 
but one servant boy who goat shepherd=nw 

la'l=ki, ho=kar iQjb=te acf.i=ya'l bii(a kuda 
IPFV=wD.PS T that=so.HUM night=oBL ANAPIFGEN share millet 
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kolo1}=te sob=je1 um JW'l=na la'l=ki ro 
bread=oBL all=so.NHUM NEG eat=nw IPFV=wr>.PST and 

ha1do=je1 un=na la'l=ki. 
half=so.NHUM place=nw IPFV==wD.PST 

'But one servant boy, who used to tend the goats, he didn't use to 
finish all his share of the millet bread at night and he placed [down] 
halfofit.' [BB, 1:13] 

je'l also appears in contexts in which it would seem to be translatable by 
'thing(s)' or 'matter(s)', which may have been its original meaning: 

129. raja rajvara=ki=ya'l je'l um=pe ko1J=si'l. 
king ECHO==J>L=GEN SG.NHUM NEG=2PL find.out=l'ERF 
'You don't know the first thing about the king and his court's 
matters.' 

Finally, je'l may be used without a demonstrative or quantifer in an attrib
utive construction reminiscent of headless relative clauses (adapted from 
Biligiri, 1965: 78): 

130. ta1Jay=si'l 
hang==mRF 

cf.el=ki 

je'l 'the one which has hung' 
SG.NHUM 

je'l 'the one who came' 
COffie==wD.PST SG.NHUM 

It might be best to consider these last two examples to be "relative 
clauses" in which je'l is a proform modified by a predicative attribute. 
See Section 7.6 for a further discussion of "relative clauses" 

The [±human] distinction is not strictly observed, and the "human"-ref
erencing proforms are occasionally used in reference to non-human (and 
even inanimate) referents and vice-versa. This is not true of anaphoric 
acf.i, however, which is restricted to human reference. 

=je'l 

With non-human reference 

131. dhirom dhirom ho=je1=ga tama lebu=ki 
slowly REP that=so.NmJM=poc now person==J>L 
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"hindustan" gam=te=ki. 
Hindustan say=ACT.PRS=pL 
'Gradually, the people today call that[= India] "Hindustan" ' 

[MT, 1:55] 

With human reference 
The use ofje'l with human reference, although attested, is extremely rare. 
Here one example is presented: 

132. 

=kar 

. hin ti'l tay 
therefore 

ka<b>tib 

u=je?=ki katna 
this=so.NHUM==J>L how.much 

qpm=tdj. 
collect-<cAUs> PAss=AcT.PROG 

moskil se 
difficult ABL 

therefore they[= the Kharia] are all being collected with great 
difficulty.' [MS, 1:301] 

With human reference 

133. ho=ki soub pujapath=a'l ghacJ. qpko gocf.=ki=may, 
that==J>L all sacrifice=GEN for sit.down c:TEL==wn.PsT=3PL 

cerocagordi, pahan, khcqjya pahan, ho=kar 
on.all.four.sides priest Kharia priest that=so.HUM 

cf.el=ki, pujapath karay=na. 
come==wn.PST sacrifice do==JNF 
'They all sat down for the sacrifice, on all four sides, the priest, the 
Kharia priest, he came, to do the sacrifice.' [ AK, 2: 18] 

With non-human reference 
Unlike human reference with je'l, non-human reference with kar is quite 
common. In fact, it seems that ho=kar. etc., are in the process of becom
ing general third-person proforms, completely unmarked for humanness 
or even anrmacy. 

Reference to an animal 

134. ro ho=kar=a? komaJ]=te bay=o'l=ki. 
and that=so.HUM=GEN meat=OBL mak:e=ACT.PST==J'L 
'And [they] cut off his [ = the deer's] meat. (lit. : 'they made his 
meat')' [AK, 1:54] 
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Non-animate reference 

Reference to past actions 

135. u=kat=a'l thoiJ burha=ki=te 
this=so.IDJM=GEN for old.man==J>L=oBL very REP 

dhain mane=na ayilj. 
thank honor=INF QUAL.PRS 
'For this [= for what they did], the elders should be thanked and 
honored(= it is to thank [and] honour the elders).' [MT, 1:183] 

Reference to places 

136. ho hisab se ho=kar-a'l jlimi khaybar 
that manner INST that=so.IDJM=GEN name Khyber 

ghatj hoy=ki. 
little.valley become=MJD.PST 
'In that way its name became Khyber Pass.' [MS, 1:52] 

137. moJl bandho aw=ki. ho=kat=a['l] sini1J=te moJl 
one pond QUAL=MJD.PST that=so.HUM=GEN side=oBL one 

kulu aw=na la?=ki. 
turtle live==nw IPFV=MJD.PST 
'There was a pond. On its side there lived a turtle.' [TK, 1 :1] 

Finally, kar is used in other expressions denoting human beings, in line 
with its original meaning 'person' In these cases it will be considered a free 
contentive morpheme here, although its exact status awaits further study. 

138. u'lphe kar '(the) third person' gupa kac 'shepherd' 

139. 

three person guard person 

likha kac 'author' 
write person 

cuta1q kat cuWq kat konon=ga aw=ki, saiJgocJ.=na 
small person REP small =poe QUAL=MJD.PST walk=INF 

um pal=na la?=ki. 
NEG be.able==JNF IPFV=MJD.PST 
'The child(= small person) was much too small, it couldn't walk.' 

[MT, 1 :157] 
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140. «t_oriyay kat:=ko mohto heke la! 
lead person=CNTR mohto QUAL.PRS voc 

'The leader is a mohto!' [Kerketta, 1990: 2] 

5.7 TNrnRRoGATIVES, INDEFINITES AND NEGATIVE INDEFINITES 

For the sake of presentation, in this section interrogatives in general are 
discussed. As indefinite proforms and negative indefinites are largely 
based on interrogative forms, they will also be dealt with here. 

Interrogatives 

There are seven basic interrogative forms: 

141. Free morphemes: 
ata 'what?, which?' ber, behar19 'who?' 
atu 'where?' 
ina 'why?' 

i 'what?' 
ki?te, kiljte 'how many?' 

Bound morpheme: 
a= 'Q' 

a= and i combine with free morphemes to derive other interrogatives. 
With a number of contentive morphemes, such as ghay 'way', i forms a 
phonological word with the typical LH pitch pattern (2.5). but not with 
others, such as bhere 'time' a= always combines with some element to 
form a phonological word, including the postpositions bo'ltay and kho?tay 
'up to' and the oblique marker =te. 

142. a=bo'l 'where?' (bo'l 'place') i bhere 'when?' (bhere 'time') 
a=te 'where?' (=te 'oBL') i=ghay 'how?' (ghay 'way') 
a=kho'l 'where?' (cf. kho'l 'place') i=te 'where?' (=te 'oBL') 
a=ti~· 'to where?' 
a=kho?tay, a=bo?tay 'how far, up to where?' 

19 The form hehar seems to be a combination of the original Kharia foDII her and the 
Sadri marker for 1hird person inalienable possession, =har, modeled along the lines of the 
forms in Sadri. Cf Sadri ke I ke=har 'who?', with no apparent difference in meaning. In 
other words, *her=har > hehar in Kharia. The origins of this foDII in Sadri are unclear, 
and it may ultimately derive from Munda there, although it would seem reasonable in our 
case to assmne that the Kharia foDII is based on the Sadri foDII, especially since the Sadri 
possessive marker =har is used. 
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As noted in Section 4.2, interrogatives may also be used predicatively, 
provided that they are not case-marked: 

143. am i=yo1b? 'What did you do?' 
2so what=ACT.PST.2SG 

144. am=te i=ki? 'What happened to you?' 
2so=OBL what=Mm.PST 

145. bero=te=ga tiri7b cf.al=e la'l i=ghay=na? 
sun=oBL==f'OC cloud cover=AcT.IRR then what=way=MID.IRR 
'If a cloud covers the sun, then how will it be?' [Kerketta, 1990: 5] 

I nde.finites 

Some interrogatives, such as atu 'where', combine with the additive focus 
marker =jo 'also' to serve as indefinites, e.g. atu=jo 'wherever' For some 
indefinites, however, there is no corresponding interrogative, such as jaha 
'something' or jah{fy(=ga) 'someone; whoever' jaha may also be used 
attributively. The most common indefinites are: 

146. jah{fy, jah{fy=ga, ber=jo 'someone; whoever' 
jah/1, i=jo 'some(thing); whatever' 

atu=jo 'somewhere; wherever' 
jah/i bhere 'sometime; whenever' 

Complex interrogatives, such as i bhere 'when', generally form indefinites 
by repeating the interrogative element, in this case i, separated by no 'or', 
e.g., i no i bhere 'whenever', literally 'what or what time' With mucW 
'one', la'l 'then' is used instead of no. 

The most common indefinites are given in Table 5.5, with their corre
sponding interrogatives. Following this, a few examples illustrating their 
use are g1ven. 
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Table 5.5: Indefinite pronominals and their corresponding interrogatives 

Temporal 

'ever' 
'whenever' 

'since whenever' 
'up to whenever' 

Locative 

'wherever' 
'from wherever' 
'to wherever' 

Other 

'however' 
'however many' 
'some ... or other' 

'whoever' 

'whatever'; 'something' 

Indefinite 

kehiyo(=jo}, kahiyo(=jo} 
jah/ibhere 
i no i bhere 
i no i hhere tay 
i no i bhere bo?tay 

atu=jo, a=te=jo 
atu no atu tay 
a=ti'1=jo 
abtu no abtu20 

i=ghay no i=ghay 
ki?te no ki?te, kiJte no ki'1te 
ata no ata, i no i, 
mucf.u Ia? mucf.u 
jah/iy, jah/iy=ga, 
her=jo 
i no i, ketko,jah/1 

Corresponding 
interrogative 

ibhere 
ihhere tay 
i bhere bo?tay 

atu, a=te 
atu tay 
a=ti'1 

i=ghay 
ki?te, ki'1te 
ata, i,-

her 
i,-,-

147. maha=ki go'ljhu1J hinte i no i jait=ya'l 
big==J>L path LOC what or what ethnic.group=oEN 

Zebu =ki =ya'l pe'l ]10kh=o'l=ki ro konon 
person==J>L=oEN rice eat=ACT.PST==J'L and small 

go2cJ.=ki=may. 
C:TEL==wD.PST=3PL 

'The elder ones ate the food(= rice) of people of various(= some or 
other) tribes along the way and [thus] became impure(= small).' 

[MT, 1 :179] 

20 Structurally speaking, abtu appears to derive from atu 'where' and the causative infix 
-b-. If so, then the details of its development are mclear at present. 
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148. jha[i po'lda hinte mu«t_u 1a1 mu«t_u gliysi 
all village Loc one.HUM then one.HUM spy 

aw=ta=ki=ga. 
QUAL=MID.PRS==J'L==pQC 

181 

'In all villages there are [always] some spies.' [MT, 1:207] 

149. hin=a'l tho1J ubhro1J=ko jahay=ga ho'l bay=te=may, 
that=GEN for nowadays=CNlR INDEF.HUM==pQC house build=AcT.PRS=3PL 

la'l simet rta 
then cement brick 

bay=te=ki. 
build=AcT.PRS==J'L 

ro 
and 

sore1J=a'l 
stone=oEN 

ho'l 
house 

'Therefore, when someone makes a house nowadays, then they 
build a house of cement, brick, sand and stone.' [AK, 5:10] 

Negative indefinites 

When indefinites are negated, the resultant meaning is 'no one', 'nowhere', 
'nothing', etc. When the clause is negated, the /o/ in =jo is generally 
deleted before the /u/ in um 'NEG': 

150. ber=jumbo'l 'no one' (< ber=jo umbo'/) 
who=ADn NEG 

151. atu=jum=iJI. col=ki. 'I didn't go anywhere.' 
where=ADD.NEo=lso go=MID.PST 

In ber=jo, the interrogative component ber 'who' can even be omitted. 

152. (ber)=jumay col=ki. 'No one went.' ( < ber=jo umay col=ki) 
who=ADD.NEG.3PL go=MID.PST 

When um does not directly follow jo, there are no further changes: 

153. iJ1 kehiyo=jo ho=te um=iJI. col=ta. 
lso ever=ADD that=oBL(= 'there') NEo=lso go=MID.PRS 

'I never go there.' 
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154. pheinga=te J1o1=na ghat/. atu=jo korom ula1 
grasshopper=oBL eat=INF PURP where=Ann soft leaf 

um baJ1Ce=ki. 
NEG be.saved=MID.PST 

'Nowhere were soft leaves left over(= saved) for the grasshopper 
to eat.' [TK, 2:30] 

At least in the written language, the fusion of /o/ and /u/ is not obligatory: 

155. gam=na lam=o1 muda i=jo um gam=o1. 
Say=INF want=AcT.PST but what=ADD NEG say=ACT.PST 
'He wanted to speak but didn't say anything.' [TK, 1 :56] 

Note that case-marked indefinites (including the genitive) place the case 
marker before the additive focus marker jo: 

156. iQjb=te solo? bhabru=te muda ber=a?=jo 
night=OBL dog bark=ACT.PRS but who=omr-ADD 

um pij"=ta, sob aram se lemecJ.=ta=ki. 
NEG break=Mm.PRS all comfort INST sleep=wD.PRS=FL 

lemecJ. 
sleep 

'At night the dog barks, but nobody wakes up (= the sleep of nobody 
breaks), all sleep comfortably.' [BB, 3:65] 

An alternative means of expressing 'nothing', 'no one', etc. is by using a 
quantifier denoting totality and negating the clause: 

157. lekin soub baru-bo?=ga aw=ta=may, soub umay 
but all good-INTENS==roC live=MID.PRS=3pL all NEG.3PL 

kole~·=ta. 

fight=wn.PRS 
'But all live together very well, no one fights (= all do not fight).' 

[AK, 5:32] 

5.8 DEMONSTRATIVES 

Kharia has a three-way demonstrative system, with some evidence for an 
earlier four-way system. Table 5.6 presents an overview. 
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Table 5.6: The demonstratives 

Proximal Medial Distal 

u ho hin, han, se 

hin and han differ little in meaning in actual usage, if at all. Along with 
Malhotra (1982: 53), we can find no evidence for Biligiri's (1965: 65) 
analysis of han as restricted to visible and hin to non-visible entities. 
However, unlike Malhotra, we also find no evidence for hin and han 
being in complementary distribution. Instead, our data indicate that they 
are in free distribution, with hin being the more common of the two. 

It is likely that there once was a difference between han and hin (and 
perhaps still is for some speakers) and that Biligiri's analysis held for 
his speaker at that time, or that the two demonstratives differed in some 
other, similar way: When questioned during interviews as to the differ
ence between hin and han, some speakers indicated that hin refers to an 
entity which is farther away than one marked by han. This fits in well 
with Biligiri's analysis of hin as being restricted to non-visible, or per
haps very distant, entities. However, despite this, there is no evidence in 
our data for such a distinction in actual speech, so that we conclude that 
the two are now freely interchangeable. 

se, a borrowing from Sadri, is only seldomly encountered and is gener
ally only found with temporal, less often with locative or other adverbials, 
cf. se bhere 'that time', se dinu 'that day', se bo'l=te 'at that place', se 
lekhe 'like that' 

These demonstratives may appear at the beginning of the semantic base 
as a determiner, preceding all other constituents, or with the exception of 
se they may combine with kar 'person' and je'l 'sG.NHUM' to form "pro
nominals" (5.6) consisting of a single phonological word. Again with the 
exception of se, they may also combine with the oblique marker =te to 
form locative adverbials, with ghay 'way' to form manner adverbials or 
with tflj 'side, direction' to form goal-directed locative adverbials, again 
as single phonological words. 

158. hin bhere 'at that time' 
that time 

ho=te 'there' (MEDIAL) 
that=oBL 

u=te 'here' 
this=oBL 

han=te, hin=te 'there' (DISTAL) 

that=OBL 
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159. u=kac 'slhe (here)', 
this=sa.HUM 

ho=kar 's/he (MEDIAL) 
that=SG.HUM 

hin=kar, han=kac 'slhe (DISTAL)' 

that=SG.HUM 

160. ho=ghay 
that=way 
'that way, like that' 

161. u gota duniya=te 
this entire world=oBL 
'in this entire world' 

162. han=ti] u=tij· 
that=side this=side 
'this way and that, in this direction and that' 

The demonstrative, if present, is always the first element of the semantic 
base, except in the case of heavy constituents such as preposed attributive 
clauses, where it generally follows the attributive clause. 

163. tay aQj=te=jo batay=o'l no 
then ANAPIFOBL=ADD tell=AcT.PST CMPL 

am, han ma{a bo'l=te Q..afl] [a]i]. 
2sa that cave place=oBL water QUAL.PRS 

dhay[=e] 
huny=ACT.IRR 

'Then he said to him, too, "Hurry, at that cave (distal) there is 
water."' [AK, 1:38] 

164. ro 
and 

tama am=pe u naw kutum=te=ga sadi 
now 2=2PL this nine family=oBL==roc many 

biha kerso1J=na=pe 
many marry=MID.IRR=2PL 
'And you will marry in only these nine families [AK, 1:69] 

As noted, the demonstrative generally follows attributive clauses and pre
cedes all other elements of the semantic base. It can, however, precede 
these "heavy" constituents, although speakers we worked with, while they 
accepted this use, preferred examples in which the demonstrative follows 
the "heavy" propositional attribute. In the following an example for both 
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the preferred order as well as the alternate, possible but less common 
order is presented: 

Preferred 

165. ho=ki ebo1=na la:l=ki=may ho bhere i]l. 
that==J>L play=INF IPFV==wD.PSr-=3PL that time lsa 

sahar=te aw=ki=JL 
city=oBL QUAL==wD.PSr-=lsG 

'I was in the city at the time they were playing.' 

Acceptable, not common 

166. ho 
that 

ho=ki ebo1=na la1--ki=may bhere i]l. 

that==J>L play=INF IPFV=AcT.PSr-=3PL time lSG 

sahar=te aw=ki=JL 
city=oBL QUAL=AcT.PSr-=lsG 

'I was in the city at the time they were playing.' 

As noted in Section 5.6, the demonstratives may also be used anaphori
cally and cataphorically, in addition to their deictic use. In general, 
ho refers to something which has already been said, or to the first of 
two or more entities already mentioned, whereas u refers to something 
which is about to be said, or to the last of two or more entities already 
mentioned. 

Anaphoric 

167. la'l porha=jo col=ki ro yo=te, ho mara bo?=te 
then Porha=Ann go==wn.PST and see=AcT.PRS that cave place=oBL 

cf.am=ki cf.a'l=te yo =yo 'I. 
anive==wn.PST water=oBL see=AcT.PST 

'Then Porha also went and looks, [he] arrived at that cave [i.e., 
which I just mentioned] [and] saw the water.' [AK, 1:39] 

Cataphoric 

168. u=je'l oncf.or=e! 
this=sa.NHUM hear=ACT.IRR 

'Listen to this [i.e., to what I'm about to say]!' 
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hin and han may also be used anaphorically. hin is especially common in 
correlative constructions (7.6.1): 

169. ata bhere bulbul po'lda raja nawkod najor 

170. 

CREL time Babylon village king Nawkod Najor 

israeli lebu=ki=te blidi 
Israeli person==J>L=oBL imprisonment 

qp2cJ.=na la'l=ki hin bhere 
take=JNF IPFV=MID.PST that time 

khar;iya bul}=ga aw=ki=may. 
Khaia INST=FOC liVe=MID.PST=3PL 

bay=kon 
mak:e=SEQ 

ho=ki 
that==J>L 

misar raij 
Egypt kingdom 

purkha=ki 
ancestor==J>L 

'When Nawkod Najor, king of the village of Babylon, imprisoned 
the Israelis and was taking them to Egypt, at that time these ances

tors [of the Israelis] lived with the Kharia.' [MT, 1:14] 

a=te ate bes bes thaco kuy=o'l=ki, 
Q=oBL(='where (CREL)') REP good REP place find=AcT.PST==J'L 

hin=te hinte khar;iya gdjlo'l kamu=na 
that=oBL( ='there') REP Kharia ricefield work=INF 

la'l=ki=may. 
IPFV==MIO.PS r-3PL 
'Wherever they found good land(= places), there the Kharia would 
work the rice fields.' [MT, 1: 8] 

se 'that', from Sadri, is used somewhat differently. It is found predomi
nantly in temporal and locative expressions ((171)-{172)), and very com
monly in correlative constructions (173). However, it may not be used in 
reference to animates or concrete objects: 

171. se 
that 

172. se 
that 

bhere 'then, at that time' 

time 

bo'l=te 'there, at that place' 
place=oBL 
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173. ghacf. bhere el}=ki r[o] aba=cf.om=te 
therefore ANAPH CREL time return==MJD.PST and father=3ross=oBL 

sou7b bhai=kiyar=dl sori'l potom=te kholay kholay 
all brother==HON=GEN together bundle=oBL open REP 

ob-yo=na la'l=ki=may, se bhere acfj=ya'l potom=te 
CAUS-see==JNF IPFV==MJD.PS!-3PL that time ANAPH=GEN bundle=oBL 

soreiJ kui=ki. 
stone find==MJD.PST 
'Therefore, when he returned. and along with all his brothers they 
opened the bundles and were showing [them] to their father, at that 
time he found a stone in his own bundle.' [AK, 1:73] 

5.9 QuANTIFIERs AND CLASSIF1ERS 

5.9.1 Quantifiers 

Quantifiers in Kharia appear in general before their lexical head: 

174. sou7b Zebu =ki =ya'l tho I} 'for all people' 
all person=PL=oEN for 

175. jha[i kha[iya=ki 'all Kharia' 
all Kharia=PL 

176. kap~· deri 'some time' 
some time 

As noted in Section 5.4, if a quantifier denoting non-singularity is pres
ent, the semantic base is often unmarked for number. Cf.the following 
examples: 

177. ro 
and 

sou"lb 
all 

ucf.=ga eiJ 

bhai=ga ho=ghay=ga enem cf.afl] 
brother=FOc that=way=poc without water 

cf.el=ki=may. 
dri.nk=Foc return come==MJD.PST=3PL 
'And all brothers thus returned. without drinking water.' 

[AK, 1:51] 
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178. bajhe konthecf.=te jughay kole'l, heirla, perwli, 
get.trapped bird=oBL many parrot green.pigeon pigeon 

kurkur, mayna, 
dove maina.bird 

ro 
and 

kinir 
forest 

sil}koy 
chicken 

aw=na 
QUAL=JNF 

la'l=ki=may. 
IPFV==MIO.PS r-=3PL 

'Among the birds caught there were many parrots, green pigeons, 
other pigeons, doves, maina birds and wild chickens.' [BB, 2:12] 

The only postposed quantifiers which we are aware of are geinka 'every' 
and bheir 'entire', both loans from Sadri: 

179. khawna=ko pethiya geinka ol kay=na 
akind.ofsweets=cNIR market every bring BEN=JNF 

la'l=ki =kiyar. 
IPFV==MIO.PS r-=DU 

'And [at] every market they would bring sweets for him.' [RD, 2:4] 

180. musni1J dinu 
one.day day 

kuy=o'l. 
find=AcT.PST 

bheir lam=o'l=ki muda 
entire search=AcT.PST=PL but 

umay 
NEG.3PL 

'One day, they searched all day but didn't find [the demon].' 
[MT, 1:68] 

Kharia Numerals 
There are two sets of numerals in Kharia. One, of Kharia origin, is no 
longer in general use. Many speakers are, however, familiar with these 
numerals, although the data they provide shows a great deal of variation. 
Despite the fact that these numerals are no longer actively used, as speak
ers who this author worked with consciously tried to use "pure" Kharia, 
these numerals are often found in texts stemming from these speakers. 
Also, they are very often found in Pinnow's (1965a, b) texts. 

The other set has been borrowed from Sadri. Only the Sadri numer
als are at all common, and even the lower numerals in actual speech are 
all borrowed from Sadri. Occasionally, English numerals are also used. 
Numerals of Sadri origin generally occur with numeral classifiers, although 
this is not obligatory. If the Kharia numerals are used, the classifiers are 
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only very seldomly used, at least by modern speakers. In the texts in 
Pinnow (1965), however, the Kharia numerals are occasionally found in 
combination with numeral classifiers. Thus, the fact that the classifiers are 
seldom used with Kharia numerals is perhaps due to the unfamiliarity of 
modern speakers with the Kharia numerals. 

Cardinal numbers 
There is great deal of uncertainty concerning the numerals of Kharia ori
gin, and only the forms for 1-3, 6 and 1 0 are relatively uniform for all 
speakers. Other numerals can vary greatly from one speaker to another. 
In Table 5.7, beginning with '4', the first numeral given is the most com
monly cited form, followed by less commonly cited variants. 

Table 5.7: The Kharia numerals from 1 to 10 

1 mucf.u (HUM), moJL (NHUM) 6 tibru, tibhru, (ibru 
2 ubar 7 tham, thom, tho1J, ghul 
3 u?phe 8 thom, ghal, tham, thomsi1) 
4 i'lphon, tham 9 thomsi1j, ghal, tomsi1j, ghul 
5 moloy, thum 10 ghol 

Note that the numeral '1' has two forms, one used with humans, mucf.u, 
and one which is unmarked, moJ1. Thus, in a sense these two forms have a 
kind of"built-in" classifier. They will be glossed as 'one.HUM' and 'one', 
respectively. 

There are two systems for the numerals from 11 to 19, presented in 
Table 5.8. The first simply combines the word for '10' with the respec
tive single digit. There is also another system in which all numerals from 
11 to 19 have their own designation. This system is given to the right of 
each column in Table 5.8. The data for this second group were provided 
by a group of young men (all aged 17), who read them to the author from 
their school notes. All confirmed that they had been taught these numer
als in school. However, they themselves use the numerals borrowed from 
Sadri. 

Table 5.8: The Kharia numerals from 11 to 19 

11 ghol moJL ghul 16 ghol tibru rabe? 
12 ghol ubar gholsi1j 17 ghol tham tarsi? 
13 ghol u'lphe tak 18 ghol thom cf.abayej 
14 ghol i?phon toya 19 ghol thomsi1) cf.ubki 
15 ghol moloy raba? 
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One elderly speaker who the author consulted on these numerals, how
ever, who has been teaching Kharia at the university for a number of 
years, was unfamiliar with these forms and suggested that they have per
haps recently been formed in an attempt to give Kharia "pure" numerals. 
In the absence of any evidence for or against this view, this topic will not 
be pursued further here. 

The designation for '20' is ekci (< Indo-Aryan, cf Bengali kurt 'a 
score' Sadri kori 'a score'). Pinnow (1965a: 6) also cites uJcci. For 21-29, 
the single digits are added to eJcci, e.g., ekci mOJl. '21 ', etc. 

There are no simple words in the Kharia numeral system for '30', '40', 
etc. There are two different strategies for expressing numbers above '29' 
These are summarized in Table 5.9. 

- The first system, the vigesimal system, counts in scores and adds the 
appropriate numeral from '1' to '19' to the correct multiplication of 
'20' 

- The second system counts in decades, with multiples of '10' plus the 
respective single digit. The fact that this system has no decadal term 
for '100' suggests that it is the younger of the two. 

We are not aware of any numerals ofKharia origin higher than 100. 

Table 5.9: Kha.ria numerals from 30 to 100 

Vigesimal system 

30 (mop) ekri ghol, literally '(1-)20--10' 
31 (moJL) ekri ghol moJL, etc. 
40 ubar ekri '2-20' 
50 ubar ekri ghol '2-20--10' 
60 u1phe elq;i '3-20' 
70 u1phe elq;i ghol '3-20--10' 
80 i'lphon elq;i '4-20' 
90 i"lphon elq;i gho/'4-20-10' 

100 moloy ekri '5-20' 

Ordinals 

Decadal system 

u1phe gho/'3-10' 
u1phe ghol mop, etc. 
i"lphon ghol '4-10' 
moloy gho/'5-10' 
tibru ghol '6-10' 
tham gho/'7-10' 
thom gho/'8-10' 
thomsiiJ ghol '9-10' 
moloy ekri '5-20' 

Information on Kharia ordinals is very scant. The following discussion is 
based on what little evidence could be culled from forms in the texts in 
Pinnow (1965a) and Kerketta (1990). 
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The native term for 'first' is generally se1J, which is quite common: 

181. porob =a'l musni1J, SelJ dino=te o'l=ya'l gomke 
feast=GEN one.day first day=oBL house=GEN lord 

kan=te. 
fast=ACT.PRS 
'On one day of the feast, the first day, the lord of the house fasts.' 

[HJPa:71] 

Alternatively, the genitive of absi7b 'beginning' can also be used. The 
following is the only example of this construction in our data, from Pin
now (1965a: 90): 

182. absib=a'l eto'l 
begining=oEN order 
'the first commandment', literally 'the commandment of the 
beginning' 

Other ordinals are derived as follows: In reference to humans, kac fol
lows the corresponding cardinal number, at least in the texts in Kerketta 
(1990): 

183. u'lphe kac 
three person 

'(the) third person' i'lphon kac '(the)fourthperson' 
four person 

For non-humans I inanimates, there are three strategies: First, the respec
tive cardinal number is placed in the genitive: 

184. ubar=a'l eto1} '(the) second commandment' 21 

two=GEN order 

In a second strategy, found in the texts in Kerketta (1990), beginning 
with ubar 'two' the compound form of absi7b 'beginning', -si7b, is used 
to form ordinals, e.g. i'lphon-si7b yona 'fourth scene', etc. Note that the u 
in ubar is dropped: bar-si7b iik 'second act (of a play)' 

21 It should be noted that all the examples given here referring to 1he Ten Command
ments derive from the same source, a Kharia translation of Martin Lu1her's Kleiner Kat
echismus (given in Pinnow, 1965a: 90ff.). These should be viewed with caution, as in this 
text 1he exceptional form for 'first', absib=a'l, given above, is also found. 
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In a third strategy, also found in the texts in Kerketta (1990), cardinal 
numbers are used, with no special marking, similar to the strategy in 
(18 3): ubar ebo'l 'second act I scene', i'lphon yona 'fourth scene' 

Finally, Malhotra (1982: 126) writes of yet another strategy for ordi
nals beginning with 'second' which is not found in our corpus. She notes 
that ordinals above 'first' are formed by means of postpositions meaning 
'after' or 'behind' following the next lower numeral. Her two examples 
(adapted): 

185. boriya='l lo'lQ_ho 'third' 
both=oEN after 

moloy=a'l kunQ..ab 'sixth' 
five=GEN behind 

Unfortunately, as these forms are no longer used, no further comments 
can be given here. Nowadays, only the Sadri forms, given below, are 
used. 

Distributives 
Unfortunately, information on native distributive terms is even scantier 
than that on native ordinals. In fact, only two such terms, both from Pin
now (1965a). could be located so far: 

186. mo<ne>Jl 'one each' u<nu>'lphe 'three each' 

Note that both of these terms employ the native cardinal number and the 
-NV- infix, which is slightly irregular in mo<ne>Jl, as the -V- in -NV
otherwise always has the same quality as the vowel of the underived 
morpheme. Although it is highly tempting to assume that this was once 
a productive means of deriving distributives in Kharia, in the absence of 
conclusive evidence this must remain speculative, especially since both 
forms derive from the same text (see HJPa: 146). 

Indo-Aryan Numerals (from Sadri) 

Cardinal numbers 
As mentioned above, only the numerals which have been borrowed from 
Sadri are in common use. Occasionally, the Hindi numerals, which are 
almost identical to these, are employed. Table 5.1 0 presents the lower 
numerals and a few of the higher numerals. 
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Table 5.10: Numerals borrowed from Sadri 
0 sun 
1 ek 
2 dui 
3tin 
4 cair, ceir 
5 p/ic 

6 chaw 
7 sat 
8 ath 
9 naw, nliw 

10 das 

Others: 100 say, saw, sos, 1,000 hqjar, 100,000 lakh 

193 

The ordinals have also all been borrowed from Indo-Aryan. With the 
exception of 'first', all are pronounced as in Hindi and will not be pre
sented here: 

187. 1st pohila, 2nd dusra, 3rd tisra, 

Collectives 
With the exception of bariya, which is of Kharia origin, collectives are 
formed by adding =o directly to the Sadri numeral. This =o is probably 
identical with the homophonous classifier =o (5.9.2), although it may be 
related to the Hindi oblique plural suffix -o. Table 5.11 presents the lower 
collectives. 

Table 5.11: Collectives 

hariya, heriya, horiya 'both' chaw=o 'all six' 
sat=o 'all seven' 
ath=o 'all eight' 
naw=o 'all nine' 
das=o 'all ten' 

( cf. uhar 'two') 
tin=o 'all three' 
cair=o 'all four' 
p/ic=o 'all five' 

Approximatives 
Approximation is expressed in Kharia by juxtaposing two or more car
dinal numbers. Although the only examples in our corpus all involve the 
native Kharia numerals, it is reasonable to assume that the same strategy 
is employed with the cardinals from Sadri. 

188. la'l 
then 

kongher mop ubar u'lphe koloiJ 
boy one two three bread 

kay=na la'l=ki. 
BEN=JNF IPFV=MID.PST 

ob-gur 
CAUS-fall 

'Then the boy would drop a couple (= 1, 2, 3) {loaves of] bread 
for them.' [BB, 1 :27] 
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... no biha olcf.ay hoy=ta beti u1phe i1phon 
CMPL marriage marriage become=MID.PRS girl three four 

memon jou=te beta beti bariya=ga moJ1 osel 
year up.to=oBL boy girl both ==poe one white 

kokro si7jkoy gi["ij1 puja Jl.o'l=te=kiyar. 
rooster fowl heat.of.sun worship eat=AcT.PRS=nu 

that, the girl being married for up to 3 or 4 years, the boy and 
girl both sacrifice a white rooster to the Sun-God and eat [it].' 

[HJPa:143, 1a] 

5.9.2 Classifiers 

There is a relatively small number of optional classifiers in Kharia. 
These are generally found only with cardinal numerals and, rarely, 
with quantifiers such as kai 'several, a few' In the following all of the 
classifiers which have been found in the data are presented, in alphabeti
cal order. With the possible exception of the general classifier =o, all of 
the following classifiers are phonological words and can be separated 
from the element they follow, e.g., by the enclitic focal particle =ga: 

190. ek=ga tho=ga 'one (and only one)' 
one==poc CLASS::POC 

cepu'l 'handful' 
One occurrence in Pinnow's (1965a) texts of the morpheme cepu'l 'hand
ful' is found, which appears to be used as a classifier, although this is 
uncertain: 

191. je'l moJl cepu'l gucf.ray=o'l ro do[t]h=o'l 

gat: 

so.NHUM one handful collect=ACT.PST and take=AcT.PST 

ho beta=ga ro cf.ururJ=o'l ro cf.ocf. kay=o'l. 
that boy==poc and husk=ACT.PST and bring BEN=AcT.PST 
'He collected it, one handful, and that boy took [it] and husked [it] 
and brought [it back].' [HJPa:l36, no. 17] 

gar occurs three times in our corpus, all from the same southern speaker 
and each time found with human reference. It presumably derives from 
kar 'person' Consider the following example, where the speaker begins 
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with the usual word for 'nine', naw, from Sadri, and the more common 
classifier tho (see below), generally not used with reference to humans. 
He then "corrects" this to the native form thomsi1J gar. Following this, he 
maintains the form thomsi1J when referring to the daughters, but leaves 
out the classifier. 

192. hondo burha=ydl naw tho, thomsirj gar gam=te=ni1J, 
Hondo old.man=GEN nine CLASS nine CLASS say=ACT.PRS=lPL.INCL 

be2ci=qpm, thomsi1J biJ=cl.om=ki aw=ki=may. 
son=3POSS nine daughter=3POSS=PI, QUAL~.PST=3PL 

'The old man Hondo had nine sons, we say thomsi1J [for 9], and 9 
daughters.' [MS, 2:1] 

go 
This classifier is somewhat of a mystery. Malhotra (1982: 67) writes of it 
"go is the general numeral classifier, co-occurring with Indo-Aryan numer
als." Her two examples are given in the following (slightly adapted): 

193. tin 
three 

194. plic 
five 

go 
CLASS 

go 
CLASS 

kunru 
child 

kuyu 

pitcher 

'three children' 

'five pitchers' 

As there are no examples of this classifier in our data, nothing more can 
be said about it here other than to note that it is certainly not the general 
numeral classifier in the dialect of the speakers we worked with. It is also 
not attested in Pinnow (1965a), at least in the first 143 pages. 

jan I jhan 
This classifier is used exclusively with human reference. It can also be 
replaced by =o (see below). j(h)an derives from the Sadri classifier -jtt.n I 
-jhtt.n 

195. tinjhanlebu=ki 'three people' tinjhan bhai=ki 'three brothers' 

j(h)an also attaches to names to denote the person who is explicitly men
tioned as well as either those accompanying him or her at that moment 
or his or her family. Thus, it is not restricted to following a quantifier of 
some type, unlike most classifiers. 
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196. birsi jhan 'Birsi and her friends (who are with her now)' 

197. cfb=ko modi jhan moloy kulam hoy=ki=may. 
now=CNTR Modi CLAss five brother become==wD.PS"F3PL 
'But now Modi had four brothers (= but now, Modi and his kin 
became five brothers).' [RD, 2:15] 

198. etwa=kiyar boriya=ga burha burhi modi jhan=te 

mene 

Etwa=nu both=roc old.man old.woman Modi CLAss=oBL 

sewa karay=o'l=kiyar. 
service do=AcT.PST=nu 
'Etwa and his wife, both of them, the old man and the old woman, 
helped Modi and his family.' [RD, 2: 111] 

mene is the most ellusive of the classifiers, and in fact, its status as a 
classifier is questionable. In addition to occurring with quantifiers of dif
ferent types, it can also apparently be used with any type of lexical head. 
The following presents a number of examples where it seems to function 
as a typical classifier: 

199. moJl mene dar:om 'one sacrifice' 
ghol mene seyan 'ten village elders' 
mucf.u mene kha[iya 'one Kharia (person)' 

200. je{'l]=ga du'lkho muqu mene=ya1=te agar 
so=roc misfortune one. HUM CLAss=GEN=oBL if 

cf.e=na la'l=ki la'l ba.J1Cay=na='l 
come==JNF IPFV==MfD.PST then save=INFGEN 

thom sub bhere sampere=ga aw=na la'l=ki=kiyar. 
PURP all time ready=roc QUAL==JNF IPFV==wD.PST=nU 
'Thus if misfortune befell one of them(= came to one's [home}), 22 

then the two remained ready at all times to save [each other].' 
[HJPa:47] 

22 See 5.2 above on "double-case" marking. 
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Unlike other classifiers, mene is not restricted to use with numerals or 
even quantifiers. For example, it is found with demonstratives: 

201. la'l atha jhelob, ikucf.=ga jhelob ro ho mene=ga calcar 
then heavy long vecy=roc long and that CLAss==roc wide 

arbo samudar=te=jo ocf.o'l=ki ho=ki "bapre!" 
Arab ocean=oBL=AnD otheFPL that=PL wow! 

gam=o'l=ki. 
say=ACT.PST=pL 
'Then at that heavy, long, very long and so very wide Arabian Sea 
the others all said "Wow!"' [MT, 1:30] 

It is even found following a genitive attribute (202) or an adverbial 
(203): 

202. ber=a[1] mene takat aw=ki? 
who=oEN CLASS power QUAL~.PST 

'Whose [men] were powerful(= power was whose)?' [MS, 1 :202] 

203. kh0cf.e2j=ko cf.oko=te=ga mukum=ki, tay ho bo'l=te=ga 
a.while=CNm sit=oBL==roc doze.off~.PST then that place=oBL==roc 

"kh5te1j mene cf.halqJUJe=ta=i]l." - gam=o'l ro 
a.while CLAss take.a.nap~.PRs=lsa say=AcT.PST and 

gita'l=kon leme1cf. gocf.=ki. 
lie.down=sEQ sleep c:TEL~.PST 

'Sitting for a while, he began to doze off(= he dozed off), so he 
said [to himself] at that place "I'll sleep for a while." and he lay 
down and fell asleep.' [BB, 2:27] 

It is conceivable that mene derives from the plural marker man in Sadri, 
although the fact that it is also compatible with the numeral 'one' in Kha
ria (e.g. (199), (200)) and singular entities in general (e.g. (201)) would 
appear to argue against this. Consider, however the following example. 
Here mene does not follow the cardinal number ubar 'two' but rather the 
lexical head, kuyu 'pot', giving it the appearance of a plural marker: 
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204 .... ubar kuyu mene pe'l 'two pots of rice' [mpa:147, line h:5] 
two pot class rice 

Finally, mene is also found in contexts which translate as 'so much, as 
much as', again with a genitive attribute: 

205. umbo'lla'l jahli bhere konselqu1=ki=ya1 mene=Jo 
otherwise INDEF time woman=FL=oEN 

umay bu'ljhi bha'l=ta. 
NEG.3PL understand SUD=wD.PRS 

'But otherwise, at any time, [men] do not understand as quickly as 
much as women do.' [Kerketta, 1990: 12] 

Whatever its etymology, as mene generally does follow a quantifier, it 
will tentatively be considered a classifier here. Its exact status awaits fur
ther study. 

=o 
=o is the general classifier and is used with all types of contentive mor
phemes, both human and non-human. It is by far the most common 
classifier. 

206. duy=o daru 'two trees' 
tin=o bhai 'three brothers' 

chaw=o sorerJ 'six stones' 

=o and j(h)an (see above) can be combined with human reference, 
although this is seldom: 

207. plic=o jan bhai 'five brothers' 

However, =o is not compatible with other classifiers: 

208. *plic=o tho tebul 'five tables' 

Perhaps this usage is related to the collective function of =o, described in 
the last section. although if so, it is unclear why its use is ungrammatical 
in combination with other classifiers. 
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Finally, note that units of time, such as 'minute', 'hour', etc., are not 
classifiers in Kharia, as they can combine with the classifier =o: das=o 
minat 'ten minutes' 

taiJ, thaiJ, thoiJ 
This classifier is equal in function to tho (see below) and, according to 
speakers we consulted, is simply an alternative pronunciation of tho. 

209. thamke=na=pe 
quiet=MID .IRR=2PL 

se 
please 

la... . .. al=e=pe se 
VOC stay=ACT.IRR=2PL please 

ubar thaiJ ghora yo=ta=kiyar. 
two cLAss horse see=MID.PRS=nu 

la, 
voc 

'Everybody please be quiet, please stay put, two horses can be 
seen.' [Kerketta. 1990: 1] 

21 0. hin=a'l thom ponomosor ubar 
that=GEN for God two 

patar=te bay=o'l . .. 
light=OBL make=AcT.PST 
'Therefore God made two great lights 

taiJ maha 
CLASS big 

[HJPa:100] 

Malhotra (1982: 67) and Biligiri (1965: 202) both write that this classifier 
is restricted to use with ubar, which fits well with this author's corpus 
data. However, in interviews, speakers also accepted its use with other 
cardinal numerals. 

tho 
Native speakers we consulted claimed that tho, which has apparently 
been borrowed from Sadri (cf. Jordan-Horstmann, 1969: 155), is used 
only with non-humans, whether animate or inanimate. Before tho, chaw 
is realized as che. Note that tho can also appear with quantifiers such as 
kai 'a few' which are not cardinal numbers: 

211. pac tho ore] 
das tho tebul 

'five oxen' che tho sore1J 'six stones' 
'ten tables' kai tho ompay 'a few rivers' 

However, examples in spoken texts were found in which tho is also used 
with reference to humans. In the following example, the southern speaker 
uses the human classifier jhan (see above) for his sons but tho for his 
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daughters, although later on in the same story (line 29) he also speaks of 
the nine sons as naw tho bet=cfpm: 

212. la['l] hondo=wa'l naw jhan beta, naw tho be(j 
then Hondo=CJEN nine CLAss son nine cLAss daughter 

aw=ki=may. 
QUAL==wD.PS"F3PL 

'Then Hondo had nine sons and nine daughters.' [MS, 1:23] 

Biligiri (1965 : 203) notes that this classifier is restricted to numerals 
above '3' However, the intuition of speakers we worked with was that 
tho is merely an alternative pronunciation of ta1J I tha1J I tho1J, which is 
compatible with ubar '2' as well. This issue requires further study. 

5.1 0 MoDIFICATION 

5.10.1 Morphologically simple modification ("adjectives'') 

If one uses only morphosyntactic criteria as a guide to determining parts
of-speech, then there is little evidence for assuming a separate class 
of adjectives in Kharia, as argued in Chapter 4. Instead, from a purely 
structural point of view it is more convenient to consider simple attribu
tion, i.e., attribution in which there is no (partially) finite TAMIPERsoN
syntagma, to be expressed by the masdar, described in Section 6.6.2.1: 
Contentive morphemes appear in their basic form if they are polysyllabic 
and are reduplicated if monosyllabic. Consider the following forms: 

213. Example Meaning (in middle voice) Mas dar 
boto1} Zebu 'frightened boto1} 'become boto1} 

person' afraid' 
cfpko thOro 'settled cfpko 'sit down; cfpko 

place' settle' 
konon bhai konon 'become konon 

'little brother' small' 
mahadaru maha 'become big' maha 

'the big tree' 
ru'l-ru'l kalbto ru'l 'become open' ru'l-ru'l 

'open door' 
rusu1J o'l 'red house' rusu1J 'become red' rusu1J 
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Note that reduplication here is purely phonologically motivated. This is 
especially clear in cases such as Q..oko ro dho'l-dho'l thiir:o [settle.down 
and take-RDP place] 'the place where [they] settled down and which they 
took' As Q..oko is bisyllabic, it is not reduplicated whereas the monosyl
labic dho'l is. 

Although no longer in current use, there also appears to have been 
a contentive morpheme Sa1J 'become yellow', which had the form Sa1J
Sa1J when used attributively, i.e. 'yellow' (in addition to 'turmeric'), and 
which is given with this meaning in Floor et al. (1934: 112).23 This form 
has now been replaced by the Sadri term piyar 'yellow', as all color terms 
except osel 'white', mogher 'black' and rusuiJ 'red' have been replaced 
by the corresponding Sadri equivalents, 24 and in current usage Sa1J-Sa1J 
means only 'turmeric', a further meaning which it has apparently always 
had (cf the data in Anderson & Zide, 2002: 58). 

On the other hand, any contentive morpheme that can be used attribu
tively can also be used to denote a change of state (middle voice) or a 
transitive telic action (active voice) and vice versa, hence there seems to 
be no need to assume an adjectival class in Kharia. 

There are only few monosyllabic contentive morphemes which do not 
fit this pattern and which do not reduplicate, 25 almost all of which are 
loans from Indo-Aryan; loans from Indo-Aryan never reduplicate, with 
the exception of col 'go' Cf. forms such as khus '(become) happy', liZ 
'(become) blue' and bes '(become) good', e.g. bes dinu 'good day' As 
the glosses indicate, it would also be incorrect to consider these con
tentive morphemes to be members of a closed adjectival class, as they 
can appear not only in attributive function but-like any other contentive 
morpheme-also in predicative function. 

The repetition of attributes can denote both intensity ('very') and plu
rality. When used to denote plurality, the semantic head is not generally 
marked for number, as with konon konon murti in the following example: 

23 Tiris fomt is given there as sang and is said to derive from sarsang, sarson (?) 
''=which has a yellow flower. yellow." I am not familiar with either of1hese two fomts, 
neither of which is listed in Floor et al. (1934), and also do not find them mentioned else
where in the literature. 

24 It is interesting to note here 1hat the 1hree terms which have not been replaced by the 
corresponding Sadri terms are the 1hree left-most color terms in the two hierarchies of basic 
color terms fowtd in Berlin & Kay (1969: 104) and the term for 'yellow', which has only 
recen1ly been borrowed, immediately follows these 1hree in one of their two hierarchies. 

25 But 1hey do repeat to denote pluralicy, etc. See the following discussion in the 
main text. 
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ho=kar lo'lkha cf.oth=o'l ro lo'lkha cfp2cf.=na lo'lcf.ho 
that=so.HUM soil take=AcT.PST and soil tak:e==JNF after 

i=ghay acfj=ya'l rup bu7J=ga konon konon murti 
what=way ANAPH=GEN form INST=FOC small REP statue 

bay=o'l. 
mak:e=AcT.PST 
'He took soil and, after taking soil he made small statues in(= with) 
his [own] form.' [AK, 3:10] 

It is important here to note that this repetition differs from the reduplica
tion found with the masdars: Reduplication is a purely grammatical pro
cess which serves to derive bisyllabic words from monosyllabic contentive 
morphemes in certain environments. That is, in this process phonological 
words are being created, not repeated. In the repetition described here, 
however, an element is being repeated which is already a phonological 
word. 

5.10.1.1 Comparatives, superlatives and equatives 
Although comparatives, superlatives and equatives are, properly speak
ing, a matter of syntax in Kharia, for reasons of exposition and reference 
these three constructions will be dealt with in this section. 

Comparatives and superlatives 
Comparatives and superlatives-in all functions, whether attributive, ref
erential or predicative -are formed as follows. The standard is followed 
by an ablative postposition and then by the contentive morpheme denot
ing a scalar property, which appears in its base form. The two construc
tions are identical except for the fact that the standard in the superlative 
construction contains a quantifier denoting entirety, such as jha[i or sou7b 
'all' Also, there is a distinct preference for the ablative postposition tay 
in the comparative construction and se in the superlative construction, 
although both may be used in both constructions. 

Comparatives 

215. la'l a«t_i=ya'l tay konon bhai, beghma, ho=kac 
then ANAPIFGEN ABL small brother Beghma that=so.HUM 

oncf.or=o'l. 
hear=ACT.PST 
'Then his; younger brother, Beghmai, hei heard [him;].' [AK, 1 :30] 
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aba=cfpm=a1 gam=na=1 motabik=ga hapta dinu=ya1 
father=3ross=CJEN say==nw=GEN according.to==poc week day=oEN 

lo?cf.ho rata aba=cf.om=te ffiOJl hajar rupaya tay=jo 
after Rata father=3ross=oBL one thousand rupee ABL=ADD 

jughay ter=o1. 
much give=AcT.PST 
'As his father had said(= according to his father's saying), after a 
week Rata gave his father even more than 1,000 rupees.' 

[BB, 2:59] 

21 7. teuwa1jo modi=te oqo'l=ki=ya'l tay jughay=ga dular 
nevertheless Modi=oBL other=PL=CJEN ABL much==poc love 

karay=na la1=ki =kiyar. 
do==JNF IPFV=wD.PST=DU 
'Nevertheless, they loved Modi more than the others.' [RD, 2:16] 

Alternatively, the standard can be left implicit, as in the following exam
ple. Here ocf.o1 'increase; and; more' is used to denote the (implicit) com
panson: 

218. u soub haleit yo=kon 
this all condition see=sEQ 

mare =yo?. 
begin=AcT.PST 

modi 
Modi 

oqo'l=ga u2cf.=na 
more==poc drink=INF 

'Seeing this entire condition, Modi began to drink even more.' 
[RD, 2:107] 

Superlatives 

219. simca sou1b se 
Simra all ABL 

maha be2t=cf.om sou 1b tay SllJ ho 
big son=3ross all ABL first that 

mara 
cave 

bo1=te col=ki ro sore1J=a1 mo1jhi tay cf.a1-m-ucf.=na 
place=oBL go=wn.PST and stone=CJEN middle ABL water-m-drink=INF 

la1=ki. 
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'Simra, the eldest brother, went to that cave .first of all [the broth
ers] and he was drinking water from the middle of the stones.' 

[AK, 1:71] 

220. sou1b se maha=ya? biha hoy=si'l. 
all ABL big=GEN wedding become=pERF 

'The oldest has married (= The marriage af the oldest has 
become).' [AK., 4:9] 

Note that these constructions are used with all scalar contentive mor
phemes and are not limited to contentive morphemes in attributive func
tion. Thus comparatives and superlatives cannot be considered typical 
properties of "adjectives", but merely of contentive morphemes denoting 
scalar concepts. 

221. sou1b se suru=te ponmesor ap aw=ki. 
all ABL beginning=oBL God Father QUAL=wD.PST 

'In the very beginning there was God the Father.' [AK, 3:4] 

Equatives 
Equatives are formed by means of the postposition lekhe 'like', a loan 
word from Sadri. 

222. ho=wa? lekhe su?kho thiico atu=ga ro'l kuy=e=na1J 
that=GEN like happy place where=FOC FOC find=AcT.IRR=lDU.INCL 

re? 
voc 

'Where will we ever find a place as happy as that?' 

223. kinir cf.am=kon rata thorek to'l leru=ki, ro 
forest anive=sEQ Rata little time rest=wn.PsT and 

[AT, 3:2] 

aba=qom=a? lekhe=ga jal ropa=kon dana chita=yo'l 
father=3ross=aEN like=roc net spread.out=sEQ grain scatter=AcT.PST 

ro daru sumbo'l=te le2cf. go2cf.=ki. 
and tree base=oBL hide c:TEL=wn.PsT 

'After arriving at the forest, Rata rested a little while, and just like 
his father he spread out the net, scattered grain [on it] and hid at the 
tree trunk.' [BB, 2:25] 
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224. samudar lekhe ompay=ki bore bore. la'l ho=te 
ocean like river=FL big REP then that=oBL(= 'there') 

paro=na muskil heke. 
cross==JNF difficult QUAL 

'The rivers are very full (= big), like an ocean. Then it is difficult 
to cross there.' [MS, 1:157] 

5.10.2 Clausal adjuncts ("adverbials'') 
In principle there is no need to discuss "adverbials" separately in Kharia 
as they do not differ from other types of Case-syntagmas. This section 
therefore concentrates on a strategy which is quite often found in adjuncts 
and which would seem, at least at first sight, to be a kind of derivational 
adverbial marker. 

One of the most common means of modifYing a predicate or a clause 
is by adding -bo'l, -tJ.a'l or -son to a contentive morpheme. These do not 
differ in meaning and the choice of one over the other is lexically deter
mined. They can also occasionally combine, as in lere'l-Q.a'l-son. A few 
of the more common forms are presented here as well as two typical 
examples of their use: 

225. aJ!ior 'front' 
bes 'good' 
dular 'love' 

a.Jijor-tJ.a'l 'forwards' 
bes-bo'l, bes-Q.a'l'well' 
dular-bo'l 'lovingly' 
dhirom-bo'l 'slowly' dhirom 'become slow' 

lere'l 'rejoice; joy' lere'l-son, lere'l-Q.a'l-son 'joyously' 

226. ro 
and 

tama am=pe u naw kutum=te=ga sadi biha 
now 2=2PL this nine family=oBL==roc many many 

kersorJ=na=pe ro baru-bo'l aw=na=pe. 
ffiarry=MID.IRR=2PL and good-INTENS liVe==MfD.IRR=2PL 
'And you will marry in only these nine families and you will live 
(very) well.' [AK., 1 :69] 

227. hardinagar tay mu'l=kon buli=ga buliga armacay=ga 
Hardinagar ABL emerge=sEQ wander==roc REP go.back.and.forth==roc 

silQ.=ga col kan=ki=may aJljor-qa'l. 
get.lost==roc go CON"r=MID.PST=3PL front-INTENS 
'After leaving Hardinagar, they continued on (= kept going straight 
forward), wandering, going back and forth and getting lost.' 

[MT, 1:117] 
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As the following example shows, however, this construction is not exclu
sively used to mark adverbials: 

228. maha kimin=ya'l kole1j-bo'l yo=kon etwa konon 
big daughter.in.law=GEN fight-INTENS see=sEQ Etwa small 

bet=cJpm=a'l biha=ya'l tiha karay=o'l. 
son=3poss=oEN marriage=GEN proVISion do=AcT.PST 

'Seeing how (very) qua"elsome the elder daughter-in-law was, 
Etwa arranged for the marriage of his younger son.' [RD, 2:75] 

229. ho=kar iku1cf. jughay lere'l-son=ki. 
that=so.HUM very much joy-INTES=wD.PST 

'Slhe became very happy.' 

What these apparent "adverbials" in fact express is a slight degree of 
"intensity", that is, they denote that an event or state is somewhat "more 
intense" than the unmarked forms, similar to the function of very in Eng
lish. Hence they are not restricted to adverbial function, although they are 
certainly compatible with this usage. 

This semantic contribution is, however, very weak--often almost non
existent-so that it may well be that these markers are in the process 
of developing into true adjunct markers, although all speakers consulted 
agreed that they have a slightly intensifying meaning. 26 

Other types of "adverbials", such as temporal and locative adverbials, 
are typically expressed through attributive finite clauses with a locative 
or temporal head (230) or simply by a Case-syntagma in the oblique case 
(231). 

230. ho=kar thik biha=na la'l=ki=may bhere 
that=so.HUM exactly marry=INF IPFV=wD.PSr-3PL time 

cf.am=ki. 
arrive=wn.PST 

'[He] arrived just as [they] were getting married (i.e., at the they
were-just-getting-married time).' [ HJPa:41] 

l6 Ths would seem to have a direct correlate in several East and Southeast Asian lan
guages. Confer 1he discussion of 1he modification of sentence adverbs in Chinese and 
Vietnamese in Bisang (1998: 692-4) wi1h morphemes denoting 'very' 
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231. kahani lebu=ki khori=ki=te kayom=ta=ki 
story person==J>L village.secti.on==J>L=oBL speak=Mm.PRS==J>L 
'The people tell [this] story in the villages.' [AK., 1 :2] 

For further examples of "adverbial" modification, see the sections on 
"relative clauses" (7.6) and imperfective converbs and depictives (Sec
tions 6.6.2.4 and 7.5.1.6). 





CHAPTER SIX 

1HE TAM/PERSON-SYNTAGMA ('VERBS') 

6. 1 GENERAL INrn.ooucnoN 

The Kharia predicate can conveniently be divided into two major struc
tural types. The first consists of predicates of the type which Bloomfield 
(1933[1984]: 173) refers to as "narrative predication", in which, e.g., the 
subject performs an action. In these predicates in Kharia, tense, aspect 
and mood are expressed through portmanteau morphemes which also 
simultaneously express basic voice (active vs. middle). Following this 
are the markers for person, number and honorific status. This type also 
includes three minor sub-types: The present perfect, the optative and the 
Past IL which do not mark for basic voice but are otherwise structurally 
identical. With the exception of the optative, all of these markers are 
enclitic, whereas the optative marker is a phonological word and can be 
separated from other elements, e.g., by the enclitic focal particles. 

The second type of predication consists of two sub-types, both of which 
are subsumed under "equational predication" by Bloomfield (1933[1984]: 
173). In the first of these two sub-types, which will be referred to here as 
"non-inherent qualitative predication", the position of an entity is given 
or a statement is made about a temporary or non-essential characteris
tic of this entity. The second sub-type is what Maas (2004) refers to as 
"qualitative" predication, in which an inherent property of an entity is 
depicted (e.g. I am a man, That is a tree). "Inherent" should be taken here 
as meaning something akin to "central or most important characteristic" 
and will undoubtedly be subject at least to some extent to a particular 
speaker's judgement. This type of predicate will be referred to here as 
"inherent qualitative predication" Both of these sub-types are expressed 
by markers for qualitative predication which, except in the present tense, 
have the same structure as narrative predicates, i.e., they are marked for 
TAMibasic voice and PER.siNuMIHON. In the present tense, however, they 
do not mark for basic voice. The qualitative predicative marker may 
also not be present, or "lacking", resulting in what resembles a "nominal 
sentence" but with subtle semantic differences to examples in which an 
element translating as 'be' or 'become' is present. 
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The present section concentrates on the structure of the narrative predi
cate, with the various predicating categories presented in the traditional 
manner. Qualitative predication will be dealt with in Section 7.3, where 
evidence against considering the qualitative predicative markers to be 
copular forms will also be presented. 

Narrative predication: An overview 

The (simplified) maximal structure of the non-periphrastic, fully finite 
narrative predicate in Kharia, henceforth the "TAMIPERsoN-syntagma", 
due to its structure, is shown in Table 6.1, where "X'' is the (possibly 
complex) semantic base. The causative may appear either as a prefix or 
as an infix, or both in double causatives. Note that with a TAMIPERsoN
syntagma in the present perfect, there is no TAMibasic voice marker fol
lowing the PERFect marker; otherwise the structure is identical. 

Table 6.1: The structure of the T AMIPERsoN -syntagma 
REC CAUS-X-<cAus> V29'ERF=rAMfVOICE==mRSfNUMfHON 

Table 6.2 presents the structure of the remaining two minor types ofT AMI 
PERsoN-syntagmas, which contain either the optative marker guciu? I guru? 
or the Past II marker =kho? but which are not marked for basic voice. 

Table 6. 2: The structure of the TAM/PERSoN -syntagma in the optative I 
Pastil 

REC CAUs-X-<cAus> v2=oPT/PsT.n9>ERS/NuMfaoN 

"X'' in Tables 6. 1 and 6.2 can have the same maximal structure as that 
given in Table 5.2 in Chapter 5 (without case marking!), repeated here 

for convenience as Table 6.3: 

Table 6.3: A schematic overview of the maximal common semantic base of 
TAMIPERsoN- and Case-syntagmas 

GENTilVE DETERMINER DEM QUANT CLASS GENTilVE DETERMINER 

Lexeme(s)=poss~uMiaoN 

The following presents once again a few illustrative examples from Sec
tions 4.4 and 4.4.1 for ease of reference which show that the semantic 
base of the event-narrating predicate may be complex: 
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1. a. ubar rocho1b=ki=JL 
two side=MID.PST=lso 
'I moved to both sides (i.e., this way and then that).' 

2. a. ho rocho1b=ki=JL 
that side=MID.PST=lso 
'I moved to that side.' 

3. bharat=ya'l Zebu =ki bides=a? lebu=ki=ya? 
lndia=GEN person==J>L abroad=GEN person==J>L=oEN 

rupraiJ=ki=may. 
appearance==MII).PSr-3PL 
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'The Indians took on the appearance of foreigners (e.g. by living 
abroad so long).' 

4. magta tamaku ragday=taj~ badhna katl.i sacrakhi lekhe 
Mangta tobacco rub==MII).PROG Bandhna little stubborn like 

han=tPj u=t:Pj khor=ta, ka(j2j jors{iy bul=si'l. 
that=side this=side ITER==MII).PRS little strongly become.drunk=pERF 
'Mangta is rubbing tobacco, Bandhna is walking here and there as if 
he is being a little stubborn, and is quite strongly drunk.' 

[Kerkett:a, 1990: 24] 

Expanding the "v2" slot in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for the most commonly 
found "v2" categories and assuming for ease of presentation that the 
semantic base of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is a single contentive mor
pheme (here for ease of reference: "Lexeme"), we arrive at Table 6.4: 

Table 6.4: A schematic overview of the maximal structure of the 
non-negated, non-periphrastic, morphologically fully finite 

TAMIPERsoN-syntagma in Kharia (simplified) 
REC CAUs-Lexeme-<cAus> EXCESS BEN CONT/ITERfs:ITER PASS/REFL AUTOPOES 

TEL 9>ERF=rAMfVOICE=pERSfNUMfHON 

Only the causative marker is an affix, while the markers to the right, begin
ning with the perfect, are all enclitic ( cf. Chapters 2 and 3). These enclitic 
markers DEFINE the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma as such and attach directly to 
the rightmost element ofthe semantic base, as shown in examples (1}-(4), 
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and may not appear together with case marking (other than the genitive) 
or with adpositions. 

6. 2 PERsoN I NUMBER I HoNORIF1C MARKING 

Kharia is a nominative/accusative type language in terms of personal 
marking on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. PERBINUM!HoN-marking on the 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma always refers to the "subject", which is either S, 
the "intransitive subject", or A, "transitive subject" or rather, the highest 
entity, semantically speaking, in a transitive clause. 1 Table 6.5 gives an 
overview of subject-markers on the TAMIPERBON-syntagma. 

As we shall see in Section 7.1, where the notion of subject is discussed 
in greater detail, this does not necessarily mean that the TAMIPERsoN
syntagma AGREES in terms of person, number and honorific status with an 
explicitly mentioned "subject": Subject marking in Kharia is what is often 
referred to as "semantically" based-the personal marking on the TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma itself is best considered the subject of the clause, while 
the explicitly mentioned "subject" is in apposition to this element. 

Table 6.5: Person/Number/Honorific Marking on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma 

Singular Dual (!HaN} Plural 

Inclusive Exclusive Inclusive Exclusive 

1 =(i)JI. I =(i)IJ =naiJ =jar =nil} =le 
2 =(e)m =bar =pe 
3 =kiyar =lei I =may 

1 For a discussion of A, S and 0, cf Dixon (1994: 6ft} For our purposes, the following 
definition from Andrews (1985: 68) will suffice, substituting ''Case-synt:agrna" for "NP" and 
''TAMIPERsoN-syntagrna" for "verb". ''Frv" here is an abbreviation for "primary transitive 
verbs", the class of two-argument verbs which take an agent and patient: 

If an NP is serving as argument of a two-argument vern, and receiving the mo~pho
logi.cal and syntactic treatment noDilally accorded to an Agent of a Prv, we shall say 
that it has the grammatical function A; if it is an argument of a vern with two or 
more arguments receiving the 1rea1ment normally accorded to the Patient of a Prv, 

we shall say that it has the grammatical function o. A sentence is called 'transitive' 
if it has A and o functions in its syntactic structure, 'intransitive' if one or both func
tions is missing. [ ... )An NP in an intransitive sentence that is receiving the 1rea1ment 
noDilally accorded to the single argument of a one-argument predicate will be said to 
have s-function [ ... ]" 
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As (5) and (6) show, the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma usually seems to agree 
with the apparent "subject", which is either S or A, in terms of person, 
number and honorific status: 

5. ldl sou2b=ga bhai=ki ho khajar tar=na ghcuJ. juda 

6. 

then all ==roc brother=FL that deer 
s 

juda mu?=ki=may, kinir=te. 
REP emerge==MfD.PS1=3PL forest=oBL 

Predicate 

ki.ll=JNF PURP separate 

'Then all the brothers set out separately to kill that deer, into the 
forest.' [ AK., 1 : 15] 

muda. 
but 

khcqjya 
Kharia 
0 
'But. 

ha?qo=ki khcqjya so1j=te=may, adha=ki 
half=PL Kharia understand=AcT.PRs=3PL half=PI. 
A 0 Predicate1 A 

umay so1j=te. 
NEG.3PL understand=AcT.PRS 

Predica~ 

half understand Kharia, half don't understand Kharia.' 
[AK., 5:6] 

The 3rd person plural marker =may is generally found after the mid
dle past marker =ki, thus avoiding the sequence =ki=ki '=MJD.Psr-3PL', 
although this sequence is occasionally found. =ki is generally used else
where although it is often replaced by =may in these environments as well, 
especially after the perfect marker =si'l. Thus =may and =ki are identical 
in meaning when they signal a 3rd person plural subject: The choice of 
one over the other in these environments is largely speaker-specific. Cf. 
e.g. the following example, where the two appear side-by-side: 

7. tay lam=na lamna lamna ho=ki ho jinis=te, khajar, 
then search=JNF REP REP that=PI. that animal=oBL deer 

kuy=o?=ki ro tar=o?=may. 
find=AcT.PST=PI. and ki.ll=AcT.PST=3PL 
'Then searching, searching, searching they found that animal, a deer, 
and killed [it].' [AK, 1:53] 
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The only environment in which they are not in free distribution is with 
the negative morpheme um: When a clause with a 3rd person plural sub
ject is negated, only umay (< *um=may 'NEG=3PL') may be used, never 
*um=ki (6.7.1). 

Note that, with the exception of =may '=3PL', the agreement mark
ers of the 3rd persons are, properly speaking, number markers and are 
identical with number marking found within the semantic base itself E.g. 
lebu(=0) 'man, person', lebu=kiyar 'men, people' (ou) and lebu=ki 'men, 
people' (PL) (5.4). Hence these markers on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma are 
glossed here as singular (so), ou(al) and PL(ural), respectively, but not for 
person. Only =may will be glossed for person, i.e., '3PL' 

6.3 TYPES OF SEMANTIC BASES IN THE TAMIPERSON-SYNTAGMA 

There are many types of semantic bases found in Kharia, ranging from 
simple contentive morphemes-possibly with alternating forms for middle 
and active voice and possibly marked for reciprocity or the causative-to 
more complex predicate bases consisting of two or more different seman
tic sub-bases, in addition to other types. These will now be discussed in 
more detail. 

6.3.1 Single contentive morpheme as the semantic base 

Simple, non-derived semantic bases 
This is the simplest and by far the most common type of semantic base 
of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma in Kharia. In non-periphrastic forms, the 
markers shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 above directly follow the simple 
contentive morpheme: 

8. gam=te=ki 
say=ACT.PRS==J>L 

'they say' 

9. ci.CllJ goth=o? 
send C:TEL=AcT.PST 

'he sent [them] off' 

10. mu? go2cf.=ki=may 'they went out' 
emerge c:TEL1fiD.PST=3PL 
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Masdar as the semantic base 
The semantic base of the T AMIPERsoN-syntagma may also be a masdar 
(6.6.2.1). In this construction. monosyllabic forms reduplicate whereas 
polysyllabic forms do not reduplicate. 

This construction has a number of different meanings, including remote 
past, habitual, or that an event took longer than usual to occur. Regardless 
of whether the underlying (underived) contentive morpheme otherwise 
appears only in the middle, the active, or whether it can appear in both 
basic voices in its unmarked use, in this construction all T AMIPERsoN
syntagmas can only appear with markers of the middle voice ( cf. the 
discussion of the generic middle in Section 6.4.2.2). 

11. lam=o'l. 
search=AcT.PST 

'S/he looked for [it].' Underived morpheme as semantic base 

12. lam-lam=ki. 
search~.PST 

'S/he looked for [it] for a long time.' 

13. gore~· haJcce=yo'l. 
OX grunt=AcT.PST 
'The ox grunted.' (unmarked) 

14. gore~· haJcce=ki. 
OX grunt~.PST 

'The ox grunted.' (a long time back) 

Masdar as semantic base 

Underived morpheme as 
semantic base 

Masdar as semantic base 

The mas dar also often serves as the semantic base in T AMIPERsoN
syntagmas marked by one of the "durative" markers (6.5.2). 

6.3.2 TAMIPERSoN-syntagmas with multiple semantic sub-bases 

In these TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas, the complex semantic base consists of 
one or more juxtaposed semantic sub-bases, each of which may be either 
a simple, underived contentive morpheme or a derived form, consisting of 
an underlying morpheme and derivational marking such as the causative, 
reciprocal, etc. Grounding markers such as PERSONINuMBERIHoNORIF1C STA
TUS and TAMivmcE are only marked once and have scope over the entire 
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phrase. It is important to note that complex TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas have 
multiple semantic sub-bases, not "roots" or even (underived) conten
tive morphemes: E.g., causative markers are marked on each semantic 
sub-base to which they apply. Although less common than TAMIPERsoN
syntagmas having one single semantic base, complex bases of this type 
are nevertheless quite common in Kharia. Semantically speaking, these 
semantic bases can broadly be divided into two general types: 

- In the first type, the two or more semantic sub-bases have simultaneous 
reference, often referring to the same event. Note that (15) is one of the 
very seldom cases of a TAMIPERBoN-syntagma with a complex semantic 
base consisting of three contentive morphemes. 

15. ro tama am=pe u naw kut_um=te=ga sadi biha 
and now 2=2PL this nine family=oBL::Poc many many 

kersoiJ=na=pe ro bes-bo'l, baru-bo'l aw=na=pe. 
many=MID.IRR=2PL and good-INTENS good-INTENS QUAL==wD.IRR=2PL 
'And you will marry in only these nine families and you will be very 
happy.' [AK, 1:69] 

16. am=pe khcqjya hoy=kon u=je'l yo sohe=ye=pe? 
2=2PL Kharia become=SEQ this=so.NHUM see suffer=AcT.IRR=2PL 
'You, as (= having become) Kharia, [can] you bear to see this? 
(=will you see [and] suffer)' [Kerketta, 1990: 5] 

As the following example shows, semantic bases of this type are not 
restricted to finite forms: 

17. u=kac=a'l thoy burha=ki=te iku2cJ. iku2cJ. dhain 
this=so.mm==GEN for old.man==J>L=oBL very REP thank 

mane=na ayilj. 
honor=INF QUAL.PRS 
'For this the elders should be thanked and honored(= it is to thank 
{and] honour the elders for this).' [MT, 1:183] 

Occasionally, the first morpheme I sub-base primarily serves to specify 
the manner in which the action was carried out: 
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18. baruJ.a bunui=a? moJl cazuwa go'l 
castrated pig=oEN one piece.of.shoulder cany.on.shoulder 

ol=e=ki ... 

bring=AcT.IRR==J'L 
'They will bring by carrying on their shoulders the shoulder of a 
castrated boar [HJPa: 153, b:4] 

19. og=a? kole? leiJ col kan=ki 
house=GEN parrot fly go coNr-MID.PST 
'The parrot of the house hasflown away.' [HJPa:219, 25] 

Occasionally, the co-occurrence of the two sub-bases I morphemes has a 

more-or -less lexicalized meaning: 

20. yohan ho=ki ti~· gam o-y-eiJ=o'l no: 
John that==J>L side say CAUS-y-retum=AcT.PST CMPL 
'John answered them, saying(= say-returned)" [mpa:88, ln. 26] 

- In the second, more common type, the sub-bases refer to different, usu
ally sequentially occurring events. The first sub-base I morpheme then 
refers to the event which occurred first: 

21. cimtay ol=e=m! 'Pinch (him/her) and bring (him/her) 
pinch bring=AcT.IRR=2sa here!' 

22. am=pe ley-ley jliut tar ol=e=pe. 
2=2PL fly-RDP animal kill bring=AcT.IRR=2PL 
'You kill [and] bring [back] birds ( = flying animals).' [MT, 1 : 131] 

23. tay atf.i=te=jo batay=o? no "dhliy[=e] am, han 
then ANAPIFOBL=ADD tell=AcT.PST CMPL huny=ACT.IRR 2SG that 

mara bo?=te tJ.afl} [a}yi~·. uc1. «t_e=na=m." 
cave place=oBL water QUAL.PRS drink come==wD.IRR=2sa 
'Then he said to him, too, "Hurry, at the cave there is water. Drink 
and come [back]."' [AK, 1:38] 
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24. agar am=dl bhabru onqpr=kon kiro'l cie=na ldl 
if 2so=oEN bark hear=SEQ tiger come==MII).IRR then 

boriya=te=ga tar Jlog=e. 
both=oBL=roC k::ill eat=ACT.IRR 
'If, having heard your barking, the tiger comes, he will kill and eat 
[us] both.' [BB, 3:40] 

25. muda je kamu=na ldl=ki ho=je 'l u14_ 
but CREL earn==JNF IPFV==MII).PST that=so.NHUM drink 

Jlo?=kon=ga pal=na la'l=ki. 
eat=SEQ==f'OC finish==JNF IPFV==MII).PST 

'But whatever he earned, it was just enough to live on(= he would 
finish, having eaten and drunken).' [RD, 2:36] 

We occasionally find a resultative interpretation in such TAMIPERsoN
syntagmas, in which the second sub-base I morpheme refers to the resul
tant state: 

26. ma=cl.om kunciu'l kosu 
mother=3POss child sickness 

bul) iyam patar=na 
INST cry light==JNF 

la?=ki=kiyar. 
IPFV==MII).PST9lU 
'Mother and child were becoming pale through crying due to the 
sickness.' [RD, 2: 1 06] 

As the next example (second and third lines) shows, the scope of the 
causative is restricted to the sub-base it marks: 

27. musnil) jha[i kOpuru'l=ki jume kati1b=kon socay=o'l=ki 
one.day all man==J>L assemble gather=SEQ think=AcT.PST==J>L 

no "ho dano=te i=guci=ga tar 
CMPL that demon=oBL what= like=FOc kill 

o?-gur=e=niiJ?" 
CAUS-fall=AcT.IRR=lPL.INCL 
'One day, all the men gathered and thought "How will we kill ( = kill 
and cause to fall) that demon?"' [MT, 1 :66] 
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The juxtaposition of sub-bases to form the overall semantic base of TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagmas would appear to be restricted to cases in which the 
two or more events are considered in some way directly connected to 
one another, similar to the use of the sequential converb or "conjunctive 
participle" (6.6.2.3) in many South Asian languages.2 It is regularly found 
with contentive morphemes which refer to actions which generally occur 
together ( Jl.O'l ucf. 'eat drink') but may apparently also be used for any 
combination of events which the speaker wishes to convey as related. 
Further research on this topic is necessary. 

6.3.3 Other types of semantic bases 

A number of other types of semantic bases differ somewhat from the types 
described in the last sections. These will now be discussed individually. 

ECHO-Words 
The semantic base of a TAMIPERSON-syntagma may also be formed by one 
of the constructions discussed in Section 4. 7 under the heading "echo
words" As described there, a number of the "echo-words" would seem 
to have developed from the juxtaposition of what were once contentive 
morphemes, similar to the type described in the last section, but in which 
the second morpheme has since lost its lexical meaning. 

28. o'l=te ap=cf.om teinko ark hi un=sig=e 
house=oBL father=3POSS a. little liquor place=FE:RFACT.IRR 

ho=je'l=ko ho=kac capu karba1q=kon u1q 

that=so.NHUM=cNTR that=so.HUM nmunage ECHo= sEQ drink 

iqa?=na la?=ki. 
ECHO==JNF IPFV==wD.PST 

'If his father has placed some liquor in the house, then he would 
rummage through everything [until he found it] and then drink it 
all up.' [RD, 2:25] 

2 Cf. Peterson (2002b: 115:ff.) for a brief discussion of this topic. 
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Predicates containing buy 'INsT' 

This type of semantic base is generally found in predicates denoting 
psychological states. The following two examples illustrate the basic 
structure: 

29. gupa Zebu du1kho bWJ iku14, jughay go14,=ki 
guard person sorrow INST very much c:TEL=wn.PsT 

'The shepherd became very depressed.' [RD, 1:18] 

30. ho simkom=te yo=kon ho=ki lere? bWJ i=ghay 
that star=OBL see=sEQ that=PL joy INST what=way 

go14,=ki=may. 
c: TEL=wD.PST=3PL 

'Upon seeing that star they rejoiced greatly.' 
[Kullii, 1992: 3 =Matthew, 2:10]3 

The two semantic bases have the "underlying" form, i.e., the form they 
would have were they not the semantic base of a TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, 
iku2qjughay du'lkho buy 'with much sorrow' and i=ghay lere'l buy 'with 
such(= what=way) joy', respectively. 

Recall from Seetin 4.4 that predicative marking may attach to any 
semantic base unless it is already marked for "case", i.e., the oblique 
marker =te or a postposition. In the case of the two "underlying" semantic 
bases above, however, we find buy, a postposition, as the last element
as such, predicative marking may not simply be added to these units. 

Intuitively at least, this construction can be understood as a simple "re
ordering" of the constituents of the underlying semantic base: By moving 
the lexical head in these examples along with the postposition to the front, 
the semantic base no longer ends in a "case" marker. 

Although this explanation may be intuitively appealing, a more in
depth study would undoubtedly shed more light on this construction. For 
further information on the status of this construction, especially the prob
lems which arise by assuming a "hidden verb", cf. Section 4.4. 

3 Translation in the Saint Joseph Edition of The New AmeriCXll'l Bible: "They were over
joyed at seeing the star, ... " (Catholic Biblical Association of America, 1970: The New 
Testament, 6). 
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Alternating forms 
This goups consists of a large number of contentive morphemes which all 
appear to have been borrowed from Sadri and which have two different 
forms, one in -e for the middle voice and one in -ay ([ 0!;]), less often -a, 
for the active, with a few minor irregularities, such as badle I badli and 
bu'ljhi I bujhay. Table 6.6 presents a few examples. 

bagce 
badle 
bu?jhi 
cale 
chu'l[e 
khole 
salge 

Table 6.6: The -el-ay alternation 

Middle form 

'be( come) bad' 
'change' (ITR) 
'understand' 
'function; go' 
'leave' (ITR) 
'open' (ITR) 
'burn, catch fire' 

bagcay 
badli 
bujhay 
calay 
chu'l[ay 
kholay 
salgay 

Active form 

'spoil (TR), ruin' 
'change' (TR) 
'explain' 
'drive (a car, etc.)' 
'leave' (TR) 
'open' (TR) 
'light a fire' 

The-e (written <y> after <a>) in Kharia in both forms derives from the 
infinitive marker in Sadri. Although this form in modem Sadri is -ek, it 
is virtually certain that -ek derives from an earlier -e plus the genitive 
marker =k, functioning as a nominalizer ( cf. Peterson, forthcoming). It is 
this earlier form which has been borrowed into Kharia. This marker now 
serves to mark the contentive morpheme as a borrowed morpheme. 

The status of -a in Kharia is more problematic. In Sadri, the suffix -a 
is, among other things, a causative marker, although its status there is 
still somewhat unclear.4 In Kharia, -a is not productive outside of these 
contentive morphemes. 

While all of these contentive morphemes appear to be borrowings from 
Sadri, many of the forms marked for -ay in Kharia in fact derive from 
verbs in Sadri which are not marked there by -a with the same meaning. 
Cf. Kharia karay 'do' but Sadri kar- 'do', and Kharia socay 'think' but 
Sadri soc- 'think'. 5 

4 According to Jordan-Hors1rnann (1969: 56f), -a is a causative marker, in addition to 
its functions as a verbalizer, causative passive, and reflexive marker. According to Now
rangi. (1956: 115), 1he same suffix is also a passive marker. Cf (adapted from Nowrangi, 
1956: 114f) sun- 'hear', sun-a- 'be heard' ',piy- 'drink',piy-a- 'cause to drink' and nac
'dance', TIIIC-a- 'be made to dance' 

5 This is not 1ru.e of all morphemes here, though. Cf Kh.aria coray 'steal' from Sadri 
cor-a- 'steal', which derives from the nolDl cor '1hief' (cf Jordan-Horstrnann, 1969: 56). 
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It would be incorrect to assume that -a is simply a causative marker or 
transitivizer in Kharia: -a is also found in a number of contentive mor
phemes which can appear only in the middle or active, but not in both, 
such as khisay 'become angry' (middle only) or chikay 'sneeze' (active 
only). These forms do not have a counterpart marked in -e, and neither 
fits the usual description of a "causative verb" 

While the exact status of -a in Kharia is difficult to determine, if in fact 
there is one, it is tendentially restricted to contentive morphemes denoting 
events whose subjects are normally animate, whereas predicating conten
tive morphemes without the -a (i.e., those in -e) generally have inanimate 
subjects. Table 6.7 presents a number of non-alternating contentive mor
phemes in -ay from our data. This table clearly shows that at least most 
of these predicating contentive morphemes require an animate subject. 

Table 6.7: Non-alternating contentive morphemes in -a(y) 

batay 'tell' Active jatay 'press' Active 
belay 'write' Active karay 'do' Active 
biray 'test' Active kuday 'chase' Active 
bolha 'soak' (TR) Middle khisay 'become angcy' Middle 
bhunbhunay'buzz Middle lagay 'plant seeds'; Active 
(of bees)' 'throw color (on Holi)' 
bhuriyay 'become still' Middle maray 'put, place' 6 Active 
ceroeray 'chirp' Middle melay 'leave' (ITRITR) Active 
coray 'steal' Active mesay 'mix' (TR) Active 
chekay 'stop' (TR) Active paday 'fart' Active 
ch'lkay 'sneeze' Active socay 'think' Active 
dhukay 'blow, fan' Active7 tangay 'hang up' Active 
dhumkay 'threaten' Active [hakay 'deceive' Active 
ghabr;ay 'become confused' Middle thisa(y) 'call loudly' Active 
ghinay 'hate' Middle lharlharay 'tremble Middle 

(of people)' 
hagay 'defecate' Active uray 'waste' Active 

This hypothesis is indirectly confirmed by those contentive morphemes 
ending in -ay which have been borrowed from Indo-Aryan which can 
occur in both the middle and the active, but which have only one form 
(in -ay) in both classes. Crucially, both middle and active forms require 

6 Although there is a morpheme with the fonn m1Jce and the meaning 'come to a stop', 
I do not believe that these two are related to one another synclrronically, although perltaps 
diachronically. 

7 Also possible in 1he middle voice, with no apparent semantic difference, but speakers 
preferred 1he active. 
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an animate subject. Examples of these contentive morphemes are the pre
sented in Table 6.8. Note that a few, however, such as gajgajay 'overflow', 
cannot be accounted for by this analysis. 

Table 6.8: Contentive morphemes in -ay in both Middle and Active 

Contentive Middle Active 
morpheme 

akbakay 'be(come) nervous' 'make someone 
nervous' 

cilay 'shout' 'shout' No apparent 
semantic difference 

cunay 'be(come) selected' 'select' 
dan do/ 'become amazed' 'amaze' 
gargaray 'clear of the throat' 'gargle; clear 

(unintentional) the throat' 
(intentional) 

gohray 'ask forgiveness' 'ask forgiveness' No apparent 
semantic difference 

khuray 'shave' (rm) 'shave' (TR) 
ma.Jiiay 'clean oneself 'clean' (TR) 
manay 'be flattered' 'flatter' 
But: 
gajgajay 'overflow' 'overfill' 

Finally, this analysis is further supported by those morphemes which have 
been borrowed from Sadri and which have only one form in both voices 
but, unlike the examples in Table 6. 8, these morphemes have only the 
form in -e and do not require an animate subject. Table 6.9 presents a 
few examples. 

Table 6.9: Contentive morphemes in -e in both Middle and Active 

Contentive Middle Active 
morpheme 

mOre 'come to a stop' 'come to a stop' No apparent 
semantic difference 

pase 'come close' 'bring close' 
tike 'last a long time' 'last a long time' No apparent 

semantic difference 

8 The fonn dande is possible but speakers preferred the use of dan:Jay in both the active 
and middle voices. 
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While further work is necessary to determine the exact function of -a in 
Kharia, the following summary would seem to adequately describe its 
more general functions. It is important to stress that we are only dealing 
here with tendencies, not hard-and-fast rules: 

- It is only found in Sadri loan words; 
- It denotes that the contentive morpheme usually has, if it does not 

in fact require, an animate subject. With the possible exception of 
bhunbhunay 'buzz (of bees)', it also appears that a certain amount of 
reflective capacity, especially with respect to volitionality, is required 
by this subject, even if it is not human, although there remain a few 
exceptions, such as gqjgajay 'overflow'; 

- On the other hand, the non a-marked form, i.e., a form in -e, usually 
does not have an animate subject; 

- Where the -el-ay contrast is found. the form in -ay generally occurs 
with active markers, the form in -e with those of the middle voice; 

- While these traits are compatible with a causative (or perhaps transitiv
izing) interpretation of -a in many cases, it is not a causative or tran
sitive marker per se, as is clearly shown by the fact that many forms 
ending in -ay can also be used intransitively. 

Also, as we shall see below in Section 6.4.2.2, some speakers exploit the 
distinction between -e and -ay in morphemes which have both forms in 
a similar fashion to the use of the middle and active, with which -e and 
-ay are closely connected. 

"Light verbs" or "conjunct verbs" 
A number of predicates have semantic bases which consist of a con
tentive morpheme and a kind of "auxiliary verb", generally referred to 
in linguistic studies as "light-verbs" or, in the Indological tradition, as 
"conjunct verbs" 

The large majority of examples of this construction have been imported 
wholesale from Indo-Aryan (cf Malhotra, 1982: 216), and the most com
mon "light verbs" by far are karay 'make, do' and la'l'EMoT', both from 
Indo-Aryan:9 

9 Or, depen<ling on one's definition of ''light verb", also hoy 'be I become', also of 
Indo-Aryan origin. 
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31. kornis karay 'attempt' 
attempt do 

32. khatam karay 'finish' 
end do 

33. kheti karay 'practice agriculture' 
agriculture do 

For examples of la'l, see Section 6.3.4.2, where a number of experiential 
predicates of this type are discussed. 

Not coincidentally, almost all of the contentive morphemes appearing 
with the "light verbs" from Indo-Aryan themselves derive from Indo
Aryan, where this construction is an extremely productive means of 
forming predicates from adjectives and nouns and also for accomodating 
foreign elements as predicates. There can be no doubt that Kharia has 
borrowed this use from Indo-Aryan, especially Sadri, as there is in fact no 
"need" for it in Kharia, since as as we saw in Chapter 4, any contentive 
morpheme in Kharia can be used predicatively. 

This also holds for the three examples given above. Cf: kornis '(ACTIVE) 
try', khatam '(MIDDLE) come to an end' I '(ACTIVE) bring to an end, finish 
(TR)', kheti '(AcTIVEIMIDDLE) practice agriculture' (no apparent semantic 
difference). 

(More or less) Fixed expressions? 
Finally, there are a number of examples in this author's corpus and in 
Pinnow's texts (1965a, b) in which the complex semantic base would 
seem to be a more-or-less fixed expression. Consider the following exam
ple from a conversation: 

34. am=bar pe'l beso=ki=bar? 
2=2HON rice good=MID.PST=2HON 
'Have you eaten enough?' 

However, the following two examples, from this author's own corpus, 
suggest that speakers do have a certain amount of freedom in constructing 
such predicates, where the semantic relations between the various conten
tive morphemes are left implicit: 
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35. yo=na yona ethe2cf. gocf.=ki bhere modi=ydl 
see==mF REP annoy c:TEL1fiD.PST time Modi=GEN 

ma=cf.om timsoiJ soiJol goiJpiJ=na col=ki. 
mother=3POss fire firewood cook.rice==mF go1fiD.PST 
'When she got annoyed at watching [them fight], Modi's mother 
went to gather firewood for cooking (= she went to fire-firewood
cook rice).' [RD, 2:55] 

36. botoy=ta=pe ho=ki lutui su =kon pe? cakhna? 
fear=MID.PRS=2PL that=n clothes put.on=sEQ rice cuny 

kinbhar=na=pe, i]l.=ko lare=na=iJ1. 
cow.dung courtyard1fiD.IRR=2PL lsa==CNTR fighi1flD.IRR=lso 
'Those of you who are afraid, you put on your [house] clothes and 
see to your house work like cooking and cleaning the courtyard with 
cow dung, but I will fight. ' [Kerketta, 1990: 7] 

6.3.4 Experiential predicates I "psyche verbs" 

Experiential predicates in Kharia follow one of two basic patterns: Either 
the experiencer appears in the direct case and is the subject of the con
struction, or this element appears in the oblique case, marked by =te, and 
the stimulus is the subject. This second pattern is the Kharia equivalent 
of the so-called "dative-subject" construction found in most South Asian 
languages. 

6.3.4.1 Experiencer as subject 
The predicate often consists of a simple lexical base, such as e.g. beto2cf. 
'hunger; hungry; become hungry', or ba~· 'like', followed by TAM and 
PERSINuM!HoN markers: 

37. betdcf.=si"lcf.=iJ1 'I am(= have become) hungry.' 
hunge:r=FERF= lso 

38. i]l. ho=kar=te ba]=ta=Jl.. 'I like him/her.' 
lso that=so.mm==oBL like1flD.PRS=lso 

The predicate may also be of the "light verb" type (a so-called "conjunct 
verb"), discussed in Section 6.3.3. In this case, depending on the choice 
of the "light verb", either the experiencer or the stimulus can be the sub-
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ject. Light verbs typical of (possibly) agentive predicates, such as karay 
'do' or un 'put, place', have the experiencer as the subject and the conten
tive morpheme referring to the psychological state as the object. In such 
cases, the stimulus is usually marked for the oblique case. 

39. ponomosor i]l.=te janmo alar dular karay=te? 
Q God lso=oBL always love love do=AcT.PRS 

'Does God always love me?' [HJPa:104] 

Alternatively, the stimulus appears in the genitive: 

40. la'l purkha=ya'l yad karay[ =e ]=niy 
then ancestor=oEN memory do==MfD.IRR=lPL.INCL 
'Then we should remember the the ancestors.' 

6.3.4.2 Oblique-case experiencers 

[MS, 1 :161] 

If the "light verb" is one of the following, the stimulus is the "subject" and 
the experiencer appears in the oblique case (given here with their respec
tive meanings in predicative function): la'l 'seem; attach; EMOT', dho'l 
'grab', jdb 'catch' (with sickness or insanity, where the ailment "grabs" 
or "catches" the experiencer), cf.el 'come', aw 'remain', hay 'become' and 
ayi~· 'QuAL.PRs' The same case-marking pattern is found with ko<b>su 
'hurt', the causative of kosu 'be hurt, injured' 

41. i]l.=te musa 
1 So=OBL today 

jab=si'l. 
catch=FERF 

p.eri ko<b>su=tej ro kulcf.a'l=jo 
body hurt-<cAus>=AcT.PROG and fever=ADD 

'Today my body 
(= caught) me.' 

is hurting me and fever has also taken hold of 
[BB, 2:23] 

42. a?b=ko kulu =te koro?b um aw-mon la'l=lci. 10 

now=CNTR turtle=OBL quiet NEG remain-mind EMOT==MfD.PST 
'But now the turtle did not wish to remain quiet.' [TK, 1:60] 

10 Cf. Section 4.6.2.1 on -mon 'mind' 
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A number of experiential predicates can be of both types above: 

43. Direct-case experiencer Oblique-case experiencer Meaning 
bet del. betdci la'l 'become 

hungy' 

kulcia'l kulcia'l jalb 'have I get a 
fever' 

rayga rayga la'l 'feel cold' 
phaham I phaham karay phaham aw I cl.el 'remember' 

6.3.4.3 Overview of experiential predicates 
Table 6.10 provides an overview of experiential predicates in Kharia. 
Note that the most common "light verb" is la'l 'seem; EMOT' All others 
are far less common, such as un 'place', of Kharia origin. 

The table is by no means exhaustive, and an empty slot does not nec
essarily imply that the corresponding form is not found. Rather, it only 
means that it was not found in our data. 

Table 6.10: Experiential Predicates in Kharia 

Semantic Area 
(roughly) 

Hunger and 
Thirst 

Sickness, Insanity 
I 

Experiencer = Subject 

beto1cf. 'become hungry' 
beto1cf. cf.a? 'become 
thirsty' 

bimar 'become sick' 

Bodily Sensations ko<b>su 'hurt' (TR) 

kulcf.a? 'have I get a fever' 
mo1cf.cl.a? 'have I get a 
cold' 
ra1)ga 'feel cold' 

Stimulus = Subject 

betdcf.la? I hoy '(same)' 
betdcf. cf.a? la? '(same)' 

cf.a? piyas la? 'become 
thirsty' 

bay ja1b 'go crazy' 

dU?khola?'feelpain, 
suffering, sorrow; be 
unhappy' 
giniy la? 'feel hot' (of 
people)' 
kosu la? 'be sad; hurt (rm)' 
kosu dho? 'become sick' 
kulcf.a? ja1b '(same)' 
mo1cf.cf.a? dho? 'of the eyes 
to water' 
rayga la? '(same)' 
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Semantic Area 
(roughly) 

Joy, Sorrow, 
Anger 

Liking I Loving 
and Disliking I 
Hating 
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Experiencer = Subject 

du'lkho hoy 'become 
unhappy' 

horo'j· 'become angry 
(at s.o.)' 

kharab 'become unhappy' 
khus 'become happy' 
lere'l 'become happy, 
rejoice' 
rase 'become happy' 
su'lkho 'become happy' 

alar 'love' 

ba'J 'like' 

dular 'like, love' 
dular karay I un 'love' 
dular alar karay 'love' 
dularay 'love' 
gana'J karay 'hate' 
ghinay 'hate' 
isar 'hate' 
khus un 'like' ( cf. khus 
'become happy' 
lebui 'love' 
lebui un 'love' 

mala'l 'like' 
lam 'want' 

Stimulus = Subject 

baru la'l 'be happy, like' 
du'lkho la'l 'feel pain, 
suffering, sorrow; become 
unhappy' 

kosu la'l 'be sad; hurt' 

lere'l ayi'J I hoy 'be( come) 
happy' 

accha la'l 'like' 

alar dular un 'like' 
( experiencer marked by 
buy 'INsT') 
ba'J-ba'J hoy '(same)' 
baru la'l 'like' 
cahi 'love' 

lebui la'l 'feel pity' 
majur ayiJ I la'l 'like' 

X-mon la'l 'want to X, feel 
like X-ing' 
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Table 6.10 (cont.) 

Semantic Area 
(roughly) 

Memory, 
Thought, Interest 

Hope, Fear, 
Trust, etc. 

CHAPTER SIX 

Experiencer = Subject 

kono1cf. 'think (up); 
remember' 
khunbher 'remember' 

Stimulus = Subject 

p(h)aham, p(h)aham karay p(h)aham aw I cf.el '(same)' 
'remember' 
yad(gari) karay I un yad ayij' I cf.el '(same)' 
'remember' 
khyal ayi'J I un 'be of the 
opinion' 

socay (un) 'think' 

asra, asra un 'hope' 
boto1) 'fear', boto1) 
saphay (same) 
bhorsa un 'trust' 
cette 'worry' 

ruci dho? 'become 
interested' 

asra ayi}' '(same)' 
boto1) la? '(same)' 

cinta hoy 'worry' 
sog la? 'pity' 

6.3.5 Causative and reciprocal marking 

The causative marker is a derivational affix which combines with an 
underived contentive morpheme-as a prefix, an infix, or both in double 
causatives-in an often rather idiosyncratic way to form a new (derived) 
morpheme. The reciprocal on the other hand is a phonological word 
which appears before the contentive morpheme which it modifies. These 
two markers will be dealt with in this section as they form part of the 
semantic base. 

Causative: IIO'IBII 
The causative increases the valency of the contentive morpheme by one 
by introducing a higher or superordinate agent, i.e., causing someone to 
carry out an action or causing an otherwise avolitional spontaneous event 
to happen. Except for the generic function of the middle voice (6.4.2.2) 
and unless the semantic base is simultaneously marked for the reciprocal 
or the passive/reflexive ( 6.5 .1 ), a T AMIPERsoN-syntagma marked for the 
causative always appears in the active voice. 
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With monosyllabic contentive morphemes, the causative marker appears 
as a prefix, with bisyllabic morphemes, it is generally an infix, although 
most speakers also accepted the use of the causative marker as a prefix 
with bisyllabic morphemes as well. The exact distribution of the various 
allomorphs is partially idiosyncratic and there is a considerable amount of 
speaker-specific variation. There are nevertheless clear tendencies: 

- As an infix, the causative marker is generally realized as either -b
or -lb-: 

44. halo 'get wet' 
jere1cf. 'burn (ITR) (of rice in pot)' 

juda 'become separate' 

CAUSATIVE: ha<lb>lo 'make wet' 
je<lb>re1cf. 'burn (TR) 
(rice in a pot)' 
ju<b>da'separate' (TR) 

Before labials, and for many speakers elsewhere as well, the infix is real
ized as -1'-: 

45. botay 'become frightened' 

bhore 'become full' 
jhalay 'become tall, high' 
kabur 'crawl' 
lemecf. 'go to bed; go to sleep' 
jfimi 'become named' 
sebol 'become sweet' 

CAUSATIVE: bo<'/>toy, bo<lb>toy 
'scare' 
bho<'l>re 'fill up' (TR) 
jha<?>loy 'lengthen' 
ka<'l>bur 'help crawl' 
le<'l>me1cf. 'put to bed' 
]ti<'l>mi 'name' 
se<'l>bol 'sweeten (TR), 
make sweet' 

- The form of the prefix is generally olb- before most consonants and 
ob- before vowels. Some speakers prefer the form o?- over olb-. This 
is the usual form of the causative with monosyllabic contentive mor
phemes and, at least in interviews, was also often cited for bisyllabic 
contentive morphemes as well (in addition to the infix form, which was 
always accepted with bisyllabic morphemes). In interviews, the form 
olb- was generally given even if the contentive morpheme began with 
a vowel, whereas in actual speech it appears to generally be realized 
as ob- [ :Jb] before vowels. As many of the examples of causatives with 
this prefix are from texts, where pre-glottalized consonants were not 
always indicated, the forms given here do not always give the actual 
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pronunciation. As pre-glottalization is not phonemically distinctive, 
however, this causes no ambiguities. 

46. gdj 'fry (food)' 

JlO'l 'eat' 

pu1cf. 'jump' 
ra'l 'blossom' 

yo 'see' 

CAUSATIVE: o'l-gdj 'cause to fry, 
have s. o. fry' 
olb-Jl.o'l 'feed, make 
s.o. eat' 
ob-pu1cf.' cause to jump' 
ob-ra'l 'cause to 
blossom' 
ob-yo 'show' 

- A small number of contentive morphemes take the causative with the 
form o-. Preceding a vowel, -y- is inserted to avoid a hiatus (2.4). 

47. cf.am 'arrive' CAUSATIVE: o-cf.am 'cause to arrive; 
bring' 

cf.elb 'ascend' o-cf.elb 'raise; offer up 
in sacrifice' 

cf.u~· bend' (TR (AcT) I ITR (Mm)) o-4.u1 'bend' (TR, 
same as active) 

elJ 'return' (ITR) o-y-el), olb-el) 'bring 
back' 

gelb 'burn' (ITR) o-gelb, ob-gelb 
'burn' (TR) 

- There is also a relatively small number of slightly irregular causative 
forms, occasionally with a somewhat unpredictable meaning. For 
example, the causative form of hoy 'become', which is morphologi
cally either regular, ob-hoy, or slightly irregular, ho<hh>oy, does not 
mean 'cause to become' or 'create' but rather 'distribute' 

The following list presents five additional slightly irregular forms, but all 
with predictable meaning. 

48. aw 'live, stay, remain' 

bul) 'finish (ITR), come to an end' 
cf.iyar 'enter' 

CAUSATIVE: obh-aw 'cause to live, 
stay, remain' 
om-bol) 'finish' (TR) 
cf.i<'lbh>ar 'bring in. 
cause to enter' 
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gol) 'cook (rice) (m)' 

gur 'fall' 

o?-gul) (but double 
causative: d'b-go<'l>lJ) 
'cause to I have s.o. 
cook (rice)' 
u-gur, ub-gur, o-gur, 
o?-gur, ob-gur 'drop' 

Double causatives can be formed from most bisyllabic contentive mor
phemes. Whether or not a double causative occurs (or was accepted in 
interviews) seems to depend on whether or not the situation it denotes 
occurs with a certain regularity, and opinions occasionally differed to 
some extent during interviews on whether or not a particular double caus
ative was acceptable. As there is only one example of a double causative 
in our entire corpus ( d'b-kho<?b > da [ cAus-paint. oneself-<cAus>] 'have 
s.o. paint s.o. else'), all of the information in the following is from inter
views with native speakers. 

Double causatives of bisyllabic contentive morphemes are formed by 
the presence of both the infixal and prefixal form of the general causativ
izer. Table 6.11 provides a few examples. 

Table 6.11: Causatives and double causatives 

Underlying Simple causative 
contentive morpheme 

alol) 'sing' a<1b>lol) 'have s.o. 
sing' 

are 'descend' a<?>re, a<1b>re 
'lower' (m) 

leme1cf. 'go to bed' le<?>me1cf. 'put s.o. to 
bed' 

sore 'become ready' so< 1b>re 'prepare' 

Double causative 

o1b-a<1b>Jdcf. 'have s.o. 
dry up' 
ob-a<1b>lolJ 'have s.o. 
make s.o. sing' 
db-a<?>re 'have s.o. 
lower' 
o1b-le<?>me1cf. 'have s.o. 
put s.o. to bed' 
ob-so<1b>re 'have s.o. 
prepare' 

With monosyllabic contentive morphemes whose causative form takes 
the prefix o-, double causatives can be formed with the prefix o?b-, which 
functions here as a double causative marker. This does not apply to those 
contentive morphemes which have alternate causative forms in o- I o?b-: 
el) 'return' (ITR), CAUSATIVE: o-y-el) I db-el) 'return' (TR), NO DOUBLE CAUS
ATIVE or ge?fJ 'burn' (ITR), CAUSATIVE: o-ge?fJ I o?fJ-ge?fJ 'burn' (TR), NO 
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DOUBLE CAUSATIVE. Table 6.12 provides two examples of this double caus
ative formation. 

Table 6.12: Causatives and double causatives in o- I o1b-

Underlying Simple causative Double causative 
contentive morpheme 

cf.am 'arrive' o-cf.am 'bring' (= cause o1b-cf.am 'have s.o. bring' 
to arrive) 

cf.e1b 'rise; climb' o-cf.e1b 'raise; offer up; o1b-de1b 'have s.o. 
sacrifice' sacrifice' 

The rules stated above would seem to suggest that, with the exception 
of the extremely small group of contentive morphemes which have the 
causative I double causative alternation in o-lo2b-, only bisyllabic conten
tive morphemes should be expected to have double causative forms, as 
only these morphemes can take the infix <b>. However, speakers in inter
views did accept double causatives of monosyllabic morphemes. Table 
6.13 presents a few examples. 

Table 6.13: Causatives and double causatives of monosyllabic contentive 
morphemes 

Underlying Simple causative 
contentive morpheme 

cf.al 'cover (a pot)' ob-cf.al 'have s.o. 
cover' 

cf.o1cf. 'take' o1b-cf.o1cf. 'have s.o. 
take' 

gil 'hit' olb-gil 'have s.o. hit' 

Double causative 

o1b-cf.a<1b>l 'have s.o. 
make s.o. cover' 
o1b-cf.o<1b>cf. 'have s.o. 
make s.o. take' 
o1b-gi<7>l 'have s.o. 
make s.o. hit' 

This may be due to the interview situation in which this information was 
elicited, as the simple causative of monosyllabic contentive morphemes 
was also occasionally cited with the infix, e.g., cl.al 'cover (a pot)', caus
ative ob-cial or cia<2b>l, although there are no naturally occurring exam
ples of this in the corpus. To what extent this is a naturally occurring 
construction or due to the interview situation awaits further study .11 

11 It seems reasonable to asswne that 1his is only possible before enclitics begiruring 
with a vowel such as =o? 'Acr.PST', so that 1he strict (C)V(C) structure of1he syllable is 
not violated. 
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Occasionally, we also come across forms marked as double causatives 
but with the same meaning as the simple causative. This is quite rare and 
the examples given in Table 6.14 are the only ones found in our data. 

Table 6.14: Morphological double causatives with simple causative 
semantics 

Underlying 
contentive 
morpheme 

katib 'collect, 
assemble' (ITR) 
socay 'think' 

yar 'flee' 

Simple causative 

ka<1b>tib, o7JJ-katib 
'gather' (TR) 
o1b-socay, so<7JJ>cay 
'cause to think' 
o1b-yar 'chase away, make 
flee' 

Morphological double 
causative, semantic simple 

causative 

o1b-so<7JJ>cay 'have s.o. 
think' 
o1b-ya<?>r 'chase away, 
make flee' 

Finally, contentive morphemes which have been borrowed from Indo
Aryan and which end in -ay often form their causatives by inserting 
-(u)w- before -ay. This may occur either with or without the usual caus
ative prefix o2b-. 

49. akbakay 'make nervous' 
bhosray 'knock over' 
gohray 'ask for forgiveness' 

CAUSATIVE: akbak<uw>ay 
db-bhos,:<uw>ay 
o'l-gohar< w>ay 

The status of this construction is somewhat enigmatic. For some speakers 
(in interviews), the inclusion of the causative prefix o2b- is facultative and 
had no semantic effect, and the infix -uw- was the causative marker. For 
other speakers, both the prefix o2b- and the infix -uw- together expressed 
the causative and the prefix was not facultative (cf. also Malhotra, 1982: 
170-171 ). For others still, the infix -uw- expressed the simple causative 
and the inclusion of the prefix db- denoted a double causative. Whether 
these differences are due to the interview situation, personal preferences 
or regional dialects is unclear. 

With morphologically (and semantically) simple causatives, the high
est agent is the subject in the active and the intermediate agent, the one 
who is to perform the action, appears either in the oblique case or may 
be followed by either of the postpositions bul) 'msT' or tay 'ABL' (cf. also 
Malhotra, 1982: 164). 
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50. i]l. ho=kac=te I ho=kac bul) dura 
lso that=so.HUM=oBL that=so.HUM INST door 

ob-rukh=o~·. 

CAUs-open=ACT.PST.lSG 
'I had him I her open the door.' 

51. i]l. dhal)gar beta tay kamu ob-karay=d[ J]. 
lso servant boy ABL work CAus-do=AcT.PST.lso 
'I made the servant boy do the work.' [Malhotra, 1982: 170] 

In the (semantic and morphological) double causative, the higher inter
mediate agent is always marked in our data by the postposition bul) 'INsT' 

and the lower intermediate agent is marked by the oblique case. 

52. i]l. am=a'l bul) ho=kac=te biru tay 
lso 2so=oEN INST that=so.HUM=oBL mountain ABL 

o?fJ-a<'l>re=yolj. 
cAus-descend-<cAus>=AcT.PST.lso 
'I had you make him bring [something] down from the mountain.' 

As the following examples show, causative marking in TAMIPERsoN-syn
tagmas with complex semantic bases attaches only to the semantic sub
bases it has scope over: 

53. musnilJ jha[i kopuru'l=ki jume kati?fJ =kon socay=o'l=ki 
one.day all assemble gather=SEQ think=ACT.PS"FPL 

no "ho dano=te i=gucJ.=ga tar o1-gur=e=nil)?" 
CMPL that demon=oBL what=like==poc kill CAUS-fall=AcT.IRR=lPL.EXCL 
'One day, all the men came together (= 'having assembled [and] 
gathered') and thought "How will we kill (= 'kill [and] cause to 
fall') that demon?"' [MT, 1 :66] 

54. yohan ho=ki tilj gam o-y-eJJ=o? no: 
John that=PL side say CAUS-y-retum=AcT.PST CMPL 

'John answered them, saying(= say-returned)" [HJPa:88, ln. 26] 
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"Reciprocal': kol 
Of the four major situation types discussed in Lichtenberk (1985) for 
reciprocal constructions, namely reciprocal, reflexive, collective and 
chaining situations, kol in Kharia can express three of these: reciprocals, 
collectives and, to a much lesser extent, chaining situations. However, its 
use is not restricted to these three types. 

The marker kol generally has a reciprocal interpretation, i.e., two enti
ties mutually affect one another in some manner, or to quote Lichtenberk 
(1985: 21) "The reciprocal situation can then be defined as one in which 
there are two participants, A and B, and the relation in which A stands to 
B is the same as that in which B stands to A . " The following presents 
a few examples. 

55. kol bdj=ki=kiyar 
REC lik:e~.PSr-DU 

'they (nu) liked each other' 

56. kol khecf.=ki=kiyar 
REC bite~.PSr-DU 

'they (nu) bit each other' 

57. kol encf.u?=ki=kiyar 
REC stare~.PSr-DU 

'they (nu) stared at each other' 

With many predicates kol can also denote that the two entities did some
thing together, as the following forms show. This is referred to by Lich
tenberk (and others) as "collective" 

58. kol aloy=ki=kiyar 
REC sing~.PST=nU 

'they (nu) sang together' 

59. kol lere?=ki=kiyar 
REC rejoice~.PSr-DU 

'they (nu) rejoiced together' 

60. kol berocf.=ki=kiyar 
REC stand.up~.PSr-DU 

'they (nu) stood up together' 
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61. kol buli=talj=kiyar 
REC wander=MID.PROo==DU 
'they're (nu) walking together' 

The third situation type discussed in Lichtenberk (1985) which is also 
covered by kol in Kharia is the "chaining" situation, exemplified by the 
following types: 

62. kol buli~·=ta~·=kiyar 'they're (nu) following each other' 
REC follOW=MID.PROG=nU 

63. kol kuday=ki=kiyar 'they (nu) chased each other 
REC chase=MID.PS!-DU 

("closed chain", Lichtenberk, 1985: 25) 

The basic meaning of this category appears to be that of mutual affect
edness in general, and the use of kol is not restricted to the three types 
mentioned above. That is, both (or more) entities equally carry out and 
are equally affected by an action. This would then explain the usage in the 
following, where kol refers to an object owned by the subject: 

64. kol bagray=ki=kiyar 'they (nu) destroyed something they own.' 
REC destrOy=MID.PST=nU 

65. ho=kiyar pothi=te kol lusu=ki=kiyar 'They (nu) grabbed 
that=nu book=oBL REC steal=wn.PST=nu each other's book.' 

Similarly, kol can be used to signal that the event was carried out to the 
mutual benefit of those involved. 

66. kol bay=ki=kiyar 
REC make=wD.PST=nU 

'they (nu) built for each other' 

67. kol lam=ki=kiyar 'they (nu) searched for each other' (with a 
REC search=wn.PST=nu beneficial reading) 
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Closely connected to the idea of mutual benefit is that of helping one 
another, which kol can also denote: 

68. kol absilb=ki=kiyar 'they (ou) helped each other start' 
REC start==MID.PSr-DU 

69. kol mu'l=ki=kiyar 
REC emerge=wn.PSr-DU 

'they (ou) helped each other come out' 

A number of forms allow for more than one interpretation, as in the fol
lowing example, where both a reciprocal and a collective interpretation 
are possible. 

70. kol bcgtce=ki=kiyar 'they (ou) were saved together I they (ou) 
REC save=wn.PSr-ou saved each other' 

71. kol aray=ki=kiyar 
REC pour.out.rice=wn.PSr-ou 
'they (ou) poured out each other's rice' I 'they (ou) poured out the 
rice for each other' 

kol has no independent lexical meaning. A T AMIPERsoN-syntagma marked 
for the reciprocal always appears in the middle voice. With respect to the 
mobility of /col, see Section 4.6.4. 

6.4 TAM I BASIC vOICE MARKING 

6.4.1 The basic TAM categories 

Almost all morphologically fully finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas in Kharia 
are marked as either active or middle, while non-finite forms are neutral 
with respect to these two categories. These two categories are marked by 
portmanteau morphemes which simultaneously express four of the seven 
basic TAM categories, as well as basic voice (active, middle). 

The remaining three categories, "Past II", the perfect and the optative, 
are neutral with respect to basic voice. 12 These forms are presented in 

12 With respect to the perfect, it is actually only the present perfect which is morphologi
cally unmarked for tense and basic voice, except in habitual use (6.4.1.5). The past perfect 
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Table 6.15. In this section we will discuss these TAM categories in detail. 
The active and middle voices will be dealt with in 6.4.2. 

Table 6.15: The basic TAM/voice categories 

Past (PST) (aspectually neutral) 
Present General Imperfective (PRS) 
Present Progressive (PRoo) 
Irrealis (IRR) 
"Past II" (PST.n) 
Perfect (PERF) 
Optative (oPT) 

6.4.1.1 Past and "Pastil" 

Middle 

=kho1 
=si1(~ 
gu~u1 I guru1 

Active 

=e 

The past and Past II are used for events and states which have already 
occurred at the time of the speech-act. Before =o'l, a morpheme-final 
consonant is devoiced and aspirated: Final /b/ becomes /ph/, /«tf becomes 
lthl, and 111 ( < */g/) is realized as /kh/: 

72. ja7b 'catch' 
kono1cf. 'think up' 
dho'l 'grab' 

japh=o'l 'slhe caught' 
konoth=o'l 's/he thought up' 
dhokh=o'l 'slhe grabbed' 

After a morpheme-final vowel, the active simple past form is realized as 
=yo 'I: 

73. yo=yo'l 'slhe saw' thisa=yo'l 's/he called out' 
see=AcT.PST call.out=AcT.PST 

Younger speakers, however, show a tendency to insert =yo'l in all envi
ronments, also after morpheme-final consonants: 

and irrealis perfect bo1h mark for basic voice. The optative and Past II, on 1he o1her hand, 
never mark for basic voice. 
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74. u gam=kon etwa bet=cJpm=te ju<b>da=na='l thoy 
this say=sEQ Etwa son=3POss=oBL separate-<cAus>==nw==oEN PURP 

kharj=ya'l pahan paJI.C=ki=te 
village.secti.on=oEN priest Panch=f1L=oBL 

Zebu =ki=te paJI.Ceit=te rema?=yo?. 
man=f1L=oBL panchayat=OBL call=AcT.PST 

ro mudh mudh 
and special REP 

'Having said this, Etwa called the village's priest, the Panch and 
[other] special people to the panchayat in order to get rid of ( = "sepa
rate") his son.' [RD, 2:91] 

Both the simple past and Past II are common in narrating chains of events 
in the past, such as the simple past in the following example: 

75. rel chu'lte=na thoy paga baje=ki la'l bher;i 
train leave==JNF PURP horn be.sounded==wn.PsT then sheep 

merom=ki ho=ti~·=ga col=ki=may. 
goat=f'L that=side==Foc go==wn.PST=3PL 
'The horn sounded for the train to leave, so the sheep and goats went 
in that direction.' [RD, 1: 11] 

Although the two past tenses are compatible with terminated past events 
and are perhaps most often found in this environment, this is not neces
sarily so: 

76. cJ.a'l gim=o'l (ro tam jou gim=te~). 

water rai.n=AcT.PST and now up.to rai.n=AcT.PRoo 
'It rained (and is still raining).' 

Thus, in contrast to the periphrastic imperfective (6.8.1.1), which is posi
tively marked for imperfectivity, the simple past and Past II are both 
aspectually neutral. 

The use of the two past tenses is also very common in narrating past 
states when "durativity" is not stressed: 

77. moJI. raja rani aw=ki=kiyar. 
one king queen QUAL==wn.Psr-nu 
'There were a king and queen.' [AK, 1:3, 4] 
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raja=ya'l ]limi aw=ki sembho oqp['l] rani=ya'l ]limi 
king=GEN name QUAL~.PST Sembho and queen=GEN name 

aw=ki ciakay. 
QUAL~.PST Dakay 

'The king's name was Sembho and the queen's name was Dakay.' 

The Past II marker =kho'l derives from the marker of the past perfect, 
=sikh=o'l, which always appears in the active. The Past II does not seem 
to differ at all semantically from the simple past, although the active/ 
middle opposition is neutralized in this categoty, as the form is always 
=kho'l. 13 Its use is considered incorrect, although it is vety common in the 
spoken language, especially among younger speakers. 

78. ho=te kheti uslo'l bes bes aw=kho?. 
that=oBL(='there') field soil good REP QUAL=PST.n 

'The fields and the soil there were good.' [MT, 1:76] 

The Past II would appear to be a rather recent form. although it is not cer
tain how recent it is. The fact that it is quite commonly used by younger 
speakers and that elder speakers, at least those we questioned, tended to 
frown upon its use, could be taken as evidence that its appearance was 
very recent, but the evidence is not entirely conclusive. 

To begin with, elder speakers we questioned on this issue were all 
highly educated, some of whom taught Kharia at the university. Their 
intuitions may thus reflect a prescriptive attitude towards this categoty. 

Furthermore, although a check of the first half of the texts in Pin
now (1965a) turned up no occurrences of this morpheme, a closer look 
reveals that this is at least partly due to the editorial work which Pinnow 
undertook. For example, in Pinnow (1965a: 80, second line of Kharia 
text from the top and also fu. 6) we find the form remakh=o'l [ call=AcT. 
PST] 'he called' In the footnote, however, we find the comment "Text: 
rema1kho1" In other words, Pinnow "corrected" this form to the stan
dard, prescriptive remakho'l whereas the form in the text itself was the 
Past II form rema'l=kho'l 'call=psT.n' Thus, only a careful search of all of 
the footnotes in Pinnow's (1965a;b) texts will reveal the degree to which 

13 Alternatively, one could analyze tlris as the Past II marker =kh and the simple past 
active marker =o'l. I will re1ain 1he analysis of tlris fonn as =kho'l, mnnarked for basic 
voice, as there is no corresponding middle form. 
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the Past II was already in use at that time and by which speakers but, as 
Pinnow's texts are meticulously edited, such an undertaking is certainly 
possible. 

6.4.1.2 Present general imperfective 
The present general imperfective is used for actions which occur on a 
regular basis, hold at the moment of utterance, as a "historical present" 
or for imminent, intentional future actions (at least in the first persons, 
including adhortatives). 

The present active marker =te is regularly realized as =t before the 
first and second-person, singular markers =i.Jt and =em, respectively. To 
signal that this is the active and not the middle marker in such environ
ments, the marker will be given as =t[e] in these cases: 

79. o'l-gur=t[e]=i.Jt 
CAUS-fall=AcT.PRs=lso 

'I drop [regularly]' 

Similarly, after the present middle marker =ta, the /if in =i.Jt and the /e/ 
in =em may be deleted, although this is not obligatory: 

80. col=ta=Jl 'I will go' 
go==MJD.PRs=1so 

but cf.halaJ11Je=ta=ijt 'I will take a nap' 
take.a.nap==MJD.PRs= 1 so 

The following two examples show the use of the present tense for events 
which occur on a regular basis. In (81). the speaker is telling us about the 
cooking habits of the Kharia: 

81. kho[i po'lda bo'l=ki=te tam jou kha[iya=ki 
village.secti.on village place==J>L=oBL now up.to Kha.ria==J>L 

kacf.om 
fish 

cakhna hinte saysay umay may=te. ho=ki 
cuny LOC turmeric NEG.3PL mix=AcT.PRS that==J>L 

tenton=ga may=te=ki. 
tamarind==roc mix=AcT.PRS==J>L 
'Up to the present day, in the villages and village sections, the Kharia 
do not mix turmeric into fish curries. They mix in tamarind.' 

In the following example, the speaker is explaining the derivation of the 
name of the month of March (cf.okcf.a'l) as deriving from the name of 
Queen Dakay (cf.akay): 
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82. u cf.akay rani=ya1 ]limi buy=ga, ikon, 
umh 

marc mahina=te 
March month=oBL this Dakay queen=GEN name INSr-FOc 

cf.okcf.a'l gam=te=ki. 
Dokda1 say=AcT.PRS==J>L 
'Because of this queen's name, umh, they call the month of March 
"Dokda1"' [AK, 1:5] 

There is also at least one attested example in which a TAMIPERsoN
syntagma in the present tense follows the same TAMIPERBON-syntagma 
marked for the irrealis, with an iterative reading: 

83. u=ki=te gam[=e]=iJl gam=t[e]=iJ1, muda ijt=ga 
3==J>L=oBL say=AcT.IRR=lso say=AcT.PRs=lso but lso=FOc 

atke go2cf.=ta=ij1. 
be.stopped c:TEL==wo.PRS=l so 
'I tell them aver and aver, but I am always stopped.' 

[Kerketta, 1990: 3] 

In its use as a "historical present", the present often alternates freely with 
the past tense, even within a single sentence: 

84. la'l porha=jo col=ki ro yo=te, ho mara bo'lte 
then Pmha=Ann go==wo.PsT and see=AcT.PRS that cave we 

cf.am=ki cf.a'l=te yo=yo1. 
anive==wo.PST wateFOBL see=AcT.PST 
'Then Porha also went and looks, [he] arrived at the cave [and] saw 
the water.' [AK, 1 :39] 

85. ro kiro'l=te lam=na col=ki. lam=na lamna=te solo'/ 
and tigeroBL search==nw go==wo.PsT search==nw REFOBL dog 

kirofl]=te kuy=o'l ro gam=te "i=ghay ayi]cf.=em 
tigeFOBL find=AcT.PST and say=ACT.PRS what=way QUAL.PRS=2so 

bhai, baru=ga no?" 
brother good==poc Q 
'And he went to look for the tiger. Searching and searching he found 
the tiger and says "How are you brother, OK?"' [BB, 3:45] 
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The following examples illustrate the use of the present for future 
events: 

86. kongher rag badli=kon gam=o'l "ga~·=chi'IQ_=iy, 

boy voice change=sEQ say=ACT.PST fiy=PERF=lso 

yo, ol kay=t[ e ]=iiJ?" 
mother.voc bring BIDFACT.PRS=lso 
'The boy, changing his voice, said "I have fried [the meat], mother, 
shall I bring some for you?" ' [BB, 1 :80] 

87. col=ta=Jl ho=ki=ya'l tay JW'l=na thoy bor 
go==wn.PRs=lso that=PL=GEN ABL eat=JNF PURP ask.for 

ol[=ej=ijL 
bring=AcT.IRR=lso 
'I will go beg for something (= will go, will ask for [and] bring) to 
eat from them.' [TK, 2:32] 

It is also found with an adhortative sense: 

88. ani jaha ti~· col=ta=niiJ! 
come.on INDEF.NHUM side go==wn.PRS=lPL.INCL 
'Come on! Let's go somewhere!' [TK, 1:7] 

It could thus be argued that what is termed here the present general imper
fective is more appropriately termed "nonpast", as this has been referred 
to in previous studies on Kharia (e.g., Peterson, 2002a, 2007). However, 
as this function of the present seems to be restricted to first persons, 
whereas the use of the irrealis for future time is found in conjunction with 
all persons, this category is considered a present tense here and examples 
such as (86}-{88) can be explained by assuming that they are consid
ered more immediate and-as the subject is a first person-more definite, 
similar to the progressive (see below), whereas the use of the irrealis in 
these environments is unmarked in these two respects. 

6.4.1.3 Present progressive 
The progressive is primarily used for events and situations which hold 
at the time of utterance (89). Its marking consists of the present marker 
=te/=ta plus what appears to be a marker deriving from the qualitative 
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predicative marker ayi~'cf.: ayi~·q_ is realized as ayi~· in all persons other 
than the first and second persons, singular. Similarly, the progressive 
markers =te2jcf. (AcriVE) and =ta~·q_ (MIDDLE) are realized as =telj and =t~· 
in these environments, respectively. 14 

89. ijt=te musa 
1 sa=oBL today 

jab=si1. 
catch =pERF 

p.eri ko<b>su=te1j ro kulcf.a?=jo 
body get.sick-<cAus>=AcT.PROG and fever=ADD 

'Today [my] body is hurting me and fever has also taken hold of 
(= caught) me.' [BB, 2:23] 

Similar to the present tense, the progressive is also found with future 
events which are considered imminent and definite, (90)--{91), at least in 
the first persons, and in adhortatives. 

90. (The witch said:) i.Jt gone cokhay=ke cf.el=taljcf.=ijt=ga. 
lsa tooth sharpen=sEQ come~.PRoa=ls<FFOc 

'I'll come right back after I sharpen my teeth.' 
[BB, 1:65] 

91. am khis lo1=na=m ele col=ta1j=le. 
2sG angry CON'r==ACT.IRR=2sG lPL.EXCL go=AcT.PROCJ=lPL.EXCL 
'If you keep on getting angty, we will leave.' 

As with the present tense, the progressive may also be used as a kind of 
"historical present": 

92. la1 ho=te khali kha[iya bheir aw=ki=may 
then that=oBL(= 'there') only Kharia much live~.PST=3PL 

ocf.o1 hocf.om jait=ko mane ho=ki kuday=ga 
and other ethnic.group=CNm umh that=PL chase==roc 

14 Unlike Biligiri (1965: 58), I do not consider the segment /j/, or possibly M/, in =te.fttl 
=tajcJ. to be a separate mmker. Although tlris does have a certain appeal to it, and although 
it is clearly the presence or absence of tlris element which detennines the interpretation 
as progressive or non-progressive (''present immediate" in Biligiri's tenninology), I do 
not analyze 1his fonn as a separate morpheme as it can only appear in the present tense. 
Instead, I prefer to analyze these two morphemes merely as =tej(4) and =taj(4), respec
tively, although tlris is admittedly a somewhat aibitraiy decision. 
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ol=te1j=ki. 
v2:bring=AcT.PRQG==pr, 
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'Then only Kharia lived there and they drive away the other ethnic 
groups.' [MS, 1: 153] 

The progressive is restricted to these "present" contexts, i.e., present 
event, historical present, definite/immediate future actions (first persons) 
and adhortatives. For past, future and hypothetical progressive meanings, 
the periphrastic imperfective is used ( 6. 8 .1.1). 

6.4.1.4 l"ealis 
The irrealis is used for future actions and states (93)-(94), in the impera
tive (95)-(96), and in conditional and counterfactual clauses (7.5.1.4). 
Note that when an imperative sense is intended in the second person, 
non-honorific, singular, the personal ending =m '2so' is omitted, as in 
(96)-(98). If a future or hypothetical situation is being narrated, the sub
ject marker is indicated, as in (99). This applies only to the second person, 
singular (non-honorofic). The second persons dual/honorific and plural 
are always marked for PERsfNuMIHoN-status, as in (95). 

93. tobQ..a? Q..a?=te i=ghay 
mud water=oBL what=way drink:=AcT.IRR=lPL.INCL 
'How will we drink muddy water?' [MS, 1:126] 

94. muda dada=Q..om=ki=ya? aw-aw=te ber 
but elder.brother=3Poss==pr,=GEN QUAL-RDFOBL who 

be(j=ki=te um uqWJ=na pal=e. 
dauther==pr,=oBL NEG make.flee==JNF be.able=AcT.IRR 
'But as long as the elder brothers are present, no one will be able to 
drive away the daughters.' [MT, 1 :169] 

95. kulu gam=o? "baru kayom! ijt=te=jo am=bar=a? 
turtle say=ACT.PST good speech lso=oBL=ADn 2=2nu=GEN 

sori qo{=e=bar/" 
with tak:e=AcT.IRR=2nu 
'The turtle said "Great idea! Take (nu) me along with you as 
well!" ' [TK, 1:11] 
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96. ho=kac konthecf.=te gam=o'l, "gerwa bohin, 
that=so.HUM bird=oBL say=AcT.PST nightingale sister 

a=e iJI=a['l] sori ku1j=na, ebo1=na." 
come.on=AcT.IRR lso=GEN with dance==wn.IRR play=MID.IRR 
'He said to the bird, "Sister nightingale, come on! Dance and play 
with me!"' [TK, 2:12] 

When used to denote an imperative. an "emphatic particle" such as hen 
'come on!' in the following example may also be used: 

97. etwa dular bulJ gam=na la'l=ki "hen beta=ijl. 
Etwa love INST say=INF IPFV==wD.PST come.on! son=lso 

ka(jlj-cf.u'l u1q go{=e." 
a.little-APPROX drink C:TEL=AcT.IRR 
'Etwa would say lovingly "Come on, my son! Drink a little bit!"' 

[RD. 2:8] 

After vowels, the irrealis active is realized as =ye: 

98. yo=ye ketna sundar mawsam ayilj. 
see=AcT.IRR how.much beautiful weather QUAL.PRS 
'Look how beautiful the weather is!' [TK, 2:13] 

The irrealis active marker =e is omited following morphemes ending in 
-y and preceding the personal endings =iJt '1so' and =em '2so' For ease 
of comprehension, in these environments this will be indicated in texts 
as "[=e]", as in the following examples. It is important to stress here that 
this does not indicate that the text is corrupt, as this is a productive pho
notactic rule of the language (cf. 2.4): 

99. musa tay am pujapath karay[=e]=em. 
today ABL 2so sacrifice do=AcT.IRR=2so 
'As of today, you will perform sacrifices.' [AK, 2:33] 

100. u lere'l bulJ iJ1 am=pe=te tucf.a raylo kinir 
this joy INST lso 2=2PL=oBL tomorrow Railogarh forest 

hinte lam-lam co=na='l tholJ chuti ter[ =e]=iJL 
we search-RDP go==JNF=GEN PURP permission give=AcT.IRR=lso 
'Because of this joy I will give you permission to go hunting in 
Railogarh Forest tomorrow.' [MT, 1 :91] 
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With the middle irrealis marker =na, the /if in the marker of the first per
son, singular, =ijl. may also be omited, although this is optional, even for 
one and the same speaker/writer, as in the following two examples: 

101. am=bar ley=na=bar la'l ijt=jo latke=ga 
2=2nu fly=MID.IRR=2nu then 1so=ADD swing=roc 

co=na=1JL 
go=MID.IR.R= 1 SG 

'You fly and I will also go swinging.' [TK, 1:19] 

102. kulu cilay=ki, "ijt um=ijt kayom=na? jarur 
turtle shout=MID.PST 1so NECF1so spea.k=Mm.IRR certainly 

kayom=na=p/" 
spea.k=Mm .IRR= 1 so 
'The turtle shouted, "I shouldn't speak? Of course I will speak!" ' 

[TK, 1:36] 

The marker of the second-person, singular, on the other hand, always has 
the form =m after =na, yielding =na=m: 

103. e bhai, am kayom=na=m la'l cf..lica'l i=ghay 
voc brother 2so spea.k=Mm.IRR=2so then stick what=way 

dhog[=e]=em? 
grab=AcT.IRR =2so 
'Oh brother, if you speak, then how will you hold on to(= grab) the 
stick?' [TK, 1 :37] 

The non-imperative meaning of the irrealis is negated by the general 
negator um (6.7.1) whereas the imperative meaning is negated by abu 
(6.7.2). 

6.4.1.5 Perfect 

Present perfect The present perfect is marked by the perfect marker 
si'lcl.. In its primary function, it denotes that an event has occurred which 
is of direct relevance to a later situation, usually the speech act. 

With reference to a single, particular situation, the present perfect is 
unmarked for TAMihasic voice. For example, in the following example, 
a grasshopper has neglected to gather food for the cold season and 
has nothing to eat when he suddenly remembers that all other animals 
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have gathered food. The TAMIPERsoN-syntagma appears in the per
fect as the fact that the others did gather food is of direct relevance to 
what follows, namely that the grasshopper will now go ask the others 
for food. 

104. ho=kac socay=o1, "sob ral)ga bhere=ya'l ghat/. 
that=so.HUM think=AcT.PST all cold time=GEN for 

JW'l=na tholJ thuray=si?=may. col=ta=p. ho=ki=ya'l 
eat=INF PURP gather=I'ERF3PL go=wn.PRS=lso that=PI.=GEN 

tay Jl.o'l=na tholJ bor ol[=e]=i]J." 
ABL eat=INF PURP ask.for bring=AcT.IRR=lso 
'He thought, "All have gathered [food] for eating for the cold sea
son. I will go beg for something(= ask for [and] bring) to eat from 
them."' [TK, 2:31-32] 

The second major function of the perfect is what is often termed the 
"experiential perfect", i.e. to denote that some event I state is depicted as 
being within the subject's sphere of experience: 

105. Q: am=bar "Rock Garden" «t_e'lb=si?=bar? 
2=2aoN Rock Garden ascend=pERF=2HON 

A: ha, «1_e1b=si1«1_=iJL 
yes ascend=FERFlso 

Q: 'Have you ever climbed Rock Garden (the name of a park on a 
hill in Ranchi)?' 

A: 'Yes, I have climbed it.' 

This question was posed at a time when neither of the two speakers was 
located on Rock Garden hill, thus the only possible interpretation of the 
perfect is whether the addressee has ever performed the action. 

The present perfect, when followed directly by the conjunction la'l 
'then', is also used to denote a future action which is directly followed 
by another action. Consider the following example: 

106. raksin oQ_o'l jug hay khisay=ta ro gone keb=kon 
witch even more angty=MID.PRS and tooth grind =sEQ 

gam=te: "dho?=si?«t_=iiJ la'l am=a'l 
say=ACT.PRS gmb=FERFlSG then 2so=GEN 
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hcq:=no=m=te=jo eb=kon thom=ta thomta akeci 
bone=2ross=2so=oBL=ADn roast=SEQ pulverize=cVB REP chew 

akeci Jl.Og[ =e]=i]L" 
REP eat=ACT.IRR=lso 
'The witch grows even angrier and, grinding her teeth, says "I will 
grab you and then, having roasted your bones too, I will eat them, 
chewing and thereby pulverizing them." ' [BB, 1 :49] 

As noted in Section 2.4, the perfect morpheme is optionally realized as 
=chi(l)ci following a morpheme-final /j/: 

107. kong her rag badli=kon gam=o'l "ga1j=chi14_=iiJ, 
boy voice change=sEQ say=ACT.PST fiy=PERFlSG 

yo, ol kay=t[e]=iy?" 
mother.voc bring mm==AcT.PRS=lso 
'The boy, changing his voice, said "I have fried [the meat], mother, 
shall I bring some for you?" ' [BB, 1 :80] 

In all of the examples so far, the present perfect is a "present" category 
by default, as there is no marking for the present tense. In fact, this only 
holds for the present perfect when it refers to a SINGLE, PARTICULAR SITUA

TION. When a habitual situation is referred to, =si'lcl. combines with either 
the active or middle present-tense markers: 

108. jughay=a'l=ko umbo? moJI. patha='l bhfira=ko 
much=om==CNTR NEG one.NUM ki.lo=oEN pot=CNTR 

un=si?=te=ga jahliy awal gel gam=kon. 
place=FERFACT.PRS=pQC INDEF "guest" say=SEQ 
'She doesn't [usually] place [rice beer] made from(= of) too much 

[rice], only a pot from one kilogram for guests (= having said 
"guest").' [Kerketta, 1990: 27] 

109. Q: akhac kinir=te moJI. bacha tol «t_om=si?=ta. 
deep forest=oBL one calf tie PASS==J>ERF~.PRs 

A: kusar [mpa:l84, ln. 127] 
cocoon. of. silk. worm 

Q: [What is this?] A calf is [regularly] tied in the deep forest. 
A: The cocoon of the silk-worm.' (a riddle, referring to something 

that is habitually found tied in the forest).' 
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Cf. also HJPa: 176, ln. 60 for two further examples in the active. 
The perfect is also compatible with the markers for the simple past 

tense and for the irrealis, although apparently not with the progressive. 15 

The past and irrealis perfect are discussed in the following two sections. 

Past perfect The past perfect is found only in the active. It usually 
designates a past event which preceded another event in the past. 

110. am=pe, 
2=2PL 

i]l. gam=sikh=o1j ho=ghay=ga am=pe 
lsG Say=PERFACT.PST.lSG that=way=poc 2=2PL 

col=ki=pe. 
go==MID.PSL-2PL 
'You, you went just as I had told you.' 

111. pheinga gerwa konthecf.=ya'l 
grasshopper nightingale bird=aEN 

muda gerwa boy bhe'Jto um 
but nightingale INST meeting NEG 

[AK, 1 :63] 

bo'l=te col=ki 
place=oBL go==MID.PST 

hoy=ki. 
become==MID.PST 

ho=kac garam raij ti~· col kan=sikh=o1. 
that=sa.HUM Wamt kingdom side go CON19'ERFACT.PST 
'The grasshopper went to the house of the nightingale but he did 
not meet the nightingale (= a meeting with the nightingale did not 
become). She had gone offto a warm place.' [TK, 2:36-37] 

The past perfect may also be used as a simple past tense. From this usage, 
the Past II discussed in Section 6.4.1.1 has developed. 

112. ho=kac ho jara'l daru=ya'l kho[ri=te murti=te 
that=sa.HUM that banyan tree=aEN hollow=oBL statue=oBL 

ko<'l>sor=na un=sikh=o1. 
chy-<cAUs>==JNF place==J>ERF=AcT.PST 
'He placed the statues in the hollow of that banyan tree to dry 
[them].' [AK., 3:13] 

15 That is, I do not have any examples for 1his in my own corpus and have not found any 
in 1he first 143 pages of Pinnow (1965a), although this could be due to coincidence. At any 
rate, even if it is compatible wi1h 1he progressive, its use is extremely seldom. 
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Although the past perfect is restricted in the modern language to the 
active, at least that of all speakers we worked with and in all modern 
texts we have analyzed. there are nevertheless at least two examples of 
the past perfect occuring in the middle voice in Pinnow (1965a), both 
involving a change of state: 

113. lo?qho=si?=ki=may ho=ki "poroy 
after=FERFMID.PSr-=PL fuat=pL hare 

pot a!" gam=o1 ro 
stomach say=AcT.PST and 

]101 goth=o?=ki. 
eat C:TEL=AcT.PSr-=PL 
'Those who had followed(= had become later) said "A hare's stom
ach!" and ate it. [HJPa:124, ln. 85] 

114. ma=cfpm khisay=si?=ki, magar i=ye, girja 
mother=3POSS angty=PERFMID.PST but what=ACT.IRR church 

col kan=ki kuncf.u?=ki=te cJ.ocf.=kon. 
go CONr-MID.PST child==J>L=oBL tak:e=sEQ 
'Their mother had become angry, but what should she do (= she 
should what?), she went off to church with (= having taken) the 
children.' [HJPa:57] 

Interestingly, speakers questioned on these sentences rejected both as 
ungrammatical. As these seem to be unique examples (although they 
occur in different texts in Pinnow's study) it would seem best to consider 
them idiolectal forms, although it is also possible that there once was a 
productive opposition in the past perfect between the active and middle 
which has since been lost. Perhaps future work on other Kharia dialects 
will turn up similar forms. 

Irrealis perfect Unlike the past perfect, which is restricted to the 
active in the modem language, the irrealis perfect is found in both the 
active and the middle. It is found in the same environments as the irrealis, 
i.e., future events, imperatives and conditional clauses. 

115. o?=te ap=cJ.om teinko ark hi un=s1g=e 
house=OBL father=3POSS a.little liquor place==l'ERFACT.IRR 

ho=je?=ko ho=kar capu karbdcJ.=kon u2cJ. 
that=so.NHUM=CNTR that=so.HUM rummage Ecao=sEQ drink 
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icia1=na la?=ki. 
ECHO=mF 1PFV~.PST 

'If his father has placed some liquor in the house, then he would 
rummage through everything [until he found it] and then drink it 
all up.' [RD, 2:25] 

116. koro'lb=si?=na=pe. ber=jo i=jo a?=pe 
silen1:=PERF=Mm.IRR=2PL who=ADn what=ADD NEG.Mon=2PL 

gam=e. 
say=ACT.IRR 
'Be quiet! Don't any of you say anything.' [Kerketta. 1990: 2] 

Finally, the perfect is also compatible with infinitival marking: 

117. ho=ti] modi ciay=jo kole]=na=? thoy 
that=side Modi woman=AnD fight~GEN PURP 

ag=si?=na la?=ki 
open.mouth=pERF=mF IPFV~.PST 

'There Modi's wife would also be fighting (= used to open [her] 
mouth for fighting).' [RD, 2:73] 

Perfect vs. non-perfect As the following examples show, the perfect 
is often found in environments in which we would expect the present 
from an English-speaking perspective. This is the case with change-of
state predicates (known by a variety of different names, including "incho
atives", "inceptives", "transformatives", etc.): 

118. tuyu berocl.=ki ro solo?=te gam=o? no "am=te 
jackal aris~.PST and dog=oBL say=ACT.PST CMPL 2so=oBL 

lemecl. um cl.el=ta la1 korob korob 
sleep NEG come~.PRS then silent REP 

gita?=si?=na, umbo? la?=ko qoko=si?=na. " 
lie.down~.IRR NEG then=cNlR sit.down~.IRR 

'The jackal got up and said to the dog "If you can't sleep then lie 
quietly, otherwise sit [quietly]."' [BB, 3:39] 
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119. ijl. cl.iica"l=te mo'ljhi=te gone bul) ake1q=sig[=e]=iJL 
lso stick=OBL middle=oBL tooth INST bite==J>ERFACT.IRR=lso 
'I'll hold on to (= will have bitten) the stick with my teeth.' 
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[TK, 1 :18] 

120. hayre arabQ.u"l mOJl.=ga bohin=na=ijl. daru sumbo"l=te 
alas poor one=roc sister=lPoss=lso tree base=oBL 

japa1=si1. 
lean.against=PER.F 
'Alas, my poor sister is leaning(= has leaned) against a tree.' 

[BB, 4:2] 

The fact that the perfect is found in such examples does not mean that it 
is required by the respective contentive morpheme. Cf. e.g. the following 
examples with those above: 

121. "korob korob gita?=na. " solo"l=te kirog=a"l 
silent REP lie.down==wn.IRR dog=oBL tiger=GEN 

kayom baru um la"l=ki. 
speech good NEG EMOT==wn.PST 
'"Lie down quietly." The dog did not like the tiger's words.' 

[BB, 3:54] 

122. beto1ci bul) modi=ya"l konon kulam kulam-ciay=ciom=ki 
hunger INST Modi=GEN small sibling sibling-woman=3ross=FL 

bhit sinilJ sinilJ japa? khor=ta1j=may 
wall edge REP lean ITER==wD.PROo=3PL time eye sleep 

ocl.o"l rajh rajh romdcicia"l gur=tdj. 
and falling.in.quick.procession tear fall==wn.PRoo 
'When Modi's younger brothers and sisters were leaning16 here and 
there (= khor) against the wall in hunger, their eyes [were full of] 
sleep and their tears were falling in quick procession.' [RD, 2:56] 

16 11ris is a case of the ''historical present'' use of1he progressive, see Section 6.4.1.3. 
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It appears that the use of the perfect in examples such as these with 
change-of-state predicates emphasizes the state which is the result of this 
change, and not merely the action itself, e.g. 'lie down [and be lying]' vs. 
'lie down', 'lean against [and be leaning] vs. 'lean against' 

si'l vs. si'lcf. Recall from Section 2.4 that a morpheme-final /?./ 
( < */g/) is realized as Jkh/ before the past active marker =o'l. Con
sidering this, the fact that the past perfect has the form sikh=o'l 
suggests that the underlying form is si'l ( < /sig/) and not si2cf.. Simi
larly, the active irrealis perfect in =sig=e seems to point in this 
direction as well. Although the original form of this morpheme was 
apparently si2cJ.. as it has cognates in other Munda languages (Greg Ander
son, p.c.), from a purely synchronic perspective the case is not quite 
as clear. 

In the present perfect, this marker has the form /si'l<t/ before =i]l and 
=em, the markers of the first and second persons, singular, respectively, 
whereas the form is realized as /si'l/ elsewhere. These are also the only 
two personal markers which begin with a vowel. The same distribution of 
/<tf is also found in the same two persons with the non-inherent qualitative 
predicative marker ayi~· (7.3), i.e., ayiljcf. vs. ayi~·. as well as with the pres
ent progressive markers =teljcf. I =telj (ACTIVE) and =ta~·cf. I tdj (MIDDLE) 
(6.4.1.3). In the case of the qualitative predicative marker and the pro
gressive markers, it was argued in Section 2.4 that the deletion of /<tf is 
due to the strict phonotactic rule that neither complex onsets nor codas 
are allowed, i.e., *ayij"cf.=le 'we (ExcL) are' > ayij"=le. This explanation, 
however, will not apply in the case of the perfect, unless we consider 
the I'll to be a consonant in si'lcJ.. and not merely the pre-glottalization 
of a morpheme-final /<tf. This analysis is strongly supported by the fact 
that when the /<tf is not present, as in col=si'l 's/he has gone', the glot
tal stop is nevertheless present, i.e., it cannot be mere pre-glottalization 
as there is no pre-glottalized consonant. The perfect marker is therefore 
analyzed here as having the underlying form si'lcJ.. bringing it in line with 
our analysis of the qualitative predicative marker and the progressive 
markers. 

On the other hand, it is possible to consider the underlying form of 
the perfect to be si'l, with /<tf added before the markers of the first and 
second persons, singular. It is undoubtedly for this reason that Biligiri 
(1965: 59) speaks here of an "increment 14/" for both the perfect and the 
progressive (or "present immediate" in his terminology), an analysis that 
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is transferable to the qualitative predicative marker as well. 17 This has the 
advantage of being able to account for both the past and irrealis perfect 
more elegantly than our analysis, which however has the advantage of 
offering a uniform analysis of the alternating forms of the present perfect, 
the qualitative predicative marker and the progressive markers. 

The historical development seems clear: It is quite common in Kharia 
for pre-glottalized consonants in the coda to be realized in speech simply 
as the glottal stop, e.g., one hears katP just as often as the "standard" form 
kaf:Fj 'a little' or go'ljhuy equally as often as gdl/]"huy 'path, way' In fact, 
some speakers are not even familiar with the "standard" forms of such 
morphemes, and the original pre-glottalized consonant has developed into 
a simple glottal stop for these contentive morphemes for these speakers. 

This is obviously what has happened with the original perfect marker 
si1cf. which has now become si'l in all environments except for the first 
and second persons, singular in the present perfect. Thus, this marker 
may either be analyzed as si'l, with an increment /«tf exceptionally added 
in these two persons along the lines of the alternation between /«tf and 0 
found in the qualitative predicative marker and the progressive, or it has 
the underlying form si'lcf. and the /«tf is regularly deleted before personal 
markers beginning with a consonant in the present perfect, and irregularly 
in both the past and irrealis perfects. 

Either analysis seems equally justified and both have exceptions. This 
form is analyzed here as =si'lcf. mainly for convenience of glossing and 
to avoid having to incorporate an "increment" is which found nowhere 
else in the language. 

6.4.1.6 Optative 
The optative is used to denote a strong wish or obligation in the third 
person or for third-person imperatives. It may not be used in the first or 
second persons. 

Unlike all other basic TAM categories, guru'l I gucf.u'l is a phonological 
word and may be separated from preceding elements of the T AMIPERsoN
syntagma, such as the semantic base or a v2 (6.5), by the focal particle 
=ga. However, it has no independent lexical meaning: 

17 Biligiri (1965: 64) however analyzes the qualitative predicate marker as ai with the 
progressive marker -j (tenned "present immediate" on page 58 in his grammar), an analysis 
which I reject since the progressive would 1hen be compatible only wi1h the present but 
with no other TAM-categories, although 1his is admittedly a rather arbitrary decision. 
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123. maha bhai mana karay=si? tewa'ljo acf,i jarur 

124. 

big brother forbid do==mRF nevertheless ANAPH certain! y 

«t,el=ga guru?. 
COffie=FOC OPT 
'Although his; elder brother has forbidden it, nevertheless he; should 
certainly come.' 

aniy=a? konsel kongher=ki khcqjya=ki=ya? bair 
lPL.INCL=CJEN girl boy=PL KJuuia=pr,=oEN old 

nlidani=te kog guru'l=may ro khcqjya=ki=ya? parom 
histmy=oBL know OPT=3PL and KJuuia=pr,=CJEN strength 

ro main=te koy=kon ocfp? meson ho=je? arJay 
and honor=oBL know=SEQ more once that=so.NHUM revive 

guru'l=may. 
OPT=3PL 
'Our girls and boys should know the old history of the Kharia and, 
having learned the honor and strength of the Kharia, they should 
revive it once again.' [Kerketta, 1990: ii] 

In some cases, the use of the optative closely resembles that of a subjunc
tive. Here as well, however, it is restricted to third-persons: 

125. pacom ro ijat am=pe=ga. i, am=pe lam=te-pe 
energy and respect 2=2PL==roc Q 2=2PL Wartt=ACT.PRS=2PL 

no kesariya=ki cf.el=kon raij=te raijhay guru'l=m.ay? 
cMPL Kesari=pr, come=sEQ kingdom=oBL rule oPT=3PL 
'You are [this country's] energy and honour. Do you want the Kes
ari to come and rule the kingdom ( = that the Kesari, having come, 

should rule)?' [Kerketta, 1990: 5] 

The optative is negated by the marker abu (6.7.2), similar to the impera
tive use of the irrealis. 

6.4.2 Active and middle: Their functions and distribution 

6.4.2.1 General remarks 
The first four basic TAM categories in Table 6.15 above are expressed by 
portmanteau morphemes which simultaneously express basic voice, i.e., 
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active and middle. These four categories are repeated here as Table 6.16 
for ease of reference. In 6.4.1 the TAM values of these morphemes were 
discussed in detail. The present section discusses the functions of the 
active and middle. These categories are obligatory: A finite TAMIPERsoN
syntagma appearing in any one of the TAM categories given in Table 6.16 
must always be marked as either active or middle. 

Table 6.16: TAMibasic voice marlcers 

Past (PsT) (aspectually neutral) 
Present General Imperfective (PRS) 
Present Progressive (PRoG) 
Irrealis (IRR) 

Middle 

=lei 
=ta 
=taj·q 
=na 

Active 

=(y}o? 
=te 
=te'JcJ. 
=e 

Before beginning our discussion, a few words are in order on the choice 
of the terms "active" and "middle": Note that it is usual to speak of these 
two categories in Kharia-and Munda languages in general-not as basic 
voice but rather as "transitive" (AcnvE) and "intransitive" (MIDDLE) or to 
merely divide them into "Set 1" (AcnvE) and "Set 2" (MIDDLE), whereby 
a more or less direct link to transitivity is usually assumed. 

Although these two classes are closely connected to (in-)transitivity, as 
we shall see in the following sections, they are also productively used to 
express a number of distinctions which are not directly related to (in-)tran
sitivity. Rather, a comparison with the active and middle voices in other 
languages from different families18 shows that, despite all differences, the 
two categories in Kharia share many traits with these systems. 

Following Klaiman (1991), these categories will be referred to col
lectively as basic voice, as neither is more marked than the other, mor
phologically speaking, and one of the two is obligatorily present in the 
four basic TAM categories. This is in contrast to derived voice, such as 
the passive/reflexive ( 6.5 .1 ), which contrasts with zero and is clearly a 
marked voice. 

Again following Klaiman (1991) the functions of the active and middle 
are divided into into their "differential" and their "inherent" functions: 
Differential functions (6.4.2.2) are those functions which are relevant for 
contentive morphemes which can appear in both the active and the middle 

18 E.g., in chronological order, Gonda (1979), Klaiman (1991), Kemmer (1993), Kauf
mann (2004) and Bril (2005). 
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voice while inherent functions (6.4.2.3) are those "functions" which are 
relevant for contentive morphemes which appear in either the active or the 
middle, but not in both. These inherent "functions" are, properly speak
ing, not functions but merely tendencies, but this term will be retained 
here for the sake of consistency. 

As we shall see, the inherent functions are in fact merely a sub-set 
of the differential functions, and contentive morphemes which can only 
appear in one of these two categories but not in both receive their voice 
assignment depending on whether their basic usage shows more similari
ties to the differential functions of the middle or to those of the active. 

6.4. 2. 2 Differential functions 
While the large majority of contentive morphemes in Kharia which are 
compatible with both the middle and active have the same form in both 
categories, it was shown in 6.3.3 that there is a considerable number of 
contentive morphemes which have been borrowed from Sadri which have 
two different forms, generally ending in -e in the middle and -ay in the 
active. Tables 6.17 and 6. 18 present a few examples of both types. 

Table 6.17: Morhemes with one form in both middle and active 

bel 

ga'l 
pa'l 
ro'l 
saygo1cf. 

Middle 

'spread out (of people)' (rm.) 

'rip (of paper)' (rm.) 
'break' (rm.) 
'spill' (rm.) 
'close' (rm.) 

Active 

'spread out (of people, cloth. 
etc.)' (TR) 
'rip (of paper)' (TR) 
'break' (TR) 
'spill' (TR) 
'close' (TR) 

Table 6.18: Morphemes with different forms in middle and active 

bagre 
cale 
chu'lte 
khole 
salge 
thane 

Middle 

'spoil (rm.)' 
'function; go' 
'leave' (ITR) 
'open' (rm.) 
'bum, catch fire' 
'try unsuccessfully to assert' 

bagray 
calay 
chu'lf.ay 
kholay 
salgay 
thanay 

Active 

'spoil (TR), ruin' 
'drive (a car, etc.)' 
'leave' (TR) 
'open' (TR) 
'light a fire' 
'assert' 
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A Middle: Intransitive, Active: Transitive As the data in Tables 6.17 
and 6.18 show, the middle and active are intimately connected to (seman
tic) transitivity. 19 In these cases, the middle is regularly intransitive and 
the active transitive. Table 6.19 presents a few further examples. 

Table 6.19: Transitivity and basic voice 

Middle Active 

ayo 'become a mother' 'accept [s.o.] as a mother' 
ayo=ya? 'become mother's' 'make [s.th.] mother's' 
mother=GEN 
ip.=a? 'become mine' 'make [s.th.] mine; adopt 
lso=GEN [s.o.]' 
ku(.Um 'become family (e.g through 'accept [s.o.] as family' 

marriage)' 
khatam 'come to an end' 'finish' (TR) 
sa1)go1cf. 'close' (ITR) 'close' (TR) 
se? 'fill up' (ITR) 'fill up' (TR) 
sebol 'become sweet' 'make sweet, sweeten' 
tuta 'go down' 'put down, lower' 
thorek 'decrease' (ITR) 'decrease' (TR) 

The members of this group denote events which may either be caused by 
an external agent (the subject in the active) or may simply occur on their 
own, in which case the patient is the subject (in the middle voice). This 
feature distinguishes them from transitive active-only contentive mor
phemes and intransitive middle-only contentive morphemes: In active
only transitives, the action is conceived of as requiring an external agent 
(e.g., go'l 'carry' or ji7b 'touch') whereas middle-only intransitives are 
conceived of as denoting an event which generally occurs on its own 
(e.g., go~· 'die'). If an external agent is to be expressed here, either a dif
ferent contentive morpheme is used (e.g., tar 'hit, beat; kill') or the TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma appears in the causative (e.g., o7b-gdj 'cause to die'). 

This does not mean that the classification of morphemes into these 
three groups according to natural propensity can be deduced intuitively. 
Rather, the language has lexicalized this distinction in a particular way 

19 Ail we shall see in 7.1, syntactically speaking all predicates in Kharia are intransi
tive, requiring only 1he subject marking on 1he predicate. All Case-syntagrnas are 1hus 
''adjlDIC1s", as 1heir presence is never required. I will1hus use the term "transitivity" here 
in a semantic sense, i.e., those elements which are "obligatocy" at the semantic level, not 
at the syntac1ic level. 
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for each contentive morpheme. Thus, determining whether a contentive 
morpheme is classified as denoting an event which typically happens on 
its own, is typically caused by an external agent, or is compatible with 
either interpretation, is a purely empirical question. 

There is considerable variation in the linguistic literature concerning 
the designation of these transitive/intransitive pairs. In the more theo
retically oriented literature, they are often termed "ergative-causative 
pairs" (cf e.g. the discussion in Haegeman, 1991: 334--336), while other 
authors consider the intransitive members to be a sub-group of the so
called "unaccusatives", such as Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995), who 
speak of causatives and (unaccusative) non-causatives in the "causative 
alternation" Klaiman (1991) on the other hand refers to the intransitive 
member of such pairs as "neuters" These will simply be referred to here 
as "transitive/intransitive" pairs. 

Before continuing, it will be instructive to consider the Kharia data with 
respect to transitivity with the data discussed in Nichols et al. (2004), who 
deal with "transitivizing and detransitivizing languages" from a cross
linguistic perspective. Briefly summarized, Nichols and her associates 
refer to the semantically non-causative form as the "plain" form and the 
semantically causative form as "induced" The authors then undertake a 
study of the means of deriving one of these forms from the other in a 
number of languages, i.e., is a particular language primarily a transitiv
izing or detransitivizing language? As we shall see, Kharia is primarily a 
transitivizing language. 

The three means of arriving at the induced form which are relevant 
for our discussion of Kharia are augmentation, which in Kharia can be 
understood as referring to the causative marker //O?.B/1, as it is added to 
the plain form, suppletion, and "class change", which in our context can 
be equated with the Middle I Active opposition in Kharia. 20 

Although many contentive morphemes have a transitive sense when 
they appear in the active voice as opposed to an intransitive sense in the 
middle voice, the active voice does not appear to be the primary means of 
denoting transitivity in Kharia, at least not according to the plain/induced 
pairs in the sample in Nichols et al. (2004). Table 6.20 shows the conten-

:II With respect to conjugation class change, 1he au1hors write " ... conjugation classes 
are inflectional classification rather than derivational categories, verbs showing this cor
respondence belong to different conjugation classes in their in1ransi.tive and 1ransi.tive uses 
but are otherwise underived" (Nichols et al., 2004: 159). 
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tive morphemes listed in Nichols et al. (2004) and their respective means 
of transitivization in Kharia. 

Table 6.20: "Transitivizing strategies" in Kharia (based on Nichols et al., 2004) 

Pair Plain (*=active, Induced (all in 
otherwise active) 
middle) 

1. 'laugh' *lacf.a 'make laugh' la<1/J>cf.a Augmented 
2. 'die' go'J 'kill' o1b-goj' Augmented, 

class change; 
tar Suppletion 

3. 'sit' cf.oko 'seat' cf.o< 1b>ko Augmented, 
class change 

4. 'eat' "]to? 'feed' ob-po? Augmented 
5. 'learn' sike 'teach' sildzay Augmented, 

class change 
6. 'see' *yo 'show' o1b-yo Augmented 
7. 'become khisay 'anger' o1b-ldzisay; Augmented, 

angry' khisway class change 
8. 'fear, be boto1) 'frighten, bo<?>to1) Augmented, 

afraid' scare' class change 
9. 'hide' le1cf. 'hide' o1b-le1cf. Augmented, 

class change 
10. 'boil' ulu? 'boil' u<?>lu? Augmented, 

class change 
11. 'burn, ge1b 'burn, set o-ge1/J Augmented, 

catch fire' salge fire' salgay class change 
12. 'break' pal; pij' 'break' pal; piJ Class change 
13. 'open' ru? 'open' ru? Class change 
14. 'dry' kosor 'make dry' ko<1b>sor Augmented, 

class change 
15. 'become se1)ghor 'straighten' se1)ghor Class change 

straight' 
16. 'hang' ta1Je 'hang' ta1Jay Augmented, 

class change 
17. 'twn over' kula1); 'turn over' ku<1b>la1); Augmented, 

ulte ultay class change 
18. 'fall' gur 'drop, let o-gur Augmented, 

fall' class change 

Note that pairs 1-9 "have varying degrees of agency and volition on the 
part of an animate S/0; 10--18 have varying degrees of independence, 
resistance to force, etc. on the part of an inanimate S/0." (Nichols et al., 
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2004: 155-6). It is significant that all of the first nine contentive mor
phemes require augmentation to derive the induced form from the plain 
form, and class change, i.e., active vs. middle, is secondary to this. On 
the other hand, class change alone is the sole means of transitivization 
for some forms in 10-18, although even here it is not very common (3 
out of 9 forms). 

To the extent that these contentive morphemes are indeed representa
tive of the basic transitivizing strategy in Kharia, we conclude that the 
primary transitivizing strategy in Kharia is augmentation by means of 
the causative, whereas class change alone is quite limited, although more 
common than suppletion. More work is required on this topic, especially 
to determine the actual frequency of augmentation by means of the caus
ative (with secondary class change) vs. class change alone, as the three 
forms here which signal transitivity solely through the active (vs. middle) 
voice are in fact members of a much larger group in Kharia. 

Although (in-)transitivity is undoubtedly the predominant differential 
(and inherent) function of the middle and active, it is only one of anum
ber of more or less productive differential functions. These other func
tions are dealt with in the following sections. 

B. Middle voice as "generic" The generic middle function is the only 
completely productive differential function of the language and applies 
whether the underlying contentive morpheme is otherwise restricted to 
the middle, the active, or whether it can appear in both categories. In this 
function, all TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas appear in the middle voice only. 

In this function of the middle, semantic bases of TAMIPERBON-syntag
mas must be the masdar (6.6.2.1): Monosyllabic contentive morphemes 
reduplicate, whereas polysyllabic (derived or underived) forms(= conten
tive morpheme and, if present, causative I passive marking and non-telic 
v2s, cf. 6.5) remain unchanged. E.g. ey 'return (ITR)', masdar: ey-ey; oyey 
'return (TR)', causative of ey, masdar oyey, rusuy '(become) red', mas
dar rusuy. Table 6.21 gives a few examples of morphemes appearing in 
their unmarked usage (here with examples of otherwise middle-only and 
active-only contentive morphemes) and the corresponding form of the 
masdar as the semantic base in the generic function. 

Referring to the non-generic functions of these morphemes for conve
nience as "neutral", we may describe the function of the generic middle 
as follows: Whereas the neutral function is unmarked, the generic func
tion expresses habituality or long-term iterativity with a reduplicated 
masdar. 
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Table 6.21: Middle as "generic" 

Middle-only Active-only Generic Middle 

bo1) 'finish' 
e1) 'return' 

absi1b 'begin' 
bi1cf. 'pour out; sow' 
bu? 'beat (a drum)' 

halq:e 'roar, groan (of animals)' 
ko?pe1cf. 'pull together' 

absi"Jb 
bi1cf.-bi1cf. 
bu?-bu? 
bo1)-b01) 
e1)-e1J 
halq:e 
ko?pe1cf. 

Let us begin by way of example with a simple contentive morpheme as 
the semantic base in predicative function, bi2cJ. 'pour out' This morpheme, 
when used predicatively, is restricted to the active voice and denotes, 
e.g., in the past tense that the subject poured something out but does not 
further specifY whether this was a one-time action or whether it was per
formed more than once. When the masdar of this morpheme is used as 
the semantic base and the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is marked for the middle 
voice, on the other hand, it is a habitual action, e.g., when it is part of 
someone's job to pour water out of something over and over: 

126. ijl. 
lso water pour.out=AcT.PST.lso 
'I poured water out.' 

127. i]l. cJ.a1 bPq-bPq=ki=JL 
lso water pour.out-RDP==)4ID.PSr-lso 

Unmarked construction 

Generic middle 

'I used to pour water out. (e.g., that was my job, so I did it all the 
time)' 

The reduplication of the underlying contentive morpheme here, in con
junction with the middle voice, is iconic to a certain extent in that the 
habitual reading is largely restricted to masdars formed by the reduplica
tion of an underlying monosyllabic morpheme. 

As noted in 4.3.2, the use of the non-reduplicated masdar as the seman
tic base in the generic middle is one of a number of "shibboleths" dif
ferentiating the Simdega dialect from the Gumla dialect: While speakers 
of the Simdega dialect accepted this construction with masdars of both 
mono- and polysyllabic contentive morphemes, speakers of the Gumla 
dialect rejected such non-reduplicated masdars in the generic middle. 
Thus, at least based on the data collected from interviews, it would seem 
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that the generic middle is only completely productive in the Simdega 
dialect whereas in areas further to the north and east it is restricted to the 
expression of habituality/iterativity with reduplicated monosyllabic con
tentive morphemes as the semantic base. The following comments thus 
apply only to the Simdega dialect. 

With the non-reduplicated masdar as the semantic base, the generic 
middle can have a habitual interpretation, however, this is not its default 
interpretation. Instead, the default interpretation is one of the following, 
depending on tense marking and context: 

- The generic middle denotes that an event took considerably longer than 
usual to occur. Compare the following two examples: 

128. philm=te absiph=o1j. Unmarked construction 
film=oBL Start=ACT.PST.lSG 

'I started the film.' 

absi?fJ 'start' in predicative function always appears in its unmarked use in 
the active. It can, however, also appear in the generic middle to denote that 
it took longer than usual to start the film, e.g., due technical problems, etc. 

129. philm=te absPb=ki=JL Generic middle 
film=oBL start==MID.PST=lso 

'I started the film (but it took me a long time).' 

As absilb is bisyllabic, its masdar is identical to the underlying contentive 
morpheme. Thus, when absi1b is the semantic base, the only indication 
that this is the marked construction is the use of the middle voice as 
opposed to the active. 

- The generic middle can also denote a remote past. Consider the fol
lowing examples with halq:e, which in the unmarked construction is 
restricted to the active: 

130. gore]· hakre=yo'l. Unmarked construction 
OX grunt=ACT.PST 

'The ox grunted.' (unmarked) 

131. gore]· hakre=ki Generic middle 
OX grunt=MID.PST 

'The ox grunted.' (a long time back) 
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Similarly, with respect to future events, the marked construction sig
nals remote future time or future events whose time of occurrence is 
uncertain. 

The generic middle can thus be used to express habituality, longer
than-normal duration, remote past, and remote or indefinite future. The 
unmarked use is underspecified with respect to these features, e.g., the 
unmarked construction is compatible with modifiers expressing 'over 
and over', 'long ago', etc., but this interpretation is not inherent in the 
unmarked usage. 21 

Although it was not possible to consult the following speaker from 
north Orissa on this construction, the following example from a mono
logue of his suggests that the Orissa dialect is much closer to the Simdega 
dialect in this respect. The semantic base of the TAMIPERBON-syntagma in 
the following example, ikon, when used in the unmarked construction, 
is restricted to the active, e.g. ikon=o'l=may 'they did (once or more, 
just now or long ago, .)', whereas the semantic base in the following 
example of the generic middle is a masdar which is identical in form to 
the underlying contentive morpheme: 

132. soub apan apan ikon=ki=may. 
all REFL REP do==wn.Psr-=3PL 
'All did [this] on their own.' [MS, 2:14] 

This example is interesting as we have a TAMIPERBoN-syntagma with a 
bisy llabic contentive morpheme in the generic middle, showing that this 
speaker's dialect, which is located just a few hours to the south of Sim
dega city, also allows polysyllabic contentive morphemes to appear in 
the generic middle. Furthermore, note the semantics of the predicate of 
the example: In his narrative, the speaker has just noted that the sons 
(= all in (132)) have collected their things, left, and now returned. Here, 
he is stressing the fact that each did this on his own. The use of the 
generic middle here thus differs somewhat from that discussed above, as 

21 Tiris category is semantically quite close to a category found in many Austrone
sian languages and referred to by Bril (2005: 32) as "actions without an endpoinf'. This 
group includes ''tentative, aimless, or dispersive actions, or aspec1nally unbounded (non
completed, dUIRtive or iterative) actions, conelati.ng wi1h the notion of non-fully affected 
patients and consequently to a lower degree of transitivity and to intransitivization." As 
the fimction of this categoey seems to differ slightly in Kharia, including e.g., remote past I 
future but not including "non-fully affected patients", I will refer to it by 1he tenn generic, 
which is somewhat more neutral. 
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we are not dealing here with habituality or a remote past but rather with 
an event consisting of a multiplicity of individual actions. More research 
is necessary on this construction. as this function of the generic middle 
did not occur in conversations or interviews. 

A number of contentive morphemes have taken on a slightly different 
meaning when used in the generic middle, although the origin of the new 
meaning from habituality I iterativity, etc., of the underived use is always 
apparent. A few examples are given in Table 6.22. 

Table 6.22: Semi-lexicalized meanings in the generic middle 

Underlying contentive 
morpheme 

bha?pu 
lam 

paham, phaham, 
thaham 

Unmarked meaning 
(active) 

'boil (eggs)' 
'search for' 

'ponder, plan; decide' 

Generic middle 

'overboil' 
lam-lam 'hunt; search for 
a long time' 
'be uncertain as to what 
to do' 

Finally, the generic middle is sometimes indicated by the form of the 
contentive morphemes themselves. This (very seldom) use is restricted 
in our data to contentive morphemes which end in -ay but which do not 
otherwise have the -ay I -e distinction (6.3.3) and which are restricted 
to the middle voice. In these cases, the (otherwise non-existent) form 
in -e can be used in the speech of some speakers to signal the marked 
construction. zz 

133. kurmuray Active:-; Middle: 'get angry' kurmure Middle: 
GENERIC 

C. Middle: self-directed, Active: outwardly directed The semantics 
of this differential function, although closely related to both transitivity 
and reflexivity, must be considered separate from those two categories. 
Since some contentive morphemes in this category, such as gujuy 'wash 
(feet)', have a direct object in both the middle and active, i.e., kata 'feet', 
both members of these pairs may be transitive, while neither can be said 
to be reflexive in the true sense of the word, where agent and patient are 

22 Note that 1his is not 1he same class of conten1i.ve morphemes as that discussed below 
in sections Hand I. 
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identical. The difference in the case of, e.g., gujuy pertains to the pos
sessor of the feet, i.e., one's own or someone else's feet. 23 Furthermore, 
as discussed in 6.5.1, Kharia has both a morphological and a syntactic 
reflexive construction. 

Table 6.23 gives a few examples from our data. Note that most mem
bers of this class can be classified as "grooming" contentive morphemes, 
although not all. 

buli'J 
gujuy 
gunay 
gu?lhe 
koy 

kublab 

khuray 
paykha 
uwa? 

Table 6.23: Self-directed vs. outwardly directed 

Middle 

'wash one's own face' (TR) 
'brush one's own teeth' (TR) 

'scrub one's own head' (TR) 
'wash one's own feet' (TR) 
'regret (for one's self)' 
'wash one's own hands' (TR) 
'shave (for some speakers 
only oneself, for others 
neutral)' 
'rinse out one's own mouth' 
(TR) 
'shave oneself' 
'fan oneself' 
'bathe' (ITR) 

Active 

'wash someone else's face' (TR) 
'brush someone else's teeth' (e.g. 
of a child) (TR) 
'scrub someone else's head' (TR) 
'wash someone else's feet' (TR) 
'regret (for another)' 
'wash someone else's hands' 
'shave someone else (only for 
some speakers)' 

'rinse out s.o. else's mouth' (TR) 

'shave someone else' 
'fan someone else' 
'bathe' (TR) 

In a number of cases, the -e I -ay distinction in the morpheme itself com
bines with the active I middle distinction to express a similar semantic 
opposition: 

134. porhay Active: 'read to s.o.' porhe Middle: 'read (to 
oneself); study' 

pliuray Active: 'help s.o. swim' pliure Middle: 'swim' 

D. Middle: "Non-thorough", Active: "thorough" In this somewhat 
heterogeneous group, the notion is in some was less "thorough" when the 

23 It is customary in this region to wash a guest's feet when 1he guest is visiting either 
for 1he first time or has not been to visit for a while. This is either done by the eldest 
woman of the house or 1he eldest daughter. 
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TAMIPERsoN-syntagma appears in the middle voice than when it appears 
in the active. Some examples are given in Table 6.24. 

It is not clear at the moment to what extent these contentive morphemes 
form a coherent class. For example, while some, such as alar, ju2Q. and 
thike, refer to short-term events and situations (middle) as opposed to per
manent situations or the end-result of an event (active), cereberay refers 
to a typical characteristic in the middle but to a specific action in the 
active and camkay, kart/j and lebui appear to use the active to express 
"intensity" Further research is necessary here, especially since not all 
speakers were of the opinion that all the contentive morphemes referring 
to emotions can be used this way, although they did accept the other 
morphemes with the distinctions shown in the Table 6.24. 

alar 
dular 
camJcay24 
cerberay 

ju1cJ. 'sprout 
roots' 
karti1 
'believe' 
lebui 
thike 

Table 6.24: "Non-thorough" vs. ''thorough" 

Middle 

'love (for a short while)' 
'like, feel love' 
'warn' 
'chirp' (e.g. as a habit) 

'sprout roots' 

'believe, have faith in (more 
or less)' 
'love (somewhat)' 
'last' (neutral I not 
permanent) 

Active 

'love (permanently)' 
'(show) love' 
'scare' 
'chirp' (in reaction to 
something, e.g. as a warning) 
'take root firmly I 
permanently' 
'believe in (strongly)' 

'love (strongly)' 
'last (permanently)' 

E. Middle: Sudden I unexpected I non-volitional, Active: non-sudden I 
expected I volitional With contentive morphemes in this group, we 
generally find an intransitive (MIDDLE) I transitive (AcTivE) distinction cou
pled with a sudden (MIDDLE) I non-sudden (AcTivE) distinction, although 
some active forms are intransitive and some middle forms are transitive. 
This distinction can also be exploited to denote that the event referred to 
is depicted as unexpected in the middle voice, while the active denotes 
an expected, volitional action or is unmarked in this regard. Table 6.25 
presents a few examples. 

24 This is only in reference to 1he base cam/ray, not 1he base camke, which means 
'become scared' 
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Table 6.25: Unexpected vs. expected 

gargaray 

gunah 
hucmucay 

kui 

malum 
onqpr 
yo 

Middle 

'clear of the throat' (unintentional) 

'become guilty' (unknowingly) 
'bump into someone (by accident) 
(ITR)' 

'stumble upon'; 'appear', 'be 
found' 
'come to know (accidentally)' 
'hear (accidentally)'; 'be heard' 
'catch a glimpse of; 'be seen' 

Active 

'gargle; clear the throat' 
(intentional) 
'commit a sin' 
'bump into someone 
on purpose (ITR); block 
someone's way (TR)' 
'(look for and) find' 

'find out (by searching)' 
'(listen and) hear' 
'(look and) see' 

The notion of unexpected vs. expected is, however, only tendential in 
this class; both the active and the middle are completely compatible with 
modifiers such as k01]-koy=ga 'know-RDP=Foc' 'on purpose, knowingly' 
as well as enem koy=ga 'without know=poc' 'by accident, without know
ing', although there is a strong tendency to interpret the middle as non
volitional. Although speakers often indicated that the use of the middle 
with these contentive morphemes is "more sudden" than that of the active, 
we interpret this as meaning that this "suddenness" is primarily due to the 
unexpectedness of the event signalled by the middle voice. Further study 
is necessary here. 

The following two examples, both taken from the same story, illustrate 
these subtle differences: The first depicts a sudden, unexpected event and 
the predicate, which appears in the middle voice, is intransitive. In the 
second example, we find a deliberate, non-sudden event being carried out, 
and the active-marked predicate is transitive. 

Middle: sudden, unexpected, intransitive 
In the following example, the soldiers have set out to search for the source 
of smoke in the forest which they have noticed while hunting. They are 
thus expecting to find a camp-fire. However, much to their suprise, they 
stumble upon a castle in the middle of the forest: 

135. jab ho=ki lam=na col=ki=may la'l 
CREL:TEMP that=PL seek=JNF go=MJD.PST=3PL then 

ho=ki=te kinir mo'ljhi=te mOJl. koley=a'l mohol 
that=pL=OBL forest middle=oBL one king=CJEN castle 
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kui=ki 
find==wo.PST 

CHAPTER SIX 

'When they went to look for [the source of the smoke], they [unex
pectedly] found a king' s castle in the middle of the forest.' [literally: 
a king's castle wasfaund to them] [mpa:40] 

Active: non-sudden, expected, transitive 
In this example, a man asks for help in looking for his axe. Thus, the act 
of finding the axe in this example is the result of a deliberate, non-sudden 
action: 

136. la'l ijt=te alsi lam=na buy sayghar=e=pe oqp'l her 
then lsa==oBL axe seek=INF INST help=AcT.IRR=2PL and who 

kuy=e, ho=kac=te ijt=a'l betj=]l=te 
find=AcT.IRR that=so.HUM=OBL lsG=oEN daughter=lSCFOBL 

ter[=e}=ijl. 
give[=AcT.IRR]=lso 
'Then [please] help me with looking for my axe, and whoever finds 
[it, I] will give him my daughter [in marriage].' [mpa:39] 

F. Middle: no action, Active: action (so); Middle: long duration, Active: 
shorter duration (nu, PL) There is only one morpheme in this class, 
the defective form a I ani 'come on!', which is restricted to the irrealis 
and the second-persons. The form a is found only in the singular, while 
ani is found in the dual and plural when unmarked for basic voice or 
when ani is the first sub-base in complex semantic bases where only the 
final semantic sub-base is marked for TAMibasic voice and person (6.3.2). 
The following discussion focuses on this defective morpheme when it is 
marked for person. 25 

In the singular a is always marked for middle or active voice. The 
middle denotes that the addressee is already standing near to the speaker 
and need not "do" anything: a=na! in such cases is merely a kind of 
interjection, such as "OK!", "Well then!", etc., and simply denotes that 
something is about to happen, and the active form a=e! is used when the 
addressee must first come to the speaker before the next action occurs. 
This is summarized in Table 6.26. 

25 It should be noted that the use of this morpheme is somewhat speaker-specific. Fur
ther research is necessmy. 
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Table 6.26: No action vs. action 

Middle Active 

a=na! a=ye! 
'come on! (addressee is standing 
next to speaker)!' 

'come on! (addressee must first come 
to the speaker)' 

The dual and plural have three forms and function somewhat differently. 
Here, the base for middle and active voice is a, similar to the singular, 
but in the dual and plural the form may also be unmarked for basic voice, 
in which case it has the form ani and is followed only by the markers of 
the second person dual or plural. 

In the middle voice, the addressees are typically still sitting and must 
first stand up and come to the speaker before the following action is to 
occur, whereas the active voice typically denotes that the addressees are 
already standing and must simply first come to the speaker. The form 
unmarked for basic voice, ani, then denotes that the addressees are already 
standing together with the speaker. Table 6.27 summarizes this. 

Table 6.27: Delayed reaction (middle) vs. prompt reaction (active) vs. no 
action (unmarked) 

Middle 

a=na=bar! (nu) 
a=na=pe! (PL) 
'come on (addressees 
are still sitting), let's go!' 

Active 

a=ye=bar! (nu) 
a=ye=pe! (PL) 
'come on (addressees 
are already standing), 
let's go!' 

Neither middle nor active 

ani=bar! (nu) 
ani=pe! (PL) 
'(we're already standing 
together) let's go!' 

Note that in the dual and plural, the "interjective" function of the middle 
voice of the singular, in which no action is indicated, is taken over by 
the form which is unmarked for basic voice and marked only for the 
addressee. This allows for the active I middle distinction to be exploited 
in a different way in the dual and plural than in the singular. 

G. Middle: non-individuated object, Active: individuated object At 
present there is only one example in our data for this function, given 
in Table 6.28, although it is likely that more will turn up as research 
progresses. 
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Table 6.28: Non-individuated vs. individuated object 

Middle Active 

peyar 'love (e.g. people in general)' 'love (a particular person)' 

The following two sections deal with speaker-specific uses in which 
contentive morphemes with two different forms (-e vs. -ay, cf 6.3.3) 
are exploited in a way similar to the use of middle and active marking 
elsewhere. Thus, here it is not the portmanteau TAMihasic voice mark
ing which is relevant, but rather the morphemes themselves. However, 
as these morphemes are otherwise restricted to the middle (in -e) or the 
active (in -ay), they may conveniently be dealt with here under basic 
voice, to which they are closely connected. 

The following distinctions are generally found in environments where 
the use of the active or middle is required due to the presence of other 
morphological marking, e.g. the reciprocal, which requires the middle 
voice, or the causative, which requires the active (6.3.5). 

H. -e Thwarted attempt, -ay successful action In this function, the use 
of the form of the morpheme ending in -e, which is otherwise restricted 
to the middle, denotes that an action could not be carried out, while the 
use of the form in -ay, which is otherwise restricted to the active, denotes 
that the actor was successful. Table 6.29 gives one example from our 
data. This function is highly speaker-specific and was not accepted by 
all speakers. 26 

Table 6.29: Failure vs. success 

Form in the middle voice 

bagre 'tiy to destroy' (unmarked 
meaning: 'become destroyed') 
kol bagre =lei =kiyar 
REC be.destroyed==MID.PST=U 
'they (nu) tried \DlSUccessfully to 
destroy something they own' 

Form in the active voice 

bagray 'destroy' 

kol bagray=ki =kiyar 
REC destrOy=MID.PST=U 
'they (nu) destroyed something they 
own' 

26 The possessive interpretation in this example is expressed by 1he reciprocal marker 
(6.3.5). 
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This alternation is primarily found in environments in which a particu
lar voice is required, as in Table 6.29, where the use of the reciprocal 
requires the middle voice. It is also occasionally found in other environ
ments in combination with the active and middle: E.g. thane (MIDDLE) 

means 'try unsuccessfully to assert' while thanay (ACTIVE) means 'assert 
(successfully)' 

I. -e: Indirect participation, -ay: direct participation In this function, 
which in our data is restricted to TAMIPERBoN-syntagmas marked for the 
causative, the use of the form in -e indicates that the highest agent does 
not directly participate in the action but merely has it carried out by some
one else, whereas the form in -ay indicates that the highest agent also 
participates in carrying out the action. Again, as in (H) above, it is not 
the portmanteau TAMibasic voice marking which signals this difference 
but rather the form of the contentive morpheme itself. An example from 
our data is presented in Table 6.30. This usage was not accepted by all 
speakers. 

Table 6.30: Non-direct vs. direct participation 

Form in the middle voice 

bagce 'be(come) destroyed' 
ba<1b>gce=yo'l 
be.destroyed-<cAus>=Acr.PST 
's/he had someone destroy' 
Subject does not participate in action 

Form in the active voice 

bagcay 'destroy' 
ba<1b>gcay=o'l 
destroy-<cAus>=Acr.PST 
's/he had someone destroy' 
Subject also participates in action 

Table 6.31 summarizes the respective differential functions of the middle 
and active. The criteria for (F)--(1) are in parentheses as they are either 
only valid for a small number of morphemes ((F)--(G)) or are highly 
speaker -specific ( (H:kl)). v 

"II Note that 1his list closely resembles the list of factors given in Hopper & Thompson 
(1980) as contributing to "transitivity'', although 1here are also interesting differences. 
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Table 6.31: Differential functions of Middle and Active 

Middle Active 

A INTRANSmvE TRANSmvE 

B GENERic = habitual, long duration, UNMARKED 

remote past, remote I indefinite 
future 

c SELF-DIREC'IED OU"IW ARDLY DIREC'IED 

D "NON-1HOROUGH" "moROUGH" 

E SUDDEN I UNEXPEC'IED I NON-SUDDEN I EXPEC'IED I 
NONVOLmONAL VOLITIONAL 

F (No ACTION, s) I (LONG DURATION, (ACTION, s) I (SHoRTER DURATION, 

DuiPL) DuiPL) 

G (NON-INDIVIDUATED OBJECT) (INDIVIDUATED OBJECT) 

H (THWARTED ATIEMPT) (sUCCESSFUL ACTION) 

I (INDIRECT PARTICIPATION) (DIRECT PARTICIPATION) 

In the following section, the inherent "functions" of the middle and active 
are discussed. or rather the distribution of the middle and active voices 
with contentive morphemes which occur either with the middle or with 
the active, but not both (excluding the generic function of the middle, 
which holds for all contentive morphemes). Although properly speaking 
we are not dealing here with "functions" but only with tendencies, this 
label will be retained for convenience. 

6.4.2.3 lnherentfunctions 
The distribution of the middle and active with morphemes which may not 
appear with markers of both voices is based on the same principles as the 
differential functions of the active and middle. The inherent functions dif
fer from the differential functions, however, in that the distribution of the 
inherent functions depends on the "prototypical" meaning of the conten
tive morpheme, whereas the differential functions refer to the particular 
meaning in a concrete instance. 

• Middle-only contentive morphemes Table 6.32 presents a number 
of representative contentive morphemes which are restricted to the 
middle voice. These forms do not nicely fit into any one semantic or 
morphosyntactic category: While the large majority are intransitive, a 
number are inherently transitive and others may be used either transi
tively or intransitively. Also, although most denote avolitional events, 
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i.e., events for which volitionality plays no role, many are clearly non
volitional (at least generally), others are typically agentive, while others 
still may be either agentive or non-agentive. In the following discus
sion, these factors will be discussed individually. 

Table 6.32: Middle-only contentive morphemes 

are 'descend, go down' 
ajo1cJ. 'dry up (e.g. in a well)' 
aw 'live, stay, QUAL' 

ba'j· 'like' (TR) 
ba?khin 'explain' (TR) 
belay 'ripen' 
botoy 'become afraid, fear' 
cJ.el 'come' 
ge7JJ 'catch fire/bum' 
go'j· 'die' 

gw- 'fall' 
hoy 'become' 
kamu 'work' (rrRITR) 
kayom 'speak' (ITRITR) 
la? 'seem; EMOT' 

la1cJ. 'bake (chapatis)' (TR) 
ley 'fly' 
saygo1cJ. 'go' 
thartharay 'tremble' 
uTUTflcJ.a? 'sweat' 

Transitivity As Table 6.32 shows, almost all middle-only contentive 
morphemes are intransitive. Hence, we may consider intransitivity the pri
mary inherent function of this class. In 6.4.2.2 above, it was argued that 
intransitivity is the primary differential function of the middle whereas 
the active is transitive. Intransitivity is thus both an inherent and a dif
ferential function of the middle voice. 

Nevertheless, there are a few middle-only contentive morphemes which 
can take a direct object. Table 6.33 summarizes those from Table 6.32. 

Table 6.33: Middle-only transitives 

ba'j· 'like' (TR) 
ba?khin 'explain' 
kamu 'work' (rrRITR) 

kayom 'speak (a language, etc.)' (rrRITR) 
la1cJ. 'bake (bread, chapatis)' 

However, these are not "prototypical" transitives: E.g. baj· 'like' actually 
describes more of a state than an action, whereas the remaining four con
tentive morphemes are quite restricted as to the identity of their possible 
objects. For example kamu 'work', when used transitively, can only take 
the cognate object kamu 'work': 

137. (kamu) kamu=ki=Jl 'I worked' 
work work=Mm.PST=lso 
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Similar restrictions hold for the remaining three morphemes: la1cf. 'bake 
(bread. chapatis)' can only occur with koloy 'bread, chapatis' as its 
object. Similarly, if kayom 'speak' takes an object, this object is always 
a language name, e.g. kha[iya kayom 'speak Kharia' ba'lkhin., while less 
restricted. can nevertheless only take "abstract" objects, such as kahani 
'stoty', kayom 'matter', etc. In other words, these five morphemes are 
low in "transitivity" (in Hopper & Thompson's (1980) sense) and are far 
removed from "prototypical" actions which involve, among other things, 
an individuated, affected object. 

Genericity With respect to the "inherent aspect" or Aktionsart of mid
dle-only contentive morphemes, the data in Table 6.32 also show that, 
with the exception of contentive morphemes denoting motion, such as 
cf.el 'come' or saygdcf. 'go', most morphemes are what are often termed 
"eventives"28 in that they do not really describe an action. Rather, for 
the most part they describe a process or change of state. This is often 
an inherently durative event, such as aw 'stay, remain; QUAL', balj 'like', 
thartharay 'tremble' or urum cf.a'l 'sweat' Another large group of conten
tive morphemes, in fact much larger than the "inherent duratives", denotes 
non-induced changes of state. To this group we may add "postural" con
tentive morphemes, or more precisely, "change of posture" contentive 
morphemes such as cf.oko 'sit (down)', as these can denote changes of 
state, although they are generally volitional. Table 6.34 presents a number 
of contentive morphemes from Table 6.32 and several others belonging 
to this class. 

Table 6.34: "Eventi.ve" middle-only contenti.ve morphemes: Processes and 
changes-of -state 

ajo1cf. 'dty up (e.g. in a well)' 
aw 'live, stay, QUAL' 

ba?f 'like' (TR) 
beloy 'ripen' (ITR) 
bero1cf. 'rise' 
beto1cf. 'become hungty' 
beto1cf. cf.a? 'become thirsty' 
bone 'become' 

kamu 'work' (ITRITR) 
kayom 'speak' (ITRITR) 
kosor 'dty up' (ITR) 
kulay 'tum over' (ITR) 
kulcf.a? 'get/have a fever' 
khisay 'become angty' 
la? 'seem; EMoT' 

la1cf. 'bake (chapatis)' (TR) 

l8 Ths tenn as I use it corresponds (at least very closely) to those aspectual categories 
referred to as "noneventuality" by Klairnan (1991). 
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Table 6.34 (cont.) 

borol 'live' 
botoy 'become afraid' 
bul 'get drunk, poisoned' 
qpko 'sit (down)' 
ethe1cf. 'become bored' 
ge7JJ 'catch fire/bum' 
gita? 'lie (down)' 
go'j· 'die' 
gur 'fall' 
hoy 'become' 
isin 'to cook (of rice)' (ITR) 

leye 'flow, float' (ITR) 
lere? 'become happy; rejoice' 
Zero 'rest (only used for people)' (ITR) 
lo1b 'get burned (of people), burn oneself ' 
parom 'regain strength' 
si1cf. 'become lost' 
siray 'expire, die' 
su1cf. 'become wet' 
tomon 'stand (up)' (ITR) 
thartharay 'tremble' 
uromcf.a? 'sweat' 

Of course virtually all of the contentive morphemes shown in Tables 
6.32 and 6.34 are intransitive, and it could be argued that valency alone 
is the decisive criterion. As we shall see below, however, it is not intran
sitivity alone which is responsible for this distribution as we also find 
intransitives which appear only with the active voice and which differ 
from these "eventives" in that, e.g., they do not refer to a long, drawn-out 
process or change of state but rather to a punctual action, such as cl.era 
'take up lodgings' (ACTIVE), as opposed to aw 'live' (MIDDLE). "Eventive" 
is thus considered to be an inherent function of the middle voice. This 
corresponds closely to the generic differential function of this voice with 
respect to durativity. 

Volitionality Ignoring here the five (potentially) transitive middle
only contentive morphemes in Table 6.32, the remaining contentive mor
phemes can be broken down into three groups on the basis of their typical 
volitionality status: Typically avolitional, typically volitional, and equally 
compatible with volitional or avolitional interpretations. 

The contentive morphemes listed in Table 6.35, like almost all middle
only intransitives, are typically avolitional, i.e., volitionality is irrelevant 
with these morphemes. Again, although these contentive morphemes 
are all intransitive, there is more at issue here than mere intransitivity. 
Intransitives which are typically volitional, with the exception of most 
contentive morphemes of directed motion, are typically active-only, such 
as dhiiy 'run, hurry', yar ':flee' In fact, we know of no active-only intran
sitive contentive morpheme which is not typically volitional. Hence avo
litionality can be considered an inherent function of middle, as opposed 
to the potential volitionality of the active (see below). 
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Table 6.35: Middle-only, typically avolitional 

ajdcf. 'dry up' (ITR) 
aw 'live; stay; QUAL' 

belaf) 'ripen' 
beto1cf. 'become hungry' 
beto1cf. cf.a'l 'become thirsty' 
bo1) 'come to an end' 
borol 'live, be alive' 
bhore 'fill up (ITR)' 
ge1b 'catch fire/bum' (ITR) 
go?f 'die' 

gur 'fall' 
hoy 'become' 
kulcf.a'l 'have/get a fever' 
le1Je 'flow, float' 
lo1b 'get burned (of people)' 
pucf.u 'explode' 
sPcf. 'become lost' 
siray 'expire, die' 
lhartharay 'tremble' 
urum cf.a'l 'sweat' 

There are also a number of middle-only contentive morphemes which 
are typically volitional and primarily denote directed motion and (change 
of) posture. They are thus an exception as they are middle-only yet 
potentially volitional. The fact that they are restricted to the middle voice 
must then be attributed to the primary inherent function of the middle, 
namely intransitivity. A few examples of these morphemes are given in 
Table 6.36. 

Table 6.36: Middle-only, typically volitional 

buli 'wander' 
cf.e1b 'climb, mount' 
cf.oko 'sit down' 

gita'l 'lie (down)' 
leru 'rest (of people)' 
tomon 'stand (up)' 

Finally, the contentive morphemes presented in Table 6.37 are equally 
compatible with both situations involving potential volitionality (= voli
tional and non-volitional) as well as avolitional situations with an inan
imate subject incapable of volitionality. Again, the fact that these are 
restricted to the middle voice would appear to be based primarily on the 
fact that they are intransitive. 

Table 6.37: Potentially volitional or avolitional middle-only contentive 
morphemes 

are 'descend' 
bero1cf. 'rise' 
col 'go' 
cf.am 'arrive' 
cf.el 'come' 
cfjyar 'enter' 
e1) 'return' (ITR) 

kula1) 'tum over' (rm) 
le1cf. 'hide (ITR), become hidden' 
le1) 'fly' 
lere'l 'rejoice; become happy' 
mu'l 'emerge' 
saygo1cf. 'go' 
sitil 'move (ITR) to one side' 
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As the last two groups show, although (inherent) "eventiveness" and 
avolitionality can be considered inherent functions of the middle voice, 
these are secondary to intransitivity, which still must be considered the 
underlying or "unmarked" characteristic of this voice, although it can be 
overriden by other factors, as we shall also see in the following section. 

In summary, middle-only contentive morphemes have the following 
three inherent functions: 

- intransitivity 
- eventiveness, i.e., inherently durative actions, changes of state 
- tendentially avolitional 

Note that this is actually a sub-set of the differential functions of the 
middle given in 6.4.2.2 above.29 The differential functions of the mid
dle which we do not find among the inherent functions are self-directed 
actions, thwarted attempt, non-direct involvement of the highest agent, 
and delayed or no action. We also do not find some functions of the 
generic middle, such as repeated actions or remote past, nor do we find 
non-volitionality in opposition to volitionality. 

These functions are lacking here for the simple reason that they are 
only relevant within a productive system of oppositions, which is not pos
sible when contentive morphemes can only occur in the middle voice. For 
example, failure to achieve an action presupposes an unmarked case in 
which an actor successfully performs the action denoted by the contentive 
morpheme. Thus failure to perform an action must be identifiable as a mar
ked scenario, which is not possible in a system without oppositions. Similar 
comments hold for the other differential functions which are lacking here. 

• Active-only contentive morphemes We now take a closer look at 
those contentive morphemes which only appear with active markers, 
ignoring here the (totally productive) temporo-aspectually marked func
tion of the generic middle. 

Transitivity 
By far the largest group of active-only contentive morphemes consists of 
inherently transitive or ditransitive contentive morphemes. A representative 

29 Actually, the middle is tendentially non-volitional and 1he active tenden1i.ally voli
tional with the differential functions, whereas with 1he inherent functions, the middle is 
tendentially avolitional while 1he active is typically (potentially) volitional. Nevertheless, 
in both types of function, the middle denotes "reduced" volitionality. 
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list is given in Table 6.38. This is in line with the differential functions 
of the active and middle as well as with the fact that the primary inher
ent function of the middle is to denote intransitivity. Hence, transitivity 
is both an inherent and differential function of the active. 

Table 6.38: Transitive active-only contentive morphemes 

bi1cf. 'pour out' 
bui 'keep, raise (animals)' 
coray 'steal' 
cf.o1cf. 'take' 
cf.ul 'pour in' (TR) 
dho? 'grab' 
gil 'beat (a person, pulse, etc.)' 
go? 'carry' 
ja'lb 'grab' 
ji1b 'touch' (TR) 
ju1J 'ask' (TR) 
kacf.u? 'hug' (TR) 
lam 'seek' 
pol 'eat' (TR) 

oj· 'take out' 
ol 'bring' 
ragoj' 'wash dishes' 
S01J 'buy' 
su 'put on, wear' 
{aygay 'hang up' 
ter 'give' 
til 'bUl)'' 
tol 'bind' 
tur 'shake out' 
u?chi 'despise' 
u1cf. 'drink' 
un 'set' (TR) 
Ufay 'waste' (TR) 

There is also a considerable number of intransitive active-only contentive 
morphemes, a sample of which is given in Table 6.39. These morphemes 
will now be dealt with with respect to volitionality and genericity. 

Table 6.39: Intransitive active-only contentive morphemes 

a?cf.e 'stand finn, wait' 
akil 'think (ITRITR) 
a1Ja1bcf.a? 'yawn' 
baja? 'vomit' 
bi?thU1J 'spit' 
chi/cay 'sneeze' 
cf.era 'take up lodgings' 
cjftekar 'burp' 
dhay 'run' 
hcTlchi1J 'sneeze' 
hacf.a 'urinate'30 

hagay 'defecate' 
halq:e 'grunt (of oxen)' 

i?cMy 'fart' 
ij' 'defecate' 
kaluwa 'eat dinner' 
kan 'fast' 
khu? 'cough' 
lacf.a 'laugh' 
lur 'reason (v.)' 
nasta 'eat breakfast' 
paday 'fart' 
phikir 'think, reflect' 
s~ret s~ret 'sniffle (when one has a cold)' 
socay 'think (ITRITR)' 
yar 'flee' 

:II ha4.a 'urinate' can also be used transitively, but only with the cognate object ha4.a 
'urine', a usage which however seems to be very seldom. 
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Volitionality 
As Table 6.39 shows, many intransitive morphemes denoting body func
tions, such as khu'l 'cough' and cliikay 'sneeze', 31 are active-only. Also, a 
number of morphemes denoting cognitive processes which would appear 
to be typically volitional, such as akil 'think', phikir 'worry, think about' 
lur 'reason', are active-only morphemes. 

Let us now take a closer look at this group with respect to volitional
ity and (non-) eventiveness. For the sake of presentation, we begin with 
a discussion of active-only contentive morphemes and compare them 
with middle-only morphemes discussed above with respect to these two 
functions. 

Consider first the volitional contentive morphemes in Table 6.40, all 
of which are active-only: 

Table 6.40: Volitional, active-only contentive morphemes 

cf.era 'take up lodgings' 
dhtly 'run, huny' 
kaluwa 'eat dinner' 

nasta 'eat breakfast' 
lean 'fast' 
yar 'flee' 

Consider now the morphemes denoting body functions in Table 6.41, also 
active-only: 

Table 6.41: Active-only, typically volitional body fimctions 

bi?thu1J 'spit' 
hacf.a 'urinate' 
hagay 'defecate' 

ij. 'defecate' 
lacf.a 'laugh' 

That these are in fact treated as potentially volitional in Kharia is shown 
by the following example, in which the use of modifiers such as ko1)
ko1)=ga [know-RDP=Foc] 'knowingly, deliberately' and enem ko1)=ga 
[without know=Foc] 'accidentally' is compatible with these contentive 
morphemes. 

31 Speakers indicated in interviews that ch'ikay 'sneeze' may also appear in the middle 
voice, with no apparent semantic difference, although in all instances I have come across, it 
is f01md in the active. For this reason, I treat it here as an active-only contentive m01pherne, 
although tlris is somewhat tentative. 
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138. ho=kar koy-koy =ga I enem koy=ga 
that=so.HUM know-RDP==roc 

bi?thuy=o?. 
spit=ACT.PST 

without know=roc 

'Sihe deliberately I accidentally peed I spit.' 

hacJ..a=yo? I 
urinate=AcT.PST 

The active-only morphemes in Table 6.42 would seem to be of a less voli
tional nature than those given in the previous two lists. However, while 
they are not as easily restrained as the actions of these last two groups, 
they can often be successfully suppressed for a certain amount of time. 
Also, the experiencer subject is generally aware that the action is about 
to take place and can decide whether the action is to be freely allowed or 
whether slhe should at least 1:Iy to suppress it. 

Table 6.42: Active-only, potentially volitional body functions 

a1Ja1bcf.a? 'yawn' 
baja? 'vomit' 
ch'lkay 'sneeze' 
hcTlchiy 'sneeze' 

i?cMy 'fart' 
khu? 'cough' 
paday 'fart' 
s~ret s~ret 'sniffle (when one has a cold)' 

Again, this is supported by the following example, in which expres
sions denoting (non-) volitionality are compatible with these contentive 
morphemes. 

139. ho=kar koy-koy =ga I 
that=so.HUM know-RDP==roc 

khukh=o? I paday=o?. 
cough=AcT.PST fart=AcT.PST 

enem koy=ga 
without know=roc 

aydbcJ..a?=yo? I 
vomit=ACT.PST 

'Slhe deliberately I accidentally vomited I coughed I farted.' 

Consider now the morphemes in Table 6.43, all middle-only and many 
of which refer to body functions, all of which appear to be avolitional 
events. 
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Table 6.43: A volitional middle-only contentive morphemes 

ajo1cf. 'd!y up' 
beloy 'ripen' 

go'J 'die' 
gur 'fall' 
kulcf.a? 'have I get a fever' 
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beto1cf. 'become hungry' 
beto1cf. cf.a? 'become thirsty' 
boy 'come to an end' 
borol 'live, be alive' 

lo1b 'get burned (of people), bum oneself' 
pucJJ.l 'explode' 

botoy 'become afraid, fear' 
ge'lb 'burn/catch fire' 

sPcf. 'become I get lost' 
siray 'expire, die' 
urum cf.a? 'sweat' 

While the avolitional status of contentive morphemes which (at least 
generally) require an inanimate subject, such as ajdQ. 'd!y up' or beloy 
'ripen', is self-evident, this also holds for morphemes in this list such 
as kulQ_aJ 'have I get a fever' and urum Q_a? 'sweat', which require an 
animate subject. To put it another way, while we can often refrain from 
the actions in Tables 6.40--6.42, or at least try to suppress them, one 
cannot refrain from getting a fever or sweating-events such as these 
simply happen. Thus, one cannot even try to refrain from the body func
tions denoted by the middle-only morphemes, a fact which clearly distin
guishes them from active-only morphemes denoting body functions. That 
these morphemes are in fact treated as avolitional in Kharia is confirmed 
by the following data: 

140. ho=kar (*koy-koy =ga I 
that=SG.HUM knoW-RDFFOC 

urum Q_a?=ki. 
sweat=MID .PST 

*enem koy=ga) 
without know=FOc 

kulQ_a?=ki I 
fever=MID.PST 

'S/he (*deliberately I *accidentally) got a fever I sweat.' 

These data justify the conclusion that potential volitionality is an inher
ent function of active-only contentive morphemes while avolitionality is 
inherent to middle-only contentive morphemes, excepting the morphemes 
of motion and change-of-posture. 32 

JJ Although 1he differential fimctions of 1he active and middle are largely 1he same 
as those discussed in Khriman (1991), the fact that active-only morphemes are at least 
usually potentially volitional and middle-only morphemes largely avolitional would seem 
to argue quite strongly against applying Klairnan's analysis of middle-only predicates as 
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Non-"eventiveness" of the active 
The tables above also indicate that active-only morphemes, regardless 
of their volitional status, have a strong tendency to be either activities, 
punctual actions or at least to be of much shorter duration than middle
only morphemes which, as we have seen, show a strong tendency to be 
duratives or spontaneous changes-of-state. This is especially true of the 
minimally controllable baja'l 'vomit', harchiy 'sneeze' or khu'l 'cough', 
as compared with inherently durative middle-only body functions such as 
kulcf.a'l 'have I get a fever', thartharay 'tremble' and urum cf.a'l 'sweat' 
This fits in well with the observations made above that eventiveness (or 
"genericity") is both a differential and inherent function of the middle 
voice whereas the active is unmarked in this respect. 

Summary of the inherent functions We can summarize the inherent 
functions of the middle and active voice as in Table 6.44. 

Table 6.44: Inherent functions of the Middle and Active 

Middle 

Intransitive 
Inherently long duration I Change of state 
A volitional 

Active 

Transitive 
Unmarked 
Potentially volitional 

The "functions" given in Table 6.44 are clearly a sub-set of the differen
tial functions of the middle and active voices and, as argued above, those 
differential functions which are not found among the inherent functions 
can be accounted for by the fact that it is in the nature of the inherent 
functions that no oppositions can be expressed. 

While these criteria may not always suffice to predict the class to which 
a non-alternating contentive morpheme belongs, they do account for the 
attested data quite well and, in cases where there are semantically similar 
morphemes belonging to both classes, these criteria can often explain 
why a particular morpheme is grouped the way it is. Table 6.45 presents 
three such examples. 

being "deponents", in which 1he subject is the controller of the action, to Kharia. "Con
trol" in Kharia is a typical feature of the active-not the rniddl.e-bo1h in differential and 
inherent functions. 
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Table 6.45: Semantically similar middle-only and active-only morphemes 

Middle 

aw 'remain, stay, live; QUAL' 

borol 'live; be alive' 
LONG DURATION, TYPICALLY 

A VOLITIONAL 

kayom 'speak' 
1. STATE (I.E., ABIIlTY TO SPEAK A 

LANGUAGE): AVOLITIONAL, TRANSmvE 

2. AcnoN: VOLITIONAL, INTRANSmvE 

BOTH MEANINGS: LONG DURATION 

col 'move, go', buli 'wander' 

LONG DURATION, INTRANSmvE 

Active 

cf.era 'take up lodgings, live 
(somewhere for a certain time)' 
RELATIVELY SHORT DURATION, TYPICALLY 

VOLmONAL 

gam 'say' 

ACTION: RELATIVELY SHORT DURATION, 

VOLITIONAL,TRAN~ 

yar 'flee' (ANIMATE SUBJECT), 'take off 
quickly' (INANIMATE I ANIMATE sUBJECT) 

GENERALLY VOLmONAL, SHORT DURATION 

Many questions remain with respect to the distribution of the middle and 
active voices with respect to their inherent "functions", and it may well 
turn out that exceptions to the general tendencies given here will eventu
ally be found, although all of the active-only and middle-only contentive 
morphemes in our data seem to fit in well with the criteria given in the 
sections above. 

Nevertheless, there remain a number of contentive morphemes which 
can appear in both the middle and active voices with no apparent seman
tic difference. Table 6.46 provides a few examples. 

It remains to be seen whether semantic differences can be found for 
each of these contentive morphemes (as well as others). The use of 
active vs. middle with a large number of contentive morphemes is highly 
speaker-specific or typical of certain regions, and speakers' intuitions, 
at least in interviews, often differ considerably with respect to the "cor
rect'' usage and meaning of a particular morpheme in predicative func
tion. In such cases, when differences of opinion have arisen among the 
speakers themselves, preference has been given to the data obtained from 
speakers who come from the general vicinity of the city of Simdega in 
the district of the same name, as this appears to be the region which 
shows the most productive use of these two categories. Further research is 
necessary. 
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Table 6.46: Active/Middle contentive morphemes with no apparent semantic 
difference 

akam 
also? 
Q1) 

cf.01J 
dure 
gon01J 
hemalu 
isar 
jete1b 
kabray 

le1b 
phusuturu 
siskari 
sonhor 

'be absent' 
'pull up rice plants at harvest-time' 
'dawn; clear (of the sky)' 
'become sufficient' 
'coo (of pigeons)' (middle voice preferred) 
'lament' 
'do slowly' 
'hate' 
'drip; drizzle' 
'do', used only in a derogatory sense with respect to someone 
else's actions 
'smear, plaster' 
'whisper' 
'whistle' 
'eat' (of guests at a wedding feast after the wedding ceremony) 

6.4.2.4 A semantic map of the middle voice in Kharia 
Kemmer (1993) makes use of semantic maps to demonstrate the contigu
ity of the semantic areas covered by the middle voice in her cross-linguis
tic study. The structure of this mapping, an example of which is given 
in Kemmer (1993: 202, repeated here as Figure 6.1), is arranged as fol
lows: At the top and bottom of this map we find (prototypical) two- and 
one-participant constructions, respectively, with both of these extremes 
typically appearing in the active voice. To the far right of the diagram, 
in the vertical middle, is the passive and opposite it, to the far left, are 
natural reciprocal events. In the middle of the map are direct reflexives, as 
Kemmer assumes these to occupy an intermediate position between pro
totypical one- and two-participant events (e.g., Kemmer, 1993: 73). The 
remaining central region of this map is then filled with various semantic 
areas often covered by the middle voice, arranged so that those areas 
which have most in common semantically are closer to one another. 

Examples for some of these semantic areas, taken from Appendix A 
in Kemmer (1993: 267-270), are given with their Kharia equivalents in 
Table 6.47. This list is far from exhaustive and is only intended to give 
the reader unfamiliar with Kemmer's study an idea of what is meant 
by some of the terms. The data in Table 6.47 should also not be taken 
as meaning that all contentive morphemes in these semantic areas are 
obligatorily marked for the middle voice. For example, although almost 
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all intransitive contentive morphemes denoting "Translational Motion" 
(e.g., col 'go') appear exclusively in the middle voice, a small number 
nevertheless take the markers of the active, such as yar 'flee' 

By way of comparison. Figure 6.2 shows the approximate semantic 
range of the middle voice in Kharia, denoted by the shaded area. As 
direct reflexives, indirect reflexives and the passive (partially including 
Kemmer's "Passive Middle") are signalled by the same maker in Kharia, 
qpm (6.5.1 ), these have been joined together in Figure 6.2. The areas 
"Reciprocal" and reflexive I passive have been set off in this map as they 
are only indirectly related to the middle voice in Kharia: These categories 
are expressed by separate marking: kol for the reciprocal and qpm for the 
reflexive and passive, so that the middle voice is not the primary marker 
of these functions. However, the middle is connected to these semantic 
concepts in Kharia in that any TAMIPERsoN-syntagma marked for one of 
these categories obligatorily appears in the middle voice. 

The fact that the large majority of Kemmer's "Cognition Middle" 
predicates appear in the active in Kharia (k01J 'know', socay 'think', irilb 
'forget', kondQ_, paham 'think; remember') is indicated in Figure 6.2 as a 
gap in the otherwise largely contiguous middle domain, which are termed 
here "Cognition Active" In addition, as a number of "natural reciprocal 
events" are always marked for the active, this semantic area is only half 
shaded in Figure 6.2. 

Note that Kemmer differentiates between those intransitive categories 
listed in the lower half of Figure 6.1, such as "Change in Body Posture", 
"Translational Motion", etc., and (prototypical) "One-Participant Events" 
such as morphemes denoting 'go' (Kemmer, 1993: 204), because at least 
in most languages with a middle voice, most intransitive morphemes in 
fact require the active voice, whereas many of the other, more central 
categories in this figure are marked for the middle voice. To emphasize 
the fact that one-participant events in Kharia are generally marked for 
the middle voice, the term ACTIVE from the bottom of Kemmer's map has 
been replaced by MIDDLE and this category has been incorporated into the 
shaded area in Figure 6.2. However, as there are a few, typically agen
tive, active-only intransitive contentive morphemes denoting translational 
motion, such as yar 'flee' and dhiiy 'run; hurry', these have been added 
as a separate category, "Translational Active", to emphasize the fact that 
they are exceptions to the general rule and do not represent the unmarked 
"One-Participant Events" Kemmer is referring to. 
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Table 6.47: Representative examples of contentive morphemes in the middle 
voice according to Kemmer's (1993) classification 

Naturally reciprocal events and naturally collective actions 
are 'prepare to fight' kayom 'talk, converse' 
kaWb 'come together, meet, meti?b 'come together, meet, 
assemble' assemble' 

Grooming 
amo1cf. 'wash one's own face' (1R) 
gujuy 'wash one's own feet' (1R) 

Nontranslational motion 
kulay 'turn over' (11R) 
JlU'J 'stretch out (of legs)' (11R) 

Change in body posture 
cf.oko 'sit (down)' 
gita? 'lie (down)' 

Translational motion 
col 'go' 
kabur 'crawl' 

Emotion middle 
1-participant 

lere? 'become glad, rejoice' 
2-participant 

baj· 'agree, like, love' 

Spontaneous events 
Motion 

gur 'fall' 
Associated with animate beings 

goj· 'die' 
Associated with inanimate beings 

samay 'sink' 
kuy 'swell' 
cf.eJl 'cook (of pulse, vegetables)' (ITR) 
pucf.u 'explode' 
se? 'fill (ITR); be contained, fit' 
hoy 'become' 
camke 'flash, shine' 

bulij" 'scrub one's own head' (1R) 
uwa? 'bathe' (ITR) 

hinduy 'stoop, bend' (ITR) 
japa? 'lean against' (ITR) 

tomon 'stand (up)' 

ley 'fly' 
buli 'wander, stroll' 

botoy 'become frightened, fear' 

ghinay 'hate' 

janam 'be born' 

are 'ascend' 
konon 'become small, shorten' (ITR) 
ga? 'rip, tear (of paper)' (ITR) 
roso1b 'disintegrate' 
ru? 'open' (ITR) 
tu'l, tu1cf. 'finish (ITR), come to an end' 
la? 'seem' 
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Figure 6.1: Semantic relations among middle and other situation types. From: 
Suzanne Kemmer. The middle voice. 1993: 202. With kind pennission by John 
Benjamins Publishing Company, Amsterdam/Philadelphia.www.benjamins.com 
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Figure 6.2: The semantic range of the middle in Kharia Based on Suzanne 
Kemmer. The middle voice. 1993: 202. With kind permission by John Benjamins 

Publishing Company, Amsterdam/Philadelphia www.benjamins.com 
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6.5 "v2s"-MARKER.s oF nm PAssiVE I REFLEXIVE AND AKTIONSART 

In this section those categories are dealt with which are referred to in 
Table 6.1 as "v2s" and which appear between the semantic base of the 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma and the perfect marker. The term "v2" has become 
more or less standard in South Asian linguistics although the term "expli
cator verbs" is also found. These units mark categories such as the pas
sive/reflexive and Aktionsart in its broadest sense, including telicity, 
durativity and many other categories. 

All of these morphemes are grammatical words, whereas their status as 
phonological words is somewhat unclear with respect to intonation (2. 5). 
They may be considered phonological words, however, to the extent 
that they may be separated from the semantic base of the T AMIPERsoN
syntagma as well as from each other by the floating pragmatic markers, 
such as =ga 'Foe' Cf. the following example: 

141. karay go1«1_=te=ga I karay=ga go1cf.=te 
do C:TEL=AcT.PRS=roC do=roc C:TEL=AcT.PRS 
's/he does the job' 

A number of these "v2s" are also homophonous with contentive mor
phemes, and it seems reasonable to assume that they have all evolved 
from contentive morphemes. 33 

6.5.1 Passive I Reflexive: «t_om 

The passive/reflexive is marked by cf.om, which has no independent lexi
cal meaning, although it is homophonous with the marker of 3rd person, 
inalienable possession (5.5). This category has two primary functions: 

- It denotes a backgrounding passive, in which the agent of the action is 
suppressed or demoted to adjunct status. 

- It denotes reflexivity, i.e., the subject performs an action on itself. 

33 The status of these ''v2s" as derivational markers cannot be answered at this point: 
Many are highly restricted in terms of 1he morphemes wi1h which 1hey may combine. This, 
combined with the occasionally unpredictable resultant semantics (e.g., 6.5.9) suggests 1hat 
they are derivational markers, although 1he fact that 1hey are grammatical (and perhaps also 
phonological) words argues against this. As 1heir status with respect to derivation is not of 
importance for a discussion of their use, this issue will not be dealt with further here. 
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Thus, the following TAMIPERsoN-syntagma can have two very different 
meanings, depending on context: 

142. yo qpm=ki=kiyar. 
see PASsfREFL=MID.PST=nU 

'They (ou) were seen (by someone else).' or 
'They (ou) saw themselves (e.g., in the mirror).' 

In the passive use of this morpheme, the undergoer may appear either in 
the direct case, in which case it is "subject"34 and is cross-referenced on 
the TAMIPERBoN-syntagma (143), or it may appear in the oblique case, if 
definite, in which case the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma has default marking, 
formally unmarked (= 3rd person (singular)) (144). 

143. pothi=ki ter qpm=ki=may. '(The) books were given.' 
book=PL give PASS~.PSr-PL 

144. pothi=ki=te ter qpm=ki. 'The books were given.' 
book=PL=oBL give PASS~.PST 

When questioned as to the meanings of the two examples, speakers indi
cated that the first example may refer to books in general, whereas the 
presence of =te in the second example refers to specific books. In other 
examples, speakers indicated that the presence of the oblique marker on 
the patient meant that this was "more affected" than the construction in 
which the patient was the subject of the clause. 

This category can also express an indirect reflexive meaning. In cases 
such as these, subject marking on the TAMIPERBoN-syntagma can be an 
indication of which interpretation is intended, i.e., passive or reflexive. 
For example, in (145) the third-person, plural marking on the TAM! 
PERBON-syntagma is a clear indication that the passive interpretation is not 
intended, as the patient/object here, komay=te 'meat' (oBJECT), is marked 
for the oblique case and cannot be interpreted as plural. 

145 .... tdj qpm=ki=may komay=te. 
distribute REFL~.PST=3PL meat=oBL 

they distributed the meat amongst themselves.' [ AK, 1 :56] 

34 On 1he status of1he "overt subject" as 1he subject of1he clause, see Section 7.1. 
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In the absence of such explicit indicators, only context can decide which 
interpretation is intended. 

Although all speakers we spoke with agreed that the reflexive interpre
tation of this morpheme is grammatical, examples such as (142) with a 
direct reflexive interpretation do not occur in our own corpus. However, 
two examples of this usage were found in a Kharia drama, both from the 
same page (Kerketta, 1990: 12): 

146. kocfpupi1=ki gam=na=1 hosiyar gam qom=ta=ki. 
man==J>L say=INF=CJEN intelligent say REFL=wn.PRS=pL 
'Men call themselves intelligent in (= of) speech.' 

14 7. apan dular konselcf.ug=a1 mugamte kO[JJUru1=ki jug hay 
own love woman=CJEN before much 

QJrhgar ob-yo qom=ta=ki. 
brave CAUS-see REFL=wD.PRS==J'L 

'In front of their beloved wives, men show themselves [to be] very 
brave.' 

More commonly, the reflexive proform a pan, which has been borrowed 
from Sadri, is used to denote reflexivity ((148), see Section 7.1.2 for fur
ther examples) or an object is used which is identical to the subject except 
that it is marked for the oblique case (149). 

148. aina=te apan=te yo=ydj. 
mirror=OBL REFL=oBL see=AcT.PST.lSG 
'I saw myself in the mirror.' 

149. i]l. i]l.=te gil=t[e}=ijL 
lso lso=oBL beat=AcT.PRS=lso 
'I am beating myself' 

[Pinnow, 1966: 113, from Banerjee, 1894: 10] 

The passive interpretation is also compatible with intransitive predicates. 
Here, the fact that the event was carried out BY soMEoNE is backgrounded 
and only the event itself is foregrounded, i.e., the fact that it took place. 
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150. aw qpm=ki 
stay PASS==wD.PST 
'Someone stayed [but I don't know who or it's not important 
who].' 

This same morpheme can also be used in response to polar or constituent 
questions. With polar questions, the answer to such questions often con
sists of a repetition of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma marked for the passive, 
although the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma in the question itself did not appear in 
the passive. This use has long been noted for Kharia. E.g., Kullu (1981: 
7lf.) notes this use in answers in general and gives the following example 
(slightly adapted from Kullii, 1981: 72): 

151. Q: pe'l Jlog=e=m? 
rice eat=AcT.IRR=2so 

'Will you eat rice (i.e. dinner)?' 

A: Jl.O'l qpm=na. 'I will.' (= '[It] will be eaten.') 
eat PASS==wD.IRR 

The following example for a constituent or "wh-" question 1s from 
interviews: 

152. Q: dilli tay lancf.an i=ghay col=ki=m? 
Delhi ABL London what=way go==wn.PST=2so 
'How did you go from Delhi to London?' 

A: dilli tay Jancf.an U[anbaj bUlJ lelJ qpm=ki. 
Delhi ABL London airplane INST fly PASS==wD.PST 
'By plane.' (='[It] was flown by plane from Delhi to London.') 

The following is an example for a follow-up question in the passive 
which is similar to the examples above. The morpheme ikon in the dia
lect of the speaker of the following example means 'to do something or 
other somehow or other' 35 and signals that the speaker is still trying to 

35 For most speakers, ikon is a pause word meaning approximately 'umh ... ', which 
derives from the converbal form of i '(do) what?', while for others, primarily older speak
ers, ikon simply means 'do' (from which the converbal marker Iron would seem to have 
arisen (6.6.2.3)). The meaning 'do somehow or other' in 1his speaker's dialect apparently 
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remember what he did. hence the follow-up question in the example. The 
contentive morpheme karay, borrowed from Indo-Aryan, does not have 
this connotation and simply means 'make, do' 

153. A: u kamu ikon=dj· 
this work do=AcT.PST.lso 

'I did this work . (hold on, I'm still thinking of what it was).' 

B: i karay cfpm=ki? 
what do PASS==wD.PST 

'What did you do?' (= 'What was done?') 

The use of the passive in such constructions is clearly motivated by the 
fact that the subject(= S/A) of the expected response is generally known, 
unless it is this entity which is being questioned. As such, this entity can 
be backgrounded by means of the passive, as its identity is obvious from 
context. This use of the passive is not obligatory, however, and the active 
form of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma may also be used in responses. 

No other Munda language except the closely related Juang seems to 
have a passive category (other than the intransitive function of the middle 
voice). The passive marker in Juang, jim, is cognate with the Kharia auto
poesis marker jom, with both markers deriving from lexical morphemes 
meaning 'eat' 36 (Pinnow, 1966: 112). It is not, however, cognate with the 
Kharia passive I reflexive marker. 

results from the original meaning 'do' but has been influenced by the meaning of the 
homophonous pause word. 

36 Pinnow (1966: 112) notes 1hat these morphemes are bo1h homophonous in 1heir 
respective languages with contentive morphemes meaning 'eat', al1hough all speakers I 
consulted rejected this for Kh.aria. Nevertheless, whatever the status ofjom may have been 
at the time Pinnow ga1hered his data, comparative data from a number of other Munda 
languages clearly show that the autopoesis marker }om in Kh.aria does derive from a con
tentive m01pherne originally meaning 'eat' 

Note also that Pinnow (1966: 112) considers }om to be an allomorph of 4_om, a view 
which I do not share (see "Autopoesis", 6.5.10). He also considers 4_om to be only a passive 
marker, not a reflexive marker, and writes explicitly (Pinnow, 1966: 113) ''In Kh.aria a spe
cial f= for the reflexive no longer exists: ... ". However, he does note on the same page 
that a reflexive interpretation is possible with the "passive" marker 4_om, citing an example 
from Baneijee (1894: 10): iJt=ga giltJ.om=t[a}=iJt [ls<F=Foc beat PASS=MID.PRs=lsG) 'I am 
beating myself (transcription altered, my gloss). In explaining this form, he writes "Liter
ally 'myself am being beaten"' where "myself" apparently refers to iJt=ga. This suggests 
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As Pinnow notes, there is a cognate form in some South Munda lan
guages but which in those languages is a reflexive, not a passive, cat
egory; cf. Juang cJ?m I r:Jm, Sora dam. This suggests that the reflexive 
interpretation of cl.om was the original function of this category, as Pin
now (1966: 113) suggests (see also Anderson, 2007: 41). This conclusion 
is supported by the following facts: 

- Despite the fact that the reflexive use of cl.om is so seldom in actual 
texts, all speakers we consulted were familiar with the (direct) reflexive 
function of this category and accepted it as grammatical; 

- From a cross-linguistic perspective it is quite common for reflexive 
constructions to develop further into a passive. 

It seems that, with the wholesale importation of the Indo-Aryan reflexive 
construction with apan mentioned above and dealt with in Section 7.1.2 
in some detail, the reflexive use of cl.om has receded from this domain 
and is perhaps in the process of being lost, while the passive use is still 
common, which would also account for the cognate reflexive forms in 
Juang and Sora. This category then gradually expanded to include those 
neighboring categories in Kemmer's (1993: 202) semantic map which 
were semantically closest to this category-indirect reflexives, the "pas
sive middle" and the passive ( cf once again Figure 6. 1). 

Finally, any TAMIPERsoN-syntagma marked for the passive/reflexive 
obligatorily appears in the middle voice. 

6.5.2 "Durativity"-continuative kan, semel-iterative lo1 and 
iterative khor 

There are three markers which may all be subsumed under the general 
heading "durativity" Although there are subtle differences between them, 
they are largely interchangeable and it is often difficult to distinguish 
between them semantically. 

In two of the following three categories, the semel-iterative and the 
iterative, the semantic base may be a masdar or, less commonly, an 
underived contentive morpheme. When the base is a masdar and the 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is marked by either of these two categories, the 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma appears in the same basic voice as it would in 

1hat for Pinnow, 1he reflexive interpret:ati.on is secondary to that of 1he passive, being a 
kind of semantic side-effect. 
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the unmarked form, i.e., in the same basic voice as when the seman
tic base is an underived contentive morpheme and not a masdar. These 
are the only TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas which may have a masdar as their 
semantic base but which need not appear in the middle voice, unlike 
the generic function of the middle (6.4.2.2). Finally, none of these three 
markers has an independent lexical meaning. 

Continuative: kan 
This category generally denotes that an action continues for a longer time 
than expected ("keeps on"). It can also be used to express that the subject 
continues to carry on with one action while performing another: 

154. ho=kar kayom=ta ro kinbhar=jo jo1 kan=te. 
that=sa.HUM tall.c=Min.PRS and courtyard=Ann sweep coNT=AcT.PRS 

'She talks and keeps sweeping the courtyard.' 

With certain contentive morphemes, this category can also express that 
an action had been going on for a long time in the past before another 
action occurred: 

155. i]t=a? cie=na=? sey=ga ba?=te <turuJJ 
lso=aEN come==JNFGEN before==roc rice=oBL pound 

kan=o?=ki buy bha?=ki. 
CONT=ACT.PSr-=PL therefore finish SUD=MID.PST 
'Before I arrived they had been pounding the rice for a long time, 
therefore it(= the rice) was quickly finished.' 

Finally, with some contentive morphemes denoting a change-of-state, par
ticularly those of motion but also transitives such as cl.o2ci 'take (away)', 
the notion of "continuation" denotes that the change is more-or-less 
permanent: 

156. i]t am=bar=a? pothi=te qo1q kan=o1j. 
lSG 2=2HoN=CJEN book=oBL take CONT=ACT.PST.lSG 
'I took your book (and I'm not giving it back!).' 

Marked for a person other than the first person, this could also mean that 
the person who took the book lives far away and will not be able to bring 
it back for some time. 
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Semel-iterative: lo'l 
This category is used primarily by the older generation. For those speak
ers who do use this form, it marks an event which occurs over and over, 
but (generally) only on one occasion, in contradistinction to khor (see 
below), although these two are often interchangeable. 

With lo'l the semantic base is normally the masdar. However, the use 
of the underived monosyllabic form instead of the reduplicated form is 
not incorrect, although there seem to be slight semantic differences which 
require further study. 

157. bero14_ lo'l=ki=may ro «t_oko lo'l=ki=may. 
stand.up s:ITER=wn.Ps-r=3PL and sit.down s:ITER=wn.Ps-r=3PL 

'They kept on standing up and sitting down again (e.g., at a meeting).' 

There is a very strong association between iterativity and conativity, i.e., 
an unsuccessful attempt to perform an action, as the following examples 
illustrate:37 

158. ka,;aybo'l=ki 
old. woman==pr, 

bUt=te 
gram=oBL chew s:ITER=AcT.PS'FPL 

ake2Q.=na umay pal=o'l. 
chew=INF NEG.3PL be.able=AcT.PST 

muda 
but 

'The old women were chewing the gram over and over but couldn't 
chew it (e.g., they tried but it was too tough).' 

159. ho=kac=te mo2Q. Q_a'l dho'l=sikh=o'l ghdQ_ chikay 
that=so.IDJM=OBL eye water grab=FERFACT.PST therefore sneeze 

lokh=o'l muda chile um mu'l=ki. 
S:ITER=AcT.PST but sneezing NEG emerge=wn.PST 

'His eyes filled with water (= eye-water grabbed him), so he kept 
"sneezing" over and over but no sneeze emerged (i.e., he kept start
ing I tiying to sneeze, but it never came to a real sneeze).' 

11 "Pule" conativity is mmked by dakha I /akha (6.5.8), which may be related to lo? 
etymologically. Recall also from 2.4 above that a morpheme-final/'ll becomes lkhl before 
1he active past marker =o?. 
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With some contentive morphemes, lo'l does not imply iterativity but 
rather a prolonged event. Here, the difference to the continuative maker 
kan, discussed above, is very subtle, if there is one at all: 

160. i]l. hocfpm kamu=na la'l=kho]. jur-jur ba'l kosor 
lso other work=INF JPFV=psm.lso spread.out-RDP rice dry 

lo?=ki. 
S:ITER.=MID.PST 
'I was doing some other work. The rice which had been spread out 
[to dry] was slowly drying.' 

Iterative: khor 
Unlike lo'l, khor typically denotes iterativity with an action which comes 
to a complete stop and then begins again. Here as well, the masdar gen
erally serves as the semantic base, although a non-reduplicated monosyl
labic contentive morpheme may also be used. 

161. Q..ubhni=te pe'l yo=kon kowa'l han=ti~· u=ti~· leJJ-leg 
cup=oBL rice see=sEQ crow that=side this=side fly-RDP 

khor=ki muda solo'l=te yo=kon pe'l JW'l=na um 
ITER.=MID.PST but dog=oBL see=sEQ rice eat=JNF NEG 

are=ki. 
descend=MID.PST 
'Having seen rice in the cup, the crow kept flying back and forth, 
but having seen the dog, it didn't come down to feed.' 

According to our data, the use of ley-ley lo'l=ki here instead of ley-ley 
khor=ki would denote that the crow kept flying back and forth with
out landing, whereas the use of khor suggests that the crow landed here 
and there and then flew again. The following presents a further, similar 
example. 

162 kole'l=ya'l ma=Q..om ro apa=Q..om ho=kiyar=te jal 
parrot=GEN mother=3POSS and father=3POSS that=nu=oBL net 

tay aj=na thoy han=te u=te 
ABL tak:e.out=JNF PURP that(DIST)=OBL(= 'there') this=oBL(= 'here') 
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pu2ci-pu2ci khor=ta1j=kiyar ro sob=ga "tiiy-tiiy" 
jump-RDP ITER=wn.PRoo=3nu and all==roc "tay, tay!" 

toro2ci=taj=ki. 
cry=MID .PROG==pJ, 
'The [two] parrots' mother and father keep jumping here and there to 
free them from the net and all [the birds] are crying "Tay! Tay!"' 

[BB, 2:34] 

The notion 'here and there' is quite common with khor, primarily with 
morphemes denoting motion (163) but not exclusively with such mor
phemes (164). 

163. u bo'l=ki ti2j=ga ciyna=ki buli khor=na 
this place==pJ, direction==roc chick=PL wander ITER=JNF 

la1=ki=may. 
IPFV=wD.PSr-=3PL 

'The chicks were running here and there in all directions.' 

164. Jl.O'l-JW'l khor=o'l. 
eat-RDP TIER=ACT.PST 
'[S/he] ate a little of this and then a little ofthat (i.e., here and there 
from the plate)' 

6.5.3 Anticipatory telic qo1q and culminatory telic go1q 

These two v2s are largely synonomous and serve to mark an action or 
change of state as reaching completion. The difference between the two 
is one of narrative structure. 

- cl.o2ci (with the intervocalic allomorph cl.or) indicates that another event 
follows directly upon the event denoted by the semantic base of the 
TAMIPER.soN-syntagma that it marks;38 

38 In fact, tf.o14. has virtually the same function in Kharia as 1he "pluperfect" and "irrea
Iis" markers in -le (and variants) in Santali (cf. Neukom, 2001: 79:ff.). Especially inter
esting in 1his respect is that 4.d4. is homophononous with the lexical morpheme 'take', 
from which it undoubtedly derives. This could mean that the form -le in Sarrtali derives 
from Indo-Alyan, as many Indo-Alyan languages have a verb le-lli- meaning 'take', which 
generally also functions as a v2 in complex predicates. Cf. also Sadri le- 'take' and -le 
'A:TEL' (Peterson, forthcoming, a); although these two fonns are not related to one another 
in Sadri, they are nevertheless homophonous. go14. on the other hand, does not have an 
independent lexical meaning. 
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- go2ci (with the intervocalic allomorph gor) denotes that the event is 
the final event in a particular narrative sequence. That is, gdci marks a 
turning point or culmination in a narrative. 

To get an idea of the difference between these two categories, consider 
their use with the morpheme aw 'stay, live': aw cl.dci=ki=may [stay 
A:TEL==MID.Psr-3PL], with the anticipatory telic marker, would mean 'they 
stayed there (and then . . )', implying that their stay at a particular place 
was short, as they were on their way somewhere else. It is often directly 
followed by ro 'and' or tay 'then' and another TAMIPERBoN-syntagma. 
aw gdci=ki=may, on the other hand, with the culminatory telic marker, 
would mean that they settled down somewhere to live, and the narrative 
would then continue on a different topic. The following presents a few 
examples from texts. 

165. tay raja jhari mudh kalo=ki=te ro yahudi 
then king all chief priest==J>L=oBL and Jew 

jait=a'l etolJciag=a'l guru=ki=te cl.oklo'l 
ethnic.group=oEN receiving.orders=GEN teacher=PL=oBL meeting 

rema'l qoth=o'l ro ho=ki=te "masih=te ate 
call A: TEL=AcT.PST and that==J>L=OBL Messiah=oBL where 

jorme=na ayi]?" gam=o'l ro julJ=o'l. 
be.bom==JNF QUAL.PRS say=ACT.PST and ask=AcT.PST 
'The the king called all the chief priests and teachers of the Jewish 
people who received orders [from the king] to a meeting and asked 
(=said and asked) them "Where is the Messiah to be born?"' 

[KullU, 1992: 2 = Matthew, 2:4)39 

166. de babu, amdci gujulJ=na ro'l cl.a'l=ki u1q 
well boy wash.face wash.feet==wn.IRR roc water=PL drink 

<tot=e=m tay dukham sukham=na=pe. 
A:TEL=AcT.IRR=2so then chat=wo.IRR=2PL 
'Well then, boy, wash your face and feet. Then you will drink water 
(etc., or whatever, = 'PL') [and] then you will all have a chat.' 

[Kerketta, 1990: 26] 

39 Translation in 1he Saint Joseph Edition of The New American Bible: ''Summoning all 
of1he chief priests and scribes of1he people, he inqurred of them where 1he Messiah was 
to be born." (Ca1holic Biblical Association of America, 1970: The New Testament, 6). 
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The following presents two further examples. Note that a TAMIPERsoN
syntagma marked by cidci need not be followed by another TAMIPERsoN
syntagma, as long as it is clear that another action or event is to follow: 

167. gomke, am=ga el=a'l gomke heke=m, je=ghay 
lord 2SG=f'OC lPL.EXCL=CJEN lord QUAL.PRS=2sG CREL=way 

am karay=na lam=te=m, karay[=e], 
2sa do==JNF want=AcT.PRs=2sa do=AcT.IRR 

i]l. =a'l kayom se on«t_or «t_or=e! 
lsa=GEN word please hear A:TEL =AcT.IRR 

magar selJ 
but first 

'Lord, you alone are our lord, do as you wish to do, but first please 
listen to my words!' [HJPa:49-50] 

168. oncl.or cl.or:=e=pe selJ 
hear A:TEL=AcT.IRR=2PL first 
'First hear this. ' (i.e., before you continue) [Kereketta, 1990: 4] 

gdci is much more common than cidci and signals not only that the action 
has reached its conclusion, but also that the story is to continue in a 
different direction. E.g., in the next example, the Kharia priest has dal
lied too long and another person, a Brahman, has taken his place and is 
performing the sacrifice. The Kharia priest then finally arrives and sees 
this. The text reads: 

169. yo=te la'l pujapath=ko suru go1«t_=si1, absPb 
see=AcT.PRS then sacrifice=CNTR begin c:TEL=FERF begin 

go1«t_=si1=may. 
C:TEL=FE:RF=3PL 
'He sees, then, that the sacrifice has already begun, [i.e., they] have 
already started.' [AK, 2:29] 

The story then continues: Seeing that he had been replaced, the Kharia 
priest then gives up his priesthood entirely and even begins carrying the 
new priest around in the palanquin. 

6.5.4 Totality may 

may denotes the totality of an action or change of state with respect to a 
particular participant in the scenario. E.g., in the following example this 
is with respect to the tea, the object: 
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170. sori sori caha u1q may=o'l=ki (*ro tam jou 
together REP tea drink TOTAL=AcT.PSr-PL and now up.to 

u1cf.=te2j=ki). 
drink=ACT.PROCFPL 
'They drank up all the tea together (*and are still drinking).' 

Even with transitive activity predicates, the affected entity need not be an 
object but may also be a plural subject. Here, the clause whose predicate 
is marked by may has a gradual interpretation, i.e., 'one-by-one' until all 
have performed the action: 

171. ho=/car=te (pa[i pa[i I mucf.u mucf.u I *sori sori) 
that=SG.IDJM=OBL tum REP one.HUM REP together REP 

gil may=o'l=ki. 
hit TOTAL=AcT.PSr-PL 
'They all hit him (in turn I one after the other I *together).' 

With predicates denoting a simple change of state or a telic activity, the 
affected entity is usually either an intransitive subject or an object. If the 
affected entity is plural, may denotes that all members of the group have 
been affected. If the affected entity is incremental or decremental, the 
T AMIPERsoN-syntagma marked by may then has a scalar interpretation, 
i.e., 'really, very, completely' 

172. kdbto SaJJgo1q qom may=ki. 
door close PASS TOTAL==wD.PST 
'The door was shut completely.' 

The affected entity may also be a locative adjunct: 

173. ho=kar: sou?fJ palay=te gita'l may=ki. 
that=sG.HUM all bed=oBL lie TOTAL==wD.PST 
'He took up the whole bed (e.g. by tossing and turning).' 

When may occurs in the past imperfective (6.8.1.1), a conative interpreta
tion generally results. 
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174. kahani=te likha may=na la1=ki=may (muda umay 
stmy==OBL write TOTAL==JNF IPFV==wD.PST=3PL but NEG.3PL 

pal=o'l}. 
be.able=AcT.PST 

'They were trying to finish writing the story (but couldn't).' 

For further discussion, see Peterson (in press, b). 

6.5.5 Ambulative san 'while going' 

This v2 derives from an older contentive morpheme *san 'go' (cf Santali 
sen 'go' and Kharia sango1cf. 'walk' (< *san and the culminatory telic 
marker go1cf. (6.5.3)). It denotes that the TAMIPERBON-syntagma it marks 
refers to an action that took place while in motion. 

175. ol=na olna kayar beloiJ san=ki. 
bring==mF REP mango ripen AMB=MID.PST 
'While being brought [to market], the mangoes ripened along the 
way.' 

With ol 'bring', cf.dcf. 'take', col 'go' and cf.el 'come', san denotes commi
tativity and is best translated as 'along with' (Kullii, 1981: 49). Note that 
Kullii also writes that san is only compatible with these four contentive 
morphemes and in fact, some speakers we questioned rejected example 
(175) as ungrammatical. 

176. baysali tay ... ho=ki moJl baysali kOI]tal) 
Baisali ABL that=PL one Baisali cow 

sat ol san=o1=ki. 
OX bring AMB=AcT.PSr-3PL 

ro baysali 
and Baisali 

'From Baisali. they brought one Baisali cow and Baisali ox along 
with them.' [MT, 120] 

6.5.6 Suddenness bha1, hamba1 and dha1b 

These three markers denote that an event occurred suddenly or quickly. 
None of the three have an independent lexical meaning. bha'l and hamba'l 
would seem to be related to one another etymologically, although if so, 
the relation between them is unclear. 
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177. kiljta'l=te col bha1=ki u=tay hontay? 

178. 

what.time=oBL go SUD~.PST here=ABL then 
'When did [he] suddenly leave from here, then?' 

[Kerketta. 1990: 2] 

akil=a'l kayom no musniy a=tilj tay=ko qel 
mind=GEN opinion CMPL one.day Q=side ABL=cNIR come 

hamba1=ki moJ1 maha dano ro po'lda=ya'l ihari 
SUD~.PST one big demon and village=GEN all 

lebu=ki=te diyoga mucJ.u mucJ.u=te Jl.o'l=na 
pen~on=FL=oBL daily one. HUM REJ>=OBL eat=INF 

miice=yo'l. 
begin=AcT.PST 
'It is believed(= opinion of the mind) that one day a great demon 
suddenly appeared from somewhere and began to eat all the people 
of the village, one by one.' [MT, 1:64] 

179. pa'Jtopur=te=ga ho=ki ikucJ.=ga kisro=sikh=o'l=ki 
Pa1na=oBL==roc that=FL much==roc wealthy=pERF=AcT.PST=FL 

hin=a'l ca'lcJ.om ho=ki rohtaspur hinte qoko 
that=GEN for that=FL RohitasgarlJ. we sit.down 

dha"lb=na pal=o1=ki. 
SUD==JNF be.able=AcT.PST=FL 
'In Patna they had become very wealthy, therefore they were able 
to settle (=sit) down quickly in Rohitasgarh.' [MT, 1 :188] 

6.5. 7 Departive t:u 

This marker denotes that the subject performed some action and then 
departed. tu cannot serve as the semantic base of a T AMIPERsoN
syntagma. 40 

40 Cf Santali -oto with virtually 1he same function and which also does not have an 
independent lexical meaning (Neukorn, 2001: 142). Cf also 1he form tu-<J.a? 'carry off (of 
a river)' (4.a? 'water') in 4.6.3, which strongly suggests that this categocy derives from an 
earlier contentive m01pherne. 
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180. maha kulam paJtopur tay sey mu'l=ki=may. ho=ki 
big brother Patna ABL first go.out=MID.PST=3PL that=pL 

kuQ..alb aw=ki=may ho=ki=te u gam tu=yo'l=ki: " ... " 
behind QUAL=wD.PS'F3PL that=PL=oBL this say DP'FACT.PS'FPL 

'The elder brothers set out from Patna first. They said to those who 
were behind (before they left): [MT, 1 :160] 

6.5.8 Conative dakha I lakha 

Conativity ("try") is expressed through a number of means in Kharia, one 
of which is dakha. The form lakha is also occasionally encountered. This 
marker may be related to the semel-iterative marker lo'l, which can also 
express conativity. It does not have an independent lexical meaning. 

181. aQ..=ki=ya'l ompay paro=na bo'l=te=jo mudui=ki 
ANAPH=PI,=GEN river 

kuday dakha=sikh=o1=ki, 
chase CONA'FPERFACT.PS'FPL 

'The enemy; also tried to chase [themi away] at the place where 
theyi had crossed the river, [MT, 1 :167] 

6.5.9 Excessive bay 

bay is homophonous with, and undoubtedly derives from, the contentive 
morpheme bay 'make, do' As a v2 it serves to denote that the action 
was "more intense" than the unmarked form or even excessive, some
what similar to the function served in English by the adverbs 'extremely', 
'strongly' or 'intensely' 

182. mu~·q_a'l pheinga=te bay=o1, "u cini 

ant grasshopper=oBL curse EXCES=AcT.PST this sugar 

i]t=a'l bohin=na=.Jl.=ki thuray=si'l=may." 
lso=cmN sister=lPoss=lso=PL gather=l'ERF3PL 

'The ant gave the grasshopper a bad scolding, "This sugar my sis
ters have gathered."' [TK, 2:42] 

The compatability of bay with contentive morphemes is highly idiosyn
cratic and its semantic contribution is often unpredictable. For example, 
it is compatible with alj 'splash' and gil 'beat' with an "excessive" or 
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"intensifying" meaning but also with kayom 'talk', with the resultant 
meaning 'deceive' On the other hand, it is not compatible with kamu 
'work' or gelb 'bum', to name just two examples. 

6.5.10 Autopoesis jom 

With avolitional predicates, this marker denotes that something happened 
on its own, i.e., there was no outside force which caused it to happen. 
With potentially volitional predicates on the other hand, it denotes that 
the agent simply performed the action because s/he wanted to and was 
under no obligation to do so. It is best translated by the English word 
just. It is not used as an independent lexical morpheme, although, as Pin
now (1966: 112-3) notes, it derives from an earlier contentive morpheme 
meaning 'eat' 

183. (*ber:o bulJ) belom jom=ki 
sun INST ripen AUT0POES~.PST 

'It (e.g., fruit) just ripened (i.e., all by itself) (*through I *because 
of the sun).' 

184. ijl. kothri=te badli jom=o1j. 
lso room=oBL change AUTOPoES=AcT.PST.lso 

'I just changed the room around (for no particular reason)' 

The use of this category can also have an impolite connotation, as in the 
following example. Here, the person who has sat down has done so sim
ply because he wanted to and it is strongly implied that he did not have 
permission to do so and had not been offered a seat. 

185. qpko jom=ki. 
sit.down AUT0POES~.PST 

'He just sat down (i.e., no one gave him permission).' 

6.5.11 Benefactive kay 

As the name implies, this category denotes that an action was carried out 
on behalf of someone other than the subject. 

In the following example from a children's story, a boy is in a tree 
in which loaves of bread grow. An elderly woman (actually, a witch) is 
waiting at the bottom of the tree and, thinking she is waiting for some
thing to eat, he throws her down two loaves. 
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186. 

CHAPTER SIX 

hobne=te=ga kong her kDcaybo'l=te 
that.much=oBL==roc boy old.woman=oBL 

ubar koloy 
two bread 

kay=o?. 
BEN= ACT. PST 

ho=kac=a'l mugamte 
that=SG.JIUM=GEN in.front.of 

yo=yo'l ro 
see=AcT.PST and 

ob-gur 
CAus-fall 

'After a while, the boy saw the old woman and threw down (= caused 
to fall) in front of her two loaves of bread for her.' [BB, 1 :40] 

kay is homophonous with the contentive morpheme kay 'lift', although it 
seems unlikely that it has derived from this form. 

6.5.12 Seldomly encountered v2s 

The following examples are given with little comment as the respective 
v2s are either unique or at least very rare in our data and require further 
study. 

6.5.12.1 col 'go' 
This morpheme, when serving as a v2, appears to denote durativity of 
some type, in this example a continuing, long-term event. 

187. u=ghay kam=ga hoy=ga col=ki=may. 
this=way less==roc become==roc v2:go==wn.Psr-3PL 
'Thus, they became fewer and fewer [=went becoming few].' 

[MS, 1:173] 

6.5.12.2 o1j 'take out' 
All that can be said about this v2 at the moment is that it appears to 
denote telicity. There are no examples of this in our corpus, only in Pin
now's texts. 

188. ro kaiko hajar memon=te nuh=te ray 
and several thousand year=oBL Noah=oBL chose 

och=o?, ro nawka bay=na etoy=o'l, ... 
v2:tak:e.out=ACT.PST and ship make==JNF order=ACT.PST 

and after (= in) several thousand years He (= God) chose 
Noah, and ordered [him] to build a ship, [HJPa:ll9, ln. 6] 
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A very similar example is given below, in which the semantic base of the 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is marked for the sequential converb, which here 
separates the semantic base from the v2. This construction is typical of 
many Indo-Aryan languages, such as Nepali (cf. Peterson, 2002b), but is 
highly atypical of Kharia. 

189. ho=kar moJl upay socay=kon och=o'l, ... 
3=sa.HUM one means think=sEQ 

'He thought up a means . 
take.out=ACT.PST 

[HJPa:38] 

6.5.12.3 ol 'take' 
As a v2, ol would seem to be a telicizer and its use is very rare (only two 
examples, both from the same speaker of the southern dialect). Note also 
that the v2 in both examples is separated from the semantic base of the 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma by the focus marker =ga, an example of which is 
given here. 

190. la'l ho=te khali khcqjya bheir aw=ki=may 
then that=oBL(= 'there') only Kharia much liVe=MID.PST=3PL 

oQ_o'l hoqpm jait=ko mane ho=ki kuday=ga 
and other ethnic.group=CNTR umh that=PI, chase==roc 

ol=te1j=ki 
V2: bring=AcT.PROG=PI, 
'Then only many Kharia lived there and, umh, they are driving 
away the other ethnic groups.' [MS, 1 :153] 

6.5.12.4 pal 'finish' 
As a v2, pal denotes that an action reaches completion. 

191. chiroporo koloy lacf.=na mare=yo'l=ki. laq 
quickly 

pal=ke 

bread bake=INF begin=AcT.PST=PI, bake 

cah sobre=yo'l=ki. 
v2:finish=sEQ tea prepare=AcT.PST=PI, 

they quickly began to bake bread. When they had finished 
baking, they prepared tea.' [HJPa:76] 

pal is also found as a contentive morpheme with a very similar meaning. 
Cf. the following, from the same page as the previous example: 
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192. hero Q..har}ce=na jaw khorj=ya'l jharj=ki=ga aQ..i 
sun go.down==nw up.to village=oEN all==J>L==poc ANAPH 

acfj=ya'l kamu=ki=te pal=o'l=ki 
REJ>=GEN work=PL=oBL finish=AcT.PST=pL 
'By the time(= until) the sun went down, all of the villagers .finished 
their work.' [ HJPa:76] 

The v2 pal does not appear to have ever been very common-only two 
examples of it were found, both in the first half of the texts in Pinnow 
(1965a). The only similar construction in our own data, also seldom, sep
arates the semantic base of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma from the v2 by the 
sequential converb marker, similar to olj in 6.5.12.2. 

193. muda je kamu=na la'l=ki ho=je'l u1«1_ 

but CREL work=INF IPFV~.PST that=so.NHUM drink 

Jlo'l=kon=ga pal=na la'l=ki. 
eat=SEQ==poc finish==nw IPFV~.PST 

'But whatever he did, it was just enough to live on(= he used to 
finish it, having eaten and drunken).' [RD, 2:36] 

The v2 pal 'finish' is homophonous with the "auxiliary" pal 'be able' 
(6.8.2.3). The two differ morphosyntactically in that the abilitative pal 
requires an infinitive whereas the telic pal follows the semantic base 
(optionally marked by the sequential converbal marker). 41 

6.5.12.5 saphay 'clean' 
There are two examples of saphay functioning as a v2 in our corpus, 
both from the same speaker of the southern dialect, and apparently 
none in Pinnow's texts. Due to the paucity of examples, the function 
of this v2 is somewhat unclear, but note that in both examples it is 
found in conjunction with a semantic base denoting a negative action or 
feeling. 

41 Similarly, in Nepali 1he v2 sak 'finish' is homophonous wi1h 1he auxiliary sak 'be 
able' Otherwise, this polysemy appears to be rare in 1he region. 
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194. kha[iya a=te pal=o'l=ki hin=te=ga 
Kharia Q=oBL be.able=AcT.PSr-PL that(DIST)=oBL(= 'there'),.oc 

kackac saphay=o1=ki. 
oppress V2:clean=AcT.PSr-PL 
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'Wherever they could, they oppressed the Kharia.' [MT, 1:18] 

195. po'lda='l jha[i lebu=ki botoiJ saphay=ki=may. 
village=oEN all person=n fear V2:clean==wn.Psr-3PL 
'All the people of the village were very afraid.' [MT, 1:65] 

6.6 PARTIALLY FINITE AND NoN-FINITE FoRMs 

T AMIPERsoN-syntagmas in Kharia which are not fully finite may either 
be marked as explicitly non-finite, e.g., through an infinitive or converb 
marker, or they may be partially finite, lacking some of the marking 
necessary to be able to function as a matrix predicate. Fully finite T AMI 
PERsoN-syntagmas are marked for PERsiNuMIHON, whereas non-finite and 
partially finite forms lack this marking. 

6.6.1 Partially finite forwzs42 

Partially finite forms are similar to TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas whose seman
tic base consists of more than one sub-base (generally a simple contentive 
morpheme, cf. 6.3.2) but differ slightly from these. Recall that the various 
sub-bases of a TAMIPERsoN-syntagma with multiple sub-bases are directly 
juxtaposed to one another with no intervening marking, as in (196). 

196. tay atf.i=te=jo batay=o'l no "dhliy[=e] am, han 
then ANAPIFOBL=ADD tell=AcT.PST CMPL huny=AcT.IRR 2so that 

maca bo'lte Q..afl] [a]yi]. u«t_ «t_e=na=m." 
cave we water QUAL.PRS drink come==wn.IRR=2so 
'Then [he;] said to him1, too, "You hurry, at the cave there is water. 
Drink [and] come [back]'' [AK, 1:38] 

42 The discussion here is largely based on that in Peterson (2002a) but also incorporates 
much new data. 
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Partially finite forms are formed similarly, but with these TAMIPERsoN-syn
tagmas each non-final sub-base contains a certain amount of inflectional 
marking without being fully finite, as at least one marker from the func
tional head of the predicate is missing. In these non-final sub-bases, per
son marking is always lacking, as with su=yo'l in (197), although other 
marking may also be lacking (e.g., (202) below). The two sub-bases may 
or may not be joined by a conjunction such as ro or oqp'l, both of which 
mean 'and', and they may also be separated by arguments or adjuncts of 
the following sub-predicate (e.g. (202)). 

197. konon no maha jha[i=ga tomne tomne lutui ikucJ. 
small or big all =Foe new REP clothes very 

kelom-bo'l su=yo? aJJku=yo?=ki. 
beautiful-INTENs put.on=AcT .PST wear. a.chaddar=AcT .Psr-3PL 

'Whether big or small, all put on [and] wrapped around [them
selves] the very beautiful new clothes.' [Pinnow, 1965: 75] 

Although the data at the moment do not allow a full analysis of these 
junctures in terms of their nexus relations, it seems safe to say that they 
are core junctures as the two or more sub-bases obligatorily share the 
same subject, and are probably of the cosubordination type in that they 
share all clause- and core-level operators, especially tense and modality 
(cf Foley & Van Valin, 1985; Van Valin & LaPolla, 1997). This awaits 
further verification. 

Partial finiteness is highly restricted and is typical of certain fixed 
expressions and events consisting of sub-events which are considered to 
be highly related. It is also much more common in the past tense, where 
it is more-or-less obligatory for certain combinations, than in. e.g., the 
irrealis, although it is possible in all categories. Also, at least in the mod
em language, is restricted to the active voice in those categories which 
have the active/middle distinction. 43 

43 Partial finiteness would seem to go back to Proto-Mwula, as similar data are also 
folDld in North MlDlda languages, e.g., Santali (Neukom, 2001: 176f.). 

See also lDlder the discussion of root types in Rerno (Fernandez, 1967: 37) wuler §2., 
.Rbot + o'l + .Rbot, where -o'l is homophonous with-if not identical to-the marker of 
the active past, which Fernandez refers to as Class I, past. It is perhaps significant that the 
past active form appears to have been generalized in Rerno and that this construction in 
Kharia is much more common in the past and does not occur in the middle voice. N ev
ertheless, Fernandez differentiates between fonns with complex roots of the form "Root 
+ lo'll + Roof' and "Root + lo'll + Root + lo'll", which shows that the situation in Rerno 
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Partial finiteness is especially common with certain everyday actions 
which tend to be done together, such as eating and drinking. Consider the 
following example, adapted from Roy & Roy (1937: 180f.). 

198. u=kiyar tal) el=a'l sori=ga Jlog=e 
this=nu now lPL.EXcL=CJEN with=roc eat=AcT.IRR 

wt.=e=kiyar. 
drink=ACT.IRR=nU 
'They two will now eat and drink with us.' 

The use of partially finite sub-predicates in the irrealis is especially com
mon in the texts in Pinnow (1965a) in contexts in which what is to be 
done in a ceremony is being described . 

199. . beta=? cuncf.u ayri=te sundrom lebto=ye ro 
boy=cmN index.finger finger=oBL vermillion smear=ACT.IRR and 

betj=ya'l mal)=te jo«t,=e=ki, ... 
girl=CJEN hair.parting=oBL wipe=ACT.IR.R=pL 

they should I will smear vermillion on the index finder of the 
boy and wipe [it] on the parting of the girl's hair, 

[HJPa:155,23] 

200. enem kol)-kOlJ bul) acaka cJ.el gocJ.=na=ki la'l 
without know-RDP INST sudden come c:TEL==wn.IRR=PL then 

baherte gog=e Jlog=e=ki. 
outside cook=ACT.IRR eat=ACT.IR.R=pL 

'If, without knowing [that the family is impure], they suddenly 
come, then they will cook and eat out-of-doors.' [HJPa: 144-5] 

is somewhat different from Kharia, where an i.nteivening =o? is only found when the 
entire predicate is marked for active, past. In other words, bo1h sub-predicates in Kharia 
must have 1he same TAM-values, whereas in Rerno, an intervening -o? is also found when 
the entire predicate is marked for some other TAM-category, although Fernandez gives no 
examples. Most interestingly, Fernandez notes that he has only one example of 1he type 
"Root /o'l/ +Root+ lo'lf',pug-o?-ni!J-o? 'cut (pug) and bring (ni!J)', which makes it clear 
that in Rerno 1he entire predicate is generally NOT marked for -o? but ra1her only the first 
sub-predicate. 
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Partially finite sub-predicates are always marked for (at least) one element 
less than the sub-predicate which they are morphologically dependent on. 
In the preceding examples this meant that the non-final sub-element was 
not marked for PERSINuM!HoN, while the final element was. Now consider 
the following example: 

201. be(j tij=dl Zebu beta=te paiJ goq 
girl side=oEN person boy=oBL cany.on.shoulder c:TEL 

qi<?bh>ar=e ro qo<b>ko=ye=ki beta 
enter-<cAus>=AcT.IRR and sit.down-<cAus>=AcT.IRR=FL boy 

be(j=te panti=te, ... 
girl=oBL row(n.)=oBL 
'The people from the girl's family (= side) will carry the boy on 
their shoulders into [the house] (= will enter) and set them down 
next to one another(= in a row), [HJPa:155, 20] 

The predicate here actually consists of three sub-predicates: The first ele
ment, pay goci is partially finite and contains less "finite" marking than 
the following sub-predicate, cf.i<'lbh>ar=e. It is thus morphologically 
marked as being dependent on this latter element by lacking a TAM-ele
ment, in this case the irrealis active marker =e. These two together form 
a unit, both semantically and morphologically speaking. The first sub
predicate modifies the second, describing how the boy is to be brought 
in-and the two together compose the first (complex) sub-event of the 
event. This complex unit is then morphologically marked as dependent on 
the final sub-predicate, cf.o<b>ko=ye=ki, which is fully finite, through the 
lack of person marking on Qj<'lbh>ar=e. The following presents another 
example of this type of partial finiteness: 

202. am=dl mocf.=te japiq ocf.o'l tanij deri=ydl ghacf. 
2so=GEN eye=oBL close. eyes and alittle time=GEN for 

socay=e 
think=ACT.IRR 
'Close your eyes and think for a moment.' [HJPa:95] 

As the final sub-predicate in (202) is not marked for person. being a second
person singular imperative (6.4.1.4), the only way the non-final 
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sub-predicate can be marked for "less finiteness" is by omitting the marker 
for the irrealis active on japicf.. 

Despite the fact that all speakers we consulted insisted that partially 
finite non-final sub-predicates appear in the active voice where an active/ 
middle distinction is found, there are also counter-examples to this in Pin
now's texts, although such examples are seldom. The following presents 
two such examples. Examples such as these were rejected by speakers we 
consulted, hence this either held for Kharia in general at an earlier time or 
the few examples found in Pinnow's texts are restricted to certain dialects 
or perhaps idiolects. 

203. ol=e ro cf.oko=na=ki 
bring=AcT.IRR and sit.down==MID.IRR==J>L 

'they will bring [it] and sit down' 

204. oncf.or=e ro sikhe=na=niy 
hear=ACT.IRR and leam==MID.IRR=}pL,INCL 

'we should hear and learn [His teachings]' 

6.6.2 Non-finite forms 

6.6.2.1 The masdar 44 

[HJPa:161,6] 

[HJPa:91] 

Every (fully or partially) finite TAMIPERSON-syntagma whose semantic 
base consists of a simple contentive morpheme (possibly also marked 
for derivational categories such as the causative or reciprocal) has a cor
responding form which will be referred to here as the masdar. It lacks all 
TAM and person marking (except for certain v2s, see below), although it 
retains valency-related marking such as causative and passive I reflexive 
marking. It may govern an object and adjuncts, which then take the same 
marking they would have with a finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, but what 
corresponds to the subject of the finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma appears in 
the genitive with the masdar if it is expressed. The masdar may also mark 
for case. 

The masdar ultimately derives from the bisyllabic constraint on pho
nological words. Its primary function is that of secondary or "non-finite" 
predication, but it may also be used referentially and even in primary 
or "finite" predicative function, in addition to its attibutive use. As this 

44 Cf also the discussion of this foDII with respect to parts of speech in 4.3.2. 
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form-like all semantic bases in the language-is not specified for any 
particular discourse-pragmatic function, it will be referred to here as the 
"masdar", a term borrowed from Arabic linguistics, where the form this 
term refers to there is not a verbal noun, as it is usually translated, but 
rather "a form which is underspecified with respect to its syntactic poten
tial, one which can be both a complement to the predicate, i.e., it can 
assume nominal functions, and can be a predicate. One trait which it 
shares with the verbal noun in Indo-European languages is that it can 
mark for case." (Maas, 2007: 134, this author's translation). 

The masdar is formed as follows: Polysyllabic semantic bases undergo 
no changes, while monosyllabic forms reduplicate. This is thus a purely 
phonological process. "Semantic base" here includes at least the under
lying contentive morpheme, causative marking, the passive I reflexive 
v2 cf.om and the benefactive v2 kay. The following provides a few 
examples: 

205. Underlying form of the semantic base Masdar 
aw 'live, stay, remain' 
bay 'make' 

Cf. bay kay [make BEN] 

borol 'live' 
kersoy 'marry' 
likha 'write' 
osel 'become white' 
ru'l 'open' 
rusuy 'become red' 
SOT) 'buy' 

Cf. ob-soy 'sell' [ cAus-buy] 
yo 'see' 

aw-aw 
bay-bay 
bay kay 
borol 
kersoy 
likha 
osel 
ru'l-ru'l 
rusuy 
SOT)-801) 

ob-soy 
yo-yo 

There are no data at our disposal on whether other v2s or the recipro
cal marker kol also belong to the semantic base, but the TELic v2s such 
as gdcf. and cf.dcf. or the perfect marker si'l clearly do not belong to the 
semantic base, as the following examples show. 

206. i]t=a'l bay-bay o'l 
lso==cmN make-RDP house 

'the house I built' 
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207. i]t=a? bay kay o? 'the house I built (for someone)' 
lso=GEN make BEN house 

208. *ijt=a? bay=si? o? 'the house I have built' 
lso=GEN make=FERF house 

209. *ijt=a? bay go1q o? 'the house I built' 
lso=GEN make c:TEL house 

As noted, what corresponds to the subject of a finite TAMIPERsoN-syn
tagma appears in the genitive with a masdar, if it is expressed: 

210. no prabhu=wa? janam=te mane 
CMPL God=GEN birth=oBL umh 

qag-qag aw=ki, ... 
send-RDP QUAL==wD.PST 

ho=ki=te iswar=a? 
that=PL=oBL Lord=GEN 

that at God's birth, umh, the Lord had sent to them [His Son] 
(= [Jesus] was a sent-one of the Lord), [MS, 1 :289] 

211. la?=ko darhi=ya? ropa jal=te bajhe 
then=CNTR (='but') Darhi=GEN spread.out net=oBL get.trapped 

la?=ki=may. 
C:TEL==JNF IPFV==wD.PSr-3PL 
'But they would get trapped in the net that Darhi had spread out.' 

[BB, 2:11] 

212. ro anay=te=jo purkha=ki=ya? ter-ter kamu=te=ga 
and lDU.INCL=oBL=ADD ancestor=PL=oEN give-RDP work=OBL==pQC 

karay=kon borol=na ayi~·. 

do=sEQ liVe=INF QUAL.PRS 
'And we both must also live by doing the work which the ancestors 
have given us.' [BB, 2:46] 

As already noted, the masdar is most commonly found in attributive func
tion, in what translates as a relative clause. The following presents a few 
further examples: 
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213. jal=te bajhe kontheQ.=ki=te yo=ta yota darhi lere'l 
net=oBL get.trapped bird==J>L=oBL see=CVB REP Darlri joy 

jal tay kontheQ_=ki=te oj=kon aQ.i=ya'l bora 
net ABL bird==J>L=OBL take.out=SEQ ANAPIFGEN sack 

theila=te sajay=na la'l=ki. 
(hand)bag=oBL put.into=JNF IPFV=wD.PST 
'Seeing the birds caught in the net, Darhi would joyously take the 
birds out of the net and put them into sacks and bags.' [BB, 2:13] 

214. i]l. musa tay=ga konthe«t_ bajhay kamu melay=kon 
lso today ABL=roc bird 

hoQ_om kamu kara[y=e]=iy. 
other work do=AcT.IRR=lso 

trap worlc leave=sEQ 

'As of today, I will give up the work oftrapping birds and do other 
work.' [BB, 2:50] 

The masdar may also be used without an explicitly mentioned lexical 
head if the identity of this entity is clear from context: 

215. am=ga patar 
2so=roc light 

Q.e=na=m 
come=wn.IRR=2so 

ter=e=m. 
give=AcT.IRR=2so 

ter-ter heke=m, am, yesu, 
give-RDP QUAL.PRs=2so 2so Jesus 

ro patar ter=e=m patar 
and light give=AcT.IRR=2so light 

'You are the [one] who gives light, you, Jesus, will come and give 
light, you will give light.' [RK, 4:2] 

For further examples of the use of the masdar in predicative attribution, 
see 7.6.2. 

Masdars have no inherent orientation with respect to subject, object, 
instrument, locative, etc., nor with respect to tense.45 

45 Note that i.Jt=a1 in (216) appears in the genitive as it is the "subject" of the rnasdar, 
not because of what would appear to be the head nominal (Jehu), similar to the use of the 
genitive in example (210) above. 
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216. i]t=a? yo-yo 1ebu 
lso=oEN see-RDP person 

'the person I saw I see I will see I should see . .. ' 

217. ijl=te yo-yo lebu 
lso=oBL see-RDP pen~on 

'the person who saw I sees I will see I should see . .. me' 

218. ijl=a? dura=te ru1-ru1 kujlji 
lso=GEN doOFOBL open-RDP key 
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'the key I opened I open I will open I should open . .. the door with' 

The masdar may also be the lexical head of a Case-syntagma:46 

219. o?=ya? bay-bay um=iJl ba1j=ta. 
house=GEN build-RDP NEo=lso like==wo.PRS 

'I don't like (the act of) building houses.' 

220. ho=kar=a? ter-ter yo=yo1 'j. 
that=so.IDJM=oEN give-RDP see=AcT.PST.lso 

'I saw him give I his (act of) giving [something to someone].' 

There is some evidence that the masdar once served some of the functions 
now served by the infinitive. For example, the masdar of lam 'look for', 
lam-lam, is often found in constructions in which one otherwise finds the 
infinitive, as in purpose clauses. 

221. bet=no=m=ki=te kinir cl.CDJ gor=e, lam-lam 
son=2poss=2s<FPL=oBL forest send c:TEL=AcT.IRR search-RDP 

co=na=ki 
go==wo.IRR=3PL 

'Send your sons into the forest, they will go to hunt.' [MS, 2:7] 

46 The conditions under which a non-subject appears in 1he genitive are not entirely 
clear, although the non-subject (of 1he corresponding finite clause) generally appears in 
the same case it would appear in in a finite clause. In the case of(219) 1his would appear 
to be due to 1he fact 1hat 1he oblique-case marking on o'l 'house', i.e., o'l=te [house=oBL], 
preferentially yields a locative interpret:ation., not 1hat of an object. 
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222. hin=a'l ghaci=ga manu purkha burha acfj=ya'l ghol 
that=GEN Pum>=Foc Manu ancestor old.man ANAPIFGEN ten 

beta=ciom=ki=te kinir lam-lam qaJJ=o1. 
son=3ross==J>L=oBL forest search-RDP send=AcT.PST 
'For that very reason, the elderly ancestor Manu sent his 10 sons 
into the forest to hunt.' [MT, 1 :129] 

However, apparently, no other masdar can be used this way: A large 
number of other masdars were tested in such environments and all were 
rejected by all speakers consulted, with the exception of lam-lam, which 
was accepted by all speakers. Obviously, the use of lam-lam in this con
struction is not proof that the masdar was once productively used this 
way, but as such reduplicated forms do seiVe as infinitives at least in 
some other South Munda languages, e.g., Remo (Fernandez, 1967: 122), 
it is certainly a possibility. 

Finally, the masdar is also used in a construction to denote a non
changing or even permanent situation I event. In this highly productive 
construction the masdar appears twice: The first form is marked for the 
genitive. This is then followed by the masdar marked by the focus marker 
=ga. The functional head of the predicate is then the corresponding finite 
form of aw go1ci= 'remain c:TEL=', marked for tense and person. 

223. aba=ciom rupaya=te yo-yo=ya1 yo-yo=ga aw 
father=3ross money=oBL see-RDFGEN see-RDp=poc remain 

goq=ki 
C:TEL=AcT.PST 
'His father just kept staring and staring at the money.' [BB, 2:60] 

224. ra'l-ra'l=ya'l ra'l-ra'l=ga aw gdci=ki. 
blossom-RDFGEN blossom-RDP==roc remain c:TEL=AcT.PST 
'It just stayed a flower (i.e., it just kept blossoming but never bore 
fruit).' 

6.6.2.2 Irifinitives 
Kharia is one of the few Munda languages-perhaps the only one-which 
possess a general infinitive form, marked by =na. What corresponds to 
the subject of a finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma appears in the genitive if it 
is expressed (225), while objects of an infinitive have the same mark-
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ing as with finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas (226), (227), first example. The 
infinitive may serve as a Case-syntagma, as in (225), where it is a case
marked adjunct, or in forms such asJW'l=na 'food' (literally: '(to) eat'), 
u2ci=na 'drink (n.)', tdj=na 'distribution' It is also found in modification 
(cf. (226) and 7.6.2) and is used with a number of auxiliaries to form 
complex predicates ((227), third example, and 6.8). 

225. am=a? jib=na=te thik um hoy=ki. 
2so=GEN touch==JNF=OBL good NEG become=MID.PST 
'Through your touching [it, it] has become spoiled(= did not become 
good).' [MS, 1 :247] 

226. musniy u =ghay hoy=ki no «t_oli=te 
one.day this=way become==wn.PST CMPL palanquin=oBL take==JNF 

bhere u kha[iya pahan=te hacia la'l=ki. 
time this Kharia priest=oBL pee EMOT==wn.PST 
'One day it happened this way that, at the time [they were] to take 
away the palanquin, the Kharia priest had to pee.' [AK, 2:8] 

227. iQjb=te raksin kacaybo'l kongher=te dho?=na=ya? upay 
night=oBL witch old.woman boy=oBL grab==JNF=GEN means 

konocl.=na buy leme14_=na=jo urn pal=o?. 
think:.up==JNF INST fall.asleep==mFADD NEG be.able=ACT.PST 
'At night, the old witch, because of her thinking up a means of 
grabbing the boy, could notfall asleep.' [BB, 1:51] 

Occasionally, it is also found used as an imperative when negated by the 
Indo-Atyan loan word na 'NEG' 

228. la'l am na 
then 2sG NEG 

cori karay=na, na 
theft do=INF NEG 

jahay=a'l jan 
INDEF.HUM=GEN life 

tar=na, na jahay=a'l jahii karay=na. 
kill=JNF NEG INDEF.HUM=GEN INDEF.NHUM do==JNF 
'So do not steal, do not kill anyone, do not harm anyone(= do not 
do anyone's anything).' [MS, 1 :309] 

At first glance, the form =na would appear to have been borrowed from 
Indo-Atyan (cf. the Hindi infinitival ending -na). There is however 
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another, much more likely candidate: Note that the middle irrealis ending 
is also =na and the infinitive in Kharia may have evolved from this form. 
An analogy for this interpretation is found in the Tibeto-Burman language 
Newari, spoken in Nepal, where a nonpast verbal form also functions as 
an infinitive (cf Genetti, 1991: 238fand 252, n. 19). This would seem to 
be a more likely explanation for the emergence of an infinitival marker 
in Kharia since the infinitive in Sadri, with which Kharia has had a much 
longer period of contact than with Standard Hindi, is marked by -ek, 
not -na. 

Finally, it is perhaps also worth mentioning that there is an infinitival 
form in -na in the North Dravidian language Kurukh as well, with which 
Kharia has also long been in direct contact. 

In view of all this, Hindi as the source of the infinitive marker in Kha
ria appears highly unlikely. If the form has been directly borrowed from 
another language, this would more likely be Kurukh than Standard Hindi, 
although a language-internal explanation seems most likely. 

6.6.2.3 Sequential converbs ("conjunctive participles"f? 
There are three markers in Kharia which may be considered sequential 
converb markers: =ker, =ke and =kon. =kon is often realized as =kan 
in more southerly dialects. These forms correspond in their functions 
almost completely to what are traditionally referred to as "conjunctive 
participles" in South Asian linguistics. The first two are direct borrow
ings from Sadri (cf. Jordan-Horstmann, 1969: 96f.). Also, similar to the 
"conjunctive participles" of other South Asian languages, these markers 
denote, among other things, that the two or more (sub-)predicates are 
portrayed by the speaker as being directly related to one another in some 
way, combining to denote a larger, more complex event.48 Sequential and 
other temporally related events which the speaker does not wish to be 
portrayed as being related are expressed by other means, such as conjunc
tions and postpositions (7.5.1). 

of/ The status of 1he converoal marker requrres further research. Peterson (2008) treated 
1hese markers as separate ''words", as two speakers I had spoken with (hesitan1ly) accepted 
fornts in which 1he converbal marker is separated from the semantic base of 1he predicate 
by a :floating clitic. This suggests 1hat 1he converoal marker is both a syntactic and a pho
nological word. 

However, as 1his issue has only been discussed with few speakers, and as these speakers 
only grudgingly accepted such examples, I will treat these markers here as enclitics and 
leave the determination of their exact status as ''words" to future research. 

48 Cf Peterson (2002b) for literature dealing wi1h 1his topic. 
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=kon, perhaps the more common form, appears to be a calque of the 
Sadri form -ker: Like the cognate form -leAr in Hindi, -ker in Sadri appears 
to derive from the root leAr- 'do' The sequential converbal marker =kon 
in Kharia apparently derives from a similar contentive morpheme, i.e., 
ikon 'make, do' 

The core function of these forms is to denote an action which begins 
before the eventuality expressed by the finite TAMIPERBON-syntagma. 

229. . .. ka'l kom=ki qho?=ke mu'l gdcJ.=ki=may. 
bow arrow=PL grab=SEQ emerge c:TEL=wn.PS-r=3PL 

they took their bows and arrows and set off (i.e., 'having 
taken their bows and arrows, they emerged').' [ AK., 1: 11] 

230. dhirom dhirom kha[iya maha roke1d-lo'l paro=kon rusuy 
slowly REP Kharia big sand-place cross=SEQ red 

samuder cJ.am=ki=may. 
ocean arrive=MID.PST=3PL 
'Slowly but surely, the Kharia crossed the great desert and arrived 
at the Red Sea.' [MT, 1:21] 

These converbal markers are also often used to denote the manner in 
which an action is carried out. In these cases, the action denoted by the 
converb is generally a more exact specification of the event denoted by 
the morphologically finite TAMIPERBON-syntagma, as in the following two 
examples. 

231. . .. lay koj=kon go'ljuy bay=si'l=may. 
dig scrape=sEQ path make=I>ERF3PL 

they have built the path by digging and scraping [the dirt 
away].' [MT, 1 :45] 

232. ho=/car=a'l purkha=ki=jo konthecJ. bajhay=na=ya'l 
that=so.IDJM=GEN ancestor=PL=ADn bird 

kamu karay=kon=ga borol=na la'l=ki= may. 
work work=SEQ==roc live=nw IPFV=wn.PS-r=3PL 
'His ancestors as well used to live by trapping birds (= doing bird
trapping work).' [BB, 2:7] 
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Often, however, the sub-predicate marked by the converbal marker sim
ply denotes a simultaneous action which further specifies the finite TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma: 

233. raksin ocfp"l jughay khisay=ta 
witch even more 

gam=te: ... 
say=ACT.PRS 

angry=MID.PRS 

ro gone keb=kon 
and tooth grind=SEQ 

'The witch grows even angrier and .. , grinding her teeth, says. 
[BB, 1:49] 

It might be argued that what is being referred to here as the sequential 
converb is actually a general converb, unspecified for whether it denotes 
an event which occurs prior to or simultaneous with that of the finite T AMI 
PERsoN-syntagma, and examples such as the last three would clearly seem 
to favor such an analysis. 

However, the sequential interpretation is far more common than the 
simultaneous interpretation. and a sequential interpretation is almost 
always possible in addition to the simultaneous interpretation. Thus, the 
sequential use of this category is clearly the central use, and it would 
seem that the use of the sequential converb to denote simultaneous events 
as a kind of general "adjunct" marking has only arisen secondarily. 

It is also worth mentioning that this dual usage of"sequential" converbs 
is typical of many, if not most, South Asian languages.49 In fact, it was 
noted above that not only are the markers =ker and =ke in Kharia both 
borrowed from Sadri, the form =kon itself would appear to be a calque 
of the Indo-Aryan construction: The primary function of this category is 
to express sequentiality, although it is also used to denote "adverbs of 
manner", just as with the Indo-Aryan construction. This fits in well with 
the discussion in Malhotra (1982: 217) and Abbi (1993: 549) where it is 
noted that the use of the sequential converb in Kharia has been borrowed 
from Indo-Aryan, with both referring to works by Pinnow. 

As the examples above show, the converbal clause usually precedes the 
finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. Occasionally, it is also found following the 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, as in the following example. 

49 Cf. e.g. Peterson (2002b) for a discussion ofNepali, where the sequential converb has 
an almost identical range of uses as 1hat of Kharia 
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234. han=tFj u=ti~· buli=na bulina ho=kac rel pa(ari 
that=side this=side wander=JNF REP that=so.HUM train track 

col=ki la'l 
toward go==wn.PST then 

yo=te 
see=AcT.PRS 

la'l=ko soub 
then=CNTR all 

merom=ki go~· may=ki=may, ga[i buy oton qom=ke. 
goat=PL die TOTAL==wD.PST=3PL car INST press PAss=sEQ 
'Wandering this way and that, he went towards the railroad tracks 
and sees that all the goats had died, having been crushed by the 
train.' [RD, 1 :7] 

There is a strong tendency in Kharia to restrict the sequential converb to 
clauses which have the same "subject"(= S/A)5° as the main clause, as in 
the previous examples, which all involve a direct case subject. However, 
as with many other South Asian languages, a so-called "dative subject" 
(6.3.4) involving an experiencer marked for the oblique case may also be 
the controller of the sequential converb: 

235. etwa=te u=ki=ya'l haleit yo=kon lebui la'l=ki. 
Etwa=oBL this=pr,=GEN condition see=SEQ love EMOr-MID.PST 
'Etwa, seeing their condition, felt compassion.' [RD, 2:108] 

If however, the A or S of the converb is not identical with the subject 
or experiencer (whether direct or oblique case), the sequential converb is 
often not used but some other construction, such as the masdar marked 
for the oblique case: 

236. muda dada=qpm=ki=ya'l aw-aw=te ber 
but elder.brother=3Poss=pL=GEN QUAL-RDFOBL who 

betj=ki=te um ucf.uy=na pal=e 
dauther=pr,=oBL NEG mak:e.flee=INF be.able=AcT.IRR 
'But as long as their elder brothers are present, no one will be able 
to drive the daughters away.' [MT, 1:169] 

50 Cf foo1note 1 in 6.2 for a definition of S and A. 
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However, at least for most speakers this is only a tendency and the use 
of the sequential converb is not categorically restricted to "same-sub
ject" contexts. In the following example, it is the porcupine (jiyray) who 
has stayed a few days, before the father sends his daughter off with the 
porcupme: 

237. thor to'l aw=kon jiyray=a'l sori cJ.ay got_h=o'l. 
few day stay=SEQ porcupine=CJEN with send c:TEL=AcT.PST 
' [ 0J having stayed a few days, [hei] sent [herk] off with the porcu
pine;.' [HJPa:40] 

The use of the sequential converb in a clause whose "subject" is different 
from that of the main clause is, however, uncommon. In fact, for some 
speakers the sequential converb cannot be used in different-subject envi
ronments and the attested example (237) above was considered ungram
matical by one speaker. For other speakers, however, such examples are 
both acceptable and are also occasionally employed in their own texts, as 
in the following examples: 

238. bet=cJ.om kosu buy jhalay=kon jhalaykon kamu=na=jo 
son=3ross sickness INST trouble=sEQ RDP work=INF=ADD 

um ter=na la'l=ki. 
NEG allow=INF IPFV==wD.PST 
'With her son suffering so much from the illness, [she] didn't let 
[him] work.' [RD, 2:104] 

239. u=ghay gam=kan mane ho=kar raj karay=na suru 
this=way say=sEQ umh that=so.HUM ruling do=INF begin 

got_h=o'l. 
C:TEL=AcT.PST 
'[They] having spoken thus, umh., he began to rule.' [MS, 1: 185] 

240. tama raci eriya=te «t_el=kan pitauriyagach=jo 
now Ranchi area=oBL come=sEQ Pitauriagarlt=AnD 

hoy=ki, ... 
become==wn.PST 
'Now, [they] having arrived in the Ranchi area, they founded Pitau
riagarh (= Pitauriagarh also became), [MS, 1 :213] 
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The converbal predicate is usually negated by enem 'without' (241), less 
often by um 'NEG' (242): 

241. jaisan musa ijl. enem yo=kon sacak tij baqke=na 
CREL today lso without see=SEQ road side huny=INF 

ldl=ki=Jl. no? 
IPFV=wn.PS-r=lso Q 
'Like I started running towards the street today without looking?' 

[HJPa:95, section 4] 

242. a7b modi iskul um col=kon a=tflj atflj pethiya 
now Modi school NEG go=sEQ CREL=side REP market 

ku?cf.hiy ho=ti~· hotilj co=na la1=ki. 
fair that=side REP go==JNF IPFV=wD.PST 
'Now Modi, instead af going to school, would go wherever there 
was a market or fair.' [RD, 2:26] 

With respect to scope, the converbal predicate is generally within the 
scope of the operators marked on the finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma and 
shares with it the same TAM values, as the previous examples demonstrate. 
However, as the following example shows, this is not necessarily the case, 
as the predicate marked by the converbal enclitic in this example shares 
neither the temporal nor the aspectual values of the main predicate. 

243. rata jal bo1=te col=ta ro 
Rata net place=OBL go=wn.PRS and 

kole1 kuncf.u jal=te bajhe=kon 
parrot child net=OBL get.trapped=SEQ 

iyam=ta1j=kiyar. 
cry=MID.PROo=DU 

yo=te la[1] ubar 
see=ACT.PRS then two 

sayghra=ya1 thOl] 
help=GEN for 

'Rata goes to the net and sees then [that] two baby parrots have 
gotten trapped in the net and are crying for help.' [BB, 2:36] 

The following example, an example of a so-called "tail-head linkage", 
also shows that the converbally marked predicate may refer to known, 
topical information whereas the finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is part of the 
focus domain. Hence here as well, the converb is not within the scope of 
these operators. 
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244. ucf.=na lo?cf.ho acJj ho maha daru tuta=te=ga 
bottom =oBL==roc drink=INF after ANAPH that big tree 

«t,el=ki 
come=MID.PST 
'After drinking, he came to the bottom of that big tree. ' 

«t,el=ke yo=te la? ho=te=ko behar=jo 
come=sEQ see=AcT.PRS then that=oBL(= 'there')=CNTR who=ADn 

umbO[i~·=may. 

NEG.PRS.QUAL=3PL 

'Having come, he sees that there is no one there.' [AK, 1 :23-24] 

Recall also from the discussion above that the converb may be marked 
for negation, independently of the finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma ((241), 
(242)). As obligatory sharing of such TAM and negational "operators" is 
often considered the defining characteristic of cosubordination as opposed 
to subordination, in which operator sharing is not obligatory (cf. e.g. Van 
Valin & LaPolla, 1997: 455), converbal clauses in Kharia are then sub
ordinated clauses, not cosubordinated. In addition, although the majority 
of examples in our corpus would seem to involve core-level junctures, 
as both clauses share the same "subject", examples such as (238)--(240) 
show that the use of the converb is not restricted to core-level junctures 
but is also often found in clause-level junctures. 

The sequential converb in Kharia would appear to be of fairly recent 
origin, hence it seems reasonable to assume that until recently there was 
no sequential converb in Kharia and the sequentiality of related events 
was expressed by a T AMIPERBoN-syntagma with multiple semantic sub
bases, as discussed in 6.3.2 and 6.6. 1.51 

6.6.2.4 Imperfective converbs ("present participles") 
There are four constructions which fulfill roughly the same functions in 
Kharia as imperfective converbs in other languages in that they denote 
that one event occurs simultaneously with the eventuality of the main 
predicate. In the first three constructions, we find some form of overt 
morphological marking following the semantic base: 

51 For 1he expression ofumelated sequential events ('after', etc.), cf. 7.5.1.3. 
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- a form which is homophonous with the present general imperfective, 
middle marker =ta 

- the focal marker =ga. 
- the infinitival marker =na; 

This form is then repeated. These three strategies are found with both 
mono- and polysyllabic contentive morphemes. 

The fourth strategy is restricted to polysyllabic morphemes. Here, the 
lexical morpheme is repeated and no overt morphological marking is 
found. 

Only =ta may unambiguously be considered an imperfective converb 
marker, whereas the others primarily fulfill other functions: =ga otherwise 
functions as a focus particle and is also used to express semantic depic
tives (7.7.4 and 7.5.1.6). Similarly, an "imperfective converb" marked 
by =na can appear in the oblique case, showing that this is in fact the 
infinitival marker. 

The status of =ta as a converbal marker is much clearer: Since the 
present general imperfective active ending =te can never be used in this 
function and since the form marked by =ta cannot mark for person, this 
=ta is not the same marker as the marker of the present, general imperfec
tive, middle, although it presumably derives from that marker. 

As the following examples show, in addition to simultaneity, the 
"imperfective converbs" can also express an additional adverbial mean
ings, generally that of manner: 

with =ta 

245. ele am=pe=te go?=ta go1ta han=ti~· 

lPL.EXCL 2=2PL=OBL cany.on.shoulders=CVB REP that=side 

u=ti~· cf.or=e=le. 
this=side take=ACT.IRR=lPL.EXCL 
'We will carry you around on our shoulders (= carrying, we will 
take).' [AK, 2:34] 

246. u=ti~'=ko ho=ki ho=te 
this=side=CNTR that=PL that=oBL(= 'there') 

sima 
sima. tree 

kumba bay=ta bayta aw=na mace=yo'l=ki. 
hut build=CVB REP Stay=INF begin=AcT.PST=PL 

ula'l=ga 
leaf==roc 

'Here they began to stay, building huts of sima leaves.' 
[MT, 1:242] 
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247. dhagar kongher daru=te luku yo=ta yota lere?=na 
servant boy tree=oBL fruit see=CVB REP rejoice==INF 

la?=ki. 
IPFV=MID.PST 
'The servant boy, seeing the fruit on the tree, began to rejoice.' 

[BB, 1:23] 

with =ga 

248. muda ekle aw=ga awga muruk ansa la?=ki. 
but alone QUAL=roc REP very unhappiness EMOT=MID.PST 
'But [He(= God)] became unhappy being alone(= being alone, He 

became unhappy).' [AK, 3:6] 

249. ro ho kuda koloy=a? daru sumbho?=te 1p.am=ga 
and that millet bread=GEN tree base=oBL cry=roc 

ip.amga goj jom=ta. 
REP die AUTOPOES=MID.PRS 
'And crying and crying, she just dies [through sorrow] at the base 
of that millet bread tree.' [BB, 1 :90] 

with =na 

250 .... lekin lam=na lamna sou7b=te ikucJ. jug hay cJ.a? 
but search=JNF REP all=oBL very much water 

piyas la?=ki. 
thirst EMOT=MID.PST 
'But searching and searching, [they] all became very thirsty.' 

[AK, 1:17] 

251. ho 
that 

"kayebar!" gam=na gamna=te=ga ho ghato=wa? 
"kayebar!" say=JNF REFOBL=roc that valley=GEN 

jlimi hoy gucJ.=ki "kayebar ghato ". 
name become c:TEL=MID.PST Kayebar valley 
'By constantly saying "Kayebar" (= 'pick up'), the name of that 
valley became "Khybar Pass(= valley)"' [MT, 1 :43] 
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No overt marking, only repetition 

252. rata=te «t_oko «t_oko leme2ci la'l=ki. 
Rata=oBL sit.down REP sleep EMOT=wD.PST 
'While he was seated, Rata became tired.' [BB, 2:26] 

Similarly, the repeated form of the contentive morpheme may be an 
"echo-word": 

253. ho=ki po'lda=ciom=ki=ya'l halet oncl.or=o'l=ki, kunciu'l 
that=PL village=3ross=pr,=CJEN condition hear=AcT.PSr-PL child 

hakon=ciom=ki=te sumtay=o'l=ki ro kuda kudi 
ECHo=3ross=pr,=oBL gather=ACT.PST=FL and huny ECHO 

kharjya ciay=ki=ya'l kuncl.db kuncl.a2b yar=o'l=ki. 
Kharia woman=pL=CJEN back REP fl.ee=AcT.PST=FL 
'They heard what was happening in the villages(= the condition of 
their villages), gathered their children and hurriedly fled after the 
Kharia women.' [MT, 1:218] 

Alternatively, in the same construction the "echo-word" may be separated 
from the primary contentive morpheme by the complementizer no: 

254. musniy ho=ki jharj kuru'/ hakon=ki=te somtay=o'l=ki 
one.day fuat=pr, all child ECHo=pr,=oBL collect=AcT.PST=FL 

ro kuda no kudi raylogarh tay yar kan=o'l=ki. 
and huny CMPL ECHO Railogarh ABL flee CONr=ACT.PST=pL 
'One day they gathered up all the children and fled quickly(= hur
rying) from Railogarh.' [MT, 1 :105] 

6.6.2.5 Participles 
There are two unambiguously participial markers in Kharia, both of which 
have been borrowed from Indo-Aryan. They are only found in "prenomi
nal" propositional attribution (7.6.2). There is also a derivational marker, 
-ciu'l, whose exact function is unclear but which can also fulfill functions 
similar to those of the participial markers. 

- The first participial marker has been borrowed from Hindi and consists 
of the infinitive in =na followed by the form =wala. This form is used 
to denote iterativity and habituality: 
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255. kamu=na=wa1a 1ebu=ki 
work=INFPTCP person=PL 

'working people' 

- The second participial marker, the suffix -1, attaches only to contentive 
morphemes borrowed from Sadri which end in -a or -ay, e.g. talJay 
'hang (TR)' taya-1 'hung', biha 'marry' biha-1 'married' It seems to be 
restricted to past events only and is not acceptable to all speakers. 

- The last "participial" marker, which has not been borrowed from Indo
Aryan, consists of the contentive morpheme plus the ending -cf.u"l, 
which has a number of other functions. 52 It has no inherent temporal 
orientation and may refer to past, present or future events. 

256. dilli co1-cf.u"l 1ebu 'the man I person who went to 
Delhi go-PTCP(?) man I person Delhi' 

For a full discussion of the attributive function of these "participial" 
forms with examples, see Section 7.6.2. 

6.7 NEGATION 

There are two major types of clausal or predicative negation in Kha
ria, depending on the status of the TAMIPERSON-syntagma, and a further 
major productive type used in "emphatic" negation. If the TAMIPERsoN
syntagma appears in any category other than the optative or in the irrealis 
with an imperative interpretation, the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is negated 
by um. The imperative use of the irrealis and the optative are negated 
by the marker abu. Emphatic negation is expressed by umbo"/. There 
is also a minor type of negation which is rather seldom and which has 
been borrowed from Indo-Aryan. These are dealt with individually in the 
following. 53 

SJ For example, as a non-productive derivational suffix of indeterminate meaning: konsel 
'girl' vs. konsel-4:#1 'woman' With actions its meaning is more predictable and denotes a 
prolonged action: yo 'see', yo-4:p? 'look at, stare', although it is not compatible wi1h many 
contentive morphemes wi1h 1his meaning. Wi1h cypical property-denoting morphemes, it is 
highly productive and its meaning is entirely predicatable: "-ish", e.g. TUSU1J 'red', TUSUI}-

4:p? 'reddish'. Hence, its sta1ns as a participial marker is uncertain. On the possible relation 
to the Juang ''article" -f!£ (Matson, 1964: 44), cf. fu.6, Section 3.3. 

53 The present section deals only wi1h negation in primary predication. For negation of 
1he converbs, see the section dealing with the respective converb. 
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6.7.1 The general negator urn 

Negation of TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas other than irrealis-marked forms with 
an imperative interpretation or the optative is expressed through um, the 
general negative marker in Kharia. 

In all persons other than the second-person singular (and occasionally 
there as well), when the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is negated, PERs!NuMIHoN 
marking attaches to the negative morpheme um, which precedes the now 
partially finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, as Table 6.49 shows, followed by 
a simple example. The negative morpheme um is not a verb or auxiliary 
and cannot mark for any of the TAM categories given in Table 6.49. 

Table 6.49: A (simplified) schematic overview ofthe slots of the negated TAMI 
PERsoN-syntagma 

NEG=pERSINUMIHoN REC cAus-LEXEME -<cAus> v2(s )=pERF~AWVOICE 

257. ter[=e]=i]t 
give=AcT.IRR=lso 

'I will give' 

um=i]t ter=e 
NEQ=}SG give=ACT.IRR 

'I will not give' 

The only (partial) exception to this is the second person, singular, where 
person marking may either attach to the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma or to um, 
although the predicate-final position of person marking is by far the more 
common of the two here. Cf (from Malhotra, 1982: 285): 

258. ubhrOI] um=em cf.e=na or ubhroy um 
these.days NEG=2so come=MID.IRR 

cf.e=na=m. 
come==wD.IRR=2so 

'These days you do not come.' 

these.days NEG 

The form *um=ki 'NEo=pL' is ungrammatical for the 3rd person, plural. 
Instead, only the form umay from *um=may 'NEo=3PL' occurs. 

259. juy=o?=may 
ask=ACT.PS!-3PL 

'they asked' 

umay kuy=o? 

umay juy=o? 
NEG.3PL ask=ACT.PST 

'they didn't ask' 

NEG.3PL find=AcT.PST 

'they didn't find' 

kuy=o?=ki 
find=AcT.PST=PL 

'they found' 
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This (highly limited) freedom of movement of PERsiNuMIHoN-marking is 
in line with the analysis of this marker as the subject of the clause, while 
the "overt subject" is actually in apposition to this. See also Section 7.1. 

um is also used to negate contentive morphemes in general, where it 
appears before the respective morpheme. 

260. dharmi ro um dharmi=ya'l thom 
righteous and NEG righteous=oEN for 
'for the righteous and unrighteous' 

Malhotra (1982: 283, adapted here) provides a number of other similar 
forms, some of which are given in the following example: 

261. um lere'l 'unhappy' (lere'l 'joy; joyous; rejoice') 
um su'lkho'l-bo'l 'uncomfortable' (sukho'l 'pleasure; happiness; 
happy', -bo'l 'INIENs') 
um bes 'bad' (bes 'good') 

Speakers felt rather uncomfortable with um negating units other than the 
finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. For example, although they did accept the 
(attested) form um dharmi in (260), one speaker indicated that such a 
form is not incorrect but not used, whereas another felt enem dharmi 
'without righteous(ness)' would be more appropriate. Other forms which 
were accepted at least by some speakers were um suru 'non-beginning', 
um rusuy 'not red', um ontu1cf. 'non-end' and, for a few, um jhelob 'not 
long', although the only one of these forms which met with universal 
approval was um rusuy 'not red', while um jhelob 'not long' met with 
the least approval. On the other hand, non-scalar contentive morphemes 
were refused outright: *um Zebu 'non-human', *um jinis 'not a thing' 
or *um daru 'not a tree' Clearly, the use of um with scalar contentive 
morphemes is more acceptable, although as the marginally acceptable 
umjhelob 'not long' shows, other factors would also seem to play a role. 
More research is necessary here. 

The present-tense qualitative predicative (R! "copula", 7.3) marker has 
suppletive negative forms: The inherent qualitative predicative marker, 
heke, has the negative form nalage and the non-inherent form ayi~· is 
negated by umborj~·. Nonetheless, the following two forms are given in 
Malhotra (1982: 286) of the inherent qualitative predicative marker heke 
negated with um (although an example with the form nalage is also found 
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on the following page). As these are the only two examples in our data, 
it is not possible to say at the moment whether they are dialectal or idio
lectal forms. 

262. am kisco lebu um=em heke. 'You are not a rich man.' 

2so rich man NEG=2so QUAL.PRS 

263. am magra=1 kancaybo1 um heke=m. 'You are not 
2so Magra=CJEN wife NEG QUAL.PRs=2so Magra's wife.' 

Non-present-tense forms of the qualitative predicative marker are formed 
with the morpheme aw 'live, remain, stay' These are all negated regu
larly with um. 

Periphrastic TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas containing an infinitive and an 
"auxiliary" may place the negative particle with PERSINuMIHoN marking 
either before or after the infinitive: 

264. ap=qpm rata=te 
father=3Poss Rata=oBL 

remakh=o1 
call=AcT.PST 

ro gam=o1 
and say=ACT.PST 

"babu musa ijl. kinir co=na um=tp pal=e. " 

no 
CMPL 

child today lso forest go==nw NEG=lso be.able=AcT.IRR 
'His father called Rata and said to him "Son, today I will not be able 
to go to the forest."' [BB, 2:21] 

265. ijl. am=a1 sori um=ip ebo?=na pal=e. 
lso 2so=GEN with NEo=lso play==nw be.able=AcT.IRR 
'I won't be able to play with you.' [TK, 2:21] 

266. cf..achiyal=ki ho=ki=te qoko=na umay ter=o?. 
Darhiyal=FL that=FL=oBL sit.down==nw NEG.3PL allow=AcT.PST 
'The Darhial did not let them settle [there].' [MT, 1 :79] 

267. rata gam=te "i]l u ilalcf.. sundar kontecf..=ki=te 
Rata say=AcT.PRS lso this very beautiful bird=pL=oBL 

bajhay=kon satay=na um=tp lam=te." 
trap=SEQ torment==nw NEG=lso want=AcT.PRS 
'Rata says "I don't want to trap these beautiful birds and torment 
them."' [BB, 2:43] 
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268. boker boksel=qpm=ki buy teinko=jo bana 
brother.in.law sister.in.law=3Poss=pL INST somewhat=ADD liking 

urn aw=na la'l=ki. 
NEG QUAL==JNF IPFV==MID.PST 

'She also strongly disliked her brothers and sisters-in-law (= some 
liking was not).' [RD, 2:49] 

6.7.2 Modal negation with abu 

To negate the imperative or the optative, the form abu is used. The enclitic 
subject marker attaches to the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma following abu or, 
alternatively in the second persons, abu itself is marked for person and 
number and has the forms abu '2so', a'lbar '2nu/2HoN' and a'lpe '2PL' 
The form abu is also used for the 3rd persons. 

269. muda u gharana='l jlimi u?fJne to'l purlu2Q. purlu2Q. 
but this family=GEN name so.much day spotless REP 

je'l abu ko«t_il guru?. 
QUAL.PRS 3SG.NHUM NEG.MOD stain OPT 

'But this family's name has been spotless for such a long time, [he] 
should not stain [it].' [Kerketta, 1990: 12] 

270. muda solo'l=te=ko lemeQ.=ga abu «t_e=na. 
but dog=oBL=cNTR sleep==FOC NEG.MOD come==MID.IRR 

'But the dog just couldn't get any sleep (= but to the dog, sleep 
should not come).' [BB, 3:36] 

Not all forms which appear in the irrealis are negated with abu but only 
those with an imperative sense: 

271. brahman, musa tay am Q_oli=te urn 
Brahman today ABL 2so palanquin=oBL NEG 

gog=e=m, 
cany=ACT.IRR=2SG 

'Brahman, as of today you will not carry the palanquin, 
[AK, 2:31] 
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272. kongher=te lebui la'l=ta ro gam=te "abu 
boy=OBL pity EMOr-MID.PRS and say=AcT.PRS NEG.MOD.2SG 

1p.am =na, yaya. " 
cry=MID.IRR grandmother 
'The boy feels pity and says "Do not cry, Grandmother." ' 

[BB, 1:58] 

273. kay=e=bar! 
lift=ACT.IRR=2HON 

melay=e/ 
leave=ACT.IRR 

kimin kf1cu'l, 
daughter.in.law child 

a?=bar=ga 
NEG.MOD=2HON==f'OC 

ro1 
drop 

'Pick [them] up (HON)! Daughter-in-law, don't drop [and] leave 
[any]!' [MT, 1:42] 

As noted, abu in the second persons does not always mark for person or 
number. Instead, this marking is often found on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, 
as in the following example. This pattern is in fact quite common. 

274. i lam=te=m? la'l, mane, i]l. ter[=e]=i]l. 
what want=AcT.PRs=2so then umh lso give=AcT.IRR=lso 

lekin i]l.=te jan abu tar=e=m. 
but lso=OBL life NEG.MOD ki.ll=AcT.IRR=2so 
'What do you want? Then, umh, I will give [it to you], but don't 
kill me.' [MS, 1 :64] 

6.7.3 Emphatic negation with umbo? 

The form umbo'/ 'no; not' can be used to express emphatic negation. 
As the following example shows, it may appear at the end of the clause 
directly after the finite T AMIPERsoN-syntagma. 

275. jiyray diyo=ga 
porcupme daily==Foc 

laro'l daru=te yo=na co=na 
date.palm tree=oBL see==JNF go==JNF 

la'l=ki, muda goj=ta umbo?. 
IPFV==MID.PST but die==MID.PRS no 
'The porcupine went to see the date-palm tree daily, but it just 
wouldn't die.' [ HJPa:39] 
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It is also often found in place of the negated qualitative predicative 
markers c~ copulas): 

276. Jlo'l=na no u1cf.=na=ya'l thekan umbo?. 
eat=INF or drink=nw==GEN fixed. place no 
'There was no .fixed place for eating or drinking.' [RD, 2:53] 

Negation with umbo'l is also found with the masdar, especially in con
texts where most of the information in the clause is already pragmatically 
active. Malhotra (1982: 288) writes that this use is restricted to first
person forms only and with a "capabilitative passive" meaning(= "could 
not"), for which she gives three examples: 

277. umbo'l yo-yo 54 'I could not see it.' 
NEG see-RDP 

278. umbo'l col-col 'I could not go' 
NEG go-RDP 

279. umbo'l Jl.O'l-Jl.O 'J 'I could not eat' 
NEG eat-RDP 

However, as the example she cites on the previous page (from Pinnow, 
1965a: 38), given below, shows, this is clearly not the case as it is compat
ible with any persons. Also, there is no "capabilitative" meaning here. 

280. kancf.aybo'l koiJ-kOIJ umbo?, ho=kar go'l=kon 
old. woman know-RDP NEG 

cf.e=na 
come=JNF 

la'l=ki. 
IPFV==wD.PST 

that=sa.HUM cany=sEQ 

'The old woman did not know [this], she came canying [him].' 
[HJPa:38] 

Nevertheless, Malhotra's insight-at least with respect to person-is 
valid as a tendency, and speakers often indicated in interviews that only 

S4 Mistakenly given as umbo yo'l-yo'l. Although 1he form umbo is often encountered, as 
1he glottal stop is often omitted in nonnal speech, 1he form yo'l-yo'l is clearly a misprint 
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'I' and 'we' (ou/PL, INCLIExCL) could be interpreted as the person who 
the negated clause refers to, although counter-examples are quite easy to 
find. This would seem to result from the fact that this type of negation is 
especially common (although not obligatory) in answers to questions, and 
with certain contentive morphemes-such as koy 'know' -the answer 
koy-koy umbo'/ 'don't know' will generally be interpreted as referring to 
the speaker (similar to the English translation just given). However, this 
is only tendentially so, as (280) shows. 

6.7.4 Negation with na 

Very rarely, the Indo-Aryan loan word na 'NEG' is found, usually either in 
negative commands, with the infinitive (281 ), or in neither . .. nor expres
sions with a morphologically finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma (282). 

281. la'l am na con karay=na, na jahay=a'l 
then 2so NEG theft do==JNF NEG 1NDEF.HUM=GEN 

tar=na, na jahay=a'l jaha karay=na. 
kill==JNF NEG INDEF.IDJM=GEN INDEF.NHUM do==JNF 

Jan 
life 

'So do not steal, do not kill anyone, do not harm anyone(= do not 
do anyone's anything).' [MS, 1:309] 

282. modi na silo'l=na la'l=ki no ocfp'l=ga hocfpm 
Modi neither ploW==JNF IPFV=MID.PST or more==Foc other 

kamu karay=na la'l=ki. 
work do==JNF IPFV=MID.PST 

'Modi neither plowed nor did any other work.' [RD, 2:39] 

6.8 PERIPHRASTIC TAMIPERsoN-SYNTAGMAS ("VERBs") 

There are a number of complex TAMIPERsoN-syntagma types which con
sist of an infinitival element containing lexical information and a finite 
functional head, which will be referred to here for convenience as an 
"auxiliary" These cover a variety of functions, including aspect in its 
most general sense ("phase verbs" and general imperfectivity) as well as 
modals. 
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6. 8.1 "Aspectual" auxiliaries 

6.8.1.1 la1 'impeifectivity' 
This is by far the most common auxiliary. It is usually found in the past 
tense and is also compatible with the irrealis, the present general imper
fective or with the perfect, but not with the present progressive. It denotes 
imperfectivity in general, including iterativity, habituality and non-present 
progressivity. It is always marked for the middle voice in those categories 
in which an active I middle opposition is found (i.e., simple past, present, 
irrealis). 

283 .... kha[iya lebu=ki pujapat_h karay=na la1=ki=may, ... 
Kharia man=pr, sacrifice do=JNF IPFV==MID.PST=3PL 

the Kharia men used to perform sacrifices . [ AK, 2:6] 

284. um la'l=ko urn u«t_=na 
NEG then=CNTR (= 'but') NEG drink=INF 
'But otherwise he doesn't drink, right?' 

la1=ta ha7niy. 
IPFV==MID.PRS right? 

[Kerketta, 1990: 25] 

285. acfj ukho'l=ghay socay=na la1 gdcf.=si'l bhere=ga. 
ANAPH this=way think=INF IPFV c:TEL==pmu' time==roc 

'When he has been thinking thus. 
[Kullii, 1992: 2 = Matthew, 1 :20)55 

la'l seems to derive from lag- in Indo-Aryan, where it means 'attach' and 
is found, among other uses, with the meaning 'begin' when it follows an 
infinitive. And in fact, la'l, although it generally denotes imperfectivity 
in Kharia, is occasionally found with an inceptive meaning. This double 
interpretation is common to many languages of Jharkhand and Bengal 
(cf Peterson, forthcoming, a). Although the data for this interpretation 
are still too scant, it would seem that this meaning is especially common 
in narratives when a new episode is being presented. Cf the following 
two examples. 

In the first example, we have the following situation: A young boy, 
Rata, who is trapping birds in the forest for his father, who is sick and 
cannot work, falls asleep and dreams that he has been captured by birds 

55 Translation in the Saint Joseph Edition of The New American Bible: "Such was his 
intention ... "(Catholic Biblical Association of America, 1970: The New Testament, 6). 
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and is being carried up to the sky to be let drop as a way of stopping his 
family from trapping birds. The story reads as follows. Only the relevant 
passage is given here in the original, the preceding and following text is 
given only in the English translation: 

[BB, 2:28-35] 
28. While he was asleep, he had a dream: The birds were carrying him 

towards the sky. 
29. At that very moment a crow came and said to the birds: "Why are 

you bringing this sinful man's child to Heaven?" 
30. They replied: "We will drop him from the sky and warn his father, 

Darhi. 
31. Because Darhi will destroy our lineage by trapping us. 
32. Therefore we will drop him from above and finish off Darhi's 

descendants." 
34. 

286. hobne=te=ga ubar kole'l kuncJ.u'l jal=te bajhe=kon 
that.much=oBL==roc two parrot child net=oBL get.trapped=sEQ 

"tiiy-tiiy" toro1«1_=na la1=ki=kiyar. 
"tay, tay!" c:ry=INF 1PFV~.PSr-DU 

'Meanwhile (= in that much), two baby parrots got caught in the net 
and began crying "Tay! Tay!"' 

34. The two parrots' mother and father keep jumping here and there to 
free them from the net and all the birds are crying "Tay! Tay!"' 

35. Upon hearing their cries, Rata woke up. 

Rata then frees the birds and decides to take up a different profession. 
Line 34 (= (286)) is thus a turning point in the story, and the "imperfec
tive" here to denote 'begin' seems to serve to introduce the background 
information for the next scene, hence although this a new action in the 
story, i.e., although something begins here, it serves as background infor
mation for what is to come. 

The following presents one further example. Again, only the relevant 
passage is given in the original, all else is given only in the English trans
lation. In this story, a dog is searching for an animal to be his friend, and 
goes from one animal to another, but is unhappy with all he has met so 
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far. He has just befriended a jackal, but now considers him a coward and 
decides to find another friend. 

[BB, 3: 44--56] 
44. Having thought this the dog says to hiinself: "I will leave the jackal 

now and make the tiger my friend." 
45. And he went to look for the tiger. Searching and searching he 

found the tiger and says: "How are you brother, OK?" 
46. The tiger says: "Very good." And asks: "And you?" 
47. The the dog says: "Without a friend I am not well. 
48. I want to make you my friend, so what do you say?" 
49. The tiger says: "It will be good." And they began to live 

together. 
50. At night they both lay down at the base of a tree. 
51. 

287. kiro'l lemeQ.=sikh=o'l. acka=ga sara omJ..or=kon solo'/ 
tiger sleep==mRFACT.PST sudden==roc sound hear=sEQ dog 

bhabru=na la1=ki. 
bark=INF IPFV==wD.PST 
'The tiger fell asleep. Suddenly, having heard a noise, the dog began 
to bark.' [BB, 3:51] 

52. Having heard his cries, the tiger awoke and swore at the dog: "If 
you aren't tired, then why do you annoy others?" 

53. Hearing your barking, a man will come and kill us both. 
54. Lie down quitely." The dog did not like the tiger's words. 
55. And he says to himself: "The tiger is a coward, he fears the man. 
56. Now I will leave the tiger and make the man my friend." 

The dog now sets out to befriend the man. Here again, the imperfective 
is used to signal an action which begins, however one which also serves 
as the background for what is to come. Further research is necessary to 
determine if this adequately accounts for this use of the "imperfective" 
marker la'l in general. 

la'l perhaps originally filled a function similar to the "indefinite past" 
in -jan in Mundari, which signifies "that the Subject or Agent went to do 
a certain work or began some action, and that he has not yet completed 
or discontinued it: " (Ho:ffinann, 1905 [2001]: 183, emphasis in origi-
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nal). This might explain how a morpheme which originally meant 'begin' 
came to function primarily as a marker of the non-present imperfective. 
More research is necessary on this topic. Cf. also mace in the following 
section. 

The past imperfective, which is otherwise marked by the past middle 
marker =ki, can also be marked for the "Past If' ( 6.4.1.1 ). 

288. da'l stesan pase=ga moJl daru sumbo'l=te ho 
then train.stati.on near=FOc one tree base=oBL that 

carwaha qoko=kon muk.um=na la1=kho1. 
shepherd sit.down=sEQ doze.off==JNF JPFV=psT.n 
'Then near the train station, at the base of a tree, that shepherd sat 
down and began to doze off' [RD, 1 : 8] 

289. ho=kar: Qjsa'l Qjsa'l kho'ltay=jo merom 
goat 

gupa=na 
guard==JNF that=so.HUM far REP up.to=ADn 

la?=kho?. 
JPFV=psT.n 
'He used to tend the goats even going(= also up to) very far.' 

[RD, 1:4] 

6.8.1.2 mare/mare, 56 suru 'begin, 
Both mace and suru combine with an infinitival form to denote the incep
tion of an action or event. Unlike la'l, described in 6.8.1.1, these mor
phemes have only this one meaning. 

290. je'l botoy buy thartharay=na mare=yo?=ki. 
SO fear INST tremble==JNF begin=AcT.PS19'L 
'So [they] began to tremble withfear.' [MT, 1:32] 

291. hin bhere ho tay=jo yar=na 

that time that ABL(= 'from there')=ADn fl.ee==JNF 

mare=yo?=ki la'l purkha=ki maha dano=te 
begin=AcT.PST==pi, then ancestor=PL big demon=oBL 

56 Similar to 1he proposed etymology of /a"l from lag- 'begin', mlJce 'begin' as a con
tenti.ve morpheme means 'remain, stay'. Again, a categocy such as 1he "indefinite past" in 
Mundari seems likely for an earlier period of Kharia, i.e., 'begin and remain doing' 
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tar=o'l=ki. 
kill=AcT.PST==pr, 

CHAPTER SIX 

'At that time as well they began to flee from there, then the ances
tors killed a great demon.' [MT, 1:71] 

6.8.1.3 melay 'stop' 
melay in combination with an infinitive denotes that an event comes to 
an end. 

292. hin=a'l gha1cf.=ga ho=ki=te o'lb-koda=na me lay 
that=GEN for=FOc that=PL=oBL cAus-pai.nt.oneself=JNF leave 

goth=o?=ki 
C:TEL=AcT.PS~ 

'Therefore, [they] stopped tattooing (=painting) them.' 
[MT, 1:173] 

293. solo'/ bhabru=na melay=o?. 
dog bark=INF stop=AcT.PST 
'The dog stopped barking.' [BB, 3:24] 

6.8.1.4 col 'go' 
col, when used in combination with an infinitive, denotes that an event is 
about to take place, as a kind of immediate future marker. 

294. tama i]l. ani]l.=a'l gotar=a'l kahni batay=na 
now lso lPL.INcL=GEN clan=oEN story tell=JNF 

col=ta1jq=iJL 
go==MID.PRoo=lso 
'Now I am going to tell the story of our clan.' 

6.8.2 Modality 

6.8.2.1 lam 'lookfor; want' 

[AK, 1:1] 

As an independent morpheme, lam has the meaning 'look for' As an 
auxiliary, it has two uses: 

- With animate subjects, lam expresses the volition of the subject. This 
use was acceptable to all speakers and is the most common "auxiliary" 
function of lam. 
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295. i]l. u ilalci sundar konthe2ci=ki=te bajhay=kon 
lso this very beautiful bird==pr,=oBL trap=sEQ 

satay=na um=1Jl lam=te. 
torrnent=nw NE<Flso want=AcT.PRS 

I don't want to trap these beautiful birds and torment them.' 
[BB, 2:43] 

- For many speakers, lam may also be used with inanimate subjects and 
then expresses something akin to 'be imminent' Although this use 
is very common for some speakers, it is unacceptable to others, who 
said this would mean that the inanimate subject would have to want to 
perform the action. 

296. biru raij aniy=a1 purkha=ki=ya'l cl.oko ro 
Biru kingdom lPL.INcL=GEN ancestor==pr,=GEN settle and 

dho'l-dho'l thiico hociom=a1 tilj=te co=na lam=tej. 
tak:e-RDP place other=GEN side=oBL go=nw want=AcT.PRoo 
'Biru Kingdom, the place where our ancestors settled and which 
they took, is about to go to the side of another [i.e., be conquered 
by outsiders].' [Kerketta, 1990: 6] 

6.8.2.2 ter 'give; allow' 
ter in conjunction with an infinitive has a permissive meaning: 

297. umbo'}, jiyom 
NEG life 

aw=na bheir=ko ho=ghay=na um=nUJ 
QUAL=JNF up.to=cNTR that=way=nw NE<FlPL.INCL 

ter=e. 
allow=ACT.IRR 
'No! As long as there is life [in us], we will not allow that to happen 
(= we will not allow [it] to become that way).' 

[Kerketta, 1990: 7] 

298. bet=ciom kosu buy jhalay=kon jhalaykon 
son=3poss sickness INST be.troubled=sEQ REP 

kamu=na=jo urn ter=na la'l=ki. 
work=INF=ADD NEG alloW=JNF IPFV1fiD.PST 
'With her son suffering so much from the illness, [his mother] didn't 
even let him work.' [RD, 2:104] 
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6.8.2.3 pal 'can, be able' 
With an infinitive, pal denotes ability. This is in contradistinction to its 
use as a "v2", discussed in Section 6.5.12.4, where it directly follows 
the semantic base of the TAMIPERSON-syntagma and has the meaning 
'finish' 

299. pa?(opur=te=ga ho=ki ikucJ.=ga kisro=sikh=o'l=ki 
Patna=oBL==FQC that=PL much==poc wealthy==J>ERF=AcT.PSr-PL 

hin=a'l ca'lcJ.om ho=ki rohtaspur hinte qoko dhab=na 
that=GEN for that=PL Rohitasgarh LOC sit.down SUD=JNF 

pal=o?=ki 
be.able=AcT.PSr-PL 
'In Patna they had become very wealthy, therefore they were able 
to settle down quickly in Rohitasgarh.' [MT, 1: 188] 

300. muda raksin se dinu i=jo karay=na 
but witch that day what=ADD do=JNF 

pal=o? ro o'l col kan=ki. 
be.able=AcT.PST and house go coNr=MID.PST 

urn 
NEG 

'But the witch could do nothing on that day and went home.' 
[BB, 1:50] 

6.8.2.4 The qualitative predicative marker: Obligation and necessil;y 
The qualitative predicative marker (cf. 7.3) expresses obligation or neces
sity when used in conjunction with an infinitive. The person who is under 
obligation appears in the oblique case and the infinitive is the "overt sub
ject" The qualitative predicative marker is always unmarked for person, 
which is formally identical to the 3rd person (singular). 

301. . .. ijl=te ral)ga bhere=ya'l gha1cJ. terom thuray=na 
lsa==oBL cold ti.me=GEN for honey gather=JNF 

ayPj. 
QUAL.PRS 

' . I have to gather honey for the cold season.' [TK, 2:20] 

Although the stative present-tense qualitative predicative markers are 
most commonly found in this function, any of these forms can be used in 
this construction, including hoy 'become': 
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302. muda am=te ijt=a'l o'l co=na hoy=na. 
but 2so=oBL 1 so=GEN house go==mF become=MID.IRR 
'But you will have to go to my house [to live].' [BB, 3:62] 

6.9 INFERENcE 

The primary means of expressing inference is through the sentence-final 
marker hoy, homophonous with hoy 'become', from which it undoubtedly 
derives. 57 hoy appears to be compatible with all TAM categories. In the 
corpus, hoy always appears sentence-finally, directly following the TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma. As recorded data for hoy are still too scant, it is not yet 
possible to determine whether it is a phonological word or an enclitic. 

303. iQ..a'l=ki Q..el=ki hoy. 'He came yesterday or so, I 

304. 

yesterday=PL come~.PST INFER guess.' 

ro konoQ..=te tay gam=te no "jarul=ga kiro'l 
and think=ACT.PRS then say=AcT.PRS CMPL certain =we tiger 

tuyu=ya'l tay jughay=ga QJrhgar ro saw agar ayPj 
jackal=GEN ABL much =we brave and strong QUAL.PRS 

hoy. " 
INFER 

'And he thinks and then says [to himself] "The tiger is certainly 
much braver and stronger than the jackal."' [BB, 3:43] 

(seeing that the ground is wet:) 

305. Q..a'l Q..el=ki hoy. 'It must have rained(= water must 
water come~.PST INFER have come).' 

57 hoy derives from Sadri hoi 's/he I it will be I become' (Nowrangi, 1956: 67). This 
development is also found in other languages, cf Peterson (2000), where a similar develop
ment is argued for 1he quota1i.ve and inferential markers in Nepali from a copula 
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306. acfj tama ho'l ey=ki hoy. 'He must have returned 
ANAPH now house retwn==wo.PST INFER home by now.' 

hoy denotes both what are referred to in Peterson (2000) as "inference 
through reasoning", in which no direct evidence is involved (e.g., (304)) 
as well as "inference through direct results", as in (305), which could be 
uttered, e.g., after going outside in the morning, seeing that the ground 
is wet, and inferring that it must have rained during the night. It is not 
used for either mirativity ( cf Delancey, 1997) nor in quotatives, which 
are also often marked by the same marker as inferentials ( cf DeLancey; 
1997; Lazard, 1999; Michailovsky, 1996; Peterson, 2000). 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

SYNTAX 

7.1 GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS 

In this study, the methods of the structural-typological tradition are 
employed when discussing grammatical relations. It is customary in 
studies in this approach to examine a number of criteria, such as those 
discussed in Keenan's (1976) seminal study on subjects from a cross
linguistic perspective, although opinions can vary greatly on the "correct" 
methodology, as even a brief overview of the literature shows. 1 

This section concentrates on morphological and syntactic aspects of 
the notion of subject. Following Sasse (1978) it is assumed that a sub
ject must be unambiguously encoded in some manner, whether through 
morphology (e.g., case marking, predicative morphology), word order, or 
through a combination of these. 2 This is to be distinguished from what is 
often termed the "syntactic subject" Here the notion of "pivot" is used to 
discuss these syntactic operations individually. In order for a language to 
have a syntactic subject in this sense, one will need to show that there is a 
"privileged NP" (Foley & Van Valin, 1985) or, in our terminology, a privi
leged type of Case-syntagma, which is the pivot for various operations. 
This is necessary since even within one and the same language, differ
ent grammatical operations such as reflexivization, coreferential deletion, 
etc., may function along different pivots, and some of these processes 
may not be subject to any pivot at all. 

A further complication is that we must also show that a particular 
Case-syntagma is indeed an argument in the first place and not merely 

1 Cf e.g. Peterson, 1998: 67ff. for a brief overview of the definition of "subjecf' in 
Keenan (1976), Dixon (1994), Foley & Van Valin (1985) and Sasse (1978)). 

J Of course, there is often the further complication that even within a single language, 
nominal and vernal m01phology may point in different directions, as in Nepali (Indo
Aryan, cf e.g., Peterson, 2002b) or Warlpiri (Australian, Simpson, 1991) and elsewhere 
(cf Palmer, 1994: 56-7). Cases such as these will have to be dealt with on an individual 
basis and in these cases it may not be appropriate to speak of a morphological subject 
at all. This will not play a role in the following discussion, however, as Kharia does not 
display such split morphology. 
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an adjunct (in its broadest sense, including apposition). In fact, this is 
probably the thorniest issue in Kharia and is hence the topic we begin 
with in the following section. 

7.1.1 Case-syntagmas and their status within the clause 

We begin our discussion here with the status of the subject, the only 
argument marked on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. This marker is enclitic, 
among other reasons since it appears at the end of the non-negated TAM! 
PERSON-syntagma and usually (although not always) follows the negative 
marker um in negation (for further details, see 6. 7.1). This suggests that 
this enclitic is in fact the subject and not an agreement marker. 

1. kol}=te=le 'we know' um=le kol}=te 'we don't know' 
know=ACT.PRS=lPL.EXCL NEG=lPL.EXCL know=ACT.PRS 

2. kol}=te=m 'you know' um=em kol}=te I um 
know=ACT.PRS=2so NEG=2so know=ACT.PRS NEG 

kol}=te=m 'you don't know' 
know=ACT.PRS=2so 

The issue is complicated somewhat, however, by the fact that the overt 
"subject", in this case a proform, is compatible with the presence of this 
explicit subject marker: 

3. ele 
lPL.EXCL 

kol}=te=le 
know=ACT.PRS=lPL.EXCL 

4. am kol}=te=m 'you know' 
2so know=AcT.PRs=2so 

'we know' 

Despite the fact that the presence of the subject enclitic is compatible 
with the presence of an overt Case-syntagma referring to the same entity, 
we must nevertheless consider the subject enclitic to be the subject of the 
clause and not an agreement marker, since the enclitic subject is obliga
tory (unlike the Case-syntagma) and since as an enclitic it is also a syn
tactic atom which occupies its own node in the syntactic structure: If we 
consider the overt Case-syntagma to the be subject, the result would be 
a clause with two subjects. It is therefore better to consider the subject 
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marking on the TAMIPERSON-syntagma to be the subject itself, and the 
apparent "overt subject" to be in apposition to this. 

As we shall see in 7. 7, Case-syntagmas generally only appear either 
when they are focussed or when there is the possibility of ambiguity. In 
view of this, we analyze the "overt subject" as a bound external or "over
lay" function (cf. e.g., Andrews, 1985: 82--89; Foley & Van Valin, 1985: 
300-303; Falk., 2001: 59-60). This unit then refers to the subject of the 
clause, marked on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, and appears in the direct 
case (i.e., no overt case marking). In this respect, it resembles topicaliza
tion in languages such as English. 

There are also other arguments in favor of this analysis. For example, 
this analysis enables us to account in a systematic way for the many 
cases in which the formal categories of person and number are not the 
same for the overt Case-syntagma as for the enclitic subject marker on 
the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. As a Case-syntagma is merely in apposition 
to the subject of the clause, there is no general requirement that the two 
must have the exact same features, e.g., with respect to person, as long as 
it may be construed as referring to the same entity as the enclitic subject. 
Cf. the following example. 

5. botoiJ=ta=pe ho=ki lutui su=kon peJ cakhnaJ i]tha1} 
fear=MID.PRS=2PL that=PL clothes put.on=SEQ rice cuny cow.dung 

kinbhar=na=pe, ip=ko lare=na=i.Jt 
courtyard=wn.IRR=2PL lsa==CNTR fight=Mm.IRR=lso 
'Those afyou who are afraid, you put on your [house] clothes and 
see to your house work like cooking and cleaning the courtyard with 
cowdung, but I will fight.' [Kerketta, 1990: 7] 

Consider the apparent contradiction between the "overt subject" and the 
"agreement" marker on the TAMIPERSoN-syntagma. The subject would 
appear to be hoki 'they', but the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is clearly marked 
as having a second-person, plural subject, =pe 'you (PL )' This is further 
complicated by the fact that hoki is the head of a "relative clause" which 
consists of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma boto1}=ta=pe 'you (PL) are afraid' 

As this utterance is directed toward a large group of people, the sub
ject is the second person, plural, although only a part of this group is 
meant, i.e., '(those of) you', not '(all of) you' In cases such as these, 
Kharia regularly chooses the second person over the third person in terms 
of subject marking, as the group whose members are intended is being 
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directly addressed. This also entails "overriding" what would seem to be 
the explicitly mentioned grammatical subject, hoki 'they' If however we 
view this "overt subject" as being in apposition to the subject enclitic on 
the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, further specifying this subject in a part-whole 
relation, the apparent mismatch is resolved. 

This last example is also not a "mistake" in any sense, as this and 
similar examples were discussed with a number of native speakers and 
all found them to be perfectly correct and natural. The following presents 
a few other, similar examples. 

6. kordb=siJ=na=pe. ber=jo i=jo a?=pe gam=e. 
silen1:=PERF=MID.IRR=2PL who=ADD what=ADD NEG.MOD=2PL say=ACT.IRR 

'Be quiet! Don't any ofyou say anything.' [Kerketta, 1990: 2] 

7. behar bujhay=e=pe? 'Which of you will explain?' 
who explain=AcT.IRR=2PL 

8. ghac{ a4.i je bhere e1J=ki r[o] aba=cf.om=te sou2b 
therefore ANAPH CREL time retwn==wn.PsT and father=3Poss=oBL all 

bhai=kiyar=a2 sori1 po(om=te kholay kholay ob-yo=na 
brother=aoN=GEN together bundle=oBL open REP CAUS-See==JNF 

la?=ki=may, se bhere acfj=ya2 po{om=te sore1J kui=ki. 
IPFV==wD.PSr-3PL that time ANAPH=GEN bundle=OBL stone find==wD.PST 
'Therefore, when he returned, and along with all his brothers [they] 
opened the bundles and were showing them to their father, at that 
time he found a stone in his own bundle.' [AK, 1 :72f.] 

9. moJI. khorha kayebar gha{o tay ecf.oJ=ga tdblu1J «l_el=ki=may. 
one section Khyber valley ABL more=Foc high come==wn.PSr-3PL 
'One section [of the group] came (PL!) up even higher than the 
Khyber Pass.' [MT, 1 :48] 

10. babu, kimin=ki jaha .rzo2=na cij dho1=si1=pe 
child daughter.in.law=PL INDEF.NHUM eat==JNF thing grab==mRF=2PL 

gur=na, ... 
fall==wn.IRR 
'Child, some of the food (= things to eat) which {you] daughters-in
law have taken will fall, [MS, 1 :44] 
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In the following example, the daughter is being asked if she will meet 
with her fiance, Dele, who is not present in this discussion. Speakers 
stated that the subject enclitic =bar here is not the second person, hon
orific but rather the second person dual, as it refers to both members of 
the couple. 

11. cf.ele burJ kol kui=na=bar? bariya=ga gor.ihurJ 
Dele coM REC find~.IRR=2Du both,.oc path 

yoktlj=na=le. 
wait.f~.IRR=lPL.EXCL 

'Will [you (so!)] meet up (= nu) with Dele? We will be expecting 
[you] both.' [Kerketta, 1990: 16] 

It could of course be argued that examples such as these are found in 
any language, such as English (A number af problems arise I arises) or 
the so-called constructio ad sensum in classical languages where seman
tic considerations would seem to override morphology and are usually 
considered "performance errors" in "lively conversation" The difference 
to these is that in Kharia this construction is not limited to individual 
contentive morphemes or constructions and may not be considered per
formance errors. Rather, it is a fully grammatical pattern in Kharia and in 
interviews speakers saw nothing unusual in this type of marking. Finally, 

the fact that a number of these examples are from Kerketta (1990), a 
published work, clearly shows that they are not "performance errors" 

Furthermore, what would appear to be the "overt subject" need not 
even have the form of a Case-syntagma but may also be a T AMIPERsoN
syntagma. Thus, although the two have a very close relation to the func
tional categories of reference and predication, respectively, they cannot 
be equated with these: 

12. kunqab aw=ki tomlirJ kha[iya gam qom=na la'l=ki=may 
behind QUAL~.PST milk Kharia say PASS=JNF IPFV~.Psr-3PL 

ina no u=ki tomlirJ u2cf.=ga cf.el=ki=may. 
because this=pL milk drink=FOc come~.PST=3PL 

'[Those who] were in the rear were called "Milk Kharia" because 
they came drinking milk.' [MT, 1 :180] 

It would of course be possible to assume a "zero proform" hoki 'they' 
here, however the present analysis, in which this is only in apposition to 
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the subject =may '3PL' on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, would seem prefer
able in light of the data given above. 

We therefore conclude that the enclitic subject marking on the TAM! 
PERSON-syntagma is in fact the subject of the clause and that the overt 
Case-syntagma, if present, is merely in apposition to this. This is also in 
line with the enclitic status of the subject marker as a syntactic atom. 

The question now remains with respect to the other overtly mentioned 
Case-syntagmas in the clause, and the status of these elements is less 
straight-forward than that of the subject. Note that none of these are 
marked on the TAMIPERSoN-syntagma, however these "arguments" are 
also never obligatory. Consider the following three examples: 

13. ho=kar=aJ thorJ caha bay kay=dj. 
that=so.IDJM=GEN for tea make BE:N=ACT.PST.lSG 

'I made tea for him/her.' 

14. caha bay kay=dj. 
tea make BE:N=ACT.PST.lso 

'I made tea for [him, her, us, you, someone].' 

15. ho=kar=a2 thorJ caha bay=dj. 
that=so.IDJM=GEN for tea mak:e=AcT.PST.lso 

'I made tea for him/her.' 

In (13) the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is overtly marked as having a benefac
tive participant and at first sight it might seem reasonable to term this 
unit an argument which has been incorporated into the predicate structure 
through the benefactive v2 kay as a kind of "applicative" However, (14) 
shows that the presence of this "argument" is not obligatory, as it may be 
"omitted" if its identity is clear from context or is considered unimport
ant. In view of this, we would probably have to speak here of "pro-drop" 
to account for this data. 

(15) however calls this analysis into question: Here, the same "argu
ment" is explicitly mentioned and has the same form as in (13) but its 
status as an argument is called into question by the fact that its presence 
is not overtly expressed in the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. In (15) we would 
seem to have an adjunct, despite the fact that it receives the same marking 
as the "argument" in (13). 

In fact, no overt Case-syntagma in the clause is ever obligatory, as the 
following examples from interviews show. Note that these are situations 
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in which no information may be preswned, and yet no "argwnents" are 
obligatory. 

(Upon entering a room in a state of disorder:) 

16. Q: ute i hoy=ki? A: surum=oJ=ki. 
here what become=wn.PST steal=AcT.PST=pL 

'Q: What happened here? A: They stole.' 

(Another situation, also no presupposed information, other than the iden
tity of the subject:) 

17. Q: laJ i karay=oJ? A: mli[ay=oJ. 
then what do=AcT.PST put=ACT.PST 

'Q: Then what did s/he do? A: S/he put.' 

Examples such as these were posed to six different speakers in interviews 
in which none of the situations or participants in the examples, other 
than the subject in (17), could be considered presupposed information and 
therefore omitted since their identities were known. Although this was of 
course an interview situation and this may affect the results somewhat, it 
is significant that not one of the six speakers had the slightest objection 
to these two examples or other similar ones. All simply thought up situ
ations in which such sentences could be uttered. Upon being asked how 
such utterances could be interpreted in the total lack of any knowledge 
as to the identities of the participants, one speaker simply noted "If you 
don't know what they're talking about, you just ask." 

Data such as these strongly suggest that all clauses in Kharia are syntac
tically intransitive:3 The only obligatory argwnent in Kharia is the enclitic 
subject marker on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. All overt Case-syntagmas 
are bound external functions, similar to the discussion of the "overt sub
ject" above, with the exception that units which are not in apposition to 
the (enclitic) subject are case marked for their respective functions in the 
clause. Thus, whereas the "overt subject" in Kharia closely resembles 
topicalization in English and obligatorily refers to the subject marker 

3 Ail Hengeveld & Rijkhoff (2005426ff.) note, languages which do not possess nouns 
and veros as lexical categories also at least tend to have only intransitive contentive mor
phemes. This fits in well with the Kharia data, cf Chapter 4. 
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on the T AMIPERsoN-syntagma, other Case-syntagmas are more similar to 
left-dislocation in that they are not coreferential with any element in the 
core.4 

In this view, the core of the clause consists of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma 
and its subject marking-all Case-syntagmas contained within the clause 
are core-external. With that, the sentence in Kharia consists of two prin
cipal units: The first (optional) unit is a kind of "prefield" which serves 
as an orientation for the hearer and provides referential information as to 
the participants and their roles in the clause, if this is deemed necessary.5 

The second part consists of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma itself, the core. It 
is here that an event or state is narrated and the identity of the subject is 
given and which specifies the number of participants in the scenario: In 
addition to the subject marker, the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma also unambigu
ously indicates whether or not an object is involved: Contentive mor
phemes are either unambiguously intransitive or transitive, semantically 
speaking, or if they may be both transitive and intransitive, the use of the 
active will signal the presence of an object at the semantic level whereas 
the use of the middle voice signals the presence of only the subject, at 
least outside the generic function of the middle voice. Other entities, such 
as a benefactive, may also be signalled on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. 
As their presence at the semantic level (although not their identity) is 
signalled on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, this unit refers to this semantic 
argument but is itself not an argument, similar to the "overt subject" and 
"overt object" Finally, there is an optional postfield following the TAM! 
PERSON-syntagma, which is much less common than the prefield (cf the 
discussion in 7. 7). 6 

It must be stressed here that the active and middle signal sEMANTic 
transitivity, not morphosyntactic transitivity. As we saw above, NO overt 

4 I must stress 1hat 1he model I am developing here for Kharia RESEMBLES topicalization 
and left-dislocation in English. This is not to say 1hat it is identical to 1hese two operations 
in English or elsewhere. nei1her wi1h regard to their functions nor s1ru.cturally. For exam
ple, wi1h regard to structure, left-dislocation in English arguably involves the movement of 
a constituent to 1he beginning of the clause from its underlying position, whereas in Kharia 
1here is no underlying position. Thus, reference to topicalization and left-dislocation is only 
meant to serve as an anology and should not be taken literally. 

5 The prefield encompasses bo1h the ''left-detached position" or ''LDP'' and the "precore 
slot" or "PrCS" in Role and Reference Grammar. Cf. e.g. Van Valin (2005), especially 
Chapter 1. 

6 The postfield corresponds to the ''right-detached position" or ''RDP'' in Role and Ref
erence Grammar (cf. Van Valin, 2005). 
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Case-syntagmas are obligatory, i.e., syntactically required, thus active and 
middle signal whether the scenario being portrayed has one, two or-with 
a few contentive morphemes such as ter 'give' -three arguments. This 
does not in any way imply that these objects must be overtly mentioned, 
whether or not their identity is known or recoverable from context.7 

In sum, the core consists of only the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma and the 
subect marking, while the remainder of the clause consists of optional 
core-external Case-syntagmas. While the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma denotes 
the action and signals the number of participants involved at the semantic 
level, a Case-syntagma merely serves to identifY these entities, where this 
is considered necessary. 

If this analysis is correct, we should not expect to find ANY pivots 
involving grammatical operations which apply to the clause above the 
core level(= the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma with its enclitic subject), such as, 
e.g., coreferential deletion across clauses or reflexivity expressed through 
syntactic means, as these clause-level but core-external units are not 
considered grammatical relations such as subject and object here but are 
more akin to adjuncts. On the other hand, operations which refer to core
level units, such as the enclitic subject, can be subject to such pivots, e.g., 
"equi-NP deletion" involving complex TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas. As we 
shall see in the following section where the subject is discussed in more 
detail, these predictions are borne out in Kharia, as their is no evidence 
whatsoever for a "syntactic subject" in the language which refers to an 
overt Case-syntagma. 8 

7.1.2 Subject 

For convenience, Table 7.1 gives an overview of subject-markers on the 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, repeated here from Section 6.2. 

7 This is slated quite ap1ly by Hoffinann (1903: 164-165) wi1h respect to Mundari, 
which appears to be quite similar to Kharia in 1his respect ''That Mundari should have 
two differently ending Sufixes for Transitive and Intransitive Predicates [i.e., Active and 
Middle, JP] is itself very remarkable. Transitiveness ani Intransitiveness are not so much 
objective qualities of actions as subjective modes of conceiving actions." (my emphasis) 

8 The absence of syntactic pivots by itself of course does not PROVE that 1he overt com
plements in Kharia are adjuncts. Nevertheless, if my analysis is correct, then 1his means 
that there cannot be any such syntactic pivots in 1he language, as pivots refer to gram
matical relations (or, more precisely, units such asS, A and 0), not adjuncts. As I analyze 
only 1he enclitic subject marker on 1he predicate as an overt grammatical relation, this 
necessarily means that any pivots found can only refer to this unit. 
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Table 7.1: Person/Number/Honorific marking on the pedicate 

Singular Dual (/HON) Plural 

Inclusive Exclusive Inclusive Exclusive 

1 =(i}.Jf I =(i}1J) =na1J =jar =ni1) =le 

2 =(e)m =bar =pe 

3 =kiyar =kif =may 

The following presents a discussion of the behavior of certain grammati
cal operations in Kharia which are often considered subject properties 
in linguistic literature. As we shall see, there is no evidence whatsoever 
in Kharia for a "syntactic subject" and the only "subject properties"
"equi-NP deletion" and perhaps morphological reflexivization-are both 
predicate-level (i.e., core-level) properties and do not refer to overt Case
syntagmas. 

Coreferential deletion infinite clauses 
Coreferential deletion, i.e., the omission of an argument, in this case the 
"overt subject", from one clause as it is also contained in the previous 
clause, is often found to follow an S/A-pivot. Two examples of this are 
given in the following: 

18. mofl dinu aba=qom sou2b=te remakh=o2 ro [0] gam=o2 
one day father=3POSS all=oBL call=AcT.PST and say=ACT.PST 

no "dhliy[=e]=pe." 
CMPL huny=ACT.IRR=2PL 
'One day their father called them all and [he] said "Hurry."' 

[AK, 1:9] 

19. ro be2t=4.om=ki=jo umay ju1J=o2 no i jhaut heke 
and son=3POSS==}'L=ADD NEG.3PL ask=ACT.PST CMPL what animal QUAL.PRS 

lekin ka2 kom=ki dhoJ=ke [0] mu2 gdq=ki=may. 
but bow arroW==}'~, grab=SEQ emerge c:TEL=wr>.PST=3PL 
'And his sons also didn't ask which animal it is, but, having taken 
their bows and arrows, [they] went off.' [ AK, 1 : 11] 

The following examples show, however, that this apparent S/A-pivot is 
in fact due to topic continuity in coreferential deletion, where the sub-
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ject is GENERALLY the topic. Consider the following example, where the 
subject of the second clause refers to another group of people who carry 
the Kharia around, not the Kharia themselves, who are the subject of the 
first clause. 

20. laJ. . . khQ[iya lebu=ki pujapa{h karay=na laJ=ki=may, 
then Kharia man==pr, sacrifice do==JNF IPFV==MIO.PS r-=3PL 

soub=aJ tho1J, ro ho=ki=te cfoli=te cfo<2b>ko=ke 
all=oEN for and that==pr,=oBL palanquin=oBL sit.down-<cAus>=sEQ 

goJ=ke qdcf=na laJ=ki=may. 
cany.on.shoulders =SEQ tak:e==JNF IPFV==MIO.PST=3PL 
'The Kharia men used to perform sacrifices, for all, and [they ::;:. 
Kharia] used to seat them [ = the Kharia] on a palanquin and carry 
them on their shoulders.' [AK, 2:6] 

The following is a similar example, taken from a song. In the second 
clause, the rain is omitted, although it is not coreferential with the subject 
of the preceding clause. 

21. koyo=te dhukay=te tapaJ=te arabt:/}J,J. 
wind=oBL blow.strongly=AcT.PRS sprinkle=AcT.PRS poor 
'The wind is blowing strongly and [the rain] is getting the poor [girl] 
wet(= is sprinkling the poor one).' [BB, 4:3] 

The following presents an elicited example: 

22. i.fz lebu=ki=te yo=ydj ro peJ .flOkh=oJ=ki. 
lso person==pr,=oBL see=AcT.PST.lso and rice eat=AcT.PST==PI, 
'I saw the people and [they] ate rice.' 

As these data show, and as was predicted in Section 7.1.1, coreferential 
deletion in finite clauses in Kharia is not restricted to the "overt subject" 

Subject identity with the sequential converb ("corgunctive participle'') 
As discussed in 6.6.2.3, the S or A of the sequential converb is generally 
coreferential with the subject (=S/A) of the main predicate, as in the fol
lowing example(= the second half of (19) above). 
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23. . .. kaJ kom=ki «t_ho?=ke muJ gd q=ki =may. 
bow arrow=PL grab=sEQ emerge c:TEL=MJD.PST=3PL 

' ... they took their bows and arrows and set off (i.e., 'having taken 
their bows and arrows, they emerged' ). ' [ AK., 1 : 11 ] 

As was the case with coreferential deletion involving finite clauses, this 
is merely a tendency and can probably be accounted for by the tendency 
to maintain the topic throughout the narrative, which is typically also 
the subject of the clause. It is, however, only a tendency and counter
examples such as the following, repeated here from 6.6.2.3, are found. 
For example, an oblique-marked experiencer may be coreferential with 
the S or A of a converb: 

24. etwa=te u=ki=yaJ haleit yo=kon lebui laJ=ki. 
Etwa=oBL this=pr,=CJEN condition see=sEQ love EMOT=MJD.PST 
'Etwa, seeing their condition, felt compassion.' [RD, 2:108] 

Similarly, the omitted SorA of the converb may refer to a non-argument 
(25) or may not be present at all in the sentence (26)-(27): 

25. thor toJ aw=kon jil}ray=aJ sori 4.a1J go{h=oJ. 
few day stay=sEQ porcupine=GEN with send c:TEL=AcT.PST 
'[0J having stayed a few days, [hej] sent [herJ off with the porcupim;.' 

[mpa:40] 

26. u=ghay gam=kan mane ho=k"l" raj 
this=way say=sEQ umh that=so.HUM ruling 

go{h=oJ. 
C:TEL=AcT.PST 

karay=na 
do==JNF 

suru 
begin 

'[They] having spoken thus, umh, he began to rule.' [MS, 1:185] 

27. tama rlici eriya=te qel=kan pi{auriyagCl{"h=jo hoy=ki, ... 
now Ranchi area=oBL come=sEQ Pitauriaga.rh=Ann become=MJD.PST 
'Now, [they] having arrived in the Ranchi area, they founded Pitau
riagarh ( = Pitauriagarh also became), [MS, 1 :213] 

There is thus a clear tendency towards an S/A-pivot with regards to coref
erential deletion with the sequential converb, however this is only a ten
dency and cannot be taken as evidence for a syntactic subject. 
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Reflexivization 

Syntactic reflexivization The reflexive proform apan (6.5.1), bor
rowed from Sadri, generally refers to an agentive subject, as in the fol
lowing examples: 

28. u kho[i boJ=ki=te lebu=ki ek dusre=te slighro 
this village place==J>L=oBL person==J>L one second=oBL help 

karay=na=J gha4 apan sis{am dj=siJ=may. 
do=JNF=GEN PURP REFL system tak:e.ou1:=PERF=3PL 
'The people of these villages, in order to help one another, have 
developed(= taken out) their own system.' [AK, 5:11] 

29. khQ(iya apan ral)=te bancay guqu{Jj. 
Kharia REFL culture=OBL save OPT 
'The Kharia should save their own culture.' [MS, 1 :263] 

Although apan usually follows the "overt subject", this is not necessarily 
the case. 

30. apan=aJ pothi=te ho=kar db-so1J=oJ. 
REFL=oEN book=oBL that=SG.HUM CAUS-buy=ACT.PST 
'S/he sold his/her own book.' 

31. apan=aJ pothi=te rayem saroj=te ter=oJ. 
REFL=oEN book=oBL Rayem Saroj=oBL give=AcT.PST 
'Rayemj gave Saro.i; herj, *1 own book.' 

In fact, no "overt subject" is required at all: 

32. aina=te apan=te yo=ydj. 
mirror=oBL REFL=OBL see=ACT.PST.lSG 
'I saw myself in the mirror.' 

As the following example shows, the reference of the reflexive is not 
dependent on agency: 

33. apan=aJ oJ=yaJ telo1J tay 
REFL=oEN house=GEN roof ABL 
'S/he fell from his/her own roof.' 

gur 
fall 

gdq=ki. 
C:TEL~.PST 
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The evidence so far might appear to suggest that syntactic reflexivity is a 
subject property, where the subject marking on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma 
is the subject, since no "overt subject" is necessary. The first problem 
with this, however, is that the reflexive may also refer to an oblique
marked experiencer: 

34. ho=kar=te apan=aJ ma=cf.om iyed qel=ki. 
that=sa.mJM=OBL REFL=CJEN mother=3ross memmy come=MID.PST 
'S/he remembered his/her own mother.' 

However, it may not refer to an oblique-marked recipient: 

35. rayem saroj=te apan=aJ pothi=te o-y-e7J=o2. 
Rayem Saroj=oBL REFL=CJEN book=oBL cAus-y-retum=AcT.PST 

'Rayem; gave Saroj1 back her, *1 book.' 

However, the reflexive may also refer to certain other "oblique" func
tions, in this case the (non-specified) possessor of the affected body: 

36. apan=aJ .rzeri=te kosu dhokh=oJ. 
REFL=CJEN body=oBL pain grab=AcT.PST 
'Someone felt pain in their own body.' (lit. 'Pain grabbed [his/her/ 
my/ .. ] own body.') 

We may therefore conclude, as predicted in 7.1.1, that syntactically 
expressed reflexivity presents no evidence for a "syntactic subject" and 
is not restricted to ANY notion of "subject" 

Morphological rejlexivization 
The data for morphological reflexivization (6.5.1) are still very meager, 
hence the following discussion is still somewhat tentative. In all attested 
cases to date, however, reference is to the enclitic subject of the clause 
marked on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma: 

37. yo qom=ki=kiyar. 
see REFL=MID.PST=nu 
'They saw themselves (e.g., in the mirror)' 

38. tdj qom=ki=may koma7J=te. 
distribute REFL=MID.PSr-3PL meat=oBL 
' ... they distributed the meat amongst themselves.' [AK, 1:56] 
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The following two examples are from KerkeUa (1990: 12): 

39. kocfpuruJ=ki gam=na=J hosiyar gam «t_om=ta=ki 
man==J>L say=nw==oEN intelligent say REFL==wD.PRS==J>L 
'Men call themselves intelligent in(= of) speech.' 

40. apan dular konselqug=aJ mugamte ko[JJU[UJ=ki jughay 
own love woman=oEN before much 

cf.irhgar ob-yo «t_om=ta=ki. 
brave CAUS-see REFL==wD.PRS==J'L 
'In front of their beloved wives, men show themselves [to be] very 
brave.' 

Despite the fact that the evidence for the reflexive use of qom is so mea
ger, it seems highly likely that reference here will necessarily be to the 
enclitic subject marked on the TAMIPER.soN-syntagma, although this has 
yet to be demonstrated conclusively. 

Relativization 
Relativization in Kharia is quite complex and is dealt with in detail in 
Section 7.6. There it is shown that relativization is possible whether or 
not the head is a subject in the main or relative clause. In fact, as Table 
7.15 at the end of this chapter shows, none of the relativizing strategies 
are restricted in any way to the subject of the clause, neither the "overt 
subject" nor the subject marking on the TAMIPER.soN-syntagma. 

"Equi-NP" deletion 
The only pivot in the language which has so far been identified is the 
SIA-pivot in what is often referred to as "equi-NP" deletion, involving 
complex predicates denoting try, be able, want, etc. In these cases, the 
non-overt S or A of the infinitive is obligatorily interpreted as the enclitic 
subject (= SIA) of the modal auxiliary. Note that this refers only to the 
enclitic subject marker on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, not any overt Case
syntagma. 

41. co=na lam=t=ij1. 
go=nw want=AcT.PRs=lso 
'I want [I I *you I *he I *she I. .] to go.' 
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If the S or A of the infinitive is different than the subject of the modal, 
this must be expressed by a finite complement clause, which usually 
begins with no 'cMPL' 

42. lam=t=i.fz no ho=kar co=na. 
want=ACT.PRS=lso CMPL that=SG.HUM go=MID.IRR 
'I want him/her to go.' 

Furthermore, there is no "exceptional case marking" construction in Kharia: 

43. *ho=kar=te I *ho=kar co=na 
that=SG.HUM=OBL that=SG.HUM go=JNF 
'I want him/her to go.' 

Similar comments hold for pal 'be able': 

44. kayom=na pal=t=i]z. 
speak=INF be.able=AcT.PRs=lso 
'I can [I I *you I *he I *she I. . ] talk.' 

45. *ho=kar=te kayom=na pal=t=i]z. 

lam=t=i]z. 
want=ACT.PRS=l SG 

that=so.HUM=oBL speak=INF be.able=AcT.PRs=lso 
(but alright with the meaning 'I can talk to him/her.' ) 

The case for asra 'hope' is slightly different, although the principle is the 
same. asra takes an infinitive marked for the genitive plus the postposi
tion thol} 'for' Ifthe SorA of the infinitive is identical with the subject 
of asra, this is not indicated, as in the following example. 

46. co=na=J tho1J asra=t[e}=i]z. 
go=JNF=GEN for hope=ACT.PRS=l SG 
'I hope to go.' 

If, however, the S or A of the infinitive is not identical with that of asra, 
this S or A must appear before the infinitive in the genitive. If it does 
not appear, the infinitive is obligatorily understood as having the same S 
or A as asra. 

47. ho=kar=aJ co=na=J tho1J asra=t[e}=i]z. 
that=so.HUM=GEN go=JNF=GEN for 
'I hopes/he goes.' 

hope=AcT.PRS=lso 
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Summary of "subject properties" 
As the preceding pages show, there is no evidence for a "syntactic sub
ject" in Kharia. The only pivots found in the language, S/A-identity in 
"equi-NP deletion" and probably with morphological reflexives as well, 
both refer to the enclitic subject marking on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, 
i.e., the core level only, and would seem poor choices for a syntactic sub
ject. On the other hand, all clause-level operations, such as coreferential 
deletion in finite clauses and with the sequential converb, syntactically 
expressed reflexivity and relativization, show no signs of functioning 
along the lines of any pivot. Thus, the term "subject" in Kharia refers 
only to the enclitic on the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma and does not entail any 
other syntactic properties. 

7.1.3 Object types 

There are two types of "subcategorized" elements in Kharia which are 
not subjects: (direct) objects and oblique arguments. The object is a well 
defined category in Kharia: When definite and countable, a Case-syntagma 
referring to the direct object appears in the oblique case, marked by =te. 
When it is indefinite and/or a mass entity, it usually appears in the direct 
case. This category corresponds to 0 or P in typological studies. Fur
thermore, it may also be "promoted" to the subject in the passive (cf. 
6.5.1). 

The second group, the oblique arguments, can be divided into two sub
groups. The first subgroup consists of units which are generally marked 
by =te if they refer to a recipient (e.g. with ter 'give') or locative (e.g. 
with maray 'place'), but not consistently in the latter case, although the 
rules governing this marking are not entirely clear. The second subgroup 
consists of units marked by postpositions. Included here are beneficiaries, 
which are generally marked by the postposition tho1) 'for', and the inter
mediate causer in causative forms of underlying transitive predicates or 
double causatives, which are either marked by the instrumental postposi
tion bu1J or by the oblique marker =te (cf. 6.3.5). 

Elements in these two groups may be considered "arguments" as their 
presence is assumed either by the underlying semantics, such as the 
beneficiary with ter 'give' or the locative with maray 'put, place', or is 
indicated explicitly on the TAMIPER.soN-syntagma itself, e.g., through the 
benefactive v2 kay or (double) causative marking. However, like all other 
"arguments", these elements need not be expressed overtly in the clause, 
nor are they marked for person or number on the TAMIPER.sON-syntagma. 
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Unlike the direct object, oblique arguments may never be "promoted" 
to subject in the passive. Thus the morpho-syntactic behaviour of a recipi
ent with ter 'give' is virtually identical to that of a locative adverbial 
(e.g., with cfoko 'sit down'): An oblique argument or adjunct may not 
be promoted to subject in the passive ((49) and (52)), whereas an object 
may (51). 

48. Active: ho=ka[ u thaf:o=te cfoko=ki. 
that=sG.HUM this place=OBL sit.down==wD.PST 
'Slhe sat down in this place.' 

49. Passive: *u (hfiro cfoko cfom=ki. 'This place was sat on.' 
this place sit.down PASS==wD.PST 

50. Active: ho=kCl[ am=te pothi=te ter=oJ. 
that=SG.HUM 2so=OBL book=OBL give=AcT.PST 
'Slhe gave you the book.' 

51. Passive: am=te pothi ter cfom=ki. 'A book was given to you.' 
2so=oBL book give PASS==wD.PST 

52. Passive: *am pothi=te ter cfom=ki=m. 'You were given the book.' 
2so book=oBL give PASS==wD .PSl-2SG 

Finally, in double causatives or in the causative of underlying transitive 
predicates, only the S/0 (or SIP) of the underlying predicate (i.e., theme 
or patient) may be promoted to the subject in the passive, never the inter
mediate causer. Thus, although the intermediate causer can be marked for 
the oblique case, it is not an object but merely an oblique argument. 

7.2 INTERROGATIVES 

The present section deals with different types of interrogatives, begin
ning with polar questions (7.2.1). This is followed by a discussion of 
constituent or "wh-" questions (7.2.2) with a brief sub-section dedicated 
to multiple constituent questions (7.2.2.1). Finally, 7.2.3 deals with alter
native questions. 
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7.2.1 Polar questions 

There are two main strategies found with polar questions: 
:::::> The polar question has the same structure as the declarative, but dif

fers with respect to intonation, rising towards the end of the utterance, 
before it falls off (cf. Rehberg, 2003: 38f., 93). This is demonstrated 
in the following two examples, which are only marked as questions 
by intonation: 

53. tay konon bhai=te juiJ=oJ no 
then small brother=oBL ask=ACT.PST CMPL 

«t_a? uth=o~?" 

water drink=AcT.PST.2so 

"beghma, am 
Beghma 2so 

'Then he asked his younger brother "Beghma, did you drink water?" ' 
[AK, 1:31] 

54. po[OIJ beroq=ki 
hare arise==wn.PST 

ro 
and 

leme«t_ urn la?=ta?" 
sleep NEG EMOT==wD.PRS 

gam=oJ no 
say=ACT.PST CMPL 

"iyar, 
friend 

am=te 
2so=OBL 

'The hare arose and said "Friend, aren't you tired?" ' [BB, 3:21] 

:::::> The second means of forming polar questions is with either the inter
rogative particle i 'Q', which also means 'what?', or no 'Q', which is 
homophonous with the complementizer and also no 'or', which prob
ably all have the same origin. 9 Either of these may appear at the begin
ning or, more commonly, at the end of the question (but preceding a 
vocative element). 

55. oJ cfjyar=na deri bij=qom=te jufl=oJ 
house enter=INF while daughter=3ross=oBL ask=AcT.PST 

"gach=ob no, beti?" 
fty=ACT.PST.2SG Q daughter 
'While entering the house, she asked her daughter "Did you fry him, 
daughter?'' ' [BB, 1 :79] 

9 Cf, e.g., Hindi ki 1. 'Q'; 2. 'or'; 3. 'CMPL' 
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56. kinbhar=te munga daru on=o7b no,mfi joy? 
courtyard=oBL munga tree plant=ACT.PST.2so Q mother voc 
'Did you plant the munga tree in the courtyard, oh Mother?' 

[TK, 4:1] 

57. hontay ho=ki ho=kCl{"=te jurJ=oJ=may: "laJ am ber 
then that==}'~, that=so.HUM=oBL ask=AcT.PSr-3PL then 2so who 

heke=m? am eliyah heke=m?" 
QUAL.PRS=2so Q 2so Elijah QUAL.PRS=2so 

'Then they asked him: "Then who are you? Are you Elijah?"' 
[HJPa:87, ln. 21] 

Very rarely, probably for "poetic effect", the interrogative may appear 
elsewhere between two phonological words. The following, from a tradi
tional song, is one of only two examples contained in our data. 

58. pap rupi samudar=te qube no 
sin having.the.attribute.of ocean=oBL drown(ITR) Q 

gdq=ta=i.Jt.? 
c:TEL=MID.PRS=lso 

'Will I drown in the sinful ocean?' [SaK/RoD, 1 :4] 

7.2.2 Constituent ("wh- '') questions 

Constituent questions are formed with interrogative proforms which usu
ally appear directly before the TAMIPER.soN-syntagma, the unmarked focus 
position. 

59. agar botorJ=na=nirJ laJ oqoJ atu erJ=na=nirJ? 
if fear=MID.IRR=lPL.INCL then again where retum=MID.IRR=lPL.INCL 

'If we get afraid, then where will we return to again?' [MS, 1 :35] 

60. tobqaJ qaJ=te i=ghay uq=e=nirJ? 
mud water=OBL what=way drink=ACT.IRR=lPL.INCL 
'How will we drink muddy water?' [MS, 1 :126] 

61. laJ tama raij her calay[=ej? 
then now kingdom who drive=AcT.IRR 
'Now who will lead the kingdom?' [MS, 1:180] 
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Despite the tendency to place the interrogative directly before the TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma, this is not obligatory, as the following example shows. 
Note that swarag 'heaven', which intervenes between the question word 
and the TAMIPERSON-syntagma, is also focal in this example. 

62. ho khorej=ga mo.Jl kauwa qel=ki ro kontheq=ki =te 
that time=FOc one crow come=wn.PST and bird==J>L=oBL 

gam=te no "am=pe u papi lebu=yaP kunquJ=te 
say=ACT.PRS CMPL 2=2PL this sinful man=GEN child=oBL 

ma swarag 4.or=tej=pe?" 
why heaven take=ACT.PROCF2PL 
'At that very moment a crow came and said to the birds "Why are 
you taking this sinful man's child to heaven?"' [BB, 2:29] 

The one position that is only marginally acceptable for the interrogative 
element is when the interrogative follows the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, as 
all speakers only grudgingly accepted examples such as the following. 

63. qel=ki behar? 'Who came?' 
come=MID.PST who 

Comments on such examples ranged from "not that good" to "a little 
strange" Nonetheless, only very few outrightly rejected such examples, 
despite the fact that they found them so odd. 

Finally, recall from Chapter 4 that interrogatives may also function as 
predicates, with no derivational morphology: 

64. laJ etna cfjsaP kal) gdq=ki=ni1J je 
then so.much far get.lost c:TEL=wn.PST=lPL.INCL CREL 

i=ghay=na? 
what=way=wn.IRR 

'We have been lost for such a long distance that we won't find our 
way(= how will it become?)' [MS, 1 :130] 

7.2.2.1 Multiple constituent questions 
Except for the general disliking of post-predicative interrogative ele
ments mentioned in the last section, there seems to be no fixed order of 
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interrogative elements in multiple constituent questions. The following 
presents a few examples. 

65. ber am=bar=te i ter=oJ? I am=bar=te ber ter=oJ? 
who 2=2nu=oBL what give=AcT.PST 

ber i ter=oJ am=bar=te? 
'Who gave you what?' 

On the other hand, the following permutations received responses rang
ing from "not so good" to "a little strange" or even "maybe it's O.K." 
At any rate, whether or not these forms are "really" grammatical to most 
speakers in non-interview situations, they clearly demonstrate a strong 
preference for non-post-predicative interrogatives. 

66. {?) i am=bar=te ter=oJ ber? I {?) am=bar=te i ter=oJ ber? 

67. {?) ber am=bar=te ter=oJ i? I {?) am=bar=te ber ter=oJ i? 

Questions with three interrogatives were also accepted in any order, as 
long as the interrogative element did not occur post-predicatively: 

68. ber ber=te i ter=oJ? 'Who gave who what?' 
who who=oBL what give=AcT.PST 

69. ber i ber=te ter=oJ? 

70. i ber ber=te ter=oJ? (found by one speaker to be "a little strange") 

71. i ber=te ber ter=oJ ? (found by the same one speaker to be "a little 
strange") 

72. ber=te i ber ter=oJ ? 

73. ber=te ber ter=oJ? 

Despite the tendency just mentioned to avoid post-predicative interroga
tives, there are two examples in the corpus where speakers did not object 
to this. The reasons for this are not entirely clear, although it may be 
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due to the fact that both interrogatives have identical meanings. 1° For 
example, all of the four speakers questioned accepted all of the follow
ing four permutations without reservation. Further research is necessary 
on this topic. 

74. behar ber=te gil=oJ ? I ber=te behar gil=oJ ? 'Who hit who?' 
who who=oBL hit=AcT.PST 

75. ber gil=oJ ber=te? I ber=te gil=oJ ber? 'Who hit who?' 
who hit=ACT.PST who=oBL 

7.2.3 Alternative questions 

Alternative questions are formed simply by the use of no 'Q; or' between 
the two alternatives: 

76. raksin khis bu7J "kongher=te tama no lo1«t,ho .flOg[ =e]=i7J?" 
witch anger INST boy=oBL now Q later eat=AcT.IRR=lso 

lekhe hoy=taj. " 
like become~.PRoo 

'The witch angrily thinks ( = she is becoming through anger like) 
"Shall I eat the boy now or later?"' [BB, 1 :47] 

Another common strategy is to place the expression numboJ ( < no+umboJ 
'or not' ) at the end of an otherwise declarative statement. Alternatively, 
as Malhotra (1982: 281) notes, the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is repeated in 
its negative form: 

77. ho=ka[ tuqa qe=na no urn «t,e=na? 
that=so.HUM tomorrow come~.IRR Q NEG come~.IRR 

'Will he come tomorrow or not?' 

10 There is no difference in meaning between hehar and her, and both mean 'who?', 
regardless of their function in the clause (i.e., subject, object, etc.). 
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7.3 QuALITATIVE PREDICATION-"NoMINAL" AND "CoPULAR" SENTENCES 

7.3.1 General introduction 

The basic structure of qualitative predicates in Kharia is given in Table 
7.2, where "X'' represents any kind of Case-syntagma. The qualitative 
marker (QuAL) may appear either before or after the semantic base "X'', 
but may not occupy both slots simultaneously. 

Table 7.2: The schematic structure of the qualitative predicate in Kharia 

(QUAL) X (QUAL) 

The semantic base of the qualitative predicate is formed as described 
in Chapter 5. The qualitative marker is often "lacking" with a stative, 
present or atemporal interpretation, but with a non-present or non-stative 
interpretation, the qualitative marker is obligatoty. A further distinction 
is made-in all TAM categories-between stative and dynamic qualita
tive predication. The following comments pertain to stative qualitative 
predication only. Dynamic qualitative predication will be dealt with in 
Section 7.3.4. 

There are two types of stative qualitative predication which are dis
tinguished morphosyntactically in Kharia, but only in the present tense. 
Outside of the present, this distinction is neutralized. In the first type, 
which will be referred to here as ''NoN-INHERENT qualitative predication", 
the position of an entity is given or a statement is made about a temporaty 
or non-essential characteristic of this entity. The second type is ''INHER
ENT qualitative predication", in which an inherent property of an entity is 
depicted (e.g. I am a man, That is a tree). "Inherent" should be taken here 
as meaning something akin to "central or most important characteristic" 
and will undoubtedly be subject at least to some extent to a particular 
speaker's judgement. 

To demonstrate the difference between these two types of qualitative 
predication, consider the following examples: 

Non-Inherent 
78. a. ho=kar hosiyar ayi~· 

that=so.HUM intelligent QUAL.PRS 

'She is intelligent.' 

Inherent 
b. ho=kar hosiyar heke 

that=so.HUM intelligent QUAL.PRS 

' She is the intelligent one.' 
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In the first example, a statement is being made about a certain woman 
and we are being told that she is intelligent. While this may be important, 
the use of the non-inherent qualitative marker ayi1' denotes that it is not 
the defining characteristic of this person but merely one of many (e.g., 
human, female, mother, middle-aged, intelligent, . .. ). On the other hand, 
the use of the inherent qualitative marker heke in the second example is 
most natural in a conversation about an intelligent person unknown to one 
of the speech participants. When this same woman turns up at the scene 
of the conversation, the second example above could be used to identifY 
her. I.e., in this context, only the fact that she is intelligent (or rather: "the 
intelligent one") is of interest. 11 

TAM-values for both types of qualitative predication are expressed by 
means of what are referred to in a number of previous studies (e.g., Peter
son, 2007, 2008) as the copula, which has a number of suppletive forms 
for the present tense. Unlike the TAMihasic voice markers of narrative 
predication, these forms are phonologically independent words and may 
appear either before or after the semantic base of the predicate. 

Since these earlier publications it has become clear that there are 
convincing reasons for not considering these forms to be copulas in the 
true sense of the word (see next section), hence these forms will be col
lectively referred to in the following simply as qualitative predicative 
markers (QuAL). In the following section, the status of these markers 
is clarified and arguments against considering them copulas are given, 
before proceding in 7.3.3 and 7.3.4 to discuss their forms. Finally, in 
7.3.5 it is shown that the presence or absence of these qualitative markers 
in stative qualitative predication is semantically relevant. 

7.3.2 Does Kharia have a copula? 

Following general convention, a copula is considered here to be a form
usually a verb form-which possesses the following characteristics: 

- In the case of a verbal copula, the presence of this element is required 
for language-specific reasons, most notably as the particular language 
requires EVERY PREDICATE TO CONTAIN A VERBAL ELEMENT, in this case a 
"dummy verb" which serves to indicate tense, aspect and mood. 

11 Thus, the difference between "inherent" and "non-inherenf' appears to differ some
what from the ''individual-" vs. "stage-level" distinction, although the two are certainly 
closely related. 
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- A copula is an OBLIGATORY element found in qualitative predication and 
contributes very little semantically to the predicate, if at all. 

- With respect to optionality and "zero copulas": Although ellipsis is 
a common phenomenon in most languages, only if it can be shown 
that a language generally requires a copula but that this is "dropped" 
in ellipsis WTIH NO RESULTANT SEMANTIC DIFFERENCES are we justified in 
assuming a "zero copula" or that the copula has been "dropped" 

Let us now tum to each of these points in more detail. In doing so, we 
will closely adhere to the argumentation found in Benveniste (1966). 

With regard to the first point mentioned above: A "copula" in those 
languages which clearly possess this category, e.g., the modem Western 
European languages such as English, German or French, is required as 
every predicate in these languages must contain a verbal element express
ing TAM and person marking. As was shown in Chapter 4, however, Kha
ria is most easily described without recourse to categories such as "noun" 
and ''verb" Instead, we merely find TAMIPERsoN-syntagmas and Case
syntagmas. As there is no such thing as a nominal sentence in Kharia, 
the presence of a verbal copula, needed to fulfill the language-specific 
requirement that every predicate contains a verb, does not hold here. 

The second point mentioned above, that of obligatoriness, is perhaps 
the most important of the three: As Benveniste (1966) argues, it is impor
tant to distinguish among languages which at first glance would appear to 
have a copula between those which REQUIRE this element and those where 
this element is STRUCTURALLY OPTIONAL: Whereas the term "copula" would 
appear justified in the first type (e.g., English, French, German), this is 
quite different in the second type. In these languages, it is quite common 
practice to assume the presence of a "zero copula" in an ellipsis for those 
cases where, from an English-speaking perspective, the copula appears 
to be missing. However, what this implies is that such a form SHOULD be 
present but has been "left out" in a particular utterance, thereby assuming 
a priori that the language in question must have a copula. 

This immediately brings us to the third point mentioned above: As 
Benveniste (1966) shows for a number of older Indo-European languages 
(especially Greek), and as will be shown below in 7.3.5 for Kharia, the 
presence or absence of such a form can express a semantic difference 
between what we may loosely term "narrative description" (in the pres
ence of a qualitative marker) and "general or self-evident truth" (in the 
absence of such a form). As such, we are not justified here in assuming 
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that a form of the "copula" has been "dropped" Rather, the absence of 
such a form is itself semantically relevant. 

Summarizing, as the term "copula (verb)" is generally taken to refer to 
an obligatory "dummy" element required in qualitative predication due to 
a language-specific requirement that all predicates contain a verb, the use 
of this term cannot be justified in the description of a language such as 
Kharia, where the presumed "copula" is not obligatory (with a general, 
atemporal interpretation) and where there is no compelling evidence for 
the presence of nouns and verbs. Instead, those forms referred to in this 
author's previous works on Kharia as copulas will be considered markers 
of qualitative predication: When present, these forms ground the utterance 
in terms of tense, aspect and mood and denote whether the predicate is to 
be interpreted as stative ('be') or dynamic ('become'). When these forms 
are not present in a qualitative predicate, the utterance is a "general or 
self-evident truth" 

7.3.3 Stative qualitative predication-the forms 

As discussed above, in the present-tense a distinction is made between 
INHERENT and NON-INHERENT qualitative predication, both of which have 
suppletive positive and negative forms. Table 7.3 presents the present
tense forms of these markers. These forms do not mark for basic voice 
but do mark for PERS!NUMIHoN. 

Both the non-negated form heke and the negated form nalage have 
been borrowed directly from Sadri. ayi2j(4J on the other hand would also 
appear to be an Indo-Aryan loan word, although it is not entirely clear 
from which language it has been borrowed. It is clearly not from (mod
ern) Sadri, where the corresponding form is ah-, however the presence of 
the 3rd person, non-honorific form aich 'he/she/it is' in Maithili (Yadav, 
1996: 21 7ff.) would seem to indicate that it has been borrowed from 
some Indo-Aryan source, and the stem ach- is also found elsewhere in 
eastern Indo-Aryan, such as Bengali. Instead of ayiJi(4), the form li[ij is 
occasionally found in older texts. 

Table 7.3: The present-tense qualitative markers 

Type of stative qualitative predication 

Inherent qualities 
Non-inherent qualities 

Non-negated 
form 

heke 
ayi](4J 

Negated form 

nalage 
umborfj(4J 
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Tables 7.4 and 7.5 show the forms of the non-negated, inherent and non
inherent qualitative markers heke and ayi1"(4J, respectively: nalage con
jugates similarly to heke and umbof:i1"(4J (with the rare alternate forms 
uborei(cf) and umbocf.ej(cf)) similarly to ayi2j(4). 12 

Table 7.4: The present-tense forms of the non-negated, inherent qualitative marker 

1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 

Singular 

hek=i]t 
hek=em 
heke 

DuaVHON 

Incl. Excl. 

heke=na1J heke=jar 
heke=bar 
heke=kiyar 

Plural 

Incl. Excl. 

heke=ni1J heke=le 
heke=pe 
heke=ki I heke=may 
hekfiyl 3 

Table 7.5: The present-tense forms of the non-negated, non-inherent 
qualitative marker 

1st person 
2nd person 
3rdperson 

Singular 

ayi}q=i]t 
ayfjq=em 

ayfj 

DuaVHON 

Incl. Excl. 

ayi}=na1J ayi}=jar 
ayi}=bar 
ayi}=kiyar 

Plural 

Incl. Excl. 

ayi}=ni1J ayfj=le 
ayfj=pe 

ayfj=ki I ayi}=may 

Unlike the present tense in dynamic narrative predication, the present
tense forms of these stative qualitative markers refer only to the here and 
now. 14 For expressing stative qualitative predication with a non-present 
or non-indicative interpretation, the morpheme aw is used, which other
wise has the meaning 'stay, remain; live', and the inherent/non-inherent 
distinction is neutralized. Also, unlike the forms with a present-tense 
interpretation, aw as a marker of stative qualitative predication is always 

12 Note 1hat 1he final -c[ in ayfj(tj) and umborfj{ti) is omitted before all person markers 
o1her 1han 1hose of the first- and second-persons, singular, 1he only two person markers 
which begin wi1h a vowel. This is due to the strict (C)V(C) syllable structure of the native 
vocabulary (cf. 2.3-2.4). 

13 The fonn hekliy is the Sadri fonn of the 3rd person, plural. This fonn is occasionally 
folDld instead of1he "regu.lm" forms hekeki and hekemay. 

14 They may perhaps also be used wi1h a ''historical present" interpretation, al1hough no 
examples for this use have yet come to my attention. 
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marked explicitly for the middle voice. The following provides a few 
examples of stative qualitative predication. 

Inherent qualities-heke and nalage 

79. u kahani u go{a duniya=te Zebu =ki=yaJ kahani heke. 
this story this entire world=oBL pen~on=FL=oEN story QUAL.PRS 
'This is the story of the people on the entire world.' [AK, 3:1] 

80. muda tam jou lebu=ki umay ko1J=sikh=o2 no 
but now up. to pen~on=pr, NEG.3PL know=PERF=AcT.PST CMPL 

u=jeJ i daru heke. 
this=sa.NHUM what tree QUAL.PRS 
'But to this day, people have not found out what tree it is.' 

[BB, 1:18] 

je khajar tar=sikh=oJ=may ho=kar=aJ 81. ... no 
and CREL deer kill==mRF=AcT.PS!-3PL that=SG.IDJM=GEN 

komal}=ko nalage ... , 
meat=CNlR QUAL.NEG.PRS 

and it isn 't the meat of the deer that they had killed . 
[AK., 1:59] 

As noted above, the qualitative markers may also precede a Case-syntagma. 
This is especially common with "heavy" semantic bases (82) or when the 
semantic base is focused or contrasted ((87) below): 

82. u=je[J]=ga heke kh(J{"iya gotar=aJ cho{ka kahani. 
this=sCJ.NHUM==pQC QUAL.PRS Kharia clan=GEN small story 
'This is a short history of the Kharia clan. ' [AK, 1:70] 

Recall from 6.7.1 that Malhotra (1982: 286) cites a few examples in 
which the inherent present qualitative marker is negated similarly to 
dynamic narrative predicates, i.e., um heke instead of nalage. This usage 
is quite rare, however, and the form nalage is much more common and 
is considered standard. 
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Non-inherent qualities-ayi1j(4.) and umbo{i1j(ct) 

83. ho=kiyar=yaJ tomoq=te 4.liraJ ayi1j. 
that=nu=CJEN mouth=oBL stick 
'There is a stick in their mouths.' 

QUAL.PRS 

84. u kho[i=te beta umborPj=may. 
this village.section=oBL boy QUAL.NEG.PRS=3PL 
'In this village section there aren't [any] boys.' 

[TK, 1 :44] 

[RK, 5:3] 

85. qairgliw ro kha[iya{oli hinte tama kha[iya=ki umborPj=ki 
Daytgaon and Khariatoli LOC now Kharia==pr, QUAL.NEG.PRS ==pr, 
'There aren't [any] Kharia now in Dairgaon and Khariatoli.' 

[MT, 1:231] 

As noted in 5.2, the non-inherent qualitative marker is also used to denote 
predicative possession: 

86. m1ij4.a2 gam=oJ, "umboJ bhai, ijz=aJ=te samtzy 
ant say=AcT.PST no brother 1 sa=omr-oBL time 

umbori1j." 
QUAL.NEG.PRS 

'The ant said, "No brother, I have no time.''' [TK, 2:25] 

Finally, as discussed in Section 6.8.2.4, these forms are also used in con
junction with the infinitive to denote obligation or necessity. 

Non-present stative qualitative predication with aw 

87. raja=yaJ jfimi aw=ki sembho oqo rani=yaJ pimi 
king=oEN name QUAL==wD.PST Sembho and queen=CJEN name 

aw=ki qaktzy. 
QUAL==wD.PST Dakay 
'The king's name was Sembho and the queen's name was Dakay.' 

[AK, 1:4] 

As the following example shows, aw is used not only for past or future 
states but also for habitual and iterative situations: 
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8 8. jha,:i poJda hinte mucf:u laJ mucf:u gaysi 
all village Loc one.HUM then one.HUM spy 

aw=ta=ki=ga. 
QUAL~.PRs=pr,=poc 

'In all villages there are [always] some spies.' [MT, 1:207] 

7.3.4 Dynamic qualitative predication 

In addition to stative qualitative predication, Kharia also possesses forms 
denoting dynamic qualitative predication, corresponding roughly to Eng
lish 'become', although the translation 'take place' is often more appro
priate. These forms-in all TAM categories--derive from the morpheme 
hoy, which has been borrowed from Sadri or, less commonly, bone, also 
from Sadri. These forms will be glossed as 'become' for convenience. 

89. sou2b se maha=yaJ biha hoy=si'l. 
all ABL big=GEN wedding become==mRF 

'The oldest [sister] has married (= the wedding of the biggest has 
become).' [AK, 4:9] 

90. u jharkhancf alag hoy=ki ho bhere tay 
this Jharkhand separate become==wn.PST that time ABL 

ghcut iskul koJghel=jo ho=ki kha[iya kayam=ta=may. 
therefore school vicinity=Ann that=pr, Kharia speak~.PRs=3PL 

'Since the time Jharkhand became independent, therefore they speak 
Kharia in school as well.' [AK, 5:24] 

91. kat/i deri=te rel chuJ{e=na=yaJ bera hoy=ki. 
some time=oBL train leave=nw==oEN time becom~.PST 

'After some time, the time for the train to depart arrived (= it became 
the time .. ).' [RD. 1:10] 

Very rarely, and generally in the language of the southern speakers, the 
form hoy is found in environments where one of the stative qualitative 
markers would be expected. 

92. sow-cfay=cfom=a[J] hoy=ki 
spouse-woman=3POss=GEN become~.PST 

'His wife's [name] was Jhariyo.' 

jhariyo. 
Jhariyo 

[MS, 1:19] 
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7.3.5 "Zero copulas"? 

In his discussion. Benveniste (1966) differentiates between qualitative 
predicates15 consisting only of a nominal phrase and those consisting of a 
nominal phrase plus the verb 'be' (etre). Applied to Kharia, this equates 
to that part of the predicate with the form of a Case-syntagma (Ben
veniste's phrase nomina/e) and the stative qualitative predicate marker 
(le verb «etre»). As Benveniste (1966: 162) notes for his study of these 
constructions in various Indo-European languages, especially Greek, the 
presence or absence of the verb 'be' is not haphazard but can be sum
marized as follows: 

- The absence of the verb 'be' 
is always connected to direct discourse and 
always serves for assertions which express a "general truth" 

- On the other hand, the presence of the verb 'be' is linked to 
the narration of a fact and 
the description of a manner of being or of a situation 

In other words, the absence of 'be' states the obvious, reminds the listener 
of a general truth, or cites something (being portrayed as self-evident) 
as proof, while the presence of 'be' informs the listener and gives the 
particulars of a situation. 

As such, the difference between the presence or absence of the verb 
'be' is directly related to discourse registers (Benveniste, 1966: 165)16-

direct discourse as opposed to narration-as well as to whether what is 
being predicated is beyond any doubt, such as a general truth (or what 
the speaker wishes to portray as an unquestionable truth). This fits in 
well with the fact that the bare nominal phrase is not marked for tense, 
aspect or mood: As the information denoted by the predicate is consid
ered beyond question and an obvious fact, it need not be "grounded" or 

15 Note that Benveniste does not speak of qualitative predication but rather ''the verbal 
fimcti.on" (lafonction verba/e) to refer to the semantic fimction of predication in general, 
as opposed to verbal FORMS. However, as he is clearly dealing with what I term stative 
qualitative predication, this is only a terminological issue and does not affect our argu
mentation here. 

16 For example, as Benveniste shows, while the presence of the vern 'be' (Greek wn) 
is quite common in the worlcs of Herodotus, a historian narrating scenes and events, the 
use of this fonn is considerably less, e.g., in the epics, where stretches of discourse are 
also found. 
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situated with respect to tense, aspect or mood. It is essentially atempo
ral-or at the very least valid for the time of reference-and indicative, 
and aspectual distinctions are irrelevant. 

The criteria Benveniste (1966) proposes for these languages fit remark
ably well with the Kharia data. To begin with, we note here that the pres
ence of forms such as heke and ayi~· are quite common in our corpus, as 
these texts are almost entirely narratives. Hence, the use of these forms 
may be considered unmarked for the narrative register. Especially com
mon is the use of these forms at the beginning or end of a narrative: 

Beginning of a narrative: (= (79) above) 

93. u kahani u go{a duniya=te lebu=ki=yaP kahani heke. 
this story this entire world=oBL person=pL=CJEN story QUAL.PRS 

'This is the story of the people on this entire world.' [AK, 3:1] 

End of a narrative: 

94. u=jeJ=ga heke manus jati=yaP kahani. 

95. 

this=so.NHUM==roc QUAL.PRS man 
'This is the story of humanity.' 

ro mane=te=may no u 

ethnic.group=GEN story 
[AK, 3:17-18] 

beta ro be{i=kiyar=ga 
and believe=AcT.PRS=3PL CMPL this boy and girl=nu==roc 

loJc[ho mug am col=ke soub duniya=yaP lebu=ki=yaP 
after fmward go =sEQ all world=GEN person=pL=CJEN 

ayo ro aba heke=kiyar. 
mother and father QUAL.PRS=nu 
'And they believe that this boy and girl later, having gone forth, are 
the mother and father of the people of the whole world.' 

96. u=jeJ=ga el=aP ku{um ocf.o{J] ... pariwar=aJ 
family=oEN this=so.NHUM==roc lPL.EXCL=oEN family and 

cho{ka-san parice heke. 
small-APPROX introduction QUAL.PRS 
'This is a shortish introduction to our family and relatives.' 

[AK, 4:15] 
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As one of the primary functions-perhaps the primary function-of nar
ration is to inform the listeners of events and situations, the presence of 
these stative qualitative markers in narration is to be expected. As the 
following examples show, this is also true of information within thenar
rative itself, not only at its beginning or end: 

[AK, 1:9-11] 
'One day their father called them all and said "Hurry, kill and bring back 
this kind of animal from the forest", and he hurries off.' 

97. aba=qom=kiyar um=kiyar batay=oJ no i jinis 
father=3POSS==JiON NEG---:HON tell=AcT.PST CMPL what animal 

heke, i jhliut heke lekin, muda, 4.a1J 
QUAL.PRS what animal QUAL.PRS but but send 

go(h=oJ sou2b=te=ga. 
C:TEL=AcT.PST all=oBL==roC 
'Their father didn't tell them which animal it is, which animal it is, 
but he sent them all off.' 

98. ro be2t=4.om=ki=jo umay jurJ=oJ no i jhaut heke 
and son=3ross=pL=ADD NEG.3PL ask=ACT.PST CMPL what animal QUAL.PRS 

lekin kaJ kom=ki dhoJ=ke muJ gdq=ki=may. 
but bow arrow=PL grab=sEQ emerge c:TEL==wn.Psr-3PL 
'And his sons also didn't ask which animal it is, but, having taken 
their bows and arrows, they went off.' 

There are also cases, such as the following, in which there is indeed evi
dence that a form of 'be' has been "dropped" in an ellipsis. This is seen 
by the fact that heke is used in this example once for the older son, rohit, 
and is not repeated for the second son, jerab. As we will see below, this 
is quite different from those cases in which 'be' is not found in qualitative 

predication but where it is also not elliptical. 

99. maha-e=qom=aJ ]1imi heke rohit, oqoJ konon=aJ J erab, 
big-???=3poss=oEN name QUAL.PRS Rohit and small=GEN Jerab 

oqo[J] ho=ka{'=aJ tay konon bahin=kiyar tama 
and that=SG.HlJM=GEN ABL small sister==JroN now 
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hoJ=te=ga a[yP]j=kiyar kolej karay=te=kiyar, simcf.aJ=te=ga. 
house=oBL=roc QUAL.PRS=aoN college do=AcT.PRS=aoN Simdega=oBL=roc 
'Her older [son]'s name is Rohit, and the younger one's [is] Jerab, 
and her younger sister (HoN) is now at home, [and] goes to college, 
in Simdega.' [ AK, 4: 11] 

As the second line of this last example shows, the comments given here 
with respect to narration and 'be' apply equally to both heke and ayi1. 
Here a few more examples for ayi~·: 

Beginning of a narrative: 

100. tama ijl ani.J1=a2 gotar=aJ kahni batay=na 
now lso lPL.INCL=oEN clan=oEN story tell=mF 

col=tdjcf.=ijt. 
go~.PRoo=lso 

'Now I am going to tell the story of our clan.' [AK, 1:1-2] 

101. kahani lebu=ki kho[i=ki=te kayom=ta=ki. u=ghay 
story person=pL village.section==J>L=oBL speak=Mm.PRS==J>L this=way 

ayPj. 
QUAL.PRS 
'The people tell [this] story in the villages. It goes (= is) like this.' 

The narration of information: 

102. sim[a batay=oJ "dhliy{=e] heJcf.O, ikon, heJcf.o u rochdb 
Simra tell=AcT.PST huny=AcT.IRR here umh here this side 

cf.aJ ayi1j." 
water QUAL.PRS 
'Simra said "Hurry! Here, umh, over here there is water."' 

[AK, 1:33] 

"Nominal" predicate~ualitative predication without 'be' 
We now turn to examples of qualitative predication in which there is 
no element which translates as 'be' The following presents an example 
for a kind of "general truth" In this example, the Kharia are migrating 
throughout India on their way to their present-day homeland and have 
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been living for some time at the confluence of the Yamuna and Ganges 
rivers. At this point in the story the speakers are expressing that they feel 
relatively safe where they now are, as those who have been pursuing them 
will have a difficult time crossing the rivers, due to the fact that they have 
swollen and are now very large: 

103. samudar lekhe ompay=ki bore bore. laJ hote paro=na 
ocean like river=FL big REP then here cross=JNF 

muskil heke. 
difficult QUAL.PRS 
'The rivers [are] very big, like an ocean. Therefore (= then) it is 
difficult to cross here.' [MS, 1 : 157] 

In the first half of this example of direct discourse, where there is no 
unit translating as 'be', the speakers are stating a fact that is obvious to 
the others, i.e., that the rivers at the place where the interlocutors are 
located are full of water, like an ocean. What is being narrated here is in 
the second half of this utterance, when the speakers state that those fol
lowing the Kharia (not mentioned here directly) will not be able to cross 
the rivers here because of this, i.e., it will be difficult to cross the rivers 
here (narrated information), for the obvious reason that the rivers are full 
(self-evident truth as background information). 

The following example, a few lines earlier from the same story [MS, 
1:141], is in reference to how the Kharia got to where they are in example 
(1 03) above. Here, the speakers are referring to the immediate surroundings 
of the wandering Kharia, which are known to all present in the situation, 
that is, the speakers in the following are merely stating the obvious and are 
not in any way informing their interlocutors of their present situation: 

104. u=ti2j tay Zebu qel=tdj=ki ro u=ti1j=jo 
this=side ABL person come==MfD.PROCFPL and this=side=ADn 

Jamuna u=ti1j gaiJga maha ompay. 
Yamuna this=side Ganges great river 
'People are coming from this direction and [on] this side [is] the 
Yamuna [and on] this side [is] the mighty Ganges River.' 

Again, this self-evident fact is being stated as background argumentation 
for the next line of text, which reads (in English) "How will we cross 
over? Oh God!" (MS, 1:142). As the Kharia at this point of the story are 
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being pursued by their enemy, what is of primary concern here is how to 
escape, not that the rivers are there, which is obvious in this context. 

The following example is very similar in structure. In this episode 
[MS, 1 :37], the Kharia are wandering through the Himalayas on their 
way to their present-day homeland. In the first half of this example, the 
speaker-again in direct discourse-is reminding his listeners of their 
position in the Himalayas, which is known to all who are wandering. As 
in (103), what is being narrated here is the fact that it will be difficult 
to walk between the Khyber Pass and Tibet for the (obvious) reason that 
these are below the Himalayas: 

105. himalay 
Himalaya 

tibat, 
Tibet 

moskil 

biru=wa? 
mountain=GEN 

Ia? 
then 

hoy=na. 
difficult become==MIO .IRR 

tuta ti1 khaybar na 
bottom side Khyber.Pass and 

moJjhi=te co=na=ko 
middle=oBL go==JNFCNTR 

'Below the Himalayan mountains [are] the Khyber Pass and Tibet, 
then and it will be difficult to walk between them.' 

Finally, one last example which again demonstrates that no form of 'be' 
is found where a general truth is being stated, although this is not a case 
of direct discourse: 

[MT, 1:64] 

106. akil=a? kay om no musniiJ a=ti1 tay=ko qel 
mind=GEN matter CMPL one.day Q=side ABL=cN'IR come 

hambaJ=ki mofl maha dano ro poJda=yaJ jh(J(i 
SUD==MIO.PST one big demon and village=GEN all 

lebu=ki=te diyo=ga mucfu mucfu=te floJ=na mQ[e=yoJ. 
person==pr,=oBL daily=roc one.HUM REP=oBL eat==INF begin=AcT.PST 
'It is believed (= [is] the matter of the mind) that one day, a great 
demon suddenly appeared from somewhere and began to eat all the 
people of the village, one by one.' 
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Here again. the speaker is presenting a general, unquestionable truth, 
hence there is no element translating as 'be' What is being narrated here 
is not TIIAT people believe something but rather WHAT they believe. 

Summarizing, as the preceding pages have shown, there is a clear 
semantic difference between qualitative predication with and without an 
element translating as 'be' in English. In other words, the absence of heke 
or ayi~· in Kharia is semantically relevant and cases of qualitative predica
tion in which there is no element translating as 'be' cannot be viewed as 
having a zero copula. 

Structurally speaking, qualitative predication with an element translat
ing as 'be' is similar to dynamic narrative predication discussed in 6.1: In 
both types of predication we find an element marked for TAM and person 
translating into English as a verb. Also, as noted above, qualitative predi
cation with an element translating as 'be' is more "narrative" in style than 
qualitative predication without this element. The only difference between 
the two "narrative" types of predicates, structurally speaking, is that with 
"narrative" qualitative predication, the status of the present tense is some
what different ("here and now") as compared with the more general pres
ent tense of dynamic narrative predication. Also, the present-tense forms 
in qualitative predication do not mark for basic voice, whereas those for 
dynamic narrative predication obligatorily mark for basic voice. Other
wise, the two types of predication are structurally quite similar, in opposi
tion to the (non-narrative) type of qualitative predication in which there 
is no element marked for TAM, basic voice or person. 

7.4 CLAUSE CooRDINATION 

The coordination of two or more finite clauses in Kharia is achieved 
through any of a large number of conjunctions. Their presence has no 
effect on word order. The following list presents a few of the most com
mon forms, followed by two brief examples. 

107. ro, ocf.o(J) 'and' 
muda, lekin, magar 'but' 
umlaJ, umlaJko, umbo') laJko 'otherwise' 

laJ '(and) then' 
laJko 'but' 

108. ho kon{htrcf.=te yo=yoJ ro botorJ gdcf.=ki ho=kQ[. 
that bird=oBL see=AcT.PST and fear C:TEL==wD.PST that=sG.HUM 

'He saw that bird and became afraid.' [AK, 1:41] 
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109. musni1J dinu bheir lam=oJ=ki muda umay kuy=oJ. 
once day entire search=AcT.PS"FPL but NEG.3PL find=AcT.PST 
'Once [they] searched all day but didn't find [the demon].' 

[MT, 1:68] 

7.5 SUBORDINATION 

This section deals with various types of subordination in Kharia, includ
ing "adverbial clauses" in 7.5.1 (purpose, causal I instrumental, temporal, 
conditional and counterfactual, concessive and depictive) and comple
ment clauses in 7.5.2. As there are a large number of productive strategies 
for expressing propositional attribution ("relative clauses"), these will be 
dealt with separately in 7. 6. 

7.5.1 "Adverbial" clauses 

7.5.1.1 Purpose clauses 
Purpose clauses are constructed with the infinitive and usually one of the 
following two postpositions: ghdcf 'for; PURP' and tho1J 'for; PURP' With 
these postpositions, the infinitive is usually marked for the genitive. 

110. u kho[i boJ=ki=te lebu=ki ek dusre=te saghro 
this village place=PL=oBL person=PL one second=oBL help 

karay=na=? ghacL apan sis{am dj=siJ=may. 
do=JNF=CJEN PURP REFL system take.out=PEtu=3PL 
'The people of these villages, in order to help one another, have 
developed ( = taken out) their own system.' [ AK., 5: 11] 

111. laJ sou2b=ga bhai=ki ho khajar tar=na ghaq juda 
then all =roc brothe~ that deer ki.ll=JNF PURP separate 

juda muJ=ki =may, kinir=te. 
REP emerge==wD.PST=3PL forest=oBL 
'Then all the brothers set out separately to kill that deer, into the 
forest.' [ AK., 1:15] 

Occasionally, the infinitive alone is used. especially with contentive mor
phemes denoting motion: 
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112 .... ber=aJ onlj ayi] harhowa=ki dj=may ho=ki 
who=GEN ox QUAL.PRS plowe:r=PL QUAL.PRs=3PL that=PL 

apan har cf.dcf.=ke silo'l=na col=ta=may. 
REFL plowing.utensils take=SEQ plow=INF go==wn.PRs=3PL 

someone has oxen, [and] there are plowers, they take their own 
plowing utensils and go to plow.' [AK., 5:15] 

7.5.1.2 Causal I instrumental clauses 
The most common means of expressing a causal clause is through the 
subordinating conjunction ina no [why cMPL] 'because' In these clauses, 
the TAMIPERSON-syntagma is always morphologically fully finite. 

113. kuncf.ab 
behind 

aw=ki tomli1J 
QUAL==wD.PST milk 

khQ[iya 
Kharia 

gam cf.om=na 
say PASS=JNF 

laJ=ki=may ma no u=ki tomlirj u1q=ga qel=ki=may. 
IPFV==wD.PSr-3PL because this=pr, milk drink==roc come==wn.PST=3PL 
'Those who were behind were called "Milk Kharia" because they 
came drinking milk.' [MT, 1: 180] 

Another common means of denoting causal or instrumental clauses is 
through the infinitive, followed by an ablative postposition: 

114. mehneit ro iman=ya'l kamu karay=na se i4/b=te 
labor and honor=GEN work do=JNF ABL night=oBL 

suJkho=yaJ leme'lcf. cf.el=ta. 
happiness=GEN sleep come==wn.PRs 
'By doing labor and honourable work(= from labor and honor's 
working), one sleeps happily (= the sleep of happiness comes) at 
night.' [BB, 2:67] 

7.5.1.3 Temporal clauses 
To express that one event took place before or after another event, either 
the postposition seiJ (or its alternative form siiJ) 'before' or loJqho or 
badte, both with the meaning 'after', is used. The predicate of the tempo
ral clause appears in the infinitive, generally in the genitive case. 

115. co=na='l SliJ bu[ha a4J=yaJ 
go=JNF=GEN before old.man ANAPH=GEN 

be'lt=cf.om=ki=te u 
son=3poss=pL=oBL this 
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[MT, 1:130] 

116. wt.=na 
drink=JNF 

lo?«t_ho a4.i ho maha daru tuta=te=ga 
after ANAPH that big tree bottom=oBL==roc 

qel=ki. 
come==MID.PST 
'After drinking [the water], he came to the bottom of that big tree.' 

[AK, 1:23] 

To express that one event takes place as soon as another takes place, the 
predicate appears as an infinitive and is directly followed by sariyat I 
seriyat, a loan word from Sadri: 

117. on«t_or=na sariyat beta, be{i, konselcf.uJ oJ cfjyar 
hear=JNF as.soon.as boy girl woman house enter 

gd q=ki=may . .. 
C:TEL==MID.PST=3PL 
'As soon as [they] heard [this], the children and women entered 
[their] homes. ' [Kerketta, 1990: 2] 

In another construction with the same meaning, the conjunction noga 'as 
soon as' follows the subordinate clause, which contains a fully finite TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma. noga apparently derives from the complementizer no 
and the focal marker ga. 

118. ro sat:a on«b"o=te noga jor jor se 
and sound hear=AcT.PRS as.soon.as strong REP INST 

bhabru=te. 
bark:=AcT.PRS 
'And as soon as he hears a sound, [the dog] barks loudly.' 

[BB, 3:37] 

Alternatively, the infinitive is followed by deri to denote 'as soon as' or 
'while': 
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119. o1 qiyar=na deri bij=cf.om=te 
house enter=INF while daughter=3ross=oBL ask=AcT.PST 

"gach=ob no befj?'' 
fiy=ACT.PST.2SG Q daughter 
'While entering the house, she asked her daughter "Did you fry him, 
daughter?" ' [BB, 1 :79] 

120. gita?=na deri po[01J =te ikucf. jug hay lemecf. 
lie.down==nw as.soon.as hare=oBL very much sleep 

laJ=ki ro lemecf. gd cf.=ki. 
EMOT~.PST and sleep C:TEL~.PST 

'As soon as he lay down, the hare became very tired and fell asleep.' 
[BB, 3:16] 

Similarly, the correlative conjunction cat .. . pa{ may be used, with the 
same meanmg: 

121. modi=ya? cat magni pat biha 
Modi=oEN as.soon.as water.ceremony as.soon.as marry 

hoy=ki. 
becom~.PST 

'No sooner had Modi's water ceremony taken place did the wed
ding take place.' [RD, 2:47] 

Another very common means of denoting a temporal clause is through 
a "relative" clause of the type discussed in 7.6 in which the "head" is a 
generic time word, generally bhere 'time', which is modified by a pre
posed clause with a finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. 

122. modi cautha klas=te aw=ki bhere ap=cf.om mo.rz 
Modi fourth class=oBL QUAL~.PST time fat:her=3Poss one 

saykil S01J kay=oJ. 
bicycle buy BEN=AcT.PST 
'When Modi was in the fourth class, his father bought him a bicycle.' 

[RD, 2:17] 

123. modi pagut: regse=na la?=ki bhere tay=ga arkhi 
Modi crawl crawl==nw IPFV~.PST time ABL==roc liquor 
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tlq=na=J tho1J ijlam=na laJ=ki. 
drin1.c=JNF=GEN PURP cry=INF IPFV=wD.PST 

'Since the time that Modi was crawling he used to cry because he 
wanted to drink liquor (= cry in order to drink liquor).' 

[RD, 2:5] 

To express 'until', jaw- 'until' forms a compound with the lexical base of 
the predicate. The subject of the corresponding finite clause can appear 
here in the genitive, all other arguments I adjuncts have the same form 
as in a finite clause. 

124. anita=J jaw-4.am, ... 'Until Anita comes, or 'Until Anita's 
Anita=oEN until-anive arrival, . 

For further strategies for expressing temporal clauses in Kharia, see the discus
sion of sequential and imperfective converbs in Sections 6.6.2.3--6.6.2.4. 

7.5.1.4 Conditionals and counteifactuals 
In both conditional and counterfactual clauses, the apodosis is almost 
always marked by the clause-initial conjunction laJ 'then' The Indo
Aryan loan word agar 'if' can appear in the protasis, although it is not 
generally used. Very rarely, yadi 'if', a borrowing from modem Indo
Aryan (where it is a borrowing from Sanskrit), is found. 

The T AMIPERSoN-syntagma of both the protasis and apodosis generally 
appears in the irrealis, less commonly in the irrealis perfect, especially in 
counterfactuals, which are otherwise structurally identical. 

Conditionals 

125. am 
2so 

am=aJ tiJ 
2so=oEN hand 

laJ=na. 
EMOT=wD.IRR 

buiJ ob-dhog=e=m laJ sebol 
INST cAus-gmb=AcT.IRR=2so then delicious 

'If you give me it(= cause [me] to grab [it]) with your [own] hands, 
then [it] will taste delicious.' [BB, 1 :43] 

126. leme4. um laJ=ta laJ korob korob =ga 
sleep NEG EMOT=wD.PRS then silent REP=f"OC 
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'Ifyou are not tired then lie quietly.' [BB, 3:22] 

127. agar am=aJ bhabru oncfor=kon ki[OJ cfe=na laJ 
if 2so=GEN bark hear-SEQ tiger come=MID.IRR then 

boriya=te=ga tar )1og=e. 
both=oBL==roC kill eat=ACT.IRR 
'If, having heard your barking, the tiger comes, he will kill and eat 
[us] both.' [BB, 3:40] 

Occasionally, the conjunction tob(=ga) 'then' from Indo-Aryan is found 
in place of the more common laJ 'then' in the apodosis. 

128. muda i,rz=te mofl hajar rupaya 
but lso=oBL 

mofl hapta=te 
one week=oBL 

am 
2so one thousand rupees 

kamu=ke ter=e=m 
eam=sEQ give=AcT.IRR=2so 
'But ifyou earn and give me 1,000 rupees in one week,' 

tob=ga ij1 kacfjj=na=i1J no am hocfom kamu 
then==roc lso accept=MID.IRR=lso CMPL 2so other work 

karay=kon borol=na=m. 
do=sEQ live=MID.IRR=2so 
'only then will I accept that you will live by doing other work.' 

[BB, 2:51] 

Although quite rare, the corpus also contains examples such as the fol
lowing, both from the same person, where the TAMIPER.soN-syntagma in 
the apodosis appears in the past imperfective instead of the irrealis to 
denote a habitual event. 

129. ap=cfom=te botol dhoJ-dhoJ yo=ye laJ 
father=3POss=oBL bottle take-RDP see=AcT.IRR then 

coko1«1_=ga gur1yay khor=na la1=ki. 
drag.oneself==roc crawl ITER==JNF IPFV=MID.PST 
'If he sees his father take the bottle then he would crawl around 
here and there.' [RD, 2:13] 
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oJ=te ap=cfom teinko ark hi un=sig=e 
house=OBL father=3POSS a. little liquor place==l'ERFACT.IRR 

ho=jeJ=ko ho=k"l" capu karbdcf=kon u,«t_ 

that=so.NHUM=CNTR that=so.HUM rummage ECao=sEQ drink 

i«t_a?=na la?=ki 
ECHO=JNF IPFV=MID.PST 
'If his father has placed some liquor in the house. then he would 
rummage through everything [until he found it] and then drink it all 
up.' [RD, 2:25] 

Counterfactuals 

131. agar ifl hante aw=siJ=na=ijt laJ ho=kCl{"=aJ 
if lso there QUAL==mRF=MID.IRR=lso then that=so.HUM=GEN 

kayom oncfor[ =e] ==ifl. 
speech hear[=AcT.IRR]=lso 
'If I had been there I would have listened to His(= God's) words.' 

[HJPa:103] 

7.5.1.5 Concessives 
The concessive construction in Kharia is not structurally related to the 
conditional construction. Concessive clauses are formed by means of 
the correlative construction jawbhi tawbhi 'although . . nevertheless', 
which has been borrowed from Indo-Aryan. tewjo or tewa.Jjo 'neverthe
less'17 is also found instead of tawbhi. The predicate of the subordinate 
clause is fully finite. 

132. jawbhi ho=k"l" 
although that=so.HUM 

dha1Jgar ayi]~ 

seiVant QUAL.PRS 
tawbhi 
still 

ho=kar=aJ=te laij besu peJ um kui=taj. 
that=SG.IDJM=G:IDFOBL stomach full rice NEG find=MID.PROG 
'Although he is a servant, still he goes hungry (= a stomach-full of 
rice isn't being found to him).' [HJPa:60] 

17 From Sadri teu 'but' plus the Kharia focal marker =aJ and the additive focal marker 
=jo. 
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7.5.1.6 Depictives 
Following Schultze-Berndt & Himmelmann (2004: 77£), depictives, or 
"depictive secondary predicates", may be defined as constructions exhib
iting the following traits: 

- The construction contains two separate predicating elements-the 
finite predicate and the depictive-whereby the eventuality of the 
depictive predicate holds for the time-frame of the eventuality of 
the finite predicate; 

- The depictive predicate is obligatorily controlled, although this control
ler may not be overtly expressed as an argwnent of the depictive; 

- The predication of this controller by the depictive is at least partially 
independent of that of the finite predicate-i.e., the two together do not 
form a complex predicate; 

- The depictive is not an argwnent of the finite predicate, i.e., it is never 
obligatory; 

- The depictive is not a modifier of the controller (e.g., it is not an 
adjective); 

- The depictive is non-finite. Although this is certainly a problematic 
criterion from a cross-linguistic perspective (cf e.g., Koptjevskaja
Tamm, 1994; Maas, 2004 ), the criterion for this trait given by Schultze
Berndt & Himmelmann, namely that the depictive predicate is not 
marked for tense or mood categories, will suffice for our purposes; 

- The depictive is part of the same prosodic unit as the finite predicate. 

There are a nwnber of constructions in Kharia which can express the 
same meaning as depictives defined in this sense. Most of these are 
not "genuine" depictive constructions in that they are also productively 
used to express other types of "adverbials" One possibility is to use the 
"sequential" converb, discussed in Section 6. 6.2.3: 

133. hin tay=ko soub =ga mop oJ=te aw=kon 
that ABL(= 'since then' )=cNIR all =roc one house=oBL live=sEQ 

son son kamu=kon borol=na laJ=ki=may. 
together REP work=SEQ live=INF IPFV=wn.Ps-r=3PL 

'Since then all of them lived in one house, working together for 
their living [ = having lived and having worked together].' 

[RD, 2:114] 
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Although this converb's primary function is to denote an action which 
begins before the eventuality expressed by the finite T AMIPERsoN-syntagma, 
examples such as (133), in which the two eventualities are simultane
ous, are not uncommon and are semantic depictives. However, as their 
primary function is to express sequential events, they cannot be consid
ered a genuine depictive construction. In addition, sequential converbs 
need not have the same subject as the main predicate, another requirement 
of depictives. 

Another, more common means of expressing semantic depictives in 
Kharia are the translational equivalents of imperfective converbs (6.6.2.4), 
which often have a depictive interpretation: 

134. muda ekle aw=ga awga murok ansa laJ=ki. 
but alone QUAL=roC REP very unhappiness EMOT==wD.PST 
'But [He(= God)] became unhappy being alone(= being alone, He 
became unhappy).' [AK, 3:6] 

Although such constructions always seem to have the same subject as the 
finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, they are quite often separated from the main 
predicate and then form an independent phonological unit. 

Another means of expressing semantic depictives is through a masdar 
marked for the oblique case: 

135. khOqe'lj=ko qoko=te=ga mukum=ki, tay ho boJ=te=ga 
a while=CNIR sit=oBL=roc doze.off==wn.PST then that place=oBL=roc 

"khO[e'lj mene c[hala)1JJe=ta=ij1"- gam=o2 ro 
a while cLAss take.a.nap==wn.PRS=lsa say=AcT.PST and 

gitaJ=kon leme'lq goq=ki. 
lie.down=sEQ sleep c:TEL==wn.PST 
'Sitting for a while, he began to doze off(= he dozed off), so he said 
[to himself] at that place "I'll sleep for a while." and he lay down 
and fell asleep.' [BB, 2:27] 

Again, this is not a genuine depictive construction, as this construction may 
have a different "subject" (= S/A) than the finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma 
which may also be overtly expressed (in the genitive). It is also found 
primarily in attributive function. 

Thus the last three constructions, although often compatible with a depic
tive intrepretation, must be considered general adjunct constructions. 
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The case is somewhat different with then next construction, whose pri
mary and perhaps only function is to express semantic depictives: The 
eventuality of the non-finite predicate is temporally co-extensive with that 
of the finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma and is restricted to the same subject as 
that of the finite T AMIPERsoN-syntagma. 

This construction consists of what at first glance appears to be a 
predicate with a complex semantic base (6.3.2), but in which the first 
predicating sub-base(s) is/are separated from the final base by a marker 
which is homophonous with the focal particle =ga. The finite TAM! 
PERSON-syntagma usually contains a semantic base denoting motion. 

136. ho=ki lere? la«t_a jay«t_am=ga qel=ki=may. ho=ki 
fuat=pr, rejoice laugh be.eager=FOc come=wn.Ps-r=3PL that=PL 

armat:ay=ga si«t_=ga qel=ki=may. 
hesi tate==roc get.lost==roc come=wn .Ps-r=3PL 

'They came rejoicing, laughing and eager. They came hesitating, 
and searching (i.e., some came eagerly, some hesitantly).' 

[MT, 1:4,5] 

137. kunqab aw=ki tomli1J kha[iya gam qom=na 
behind QUAL=wD.PST milk Kharia say PASS==JNF 

laJ=ki=may ina no u=ki tomliiJ u14_=ga qel=ki=may. 
IPFV=wD.PS"F3PL because this=pr, milk drink=FOc come=wn.PS-r=3PL 

'Those in the rear were called "Milk Kharia" because they came 
drinking milk.' [MT, 1: 180] 

In the following example, the object of the depictive predicate, a comple
ment clause, is postposed, as it is a "heavy" constituent. 

138. . .. u goJju1}=te 
this path=oBL 

heke hoy?'' 
QUAL.PRS INFER 

socay=ga col=ki=ki 
think=Foc go=wn.Ps"FPL 

no "i jaut 
CMPL what animal 

they walked along this path, thinking "What animal could it 
be?''' [AK, 1 :12] 

In the following example, the depictive predicate again appears before the 
finite predicating element, thereby separating that element from its goal: 
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tay, ikon, ho=ki a pan moJjhi=te kayom=ki=may no 
then umh that==J>L REFL middle=oBL speak=Mm.PS-r=3PL CMPL 

"a=kar serJ qaJ kuy=e 
CREL=so.HUM first water find=AcT.IRR 

ho=kar u daru=te=ga yo=ga qe=na". 
that=so.HUM this tree=oBL==pQC see==Foc come==MID.IRR 
'Then, umh, they said amongst themselves "He who first finds 
water, he should come to this tree, looking [for the others]."' 

[AK, 1:20] 

However, as the following examples show, the depictive co-predicate is 
not restricted to the position directly preceding the finite T AMIPER.soN
syntagma. This is problematic for considering this a genuine depictive 
construction, at least in the definition used here, as such depictive predi
cates are not within the same prosodic unit as the main predicate: 

140. kha[iya dhirom dhirom buli=ga avnaray=ga kiroJ, 
Kharia slowly REP wander==Foc hesitate==poc tiger 

buwarJ, bichi burJ khe1«1_ «t.UIJ=ga jol «t.UIJ=ga 
snake scorpion INST bite PASS==pQC ECHO PASS==FOC 

qel=ki=may. 
come==MID.Ps-r=3PL 
'The Kharia came, wandering slowly, stopping, being bitten, etc., 
by tigers, snakes and scorpions.' [MT, 1:13] 

There is a very close relationship-both morphosyntactically and seman
tically-between one of the constructions discussed in Section 6.6.2.4 
which function as "imperfective converbs", i.e., the repetition of a lexical 
morpheme marked by =ga, as in (134), and the "depictive" construction 
described here. Morphosyntactically, the two constructions have in com
mon that they both are (or can be) marked by the focus marker =ga, 
the difference between the two being that the "imperfective converb" is 
repeated, whereas the depictive construction is not. 

Repetition of the lexical morpheme in the imperfective converb is 
clearly an iconic means of signaling iterativity or extended duration 
and its use would also seem to emphasize the fact that two more-or
less independent eventualities simultaneously hold. The non-reduplicated 
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depictive construction, on the other hand, closely resembles structurally a 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma with a complex semantic base. 

The status of =gain the depictive construction is somewhat unclear: 
As the glosses in the examples above show, =ga is homophonous with 
the focus marker =ga (1.1.4). This would seem to make sense, as "depic
tives" (as well as "imperfective converbs") virtually always focus on the 
information of the secondary predicate (which is the "primary" predicate 
from a pragmatic point ofview). It would be wrong, however, to consider 
it merely a focus marker in the depictive construction: If this unit is not 
repeated and is not marked for =ga, we have a complex semantic base, 
consisting of two sub-bases. Although not a hard and fast rule, predicates 
of this type are generally interpreted as being sequential, and when asked, 
informants agreed that the presence or absence of =ga yields very differ
ent interpretations: 

141. tomlirJ 
milk 

142. tomlirJ 
milk 

714. 
drink 

cf.e=na! 'Drink milk [and then] come!' 
come~.IRR', 

cf.e=na! 'Come drinking milk!' 
come~.IRR 

As the conditions which combine to determine whether a TAMIPERsoN
syntagma whose semantic base consists of two (or more) sub-bases is 
to be interpreted as sequential or simultaneous are not entirely clear, 
no further comments can be made at this point on the status of =ga in 
this construction, other than to note the close connection between focus, 
imperfective converbs and depictives. 

The depictive construction is negated by enem 'without' =ga is then 
optional. 

143. ho=kar=aJ pura kayom enem omt.or=ga gam=oJ no: ... 
that=so.mJM=GEN all word without hear==Foc say=ACT.PST CMPL 

'But without hearing all his words he said. [mpa:68] 

This also holds in those cases where the "depictive" predicate is not 
directly adjacent to the finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. Thus, the same strat
egy is used to negate both imperfective converbs and depictives: 
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enem bhabru soloJ um aw=na pal=na 144. icfjb bhere 
night time without bark dog NEG remain==JNF be.able==JNF 

laJ=ki. 
1PFV~.PST 

'At night the dog could not keep quiet(= could not remain without 
barking).' [BB, 3:19] 

Finally, as the last example and the following examples show, =ga is 
not obligatory in the negated depictive construction, unlike in the non
negated form: 

145. jab ho=ki ci[ra kui=na laJ=ki=may 
CREL.TEMP that=PL squirrel find==JNF 1PFV~.PSr-PL 

tar umay melay=na laJ=ki. 
kill NEG.3PL leave==JNF 1PFV~.PST 

laJ enem 
then without 

'Whenever they found a squirrel, then without killing [it], they 
wouldn't leave.' [HJPa:43] 

146. musa=ko ifz enem daichna qo1q um=ifl melay[=e}. 
today=cNlR lso without fee take NEo=lso leave=AcT.IRR 

'Today, without receiving my fee, I will not leave.' 
[Kerketta, 1990: 3] 

In sum, the construction referred to here as the depictive construction dif
fers from both complex predication as well as non-negated imperfective 
converbs, although only minimally from both. This fits in well with the 
fact that it is, semantically speaking, closely related to both. 

Predicates of motion-path and manner Kharia appears to belong 
to what Talmy (1985) refers to as "Spanish-type" languages (including 
Romance in general, Semitic, Polynesian, Nez Perce, Caddo, but also 
apparently Hindi, cf. Narasimhan, 2003) in that lexical items denote 
motion and path but, if manner is to be expressed, it must be expressed 
through the depictive construction. 

The following lexical items combine the notions of motion and path. 
This list is probably not exhaustive, although there are presumably not 
many more contentive morphemes in this category. 
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147. muJ 'emerge' (motion out of an object) 
cfjyar 'enter' (motion into an object) 
col 'go' (motion away from deictic center (usually the speaker)) 
cfel 'come' (motion towards deictic center) 
cfam 'arrive' (motion arriving at the deictic center) 

As we shall see, these morphemes may also be combined with (telic) 
goals. The following may also perhaps belong to this category: 

148. qe'lb 'rise, ascend' 
eiJ 'return' 
tuta 'lower' (ITRIMIDDLE; TRfACTIVE) 
tobhlUIJ 'rise' (MIDDLE); 'raise' (ACTIVE) 

On the other hand, when other contentive morphemes which translate in 
English as verbs of motion denoting manner are combined with a (telic) 
goal, these must be expressed through the depictive construction, often 
with the reduplication of the depictive predicate. 

149. *sahar=te18 I *khoJtay dhay=oJ. 'S/he ran to I up to the city.' 
city=oBL up.to run=AcT.PST 

150. sahar bhiJtarte dhay=ga (dhiiy=ga) cfjyar=ki. 
city within run==roc REP enter=MID.PST 
'S/he entered the city, running.' 

151. *kho['i=te19 I *khoJtay buli=ki. 
village.section=oBL up.to wander=MID.PST 
'S/he wandered to I up to the village.' 

152. buli buli=ga sahar=te cfjyar=ki. 
wander REP==FOC city=OBL enter=MID.PST 
'S/he wandered into the city I entered the city, wandering.' 

18 Tiris sentence is grammatical, however, with the meaning 'S/he ran in 1he city.' See 
discussion below. 

19 See nore 18. 
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153. *lapha1Jga bahar tay laphl}ga=te paure=ki. 
cave outside ABL cave=oBL swim==wn.PST 

'S/he swam from outside the cave into the cave.' 

154. paure paure=ga laph1Jga=te cfjyar=ki. 
swim swim==Foc cave=oBL enter==wn.PST 

'S/he swam into the cave I entered the cave, swimming.' 

However, if what is being described is motion AWAY from something 
or motion WTIHIN something, i.e., an ate1ic path, then manner may be 
expressed together with motion, and the path is expressed by means of a 
postposition or case marker. 

155. sahar=te I tay dhliy=oJ. 'S/he ran in I from the city.' 
city=OBL ABL run=AcT.PST 

156. laph1Jga tay 
cave ABL 

paure=ki. 
Swim==wD.PST 

'S/he swam out of the cave.' 

7.5.2 Complement clauses 

7.5.2.1 In subjectfimction 
Complement clauses in subject function are rare.20 The predicate is often 
an infinitive, as in (157). 

157. ore1j kol)tat] bui=na=ko ho=ki=yaJ dhatam aw=ki. 
OX COW raise==JNF=CNTR that=PL=oEN custom QUAL==wD.PST 

'But raising oxen and cows was their custom.' [MT, 1 :9] 

There are also examples such as the following two, with a finite TAM! 
PERsoN-syntagma, in which the entire complement clause is marked by 
the postposition guq 'like' (158), although this is not necessary (159). 

158. menson=ko urn «t.atJ=e=m guq laJ=ta. 
once=cNTR NEG send=AcT.IRR=2so like EMOT==wD.PRS 

'It looks like you won't repell (= send) them all at once.' 
[Kerketta, 1990: 11] 

20 Or rather, complement clauses which refer to 1he enclitic subject rna.tker, in this case 
''zero" (3sa), are rare. 
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159. am urn co=na=m laJ=ta. 
2so NEG go==wn.IRR=2SG EMOr-MID.PRS 
'It looks like you won't be going.' 

7.5.2.2 In objectfunction 
Complement clauses in object function are quite common, especially with 
predicates of speech. These clauses have a finite TAMIPERSON-syntagma 
and usually begin with the complementizer no. Speech and thought are 
generally presented as they would have been uttered by the person who 
said or thought them. no can be omitted. 

160. ap=qom rata=te remakh=oJ ro gam=oJ no "babu 
father=3POSS Rata=oBL call=AcT.PST and say=ACT.PST CMPL child(voc) 

musa lJl kinir co=na um=tp pal=e. " 
today lso forest go==JNF NEG=lso be.able=AcT.IRR 
'His father called Rata and said [to him] "Son, today I will not be 
able to go to the forest."' [BB, 2:21] 

Instead of no, gam=kon, the sequential converb of gam 'say', is occasion
ally found clause-finally as a kind of quotative particle: 

161. ho=ghay=ga ho dinu=jo rel=yaJ le'lbqom paga bajay=oJ 
that=way=roc that day=ADD 1rain==oEN boss hom sound=AcT.PST 

laJ=ko "malik=ga poga bajay=o?" gam=kon soub 
then=CNTR(= 'but') boss==poc hom sound=AcT.PST say=sEQ all 

rel pa{ari=te col gdq=ki=may. 
train track=oBL go C:TEL=wD.PST=3PL 
'In just that way, on that day as well the boss of the train sounded 
his hom, but thinking (= having said) "The boss has sounded the 
horn.", all [the sheep and goats] went off to the train track.' 

162. "je Janwar tar=e=ki 
CREL animal kill=AcT.IRR=PI. 

ho janwar=ya? ghos 
that animal =oEN meat 

[RD, 1:13] 

ol=e=ki" gam=kon gam=oJ, swapan, munu bu7J. 
tak:e=AcT.JRR=pL say=SEQ say=ACT.PST dream dream INST 
'"Whatever animal they kill that animal's meat they should bring 
[back to you" he] said, in(= through) a dream.' [MS, 2:8] 
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Occasionally, gam=kon is also found in other functions, although the data 
at the moment are rather scarce. It would appear to function as a focal 
particle in these constructions, although this is far from certain. 

163. ho=kar=aJ tho1} mo.rz toiJliiJ gam=kon dudharu 
that=SG.HlJM=GEN for one milk say= sEQ milk. bearing 

gay=jo ho=ki melay {u=yoJ=ki. 
cow=ADD fuat==pr, leave DPr=ACT.PST==i'L 

'For him [i.e., the small child] they also left a milk cow behind for 
milk(= one having said "milk" milk-cow).' [MT, 1 :159] 

164. mop beta gam=kon ho=k(J["=te rakam rakam rlig ritaJ 
one son say=sEQ that=sa.HUM=oBL way REP color ECHO 

lutui pha{a ob-su=na laJ=ki=kiyar. 
clothing ECHO CAUS-Wear=JNF IPFV==wD.PST=DU 

'Seeing as he was their son (=having said "a son''), they dressed 
him in all kinds of brightly colored clothes.' [RD, 2:3] 

Direct speech may also be rendered without a complementizer: 

165. "am=a'l 
2sa=GEN 

gam=e. 
say=ACT.IRR 

thoiJ u 
for this 

karay=na. 
do==nw 

'He will say "I will do this for you" ' 

karay 
do 

kay [ =e] =ip" 
BEN=AcT.IRR=lsG 

[MS, 1 :282] 

Another contentive morpheme which commonly takes a complement 
clause is ko1J 'know, find out': 

166. muda tam jou lebu=ki umay ko1J=sikh=o2 
but now up.to person==pr, NEG.3PL know=PER.FACT.PST 

no u=je'l 1 daru heke. 
CMPL this=sa.NHUM what tree QUAL.PRS 

'But to this day, people have not found out what tree it is.' 
[BB, 1:18] 
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Finally, complement clauses can be expressed with a masdar as the predi
cate, e.g., when the matrix predicate denotes perception, as in the follow
ing two examples. 

167. ap=«t_om=te botol dho1-dho1 yo=ye la2 
father=3POss=oBL bottle tak:e-RDP see=AcT.IRR then 

cokdcf=ga gu[iyay khor=na laJ=ki. 
drag.oneself==roc crawl ITER==JNF IPFV==wD.PST 
'If he sees his father take the bottle then he would crawl around here 
and there.' [RD, 2: 13] 

168. modi=ya? u«t_-u«t_ yo=kon ap=cfom kondcf=na 
Modi=oEN drink-RDP see=sEQ father=3Poss think=INF 

laJ=ki no "beta=i.Jt i=ghay buiJ ro2 sudhre=na?" 
IPFV==wD.PST CMPL son=lso what=way INST roc improve==wo.IRR 
'Seeing Modi's drinking, his father would think "How will my son 
improve?" ' [RD, 2:38] 

7.6 "RELATIVE CLAUsES"-PRoPosmoNAL ATIRIBunoN 

In the present section, a detailed discussion of propositional attribution 
in Kharia is presented, constructions which correspond to relative clauses 
in languages such as English. However, the use of the term "relative 
clauses" will generally be avoided here, as this is less accurate for anum
ber of reasons which will become apparent in the following pages. 

Perhaps the main argument against referring to propositional attribution 
in Kharia simply as relative clauses is that only some of the constructions 
discussed in the following pages may be considered internal to a Case
syntagma, whereas others, most notably the correlative constructions and 
"circumnominal" clauses, are external to a Case-syntagma. 

No systematic study has been made here with respect to the differences 
and similarities between restrictive and non-restrictive attributive clauses 
in Kharia: As almost all of the examples in the corpus are of restrictive 
clauses, there is simply too little data on non-restrictive or appositive 
clauses to make any general statements about them. The following pres
ents a few examples for non-restrictive clauses, both elicited and from the 
corpus, all with a modified proform. 
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169. lebu=ki=ya? yo-yo peJ flokh=dj. 
pen~on=pr,=oEN see-RDP lso rice eat=ACT.PST.lSG 

'I, who the people saw, ate rice.' 

170. lebu=ki ip=te yo=yo?=ki peJ ]10kh=dj. 
pen~on=pr, lso=oBL see=AcT.PST=FL rice eat=AcT.PST.lso 

'I, who the people saw, ate rice.' 

171. oqo meson cfe=na=J ray=na ro ray=kon 
again once come==wn.IRR==roc choose==mF and choose=SEQ 

ele=te Je jhUit«l. ayPj=le sori sori 
lPL.EXCL=OBL CREL flock QUAL.PRS=lPL.EXCL together REP 

ele=te acfj=yaJ boJ=te cfocf=e. 
lPL.EXCL=OBL ANAPH=GEN place=oBL take=ACT.IRR 

'He [i.e., God] will come again to save us and, after saving us, who 
are His flock, He will take us all together to His home.' 

[MS, 1 :314] 

The following discussion 1s devoted almost entirely to restrictive 
constructions. 

Strategies for propositional attribution 
Of the four major strategies listed for attributive constructions in Keenan 
(1985), i.e. correlatives, prenominals, postnominals and internally headed 
attributive constructions, Kharia makes use of the following. In order 
to simplify terminology, we will speak here of prenominal, postnomi
nal and circumnominal to avoid the somewhat cumbersome terminology 
"preposed to the lexical head of a Case-syntagma", etc. This is only for 
practical reasons. These will be dealt with individually in the following 
pages. 

- two different correlative constructions; 
- nine different prenominal constructions; 
- one circumnominal construction; 
- the postnominal use of slightly modified forms of the two correlative 

constructions. 
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7.6.1 Correlatives 

There are two different correlative constructions in Kharia: 

- The 'je-class" In this construction the correlative markers all begin 
with /j/ and have been borrowed from Indo-Aryan. Cf the general 
correlative marker je, borrowed from Sadri. Other forms belonging to 
this class include forms such as jab 'when (cREL)', jetna 'how much 
(cREL)', etc. (cf, e.g., Biligiri, 1965: 100, §§1-3). 

- The "a I i or Q-class" This construction makes use of correlative forms 
which are homophonous with interrogatives, which generally consist of 
either the proclitic interrogative marker a= 'Q' followed by a conten
tive morpheme, such as a=ti2j [Q=side] 'where?', or its free-form ata 
'Q' There is also a small class of interrogatives which are based on 
the morpheme i 'what?', such as i=ghay [what=way] 'how' or i bhere 
[what time] 'when' (cf 5.7 and also Biligiri, 1965: 102). Other inter
rogative forms found here include be(ha)r 'who?' This construction 
has not been borrowed from Indo-Aryan, although it could represent 
an older calque of the Indo-Aryan correlative construction using purely 
language-internal means. 

In both constructions, the correlative marker appears directly before the 
lexical head, if this is overtly mentioned, most often at the beginning of 
the attributive phrase. The head is then often repeated in the main clause, 
preceded by a demonstrative. Alternatively, the head is not repeated, in 
which case only the demonstrative is found. 21 The following provides 
examples for both constructions: 

')·e-class" 

172 .... je khajar tar=sikh=o?=may ho=kar-a:J koma1J=ko 
CREL deer ki.ll=pERF=AcT.PSr-=3PL that=sa.HUM=CJEN meat=CNlR 

21 I find the data in Ma1hotra (1982: 312) somewhat perplexing in tlris respect, as well 
as her observation 'The relative clause s1:ructme is generally attached to the right of 1he 
antecedent noun relativised; hence, relative clauses in Kharia are postnorninal, 1he relative 
pronouns following the co-referential noun." 

While Malhotra's observation is in accordance with her data, very fuw of the data I col
lected fit 1his description, as the vast rn~ority of my data are examples ofprenorninals or 
correlatives of the cypes described below, with very few postnorninals. 
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it isn't the meat of the deer that they had killed . 

409 

( which deer they had killed, his meat it is not. ') [ AK, 1 :59] 

173 ... . acfj Je bhere etJ=ki ... se bhere acfj=yaJ 
ANAPH CREL time return==wD.PST that time ANAPH=<JEN 

po{om=te soreiJ kui=ki. 
bundle=oBL stone find==wn.PST 

when he returned, he found a stone in the bundle.' 
( which time he returned, that time. . ) [ AK, 1 :73] 

"ali-class" 

174. . .. a=bo'l=te pujapath karay=na aw=ki ho bo1=te 
Q=place=oBL sacrifice do==JNF QUAL==wD.PST that place=oBL 

cfam=ke ho=ki ho cfoli=te ma,:ay=oJ=may. 
anive=SEQ that==J>L that palanquin=oBL put.down=AcT.PST=3PL 

. having arrived at the place where the sacrifice was to be done, 
they put the palanquin down.' [AK, 2:16] 

The following presents two examples of "headless relative clauses" 

175. tay, ikon, ho=ki apan moJjhi=te 
then umh that==J>L REFL middle=OBL 

"a=kat: Set] qa'l kuy=e, 
Q=sa.HUM first water find=AcT.IRR 

daru=te=ga yo=ga cfe=na". 
tree=oBL==pQC see==poc come==wn.IRR 

kayom=ki=may no 
speak=Mm.PSr-3PL CMPL 

ho=kac u 
that=SG.HUM this 

'Then, uh, they said amongst themselves "He whofirstfinds water, 
he should come to this tree, looking [for the others]"' [AK, 1:20] 

176. a=te ate bes bes thiit:o kuy=o'l=ki hinte hinte kha[iya 
Q=oBL REP good REP place find=AcT.PSr-PL there REP Kharia 

gdjloJ kamu=na laJ=ki=may. 
ricefield work==JNF IPFV==wD.PST=3PL 
'Wherever they found good land (=places), there the Kharia would 
work the rice fields.' [MT, 1:8] 
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The distribution of these two constructions is given in Table 7.6. In 
this and the following tables, only those categories which are listed are 
grammatical: Forms in parentheses "( )" are grammatical for at least one 
speaker but not all, otherwise, the construction was acceptable to all. 22 

Table 7.6: The distribution of the two correlative constructions 

'Ye-class" 
Sm.= SIWH 
(Sm.= OIWH) 
Sm.= AIWH 

"Q-class" 
Sm.= SIWH 
Sm.=~ 
Sm.= AIWH 

Om.=~ 

Om.= SIWH 
Om.= A...,. 

(Om.= OIWH) 
(Om.= S...,.) 
(Om.= AIWH) 

Am.= A...,. 
Am.= SIWH 
Am.=~ 

Am.= A...,. 
Am.= SIWH 
Am.= 0...,. 

Instrument-. 
Locativem. 
Temporall!ll. 

Instrument-. 
Locativem. 
Temporall!ll. 

7.6.2 Prenominal constructions 

(Genitive.,.) 
Comparativ~ 

Genitivem. 
Comparativ~ 

Common to all prenominal constructions is the fact that a Case-syntagma 
is marked according to its function in the main clause. According to the 
form of the predicate in the attributive clause, we may divide prenominals 
into nine categories, which will be discussed in groups in this section. 

Prenominals along the finiteness continuum 
The first three strategies to be discussed here can be considered as repre
senting three discrete levels along a continuum of morphological finite
ness of the predicate of the attributive clause. 

Ia. Prenominals with a fully finite predicate Here, the attributive 
clause has the form of an independent clause with the exception of the 
head, which follows this clause. A simple example of this strategy can be 
found in the expression for 'last' (TEMP), e.g., col=ki memon [go=MID.PST 
year] 'last year', i.e., 'the year which went' The following presents a few 
more examples. As (178) shows, these clauses are usually external to a 
Case-syntagma, as they precede all other elements in the semantic base of 

22 Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtrin infonnation on 1he following fonns: 
lns1rument,.,... Locative,..., Temporal,.... and Comparative,.,.. Nevertheless, this and 1he fol
lowing tables should give the reader a good impression of 1he respective productivicy of 
these different constructions. 
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a Case-syntagma, including the demonstrative, although the demonstra
tive can precede this unit (cf. 5.8). 

177. lJl yo=yo1j lebu=ki i}'l=aJ ho{el=te aw=ta=ki. 

178. 

lso see=AcT.PST.lso person==J>L lso=GEN hotel=oBL live1fiD.PRS=pL 

'The people I saw live in my hotel.' 

ijl gam=sikh=o1j ho=ghay=ga am=pe col=ki=pe, ... 
lso Say=PERFACT.PST.lSG that=way=f'OC 2=2PL 

you went just as (= the way) I had told you 
go1flD.PSL-2PL 

[AK, 1:63] 

179. ho=kar thik biha=na laJ=ki =may bhere 
that=so.HUM exactly marry=INF IPFV1fiD.PSr-3PL time 

qam=ki. 
arriVe1flD.PST 

'He arrived just as they were getting married (= at the they-were
just-getting-married time).' [HJPa:41] 

This construction is also used with a demonstrative head functioning as a 
proform such as u=jeJ [this=so.NHUM] 'this one', ho=jeJ [that=so.NHUM] 
or simply jeJ [sG.NHUM]: tmJgay=siJ (ho=)jeJ [hang=PERF (that=)sG.NHUM] 
'the one which has hung' (adapted from Biligiri, 1965: 78). 

lb. Prenominals with a partially finite predicate The predicate of the 
attributive clause in this construction is partially finite as it lacks person
marking. Some examples (for comparison, the fully finite predicate is 
included in parentheses): 

180. ijl=te yo=yo? lebu=ki ulaP likha=yoJ=ki. 
lso=oBL see=AcT.PST person==J>L letter write=AcT.PSr-PL 

(cf. yo=yoJ=ki [see=AcT.Psr-=PL]) 
'The people who saw me wrote a letter.' 

The distribution of these two constructions-i.e., attributive clauses with 
either fully finite or partially finite predicates-is given in Table 7. 7. 23 

JJ I consider these two constructions together here as 1heir respective predicates are 
identical in 1he 1hird person, singular and caJUlot be distinguished here for many examples 
in our data. Further research is necessazy. 
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Table 7.7: The dis1ribution of prenominals with a fully or partially finite predicate 
(Sm. = S......) (OREL = O>WII) (AREL = A>WII) 
(Sm. = O>WII) (OREL = S......) (AREL = S......) (Locative....) Comparative...... 
S..,_ = AJIAIH (AR!L = ~) Temporalm. 

II. Prenomina1s with a masdar In these attributive constructions, the 
predicate of the attributive clause is a mas dar in which polysyllabic forms 
consisting of an underlying contentive morpheme and any derivational 
marking appear in their bare form. while monosyllabic contentive mor
phemes are reduplicated. 

As discussed in 6.6.2.1, what corresponds to the subject of a finite 
clause appears here in the genitive. Other arguments I adjuncts appear in 
the same form they would have in a finite clause. The following presents 
a few examples of this highly productive construction. 

181. ijl=a? yo-yo lebu=ki ijz=a2 ho{el=te aw=ta=ki. 
lsa==GEN see-RDP person==J>L lsa=CJEN hotel=oBL live==MID.PRS==J>L 
'The people I saw live in my hotel.' 

182. aqi=ya? su-su lutuy=te bhai=cf.om=te 
ANAPH=CJEN put.on-RDP clothes=oBL brother=3Poss=oBL 

db-su=yo2 ... 
CAUS-put.on=AcT.PST 
'He dressed his brother in the clothes he himself was wearing 

[mFa:52] 

183. am=pe leJJ-leiJ jiiut tar ol=e=pe. 
2=2PL fly-RDP animal kill bring=AcT.IRR=2PL 

'You kill and bring [back] birds(= animals whichjly).' [MT, 1:131] 

184. ho=ka[ ho=tay mop pe1 
that=sa.HUM that=ABL one rice 

lekhe=na? Jlo?=na o"lb-soiJ o1=te 

cakhna? ro 
cuny and 

jhat:i 
all 

cf.el cf.am=ki. 
kind=CJEN eat=INF cAus-buy house=oBL come anive==MID.PST 
'From there he arrived at a restaurant(= a house where rice, curries 
and foods of all kinds are sold).' [mFa:66] 
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As noted in 6.6.2.1, the masdars have no inherent orientation, whether in 
terms of A, S, 0, instrumental, locative, temporal, or tense. Consider once 
again the following examples: 

ORI!L 

185. ijl=a? yo-yo lebu 
lso=oEN see-RDP person 

'the person I saw I see I will see' 

186. ijl=te yo-yo lebu 
lso=oBL see-RDP person 

'the person who saw I sees I will see me' 

Instrumentmn. 

187. ijl=a? dura=te ru1-ru1 kufl.ii 
lso=GEN door=OBL open-RDP key 

'the key I opened I open I will open the door with' 

Locative-. 

188. ijl=a? aw-aw ho1 
lso=oEN live-RDP house 

'the house I lived I live I will live in' 

Despite this, there are certain limitations on these forms in actions involv
ing two or more human or animate participants where ambiguities could 
arise as to the identity of the denoted actant, e.g., with causatives: While 
e.g. the intransitive morpheme cfjyar 'enter' involves only one animate 
actant, its (slightly irregular) causative form, cfj<Jbh>ar [enter-<cAus>] 
'have [someone] enter' involves two animate actants, the primary and 
intermediate agents. In cases such as these, the masdar of the causativ
ized form can refer to the house entered, the time of entry, etc., but the 
only person it may refer to is the primary agent, i.e., the person who had 
someone else enter, not the person who actually entered the house. To 
denote the intermediate agent with a causativized form, the passive form 
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is used, i.e., 4J<7bh>ar qom Zebu [enter-<cAus> PASS person] 'the person 
who was forced I made to enter' 

Due to the fact that this form is completely underspecified with respect 
to TAM, it is most commonly found in environments in which the event it 
refers to is either presupposed or pragmatically accomodated. Reference 
to an event which is considered by the speaker to be neither of these is 
preferentially expressed through a different strategy, e.g., with a finite 
predicate, described in the preceding pages. The distribution of the con
struction with the masdar in attributive function is given in Table 7.8. 

Table 7.8: The distribution of prenominal attributes with a masdar 
Sm. = SIWH OR!L = OIWH Arm. = AIWH Instrument_ 
Sm.=~ OR!L = ~ Arm.= SIWH Locativerm. Comparative...... 
S..,_ = AJIAIH (Om.= A ..... ) Am.=~ Temporall!ll. 

The propositional attribute whose predicate is a masdar is internal to the 
semantic head of a Case-syntagm.a, as it follows determiners such as the 
demonstrative. 

189. S01J-S01J Zebu 
buy-RDP person 
'buying24 man, merchant' 

ho S01)-S01J 

that buy-RDP 
'that merchant' 

Zebu 
person 

[Biligiri, 1965: 77] 

III. Prenominals whose predicate has the -NV- infix We can also 
present a brief discussion here of the prenominal construction whose 
predicate contains the -NV- infix (4.3.3). What would be the subject of 
the corresponding finite clause appears here in the genitive, as with the 
more productive masdar described in the last section. 

As there are only two examples for this construction in our data, noth
ing can be said at present about its possible distribution, with the obvious 
exception that it can only be used with morphemes which are compatible 
with the -NV- infix. The following presents one example. 

190. khcq:iya=ki ber=a1 ji<ni>b pe1=jo umay .rzo2=na 
Kharia==pr, who=GEN touch-<-NV-> rice= ADD NEG.3PL eat=JNF 

ZaJ=ki, ... 
IPFV=MID.PST 

24 Biligiri here inadvertently translates SOt} as 'sell' 
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'The Kharia did not use to eat rice which had been tauched by 
anyone, [HJPa:122, ln. 57] 

IV Infinitival Prenominals There are two prenominal constructions 
in which the predicate of the propositional attribute appears as an infini
tive, which we will now deal with. They differ from each other formally 
only in terms of the case marking of the infinitive. 

Prenominals with a genitive-marked ir(initive 
In this construction, the predicate of the propositional attribute is an infin
itive which appears in the genitive. 

191. ro { . .] haqa=na=ya? bahan=a2 qoli=te 
and pee=mr-=GEN pretence=roc palanquin=oBL 

mat:ay=oJ ... 
put.down=AcT.PST 

'And[ .. ] he put down the palanquin on the pretence of having to 
pee [AK, 2:15] 

192. ro ho=ka{' lebu=ki bay=na=ya? buidh, 
and that=so.HUM person==J>L make=mr-=GEN idea 

bay=na=ya? tarika socay=na ma{'e=yoJ. 
make=mr-=oEN method think=INF begin=AcT.PST 
'And He(= God) began to think of an idea, of a way of making 
people.' [ AK, 3 :9] 

193 .... ro ga{l qe=na=? samay=jo qel qam=ki. 
and (trai.n)car come=JNF=GEN time=ADD come arrive=wn.PsT 

and the time for the railway car to come arrived.' [HJPa:54] 

194. ho=ka{'=te sathay=na=? darkar umboqej. 
that=so.HUM=oBL rest=JNF=GEN necessity NEG.QUAL.PRS 

'He(= God) does not need to rest.' (= does not have a resting 
necessity.) [ HJPa: 101] 

The distribution of this attributive construction is given in Table 7.9. 
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Table 7.9: The distribution of the prenominal genitive-case infinitive 

(Om= 0.....,) (Instrument....) (Genitive...) 
(Locative...) 

(Om. = A'""') (Temporal..,) 

As Table 7.9 shows, despite the fact that this construction is found in our 
texts as well as those in Pinnow (1965a), it is not acceptable at all for 
some speakers and even for those speakers for whom it is acceptable, it 
has only a very limited distribution. 

Prenominals with a direct-case irifinitive 
This construction functions along the same lines as that described above, 
except that the infinitive is unmarked for case(= direct case). The follow
ing provides a few examples. Its distribution is given in Table 7.1 0. 

195. musni7J u =ghay hoy=ki no qoli=te 
one.day this=way become=MID.PST CMPL palanquin=oBL tak:e=JNF 

bhere u kha[iya pahan=te haqa laJ=ki. 
time this Kharia priest=oBL pee EMOr-MID.PST 

'One day it hapened this way that, at the time [they were] to take 
away the palanquin, the Kharia priest had to pee.' [AK, 2:8] 

196. ho=kar khori buli=na modhe buiJ 
that=so.HUM village.section wander=INF means INST 

kha[iya=ki=yaJ jha[i habhaw=te erikhudi ko7J 
Kharia==pr,=oEN all mannerisms=oBL from.bottom.to.top know 

may=sikh=oJ. 
TOTAL==J>ERF=AcT.PST 

'She had learned through wandering through the village all of the 
mannerisms of the Kharia inside and out(= through the in the vil
lage wandering means').' [MT, 1 :254] 

Table 7.10: The distribution of the prenominal direct-case infinitive 

S.., = SIWH Om.= OIWH Am.= AIWH Instrument.... Genitive... 
S.., = ~ Om. = SIWH Am. = SIWH Locativeu.. 
Sm. = AIWH Om. = AIWH Am. = ~ Temporalm. 
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Unlike the prenorninal construction with a genitive-case infinitive, the 
prenominal construction with a direct-case infinitive is quite productive 
and is acceptable to all in the functions given in Table 7.10. 

Participles 
Two of the following three strategies are the only purely attributive 
constructions of the language, both of which have been borrowed from 
Indo-Atyan. Their use is considered by many to be incorrect. The third 
construction makes use of -4.u2 and is still somewhat ellusive in nature, 
although it is highly productive in this function for some speakers. Cf. 
sections 3.3 and 6.6.2.5 for more discussion on these three forms. In the 
following, a few simple examples of these three constructions are pro
vided as well as tables showing their distribution. 

I. Prenominal construction with "Infinitive + wala" 

197. toblurJ=te maha maha camke=na=wala 
sky=OBL big REP shine==JNFPTCP 
'In the sky there were big, shining stars. 

siJ:Jkom aw=ki ... 
star QUAL==wD.PST 

[HJPa:lOO] 

198. jharkhan«t,=te aw=na=wala lebu=ki ikucf. jughay milansar 
Jharkhand=oBL live=nw=PTCP person==J>L very much friendly 

aw=ta=ki. 
QUAL==MID.PRS==J'L 

'The people who live in Jharkhand are very friendly.' 

Unfortunately, the data for this construction could only be discussed with 
two speakers, both from southwestern Simdega District. Table 7.11 shows 
the distribution for these two speakers. 

Table 7.11: The distribution of the prenominal participle =wala 

Sm. = s'""' Om.= OIWII Am.= AJIAI)f Instrwnent_ Genitivem. 
Sm. = o..... Om. = SIWH Am. = SIWII Locativem. Comparati.v~ 

Sm. = A..... Om. = AJIAI)f Am. = OJIAI)f Temporalm. 

II. Prenominal construction in -1 The use of this construction is 
restricted to contentive morphemes which have been borrowed from Sadri 
and which end in -a(y). What would be the subject of the corresponding 
finite clause appears in the genitive, unless it is the modified head. The 
participle in -1 directly precedes the head. 
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199. muda mo.Jl brahman ho=kar=a? daru=te ta.IJa-1 
but one brahman that=sa.mJM=GEN tree=oBL hang-PTCP 

janew=te yo=yoJ. 
holy.threa.d=oBL see=ACT.PST 

'But a Brahmlffii saw the holy thread which he i had hung on the 
tree.' [AK, 2:4] 

Further examples: 

153. melay 'leave' 
bihay 'many' 
batay 'tell' 

mela-1 
biha-1 
bata-1 

thayla 
1ebu 
kahani 

'aforgotten (=left) bag' 
'a married man' 
'a story which has been told' 

Note that, with the exception of Am.= AMJdN, which one speaker rejected 
(out of a total of four questioned with respect to this construction). the 
participle in -l is entirely free in its distribution, as Table 7.12 shows. 

Table 7.12: The distribution of the prenominal participle -1 
Sm. = SIWH Om. = ~ (Am. = A.w.r) Instrwnent.n Genitivem. 
S..,_ = OIWH 0..,_ = SIWH Am. = ~ Locativem. Compamtiv~ 

Sm.= AIWH Om.= AIWH Am.=~ TemporalR!L 

III. Prenominal construction in -qu? All examples for this construc
tion were elicited, as it occurs nowehere in our corpus nor in the that part 
of Pinnow (1965a) which we have so far analyzed in this respect. One 
speaker said that it is especially common of the older generation. The 
following presents a few examples. 

200. dilli col-qu? lebu ute aw=ta. 
Delhi go-PTCP? man here live=wo.PRS 
'The man who went I is going I will go to Delhi lives here.' 

201. ho=ki=ya? likha-qu? phonten=te kuy=dj. 
fuat==pr,=CJEN write-PTCP? pen=oBL find=AcT.PST.lSG 
'I found the pen that they had written I write with.' 

Its distribution however, does not give any hints as to why it is so sel
domly heard or found in texts, as it is highly productive. at least in prin
ciple, as Table 7.13 shows. 
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Table 7.13: The distribution of the prenominal "participle" -quJ 
SREL = S....., ORE!.= 0....., Arm.= A....., Instrument_ Genitiverm, 
SREL = 0....., ORE!. = S...... Arm. = S....., Locativerm, Comparative....., 
Sm. = AJIADf ~ = AJIAI)f Am. = 0....., TemporalRIL 

7.6.3 Circumnominal clauses 

In what at first glance would appear to be circumnominal attributive 
clauses, the attributive clause has the same form as a main clause and the 
head appears in the attributive clause marked according to its function 
there. The head is not repeated in the main clause. 

202. biru «t,eb=na «t,eb=na ba1 ru1Jku1b ro1=ki 
mountain ascend=JNF REP "rice" spill==MID.PST 

kay=e=bar! 
lift=ACT.IRR=2HON 
'Pick up (HON) the rice which spilled while you were walking up the 
hill!' [MT, 1:40] 

203. babu, kimin=ki jahii Jl01=na cij dho1=si1=pe 
child daughter.in.law=PL INDEF.NHUM eat=JNF thing grab==J>ERF2PL 

gur=na, ... 
fall==MID.IRR 
'Child, some of the food (= things to eat) which you daughters-in
law have taken will fall, [MS, 1 :44] 

The distribution of this constructuion is given in Table 7.14. 

Table 7.14: The distribution of circumnominal clauses 
(Om. = 0.....,) ARIL = AJIAI)f Instrument_ 

Sm. = OJIADf Om. = S...... Am. = SJIADf Locativerm, 
Sm. = AJIADf ~ = ~ Am. = 0...... Temporall!ll. 

What is remarkable about this distribution is that, despite its ability to be 
used with virtually any head other than the genitive, the comparative, or 
SREL = SloWN (the latter undoubtedly due to the fact that an interpretation as 
two coordinated clauses would be preferred), this construction is almost 
never used in actual speech and our data contain only these two non
elicited examples, both of which incidentally refer to the same incident 
in traditional Kharia folklore, although from two different speakers. Thus, 
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although this construction is potentially very productive, it seems to have 
almost completely fallen into disuse. As one speaker noted, laughing, 
when he was presented with a similar example, "It's OK, but no one talks 
like that." While the other speakers were not as skeptical, the use of this 
construction is certainly very rare. As late as the early 1980's, however, 
Malhotra was still able to note its use (cf. e.g. Malhotra, 1982: 315). 

The status of these constructions as circumnominal propositional atttrib
utes is somewhat dubious, as they could also be intrepreted as two finite 
clauses, where one argument(= the "head") is coreferentially deleted in 
the second clause. We will now take a closer look at this topic. 

Examples such as (202) above are generally also interpretable as two 
main clauses, depending on intonation. This is possible because Kharia 
does not make use of any type of syntactic pivots (i.e., neither S/A nor 
S/0) in coreferential deletion (7.1.2). Thus (202) could also be interpreted 
as a simple juxtaposition: "[While] you were walking up the hill, rice 
spilled. Pick [it] up." The following presents a further example. 

204. lJl lebu=ki=te peJ pokh=oJ=ki. 
lso person==J>L=oBL see=AcT.PST.lso rice eat=AcT.PST==J>L 
'The people I saw ate rice.' 

This example can also be interpreted as "I saw the people and they ate 
rice." However, there are slight differences which still must be investi
gated in greater detail. For example, in (204) the interpretation of the first 
clause as an attributive clause is preferred. If the interpretation is that of 
two independent clauses, the conjunction ro 'and' is invariably inserted. 

Furthermore, these "circumnominals" cannot carry case marking, which 
would argue against treating them as complex Case-syntagmas. In other 
words, although ijz lebukite yoydj in (204) may appear to be the subject 
of the clause, we cannot mark the entire phrase, e.g., with the oblique 
marker =te in object function. 

205. *lebu=ki=te gil=oJ. 
person==J>L=OBL see=ACT.PST.lSo=OBL hit=ACT.PST 
'S/he hit the people I saw.' 

This is due to the general prohibition on combining case with markers 
of the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, discussed in Chapter 4, as a clausal unit 
can only be ETIHER a Case-syntagma oR a TAMIPERSoN-syntagma, but not 
both simultaneously. This also strongly argues against considering this a 
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"circumnominal" attribute and suggests that these are simply two juxta
posed clauses. 

There is however at least one argument against treating "circumnorni
nals" as juxtaposed clauses: Not all instances of this construction are 
interpretable as two main clauses. As we saw above, (204) can be inter
preted as two main clauses, but the conjunction ro 'and' is then invariably 
used. Another example: 

206. Zebu ip=te yo=sikh=o? gdj gdq=ki. 
pen10n lsa==OBL See=FERFACT.PST die C:TEL=MID.PST 

a. 'The person who saw me died.' 
b. 'The person saw me and died.' 

For whatever reason, 25 only one speaker accepted the meaning given in 
(206)b, while one rejected it with this meaning. Both speakers, however, 
as well as a third speaker, all readily accepted it with the meaning given 
in (206)a, i.e., the circumnominal construction. 

What is important for our discussion here, however, is that there 
clearly is a difference for speakers between these two interpretations, and 
there are at least some instances of circumnominal clauses which resist 
an interpretation as two coordinated clauses and vice versa. 

There is also the question of intonation: While there seem to be differ
ent intonational patterns, this is at the moment purely impressionistic and 
we will refrain from making any further comments here. The main dif
ficulty involved is that the data contain so few non-ellicited examples, all 
others are to a certain extent "artificial" Further research is necessary. 

7.6.4 Postnominals 

Variations of the two correlative constructions are used postnominally 
in a slightly modified form, often with non-restrictive clauses. As we 
do not have detailed information on these constructions, the following 
merely presents a few examples from the corpus. These constructions 
await further study. 

207. ro brahman=ki, je tama pujapath karay=te=may, 
and Brahman==J>L cREL now sacrifice do=AcT.PRs=3PL 

25 Perltaps as 1his example is semantically somewhat far-fetched? 
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ho=ki cfoli=te goJ=na laJ=ki=may. 
fuat==pr, palanquin=oBL cany=INF IPFV~.Psr-=3PL 

'And the Brahmans, who now do sacrifices, they used to carry the 
palanquin.' [ AK, 2:7] 

208. hacfa=na tho1J ho=kar gam=oJ lebu=ki=te no 

209. 

pee==JNF PURP that=SG.HUM say=ACT.PST peiSon==pr,=oBL CMPL 

"tama kati1 deri goJ=na melay[=e]=pe ro u=ghay 
now some time Carry==JNF leave=AcT.IRR=2PL and this=way 

thaco=te melay[=e]=pe no jaha bo?=te 
place=oBL leave=AcT.IRR=2PL CMPL CREL place=oBL 

daru=ki ayi1j." 
tree==pr, QUAL.PRS 
'In order to pee, he said to the people "Stop carrying [the palanquin] 
for a little while, now, and stop in a kind of place where there are 
trees."' [AK, 2:9] 

muda moJI dhiigar kongher, her merom gupa=na la?=ki 
but one servant boy who goat shepherd==nw JPF'\FMID.PST 

ho=kar icfjb=te acfj=yaJ bQ{a kuda kolo1)=te 
that=so.HUM night=OBL ANAPH=GEN share millet bread=oBL 

sob=jeJ um )lOJ=na laJ=ki ro haJdo=jeJ 
all =sG.NHUM NEG eat==JNF 1PFV~.PST and half=sG.NHUM 

un=na laJ=ki. 
place==JNF 1PFV~.PST 

'But one servant boy, who used to tend the goats, he didn't use to 
finish all his share of the millet bread at night and he placed [down] 
half of it.' [BB, 1 : 13] 

7.6.5 The scale of relativization 

The data available on the distribution of the various constructions is 
brought together in Table 7.15, having abstracted away somewhat from 
the individual distributions presented in the previous pages by grouping S 
and A together under the heading "Subject" and 0 as "Object" The data 
here refer to the attributive clause only, unless otherwise noted. 
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Table 7.15: The scale of relativization in Kharia 

Subject Object Tempo- Locative- Instru- Genitiveur. Compara-
ra1- ment- tiveMUI 

je je je je je (je) je 
Q (Q) Q Q Q Q Q 

wa1a wa1a wa1a wa1a wa1a wa1a wa1a 
-4.uJ -4.uJ -4.uJ -4.uJ -cf.uJ -tf.uJ -tf.uJ 

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
((*)AREL= 

AIWH) 
DIR-INF DIR-INF DIR-INF DIR-INF DIR-INF DIR-INF 
Mas dar Mas dar Masdar Mas dar Masdar Masdar 
Circum- Circum- Circum- Circum- Circum-
nominal nominal nominal nominal nominal 
(*SREL = (*Om.= 

SIWH) Ow.n.) 
(FF/PF) (FF/PF) FFIPF (FF/PF) FFIPF 

(GEN-INF) (GEN-INF) (GEN-INF) (GEN-INF) (GEN-INF) 

DIR-INF-prenominal with direct-case infinitive 
FFIPF-prenominal with a fully finite or partially finite predicate 
GEN-INF-prenominal with genitive-case infinitive 

As can be seen in the table, the correlative and participial constructions 
are the potentially most productive strategies (although not necessarily the 
most common) and can be used for propositional attributes whose head 
is in any of the functions investigated here. Prenominals with a direct
case infinitive or the masdar are equally productive and can be used for 
any head except a comparative (direct-case infinitive) or a genitive (mas
dar). Circumnominals are slightly less productive (although much less 
common), as are prenominals with a fully or partially finite predicate, 
although these latter two are far more common than the circumnominals 
in texts. Finally, the prenominal construction with a genitive case infini
tive is only marginally acceptable. 

Leaving aside the postnominal structures, which as we have seen 
largely reduplicate the correlatives, which are certainly due to Indo
Aryan influence, we can classify propositional attributes in Kharia as in 
Diagram 7.1. 
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Circumnominals I Prenominals 

Fully finite Partially finite 

Propositional attribute (generally) ? 
outside the semantic base of a 
Case-syntagma 

Non-finite 

Propositional 
at1ribute within the 
semantic base of a 
Case-syntagma 

Potentially fully 
independent 

Subordinated-degree of dependency 
increases from left to right 

Diagram 7.1: Schematic overview of various proposi tiona! attributes 

Constructions with fully finite forms overlap both the circumnorninal and 
prenominal constructions, whereas all partially finite and non-finite con
structions are prenominal. Furthermore, those constructions which con
tain a fully finite TAMIPERsoN-syntagma are almost always external to the 
semantic base of a Case-syntagma, i.e., they are simply juxtaposed to the 
Case-syntagma. Non-finite constructions, on the other hand, are always 
internal to the semantic base of a Case-syntagma. The status of partially 
finite forms is unclear in this respect, due to lack of data. 

Finally, the degree of potential independence directly correlates with 
the degree of finiteness of the construction: Whereas circumnorninal and 
fully finite prenominal clauses are potentially fully independent, the non
finite constructions are dependent structures and are at best only margin
ally found as independent clauses, such as the use of the masdar with 
umboJ in negation (6.7.3). Partially finite prenominals occupy an inter
mediate position: As they lack person marking, they cannot stand as the 
predicate of a main clause. They can, however, appear in complex predi
cates of the type described in 6.6.1. 

The prenominal constructions also demonstrate the full continuum of 
morphological finiteness, from fully finite forms to partially finite and 
non-finite forms. This is illustrated schematically in Diagram 7.2. 

+ Finiteness----------+ 
fully finite ..,. ··································partially finite .................................... ,.. non-finite 
prenominals prenominals prenominals 

Diagram 7.2: Continuum of finiteness in prenominal propositional attribution 

Finally, the data presented in this section allow us to speculate as to 
the development of prenominal propositional attributes in Kharia. Note 
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that there are other, non-Munda, Austro-Asiatic languages such as T'in 
(Filbek, 1976) which possess what appear to be circumnominal proposi
tional attributes, like Kharia. Although this is highly speculative at the 
moment and requires further research, it would not be unreasonable to 
assume that the development of prenominal constructions followed the 
development outlined schematically in Diagram 7.3. 

fully finite ----. fully finite ----. 
circumnominal prenominals 
attributive clauses 

partially finite 
prenominals 

non-finite 
prenominals 
(masdars) 

Diagram 7.3: Suggested historical development of prenominals from circum
nominals 

In this suggested development, fully independent "circumnominals" were 
simply independent clauses, one element of which was coreferential with 
an element of the following clause, which was hence omitted there. At this 
stage, we are probably still dealing with a predicate-medial language. 

As our hypothetical proto-language gradually shifted to predicate-final 
(or, more generally, head-final, cf Donegan & Stampe, 2004), the "circum
nominal" construction gradually evolved into the prenominal construction 
with a fully finite predicate. This development merely consisted of what 
may be considered the "gapping" of the lexical head in the attributive 
clause: Instead of the lexical head appearing in the attributive clause, as 
in the "circumnominal" construction, it now appears in the main clause, 
marked for its function there. The "circumnominal" construction, how
ever, continued-and continues-to be used, although gradually losing 
ground to the newer construction. 

In the course of time, person-marking became optional in the preposed 
construction, especially in the third-persons, as the attributive "clause" 
became more integrated into the semantic base of a Case-syntagma, 
resulting in the partially finite prenominal construction. Finally, not only 
person marking but all TAM marking which is obligatory for a finite predi
cate became optional, resulting in the non-finite or masdar construction. 
This later development was accompanied by the full integration of the 
propositional attribute into the semantic base of a Case-syntagma. 26 

This suggested development is of course purely speculative at the 
moment, although it would seem to account for the data quite well, as 

26 As noted above. 1he correlative cons1ruc1i.ons can safely be assmned to derive from 
contact wi1h Indo-Aryan. As such, they are a later development. 
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well as the fact that the non-finite prenorninals (i.e., those with the mas
dar) are now so common and productive. Perhaps this suggested develop
ment can be refined further as research into propositional attribution in 
other Munda languages progresses. 

7.7 INFoRMATION STRUCTURE-ToPic, Focus AND CoNSTITUENT ORDER 

The order of constituents in a Kharia sentence is independent of the func
tion of the respective constituent, i.e., whether it refers to the subject, object 
or an adjunct. The order of these elements is determined purely by their 
pragmatic status, with topical and/or activated elements preceding focal/ 
inactive elements. Thus, while there is a tendency for Case-syntagmas 
referring to subjects to appear first in the clause and those referring to 
the object to be the last constituent preceding the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, 
this is not necessarily the case and any ordering of the constituents of the 
clause is possible. 

The sentence often begins with a "scene-setting topic" which provides 
the background or scene-setting information for the remaining sentence. 
Alternatively, this slot may contain focal information, as in argument 
focus. It is often followed by a brief pause. This slot is then followed 
by the remaining sentential constituents and the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma. 
The order of these remaining constituents is as follows: Topical elements 
appear first, followed by focal elements, usually with the TAMIPERsoN
syntagma as the last element. Occasionally we also find a topical or focal 
constituent following the TAMIPERSON-syntagma. Thus the schematic 
structure of a Kharia sentence is as in Table 7.16. 

Table 7.16: Pragmatic structure of the Kharia sentence 

Prefield 
(optional) 

Scene-setting Topic 
or Focused Case
syntagma 

Topical Focal 
Case- Case-

syntagmas syntagmas 

T AMIPERSON
syntagma 

Postfield 
(optional) 

Topical or focal 
Case-syntagma 

This structure will be elaborated in the following sections, divided into 
predicate focus or topic-comment structure (7.7.1), argument focus 
(7.7.2), and sentence focus (7.7.3). As we shall see, however, this division 
is unnecessary for Kharia, at least from a morphosyntactic perspective, 
as all three focus-types have the same basic structure. 7.7.4 then presents 
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a brief description of the three most common "pragmatic" enclitics and 
their functions. 

7.7.1 Predicate focus or Topic-Comment 

The topic-comment structure, referred to by Lambrecht (1994) as the 
predicate-focus structure, may be considered the "unmarked" structure in 
which a statement is made about the topic of the sentence. In Kharia this 
structure is generally one in which a topic, perhaps preceded by a "scene
setting topic", appears at the beginning of the clause and is followed by 
the focus, which provides information about this topic. 

The topic is typically a Case-syntagma which refers to the subject of 
the clause, although this is not necessarily the case, and the focus gener
ally consists of the TAMIPERBON-syntagma and perhaps a Case-syntagma 
referring to the object and one or more adjuncts. The topic is typically 
"activated", i.e., its identity is typically already established, and is usually 
predictable, whereas that of the focus is not, although the focus may also 
contain topical elements (cf. Lambrecht, 1994). 

Consider the following example from the beginning of a story in which 
the topical and/or activated elements of each sentence are given in bold
face and the focus is italic in the English translation. As (210)a is the 
opening line, this is an example of what Lambrecht (1994) refers to as 
a presentational construction and is hence an example of sentence focus, 
with no topic. This will be dealt with in 7.7.3 below. 

210. a. moJl gupa lebu aw=ki. 
one guard person QUAL=wD.PST 

'There [once] was a shepherd.' [RD, 1 :1-3] 

b. ho=kar diyo=ga merom gupa=na co=na la?=ki. 
that=so.HUM daily=Foc goat guard==JNF go==JNF IPFV=wD.PST 

'He used to watch over goats daily.' 

c. ho=kar--a1 iku1q jughay bheti merom aw=ki=may. 
that=so.mm==GEN very much sheep goat QUAL=wD.PS"F3PL 

'He had very ma1¥)' sheep and goats.' 

d. ho=kar 
that=so.HUM 

la1=kho1. 
JPFV=psT.n 

qisa? qisa? kho1tay=jo merom gapa=na 
far REP up.to=ADn goat guard==JNF 

'He used to tend the goats, even going (= up to) very far.' 
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Notice that in (210)b, c and d the topic, mop gupa lebu, is represented 
by a proform as it has been activated in (21 O)a. Also, as it is the topic, it 
appears at the beginning of the sentence, preceding the focus. 

Much more commonly, activated and/or topical elements are simply 
left unexpressed, as in the following example from the same story ([RD, 
1:15-16]). The symbol01 refers to the shepherd, 0 2 to the livestock. Note 
that any topical element may be omitted, regardless of whether it refers 
to the subject, object or another entity (e.g., recipient in triadic predicates 
such as 'give'). Note also that in (211)b the object of the clause is the 
livestock, i.e., lam-lam is transitive, despite the English translation. 

211. a. db J.e?bqpm1 leme1q tay jayqim=ki tay 0 1 

now boss sleep ABL wa.ke.up==MID.PST then 

merom=ctom=ki=tez han=ti1j u=ti1j yo=te, 
goat=3Poss~=oBL that=side this=side see=AcT.PRS then 

u=tl.i=jo urn yo=ta. 
this=side=ADD NEG See==MID.PST 
'Now the boss woke up from his sleep and [01] looks for his 
goats in this and that direction but even in this direction [02] 

are not seen.' 

b. bhere 0 1 0 2 han gota=ga lam-lam khor=te. 
time that whole==roc search-RDP ITER=AcT.PRS 
'[At that] time [01] looks all around that whole [area] [for 0;}.' 

In addition, db in (211)a and [ho]bhere '[that] time' in (211)b also 
show that the temporal scene-setting topic appears first in the clause, as 
it provides the background information for what is to come. As the fol
lowing example shows (from the same story, [RD, 1:19-21]), especially 
(212)a, other types of adjuncts can also occupy this position and serve as 
scene-setters, not just temporal and locative adjuncts. Note that the topic, 
ho=k(J[=te 'him', is only overt in (212)a and is not mentioned again in 
the following lines. 

212. a. du1kho buiJ ho=kac=te jiyom=te Jlyom urn dho1 
SOITOW INST that=SG.HlJM=OBL life=OBL life NEG grasp 
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«l_om=ki. 
PASS==MID.PST 

'Due to his sorrow, he could not bear to live any more.'ZI 

b. bhere murjhay=kon gur go1«l_=ki. 
time hang.the.head.low=SEQ fall c:TEL==MID.PST 

'[At that] time, [he] hung his head low and dropped to the 
ground (=fell).' 

c. ro ho=te=ga go1j go14_=ki 
and that=oBL(= 'there' )=roc die c:TEL==MID.PST 

'And, right there, [he] died.' 

The following example shows that constituents other than merely those 
referring to the subject or the direct object may also be omitted, in this 
case, those referring both to the direct object of the clause and to the 
recipient. The inclusion of a Case-syntagma referring to the subject, ijl 
'1 so', is probably due here to the fact that the topic has now been changed, 
a kind of "contrastive topic" in Lambrecht's terminology. 

213. i lam=te=m? laJ mane ip. ter[=e]=iJl lekin 
what want=AcT.PRs=2sa then umh lsa give[=AcT.IRR]=lsa but 

yz=te jan abu tar=e=m. 
lsa=OBL life NEG.MOD kill=AcT.IRR=2sG 
'What do you want? Then, umh, I will give [it to you], but don't 
kill me.' [MS, 1:64] 

In the following example, a Case-syntagma referring to the subject fol
lows that referring to the object, as this is more active or more topical. 
Here, the ant is telling the grasshopper that she cannot give him any 
sugar, since her sisters have worked hard gathering it. The sisters are 
mentioned here for the first time in the story and are hence less topical 
than the sugar, which the grasshopper has just asked for. 

214. u cini ijl=a? bohin=na=Jl=ki 
this sugar lsa=CJEN sister=lPoss=ls<FPL 
'This sugar my sisters have gathered.' 

thuray=si?=may. 
gather=I'ERF3PL 

[TK, 2:42] 

Tl This is an idiomatic expression and cannot be analyzed further. Literally it translates 
as ''Through sorrow, to him, in life, life was not grasped.' 
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Also, although the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma is usually in clause-final posi
tion, this is not obligatory. Consider the following example, in which the 
activated and topical sons are first ommited (represented by "02", as their 
identity is clear from the preceding text (not given here)). They are then 
referred to in the second instance, after the TAMIPERSON-syntagma, but 
only with respect to their number ( = 'all of them' ). 

215. aba=qpm=kiyar1 0 2 um=kiyar batay=o? no 1 JID1S 

father=3POSS=HON NECFHON tell=AcT.PST CMPL what animal 

heke, 1 jhaut heke lekin, muda, 0 1 0 2 

QUAL.PRS what animal QUAL.PRS but but 

«l.aiJ goth=o?, sou?b=te=ga:z. 
send C:TEL=AcT.PST all=oBL=roC 
'Their father didn't tell [them] which animal it is, which animal it 
is, but [he] sent [them] off, aU {of them].' [AK, 1:10] 

Especially common is the placement of the goal with contentive mor
phemes of motion after the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, as in the following 
example: 

216. raylogarh tay muJ=kon purkha=ki dhirom dhirom 
Railogarh ABL emerge=SEQ ancestor=PL slowly REP 

«l_el=ki=may «l_el«l_a1pur. 
come=MID.PST=3PL Delhi 

'Having left Railogarh, the ancestors gradually came to Delhi.' 
[MT, 1 :106] 

The status of the post-TAMIPERSoN-syntagma constituent in (216) differs 
from that in (215) in that the post-TAMIPERsoN-syntagma element in (216) 
is non-activated focal information. Thus, the constituent following the 
TAMIPERsoN-syntagma in the postfield may be either topical or focal. 

Although goals with contentive morphemes of motion often appear 
after the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma, this is not obligatory, as the following 
example shows. The difference between the two in terms of their respec
tive pragmatic statuses is as yet unclear, as both structures contain new, 
focused information. 
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217. khtq;iya=ki darjilil]=jo «l_am=sikh=o?=ki. 
Kharia==J>L Daijeeling=ADn arrive=nRF=AcT.PS19'L 
'The Kharia also came to Datjeeling.' [MT, 1 :52] 

As noted above, the first Case-syntagma of the clause is commonly a 

scene-setting unit and can also introduce a new topic. This unit may often 
be referred to again in the clause, often by a proform. Both the new topic 
as well as the anaphoric reference to this element (and other topical infor
mation) are given in bold face and the focus is italic in the following. 

218. ho=ki soub pujapath=a? gha«t_ «l_oko go«l_=ki=may, 
that=PL all sacrifice=GEN for sit.down C:TEL==)4ID.PS!-3PL 

cerocagordi pahan, khtq;iya pahan, ho=kac «l_el=ki 
on.all.four.sides priest Kharia priest that=so.HUM come==)4ID.PST 

pujapaf.h karay=na. 
sacrifice do=JNF 
'They all sat down for the sacrifice, on all four sides, the priest, 
the Kharia priest, he came, to do the sacrifice.' [ AK, 2: 18] 

219. lebu=ki adha=ki gor a1j=may, adha=ki telsawar 
person==J>L half==J>L fair QUAL.PRS=3PL half==J>L dark 

adha=ki moghere a1j =may. 
half==pr, black QUAL.PRS=3PL 
'The people, half are fair, half are dark, half [sic!] are black.' 

u khtq;iya=1 ho1=ki, SeJj=kO lo1kha=ya1 ho? bay=na 
this Kharia=GEN house==J>L first=CNTR dirt=GEN house build=JNF 

la?=ki=may, lekin, mud a, tama simet ita, soreiJ 
IPFV==)4ID .PS r-3PL but but now cement brick stone 

mesa=ke ho? bay=te---may. 
mix=sEQ house build=AcT.PRS=3PL 
'These Kharia's houses, they earlier(= first) used to make houses 
of dirt, but now they mix cement, bricks and stone and make houses.' 

[AK, 5:7f.] 
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7.7.2 Argumentfocus 

Sentences in which a single constituent is within the scope of the focus 
function along the same lines as topic-comment structures in that topi
cal elements typically appear first, followed by the focused constituent, 
which typically precedes the TAMIPERSON-syntagma. Consider the follow
ing example from [AK, 5:24-5]. 

220. a. [Since the time Jharkhand became independent, therefore they 
speak Kharia in school as well.] 

b. lekin SeiJ umay kayam=na la?=ki, Sel)=ko hindi 
but first NEG.3PL spea.k=JNF IPFV==wD.PST fust=CNIR Hindi 

kayam=na la2=ki=may, oqo [1] nagpun. 
spea.k=JNF IPFV==wD.PST=3PL and N agpuri 
'But at first [they] didn't speak [Kharia], at first [they] spoke 
Hindi, and Nagpuri.' 

In (220)b hindi, as well as the postposed nagpuri, is focused-the fact 
that the children speak something at school can be considered topical 
information as it has just been stated that they do not speak Kharia (which 
is topical from the preceding lines and is hence omitted in (220)b). Thus 
in (220)b it is hindi which is focused, as well as the postposed nagpuri, 
which however is entirely outside of the clause. Here as well we find the 
usual order Topical >Focal. 

7. 7.3 Sentence focus 

In sentence-focus constructions, including presentational structures, the 
order is typically as follows: 

221. Scene-setting adjunct-Case-syntagma referring to the subject
T AMIPERSON-syntagma 

All presentational structures that we have examined are intransitive. This 
was seen above in (210)a and is also demonstrated by the following 
example. 

222. akh.ar kinir=te mop solo? aw=na la?=ki. 
deep forest=oBL one dog live=nw IPFV==wD.PST 
'In a deep forest a dog once lived.' [BB, 3:1] 
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Another quite common structure consists of a scene-setting topic such 
as meson 'once' with a predicate containing hoy=ki no [become.MID.PST 
CMPL] 'it happened that' plus the structure in (221). This is especially 
common in narratives when there is a change of scene or an entirely new 
event is to take place. 

223. meson u=ghay hoy=ki no qheir dino tay barkha 
once this=way become=MID.PST CMPL many day ABL rain 

urn qel=ki. 
NEG come==MID.PST 
'It once happened thus that for many days rain did not fall 
(=come).' [TK, 1 :5] 

In sum, there appear to be no major structural differences between the 
various focus-types discussed in Lambrecht (1994)--predicate-focus, 
argument-focus and sentence-focus, although especially these two latter 
types require further study. In the first two types we find topical elements 
preceding focal elements, although the first slot, at the beginning of the 
sentence, may be either topical or focal. Sentence-focus makes use of 
the same strategy-scene-setting information appears at the beginning of 
the clause, followed by a Case-syntagma referring to the subject and the 
T AMIPERsoN-syntagma. 

7.7.4 The pragmatic markers =ga, =ko and =jo 

In this section the three most common pragmatic enclitics are discussed 
and an approximation of their functions is offered. Other pragmatic mark
ers, such as the "focal" markers =a2 or ro2, will not be discussed due to 
the paucity of materials. These await further research. For further infor
mation on these, see the respective entries in Peterson (2009). 

All three markers have in common that they deal with INTERSENlENTIAL 

pragmatic structures. At the sentence level we have predicate focus, argu
ment focus and sentence focus, discussed in the previous sections, while 
the pragmatic markers discussed here have to do with expectations from 
one sentence to another, e.g., topic (dis)continuity, contrastive topics, 
focus, etc. However the intrasentential pragmatic structure of the clause 
is not affected by the presence of these markers. 
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The additive-focus marker =jo ADD' 

=jo is the most straight-forward of the three particles. It denotes inclusive 
or additive focus, hence the gloss 'ADn' for "additive", corresponding 
quite nicely to the English words 'also' or 'even' It differs from the 
other two pragmatic markers in this respect, as these latter markers are 
exclusive or restrictive focal markers. The following presents a simple, 
typical example. 

After saying that the Kharia had travelled to Burma (via Nepal), Sik
khim, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Manipur, Meghalaya, Tripura and 
Mizoram (all in northeastern India), the speaker adds: 

224. kh(J[iya=ki darjilil]=jo qam=sikh=oJ=ki. 
Kharia=pr, Darjeeling=ADn anive=FERFACT.PST=PI, 

'The Kharia also came to Darjeeling.' [MT, 1:52] 

=jo is also found in combination with interrogative and other proforms in 
negated clauses to denote 'nobody', 'nothing', 'never', e.g., behar 'who', 
behar=jo umbo2 [who=ADn NEG] 'no one' (cf. 5.7 for further examples). 

The restrictive focus markers =ko 'CNTR' and =ga 'poe' 
=ko and =ga differ from =jo in that they are not additive or inclusive 
focus markers but rather restrictive or exclusive. There is no real English 
translation for the two, the closest translational equivalent being perhaps 
'just', 'exactly' or 'only' Much research on these two enclitics remains to 
be done and the following is at best a very general guide to their use. 

In general, the function of these two enclitics is very similar, and nei
ther is ever obligatory, except =gain depictive secondary predicates (cf. 
7.5.1.6). 28 Otherwise, their use is entirely facultative and their frequency 
can vary greatly from one speaker to another and from one text genre to 
another. The most common use of these two enclitics is to denote a con
trastive topic or focus from one clause to the next. The difference between 
the two is largely that whereas =ko generally has a strong "contrastive" 
flavor to it, serving to highlight one entity instead of a single other entity 
(i.e., one of two), =ga denotes that the new topic I focus is one of any 
number of possibilities. 

28 For ease of presentation, the use of =I!P in depic1i.ve secondary predications is 
excluded from 1he following discussion, as it may be more appropriate to consider it a 
depic1i.ve marker in 1hat cons1ruc1i.on. 
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In the following example, Porha, the third of nine sons, has just spoken 
(text given here in English). 

225. 'Porha said "Maybe, umh, he said to kill a deer, a deer."' [AK, 1:13] 

226. laJ sou1b=ga bhai=ki ho khajar tar=na ghaq juda 
then all=roc brother=PL that deer ki.ll==JNF PURP separate 

juda muJ=ki=may, kinir=te. 
REP emerge==MID.PS-r=3PL forest=oBL 
'Then all the brothers set out separately to kill that deer, into the 
forest.' [ AK., 1 : 15] 

The use of =ga here on sou2b emphasizes that now all nine brothers, not 
just Porha or potentially any one of the other eight, are meant. 

Consider now the following three consecutive sentences from a story 
[AK, 1:68-70], each of which contains an element marked for =ga. Here, 
the speaker (the father) is telling his nine sons that the animal they found in 
their bundles after hunting is the totem of their future respective families: 

227. je je yo=sikh=oJ=pe ho=je['l]=ga am=p=aJ 
CREL REP See==FERFACT.PST=2PL that=SG.NmJM=FOC 2=2PL=GEN 

kuf:um heke. 
family QUAL.PRS 
'Whatever you saw, that [and nothing else] is your [future] family.' 

228. ro 
and 

tama am=pe u 
now 2=2PL this 

naw 
nine 

kut:um=te=ga sadi biha 
family=oBL=roc many many 

kersoiJ=na=pe ro bes-boJ, baru-boJ aw=na=pe. 
marry=MID.IRR=2PL and good-INTENS good-INTENS QUAL==MID.IRR=2PL 
'And now you will marry in only these nine families [and no others] 
and you will be very happy.' 

The story then ends with a topic change, marked by =ga: 

229. u=je['l]=ga heke khar;iya gotar=aJ cho{ka kahani. 
this=so.NIDJM=Foc QUAL.PRS Kharia clan=oEN small stmy 
'And this is the short history of the Kharia clan. ' 
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=ga is especially common with temporal, locative and especially man
ner adjuncts. This fits in well with the description given above in that 
this information is in a sense a member of a potentially infinite group of 
adjuncts and hence "unpredictable", although there is no sense of topic 
or focus change involved. 

230. {hisa=na bhere . .. , {hisa=yoJ JOrse=ga. 
call.out==mF time call.out=AcT.PST loudly==Foc 
'When he called . ., he called out loudly.' [AK, 1 :29] 

In fact. a number of adjuncts almost always appear marked for =ga, 
although this is not obligatory, e.g., diyo=ga [daily=Foc] 'daily', 
ho=ghay=ga [that=way=Foc] 'just like that', u=ghay=ga [this=way=Foc] 
'thus, just like this', etc. 

Although most common with adjuncts, =ga is entirely compatible with 
other Case-syntagmas as well, as e.g. (229) above shows, and may also 
mark an entire TAMIPERsoN-syntagma or intervene between phonological 
words within the TAMIPERsoN-syntagma: 

231. ho=kar gam=oJ no am=te um=ifl bClflcay[=e}. 
that=so.HUM say=ACT.PST CMPL 2so=OBL NEo=lso save=AcT.IRR 

am=te JlOg[=e]=iiJ=ga. jan tar gor[=e}=i1J." 
2so=OBL eat=AcT.IRR=lsG==FOC life kill C:TEL=AcT.IRR=lso 

'He (= Satan) said "I will not spare (= "save") you. I will eat you. 
I will kill you." ' [MS, 1 :61] 

232. mane u=ki=te JlOn=na=J tho1J, "u =ki =te 
umh this=pr,=oBL drive(an.ox)=INF=GEN PURP this=pL=oBL 

Jlon=ga gor=e=niiJ" gam=na=J mane ho=ki dhirom 
driVe==FOC C:TEL=AcT.IRR=lPL.INCL Say=INF=FOC umh that=PL slow 

dhirom pofljiyay=ga ol=te=ki hin bhere 
REP follow.footsteps=roc V2:bring=AcT.PRS=FL that time 

ho=ki yar=ga cfel=tdj=ki. 
that=FL flee=roc come==MID.PROo=PL 
'Urnh, in order to drive them[= the Kharia] on, saying "We will 
drive them out!", urnh, they [ = the enemy] slowly followed their 
footsteps, at that time they [=the Kharia] came fleeing.' 

[MS, 1 :136] 
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In contrast, consider now the use of =ko in the following examples. 

233. hoJ=te aba=.rz ayi1~ ayu=p=ko col=ki 
house=OBL father=lso QUAL.PRS mother=lso=CNTR go~.PST 

memon=ga siray=ki, ... 
year=FOC expir~.PST 

'My father is at home, but my mother died last year (= the year 
[that] went), [AK, 4:4] 

The use of =ko on ayu.rz denotes the contrast between the father, who is 
still alive and living at home, and the mother, who had passed away in 
the previous year. 

As the following example shows, =ko can also anticipatorily mark the 
first member of a contrastive pair. 

234. suru=te=ko kayam=na umay lam=te lekin ab 
begUuring=oBL=CNTR speak=JNF NEG.3PL seek=ACT.PRS but now 

ina no iskul boJ=ki=te=jo ab khCl(iya=yaJ pCl[hai 
because school place=PI,=oBL=ADD now Kharia=GEN teaching 

suru hoy=tdj. 
begUuring become~.PRoo 

'In the beginning, they didn't(= "don't") want to speak [Kharia] but 
now because, at schools, too, the teaching of Kharia is beginning.' 

[AK, 5:23] 

Often, however, the notion of "contrast" is less tangible, as in the fol
lowing example. 

235. 'Then he asked his younger brother "Beghma, did you drink water?" ' 
[AK, 1:31] 

236. la[J] beghma gam=o[J] "ip=ko cf.aJ=ga um=i.rz 
then Beghma say=AcT.PST lso=cNTR water=FOc NEG=lso 

kui=siJ. laJ i=ghay u4J =e ]=i.rz tay?" 
find==J>ERF then what=way drink=AcT.IRR=lso then 
'Then Beghma said "J have not found water. Then how should I 
drink?"' [AK., 1 :32] 
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There is no real contrast here. Nevertheless, the speaker of the second 
sentence, Beghma, is clearly "emphasizing" that he, unlike perhaps his 
brother who asked him this question, did not find water. As such, he 
appears to be setting himself off as one out of a group of two. 

Occasionally, however, there is no real sense of contrastiveness or even 
"emphasis" noticeable from the text nor even a change of context. For 
example, in the following example the speaker has just mentioned his 
native village salqaJ ' Saldega' and then repeats it, marked for =ko, in the 
following sentence (from [AK, 5:1-2]). 

237. ijz=aJ kho[i=ya2 Jlimi salqaJ heke. 
lsa==GEN village=CJEN name Saldega QUAL.PRS 

'The name of my village is Saldega.' 

238. salqa'l=ko ikuq maha kho[i heke. 
Saldega=CNTR very big village QUAL.PRS 

'Saldega is a very big village.' 

It is, however, possible that the speaker here would like to stress that, 
contrary to what the listener may be thinking, Saldega is a large vil
lage, i.e., 'But Saldega is a very big village.' More research is necessary 
here. 

Finally, =ko is obligatory in a small number of fixed expressions, such 
as laJ=ko [then=CNTR] 'but', cahe=ko [or=CNTR] 'instead' 

The glosses 'CNTR' for "contrastive" for =ko and 'Foe' for "focus" for 
=ga are thus at best only mnemonic. As =ko generally has a contrastive 
flavor to it, this gloss was chosen for it and, as =ga is much more gen
eral, being very common with adjuncts of all kinds in which no contrast 
or topic change is involved, we have opted to gloss it as a general focus 
particle. Neither of these two glosses is exact, although neither is entirely 
inappropriate. Perhaps further research will be able to shed more light on 
these and the many other more seldomly occurring pragmatic markers. 
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TEXT: THE NINE TolEMs [AK, 1] 

The following is one of the many versions of the story of the origin ofthe 
nine Kharia clans and their respective totems. Although these are not the 
only Kharia family names, they are considered the original clans and are 
said to go back to the nine brothers mentioned in this story. 

Every version of this story is slightly different. For example, the nine 
sons here are the offspring of King Sembho and Queen Dakay (see 
below, note 2), whereas in another version in our corpus ([MS, 1,23ff.]), 
the father's name is Hondo (hondo) and the mother's name is Jhariyo 
(jhariyo). 

For further versions, see (in chronological order of appearance) Roy 
& Roy (1937:130:ff., especially 137-139), and in Hindi Kullii (1988 
[2000]:124f.) and especially OwJ<t.UIJ (1999:66-70), which presents a 
number of different versions. For further discussion of the clans and their 
hierarchical status, see Pfeffer (1993). 

Speaker-Anil Birendra Kullu (m.), 30, Saldega, Simdega District, 
Jharkhand 

The language of this speaker is virtually identical to what is generally 
considered Standard Kharia, both in terms of pronunciation as well as 
morpho-syntax. The few deviations from this "standard" are noted in the 
footnotes in the text where they occur. 

1. tama yz anyz=aJ gotar=aJ kahni1 batay=na col=tdJ4.=ij1. 
now lsa lPL.INCL=aEN clan=GEN story tell==INF go=MID.PRoo=lsa 

'Now I am going to tell the story of our clan.' 

2. kahani lebu=ki kho[i=ki=te kayom=ta=ki. u=ghay 
story person=pr, village.section=pL=oBL speak=Mm.PRs=PI. this=way 

ayi]. 
QUAL.PRS 

'The people tell [this] story in the villages. It goes like this.' 

1 Stmdard foDII: kahani. 
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3. mo.rz raja rani aw=ki=kiyar. 
one king queen QUAL==wD.PS"FDU 
'There were a king and queen.' 

4. raja=yaJ .rzimi aw=ki sembho ocf.o[J] rani=yaJ .rzimi 
king=oEN name QUAL==wD.PST Sembho and queen=oEN name 

aw=ki cf.akay. 
QUAL==wD.PST Dakay 
'The king's name was Sembho and the queen's name was Dakay.' 2 

5. u cf.akay rani=yaJ .rzimi 
this Dak:ay queen=GEN name 

bul}=ga, ikon, marc mahina=te 
INST=F<>c umh March month=oBL 

cf.okcf.aJ gam=te=ki. acha. 
Dokda'l say=AcT.PRS==J>L good 
'Because of this queen's name, umh, they call the month of March 
"Dokda'l" OK.' 

6. laJ u sembho ro cf.akay rani=kiyar=aJ naw jhan 
then this Sembho and Dak:ay queen=nu=cmN nine cLAss 

be2t=cf.om=kiyar aw=ki=kiyar. naw jhan. thomsiiJ be2t=cf.om=ki. 
son=3poss==aoN QUAL==wD.PST==aON nine CLAss nine son=3POss==J>L 
'And this Sembho and queen Dakay had nine sons (HoN). Nine. Nine 
sons.' 

l In 1he present stoiy these two figures are the parents of the nine sons who founded 1he 
nine Kharia clans, whereas in another version in our corpus ([Mf, 1]) they are the king and 
queen of Railogam (= Rohitasgarh?) who were helped by the Kharia, i.e., 1here 1hey are 
not Kharia, much less 1he parents of 1he founders of 1he nine Kharia clans. 

According to o1her authors (e.g. Kullil, 1988 [2000: 37ff.]) 1hey were god-like beings, 
living in swampy areas, in some versions in Piital, the underworld, who saved 1he Kharia 
from the fire-rain that God had rained down on humanity to destroy it. Further, as Pinnow 
(1965a: 148, note b, 6) notes, semhhho I semhhJ undoubtedly derives from sat(lhhu, one 
of 1he many names of Lord Shiva. Further research is necessary here. On the other hand, 
1he form cf.akay is closely connected to witches, which have played a key role in traditional 
Kharia society and are still believed in by many people. 

3 A11hough the form <be7<t> would be consistent with the phonological system I pro
pose, this morpheme is consistently written <be7p, as it derives from 1he Indo-Aryan 
fornt he[ii. 
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7. sou7b se maha=qom=aJ Jlimi aw=ki semra. 
all ABL big=3ross=CJEN name QUAL=wD.PST Semra 

'The oldest son's name was Semra.' 

8. ho=kar=aJ tay konon beghma, ho=kar=aJ tay konon 

9. 

that=so.HUM=oEN ABL small Beghma that=SG.HUM=GEN ABL small 

po[ha, padra, koynar, ginir, amkul, banari ro 
Potha(= the porha.fruit) Pandra Koynar Ginir Amkul Banari and 

baroya. 
small==roc son=3ross=CJEN name QUAL=wD.PST Baroya 
'Younger than him [was] Beghma, younger than him Porha, [and 
then in decreasing order] Pandra, Koynar, Ginir, Amkul, Banari and 
the name of the youngest was Baroya.' 

mo.Jl dinu aba=qom sou2b=te remakh=oJ ro gam=oJ 
one day father=3POSS all=oBL call=AcT.PST and say=ACT.PST 

no "dhliy[ =e ]=pe. u=ghay jinis=te tar ol=e=pe 
CMPL hurry=ACT.IRR==2PL this =way ani.mal=oBL kill bring=ACT.IR.R=2PL 

kinir tay" no ho=kar le1J=ga lel}ga col=ta. 
forest ABL and that=so.HUM fly==roc REP go=wn.PRS 
'One day their father called them all and said "Hurry, kill and bring 
back this kind of animal from the forest", and he hurries off(= goes 
flying).' 

10. aba=qom=kiyar 
father=3POSS==JION 

um=kiyar 
NEG==aON 

batay=oJ 
tell=AcT.PST 

no 
CMPL 

i 
what 

jinis 
animal 

heke, i jhaut heke lekin, muda, 4.a1J go[h=oJ 
QUAL.PRS what animal QUAL.PRS but but send C:TEL=AcT.PST 

sou7b=te=ga. 5 

all=oBL==f"OC 

4 Stmdard fonn is cho[ka, a loan word from Sadri. Note also the presence of the non
stmdard focus marker =(ap, which most speakers will not accept in interviews and gener
ally claim to be mfarniliar with, although its use is by no means 1D1.cornrnon. 

5 Note that this speaker, like most others, is consciously 1cying to avoid using com
mon Sadri loan words in his text, "correcting" himself on many occasions, replacing for 
example jinis with jhlJwt (although in fact both ultimately derive from Sadri), lekin by 
muda, etc. 
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'Their father didn't tell them which animal it is, which animal it is, 
but he sent them all off.' 

11. ro be1t=cf.om=ki=jo umay jurJ=oJ no i jhaut heke 
and son=3POSS==JIL=ADD NEG.3PL ask=ACf.PST CMPL what animal QUAL.PRS 

lekin ka'l kom=ki dho'l=ke mu'l 
but bow arrow=PL grab=sEQ emerge c:TEL=MID.PST=3PL 

'And his sons also didn't ask which animal it is, but, having taken 
their bows and arrows, they went off.' 

12. ro co=nd' bhere u goJjhurJ=te socay=ga col=ki=ki 
and go==JNF time this path=oBL think=FOc go=MID.PSr-PL 

no "i jhaut heke hoy"? 
CMPL what animal QUAL.PRS INFER 

'And when they were walking, they walked along this path thinking 
"What animal could it be?'" 

13. po[ha gam=oJ no "sahayda, ikon, khajar, hiran=te, 7 

Potha say=AcT.PST CMPL maybe umh deer deer=oBL 

tar=na gam=siJ hoy". 
kill==JNF say==mRF INFER 

'Porha said "Maybe, umh, he said to kill a deer, a deer."' 

14. kha[iya burJ "khajar" gam=te=ki. 
Kharia INST "khajar" say=ACT.PRS=FL 

'In Kharia they say khajar [for 'deer'].' 

15. laJ soulb=ga bhai=ki ho khajar tar=na ghacf. juda 
then all =poe brother=PL that deer kill ==JNF PURP separate 

juda muJ=ki=may, kinir=te. 
REP emerge==MID.PST=3PL forest=oBL 

'Then all the brothers set out separately to kill that deer, into the 
forest.' 

6 The lexernes col 'go' and tf.el 'come' have 1he forms co and tf.e, respectively, before 
enclitics beginning with /nl. 

7 Cf S a.dri harin. 
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ro behar=jo umay kuy=oJ, tay aba=cfom ek, mo.rz 
and who=ADD NEG.3PL find=AcT.PST then father=3POSS one one 

maha daru=yaJ tuta=te aw=ki, sou?fJ=te, sou?fJ 
big tree=GEN bottom=oBL QUAL~.PST all=oBL all 

be2t=tfpm=ki=te, oqp1 meson remakh=o1 ro gam=oJ no: 
son=3POSS=PL=oBL again once call=AcT.PST and say=ACT.PST CMPL 
'And no one found [a deer], then their father was at the bottom of a 
big tree, he called all the sons once again and said:' 

17. "dhliy[=e]=pe", 
huny=ACT.IRR=2PL 

muda lam=na lamna sou?fJ=te ikucf 
but search==JNF REP all =oBL very 

jughay qaJ 
much water 

piyas 
thirst 

laJ=ki. 
EMO~.PST 

'"Hurry" but searching and searching, all became thirsty for water.' 

18. tay ho jhiiut=te 
then that animal=oBL 

tar=na melay=ke ho=ki cfaJ=yaJ 
kill==JNF stop=sEQ that=pL water=GEN 

khoj bu7J col=ki=may. 
search INST go~.PS!-3PL 

'Then they gave up killing that animal and went searching for water.' 

19. juda juda, cfjsa[J] tij"=ga 

20. 

separate REP far side==Foc 
'Separately, far away.' 

tay, ikon, ho=ki a pan moJjhi=te kayom=ki=may no 
then umh that=PL REFL middle=oBL speak:~.PSr-3PL CMPL 

"a=kar: se7J cfaJ kuy=e, ho=kar: u 
cREL=sa.HUM first water find=AcT.IRR that=sa.HUM this 

daru=te=ga yo=ga cfe=na 8 

tree=oBL==Foc see==FOc com~.IRR 

'Then, umh, they said amongst themselves "He who first finds water, 
he should come to this tree, looking [for the others]."' 

8 Cf foo1note 6 above. 
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21. ro batay[=e] no a=boJ=te qaJ ayilj." 
and tell=AcT.IRR CMPL Q=place=oBL water QUAL.PRS 

'And he should say where the water is."' 

22. sou7b se maha be2{=4.om. sim[a, mo.Jl mara=te qaJ 
all ABL big son=3ross Semra one cave=oBL water 

kuy=oJ. u{h=oJ. 
find=AcT.PST ANAPH drink=ACT.PST 

'The eldest son, Sernra, found water in a cave. He drank it.' 

23. uq=na loJc{ho acfj ho maha daru tuta=te=ga qel=ki. 
drink=JNF after ANAPH 1hat big tree bottom=oBL=roC COllle==MID.PST 

'After drinking, he came to the bottom of that big tree.' 

24. qel=ke yo=te laJ ho=te=ko behar=jo 
come=sEQ see=AcT.PRS then that=oBL(= 'there' )=cNTR who=ADn 

umbo[i~·=may. 

NEG.QUAL.PRs=3PL 

'Having come, he sees that there is no one there.' 

25. sou7b apan apan muJ=siJ=may, 4.a2 lam=na. 
all REFL REP emerge=FEtu=3PL water search=JNF 

'All have set out on their own, to look for water.' 

26. umay e1J=siJ. 
NEG.3PL return=pERF 

'They haven't returned.' 

27. ghaq acfj=te bara kharab laJ=ki. 
therefore ANAPfi=OBL big bad EMOJ=MID.PST 

'Therefore, he became very sad.' 

28. tay mo.Jl mo.Jl bhai=ki=yaJ Jlimi c{ho24.=ta c[ho24Ja ho=ka[ 
1hen one REP brother=PL=CJEN name tak:e=cvB REP that=SG.HUM 

thisa=na mlire=yoJ. 
call.out=INF start=AcT.PST 

'Then, taking the names of the brothers one by one, he began to call 
out [to them].' 
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29. {hisa=na bhere . .. , {hisa=yoJ jorse=ga. 
loudly==roc call.out=JNF time call.out=AcT.PST 

'When he called . ., he called out loudly.' 

30. laJ acfj=yaJ tay konon bhai, beghma, ho=kar 

31. 

then ANAPIFGEN ABL small brother Beghma that=so.HUM 

onc[or=oJ. ro qel=ki ho daru boJ=te. 
hear=ACT.PST and come==wD.PST that tree place=OBL 

'Then hisj younger brother, Beghm.afo he1 heard himj. And he1 came 
to the tree. ' 

tay konon bhai=te juiJ=oJ 
then small brother=oBL ask=AcT.PST 

uth=olb?" 
drink=ACT.PST.2SG 

no 
CMPL 

"beghma, 
Beghma 

am 
2so 

4.a2 
water 

'Then he asked his younger brother "Beghma, did you drink water?"' 

32. la[J] beghma gam=o[J] "ip=ko qaJ=ga um=i.fz kui=siJ. 
then Beghma say=AcT.PST lso=cNlR water==roc NEo=lso find=pERF 

laJ i=ghay u4f=e}=ij1 tay?" 
then what=way drink:=AcT.IRR=lso then 

'Then Beghma said "I have not found water. Then how should I 
drink?"' 

33. sim[a batay=oJ "dhliy[ =e] heJqO, ikon, heJqo 
Semra tell=AcT.PST huny=AcT.IRR here umh here 

4.a2 ayilj. " 
water QUAL.PRS 

u rocho7b 
this side 

'Semra said "Hurry! Here, umh, over here there is water."' 

34. tay 
then 

'Then. 

beghma col=ki ro ho mara boJ=te qam=ki. 
Beghma go==wn.PST and that cave place=oBL anive==wn.PST 

. Beghm.a went and he arrived at the cave.' 

35. qaJ=te yo=yoJ lekin, muda qaJ boJ=te mop 
water=oBL see=AcT.PST but but water place=oBL one 
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maha-cf.u{J] kiroJ=te yo=yoJ 
big-APPROX tiger=oBL see=AcT.PST 

'He saw the water but at the water he saw a kind of biggish tiger.' 

36. ki['OJ=te, ro botorJ gdcf.=ki ro botorJ=ke erJ 
tiger=oBL and fear c:TEL=wn.PST and fear=sEQ return 

cf.el=ki. enem cf.a[J] ucf.=ga. 
come=wn.PsT without water drink=Foc 

'A tiger, and he became afraid, and, having become afraid, he 
returned. Without drinking water.' 

37. ho=ghay=ga konon bhai=te {hisa=yoJ maha be2t=cf.om, 
that=way=roc small brother=oBL call.out=AcT.PST big son=3ross 

a, maha bhai=cf.om, simca, ro porha omJ..or=o?, Q_el=ki 
umh big brother=3Poss Semra and Porha hear=AcT.PST come=wn.PsT 

ho daru bo'l=te. 
that tree place=oBL 

'In just this way the elder son, uh. the elder brother, Semra, called the 
younger brother, and Porha heard hirn, [and Porha] came to that tree.' 

38. tay cufj=te=jo batay=oJ no "dh{fy{=e] am, han mara 
then ANAPIFOBL=ADD tell=AcT.PST CMPL huny=A.IRR 2so that cave 

boJ=te cf.a[J] [a}yi]. ucf. cf.e=na=m." 
place=oBL water QUAL.PRS drink come=wn.IRR=2so 

'Then he said to him, too, "Hurry, at the cave there is water. Drink 
and come back" ' 

39. laJ porha=jo col=ki ro yo=te ho mara boJ=te 
then Porha=ADn go=MID.PST and see=AcT.PRS that cave place=oBL 

cf.am=ki cf.aJ=te yo=yoJ. 
anlVe=wD.PST water=OBL see=AcT.PST 

"Then Porha also went and looks, he arrived at the cave [and] saw 
the water.' 

40. lekin mo.rz kerketta kon{he2cf. yo=yoJ. 
but one kerketta bird see=AcT.PST 

'But he saw a kerketta bird.' 
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41. ho kon{he2q=te yo=yoJ ro botorJ gdcf=ki ho=ka[. 
that bird=oBL see=AcT.PST and fear c:TEL==wn.PST that=so.HUM 
'He saw that bird and became afraid.' 

42. ro botorJ=ke enem cfa[J] ucf=ga cfel=ki. 
and fear=SEQ without water drink=Foc return come==wn.PST 
'And, being afraid, he came back without drinking water.' 

43. ho=ghay=ga plidra=jo ho=te m(J[a boJ=te 
that=way=Foc Pandra=ADn that=oBL(= 'there') cave place=oBL 

qam=ki yo=yoJ mofl kulu ayi~· ro enem qa['l] 
anive==wn.PST see=AcT.PST one turtle QUAL.PRS and without water 

uq=ga ho=ka[=jo. 
drink=Foc return C:TEL==wD.PST that=SG.HUM=ADD 
'In this way, Pandra also arrived there at the cave, [and] saw that there 
is a turtle there and, without drinking water, he also returned.' 

44. ho=kar=aJ loJcfho koynar col=ki. 

45. 

that=so.HUM=GEN after Koynar go==wD.PST 
'After him, Koynar went.' 

koynar=jo mofl cfurJcf!JrJ kacforJ=te yo=yoJ ro enem 
Koynar=ADD one eel fish=oBL see=ACT.PST and without 

cfa[J] uq=ga botorJ bUTj erJ cfel=ki. 
water drink=Foc fear INST return come==wn.PST 
'And Koynar saw an eel (= "eel fish") and, without drinking water, 
he returned because of (= "through") fear.' 

46. ho=kar=aJ tay konon ginir col=ki. 
that=so.HUM=GEN ABL small Ginir go==wn.PST 
'His younger [brother] Ginir went.' 

47. ginir yo=yoJ bilurJ=te ro ho=kar=Jo botorJ burJ 
Ginir see=AcT.PST salt=OBL and that=SG.HUM=ADD fear INST 

erJ=ki. 
return==wn.PST 
'Ginir saw salt and he also returned out of fear.' 
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48. ro amkul tetetohdj kon{he1q yo=yoJ. 
and Amkul tetetohoj bird see=AcT.PST 
'And Amkul saw a tetetohoj bird.' 

49. banari ho=ghay=ga baJ yo =yo.?. 
Banari that=way=roc unhusked.rice see=AcT.PST 
'In just that way Banari saw rice.' 

50. baruya yo=yoJ {oJpo, yo =yo.? 
Baroya see=AcT.PST toppo.bird see=AcT.PST toppo bird=oBL 
'Baroya saw a toppo, he saw a toppo bird.' 

51. ro sou7b bhai=ga ho=ghay=ga enem cfa[J] uq=ga 

52. 

and all brothe:r=FOc that=way==roc without water drink=Foc 

e1J cfel=ki=may. 
return come==MID.PST=3PL 
'And all brothers thus returned, without drinking water.' 

tay aba=cfom gam=o[J] no "acha, dhiiy[ =e]=pe, ab 
then father=3POSS say=AcT.PST CMPL good huny=AcT.IRR=2PL now 

enem cf.a£2] ucf=ga lam=e=pe ho jinis=te 
without water drink=Foc search=AcT.IRR=2PL that animal=oBL 

ro tar=e=pe. " 
and k:ill=AcT.IRR=2PL 
'Then their father said "Good, hurry, now, without drinking water, 
search for that animal and kill it."' 

53. tay lam=na lamna lamna ho=ki ho jinis=te, khajar, 
then search==JNF REP REP that=PL that animal=oBL deer 

kuy=oJ=ki ro tar=oJ=may. 
find=AcT.PSr-PL and kill=AcT.PST=3PL 
'Then searching, searching, searching they found that animal, a deer, 
and killed it.' 

54. ro ho=kCl{"=aJ koma1}=te bay=oJ=ki. 
and that=so.HUM=GEN meat=oBL make=AcT.PST=PL 
'And they cut off(= "made") his meat.' 
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55. ro sou7b=ga apan apan po{om bay=oJ=may. 
and all=roc REFL REP bundle ma.k:e=AcT.PSr-=3PL 
'And all made their own bundles.' 

56. 4.d4.=na gha4. tdj qom=ki=may komal)=te ro 

57. 

take==JNF PURP distribute REFL==wD.PST=3PL meat=OBL and 

po{om bay=ke sou7b apan apan hoJ9 muJ=ki=may. 
bundle ma.k:e=sEQ all REFL REP house emerge==wo.PSr-=3PL 
'To take it [home with them], they distributed the meat amongst 
themselves and, having made bundles, they all went(= "emerged") 
to their own homes. ' 10 

tay hoJ=te aba=qom=te sou7b ob-yo=te=ki no 
then house=oBL father=3Poss=oBL all CAus-see=AcT.PRS=PL CMPL 

yo=na ghaq qel=ki=may no "ele am=bar 
see==JNF PURP come==wo.PSr-=3PL CMPL lPL.EXCL 2=2HON 

gam=sikh=oJ=bar i=ghay khajar tar=na ho jinis=te 
say=pERFACT.PST=2HON what=way deer ki.ll==JNF that animal=oBL 

tar=oJ=le ro u =ga ho jinis=aJ komaiJ. " 
ki.ll=AcT.PST=lPL.EXCL and this=roc that animal=oEN meat 

'Then at home they all show their father [the meat] since they came 
[for him] to see it. [And they said] "We killed that animal, a deer, the 
way you (HoN) said and this [is] that animal's meat."' 

58. tay s[o]u7b=ga apan apan po{om=te kholay kholay=ke 
then all=roc 

yo=te=may, 
see=AcT.PRS=3PL 

REFL REP bundle=oBL open REP=sEQ 

'Then all, having opened their own bundles, look,' 

9 hoJ for 'house' is peculiar to the dialect of this speaker. The standard fonn is oJ. 
10 The repetition of apan here would seem to indicate that each brother went to his own 

horne, although as the following line shows, they returned to their common horne to show 
their father what they had caught. 
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59. no je khajar tar=sikh=oJ=may ho=kar=aJ1 1 komaJJ=ko 
and cREL deer kill==pERf=AcT.PS-r=3PL that=sa.HUM=CJEN meat=CNTR 

nalage, 
NEG.QUAL.PRS 

'and it isn't the meat of the deer that they had killed,' 

60. lekin ho mara boJ=te cf.a[J] ucf.=na col=sikh=oJ=may 
but that cave place=oBL water drink==nw go==pERf=ACT.PS-r=3PL 
'but at the cave [where] they had gone to drink water,' 

61. ho mara boJ=te je je yo=sikh=oJ=ki 
that cave place=OBL CREL REP SOO==pERf=ACT.PS"FPL 

. . . ho=kar=aJ koma7J=ga ho po{om=te aw=ki . 
that=SG.HlJM=GEN meat=roc that bundle=oBL QUAL==wD.PST 

'whatever they had seen at that cave, its meat was in that bundle.' 

62. laP aba=cf.om gam=oJ no "beta=fl =ki, 
then father=3POSS say=ACT.PST CMPL son=lsa=PL 
'Then their father said "My sons,' 

63. am=pe, ij1 gam=sikh=dj ho=ghay=ga am=pe col=ki=pe 
2==2PL lsG Say=PERFACT.PST.lSG tha1=way=Foc 2=2PL go=MID.PS-r=2PL 

'You went just as(= "just that way") I had told you' 

64. ro lam=oJ=pe 
and search=AcT.PS"F2PL 
'and you searched and . 

ro ho ... khaj ar=te 
and that deer=OBL 

you killed that deer' 

65. ro ho=kar=aJ koma7J ol=oJ=pe. 

tar=oJ=pe 
kill=AcT.PS"F2PL 

and that=sa.HUM=CJEN meat bring=AcT.PS"F2PL 
'and you brought his meat.' 

66. u=te=ko je am=pe yo=sikh=oJ=pe 
this=oBL(= 'here' )=cNTR CREL 2=2PL see==pERf=ACT.PS"F2PL 

11 As noted in section 5.6, although the ''singular lmman" fonn =kac is generally 
restricted to human referents, in line with its original meaning 'person', it is occasionally 
used in 1he speech of some speakers wi1h non-human referents, as here. 
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ho=kar=aJ komaiJ ayilj, 
that=sa.mm==CIEN meat QUAL.PRS 
'But here is the meat of that [animal] which you saw,' 

67. je musa tay am=pe naw u=naJ ku{um bone=ta~·=pe. 

CREL today ABL 2=2PL nine this=aEN family become==wD.PROCJ=2PL 
'which as of today you nine are becoming part of its family.' 

68. je je yo=sikh=oJ=pe ho=je[J]=ga am=p=aJ ku{um 
CREL REP see=pERF=AcT.PSr-=2PL that=SG.NmJM=FOC 2=2PL=CJEN family 

heke. 
QUAL.PRS 
'Whatever you saw, it is your family.' 

69. ro tama am=pe u naw ku[um=te=ga sadi biha 
and now 2=2PL this nine family=oBL::Poc many many 

kersoiJ=na=pe ro bes-bo'l, baru-bo'l aw=na=pe. " 
many==wn.IRR=2PL and good-INTENS good-INTENS live==wn.IRR=2PL 
'And you will marry in only these nine families and you will be very 
happy (= "live very well").' 

70. u=je[J]=ga heke kha[iya gotar=aJ cho{ka kahani. 
this=sa.NHUM==f"OC QUAL.PRS Kharia clan=CJEN small stwy 
'And this is the short history of the Kharia clan.' 

[The following text was added at a later date, after I enquired what had 
happened to Semra at the cave where he drank water (see lines 22-23 
above).] 

71. simra sou?fJ se maha be1t=cf.om sou?fJ tay si1J12 ho mara 
Semra all ABL big son=3poss all ABL first that cave 

boJ=te col=ki ro soreiJ=a'l mo'ljhi tay cJ.a'l-m-ucJ.=na 
place=oBL go==wn.PST and stone=CJEN middle ABL water-m-drink=INF 

la'l=ki. 
IPFV==wD.PST 

12 Standard form: Sl!IJ. 
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' Semra, the eldest brother, went to that cave first of all [the brothers] 
and he was drinking water from the middle of the stones.' 

72.ho cf.aJ=te uth=o[J]. 
that water=OBL drink=ACT.PST 
'He drank the water.' 

73. ghacf. acf.i je bhere e7J=ki r[o] aba=cf.om=te 
therefore ANAPH CREL time return=wn.PST and father=3ross=oBL 

sou7b bhai=kiyar=aJ soriJ13 po{om=te kholay kholay 
all brother=HON=GEN together bundle=oBL open REP 

ob-yo=na laJ=ki=may, se bhere acfj=yaJ po{om=te 
CAUS-See=JNF IPFV=MJD.PST=3PL that time ANAPH=CJEN bundle=oBL 

soreiJ kui=ki. 
stone find=wn.PsT 
'Therefore, when he returned, and along with all his brothers they 
opened the bundles and were showing them to their father, at that 
time he [unexpectedly ]14 found a stone in his own bundle.' 

13 Standard form is sori, here perlmps with the nonstandard focus marker =(ap ? 
14 The use of the middle voice with kui here denotes an unintentional action or event. 
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233,235,454 

suffix 1, 12, 55, 56, 59, 69, 92, 143, 
163, 193, 221, 334 

affricate 29 
agent(ive) 79, 91, 167, 212, 227, 230, 

235, 236, 261, 262, 268, 275, 277, 
281, 289, 293, 309, 344, 363, 413 

agreement 51, 59, 214, 352, 353 
Aktionsart xii, xxii, 4, 12, 25, 45, 278, 

293 
alienable See possession 
allative 146, 15~ 157 
allophone 20,21, 27,28,29, 30 
alternative question xnrr, 368, 373 
ambulative xii, xxi, 306 
anaphoric xxi, 11, 60, 111, 171-173, 

175, 185, 186, 431 
Andaman (Islands) 1 
Andhra Pradesh 6 
animate I animacy (non- or inanimate I 

non- or inanimacy) xi, 11, 85, 112, 
117, 138, 139-142, 175, 176, 177, 
186, 191, 199, 222, 223, 224, 263, 
280,285,287,290,346, 34~ 413 

anticipatory clitic See clitic 
anticipatory telic See telic 
anugrah 21 
apan 60, 155, 267, 295, 298, 363, 

364, 365, 389, 390, 399, 404, 409, 
443, 444, 449 

apposition 212,336,352,353,354, 
355,356,357 

approximant 29 
approximative xxi, 69, 89, 193-194 
Arabic 96, 318 
argument (of the predicate) xiv, 1, 56, 

73, 125, 168, 212, 314, 351, 
352-359, 360, 362, 367, 368, 393, 
396, 412, 420, 426, 432, 433 

article (definite I indefinite) 18, 69, 
142,334 

Astian 101 
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aspect(ual) xiii, 77, 209, 240, 241, 
259, 267, 278, 281, 329, 341, 
342-346, 375, 377, 382, 383 

aspirate I aspiration 5, 20, 23, 29, 31, 
33, 63, 240 

Assam 1 
associative See compound 
attributive 12, 17, 18, 19, 71-118, 

120, 162, 175, 179, 184, 200-206, 
319, 334, 397, 406-425 

Austro-Asiatic xvii, 7,8, 11, 15, 92,101, 
118, 425, 453, 455, 456, 458, 459 

autopoesis xi, xxi, 297, 309 
auxiliary xiii, 4, 224, 312, 323, 335, 

337, 341, 342-346, 365 
avolitional See volitional 

background(ing) 293, 295, 297, 343, 
344, 386, 426, 428 

basic TAM-categories xi, 239-258, 259 
basic voice xi, 12, 37, 59, 60, 66, 67, 

71, 88, 209, 210, 215, 239, 240, 242, 
249, 258-292, 298, 299, 375, 377, 
388 
active xii, xxi, 12, 15, 25, 27, 33, 

34, 35, 59, 71, 75-91, 95, 96, 
100, 201, 209, 214, 215, 221-224, 
225, 230, 232, 235, 239, 240, 242, 
243, 246, 248, 251, 252, 253, 256, 
258-292, 297, 300, 314, 315, 316, 
317, 331, 340, 342, 358, 359, 368, 
402, 457 

active-only 222, 261, 264, 265, 279, 
281-289 

mid&e xii, xxii, 10, 12, 14, 15, 25, 
27, 34, 59, 64, 71, 75--91, 95, 96, 
97, 100, 104, 112, 200, 201, 209, 
213, 214, 215, 221-224, 225, 230, 
239, 240, 242, 243, 246, 249, 251, 
253, 256, 258-292, 297, 298, 299, 
314, 317, 324, 331, 342, 345, 358, 
359,379,402,452,454,455,457 

middle-only 222, 261, 264, 265, 
276-287 

benefactive xii, xxi, 309, 318, 356, 
358, 367 

Bengal 1, 3, 342, 458 
Bengali 5, 6,190,377 
Bible 11, 220, 303, 342, 454 
bimoraic (constraint) 92, 93, 453 
Birmitrapur xviii, 1, 16 
bisyllabic x, 35, 36, 40, 42, 44, 51, 62, 

63, 88, 93, 94, 97, 98, 99, 100, 102, 
103, 121, 132, 201, 202, 231, 233, 
234, 266, 267, 317 

body posture 289, 290, 291, 292 
borrowed 51, 87, 92, 96, 97, 98, 139, 

150, 183, 188, 189, 192, 193, 199, 
201, 221, 222, 223, 225, 235, 260, 
295, 297, 318, 323, 324, 326, 333, 
334, 363, 377, 381, 393, 395, 408, 
417 

Caddo 401 
cardinal (rrumber) 103, 189, 191, 192, 

193, 194, 197, 199 
case See also adposition 

direct 4, 88, 135, 143--147, 149, 
150, 226, 228, 294, 327, 353, 416, 
417, 423 

genitive xxi, 1, 9, 12, 27, 34, 52, 
55, 64, 67, 71, 77, 78, 88, 89, 90, 
94, 103, 107, 108, 109, 110, 112, 
113, 120, 135, 137, 138, 139, 143, 
146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 163, 
182, 191, 197, 198, 210, 212, 221, 
227, 317, 319, 320, 321, 322, 366, 
389, 390, 393, 397, 410, 412, 414, 
415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 423 

oblique xi, xxii, 1, 55, 56, 66, 97, 
135, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 
148, 150, 151, 153, 154, 156, 178, 
183, 206, 220, 226, 227, 228, 235, 
236, 294, 295, 321, 327, 331, 348, 
362, 36~ 36~ 368,397,420 

Case-syntagma (use of term) 18-19 
camphoric 171, 172, 185 
causal xiii, 389, 390 
causative xi, xxi, 4, 17, 30, 42, 69, 

94, 98, 180, 210, 211, 214, 215, 216, 
218, 221, 222, 224, 227, 230-236, 
261, 262, 264, 274, 275, 317, 318, 
367, 368, 413 
double causative 4, 210, 230, 

233--236, 367, 368 
chaining 237, 238 
change of state 77, 201, 253, 256, 

278, 279, 286, 299, 302, 304, 305 
Chattisgarh XV, 1, 2, 3 
Chinese 206 
circunmorninal xiv, 406, 407, 

419-421, 423, 424, 425 
classifier xi, xxi, 137, 138, 142, 187, 

188, 189, 193, 194-200 
clause-level 18, 52, 330, 359, 367 
clitics 

anticipatory clitic 62, 67 
clitic word See word 
enclitic xxi, 1, 12, 17, 24, 30, 33, 

34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 42, 44, 45, 
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51-68, 69, 71, 97, 109, 117, 120, 
126, 129, 137, 138, 143, 194, 209, 
211, 234, 324, 329, 338, 349, 352, 
353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 359, 364, 
365,367,403,427,433-438,442 

mobility x, 67, 239 
proclitic 24, 44, 53, 408 

closed (class) 12, 77, 78, 88, 90, 92, 
106, 117,201 

coda 20, 22, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 
104, 122, 129, 256, 257 

cognition active 289 
cognition middle 289, 291, 292 
coliective 161, 162, 193, 198, 237, 

239,290 
canuiritative 150, 154 
comparative xi, 202, 204, 297, 410, 

412, 414, 417, 418, 419, 423, 453, 
454, 456, 458 

complement (of a predicate) 4, 96, 
318,359 

complement clause xiv, 366, 389, 398, 
403-406 

complementizer xxi, 333, 369, 391, 
404,405 

compound x, xxi, 11, 24, 25, 42, 44, 
60, 75, 84, 85, 92, 99, 100, 102, 103, 
107, 118-128, 129, 130, 133, 136, 
139, 157, 173, 191, 393 
associative 118, 119, 120 
compound form 92, 102, 103, 121, 

124, 130, 191 
equational 118 
pseudo-compound x, 124-128 

conative xii, xxi, 305, 308 
concessive xiv, 389, 395 
conditional xiv, 247, 253, 389, 393, 

395 
configurational 73 
conjunct verb See light verb 
conjunctive participle See converb, 

sequential 
contentive morpheme (use of term) 17 
continuative xii,xxi, 298,299,301 
contrastive xxi, 53, 137, 429, 433-438 
converb xii, xxi,xxii, 313,334,457 

''imperfective" 105, 133, 207, 
330-333,393,399,400,401 

sequential 4, 149, 153, 219, 296, 
311, 312, 324-330, 361-362, 367, 
396,397,404 

conversion 18 
coordination xiii, 25, 388 
copula ix, xiii, 12, 19, 25, 34, 72, 76, 
9~ 210,336,349,374-388 

core 314, 325, 330, 358, 359, 360, 367 
coreferential 351, 358, 359, 360-361, 

362, 367, 420, 425 
correlative xiv, xxi, 186, 392, 395, 

406, 407, 408, 410, 421, 423, 425 
cosubordination 58, 314, 330 
countable 143, 144, 367 
counUrrfacnud xiv, 247, 389, 393, 395 
culminatory telic See telic 

Dardic 171, 453 
"dative subject" 4, 148, 226, 327 
t/.ay I -cay 58, 84, 87, 99, 119, 124, 

126, 128, 139, 164, 194, 254, 255, 
333, 340, 381 

decadal 190 
default 251, 266, 294 
deictic 12, 60, 64, 76, 77, 78, 88, 89, 

90, 92, 106, 111, 116, 117, 143, 157, 
171, 172, 185, 402 

definite I indefinite xi, xxi, 1, 25, 79, 
90, 96, 138, 142, 143, 144, 150, 151, 
178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 245, 246, 
247, 267, 276, 294, 344, 345, 367 

tfelki I t/flelki /D(h)elki Kharia See 
Kharia 

demonstrative xi, xxi, 24, 44, 45, 52, 
53, 61, 64, 66, 67, 73, 107, 112, 115, 
135, 136, 137, 138, 142, 143, 171, 
173, 174, 175, 182-187, 197, 408, 
411,414 

dental 20, 29, 31, 33 
departive xii,xxi, 127,307-308 
depictive xiv, 149, 207, 331, 389, 

396-403, 434, 458 
derived (morpheme) I derivation (with 

respect to parts of speech) x, xxi, 1, 
5, 17, 24, 42, 68, 69, 72, 73, 75, 76, 
77, 79, 92-106, 107, 108, 109, 116, 
126, 127, 128, 192, 202, 205, 214, 
215, 216, 230, 262, 264, 268, 293, 
298,299,300,317,333, 334, 371, 
412,453 

derived voice 259 
~ 135, 137, 138, 148, 162, 

183, 210, 414 
Dev~ 19,20,21, 22,23,29 
devoiced 33, 240 
Dhangar 5 
Dhelki Kharia See Kharia 
dialect(al) 4, 6, 71, 72, 76, 77, 96, 99, 

103, 104, 105, 111, 112, 117, 122, 
124, 148, 154, 195, 235, 253, 265, 
266, 267, 296, 311, 312, 317, 324, 
337, 449, 455 
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differential (fimcti.ons) xii, 259, 
260-276, 277, 279, 281, 282, 285, 
286 

diphthong ix, 21, 28, 32, 35 
direct case See case 
direct object See object 
direct participation 275, 276 
direct reflexive 288, 289, 291, 292, 

295, 298 
direct speech 405 
discomse 73, 318, 382, 386, 387, 455, 

456 
distal X>d, 156, 173, 183, 184 
distinctive 21, 27, 35, 36, 232 
distributive 102, 103, 192 
double causative See causative 
DP 75 
Dravidian 5, 6, 324, 454, 455 
dual(ity) X>d, 27, 65, 158, 159, 160, 

163, 169, 171, 173, 212, 247, 272, 
273, 355, 360, 378 

-4JU 69, 248, 333, 334, 417, 418, 419, 
423 

Dudh Kharia See Kharia 
durative 69, 131, 215, 267, 278, 281, 

286 
dynamic xiii, 76, 374, 377, 378, 379, 

381, 388 

East Asia 206 
echo-vowel 20, 21, 22, 30, 39 
echo-word x, X>d, xxii, 25, 75, 118, 

129-133, 219, 333 
emotion middle 290 
enclitic See clitic 
endocentric 12, 75, 110 
English xvii, 5, 9, 10, 15, 18, 19, 22, 

51, 55, 56, 71, 74, 75, 76, 82, 85, 88, 
89, 92, 98, 99, 100, 102, 109, 112, 
118, 130, 136, 142, 188, 206, 254, 
308, 309, 341, 343, 353, 355, 357, 
358, 376, 381, 386, 388, 402, 406, 
428, 434, 435, 454, 457 

entity 57, 76, 85, 91, 93, 99, 101, 112, 
117, 139, 140, 141, 142, 144, 147, 
155, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 
169, 173, 183, 185, 197, 209, 212, 
237, 238, 297, 305, 320, 352, 353, 
358, 359, 367, 374, 428, 434 

equational compound See compound 
equational predication 209 
equative xi, 202, 204-205 
etlmographic 9, 458 
etlmological 9 

Etlmologue 1, 6, 455, 456 
event 73, 77, 95, 96, 99, 101, 102, 

105, 206, 210, 215, 216, 217, 219, 
222, 230, 238, 240, 241, 243, 245, 
246, 247, 249, 250, 252, 253, 261, 
262, 266, 267, 268, 270, 271, 276, 
278, 284, 285, 288, 289, 290, 291, 
292, 295, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 
306, 310, 314, 316, 322, 324, 325, 
326, 330, 334, 345, 346, 358, 382, 
384, 390, 391, 394, 397, 414, 433, 
452, 456 

exception 6, 9, 14, 53, 61, 62, 65, 67, 
89, 94, 97, 98, 99, 100, 102, 104, 
105, 106, 110, 112, 116, 121, 137, 
143, 183, 191, 193, 194, 201, 209, 
214, 224, 234, 257, 278, 279, 280, 
287,289,322,335,357,410,414,418 

excessive xii, X>d, 308-309 
exclusive X>d, 65, 160, 169, 212, 360, 

434 
expected (action) 161, 270-272, 276, 

452, 454 
experiencer xi, 4, 146, 225, 226-230, 

284, 327, 362, 364 
experiential perfect 205 
explicator verb See v2 

finiteness 10, 12, 314, 315, 316, 317, 
410, 424, 456, 457 
fully 210, 211, 239, 313, 314, 316, 

317, 390, 391, 395, 410, 411, 412, 
423, 424, 425 

non-finite xii, 25, 97, 150, 153, 239, 
313, 317-334, 396, 398, 424, 425, 
426, 454 

partial xii, 25, 107, 130, 200, 
313-317, 335, 411, 412, 423, 424, 
425 

fixed expression 127, 225-226, 314, 
438 

flap 29 
floating (clitics) 44, 45, 53, 54, 62, 66, 

67, 68, 293, 324 
focal 1, 68, 137, 194, 209, 257, 331, 

371, 391, 395, 398, 405, 426, 430, 
432, 433, 434 

focus xiv, X>d, 43, 53, 66, 72, 137, 
138, 142, 168, 179, 182, 311, 322, 
329, 331, 353, 370, 379, 399, 400, 
426, 427-438, 441, 452, 456 

formal 73,96,294,348,353,415, 457 
free-standing 65, 94, 163, 168, 169 
fricative 29 
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fimctional (morpheme I head) 12, 17, 
36, 52, 58, 71, 77, 92, 109, 110, 112, 
314, 322, 341 

future 4, 96, 105, 243, 245, 246, 247, 
250, 253, 267, 276, 324, 334, 346, 
380,435 

gam=kon 251, 328, 362, 404-405 
GataJll GtaJl 8, 92, 93 
geminate 31 
gender xi, 138, 139-142 
generic I genericity 215, 230, 264-268, 

276,278-279,281,282,286,299,358 
genitive See case 
Gennan xvn,8,9, 10,376 
glide xxll, 28,33,3~ 35,143 
glottal (stop) 13, 20, 21, 22, 29, 30, 

32, 34, 39, 93 256, 257, 340 
glottalization See pre-glottalized 
goal (semantic) 83, 144, 145, 158, 

183, 398, 402, 430 
Gorum 8 
gradual telic See telic 
grammatical morpheme I marking 1, 

12, 17, 25, 56, 59, 60, 61, 62, 69, 77, 
78, 92, 117 

grammatical relations xiii, 25, 
351-368, 454, 457 

Greek 376, 382 
groonring 269, 290, 291, 292 
groundedlgroundllrrg 77,215,377,382 
GtaJl See Gata? 
Gumla 1, 3, 6, 15, 16, 72, 76, 96, 112, 

117,265 
Gutob 7, 8, 93 

habitual 95, 96, 103, 104, 215, 239, 
251, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 276, 
333, 342, 380, 394 

=har (Sadri) 178 
hiatus xxn, 33, 35, 232 
hidden verb(s) 108, 111, 220 
Hill Kharia See Kharia 
Hindi 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 15, 19, 21, 

23, 51, 99, 113, 116, 192, 193, 323, 
324, 325, 333, 369, 401, 432, 439, 
454,456 

historical present 243, 244, 246, 247, 
255, 378 

Ho 8, 103, 122, 454 
homorganic 21, 32 
honorific x, xi, xxi, 12, 17, 58--60, 71, 

109, 160, 169, 209, 212-214, 215, 
247, 355, 360, 377 

host x, 40, 52, 55, 61, 63, 66, 67 
human xxi, xxn, 120, 142, 158, 171, 

173-178, 194, 195, 198, 199, 224, 
336, 413, 450 

idiolect 103, 148, 253, 317, 337 
idiomatic 127, 429 
idiosyncratic 69, 101, 102, 126, 230, 

231,308 
imperative 247, 248, 249, 253, 257, 

258, 316, 323, 334, 335, 338 
imperfective xi, xii, xxi, 105, 133, 

207, 240, 241, 243-247, 259, 305, 
330-333, 342-345, 393, 394, 397, 
399, 400, 401 

imperfective converb See converb 
impolite See polite 
inalienable See possession 
inanimate See animate 
inceptive 254, 342 
inchoative 254 
inclusive xxi, 27, 65, 169, 170, 212, 

360,434 
incorporation x, 75, 118, 122-129 
increment(al) 256, 257, 305 
indefinite See definite 
indirect object See object 
indirect participation 275, 276 
indirect reflexive 289, 291, 292, 294, 

298 
individuated 273, 274, 276, 278 
Indo-Aryan (lA) xxi, 4, 5, 7, 19, 21, 

28, 29, 32, 33, 51, 98, 100, 113, 118, 
122, 139, 150, 151, 190, 192, 193, 
195, 201, 222, 224, 225, 235, 297, 
298, 302, 311, 323, 326, 333, 334, 
341, 342, 351, 377, 393, 394, 395, 
408, 417, 423, 425, 440, 454, 457 

Indo-European 97, 318, 376, 382, 456, 
457,458 

Indo1o~cal 23,224 
inference xiii, 25, 349-350 
Urlhlltive x,xii,xxi, 34,60,61, 66, 

67, 85, 221, 312, 313, 321, 322-324, 
333, 337, 341, 342, 346, 347, 348, 
365, 366, 380, 389, 390, 391, 403, 
415, 416, 417, 423 

infix See a.ffix 
infiection(al) 17, 73, 262, 314 
information structure xiv,25, 426-438 
inherent See qualitative predication 
instrument(al) xiii, xxi, 102, 111, 145, 

146, 154, 320, 367, 389, 390, 410, 
413, 414, 416, 417, 418, 419, 423 
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intense I intensive xxi, xxii, 69, 87, 
201, 206, 270, 308, 309 

intensity (phon) 36, 46, 47 
intermediate agent I causer 235, 236, 

367, 368, 413 
internally headed 407 
interrogative xi, xiii, xxii, 24, 25, 48, 

77, 138, 178-179, 180, 181, 368-373, 
408, 434 

interview xviii, xxiii, 11, 13, 15-16, 
54, 72, 91, 112, 113, 116, 129, 183, 
199, 231, 233, 234, 235, 265, 268, 
283, 287, 296, 340, 355, 356, 357, 
372,441 

intervocalic 20, 29, 31, 124, 139, 302, 
303 

intonation 47, 49, 293, 369, 420, 421 
intransitive xxii, 12, 212, 224, 259, 

261, 262, 270, 271, 276, 277, 279, 
280, 282, 283, 286, 287, 289, 295, 
297, 305, 357, 358, 359, 413, 432 

IP 75 
IPA 23, 29 
irrealis xii, xxi, 35, 64, 240, 244, 245, 

247-249, 252, 253, 256, 257, 258, 
259, 272, 302, 314, 315, 316, 317, 
324, 334, 335, 338, 342, 393, 394 

irregular 33, 101, 123, 144, 192, 221, 
232, 257, 413 

iterative xii, xxi, 244, 264, 266, 267, 
268, 298, 300, 301, 333, 342, 380, 
399 

jaw- 123, 124, 393 
jeJ 44, 58, 79, 110, 132, 169, 170, 

173-178, 183, 185, 194, 216, 219, 
253, 258, 312, 338, 345, 379, 383, 
395, 405, 411, 422 

Jharkhand XV, xvii, xviii, xix, 1, 2, 6, 
10, 11, 13, 15, 76, 83, 105, 342, 381, 
417, 432, 439, 453, 457 

Juang 7, 8, 10, 69, 93, 297, 298, 334, 
456, 457, 459 

juxtaposition x, 118, 120, 121, 136, 
219, 420 

lear 5, 44, 54, 59, 61, so, 84, 86, 88, 
89, 95, 105, 107, 109, 123, 132, 140, 
145, 150, 152, 157, 160, 161, 166, 
169, 171, 172, 173-178, 183, 184, 
191, 194, 202, 206, 216, 219, 226, 
236, 248, 250, 252, 253, 272, 284, 
285, 299, 300, 305, 310, 311, 321, 
325, 327, 328, 340, 345, 356, 362, 

363, 364, 366, 368, 370, 373, 374, 
379, 384, 388, 395, 399, 400, 405, 
408, 409, 411, 412, 415, 416, 418, 
422, 427, 428, 431, 436, 441, 443, 
444, 445, 447, 448, 450, 451 

Kharia (groups) 
4fh)elki 5, 6, 9, 11, 458 
dudh, dildh 5, 6, 9, 11, 15, 19, 458 
Hill 5, 6, 9, 10, 453, 458 

Khasi-War 7 
Kherwarian 8 
Kolarian 6 
Korku 8 
Korwa 8 
Kurukh xviii, 5, 324 

labial 29 
length 

vowel 20, 21, 22, 31 
consonant 31 

lexeme 72, 135, 136, 210, 211, 335 
lexical x, 1, 4, 12, 18, 24, 42, 51, 52, 

53, 56, 59, 68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 
77, 85, 87, 88, 90, 92, 97, 104, 106, 
107, 109, 111, 112, 113, 117, 118, 
124, 127, 129, 132, 137, 138, 139, 
148, 153, 154, 157, 163, 173, 187, 
196, 197, 219, 220, 226, 239, 257, 
293, 297, 299, 302, 306, 307, 308, 
309, 320, 321, 331, 341, 357, 393, 
399, 401, 407, 408, 425, 455, 456, 
457, 458 

lexicalization x, 68, 217, 261, 268, 
458 

lexicon x, xvii, 9, 10, 12, 16, 24, 
71-133, 139, 142, 456, 457, 458 

LH I low-high 24, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 
40, 42, 44, 45, 51, 52, 54, 57, 60, 61, 
68, 120, 178 

light verb 76, 77, 117, 224--225, 226, 
227, 228 

linguistic area 4, 454, 456 
loan (word) 21, 28, 29, 31, 32, 77, 85, 

98, 99, 100, 122, 131, 188, 201, 204, 
224, 323, 341, 377, 391, 393, 441 

locative xxii, 77, 85, 88, 90, 92, 125, 
143, 144, 145, 154, 156, 157, 158, 
180, 183, 186, 206, 305, 320, 321, 
367, 368, 410, 412, 413, 414, 416, 
417, 418, 419, 423, 428, 436 

low-high See IH 

Maithili 377, 458 
Malaysia 7, 101 
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marmer (adverb) 72, 183, 216, 325, 
326, 331, 401, 402, 403, 436 

masdar x, xii, xxii, 30, 42, 76, 92, 
94--101, 104, 117, 121, 122, 123, 
137, 149, 150, 200, 202, 215, 264, 
265, 266, 267, 298, 299, 300, 301, 
317-322,327,340,397,406, 412, 
413, 414, 423, 424, 425, 426, 457 

mass (noun) 144, 367 
medial 66, 143, 173, 183, 184 
melodic overwriting 25 
methodology ix, x, 10, 13-16, 71-75, 

351 
middle See basic voice 
minimal pair 27, 29, 30 
mobility See clitic 
modification xi, 25, 73, 138, 200-207, 

323 
-mon 124, 227, 229 
Mon-Khmer 7, 101, 125, 456 
monomoraic 93 
monophthong ix, 21, 27-28 
monosyllabic 35, 36, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 

62, 63, 87, 88, 90, 92, 93, 94, 97, 
98, 99, 100, 102, 103, 122, 123, 126, 
137, 200, 201, 202, 215, 231, 233, 
234,264,265,266,300,301,318,412 

mood 77,209,375,377,382,383,396 
mora(e) 92, 93 
morpheme-final 29, 33, 34, 64, 97, 

240, 251, 256, 300 
morphology 13, 59, 79, 107, 351, 355, 

371,453 
morphophonology ix, 24, 33-35 
morphosyntax 13, 106 
motion 278, 279, 280, 285, 289, 290, 

291, 292, 299, 302, 306, 389, 398, 
401-403, 430, 456 

multiple semantic sub-bases xi, 
215-219, 313, 330 

Munda xvii, 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
15, 75, 101, 106, 118, 124, 125, 178, 
256, 259, 297, 322, 425, 426, 453, 
454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459 
North Munda 5, 8, 62, 103, 122, 

143, 314 
Proto-Munda 5, 8, 92, 93, 314, 453 
South Munda xvii, 1, 7, 8, 9, 102, 

1 03, 122, 124, 298, 322, 453, 457 
Mundari 5, 8,62, 171,344,345,359, 

455,457 

narrative (predication) 19, 209, 210, 
375, 378, 379, 388 

nasal(ization) 21,23,27,29,32,33, 101 
native xvii, 6, 28, 32, 33, 34, 51, 92, 

94, 100, 103, 191, 192, 193, 195, 
199, 233, 354, 378, 438 

natural reciprocal 288, 289, 290, 291, 
292 

necessity xiii, 141, 348, 380, 415 
negate I negation I negative xiii, xxii, 

25, 34, 58, 62, 67, 113, 149, 150, 
178, 181-182,211,214,249, 258, 
312, 323, 329, 330, 334--341, 352, 
373, 377, 378, 379, 400, 401, 424, 
434 

Nepali 311, 312, 326, 349, 351, 456, 
457 

Nez Perce 401 
Nicobar Islands 1, 7 
nominal xiii, 25, 72, 75, 89, 96, 118, 

124, 318, 320, 351, 374, 382, 453 
nominal predication I sentence 19, 

109,209,376,385-388 
nominalizer 69,75,101,104,106,221 

nominative 4 
nominative I accusative 212 
non-animate See animate 
non-endocentric See endocentric 
nonfinite See finiteness 
non-human See human 
non-individuated See individuated 
non-inherent See qualitative 

predication 
non-negated See negate I negation I 

negative 
non-overt See overt 
nonpast 245, 324 
non-periphrastic See periphrastic 
non-restrictive See restrictive 
non-sudden See sudden 
non-thorough See thorough 
non-volitional See volitional 
North Munda See Munda 
noun See parts of speech 
nominal phrase I noun phrase I NP x, 

xi, 1, 4, 12, 18, 25, 52, 66, 71, 73, 
75, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 112, 
117, 135-207, 212, 351, 359, 360, 
365, 367, 382, 457 

nucleus 28, 33, 92 
number (gramm.) x, 12, 13, 17, 25, 

37, 38, 52, 55-57, 58-60, 67, 71, 89, 
109, 110, 112, 135, 138, 139, 140, 
141, 142, 148, 158-162, 163, 187, 
201, 209, 212-214, 338, 339, 353, 
360, 367, 430 
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rrumeral(s) xxi, 14, 102, 188-194, 195, 
197, 199, 200 

-nV- x, 69, 92, 93, 94, 101-105, 192, 
414 

object 
general I lmSpecified (includes direct 

objects) xiii, xiv, 1, 39, 40, 43, 
52, 53, 66, 83, 94, 109, 124, 125, 
128, 129, 142, 143, 144, 145, 154, 
22~ 238,268,273,274,276,277, 
278, 282, 294, 295, 304, 305, 317, 
320, 321, 322, 358, 359, 367-368, 
373, 398, 404--406, 420, 422, 423, 
426, 427, 428, 429 

"indirect object" 1, 142, 143, 144 
physical 71, 72, 73, 75, 81, 82, 85, 

99, 186 
syntactic 60 

obligation xiii,25~ 309,348-349,380 
oblique See case 
ons& 29,32,33, 34,256 
ontological 73, 75, 77 
opaque 60, 103, 124 
open (class) 12, 77, 78, 90, 92, 97, 

98, 117 
operator 314,329,330 
optative xli,xxli, 209,210,239,240, 

257-258, 334, 335, 338 
Oraon 5 
ordinal (numerals) 190-192, 193 
Orissa xv, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 16, 76, 99, 

151, 152, 267 
Oriya 5, 6 
orthography I orthographical ix, 19-24 
outwardly directed 268, 269, 276 
overt 1, 72, 76, 79, 88, 93, 108, 111, 

141, 142, 148, 294, 330, 331, 333, 
336, 348, 352-359, 360, 361, 363, 
364, 365, 367, 396, 397, 408, 428 

palatal 23,29,35 
partial(ly) finite(ness) Seefiniteness 
participle xli, xxli, 4, 97, 100, 219, 

324, 330, 333--340, 361, 417-419 
parts of speech x, 10, 12, 15, 18, 24, 

71-207,317,454,455,457 
adjective ix, xi, 1, 12, 18, 19, 72, 

73, 90, 92, 99, 117, 136, 139, 
200--207, 225, 396 

noun ix, x, 1, 12, 18, 19, 71, 72, 73, 
75, 89, 90, 92, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 
102, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 
112, 115, 116, 117, 118, 124, 128, 

136, 139, 144, 221, 225, 318, 357, 
376, 37~ 408,453,454,457 

pronoun 12, 89, 107, 138, 139, 142, 
168-182, 183, 408, 458 

verb ix, x, xi, xiii, 1, 4, 10, 12, 18, 
19, 25, 52, 58, 59, 66, 71, 72, 73, 
75, 76, 77, 79, 80, 90, 92, 96, 97, 
98, 100, 104, 106, 107, 108, 110, 
111, 112, 116, 117, 125, 128, 209, 
212, 220, 221, 222, 224-230 ,262, 
293, 302, 318, 324, 335, 341-349, 
351, 357, 375, 376, 377, 382, 388, 
402, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458 

passive xii, xxli, 6, 25, 45, 94, 221, 
230, 259, 264, 288, 289, 291, 292, 
293--298, 317, 318, 340, 367, 368, 
413 

passive middle 289, 291, 292, 298 
past xi, xxli, 27, 33, 34, 59, 96, 117, 

213, 215, 240--243, 244, 247, 252, 
256, 259, 265, 266, 267, 268, 276, 
281, 299, 300, 305, 314, 315, 334, 
342, 344, 345, 380, 394 

Past II xi, xxli, 113, 209, 210, 239, 
240--243 

patient 102, 212, 261, 267, 268, 294, 
368 

perfect x, xli, xxli, 34, 35, 60, 61, 67, 
210, 211, 213, 239, 240, 249-257, 
293, 318, 342 
past 113, 239, 242, 252-253, 256 
present 209, 210, 239, 249-252, 

256, 257 
irrealis 240, 252, 253-254, 257, 393 
pluperfect (Santali) 302 

periphrastic xiii, 25, 210, 211, 214, 
241, 247, 337, 341-349 

person (grammatical, excluding 
references to the expression ''T AMI 
flERSON-syntagma'j X, xi, 12, 17, 25, 
33, 34, 35, 52, 58-60, 62, 63, 64, 65, 
66, 67, 71, 77, 88, 93, 109, 110, 138, 
160, 163, 169, 171-178, 209, 210, 
211, 212-214, 215, 243, 245, 246, 
247, 248, 249, 256, 257, 258, 272, 
273, 293, 294, 299, 314, 316, 317, 
322, 331, 335, 338, 339, 340, 348, 
353, 355, 360, 367, 376, 377, 378, 
388, 411, 424, 425, 457 

phoneme I phonemic 20, 21, 22, 27, 
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 143, 232 

phonetic 21, 28, 30, 129, 453 
phonology ix, xxiii, 8, 10, 24, 27-49, 

52,453 
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phonotactic 13, 34, 62, 63, 248, 256 
phrasal affix x, 51-52, 57, 59, 60, 61 
phrase 12, 18, 52, 53, 57, 60, 61, 71, 

72, 108, 109, 148, 149, 216, 382, 
408, 420, 453 

physical object See object 
pitch 24, 35, 36, 37, 39, 42, 44, 45, 

46, 47, 48, 51, 52, 54, 57, 60, 61, 68, 
120, 178 

pivot 351, 359, 360, 362, 365, 367, 420 
place name 28 
plosive 20, 21, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34 
plural(ity) xxii, 18, 27, 55, 65, 87, 89, 

140, 141, 153, 155, 157, 158, 159, 
161-162, 163, 169, 170, 171, 173, 
193, 197, 201, 212, 213, 214, 247, 
272, 273, 294, 305, 335, 353, 360, 
378 

polar question xiii, 48, 49, 296, 368, 
369-370 

polite(ness) I impolite(ness) 160, 309 
Polynesian 401 
polysyllabic(ity) 30, 35, 87, 92, 94, 

96, 98, 99, 112, 137, 200, 215, 264, 
265, 267, 318, 331, 412 

panrnnanteau 209, 239, 258, 274, 275 
possession 147, 380 

alienable 148, 162 
inalienable x, xi, xxii, 25, 37, 52, 

57-58, 67, 100, 110, 112, 147, 
151, 162-168, 178, 293 

predicative 148, 380 
postalveolar 23, 29 
postfield 358, 426, 430 
postnominal xiv, 407, 408, 421-422, 

423 
postposition See adposition 
posture I postural 278, 280, 285, 289, 

290, 291, 292 
Praat 35 
pragmatic x, xiv, 1, 44, 45, 52, 53-54, 

66, 73, 126, 129, 163, 293, 318, 340, 
400, 414, 426, 427, 430, 433-438, 
455 

precategorial(ity) x, 24, 7 4, 75J)2, 97, 
100, 106 

predication (for narrative predication 
and qualitative predication, see under 
the respective heading) 19, 73, 74, 
117,209,355,382,388, 396, 401 
primary 94, 100, 334 
secondary 94, 97, 317, 434 

predicative (function) 12, 17, 18, 19, 
71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 

82, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 96, 97, 
100, 102, 103, 106, 108, 109, 112, 
117, 120, 124, 125, 130, 148, 175, 
179, 201, 202, 220, 225, 227, 265, 
266, 287, 317, 320, 334, 351, 371, 
372,380 

predictability 74, 76, 84, 85, 90, 101, 
104, 123, 127, 232, 293, 308, 334, 
427,436 

prefield 358, 426 
prefix See qffix 
pre-glottalized ix, 20, 21, 22, 31-32, 

231, 232, 256, 257 
pre-nasal 27 
prenominal xiv, 333, 407, 408, 

410-419, 423, 424, 425, 426 
preposition See adposition 
present (tense I time) xi, xxii, 27, 34, 

209, 240, 243-245, 246, 247, 251, 
254, 255, 257, 259, 331, 334, 336, 
337, 342, 345, 348, 374, 375, 377, 
378, 379, 380, 388 

present perfect See perfect 
present progressive See progressive 
presentational 427, 432 
primary predication See predication 
proclitic See clitic 
proforrn xi, xxi, 11, 12, 25, 56, 76, 

77, 78,88-90,92, 106, 116, 117, 
138, 141, 147, 149, 150, 151, 163, 
168-178, 295, 352, 355, 363, 370, 
406, 411, 428, 431, 434 

progressive xii, xxii, 34, 240, 
245-247,252,255,256,257,259,342 

pronoun See parts of speech 
proper name 83, 147, 149, 150, 151 
property 69, 202, 209, 334, 364, 374 
propositional attribution xiv, 25, 333, 

389,406-426 
prosodic I prosody ix, 4, 24, 35-49, 

52, 54, 60, 61, 396, 399, 458 
Proto-Austro-Asiatic 101 
Proto-Munda See Munda 
prototypical 10, 73, 166, 276, 277, 

278, 288, 289, 457 
proximal 183 
pseudo-compound See compound 
psyche (verb) xi, 226-230 
purpose xiii, 321, 389-390 

qualitative (predication) ix, xiii, 
xxii, 19, 25, 34, 76, 97, 209, 210, 
245, 256, 257, 336, 337, 340, 348, 
374-388 
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inherent 209, 336, 374, 375, 377, 
378, 379 

non-inherent 209, 256, 336, 374, 
375, 377, 378, 380 

quale 91 
quantifier xi, 25, 52, 80-81, 107, 112, 

138, 141, 174, 182, 187-194, 195, 
196, 197, 198, 199, 202 

Raigarh 1, 3 
Ranchi xviii, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 83, 

250, 328, 362, 453, 454, 456, 457, 
458 

-ray See tfay 
recipient 144, 145, 364, 367, 368, 428, 

429 
reciprocal xi, xxii, 17, 35, 42, 69, 128, 

215, 230, 237-239, 274, 275, 288, 
289, 290, 291, 292, 317, 318, 454, 
456 

reduced x, 65, 148, 281 
reduplicate I reduplication x, xxii, 

10, 17, 42, 75, 87, 88, 90, 92, 93, 
94-101, 102, 104-105, 117, 121, 122, 
123, 124, 137, 200, 201, 202, 215, 
264, 265, 266, 300, 301, 318, 322, 
399, 402, 412 

reference I referent(ial) 12, 17, 18, 
19, 60, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75--92, 96, 97, 
100, 102, 106, 109, 110, 115, 117, 
118, 120, 128, 135, 140, 142, 160, 
168, 169, 171, 173, 174, 175, 176, 
177, 186, 191, 194, 195, 198, 199, 
202, 210, 249, 317, 355, 358, 363, 
364, 365, 431, 450, 455, 456 

relative clause xiv, xxii, 12, 25, 95, 
110, 136, 175, 207,319,353,365, 
389, 392, 406-426, 454, 455 

reflexive xii, xxii, 25, 171, 221, 230, 
237, 259, 268, 269, 288, 289, 291, 
292, 293-298, 317, 318, 363, 364, 
365, 367 

Rerno 7, 8, 103, 122, 314, 315, 322, 
455 

remote 96, 215, 266, 267, 268, 276, 
281 

repetition xxii, 25, 87, 96, 131, 162, 
201, 202, 296, 333, 399, 449 

restrictive xxi, 137, 406, 407, 421, 434 
resultative 218 
retroflex 20, 23, 29, 31, 33 
role (status) 83--84 
Roman (alphabet I script) 19, 22 
Romance 401 

root ix, 17, 24, 51, 52, 56, 59, 60, 92, 
216, 314, 315, 325 

Sabar 6 
Sabbar 5, 6 
Sadani 4, 455, 457 
Sadri 4, 5, 6, 19, 21, 28, 33, 34, 51, 

55, 69, 99, 100, 113, 116, 131, 178, 
183, 186, 188, 189, 190, 192, 193, 
195, 197, 199, 201, 204, 221, 223, 
224, 225, 260, 295, 302, 324, 325, 
326, 334, 349, 363, 377, 378, 381, 
391, 395, 408, 417, 441, 442 

Sanskrit 21, 393 
Santali 8, 62, 93, 146, 302, 306, 307, 

314, 457 
Sar 6 
Saur 6 
Savar 6, 453 
Savara 5, 6 
Sayar 6 
scalar 202, 204, 305, 336 
scene-setting 426, 428, 431, 433 
scope (prag.) 53, 57, 58, 60, 215, 218, 

236, 329, 432 
secondary predication See predication 
self-directed 268, 269, 276, 281 
semantic base I head (use of term) 

17; (form) 71-132, 135--143, 
149-207, 214-239 

semantic map xii, 288, 298 
(semantic) shift 82, 90, 122 
Sernelai 101, 456 
sernel-iterative xii, 298, 300-301, 308 
Semitic 401 
sequential See converh 
shift See semantic shift 
Simdega xviii, 1, 3, 4, 6, 15, 16, 71, 

74, 76, 77, 82, 92, 96, 108, 111, 112, 
117, 136, 265, 266, 267, 287, 385, 
417, 439 

simultaneous (events) 216, 326, 330, 
397, 399, 400 

Sinhala I Sinhalese 171, 455 
size xi, 138, 139-142 
Sora 6, 8, 1 02, 298 
South Asia(n) 4, 23, 25, 100, 129, 

153, 170, 171, 219, 226, 293, 324, 
326, 327, 454, 456, 457, 459 

South Munda See Munda 
Southeast Asia(n) 125, 206, 453, 458 
Spanish 401 
speaker-specific 27, 144, 213, 231, 

272, 274, 275, 287 
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specific 1, 128, 270, 294 
spontaneous 33, 49, 230, 286, 290, 

291,292 
Sprachhund 4, 1 0 
standard (in comparison) 202, 203 
standard(ized) 5, 8, 9, 20, 21, 24, 29, 

242, 257, 324, 379, 439, 441, 449, 
451,452 

stative xiii, 76, 97, 158, 348, 374, 375, 
377-381, 382, 384 

status (role) 83--84 
stem ix, xxii, 17, 24, 51, 52, 56, 59, 

60, 91, 129, 377 
stinndus 4,226,227, 228,229,230 
sub-base xi, 214, 215-219, 236, 272, 

313, 314, 398, 400 
sub-event 314, 316 
subject xi, xiii, xiv; (subject markers) 

212-214; (with "psyche-verbs") 
226-230; (grammatical relation) 
351-367 

subordination xiii, 25, 389-406, 454 
successful (action) 260, 274, 275, 276, 

281, 284, 300 
sudden (event) xii, xxii, 270-272, 276, 

306-307 
suffix See qffix 
Suir 6 
Sundargarh 1, 3 
superlative xi, 202-204 
suppletion I suppletive 262-264, 336, 

375,377 
Surguja 1, 3 
Swirl 6 
syllable structure ix, 24, 32-33, 378 
syntactic atom x, 51--69, 109, 121, 

352,356 

TAMIPERsoN-syntagma (use ofterm) ix, 
18-19 

telic 
anticipatcny xii, xxi, 62, 67, 

302-304 
culminatcny xii, xxi, 31, 302-304, 

306 
gradual 131, 305 
other I general 66, 91, 110, 201, 

264, 293, 305, 310, 311, 312, 318, 
402,403 

temporal xiv, xxii, 77, 87, 88, 90, 92, 
143, 145, 180, 183, 186, 206, 324, 
329, 334, 374, 377, 383, 389, 
390-393, 398, 410, 412, 413, 414, 
416, 417, 418, 419, 423, 428, 436 

thorough 269-270, 276 
thwarted (attempt) 274--275, 276, 281 
T'in 425, 455 
tone 35, 36, 44, 48 
Tongan 18, 454 
topic(al) xiv, 1, 142, 171, 172, 329, 

353, 357, 358, 360, 361, 362, 
426-438, 455, 456 

totality xii, xxii, 10, 182, 304--306, 
457 

transformative 254 
transitive xxii, 12, 201, 212, 224, 259, 

261, 262, 268, 270, 271, 272, 276, 
277, 279, 281, 282, 286, 287, 305, 
358, 359, 367, 368, 428 

translational active 289, 292 
translational motion 289, 290, 291, 

292 
transliteration ix, 19-24, 28, 29 

uncertain future 96, 267 
underived See derived I derivation 
unexpected See expected 
unmarked 95, 96, 135, 140, 144, 147, 

156, 158, 159, 171, 172, 173, 176, 
187, 189, 206, 215, 239, 242, 245, 
249, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 270, 
272, 273, 274, 276, 281, 286, 289, 
294, 299, 308, 348, 370, 383, 416, 
427 

v2 xii, xxii, 4, 1 0, 11, 25, 45, 62, 63, 
66, 68, 69, 80, 110, 116, 210, 211, 
257,264,293-313,317,318, 335, 
348, 356, 367 (see also under 
individual v2 entries) 

valency 230, 279, 317 
velar 23, 29 
verb See parts of speech 
verbalizer 79, 80, 106, 110, 116, 221 
Vie1nam 7 
Vie1namese 206 
vigesimal 190 
visarg 21 
voiced 20, 31, 33 
voiceless 63 
volitional/ non-volitional/ volitionality 

(See also avolitional) 224, 230, 270, 
271, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 
282,283,284,285,286, 28~ 309 

VP 73,75 

Warlpiri 351, 458 
West Bengal 1, 3 
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wh-question xiii, 296, 368, 370-373 
word 

clitic 42 
grammatical (See also syntactic 

atom) 51-69, 118, 293 
phonological ix, x, xxii, 24, 35-46, 

48, 51, 52, 53, 61, 65, 66, 68, 69, 
88, 92, 93, 100, 102, 103, 121, 

122, 123, 136, 178, 183, 194, 202, 
209, 230, 257, 293, 317, 324, 349, 
370, 436 

written ix, xxi, 23, 24 

zero (copula, derivation, marking, etc.) 
xiii, 18, 88, 93, 107-108, 110, 111, 
143, 259, 355, 376, 382-388, 403 
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